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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

The god Dagan is one of the least known deities and, paradoxically, one of 
the most important in Syrian religion in the Bronze Age. He is already well 
attested in the oldest cuneiform texts found in Syria and is frequently 
documented in almost all the deposits where cuneiform texts of the third 
and second millennium have been found in that region. In spite of all that, 
he is a god who has not yet been well described. The geographical spread of 
the sources and the wide chronological range that they cover make it diffi
cult for a complete study, and in fact for seventy years no-one has made the 
attempt. 

There are several ways of classifying the deities worshipped by the peo-
ples who lived in the Ancient Near East. The commonest system is to set 
up ethno-linguistic classifications that are still a matter for discussion, and 
accordingly to speak of 'Sumerian', 'Akkadian', 'Babylonian', 'Hurrian', 
'Semitic' deities, etc. By and large this is the system most used by modem 
scholars. The bibliography is replete with such expressions as 'Hurrian 
pantheon', 'Semitic deity' or 'Sumerian mother goddesses'. Obviously, this 
comment is not intended as a criticism; on the contrary, the reader will be 
able to verify how this terminology is used unreservedly in the present 
work; we have to make ourselves understood in some way. 

Another possible system for classifying deities is to group them accord
ing to their chief attributes and in this way it is possible to break the barri
ers by setting up classifications based on ethno-linguistic geography. We 
may speak, then, of 'creator deities', 'underworld gods', or simply of 
'mother goddesses', and in this way the perspective is purely diachronic 
and, as a result, we require a specific place and time in order to define the 
deities to which we are referring. I 

There is also another label that can be hung on the various numinous be
ings of the Ancient Near East; we can say that there are 'explained' and 
'unexplained' deities. When we refer to the first group, we are indicating any 
such numen adequately described by the ancient sources. Basically, they are 
deities who take part actively in myths, legends and epic poems, where they 
appear with a specific and more or less three-dimensional character, that 
gives a clear indication of the role that deity in the general framework of his 
or her pantheon. In this way, modem scholars start from sufficiently 'firm' 
foundations in order to be able to work on and digest the non-literary docu
mentation which, although it comprises the largest proportion of the mate
rial, in fact is very meagre when it comes to making a 'stable' profile of the 
deity. The cases of An, Enlil, Enki, lnanna, Marduk, Adad or Nergal are 
good illustrations of examples of 'explained' deities. The other group, the 

On these two ways of classifying deities cf. B. KIENAST, Or 54 (1985) 106f. 
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set of 'unexplained' deities comprises a whole series of numina that do not 
appear in the literary texts and are not described in any ritual , though some 
of them, at least, seem to be very popular in specific regions of the Ancient 
Near East. There is no doubt that this 'classification' does not contribute 
anything to our knowledge of the religions of the Ancient Near East, but 
corresponds to pure empirical observation of the facts . Even so, it is clear 
that we are dependent on the possible discovery of new material that illumi
nates and transforms into 'explained', deities that up till now were not, but 
in these disciplines who is not dependent on the chance of a new archaeo
logical find? 

There is no need to say that Dagan belongs to the second group. There is 
little evidence of him in Babylonia,2 and the main documentary quarry 
comes from Syria,3 the origin and principal focus of his cult. That is why 
we have chosen this region in order to delimit our study in terms of geogra
phy. Syria is the marrow of the bone in devotion to Dagan; all the material 
that lies outside this region will be illuminating when there is no Syrian 
material, but the little material on Dagan from Babylonia and Assyria only 
provides a small retouch to the general portrait of the god. From this point 
of view, the fact that most of the material comes from Syria illustrates, to 
some extent, why Dagan continues to be an 'unexplained' god. In contrast 
to the almost suffocating wealth of sources from Babylonia and Assyria, 
with a respectable amount of literary texts that describe the life and character 
of the gods, Syria is, for the moment, much more parsimonious when it 
comes to providing textual material and even more in respect of literary 
texts of local tradition. The Ugaritic myths are virtually the only excep
tion.4 Unfortunately, Dagan's role in this collection of literary texts is prac
tically non-existent, a fact that makes it difficult to establish a faithful 
portrait of him.S 

Dagan is a little known god because he is a 'marginal' god from the 
Babylonian viewpoint. In spite of that, he is 'central' in the eyes of Syria. 
This had already been noted by H. SCHMOKEL the first (and so far the last) 
scholar to write a monograph on Dagan.6 This work and the later summary 
published in RIA in the thirties were to be the foundation and main source 
of information about Dagan during the first half of the twentieth century. 
There is no need to add that the references to Dagon in the Bible and in 

2 In this book the geographical term 'Babylonia' refers to the region that other scholars 
call Sourthern Iraq or the land of Sumer and Akkad. Conscious that this termi nology could be 
unsuitable, especially in respect of the period before the Old Babylonian period, we use it as 
being the simplest and easiest to understand, especially if we are looking at matters from the 
Syrian or 'western' point of view. 

3 By 'Syria' we mean the region that runs from the West of Babylonia as far as the 
Mediterranean, and the Anatolian high plateau as far as the Arabian desert. 

4 If we leave out of consideration some Hurro-Hittite rituals that must certainly follow 
Syrian mythological models and the texts of the Old Testament, that provide a somewhat 
negative view of the religiosity that surrounded Yahwism. 

S The absence of Dagan from the literary texts of Ugarit is due to reasons that need not 
be discussed here; cf. 5.2. below. 

6 H. SCHMOKEL, Der Gott Dagan. Urspnmg, Verbreilllng WId Wesen seines Kultes, 
Leipzig 1928, 2f. (doctoral thesis, Heidelberg, directed by A. Gotze). 
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Philo of Byblos would generate a number of studies on that g.od, especially 
in biblical encyclopaedias and in studies on the works of Ph~lo. Neve~e
less, the first work that was to make full use of all the cuneiform materIal 
available to him was by H. SCHMOKEL. After the thirties, the important 
epigraphical discoveries in Ugarit started to c~ange the 'fixed' description of 
Syrian religion, and in particular, the portrait of ~agan that ~ad been con
solidated with the contribution made by H. SCHMOKEL. The flfSt to make a 
step forward and realise the need to tum to the study of Da~an in accordan~e 
with the new material was F.1. MONTALBANO,? who provided a systematIc 
survey of the material from Babylonia from. the third millenn.ium to the Old 
Babylonian period, analysed the Canaamte sources (basically fron: EI 
C Amama, Ugarit and Philo of Byblos), and finally attempted to establIsh a 
general portrait of the god, as well as discussing the unavoida.ble proble~ of 
his etymology. Almost at the same time E. DHORME8 publI.shed an article 
on the god Dagon, based principally on evidence from the BIble and Phoe
nician and classical sources, as well as studying the documents from Baby
lonia and Syria, making important contributions especially in respect of the 
texts from Mari. From the start, the Ugaritic texts and Dagan's marginal 
role in Ugaritic myths was to cause concern among scholars that quic~ly 
was reflected in scholarly discussion. J. FONTENROSE was one of the first 
to tackle this problem in an article devoted exclusively to the relationship 
between Dagon and EI, on the basis of the paternity he apparently shared 
with Bac1.9 During the sixties, comparisons with Dagan continued to be 
made exclusively from the biblical and classical viewpoint,IO but the publi
cation of new material from Ugarit (Ug 5), especially the god-lists, was to 
provide important data for the study of the Ugaritic pantheon in general and 
for Dagan in particular. In this connection particular mention must be made 
of the contribution by E. LAROCHE who showed that Dagan was to be 
identified with Kumarbi. 11 The first to make an in-depth synthesis of Syr
ian religion that included the material from Ugarit was H. GESE, whose 
study, with an outline portrait of each deity, has stood the test of time and 
today is still useful for scholars. 12 Although not exclusively devoted to 
Dagan, the contribution by 1.1.M. ROBERTS in connection with our god 
revived the atmospheric thesis -based on identification with Enlil and an 
etymology related to Arabic- and especially, it was to introduce the thesis 
of the underworld character of the god,13 which was discussed by 1.F. 
HEALEY in a lengthy article. 14 Already in the eighties, N . WYATT, follow
ing the new trend started by ROBERTS of considering Dagan as having an 

? CBQ 13 (1951) 381-397. 
8 RHD 745-754. Cf. also the important contribution made by the same scholar to the 

study of Babylonian religion in the RBA. 
9 J. FONTENROSE, Oriens 10 (1957) 277-279. 
10 M. DELCOR, VT 15 (1964) 136-154; R. DU MESNIL DE BUISSON, RHR 169 (1966) 

37-49. 
II E. LAROCHE, Ug 5 524f. 
12 H. GESE, RAAM, on Dagan see especially pages 107-113. 
13 J.J.M. ROBERTS, ESP 18f. 
14 J.F. HEALEY, JNSL 5 (1977) 43-51. 
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atmospheric character, was to interpret references to this god in the Ugaritic 
myths as an epithet of the Storm-god,IS but it has not been well received by 
scholars. D.O. EDZARD for Mesopotamia and M.H. POPE for Syria each 
attempted an important summary, for the time, in two entries on Dagan in 
the dictionary of mythology I 6 that even today is still an indispensable refer
ence work. The next important contribution in connection with the figure of 
Dagan was to come from the hands of the duo G. PEITINATO - H. 
W AE1Z0LDT, who devoted an article to the study of Dagan in the third 
millennium. G. PETTINATO focused on the Eblaite sources, which comprise 
very important documentary evidence for the level of worship of Dagan in 
this period in the Middle Euphrates, but unfortunately not all the proposals 
made by PETTINATO remain valid today. H. WAE1ZOLDT's contribution is 
focused basically on the Sargonic and Ur III periods. The documentation 
available to him was much more stable than the Eblaite sources that 
PETTINATO had to deal with. Both the study and the conclusions reached by 
H. W AE1Z0LDT can still be considered valid today.17 The publication of 
the Middle Babylonian texts from Emar was the final great leap forward that 
we have made in the last twenty years, since the archives preserve a large 
number of ritual texts in the Syrian tradition that help to complement and 
define more precisely the data from the texts of Ugarit. 18 The fundamental 
contributions of the nineties have been by D.E. FLEMING for Emar, 1.-M. 
DURAND for Mari and A. ARCH! for Ebla. 19 On the other hand, some arti
cles from a biblical viewpoint20 that appeared in the last ten years, or the 
portrait of the god by scholars already mentioned2 I are other works that do 
not contribute anything new to our knowledge of the god.22 

It is clear, then, that since the summary written by H. SCHMOKEL in the 
twenties, there has been no comparable attempt to update and redefine the 
portrait and character of Dagan using all the new sources that have appeared 
over the years. It is evident that a monograph on that god, from both the 
synchronic and diachronic aspects, is fully justified. The extremely impor
tant epigraphic finds in Syria in the second half of the twentieth century 
have far exceeded the work by SCHMOKEL and a large part of later contribu
tions. The partial studies that have been made on Dagan do not cover all the 
aspects or sources that are available to us; as a result, it is necessary to make 
a study using all the documentation in an attempt to draw a portrait of the 
god that is as definitive as possible. It is necessary to clarify the geographi-

15 N. WYATT, UF 12 (1980) 375-379. 
16 D.O. EDZARD, WdM 49-50; M.H. POPE, WdM 276-278. 
17 G. PETTINATO - H. W AETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 234-256. 
18 For the publication of the texts from Emar cf. see chapter 5, below. 
19 1.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 127-533; D.E. FLEMING, ZA 83 (1993) 88-98; A. ARCHI, 

Fs. Houwink ten Cate 1-6. 
20 K. HOLTER, SJOT I (1989) 142-147; S.A. WIGGINS, VT 43 (1993) 268-274; W . 

ZWICKEL, VT 44 (1994) 239-249; V. OREL, ZAW 110 (1998) 427-432. 
21 1.F. HEALEY, DDD 216-219; URC 65-74. 
22 Recently a new article on Dagan by B.L. CROWELL (JANER I [2001] 32-83) ap

peared. The work is an overview of the god in all his aspects and using all the sources. Many 
of the conclusions of CROWELL concur with those of the present work. 
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cal and chronological limits chosen for this book. The basic motive for 
deciding to study Dagan in Syria in the Bronze Age is that, in terms of 
place an time, the period and the region chosen are 'central'. Syria is the 
original homeland of the god and the principal sanctuaries of his cult are 
there; the worship he was to receive outside Syria is marginal and does not 
contribute decisive facts for study of him. On the other hand, the Bronze 
Age is a period that is particularly rich in documentary evidence f~om Syria 
and coincides with the time when the cult of Dagan was most wldespread. 
During the first millennium, Dagan virtually disappears from Syrian 
sources, indicating perhaps a decline in his worship. The cuneiform sources 
from Syria are the central nucleus for the study of Dagan and, in conse
quence, fully justify the chronological limits we have established for st~dy 
of him in this book. Of course, whenever necessary we shall refer to flfSt 
millennium sources, but always to illustrate or contrast with the 'central' 
data from Bronze Age Syria. 

The backbone of this book is formed by the sources from Ebla and Mari 
for the third millennium, the sources from Mari for the Old Babylonian 
period and the sources from Emar and Ugarit for the Middle Bab~lon~an 
period. Of course there are other archives that supplement the cont~lbutlOn 
made by these sources, but, without the important quarry of the archlves we 
have just mentioned, it would have been difficult to write this book. Fortu
nately, these four archives cover almost the whole of the Bronze Age .and 
help to provide a diachronic view, but unfortunately, none of the archlves 
mentioned covers the whole chronological range that interests us, which 
would have given us a development of the cult that is much more reliable, 
whereas we have to resign ourselves to the snapshots that each of these 
archives provides. The evidence, then, is fragmentary and we are unable to 
have an overall synchronic view. It is risky to try to relate the evidence 
provided by Ebla in the third millennium to the documentation from Ugarit 
or Emar; each still has to be studied separately. In spite of everything, there 
is no avoiding an attempt at making a general portrait, collecting together 
all the partial stills and reconstruct a hypothetical film with some continu
ity. Once the partial portraits for each of the periods studied have been 
drawn, in the final chapter, this attempt at reconstruction will be made in 
the guise of general conclusions. 

* * * 
The system of bibliographical references followed in this book is the one 
traditional in Assyriology. Full citation of the titles of monographs and 
articles has been avoided. For monographs cited more than once an 
abbreviation is used. Reference to articles is by the abbreviation of the 
journal, the year and the page number; the abbreviation 'p.' (page) is used 
before the page number only when this could be misunderstood or confused, 
generally with a text number; thus ARM 26/1 207 refers to text 207, but 1.
M. DURAND, ARM 26/1 p. 407 refers to the page in question. When there 
is no possibility of confusion, the abbreviation for 'page' is not given. The 
use of expressions such as op.!art. cit., ibdm., etc., for references to works 
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already cited in the book is avoided; the works are always cited in the same 
manner. A special way of numbering is provided for citing the texts studied 
(MA:T 1 = Mari Text no. 1, etc), for ease of internal references within the 
book; however, the complete text reference is given at the beginning of the 
transliteration in a footnote. The keys for these abbreviations are given in 
the section 'General Abbreviations'. As for Old Babylonian proper names 
and names from Emar, a specific abbreviation is used for texts published 
outside these collections; this means that when the proper name Dagan-nerl 
in Mari occurs in various texts, one of which is published outside the series 
ARM, so as not have excessively long bibliographical references citing 
author, journal, year, page and line, we have preferred to cite by tablet 
number and line, e.g. A.3562: VII 29'. In the case of texts with an extremely 
long or unknown tablet number we have resorted to a bibliographical 
abbreviation, e.g. ASl 12110: 23; the key to finding the specific publication 
of texts A.3562 or ASl 12110 is in the section 'Abbreviations of texts'. The 
same applies to Old Babylonian proper names and names from Emar that 
comprise the principal part of the onomastic material that we shall study in 
order to economise on space and time. 

* * * 
During the final stages of preparing this book for publication, three works 
have appeared that could not be taken into consideration. In connection 
with the texts from Mari: 1.-M. DURAND, Le Culte d'Addu d'Alep et 
l'affaire d'Alahtum, Florilegium Marianum VII, Paris 2002, in which some 
of the texts that should have appeared in ARM 26/3 have been published. 
As for the texts from Tuttul, the edition by M. KREBERNIK, Tall 
B{ a/I'uttul - II, Die altorientalischen Schriftfunde, WVDOG 100, 
Saarbrucken 2001 is now available. Also, the texts from Ekalte have been 
published: W. MAYER, Tall Munbaqa-Ekalte II. Die Texte, Saarbrucken 
2001. 

CHAPTER TWO 

THE PRE-SARGONIC PERIOD 

If this work had been prepared in the middle 1970's, we would have found 
it difficult to devote an entire chapter to the pre-Sargonic period. The almost 
complete absence of epigraphic material in Syria in this period -a few 
inscribed votive objects from Mari comprise the appropriate exception
have forced us to begin our research in later periods, leaving this period in 
the obscurity of the 'prehistory' of Dagan. The earliest document that was 
available to H. SCHMOKEL, in his pioneering study on Dagan, was the 
bilingual inscription of Sargon of Akkad and the next oldest was the in
scription of Tura-Dagan, Sakkanakkum of Mari, moving on next to analyse 
the Code of ijammurapi and the inscriptions from Mari from the OB pe
riod. 1 

The great discovery of the royal archives of Ebla and the publication of 
the few, but valuable pre-Sargonic tablets from Mari have made possible a 
wider and more accurate view of Syria in the second half of the third mil
lennium. The existence of other important archives of the same period in 
lower Mesopotamia2 has made it possible to compare two great literary 
centres immmediately prior to the Sargonic period. In recent years there has 
been a new find of documents from this period, or slightly later, in Tell 
Beydar in the upper region of the ijiibur. Fortunately, most of the corpus 
from this deposit has already been published.3 

2.1. Ebla 

Ebla (modem Tell Mardlb), a large site about 65 km south of Aleppo, was 
to supply the Assyriological community with an archive of some 20,000 
catalogue numbers of cuneiform tablets and small fragments of tablets dat
ing approximately to the middle of the third millennium. This discovery 
has allowed first hand information to be gained about a period (the third 
millennium) and a region (Syria) for which previously there was very little 
documentation. Over the last twenty-eight years of research (the first group 
of 40 texts came to light in 1974, and during 1975 most of the tablets were 
discovered), a large number of texts has been published, many of them 
surrounded by arguments and personal suspicions that have not been very 
illuminating. However, leaving aside such bitter disputes, today it seems 

I Cf. H. SCHMOKEL, Dagan 3, 13f. 
2 For the texts from Abu-Salabib cf. R.D. BIGGS, Inscriptions from Tell AbU :;>aliiblkh. 

OJP 99. Chicago 1974. For bibliography on the texIs from Fara cf. OJP 99 28f. For the 
pantheon of Abu-Salabib cf. P. MANDER, II Pantheon di Abu-:;>iilablkh. Contributo 0110 studio 
del pantheon Sllmerico arcaico. Naples 1986. 

3 Cf. ADTB I 27f. and pI. If. 
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clear that during the period described by the archives from Palace G, Ebla 
was an economic and commercial centre of the first order in Syria. 

Most of the documents are texts of an economic and administrative na
ture, and deal with business transactions of various products, textiles, met
als and animals being the most numerous. There are also documents that are 
particularly relevant for religion, such as those referring to offerings for the 
cult. The administrative texts are a good quarry for gathering theophoric 
proper names that will help us to see what the 'popular pantheon' of the 
period was. Other types of text are the lexical texts. These can be divided 
into two types: monolingual lists, which comprise long lists of words ar
ranged by semantic field in the traditional Sumerian manner, and bilingual 
lists, that are vocabularies with a Sumerian word and its corresponding 
Semitic translation. The lexical lists are one of the most important sources 
for knowing the character of certain deities at Ebla, since one section of the 
bilingual vocabulary is devoted to listing various deities with both their 
Sumerian and Semitic forms. Thus, this is an extremely valuable tool for 
knowing the reading of many divine names that in context are only written 
logographically. The literary and historical texts are very difficult to inter
pret, but in spite of that many of them will be of great importance for the 
reconstruction of Eblaite religion. 

The presence of Dagan in the archives from Ebla seems to be meagre, in 
fact it only appears to be attested in the personal names; in spite of that, the 
identification of Dagan with (d)BE is the key to undertsanding his role 
within the pantheon, what his attributes were and what was the extent of his 
cult. First of all we shall see what references there are to (d)BE in context and 
in the personal names, as well the documentation on Dagan in the proper 
names (the only context where it is written out syllabically: dda-gan or da
ga-an), to be able to see whether the identification is always possible or in 
some cases it needs retouching. 

G. PETTINATO was the first to identify (d)BE with Dagan,4 considering it 
to be an epithet of the god, Oil Signore', but, in the same work, dBE bu-la
nu

ki 
was already translated 'Dagan di Bulan(u), by the Italian scholar, who 

interpreted dBE virtually as if it functioned as a logogram. Previously, he 
had interpreted BE in the same way, translating e -d u r us-BE 'rione di 
Dagan' and in this way he established that there was a gate (not 
documented) and a quarter of the city with the name of Dagan.S In his study 
of the Eblaite calendar, G. PETTINATO interpreted the month BE-li as the 
commemoration of a festival dedicated to the king (the lord) or a feast 
dedicated to Dagan, who, according to G. PETTINATO, is 'The Lord' par 
excellence. 6 Later, in MEE 2 G. PETTINATO translated the syntagm e: BE 

4 OA 18 (1979) 103. 
5 G. PETTINATO - P. MATTHIAE. RSO 50 (1976) II (gates of Rasap, Utu, Dagan 

-without citing the text that appears there- and 'city gate'); G. PETTINATO, Ebla 76 
(Dagan

d 
Rasap, Sipis [UTU] and IStar). Cf also RR STIEGLITZ, Eblaitica 2 (1990) 83 (Bacl, 

Rasap, BE and Utu). 
6 G. PETTINATO, AfO 2S (1974177) 29; cf. also G. PETTINATO, OA 16 (1977) 280. 

Several scholars have accepted the reading be-Ii in the calendar (H. HUNGER, RlA 5 302; D. 
CHARPIN, RA 76 [1982] 2), but it has been questioned by U. GELS who notes that the spelling 
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as oil tempio di Dagan' explaining afterwards in the commentary that BE 
'signore' = Dagan.? With too much daring, as was common at the 
beginning of Eblaite studies, (d)BE was understood as a logogram for Dagan. 
In MEE 2 14 obv. II 12 dBE du-du-lu k1 is translated 'Dagan di Tuttul'. In an 
article on Dagan in Eblaite texts, G. PETTINATO provided the reasons for the 
interpretation and identification of (d)BE with Dagan.8 The principal reasons, 
according to the author, are the following: 

a) The Eblaite vocabulary (VE)9 gives the following equivalents in the 
AN section: 

VE 795a: dBE KALAM-TIM = TI-lu rna-tim 
VE 795b: d<BE> KALAM-TIM = BE-lu rna-tim 

PETTINATO interprets BE-lu rna-tim as 'lord of the land' and reads TI-lu 
(VE 795a) as (i-lu, relating this term to Semitic (l 'dew',1 0 relating it to the 
presumed character of Dagan as a weather god. On the other hand, he also 
connects BE-lu rna-tim with the dl u g a I rna-tim of Mari, who is identified 
with Dagan by G. DOSSIN.II . 

b) The presence of dBE du-du-lulla k1 in the texts from Ebla, interpreted 
by PETTINATO as the 'Lord of Tuttul', that could not be any other god 
except Dagan. 

c) The possibility of the variant spelling of a proper name of the same 
person using BE and Dagan without distinction (Enna-Dagan = Enna-BE). 

These three reasons are the basis for the systematic identification that 
make PETTINATO equate almost all the (d)BE of Ebla with Dagan.12 In the 
second edition of his monograph on Ebla, the author reasserts his conviction 
that 'all' the dBE are to be identified with Dagan, even proposing 
henotheism in the Eblaite religion, given the 'abstract' concept of the name 
for the principal god of the pantheon ('the Lord' ).13 

In later works, G. PETTINATO has continued to revise his translations 
and recently, in the latest volume of his publication of the Eblaite texts, he 
translates dBE GN 'il Signore di GN'14 or 'divino Be di GN', 15 without 
specifying the god to which it refers. In spite of all that, in his latest mono
graph on Ebla he again reasserts his earlier arguments, identifying 'the Lord' 
as head of the pantheon. 16 

be-Ii for /becli/ is impossible since in the III millennium the 'normal' spelling is be-l£ (cf. MR 
145; M.E. COHEN, CC 30). 

7 MEE 2 3 rev. iii 3 and commentary on page 46. 
8 Or 54 (1985) 234-244. 
9 The principal edition of the VE was completed by G. PETTINATO in MEE 4. For a 

later edition, cf. G. CONTI, SQF. 
10 LEb 274. Cf. HAL 358f. 
I I Syria 21 (1940) 165f. 
12 Or 54 (1985) 238. 
13 Cf. G. PETTINATO, Ebla 322f.; ECO 321. 
14 MEE 5 79 and 284. 
15 MEE 5 351. 
16 Cf. G. PETTINATO, ECO 321f. 
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A. ARCHI was also inclined, at first, to identify dBE with Dagan, 
interpreting it as a 'logogram'17 or as an abbreviation of belu, a special 
epithet of Dagan. 18 The volumes of ARET in which A. ARCH! has 
collaborated gloss over the problem of the reading and interpretation of this 
sign, varying between reading an interpretative dBE and a more neutral 
dBAD.19 In spite of this doubtful af,proach, ARCH! was to provide 
definitive proof for the interpretation of BE as a logogram for Dagan. The 
PN of a musician from Ebla called Enna-Dagan (written syllabically) appears 
in one text written en-na-BE, accompanied by the same persons as in the 
other texts.20 This must be the almost conclusive proof of the identification 
between BE and Dagan (we shall come back to this topic later). In spite of 
this fact, A. ARCH! is dubious about applying the equation (d)BE = Dagan 
globally, and only applies it when it refers to Tuttul, the known cult centre 
of that god,21 doubting the relationship with the dBE of VE 795aJb.22 In 
recent works, A. ARCHI again asserts the idea of associating dBE with 
belurn and interpreting it as a hypostasis of Dagan only in specific instances 
(Tuttul and Ganana\23 

Other scholars have followed one of these two positions with greater or 
less 'fidelity': L. CAGNI followed G. PETI1NATO's proposal without any 
changes, translating all the dBE as Dagan;24 P. XELLA also did the same, at 
first,25 as did P. MANDER;26 I. SINGER27 also accepts PETTINATO's 
identification. 

We now move on to see the references to dBE, both in context and in the 
onomasticon, in the second set together with the PNN with Dagan written 
syllabically. 

2.1.1. (d) BE in context 

Recently A. ARCH! has made a classification of the various genres to be 
found in the texts from Ebla in order to be able to have a correct view of the 

17 Biblica 60 (1979) 559 and 566. 
18 AAAS 29/30 (1979/80) 170; SEb I (1979) 106 n. 5 (,L'epiteto, ( ... ) e di norma 

riferito a Dagan '). 
19 dBE: ARET I; 3 and 7. The other editors of ARET opt for one of the two readi ngs, 

without proposing any hypothesis to explain the translations; D.O. EDZARD, ARET 2: dBAD; 
M.G. BIGA - L. MILANO, ARET 4: dBAD; L. MILANO, ARET 9: dBE. E. SOLLBERGER (ARET 
8 10) is more explicit as he interprets d be as an abbreviation or logogram of beium 'Iord(
god)'. Nevertheless, he does not venture to identify the deity in question. 

20 ARET I 311. 
21 A. ARCHI, MARl 5 (1987) 39 n. 14; Fs. Kupper 201 (also with Ganana and 

kalarnlllla-tilll). In EOCU 137 he indicates the possibility of identifying 'Lord of Ganana' with 
Dagan as well, given the location of the place-name in the Middle Euphrates region; cf. also 
OBO 1299. 

22 A. ARCHI, OBO 129 9. Later, A. ARCHI again proposes the identification with 
Dagan, cf. Fs. Houwink ten Cate 2. 

23 A. ARCH!, OLZ 88 (1993) 471; OLZ 91 (1996) 138f.; Fs. Houwink ten Cate 2. 
24 L. CAGNI, WGE 192. 
25 WGE 353; cf. the later correction in F. POMPONIO - P. XELLA, DE 95f. 
26 He considers it to be a title of Dagan in every case, cf. MROA 2/1 38f. 
27 Fs. Carter 223. 
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Eblaite pantheon.28 If we refer to texts in which dBE occurs, we have to 
point out that this 'deity' is documented in lexical lists (ARCHI's type A), 
in offering lists (type D), in the administrative texts (type E) and in the 
onomasticon (type F). Thus there are no references in the rituals (type B) or 
in the legal documents (type C). This information is important in order to 
establish to what extent the god is involved in each sphere of religion. 

2.1.1.1. Offering lists of the 'official cult' 

These texts comprise twenty documents in which are recorded, at the begin
ning of each, the sheep that have been sacrificed to the various deities by the 
king, his family and other members of the royal court. The remainder of the 
texts record other consignments of goods and food to various people. They 
are, then, administrative documents in which there is 'concentrated' informa
tion about offerings to deities, but we have to bear in mind that their rele
vance for the study of Eblaite religion is purely circumstantial, and that they 
are by no means 'religious' documents nor do they 'speak about religion'. 
Out of these only four have been published by G. PETI1NAT0.29 According 
to A. ARCHI the texts are very stereotyped30 and possibly the publication of 
the whole corpus would not contribute more than is provided by the four 
texts at our disposal. Thus they are give a partial picture of what we may 
call the religion of the palace,31 the religion of the members of the royal 
family to the extent that heads of a 'state' and persons with a prominent 
'political office', which need not be exactly the same as the reli~ion of the 
piety of 'ordinary people'. In the lists of offerings we find that BE occurs 
seven times: 

EB:T I 
Two sheep in the month of A. (July-August) to dBE of the land.32 

EB:T2 
One sheep to the lord of Tuttul for purification on behalf of the king as an 
offering.3 3 

Two sheep for dBE of the gods at GISbara.34 

Seven sheep for dBE of Buran(u), on behalf of PN, the inspector of the oxen, 
as a n offering. 35 

28 OLZ 91 ( 1996) 138f. 
29 G. PETTINATO, OA 18 (1979) 85-215 the text 1 (TM.75.G. 1764) has recently been 

re-edited by F. D' AGOSTINO in MEE 7 44. 
30 OBO 129 9; OLZ 91 (1996) 138 §d. 
31 For the division of Old Akkadian religion into four main groups (1. Popular religion , 

2. religious practice not connected with the temple, 3. the religion of the temple and 4. the 
official religion of the palace) cf. A. WESTENHOLZ, Or 45 (1976) 215 (= RAJ 21); cf. also 
A.L. OPPENHEIM, Ancient Mesopotamia 181. 

32 MEE 7 44 obv. x 5-7 (= G. PETTINATO OA 18 [1979] 129ss).: 2 udu / dAMA-ra / dBE 
lila-tum. For the month d AMA-ra and its identification as a month of lsbara in Ebla cf. D. 
PRECHEL, ISbara 18f.; against this identification cf. A. ARCHI, MARl 7 (1993) 73. 

33 MEE 125 obv. ii 13-19 (= OA 18 [1979] 147f.): 1 u d u /d l u gal / du-du-h/; / in 
/ s i k i 1/ e n / n f d b a. 

34 MEE 12 5 rev. i 19'-22' (= OA 18 [1979] 147f.): 2 u d u / dBE din g i r -
din g i r / in / GIS-bar-rak

;. 
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EB:T3 
Five sheep for dBE of the land, offering of PN.36 
Two sheep in the month of A. for dBE of the land.37 
Two sheep for dBE of Ganana, from PN as an offering in the month of A.38 

EB:T4 
Two sheep for dBE of the stars at GISbara.39 

There is little we can say about these few references to dBE. The disparity of 
the attributes given to him must be pointed out. Of the six texts, ,dBE of 
the land' is repeated only once, which is possibly related to the dBE 
KALAM-TIM of VE 795a/b. According to A. ARCHl, the 'pantheon' that 
can be deduced from these texts, also taking into account the number of 
offerings each deity receives, is as follows: dNldabal (of (L)arugadu, of 
Luban and of Saza), Adda (of Aleppo and Lub), KUra, Rasap (of Adani and 
<2f the 'garden'40) and less frequently, Adamma, Astabil, BE, Ilam, Kamis, 
Samagan, Ebara and UtU.4I 

2.1.1.2. Offerings (n [d b a) and gifts (n [g - b a) to dEE 

This is the largest group of texts in the whole corpus of the tablets from 
Ebla (type E). They are documents that record the issue of various goods, 
their origin and their recipient. Frequently, some of these records documents 
the gift (n f g - b a) or the offering (n f d b a) that an individual has made to 
a deity, a consignment to the temple or its personnel, and the offerings or 
contributions made by persons for statues or objects of the cult. 

2.1.1.2.a. Offerings of textiles and various kinds of metal 

EB:T 5 

One linen cloth, a cape, a fine textile (on behalf of) PN, the chief of the 
yoked team. Offerings for the journey of dBE of Ganana.42 

35 MEE 125 rev. vii 11-16 (= OA 18 [1979] I 47f.): 10 I a -3 u d u / dBE / bu-Ia-nllki / 

ti-Ia-NI / n f d b a / u g u I a g u d. 
36 MEE 1226 obv. vii 20-23 (= OA 18 [1979] 161f.): 5 u d u / dBE KALAM-TIM / 

za-a-se / n f d b a. 
37 MEE 1226 rev. ii 12-14: 2 u d u / dAMA-ra / dBE KALAM-TIM. 
38 MEE 1226 rev. xi 11-13 (= OA 18 [1979] 161f.): 2 u d u / dBE ga-na-na / i-ti-dNI

da-bal/ n f d b a / in / dAMA-ra-su. 
39 MEE 1241 rev. iv 14'-17' (= OA 18 [1979] 177f.): 2 u d u / dBE din g i r _ 

din g i r / in / GIS-bar-ra
ki

. For the reading of the place-name cf. ARES 2 246 (G. 
PETTINATO, reads gis-bar-duk

,). 

40 For the interpretation of gtl_nu(ki) as 'garden' connected with the afterlife cf. P. 
XELLA, NABU 1995/89; cf. also the bibliography in OLU S.V. gn (I) 2b; on Mari cf. J.-M. 
DURAND, LAPO 17 p. 648 §j. 

41 OBO 129 9f.; OLZ 91 (1996) 138f. Cf. also G. PETTINATO, OA 18 (1979) 194f. 
(Appendix P. MANDER). 

42 ARET 331 obv. ii 8'-13 (TM.75.G.3039+3035): 1 gad a-t t1 g d u 1 - t t1 g I 
m f - t t1 g / rf-ba-il / u g u I a b 1 r -BAR-AN / n f g -b a n f g -b a / k ask a I / dBE 
ga-[na]-na-im. For the reading and interpretation of b 1 r - BAR-AN as e r i n - bar - a n 
(mercenaries) cf. G. PETTINATO, MEE 5 22 §44 with bibliography. ARET prefers the reading 
b I r - BAR-AN and the translation 'tipo di equide' (A. ARCHl, ARET 3341); cf. PSO B 158. 

THE PRE-SARGONIC PERIOD 13 

EB:T6 
A fine textile for the daughter of... of dBE of Ma'NE, PN has gifted for the 
journey.43 

EB:T7 
One G.-garment, two fine cloths, from three daughters: gift for dBE of Tut
tul, PN has taken. One linen cloth, the provision for a silver statue of dBE 
of Tuttul 44 

EB:T8 
One G.-garment, a coloured skirt for PN, the bearer of PN for dBE of Tuttul. 
Receipt of Saza.45 

EB:T9 
Two G.-garments for two young bearers, offering of PN for dBE of Tuttul.46 

EB:T 10 
A cloth for the purification of dBE of Tuttul for the entry of PN (and) of the 
king in the purification ceremony.47 

43 ARET411obv.xiv7-l1(TM.75.G.1288):lmf-tug dumu-mf nl-si/ 
dBE ma_NEki / du-si-gu / i n - n a - sum / k ask a I. 

44 ARET4I5 obv. vii IS-viii 6 (TM.75.G.1467): I g u - sur - tug 2 m f - tug / 3 
dum u - m f - dum u - m f / n f g - b a / dBE du-du-Iaki 

/ ib-r{-um / GA-ou / 1 
gad a - tug k u r6/ I a n - d u I k u : b a b bar / dBE du-du-Ia

ki
• 

45 ARET 8 524 xvii 7-15 (TM.76.G.524) (=MEE 54 rev. iii 7-15): I g u - mug -
tug / I f b x 3 - tug - dar / da5-ba-dKU-r a / 0 / ir-'a-aq-da-mu / dBE du-du-Iu 
gab a - r u / s a - z a/i. G. PETTINATO interprets it as a verb '1 stoffa-Gm., 1 gonna 
variopinta per Oaba-Kura, ha devoluto Ir'aq-Oamu per il divino Signore di Tuttul, (rasura) 
quitanza del Governatorato' (cf. MEE 5 p. 79 §70). According to PElTINATO the term S a -
z a/' refers to the administrative centre of Ebla ('governatorato'); this interpretation has 
been followed by several scholars, cf. P. MANDER, OA 19 (1980) 263f.; J.-P. GREGOIRE, 
LEb 389; J.-P. GREGOIRE - J. RENGER, WGE 220; P. MANDER, MROA 211 28 (palace of the 
government, without reference to any administrative centre); E. ARCARI, WGE 125f. (large 
administrative centre with 8 administrative units, on the acropolis of the city); E. 
SOLLBERGER, ARET 8 68 s. v. zax (a storehouse outside the city for the redistribution of 
merchandise to the city or for export); M. CIVIL, Or 52 (1983) 235-236 and 240 ('treasure; 
treasury' reading "s a gx kilo A. ARCHI connects it with the cuI tic places of the palace (EOCU 
135 and 137) but at the close, clarifies that it is an architectural complex that does not include 
the king's residence and the administrative centre (EOCU 139; OLZ 88 [1993] 469 reading 
s a gki). Other scholars do not provide a translation and even do not confirm the reading, cf. 
D.O. EDZARD, ARET 2 116 S.V. 'SA'+ .. ki. For the current position cf. M. BONECHI, RGTC 
12/1281f. 

46 ARET 8541 obv. iv 4-12 (TM.76.G.541) = MEE 5 21: 2 g u - mug - tug / 2 
dum u - nit a / f 1/ n f g - b a / ir- 'a-aq-da-mu / dBE dll-du-Iuki

• 

47 TM.75.G.I0251 obv. ix 13-20: (Fs. Kupper 20764): lsi k iI-textile dBE du_du_Iuki 

al6 t u - r a ib-rf-llm ens i k i I. The term s i k i I has been understood in various ways: in 
an article where he cites this text, A. ARCHI, interprets s i k i I as an office of the temple, 
possibly a young woman ('vierge' cf. Fs. Kupper 20 I f.), an identification that is undubtedly 
based on M. KREBERNIK's interpretation of the VE 1154: SIKIL = ar-<da?>-tum 
/wardalum(?)/ Akk. wardatll 'Madchen' (ZA 73 [1983]31). At first, G. PElTINATO explained 
the term as a kind of 'festival' or 'ritual' of purification (cf. OA 18 [1979) 122; WGE 309f., 
and recently MEE 5 p. 110 §93 v. XI 7). We have preferred to follow PETTINATO's 
interpretation, at least in this text, given the close relationship between s i k i I and the term 
t u - r a (for the interpretation of t u - r a as an illness cf. G. PETTINATO, WGE 308-310. 
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14 CHAPTER1WO 

ES:T 11 

Three cloths of PN, the inspector of the king of Emar, received (for) the 
temple of dBE of Ganana.48 

ES:T 12 

One ~shekel) and three NI of gold, two belts, two sheaths, two daggers for 
hanging (and) two k u - s a I, gift of PN to dBE of Tuttu!.49 

ES:T 13 

~ exchanged for half a mina of gold, (on behalf) of the cooks, for the plat
Ing of a statue, an offering to dBE of Ganana.50 

ES:T 14 

~ exch~nged for six shekels of gold, for the plating of its arraSlI, an offer
Ing to BE of Ganana.51 

ES:T 15 

An Am~rite dagger plated with gold for dBE of Ganana. Four Amorite dag
gers for BE of Uguag, Nldara and Agum of Saza.52 

Instead~ F. POMPONIO, UF 21 [19891 297-299 who suggests the translation 'entry', -a 
transl~tlon already noted earlier by G. PElTlNATO lOA 18 (1979) 122 with reference to the 
king to be enthroned']- a proposal followed by F. D' AGOSTINO in MEE 7 with some 
reservatIOns) that denotes t?e entr~ into the building where the ceremony is performed or the 
partiCipatIOn of the people In the rItual (members of the royal family and high dignitaries) (cf. 
F. POMPONIO, UF 21 [1989] 289). 

48 TM.75.G.2447 obv. v' 1-8 (A. ARCHI, Biblica 60 [1979]566 n. 39; MART 6 [1990] 
35 119); 1+1+1 fabrIC I GIBIL-za-NI I mas kim len I i-mal' I e I dBE ga-na-na / 5 u 
b a4- t I. 

, 49 A~~~ 2 I: ii 12 (TM.75.c:.1687) = M!lE 7 25 obv. ii 7'-12': I 3-NI k u _ i 12 
I b - I a 2 s,-d, 2 g I r - k u n 12k u - s a I I n I g - b a I rUI2-~f-ma-lik I dBE du-du-IJ. For 
the translatIOn of g f r - k u n as 'dagger for hanging' (on a belt) cf. H. WAETZOLDT OA 29 
(1990) 19; the meaning of k u - s a I remains uncertain. 

50 ARET 3 42 iii 2'-6' (TM.75.G.3053): ] 5 u - b a I - a k I 1/2 k u _ gil 
m u b a I dim m u b a I dim I n u ]]-z a I a n - d u I I n f g - b a I dBE ga-na-na-um. 
The statue.s c~uld be of various materials (limestone, wood or rarely bronze or copper) 
covered With fine sheets of precIous metal usually silver or gold, cf. A. ARCHI, RA 84 (1990) 
102f. The verb s u - b a I - a k means 'to exchange one product for another' (for its use in 
SumerIan sources cf. M. CIVIL, JCS 28 [1976] 79f.), in the texts from Ebla it usually occurs in 
the exchange of certain amount of sIlver for a (smaller) quantity of gold. In a similar context 
cf. D. PRECHEL, ISbara 10-11 (TM.75.G.1860; 1918 and 1730) where various amounts of 
Silver are exchanged for gold to adorn various statues of Ebara. Cf. also the same type of 
offerIng for a statue of Adda in MEE 2 49 obv. i I-ii 5. 

,51 ARET 3 635 vii 2'-6' (TM?5.G.370~): ] 5 u - b [ a I ] - a k I 6 g f n - DILMUN 
k u - g I I n u ]]-z a ar-ra-sl-su I n I g -b a I BE ga-na-na-um. Possibly the term ar-ra-si-su 
refers to a type of decoration or an object of some kind with this decoration and may be 
connected with the term ar-ra-su cf. E. SOLLSERGER, ARET 8 52 S.V. ar-ra; on ar-ra-Sll cf 
G. PETTINATO, MEE5299 §22; H. WAETZOLDT, JAOS 106 (1986) 553; Cf. TIE A 1/2 158 
'parte de la doppia ascia cultuale'. 

52 . ARET,4 17 rev. ii 11-15 ~TM.75.G.1520): I g f r mar - t u k u _ gil dBE ga
lIa-lIa-1/1I I 4 g I r mar - t u I BE u9-gu-a-6s I dNI-da-ra I da_gllm I s a _ z ax k,. For this 
transl?lIOn . of ~ f r mar - ~ u k u - g i cf. H. W AETZOLDT, OA 29 (1990) 16. For the 
translIteration a-glllll and no a-Ium cf. ARET 3 666 and 4'-5: da_gu I s a - z a/'; and the 
parallel passage ARET II I rev. ii 16: da-gll GN II 2 rev. ii 3: da_gllm GN. 

THE PRE-SARGONIC PERIOD 15 

ES:T 16 
Twelve shekels of tin for smelting together with 1 mina and forty-six 
(shekels) of copper for a ritual mace of dBE of SiNESu.53 

The following text records a series of gifts a~d offe~ngs to various. deities. 
The offerings are of metals intended for making objects to .the deltr TI:e 
offerer is not always recorded. The principal deities who receive offenngs In 

these texts are: Adda, Astar, dBE, KUra, Nldabal and Rasap. For the 
structure of text cf. G. PETTINATO, MEE 2 XLI. 

EB:T 17 
a) Twenty shekels of silver for an eagle, a gift to dBE from Ma'NE, the 

queen as a gift.54 . . d 
b) Twenty-eight shekels of silver to make a ntual mace, an offenng to BE 

of Tuttul.55 . d . 
c) Twenty shekels of silver, (on behalf of) PN an offenng to BE of ZI-

widu.56 . d 
d) Nine minas thirty-six shekels of Silver to make a cart of BE of Tuttu!. 
PN has delivered.57 . . d 
e) Two minas of silver to make a white statue, an offenng to BE of Ga-
nana.58 

ES:T 18 I . 
of] PN as an offering for dBE of Tuttu!. 40 shekels of silver for the p attng 
of a female statue, one mina and twenty-five shekels of stIver. In exchange 
for seventeen shekels of gold for the plating of his cap, from hiS two hands 
and his two feet, an offering for Sa(l)asa at Tuttul, PN has delivered.59 

53 MEE 5 14 obv. X 7-11 (= ARET 8534): 12 g f n - ~ i I m una n - n a I RU Sf-in 
I I m a - n a a - p i -6 a - g a rs-g a rs I I SITAx+GIS BE si-NE-su. For the translation 
'mace' of SIT Ax+GISlba-pli cf. H. W AETZOLDT, OA 29 (1990) 21 f. The place-name silzl
NE-sulsu has always been read si-pis-sulsulsu by G. PETTINATO (cf. MEE 2 181); cf. also H. 
W AETZOLDT, OA 29 (1990) 21. A. ARCHI prefers to read zilsi-ne-sulsu (cf. ARES 2 428 and 

484). 
54 MEE2480bv. iv 5-10 (TM.75.G.1376): 20 g f n - d i I m u n k u: b a b bar I 

t is-m use n I n f g - b a I dBE m6-NEk
; Ima-lik-tullli n f g - b a. 

55 MEE 2 48 obv. v 5-9 (TM.75.G.1376): 28 g f n - d i I m u n k u : b a b bar I 
UKK1N-a k I ba-pIil n f g - b a I dBE du-du-Ia-a

k
, 

56 MEE 2 48 obv. vi 4-9 (TM.75.G.1376): 20 g f n - d i I m un. k u : b a b bar I 
da-[bu?J-ulll I n f g - b a I dBE zi-wi-du<k;,. For the reading sf-bi-sa/' of zi-wi-du

k
' cf. P. 

MANDER, MROA 211 39. 
57 MEE 2 48 rev. ii 7-iii 3 (TM.75.G.1376): lOla -I m a - n a k Us 6 ~. f n-

d i I m u n k u : b a b bar I UKKIN -a k I 1 g i 5 - g f g i r -2 I dBE du-du-Ia-a ' ir-ib
da-llIu 5U - m u - t a gx. For the translation and reading of s u - m u - t a gx cf. G. 
PETTINATO Rituale 178f. with bibliography. 

58 MEE 2 48 rev. iv 8-v 4 (TM.75.G.1376): 10 m a - n a k u : b a b bar I UKKIN-
a k I I a n - dull b a b bar I n f g - b a I dBE ga-na-na-illl. . 

59 MEE 7 47 obv. x 1-15: J ib-rf-ulII I n f g - b a I dBE du-du-Ia
k
' I 40 g f n 

d i I m u n k u - b a b bar I n uwz a I a n - d u I m f I I m a - n a 25 g f n 
d i 1 m u n k u - b a b bar 1[5 uJ- b a 1 - a k I 17 g f n d i I m un. k u - gil n Uw 
z a sag -su 2 s u -su 2 d u -su I n f g - b a I dsa-a-sa I Sf-ill I du-dll-llI

k
' I ib-rf-llm / S u 

m u - t a gx. 



16 CHAPTER TWO 

EB:T 19 

One belt, (one) sheath (and one) dagger for hanging with a weight of [15] 
shekels of gold, gift for dBE of Ganana.60 

EB:T20 

Twenty shekels of silver for the ' ax(NI)-na-gu of four horns of an ox offer-
ing of the king to dBE of Ganana.6 1 ' 

EB:T21 

Nine minas, fifty-nine shekels of silver to make the sun of the temple of 
dBE of Ganana.62 

EB:T22 

One ku-sal: gift of PN to dBE of Tuttul.63 

EB:T23 

One shekel and a half of gold, two ku-sal: gift to dBE of Ganana and [ ... ] PN 
and PN son of PN has given, having returned from Tuttul.64 

EB:T24 

Twelve shekels of tin for smelting with one mina forty-eight shekels of 
copper for the plating of the mace, a gift of the king to dBE of SaNEsu.65 

EB:T25 

a) Twelve shekels of tin for smelting with one mina, forty-eight shekels of 
copper (for making) a mace for dBE of SiNEsu.66 
b) One mina, thirty-six shekels of silver exchanged for the value of twenty
four shekels of gold for the plating of a mace for dBE of SiNEsu.67 

60 MEE 10 27 obv. iv ' 10-12: I f b - I a Sf-di-tum g f r - k u n GA.xLA. [15] g f n _ 
d i I m u n k u - gin f g - b a dBE ga-[na-na]. 

61 MEE 1029 obv. xv 26-31: s u Ii a nag f n - d i I m u n k u _ b a b bar 
:a,(NI)-lla-gu 4 s i 2 g u d n f d b a e n dBE ga-na- Ila. The term Nl-na-gu has been 
Interpreted In vanous ways: A. ARCHI (NABU 1988178) proposed the reading 'a, -na-gu and 
the Interpretation of the object as a kind of support for the ox horns. G. PETTINATO (MEE 5 
299 § 38 v. ii 12) and F. D'AGOSTINO (MEE 7179 § v. iv, 21-19) interpret the term as a kind 
of plating that was applied to various objects. F. POMPONIO and P. XELLA (DE 93 nr. 13 ) 
follow ARCHI and translate 'cerclage' ; finally, M.G. BIGA (NABU 1998/42) has interpreted it 
as decoration (plating) of the horns of the oxen intended to be sacrificed in a ritual. 

62 TM.75.G. 1406 rev. ix 12-16 (F. POMPONIO - P. XELLA, DE 93 nr. 14): 10 I a-I 
g f n m a - n a k u - b a b bar UKKIN-a k u t u e dBE ga-f/a-na. 
d 63 TM·75.G.1464 obv. ii 5-8 (Fs. Kupper 205 23): I k u - s a I n f g - b a ib-rf-l//tl 
BE du-du-lu '. 

64 TM.75.G.2359 0bv. v IS-vi 9: (Fs. Kupper 20541): I 1/2 g f n k u - g i 2 k u _ 
s a I [n f ]g -b a dBE ga-na-Ila-im [>v]a(?) [ ... ]x gi-rf >va lIi-ir-da-mll dum u _ nit a ib-rf
um i n - n a - slim g i4 /IIi-nu dll-du-lu k'. 

65 ARET 8 534 obv. XVIII 24-XIX 2 (=F. POMPONIO - P. XELLA, DE 101 nr. 1-3; see 
also MEE 1237 obv. xviii 14): 12 g f n - d i I m una n - n a RU Sf-in I m a _ n a 
J a - p i 8 ~. f n - d i I m una - g a r5-g a r5 n lIwZ a I SITA,+GIS n f g _ b a e n 
BE sa-NE-sl/ '. 

66 
MEE 12 36 obv. xviii 24- xix 2: 12 g f n - d i I m una n - n a / RU Sf-ill / I 

m a - kn a 5 a - p i 8 g f n - d i I m u n / a - g a r5-g a r5 / I SITAx+GIS / dBE si
NE-su '. 

THE PRE-SARGONIC PERIOD 17 

c) He has received five shekels of silver, the gift of PN of Mari (to the) tem
ple of dBE of Ganana.68 

EB:T26 
Six (shekels) of tin for smelting with forty (shekels) of copper (to make) an 
axe (and) an Amorite dagger: gift to dBE of Tuttul.69 

EB:T27 I f I 
Ten shekels of silver for the plating of a battle-axe; twelve sheke s 0 SI-

ver for its ... ; ten and two-third shekels of silver exchang~d for two she~~ls 
and two thirds of gold for its plating, gift of the king for BE of SINEsu. 

EB:T28 
a) Four shekels of silver for the plating of two statues; twelve shekels and 
a half of silver, exchanged for two and a quarter shekels of. gold for the 
plating of their faces, four hands and four feet, gift of the kIng for Adala 
and for dBE of Ganana.71 

b) One mina sixteen shekels of gold and half (a mina) of silver for the plat
ing of a statue: gift of PN to dBE of Tuttul.72 

EB:T29 .... d 73 
[x] minas of gold, gift for Its platIng, gift to BE of Tuttul. 

EB:T30 
One k u - s a I, gift of PN to dBE of Tuttul.74 

EB:T 31 .. . " . d 75 
Five shekels of sIlver In Its e - g I r, a statue as a gift to BE of Tuttul. 

67 MEE 1236 rev.viii 15-ix 9 (F. POMPONIO - P. XELLA, DE 101 nr. 6): I m a - n a 
k U5 6 k u - b a b bar s u - b a I -. a k sus a n a 4 g f n - d i I m u n k u - g I 
n UwZ a I SITAx+GIS dBE Sf-NE-esi/'. 

68 MEE 1236 rev. xxviii 15 (A ARCHI, MARl 4 [1985] 77 110): 5 g f n - d i 1m un 
k u - b a b bar / n f g - b a / pu-da-gall / ma-ri'" / e / dBE ga-na-na s ub a4-t I:, . 

69 TM.75.G.2502 rev. xv 6-13: (Fs. Kupper 206 51):, 6 (~ f n) a n d- n a RU s/;I" 40 
a - g a r5-g a r5 I golb a n sur I g f r mar - t u - su n I g - b a BE du-du-lu . For 
the axe g"b a n sur cf. H. W AETZOLDT, OA 29 (1990) 23f. 

70 TM.75.G.2507 rev. XV 17-27: 10 g f n - d i I m u n k u - b a b bar n lIw 
Z a I za-ba-da 12 g f n - d i I m u n k u - b a b bar I d 1I b -su 109 f n ~ 
d i I m u n 2 NI k u - b a b bar 5 u - b a I - a k 2 g f n - d i I m u n 2 NI k II - g I 
n UII-Z a -Sit n f g - b a e n dBE sf-NE-Slt'i. 

71 MEE 1237 xxi 8-18 (F. POMPONIO - P. XELLA, DE 94 nr. 28): 4 g f n - d i I m 1I n 
ku-babbar / nuwza 2an-dul / 121/2gfn-dilmlln / ku
b a b bar / s u - b a I - a k / '1 1+[ 1 1/2 g ] f n - d i I m u n k u - .R i / n u w 
z a i g i - u m 4 s u 4 d u -su / n f g - b a e n da,(NI)-da-la >va BE ga-na-na
Lim. 

72 MEE 1237 rev. xxi 21-26: (Fs. Kupper 206 53): I m a - n a 16 g f n d i I m 1I n 
/ k u - g i / >va 1/2 k u - b a b bar / n 1I wZ a I a n - d u I / n f g - b a / fl
'a-ak-da-l1Iu / dBE du_du_lu<ko>. 

73 TM.75.G.2596 rev. v 12-vi I: (Fs. Kupper 206 55): [x] m a - n a k u - g i 
n f g - ban uwz a [-Sit] n f g - b a dBEdu-du-luk'. 

74 TM.75.G.2465: rev. x 25-29: (Fs. Kupper 206 49; Amurru I 85): I k u - s a I 
n f g - b a ib-rf-um dBE du-dl/-luki

• 



18 CHAPfERTWO 

ES:T 32 
One 'A.-textile, one A.-textile, one I.-belt, one bracelet of copper and gold 
of eleven (shekels) for PN. Allocation(?) (according to) the order of the of
ferings to dBE of Tuttul.76 

ES:T 33 
a) One n a4 of wool and one du-rum for the god of Ganana.77 
b) Three minas of gold (the value of) one belt, one sheath, one dagger for 
hanging, for the king for the purification of Adda; one Amorite dagger of 
gold for the king for the purification of Alu of Zigu; 'two l minas of gold 
(the value of) four belts, four sheaths, four daggers for hanging (for the) 
purification of Rasap of Adadu, of dBE of Ganana, of Nldabal of (L)arugadu, 
of Nldabal of Luban, for the entry of the king.7 8 

ES:T 34 
A belt of a weight of fifteen shekels of gold, a coloured skirt for dBE of Ga
nana.79 

ES:T35 
Three (types of) cloth, a bracelet of copper and gold of sixteen (shekels), 
PN allocated (as an) offering to dBE of Tuttul.80 

ES:T 36 
Three cloths, a bracelet of copper and gold for PN, allocated to dBE of Tut
tul.81 

75 TM.75.G.IOI82 rev. xi 5'-10': (Fs. Kupper 20762): 5 g f n d i 1m u n k II -
b a b bar e - g f r-su a n - d u I n f g - b a e n dBE du-du-ltl;. The term e - g f r 
has the equivalent si-Ia-tum (vE 321), which could be connected with si-Ia-tum, also in vE 
(331) with the Sumerian equivalent e - sag. The meaning is 'sanctuary, chapel' (lsiratuml) 
related to Akk. e.sertu, cf. G. CONTI, SQF 120. 

76 ARET I 10 obv. ii 6-12 = MEE 2 17 (TM.75.G.1300): I 'a-da-um-t u g-I I 
a k tum - tug I f b+4-t u g - s a6-d a r I I gu-li-Ium a - g a rs-g a rs k u - gill I i
lum I g i Ii - dug - d u I d u wg a In f d b a I dBE du-du-Iub 

77 MEE 723 obv. ix 6-8: I n a,-s f k I I du-rum I din g i r ga-na-[na]. According to 
F. D' AGOSTINO n a , - s f k is a ball of wool that represents half a KIN, (cf. MEE 7 37; C. 
ZACCAGNINI, SLE 191 ). According to G. PETTINATO and A. ARCH I is a measure of wool (cf. 
MEE 5 2 rev. vii 13; ARET I 296 s.v. n a,). G. PEITINATO translates du-nlm: 'fiocco ' ; 
(cf.MEE 2 194f.; MEE 5 163), however, F. D' AGOSTINO and P. FRONZAROLI interpret it as 
'fascia' (cf. MEE 7 95; ARET II 143 s. v. dU-ruI2-um). 

78 MEE 7 23 rev. v I-vi 3: 3 m a - n a k u - gil I f b - I a I si-di-tulII I g f r -
k u n len lsi k i I I d, a-da I I g f r - mar - t u k u - gil e n lsi k i I I d a-Iu zi-g!lk; I 
[2 1 m a - n a k u - gil 4 f b - I a 4 §{-di-tum 4 g f r - k u n k Us lsi k i I I d ra-sa-ap I 
'a-da-duk' I d BE ga-na-na-um I dNI-da-bal I a-ru,2-ga-duk; I dNI-da-bal I lu-ba-an k

; I al6 I 
t u - r a len. For the terms s i k i I and t u - r a cf. above n. 47. 

79 MEE 1026 rev. vi 6'-7': I f b - I a GAxLA IS k u - gil f b x 3 - tug - dar. 
80 TM.75.G.2501 iv II-v 2: (Fs. Kupper 20650): 1+1+1 fabrics I gu-li-llIIn a - g a rs

gars k u - g i 15-1 i-Ium g i Ii - dug - dun f db a dBE du-dll-ill b 

81 TM.75.G.1950 rev. iv 6-10 (Fs. Kupper 205 29): I + I + I fabrics gll-li-Ium a - gars 
k u - g i i-Ium g i Ii - dug - d u dBE du-du-Iuk'. 
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2.1.1.2. b. Offerings of cattle 

ES:T 37 
One KIN and a half of wool is the price of the lamb for dBE of Tuttul.82 

ES:T 38 
Seventeen sheep for dBE of Tuttul on behalf of PN.83 

ES:T39 
Two oxen for dBE of Tuttul.84 

ES:T40 
Thirteen sheep for dBE of Ganana, PN as an offering.85 

ES:T 41 
Thirteen sheep for dBE of Tuttul, PN (as) an offering to GN.86 

ES:T42 
Two sheep for dBE of Ganana (on behalf) of the king of Emar.87 
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ES:T 43 
a) Thirty shekels of silver, gift of PN: the temple of dBE of Ganana has re-
ceived at Mari. 88 
b) Eight shekels of silver for PN and his commissioner of Tuttul, in ex
change for the delivery of the sheep to dBE of Tuttul.89 

ES:T44 
One sheep for the great king of Tuttul, offering of PN for the gardener.90 

ES:T45 
a) Two sheep of PN to the god of Tuttul and his provision: 10 sheep for the 
god of Tuttul, the king as an offering in the Day. 
b) One sheep for the god of Tuttul, PN as an offering.91 

82 TM.75.G.1441 rev. vii 5-viii 2: (Fs. Kupper 205 23): I 112 KIN , s f k n f g - s a, o 
s i I a, dBE du-dll-Iak;. KIN, is a measure of wool. For a discussion of the reading of the sign 
cf. C. Zaccagnini, SLE 190. 

83 TM.75.G.10169 rev. iii 3'-6': (Fs. Kupper 20761): 17 u d u dBE du-du-Iu<k;> i-bf- zi
kir. 

84 TM.76.G.223 rev. ii 8-9: (Fs. Kupper 207 68): 2 g u d dBE du-du-llI
k
;. 

85 TM.75.G.10167 rev. ii 3-6 (A. ARCHI, MARIS [1987] 39 n. 14): 13 u d u dBE-is 
ga-na-Ila PN n f d b a. 

86 TM 75.G.2397 rev. iv 19-24 (Fs. Kupper 206 43): 13 u d u dBE du-du-Iu
k
; g u -

g u - a - nun f d b a i[ll]i/-du-bu-d,F 
87 TM.75.G.2403 rev. ix 12-15 (A. ARCHI, Biblica 60 [1979] 566): 2 u d u I dBE ga

Ila-Ila len I i-mal'. 
88 MEE 12 35 obv. vi 2-6 (F. POMPONIO - P. XELLA, DE 94 nr. 19): k Us k II -

b a b bar n f g - b a en-na-NI-i/ e dBE ga-na-Ila-llm Ii u b a, - t i ma-n";. 
89 MEE 1235 obv. xxv 10-18 (F. POMPONIO - P. XELLA, DE 104 nr. 19): 8 g r n 

d i I m u n k u - b a b bar UR-na \Va m a Ii k i m-sll dll-dll-Iuk, sum u - tag, 
u d u a, dBE du-du-llI". 

90 TM.75.G.2516 obv. iv 24-v 5 (Fs. Kupper 20654): Iud u d g a I : lug a I du -dll
lu'; ir- 'a-ak-da-lI111 n f d b a in GIS-n u - k i r [i6]' 
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EB:T46 
One calf for BE of Gaga, PN as an offering.92 

2. 1. 1.2.c. Unspecified offerings or offerings in broken texts 

EB:T 47 
PN of the Saza goes towards Tuttul (for) the offering of the day of the 
lord's son (and) the offering of the temple of dBE of Tuttu!.93 

EB:T48 
The king as a gift to dBE of Tuttu!.94 

EB:T49 
[ ... J offering to dBE of Tuttul 95 

EB:T 50 
To dBE of Ganana, PN as payment.96 

2.l.1.3. The bureaucracy of the temples 

In this section we have collected all the references that document the 'bu
reaucratic movement' of the temples, without providing any significant 
information in respect of religion, beyond documenting the existence of a 
particular temple of a specific deity. We are aware of the arbitrary nature of 
the 'modem' classification, since on the same tablet there could be a refer
ence to a cui tic event followed by the record of the movement of goods to a 
particular temple. All this documentation is administrative, but we wish to 
differentiate the more relevant 'religious' information from the 'purely ad
ministrative' in order to separate the wheat from the chaff, reluctantly ex
tracting the 'original essence' from the texts. 

EB:T 51 
PN of Mari has delivered two shekels of silver, (and) five shekels of silver: 
provisions of the journey of PN towards Mari. The temple of BE of Ganana 
has received.97 

9! TM.75.G.2598 obv. iii 22-31 (Fs. Kupper 207 56): 2 u d u ib-bf-sum ddu-du-Iu'; wa 
k u r6-su 10 u d u ddu-du-Iu<';> e n n f db a in U4; v 8-11: 1 u d u ddu-du-Ium<k;> ir- 'a
ak-da-mu n f d b a. 

92 MEE 1240 obv. iii 1-4 (SEb 7 [1984] 51): 1 a mar / dBE ga-ga / ib-du-Iu [x] / 
n f d b a. 

93 TM.75.G.2268 rev. v 22-vi 7: (Fs. Kupper 205 37): ma-an- 'a-u s a - z a:; §i-in du-
du-Iu" DU.DU n f d b a in U4 dum u - nit a 1 u gal n f d b a e dBE du-du-Iu';. 

94 TM.75.G.5820 i' 1 '-3': (Fs. Kupper 20758): e n n f g - b a dBE du-du-Iu" 
95 ARET 3530 ii 2'-3' (TM.75.G.3597): [n f d]b a / dBE du-du-Iu". 
96 ARET 3769 ii 1'-3' (TM.75.G.3858): dBE ga-na-num / Nl-da-ba-du / s U - d Us. 

97 TM.75.G.2507 rev. xiii (A. ARCH!, MARl 4 [1985] 78 121): 10 g f n d i I m u n 
k u - b a b bar 'a-NE ma-n.k; sum u - I a g. 5 g f n d i 1 m u n k u - b a b bar 
n f g - k ask a 1 a-da-ar DU.DU §i-in ma-r/; e dBE ga-na-na-um'; sub a4-t i. 
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EB:T 52 
Three cloths: the king of Emar has received in the temple of dBE of Ga-

nana.98 

EB:T 53 d 
J the merchant, for the journey (to the) temple of BE of Ganana.99 

EB:T 54 
Five minas of silver, an offering of the k!ngs, who have arrived with the 
king of Nagar for the oath at the temple of BE of Tuttu!.!OO 

EB:T 55 d 
One sheep (on behalf of the) bearer to the hand of the temple of BE of the 
land. PN as payment on the day of his departure for Tuttu!.! O! 

2.1.1.4. The temple personnel 

This document delivers consignments of textiles with various amounts and 
recipients. In one of its sections the text records a consignment of garments 
for the maintenance of the singers of the temple of dBE of Ganana. 

EB:T 56 
Its singers have received thirty (shekels) of silver, gift of PN of Mari; eight 
fine cloths in the temple of dBE of Ganana.! 02 

EB:T 57 
Four cloths for four daughters of the maid of dBE of Tuttu!.103 

EB:T 58 
I Amorite dagger. .. 1 bracelet.. . 5 shekels of silver: provisions for the jour
ney of PN son of PN who goes toward GN, provision for 2 'smiths' of dBE 
of Tuttu!.l 04 

EB:T 59 
PN pasisu of dBE of Tuttu!.! 05 

98 ARET 1 2 rev. iv 22' (TM.75.G.l0016) + ARET 4 23 rev. viii 1-5 (TM.75.G.1886): ] 
'a-da-um-t u g -ii 1 a k tum - tug 1 f b-iv-t u g - s a6-g U n / e n / i-mar" / e / dBE 

ga-na-na / sub a4-t i. For the join between ARET 12 and ARET 4 23 cf. M. BONECHI, YO 
10 (1996) 83f.; M.Y. TONIETTI, NABU 97/39. 

99 MEE 7 34 obv. vii 2-5: ] r as: g a in k ask ale dBE ga-na-na [. 
100 TM.75.G.2465 obv. v 25-vi 15: (A. ARCHI, SLE 231; Fs. Kupper 20649; Amurru I 

85): 5 m a - n a k u - b a b bar n f g - b a e n - e n 1 u as-Ii e n na-gar" 
DU.DU n a m - k U5 e dBE du-du-Iu';. Cf. also L. YIGANO, On Ebla 167 n. 79. 

101 TM.75.G.2397 obv. vii 21-31: (Fs. Kupper 20643): 1 u d u f I sue dBE ma-tum 
gu-gu-a-nu S u - d Us in u4e-su §i-in du-du-Iuk

'. 

102 ARET 12 rev. iv 14'-21' (TM.75.G.l0016): TAR k u : b a b bar / n f g - b a / 
en-na-ni-il / ma-n"; / 1 0 1 a-2 m f - tug / n a r - n a r-su / e / dBE ga-na-na / sub a4-t i. 

103 TM.75.G.2166 rev. ii 4-7: (Fs. Kupper 205 33): 3+1 cloths 4 dum u - m f 
gem e dBE du-du-Iuk

;. 

104 TM.75.G.2240 obv. ii 10-iii 9 (Fs. Kupper 205 35): 1 g f r mar - t u ... I gL,-li
lum ... 5 (g f n) k u - b a b bar n f g - k ask a I rUlr~(-ma-lik gum u - nit a i
lum-b a 1 DU-DU §i-in du-gu-ra-suk

, k u r6(?) 2 s i mug dBE du-du-Iu . 
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ES:T60 
PN pasisu of the temple of dBE of sa_adki.106 

2.1.1.5. The market ojdBE 

At first the group LAMxKUR.KI, read iswki, was interpreted as a 
characteristic preposition of Eblaite which had a single parallel in the other 
Semitic languages, the preposition 'eska (and other dialectal variants) in 
Ethiopic. This interpretation was fully accepted, together with the problems 
that it involved, by some scholars. 107 The meaning they gave it was 'in 
favour of, for', and generally it was followed by a geographical name or the 
name of a deity.108 Nevertheless, F. D'AGOSTINO has proposed a new 

explanation of the term based on Sumerian k i-I a m, in this case reading 
k i : I a mx(LAMxKUR) 'market'. I 09 

EB:T61 
Four minas and forty-four (shekels) of silver is the price of three hundred 
and forty (shekels), one n a4 of wool (according to the price) of the market 
(of the temple) of Kamis and Astabil and of dBE of Tuttul.ll 0 

ES:T62 
13 shekels of silver is the price of thirty-three baba (according to the price) 
of the market (of the temple) of Kamis, the market (of the temple) of 
Astabil, the market (of the temple) of Tuttul (and) the market (of the tem
ple) of Adda. 111 

To this whole series of occurrences can be added the name of a year, even 
though the interpretation is quite doubtful: 

ES:T63 
The year (that) BE of Tuttu( (was made?) leader of Armi.1 12 

105 TM.75.G.2278 obv. viii 13. Cf. A. ARCH!, VO 10 (1996) 40. 
106 TM.75.G.1585 obv. viii 5. Cf. A. ARCH!, VO 10 (1996) 40. 
107 Cf. F.A. PENNACCHIETI!, EDA 298f. 
108 H. LIMET, SLE 63. 
109 MEE 7 14 §v. VII, 6-7, announcing a more accurate study of the new interpretation. 

LAMxKUR can be read I a m7. Cf. also H. WAETZOLDT, MEE 12 p. 161 §26. 
110 TM.75.G.2502 rev. xiii 8-16 (Fs. Kupper 206 51): 4 m a - n a 44 (g f n ) k u -

b a b bar n f g - s alO 340 s f k n a4 lIla-d" k i : I a m, dga-lIli-is IVa das-da-brl wa dBE 
dll-dll-lll';. 

III TM.75.G.1860 rev. iii 3-12 (Fs. Kupper 20427): 13 g f n d i I m u n k u -
b a b bar n f g - s alO 33 b a - b a k i : I a m, dga-lIIi-is k i : I a m, das-da-bil 
k i : I a m, du-du-lu" k i : I a m, d 'a-da. 

112 TM:75.G.410 rev. iv 5-8 (G. PETIINATO, Or 54 (1985) 243; A. ARCH I, Fs. Kupper 
197 n. 4): DIS m u BE DU-DU-A ar-Ill/'. The interpretation of this text is uncertain. The 
defective spelling of Tuttul and the lack of determinative, both in the place-name and in BE, 
make the translation tentative only. G. PETITNATO prefers to interpret DU-DU-A as a verb 
(d u - d u - a) translating 'anno, in cui il "Signore" si reco ad Armi'. There is the possibility 
of a correct spelling in which case we would have to interpret d u - d u - a as a verb and BE 
as 'lord' referring, perhaps, to the king or a high official, given the lack of the divine 
determinative. For the coherence in the use of this cf. below 38f. 
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2.1.1.6. Local dedications ojdBE and the cult 

In the texts published so far, the following local dedications to (d)BE occur: 
_ dBE Buran(u): is only documented three times in the archives from Ebla. 

It is the cult centre of the god NIdabal. M. BONECHI locates it near the 

Orontes. 11 3 

_ dBE Gaga: Unlocated place-name, occurs only once; we do not know 
whether it has any connection with ga-kam/' or whether it is possibly a 

mistake for Ganana. 114 

_ dBE Ganana('i/um): the reading and location of this place-name has been 

the subject of fierce debate. G. PEITINATO has always defended the 
identification with Canaan. I 15 A. ARCHI proposed identifying the place
name with a city close to Gasur in the middle Euphrates valley, I 16 or more 

specifically, close to Emar. 117 D.O. EDZARD locates it in north Syria. I 18 
We are inclined towards A. ARCHI's interpretation, which seems more 

prudent. Its location depends on the location of Gasur, which is possibly 
situated north-west of Mari,119 so that it is possible to consider a location 

in the Middle Euphrates region. I 20 v 

_ dBE Ma'NE: the place-name also occurs in connection with the god dSa_ 
nu-ga-ar, who is completely unknown, and especially with ISbara. 121 

_ dBE Sa'ad: unidentified and unlocated place-name. There are very few 

references. 122 
- dBE SiNEs(u): only connected with dBE.123 

113 Cf. A. ARCHI, SEb I (1979) 107f.; RGTC 121181. 
114 Cf. ARES 2227. M. BONECHI, RGTC 12/1 141. 
115 He reads ka-na-na/ulIl: cf. OA 18 [1979] 103; Alii del I Congresso Internazionale di 

Sludi Fenici e Punici, 117-118; Or 54 [1985] 238 n. 24 .. Cf. most recently MEE 5 19 re~. iii 3 
din g i r-ka-na-na 'divino Dingir-kanana'; F. D'AGOSTINO, MEE 723 obv. ix 8 d<be> ka
na-[na] 'Signore'> di Cana'an'. This identification is very dubious, and is based more on the 
Greek transcription in the Septuagint (Khanaan) than on the Hebrew vocalization (Kna'an) 
and the occurrences in cuneiform from the second millennium that all have the form Kinabi, 
Killabnum, Kinabba both in Mari and in Alalab, EI-'Amarna, Ugarit and Hattusa; cf. HAL 
462; B. GRONEBERG, RGTC 3 139; K. NASHEF, RGTC 5 167; G.F. DEL MONTE - J. 
TISCHLER, RGTC 6 208; N. NA'AMAN, UF 26 (1994) 398f. 

116 Cf. Fs. Kupper, 20 I n. 19; ARES 2 234f. 
I 17 Biblica 60 (1979) 566; AAAS 29/39 (1979/80) 170; ARES 2 230; EOCU 137. 
I 18 SEb 4 (1981) 95. 
119 Cf. M. BONECH!, WO 22 (1991) 6f.; cf. also G. PETI!NATO, SCCNH I 297f. 
120 Cf. M. BONECH!, RGTC 1211 147. In the light of these facts from Mari in the old 

Babylonian period we may venture an identification with ijakkulan, cult centre of Dagan, 
including a temple tentatively located some 25 kilometers north of Emar, on the left bank of 
the Euphrates, but it would require the change in name of the city to be explained. For this 
location cf. F. JOANNES, MARl 8 (1997) 396. 

121 On ISbara and Ma'NE and the possible location of the place-name on the route 
between Ebla and Mari cf. D. PRECHEL, Bbara 17; for a location north of Emar, on the 
Euphrates cf. ARES 2 234. For a possible location close to the middle Euphrates (east of Ebla) 
cf. M. BONECH!, RGTC 1211 227. 

122 Cf. ARES 2 417; M. BONECH!, RGTC 12/1 284. 
123 For the reading of this place-name cf. above n. 53. Cf. ARES 2 421 s.v. Sa-ne-s//; 

428; M. BONECH!, RGTC 1211 290 (s.v. SaNES) and 338. ARES I and RGTC 12/1 note these 
two spellings of the GN as two different place-names. G. PETTINATO and H. WAETZOLDT 
interpretet them as variants of the same place-name (MEE 5 458; OA 29 [1990] 21). The key 
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- dBE Tuttul: place-name that corresponds to the Tuttul in Sargonic royal 
inscriptions and to the Tuttul that is well attested in the second millennium, 
located at the outlet of Balih into the Euphrates, at modern Tell Bica,124 
traditional centre of the cult of Dagan. In the texts of Ebla, Tuttul is 
connected with dBE (with the variants lug a I / din g i r TuttuJl25) and 
with d Sa-a-sa, 126 i.e. Salas,127 the consort of Dagan and later of 
Kumarbi. 128 
- dBE Uguag: unidentified place-name. There are two more texts that record 
gifts to IShara and to the consort of NIdabal (dBE-m 1). Possibly to be 
located in a region near Ebla. 129 

- dBE Ziwidu: Occurs only once. Possibly located in north-west Syria.130 
P. MANDER has proposed the reading sl-bi-sa4, connecting it with si-NE
suki (reading si-pi5-su).131 

The devotion for the divine statue is documented in texts EB:T 7 and 
EB:T 28 in respect of dBE of Tuttul, and also for dBE of Ganana in texts 
EB:T 13 and EB:T 17e. Possibly there was a statue with the most important 
local epithets in Ebla itself, so that it seems that there was an image of dBE 
of Tuttul and of Ganana at Ebla. We cannot be certain whether the various 
gifts and offerings were intended for the Eblaite images or for the original 
temples of cult. According to A. ARCH!, most of the cuI tic acts described in 
the texts were performed in Ebla. 132 The existence of a temple of dBE of 
Ganana at Ebla seems assured from the allocation of clothing made to the 
temple singers (EB:T 56), but in spite of that, there are cases where it seems 
clear that the offerings are made to the 'original' temple of the god, as in 
text EB:T 11 that records the donation of some clothing to dBE of Ganana, 
through the inspector of the king of Emar. Certainly the inspector, on re
turning to Emar, made the donation to the temple of Ganana. The references 
to the temple of dBE of Tuttul (EB:T 47 and EB:T 54) always refer to the 
original temple, and there is no reason to think of the existence of a temple 
to this god in Ebla. The temple of dBE rna-tum (EB:T 55), seems to be 
located in Ebla. As for the personnel of temples, there is a reference to a 
maid servant of the temple of dBE of Tuttul (EB:T 57) and two smiths of the 

lies in the interpretation of the first sibilant, M. BONECHI states that the s is represented by the 
signs that begin with s, and the z in signs with s or z, accepting a possible interference between 
the signs of the series sand z (RGTC 1211 XXXIf.). It seems possible, then that the two variants 
refer to the same place-name. 

124 Cf. the article on Tuttul in Ebla by A. ARCHI, Fs. Kupper 197f. Cf. also ARES 2 
202f.; M. BONECHI, RGTC 12/1 ll7f. 

125 A. ARCHI prefers to transliterate ddu-du-lum" (Fs. Kupper 207 nr. 56); it is also 
possible to read d<BE> GN (cf. F. D' AGOSTINO, MEE 7 23 obv. ix 8; rev. v 15; 47 rev. xiv 4. 
Cf. above EB:T 18 and EB:T 33a). 

126 Cf. EB:T 18; ARES 2 203. 
127 The lack of an I is well documented in Ebla through the so-called 'Reduction of L', 

cf. M. KREBERNIK, ZA 72 (1982) 211; PET 28. 
128 Cf. H.G. GOTERBOCK, RIA 6 325f.; 1.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 173f. and 178. 
129 Cf. M. BONECHI, RGTC 1211 305. 
130 Cf. ARES 2485; M. BONECHI, Ratc 12/1 338. 
131 Cf. P. MANDER, MROA 2/1 39. 
132 Fs. Kupper 201. 
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same temple (EB:T 58). The pasisu (written PA4.SESI33), literally 'the 
anointers', are a type of priest at the service of various deiti~s and also of 
members of the royal family. There is ~vidence for a pasisu-pnest of dBE of 
Tuttul (EB:T 59) and one of BE of Sa'ad (EB:T 60), t~e references are too 
meagre for conclusions to be drawn. 134 ,!,he temple. of BE of Ganana was 
provided with singers to perform the ~ultlc ceremomes, EB:T 56 documents 
the consignment of clothes for these slllgers. 

Also well documented is the purification ritual of dBE of Tuttul (EB:T 
10) and of dBE of Ganana (EB:T 33b), the latter accompanied by the puri~ca
tion of Adda, of Alu of Zigu, of Rasap of Adadu and of two local dedica
tions of Nldabal, Nldabal of (L)arugadu and Nldabal of Luban. We do not 
know whether this purification ritual (s i k i I) was regular or unusual, or 
whether the 'purification' was performed on several deities simultaneously 
or only on one. In the case of Astabil, a purification ceremon~ of this gO.d in 
the month that bears his name is well documented. 135 There IS also a ntual 
of 'purification' of the king's house. 136 According to P. MANDER,137 fol
lowing G. PETTINATO, this ceremony was performed to cure someone who 
was ill. In our opinion, this hypothesis has been well refuted by F. 
POMPONIO. The fact that there is a regular s i k i I-ritual, in the case of 
Astabil, invalidates the hypothesis of an illness. 138 EB:T 5 delivers various 
consignments of textiles and metal objects among people of various regions. 
One of the deliveries describes the offering made by the leaders of the team 
for the journey of dBE of Ganana, possibly towards Ebla. Naturally, it was 
the journey of the image of the god from Ganana to Ebla where he was 
given a religious festival of some kind. EB:T 63 may also document a jour
ney of BE to Armi, but unfortunately the text is difficult to interpret. 139 
This custom of taking a divine image on a journey is documented for other 
deities at Ebla, cf. the case of Astar ~arbat.140 

The ceremony of the oath (n a m - k us) is well documented in connec
tion with the temple of dBE of Tuttul. 141 According to A. CATAGNOTIl42 
the act consisted of the ritual 'signing' of a political agreement between the 
two chancelleries in front of a deity. We know very few of the details of the 

133 For the interpretation of this spelling as a pseudo logogram cf. M. KREBERNIK, ZA 81 
(1991) 136. 

134 On the piiSisu-priests at Ebla cf. G. PETTINATO,OA 18 (1979) 113; D. PRECHEL, 
Ebara IS and specially A. ARCHI, YO 10 (1996) 37f., where all the priests documented in the 
texts from Ebla are listed. 

135 ARET 982 rev. iv 3-7; cf. also 95 obv. iv 4-10; v 1-6. Cf. F. POMPONIO - P. XELLA, 
DE 77. 

136 ARET 4 7 obv. vii 21-23: in U4 1 s i k ill e e n 'on the day of the purification of the 
king' s house'. 

137 Cf. P. MANDER, MROA 211 61. 
138 Cf. above n. 47. 
139 Cf. above n. 112. 
140 Cf. 1. OLIVA, Ishtar 204f.; CSI 22. 
141 Cf. EB:T 54; TM.75.G.2233 obv. iii 9-14 mentions 2.5 kg of silver as a gift for the 

king of Nagar during the n a m - k Us ceremony in the temple of dBE of Tuttul, cf. F. 
POMPONIO - P. XELLA, DE 104 nr. 16; cf. also A. ARCH1, Fs. Kupper 205 nr. 34. 

142 Mectiterranees 10-11 (1997) 50. 
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ritual but we do know that there was an exchange of gifts between the kings 
or the high dignitaries of various Syrian kingdoms. The oath is well docu
mented in the temples of Adda l43 and KUra l44 in the city of Ebla, but the 
oath was with the cities of Mari or Nagar, the ceremony was perfomed at 
Mari or Tuttul. 145 The fact that interests us most, though, is the choice of 
sanctuary to celebrate the ceremony showing the relevance it had for the two 
parts of the pact. In the oath of the king of Nagar and the Eblaite chancellery 
at the temple of dBE of Tuttul two other 'sovereigns' (the e n - e n) also take 
part who were possibly under the tutelage of the king of Nagar. 146 This oath 
performed in Tuttul emphasises the importance of the temple of dBE for the 
whole region, and explains the later visit and prostration of Sargon of Ak
kad before the same sanctuary when he conquered the Middle Euphrates 
region as far as the cedar forest and silver mountains. 14 7 

2.1.2. Dagan and BE in the onomasticon 

Dagan is well attested in the Eblaite onomasticon. It is the only context 
where the god('s name) is written out syllabically (d)da-gan -the more 
common spelling- or da-ga-an). Alongside this there is a fair number of 
proper names with the element BE that, as we have seen, some scholars 
identify with Dagan. 

2.1.2.1. Dagan in the onomasticon 

I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Ada-Dagan l48 

Buda-Dagan l49 

Dagan-lfm l50 

Enna-Dagan l51 

Dagan knew/will know. Dagan is the father. 
Dagan is the support. 
Dagan is the clan, Dagan of the tribe. 
Dagan is merciful , is grace. 

143 ARET I II rev. i 7-ii 4; MEE 219 rev. ii 1-4. 
144 ARET 2 13 ix 9-x 10; 3 358 iv 1' -3 ', v 1' -6 '; 440 vii 1-8; 732 ii 1'-9'; 421 obv. 1-

10; MEE 749 obv. i 7-10; rev. xi 21. Cf. A. CATAGNOTI, Mediterranees 10-11 (1997) 54. 
145 Cf. A. CATAGNOTI , Mediterranees 10-11 (1997) 50. 
146 Cf. A. CATAGNOTl, Mediterranees 10-11 (1997) 51. 
147 Cf. below 43 BAB:T I. 
148 a-da-dda-gan: ARET 3: 460 obv. v 2.IYadaC-Daganl. cf. M. KREBERNIK, PET 40, 71. 

l'Ada-Daganl 1.M. PAGAN, ARES 3201f. 
149 bu-da-dda-gan: ARET 3: 105 iv 5 (I u - k a r ma-n"';). IBucuda-Daganl, cf. M. 

KREBERNIK, PET 79; P. FRONZAROLI, ARES I 9; A. ARCHI, MARl 4 54 ('Visage (?) de 
D. '); J.-M. PAGAN, ARES 3 208. 

150 dda-gan-li-im: ARET I: 9 obv. v 7 (u-za-mu';). Cf. M. KREBERNIK, RIA 7 26; M. 
KREBERNIK, ARES I p. 45; cf. discussion by P. FRONZAROLI, SEb I (1979) 12; 1.-M. PAGAN, 
ARES 3 222f., cf. also 297 D.-rim 'Dagan is a wild bull', 'Dagan is love'. 

151 en-na-dda-gan: ARET I: 6 rev. iii 7; 8 rev.vii 12. 2: 6 x I. 3: 938 rev .. iv 4 (gar-mJ;). 
4: 7 obv. iv I (gar-mi;). 7: 17 obv. iv 6,v. ii 2, vi I (=MEE 2: 6). 8: 542,viii II (=MEE 5 22) 
(I u - k a r ma-rz"'\ MEE 2: 3 obv. ii 6; 35 rev. x 5; MEE 12 19 obv. ix 9 (sur,(ELLes 199)
ub';). en-na-da-gan: ARET 3: 101 obv. iv 2; 258 rev . .ii 4. 7: 16 obv. viii I, rev. i 4, iv 3. MEE 
2: 16 rev. ii 3 (=SEb 4, 138, fig.37) MEE 10: 38 obv. vi 14 (Sur,(ELLes 199)-ub';). MEE 10: 
31 rev. iv I (=SEb 4 133, fig.35e); MEE 10 31 rev. iv I; 37 rev. iv 2; 38 vi 14; 32 obv. i 2; SLE 
244 = Fs. Kupper, 207 65 (du-du-lu"). en-na-da-gan:d: ARET 7: I obv. iii 6, cf. iii I, vii [2); 
16 obv. vi 8. ell-na-da-ga-all: ARET 7: 6 rev. iv 2 (=MEE 10:37); MEE 1225 rev. v 2, 6; SEb 
4 142f. obv. i ,3, ii ,5, iii ,4, iV,2, v,2, 5, vi,4, rev . ii 2, iii 3. IHenna-Daganl form doubtful , 
Akkadian or Eblaite. Hillna-Dagan cf. D.O. EDZARD, ARET 2 105; 'mercy, plea' cf. E. 

5. Gaba-Dagan l52 

6. Idi-Dagan l53 

7. Il-Dagan l54 

8. Ipfur-Dagan l55 

9. IStamar-Dagan l56 

10. Isukum-Dagan l57 

11 . Lfma-Dagan l58 

12. Mf-Dagan l59 

13 . Nana-Dagan l60 

14. Pu-Dagan l61 

15. Puzra-Dagan l62 

16. Una-Dagan l63 

THE PRE-SARGONlC PERIOD 

The rock is Dagan. 
Dagan gave. 
The god is Dagan. 
Dagan set free. 
? 
Dagan went out with you. 
Dagan is the clan/the tribe. 
Who is Dagan? 
? 
The word is Dagan. 
Dagan is protection. 
? 
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SOLLBERGER, ARET 8 p. 13; :ecce' cf. J.J. STAMM, ANG 133; IHelllla-DN! ' to be 
favourable/merciful ' cf. E. LIPINSKI, LEb 199; M. KREBERNIK, PET 83f.; 1.-M. PAGAN, 

ARES 3 122f. k 
152 ga-ba-dda-gan: ARET 8: 531 XXIII 10 (= MEE 5 II rev. XI 10) (du-ub '). Cf. M. 

KREBERNIK, PET 85. For a connection with the root Iq-y-pl ' anvertrauen' cf. M. 
KREBERNIK, PET 85; 1.M. PAGAN, ARES 3 160. For a root Ig-b-yl 'to be high' cf. 1.M. 

PAGAN, ARES 112. '" 
15 3 i-di-"da-gan: ARET 1: 5 rev. XII 25 (I u - k a r lIla-n '). Cf. M. KREBERNIK, PET 41; 

E. LIPINSKI, LEb 195; 1.M. PAGAN, ARES 3 145f. . k; 

154 ([_dda_gall: ARET 1: 10 rev. i 7 (=MEE 2: 17) (d u m u - nit a e n du-ub ). H.-P. 

MULLER, LEb 213; 1.M. PAGAN, ARES 3 218. 
155 ip-!ur-dda-gan: ARET I: I rev . i 5; 5 rev. i 14; 6 rev. iii 14; 8 rev. vii 18. 3: 457 obv. 

vii 4. 4: 14 rev. iii 4.8: 527 xv 4; 531 xvi 24. All the occurrences refer to the same person, a 
musician of the Saza of Ebla, cf. A. ARCHI, ARES 1 276. Cf. M. KREBERNIK, PET 37; 1.-M. 
PAGAN, ARES 3 156. 

156 iswtd-lIlar-"da-gall: ARET I: 10 rev. i 8 (=MEE 2: 17). (d u m u - nit a e n du
ub'} A name with various interpretations: WS I{-m-rl ' bear fruit' (H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 
267; F. GRONDAHL, PTU 199); WS Is-m-r!'to guard, to protect' (CAAA 32 an.d 567 nr. 957); 
Akk. sitlllurum 'to extol, to praise' (AHw 1154 s.v. samtirum n Gt; CAD S/I 297). For a 
discussion of the root and parallels cf. H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 257; M. KREBERNIK, PET 
64f., 66; 1.M. PAGAN, ARES 3183; M. KREBERNIK, ARES I 59 n. 36; M.P. STRECK, AOAT 
27111 164. Cf. also M. BALDACCI, AuOr 5 (1987) I 44f. 

157 i-su-kum-"da-gall: A. ARCHI, SLE 238 and 247b. Il~Llkwn-Dagalll. . 
158 li:llla-dda-gan: ARET I: 2 rev. vii I (!Jal-sLlmk

;). 3: 345 obv. iii 12 (!Jal-sunl'); 370 iv 
6; 458 rev. iii 7 (!Jal-sum"). li-lIla-da-gan: ARET I: 13 obv. iv 20 (=MEE 2: 7); MARl 4 
(1985) 57 (ma-d'). ILi 'ma-Daganl. For an interpretation of the ending -a as a marker of the 
predicate in the first elements of theophoric names cf. P. FRONZAROLI, ARES I p. 9; U . 
GELB, LEb 32; cf. also M. KREBERNIK, PET 8 §F, 9 §2b. For an interpretation of the name as 
'God = Dagan' cf. C.H. GORDON, ARES I p. 155f. Cf. above Dagan-lim with bibliography. 

159 mi-"da-gall: ARET 8: 524 viii 19 (= MEE 5 4) (ma-d'). For MI to be read as ~illllln 
cf. E. SOLLBERGER, ARET 8 p. 13. Cf. also F. POMPONIO, SEL 8 (1991) 145. For a conection 
with Akk. ill/IlL/III 'why'? cf. 1.M. PAGAN, 252f. 

160 Ila-Ila-dda-gall: A. ARCH I, SLE 236. Possibly a non-Semitic element, cf. the PN Nana 
(D.O. EDZARD, ARES I 28). 

161 pLI-dda-gall: ARET 4: 23 rev. iv 3. 8: 522 xvii 7 (= MEE 5 2) (I u - k a r ma-n"'\ 534 
xix 22 (= MEE 514 rev. vii 22) (lIIa-rh, xxii 12 (= MEE 514 rev. x 12) (Iu is·ba-N! ma-rl"'); 
MEE 1236 rev. xxviii 14. 

162 puzur4-ra-dda-gan: MARl 4 (1985) 57 (lil-kar ma-d;). Cf. M. KREBERNIK, PET 104. 
Cf. a different interpretation by H.-P. MULLER, ZA 70 (1980) 82 n. 62 'Schutz ist Bel'. 

163 LI-Ila-dda-gall: ARET I: 9 rev. iii 6. For a possible connection with Hb. 'on 'strength, 
power' cf. M. KREBERNIK, PET 109; E. LIPINSKI, LEb 8. Cf. also H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 
168f. 
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Within this onomasticon it has been possible to identify twenty proper 
names connected with a place-name,164 and this allows us to see the 
geographical distribution of personal names with Dagan in the texts from 
Ebla. The distribution of this PN is the following: seven PNN of persons 
from Mari,165 three from Tub,166 two persons from Eblal67 and one from 
~ach of the following towns: Emar,168 Karmu,169 Giligu,170 HalSum,171 
Sur'ub,l72 Tuttul,173 Ursa'um and Uzamu. 174 Of the nineteen proper 
names, two come from localities that are on the banks of the Euphrates 
(Mari, Emar and Tuttul). Now we shall try to determine the pantheon of the 
onomasticon in each of these localities, where Dagan occurs in the proper 
names of its inhabitants, in order to determine the role of that god within 
the various onomastic traditions: 
- Emar: the onomasticon from Emar allows us to draw a fairly accurate 
picture of the popularity of the deities. 175 Damu l76 is the most frequent 
divine name, occurring in six names, followed by Malik with five and then 
Astar, BE, Dagan, II, KUra and Urn with only one personal name each. 
Evidently, the picture is very diferent from Mari, where Dagan only occurs 
once; it is possible that the considerably smaller number of proper names 
from Emar at Ebla gives a somewhat distorted impression, but even so, 125 
names seems a high enough number to be able to draw some firm 
conclusions. Particularly noteworthy is the contrast with Emar of the middle 
period when there was an overwhelming preponderance of proper names with 
Dagan. 

164 In some cases it is difficult to determine whether the same personal name indicates 
the same person in different texts so that the identification we have proposed is tentative and 
subject to a more rigorous prosopographic study of the texts from Ebla, which is not even 
remotely the aim of the present book. Even so, the facts, while largely indicative, may be 
useful and meaningful for our purposes. 

165 1. Euda-Dagan I u - k a r ma-rr"';. 2. Enna-Dagan I u - k a r ma-rl;. 3. Enna-Dagan 
lug a I ma-rl'. 4. ldi-Dagan I u - k a r ma-rl'. 5. Lima-Dagan ( ... ) ma-rl;' 6. Mf-Dagall 
ma-rl'. 7. pa-Dagan I u - k a r ma-rl;. 8. pa-Dagan ma-r/;. 9. Pa-Dagan I u is-ba-NI ma
rl'. 10. PllZllr-Dagan I u - k a r ma-rl'. 

166 1. Gaba-Dagan ( ... ) dll-ubk
; 2.11-Dagan dum u - nit a e n dll-llbk

;. 3. lstamar
Dagan dum u - nit a e n dll-llbk

;. 

167 1. Enna-Dagan 2. lpfllr-Dagan n a r - t u rim a b. (Cf. A. ARCH!, ARES 1 276). Of 
course, one would expect more people from Ebla within this onomastic corpus, but we have 
only recorded PNN that are clearly marked as such in the texts. 

168 lsukum-Dagan. 
! 69 Enna-Dagan gar-mll k

;. 

! 70 Una-Dagan gi-li-Sllk
;. 

! 71 Lima-Dagan ( ... ) iJal-slllnk
;. 

172 Enna-Dagan na-si" na-si" Ii u - d Us surx(ELLes 199)-ubk
;. 

173 Enna-Dagan du-du-luk
;. 

174 Dagan-lim u-za-rm/;. 
175 Cf. the list of people from Emar who appear in the texts from Ebla, published by A. 

ARCH!, MARl 6 (1990) 37f. 
176 Cf. note 181 below. 
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- Karmu: here there are two proper names with Malik, one with Dagan and 
one with BE. M. BONECHI also notes the presence of proper names with 
Damu but ARES 2 does not record them. 177 
- Mari: quite a number of Mari proper names occur in the sources from 
Ebla, which allows to determine more reliably the popularity of the various 
gods. Using the index provided by A. ARCHI,178 with a total of 290 proper 
names, we obtain the following picture: the best represented deity is II, with 
twenty proper names, the second is Dagan, with seven?,179 third BE, with 
five I 80, and then Utu, with three occurrences, Malik and Damu l81 with two 
and lastly Enki 182 and KUra with one. 
- Sur'ub: the best documented name in this city is Malik, with eleven 
names , followed by II with four, BE and Damu with three and lastly Kamis 
and Dagan with one. The location of the village remains uncertain. 183 

- Tuttul: identified with modem Tell mea. There is one PN with Dagan, 
one with II and one with Malik. 184 
- Tub: is probably related to the Tuba of the second millennium, identified 
by P. MATIHIAE with Umm el-Marra, 47 km. from Aleppo.185 Of the 
theophoric personal names from Tub,186 Malik is the god with most 
occurrences (four) followed by Dagan (three), Damu (two) and Astar, II and 
Samagan (one each). 
- Ursa'um: identified with the Ursum of the second millennium, is a village 
located west of Carchemish. 187 There are few theophoric personal names in 
the texts from Ebla. The gods attested are Malik twice and Dagan 188 and 
Daban with one PN. 

177 Cf. M. BONECHI, SEL 8 (1991) 64 §6.1O; ARES 2 239f.; M. BONECHI, ROTC 1211 
151f. 

178 MARl 4 (1985) 55f. 
179 NI occuts in 11 PNN but due to the problem of how to read this sign it cannot be 

assigned with certainty to any specific deity, cf. M. KREBERNIK, PET 99f. 
180 Among these 5 names we have not included sum-BE-li which, in all probability, 

should be read Sum-belba'/i "The name is my lord" (cf. M. KREBERNIK, PET 78 and 107. 
Possibly the PN sum-BE is to be explained in the same way, in which case the number of PNN 
with BE in Mari should be reduced to 4). 

181 For a long time Damu was understood to be a single deity, but recently it has been 
suggested -with some certainty, I think- that this 'ghost" god is to be eliminated along with 
others -such as Um- as they are only terms for relatives, cf. J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 
140 and 251f.; F. POMPONIO - P. XELLA, DE, 387f.; M.P. STRECK, RIA 9130. 

182 For the reading Enki in Ebla cf. the VE 803 where we find the equivalence de n - k i 
= 'a-u9 which can be reconstructed as I~ayyuml cf. M. KREBERNIK, ZA 73 (1983) 31; O. 
CONTI, SQF 193; however, cf. B. KIENAST, EDA 37f. 

183 Cf. M. BONECHI, ROTC 1211 299f.; ARES 2 432f. For names quoted cf. MEE 1038 
obv. v 5-viii 9; MEE 12 19 obv. i 1- rev. iv 7. 

184 Cf. A. ARCH!, SLE 244; M. BONECH!, SEL 7 (1991) 66; A. ARCH!, Fs. Kupper, 204 
nr. 18. 

185 Cf. ARES 2 222; M. BONECH!, ROTC 1211 107f. 
186 Cf. A. ARCH!, SLE 238, lists 2 PNN with Dagan but Gaba-Dagan (ARET 8 531 xxiii. 

10 = MEE 5 rev. xi 10) is missing. 
187 Cf. A. ARCH!, SLE 235; J.-R. KUPPER, ARM 1611 37 s.v. Ursum; B. ORONEBERG, 

ROTC 3 250 s.v. Ursum. For the occurrences at Ebla cf. ARES 2 465f.; M. BONECH!, ROTC 
1211 313f. 

188 Cf. A. ARCH!, SLE 236 and 251 (na-na-dda-gan should be added to the list). 
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- Giligu, HalSum and Uzam(u) are unlocated and the few occurrences there 

include no theophoric personal names with other deities. 189 

On the basis of this evidence from the onomasticon we can conclude that 
the distribution of personal names with Dagan is centralised in the region of 

the middle Euphrates and territories not far from the river. 

2.1.2.2. BE in the onomasticon 

1. Arik-BE190 BE is tallllong? 
2. Ar(um)-BEI91 ? 
3. a-TAGx-BEI92 ? 
4. BE-damu l93 BE is (family) blood. 
5. BE-dulu(m)194 BE is the city. 
6. BE-su-BEI95 His BE is the BE. 
7. BE-su-KURki I96 His BE is the mountain/countrylland. 
8. BE-su-NEINI-lJARI97? 

189 For GiliQu cf. ARES 2 243; M. BONECHI, RGTC 1211 156. Cf. the possible location of 
tJalsum between BalilJ and the city of Emar by M. BONECHI, SEL 8 I (1991) 76; RGTC 12/1 
173. For Uzam(u) cf. M. BONECHI, RGTC 1211 319. 

190 a-rf-ik-BE (I u - k a r ma-n"-i): MARl 4 (1985) 56. Cf. Akk. arku (AHw 69; CAD 
A/2 283f.); Ug. and Hb. 'rk (DLU 49; HAL 85). Cf. M. KREBERNIK, PET 129 without 
suggesting any interpretation. Cf. a-rf-ik-j-/i MAD 3 64. 

191 ar-nim-BE: ARET 3: 467 obv. vii 3 (a-ru,rga-dLli). ar-BE: ARET 3 467 obv. 4'; 
MEE 12 19 obv. vi 4 (sur,(ELLes 199)-ubk\ A name that is difficult to interpret, cf. M. 
KREBERNIK, PET 75f., "BE is the young warrior" (Akk. ant III AHw 72) or "DN is shining" 
(WS \vr> 'rr E. liPINSKI, LEb 198). Also it could be connected with Akk. a/uIII, which is 
well attested in the Mesopotamian onomasticon of the III millennium, cf. R.D. BIGGS, ARES I 
92; for the opposite view cf. A. WESTENHOLZ, ARES I 102. 

192 a-TAG, (DUB)-BE: ARET 3 467 obv. iii 6. M. KREBERNIK PET 73; for the reading 
TAG, of the sign DUB cf. PET 12 with bibliography. 

193 BE-da-lIIu: ARET I 30 obv. viii 6. 2 14 v 13.3972 and 2; MEE 10 26 rev. iii 4'; MEE 
1219 obv. v 3 (sur,(ELLes 1 99)_ubki). Most scholars consider (d)Dalllu to be a separate god 
(cf. P. MANDER, MROA 211 55 with bibliography on damu in Ebla). 1.-M. DURAND has 
correctly explained damu as a simple term of relationship used in the onomasticon cf. MROA 
21 I 140 and 25 I. 

194 BE-du-/u: ARET9: 100bv. ii 10. BE-du-/lIm: A RET 9: 14 obv. iv 5; 19 obv. v 5. Cf. 
M. KREBERNIK, PET 82. The reading /Utili of LUM seems to be contradicted in this case by 
the variant du-/u. 

195 BE-SLI-BE: MEE 729 rev. vi 13 (ma-ri'\ 
196 BE-su-KURki : MEE 232 obv. iii IS, x 13; A. ARCHI, ARES I 274 (BE-SUD(lMUS)

tJI). Cf. M. KREBERNIK, PET 94. P. STElNKELLER, (Fs. Hallo 239f.) proposed that in some 
cases KURki is possibly to be identified with Dagan, based on the similarity between jr-aITL6-
KURki (a person from Mari documented in Ebla) and Ir'am-Dagan from OAkk. Babylon. 
This possiblity is much less likely due to the presence of other deities also atested with the 
same type of personal name (Ir'am-d[i n g i r)/Malik (MAD 3 230). On the other hand, to 
consider KURki =sada as an epithet that is closely connected with Da~an in the third 
millennium is contradicted by names such as e-a-SA-TU, as-lar-SA-TU or< >IM-SA-TU (cf. 
MAD 3 264). Later, in OB Mari there occur the personal names Dagan-sadGni, but cf. also 
Ea-sadGni and Sadlma-EI (cf. e.G. RASMUSSEN, SAPN 368). Other PNN that also belong to 
the same 'conceptual sphere' are those formed with the element kapuITL 'rock' (cf. above 
Gaba-Dagan) that occur with a large variety of deities in OB Mari, cf. the ones cited by W. 
HEIMPEL, NABU 199712 (Addu, Dagan, Derltum, Samas, etc). 

197 BE-SLI-NE-tJAR: ARET9: 44 rev. ix 6; 53 obv. iv 8. BE-sLI-NI-tJAR: ARET 3 214 
rev. i 10; 749 iii 3. Possibly related to the root lL!lr "to kill", cf. M. KREBERNIK, PET 102. Cf. 

9. BE-su-LUxI98 
10. BE-su-qarradu199 

I I. BE-su-tab200 

12. BE-ti20'1 

13. BE-tab202 

14. Bud~-BE203 
15. Dur-BE204 
16. Enna-BE205 
17. Jbdu-BE206 
18. Jgda-BE207 
19. J(la)-BE208 

THE PRE-SARGONIC PERIOD 

His BE is a bull. 
His BE is the hero. 
His BE is good. 
? 
BE is good. 
BE is the support. 
The fortress is BE. 
BE is merciful. 
Slave of BE. 
? 
? 
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the reading of NE-tJAR proposed by P. STElNKELLER, (Fs. Hallo 242 n. 24): fle-ar in 
connection with Akk. niwarllm (cf. AHw s.v. flimru II 'Licht'). For the possibility of Iwarl 
being represented by the sign ar cf. M. KREBERNIK, ZA 72 (1982) 190. 

198 BE-su-LU, (BIR.x2): ARET I I rev. xiii IS; 2 rev. iii 5; IS rev. ix 18. 7: I rev. viii 5; 
16 rev. viii 7 (=MEE 243). MEE 7 14 rev. v 8; MEE 1020 rev. ii 10. Cf. M. KREBERNIK, 
PET 95. 

199 BE-sLI-qd-ra-du: ARET 8: 531 obv. ix I (=MEE 5 II) (lu-kar ma-ri""'). Cf. M. 
KREBERNIK, PET 85. 

200 BE-su-dulO: ARET 1 5 rev. i 9; 6 rev. iii 4 Both n a r - m a lJ. 3: 258 rev. ii I; 457 
rev. is. 8: 527 (BE-su-d U,O) obv. xiv 30 (= MEE 5 7); 531 xvi 19 (= MEE 5 II rev. i 9). 
MEE 73 rev. vii 9 (broken); 35 rev. iii 13. 

20 I BE-Ii: SLE 248 (gar-ga-mislmi-su
ki

). 
202 BE-dulO: ARET 3 468 obv. iii 19. . 
203 bu-da-BE: MEE 12 19 rev. iii 7 (sur,(ELLes I 99)-ub

k
,). IBu'uda-BEI, cf. M. 

KREBERNIK, PET 79; P. FRONZAROLl, ARES I 9; A. ARCHI, MARl 4 54 ("Visage (?) de 
D."); 1.-M. PAGAN, ARES 3 208. 

204 dur-BE: ARET 4 6 obv. iii 14. Cf. M. KREBERNIK, PET 82; it is also possible to 
interpret this PN on the basis of the root twr and translate "Return Oh BE!". 

205 en-BE: MEE 7: 44 rev. iv 12 (= OA 18 [1979) 129s); MEE 1226 rev. vii 4. Cf. M. 
KREBERNIK, PET 83. En-fla-BE: ARET1: I obv. xiii 5, rev, iv 3; 2 rev. vii 13; 7 rev. ix 5; 7 
rev. xv 5; 8 rev. xiv 5 (=MEE 73); 14 obv. xi 16 (=MEE 2 20) (a_a_/uki ); IS (= MEE 2 2) obv. 
viii 12, rev. v 2; 30 obv. vi. 4 (= MEE 728): 46 v 3. 3: 31 obv. iii 7; 82 ii 3; 127 and 5; 129 and 
3; 173 and 2; 192 rev. ii 4 (u g u I a a_a_/uki ); 194 rev. i 3, 8; 244 viii 2; 249 obv. i 4; 286 obv. i 
2 (ma-nll-wa-ali); 338 rev. vii; 345 rev. ii 3; 350 ii 2; 402 iv 2; (ma-flu-wa-at"'); 440 rev. ii 3; 
457 obv. vii 12, rev. iii 5; 458 ii 5; 620 rev. iii 2; 713 and I; 730 obv. iii 4; 735 ii 2 (ma-nu-wa
ali); 776 rev. iii 2 (gar_muki ); 884 obv. ii 2; 899 iii 2; 942 ii 7 (gli_rf_su ki ). 4: 3 obv. i 16 (u-se
guk

'); 6 obv. 8 II (A-tag,-Nlk'); 8 obv. 313 (Ebla); 9 obv. iv I; II rev. x 2; 14 rev. iii 14, iv 19; 
17 obv. v 7, x 18, rev. xi 5; 19 obv. v 3 (= MEE 724); 20 rev. iv 5. 7: 73 obv. ii 7. 8: ); 522 iv 
19 (= MEE 5 2), v 2 (MEE 5 2), xvi 7 (MEE 5 2 rev. vi 7); 523 xiv 3 (MEE 5 3 rev. iii 4); 526 
vii 2 (=MEE 5 6 obv.vii 2) (AS-TUe'), x 20 (= MEE 5 6) (si-zuk'); xiii 12 (=MEE 5 6 obv. xiii 
2) (Si_ZUki); 527 xxiv 2 (= MEE 5 7 rev. viii 2) (ne_a_uki ); 542 xvi 2 (=MEE 5 22 rev. v 2532 iv 
9 (MEE 5 12); 540 ixi 16 (= MEE 5 20 rev. v 16).9: 46 obv. iii 2 (lLI-ub k

,); 54 obv. v I; 68 obv. 
iv 18, rev. iv 9; 103 obv. iv 3. MEE 2: 34 obv. ii 3, v 3; 37 obv. vii IS, rev. ii IS; 39 obv. v 24; 
42 rev. ii I. 7: 29 obv. ii 9; 30 rev. ii I; 48 obv. viii 10; 50 obv. iii 2, rev. iv 7 (a-a-/Ll k

'); MEE 10 
I obv. ix 2; 4 obv. vii 7; 14 rev. ix 5; 23 obv. x I; 24 rev. v 19'; 26 rev. x 13; MEE 12 35 abv. 
ix I; 37 rev. ii 19; TM.75.G.I 020 I obv. xi 4 (= ARES 2 94). EfI-na-ba.BE: ARET 3 173 iv I ; 
935 iii 6. For the use of ba as the phonetic complement of BE to ensure the reading Iba'l/ cf. 
M. KREBERNIK, PET IS §4.5. 

206 ib-du-BE: ARET 3 26 1 ii I. 8: 533 iv 12 (= MEE 5 13) (a-nt,rga-duki). Cf. M. 
KREBERNIK, PET 90; P. FRONZAROLl, RAI 25 134. 

207 ig-da-BE: ARET 2 19 vi 5. 9: 65 obv. ii 2, rev. vi 2; 66 obv. i 4, iv 18, rev. iii 12; 67 
rev. ii 6; 68 obv. vi I, viii 2', rev. iii 12, iv I, vi 4; 69 obv. iii 3; 95 obv. vi 7. 

208 NI-a-BE: ARET I: 10 rev. iii 9 (= MEE 217); 4: 2 obv. v 6; 8 obv. viii 4; 9: 110 obv. 
iv 4. MEE 5 18 rev. ix 13. NI-BE: ARET 4: II obv. xiv 3. 8: 527 x 3 (=MEE 5 7 obv. x 3) 
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20. llzi-BE209 
21. Ir'am-BE210 
22. lSgi-BE211 
23. lSra-BE212 
24. Puzur-BE213 
25. Silla-BE214 
26. Samagan-BE215 
27. Su-BE216 
28. ti-Ia-BE217 

29. wa-ad-BE218 
30. zi-mi-na- BE219 

CHAPTER TWO 

? 
BE loves. 
BE is pure? 
BE shines. 
Protection of BE. 
The shade (lprotection) is BE. 
Samagan is BE. 
He of BE. 
? 
BE is the only one. 
? 

The proper names with BE connected with a place-name have a much more 
scattered geographical distribution. There is no concentration of occun'ences 
in a few centres (with Mari and Tub in the case of Dagan). There are five 
eroper names of people from Mari;220 three names connected with 
Sur'ub,22I two names explicitly connected with Ebla,222 two persons from 
Adabig(u),223 Manuwad(u)224 and (L)arugadu225 and finally, the following 

(gur-ael'). Possibly we should translate "BE is the god". We take I1a as the predicate due to 
the presence of -a in the usage described by M. KREBERNIK, PET 9 §2b, in this name II 
functions as an appellative. 

209 {l-zi-BE: ARET 4: 9 rev. i 2. A name of uncertain interpretation, cf. M. KREBERNIK, 
PET 52f.; G. PETIINATO, MEE 2 32; H.-P. MOLLER, ZA 70 (1980) 81. For the possible 
connection with S/{sy "to shout, invoke" (Akk. sasii) cf. M. KREBERNIK, PET 65; P. 
FRONZAROLI, ARES I 4 and 10. 

210 ir-arn6-BE: M. BONECHI, MARl 6 (1990) 240. Cf. M. KREBERNIK, PET 48. 
211 is-gi-BE: MEE 1235 obv. xxvi 16. Yd. J.M: PAGAN, ARES 3 112; M. KREBERNIK, 

PET 62. 
212 is-la-BE: ARET 4: 2 rev. ix 5. is-ra-BE: M. BONECHI, MARl 6 (1990) 241. Cf. M. 

KREBERNIK, PET 92; ARES I 51; A. ARCHI, Biblica 60 (1979) 559; H. LIMET, ARES I 42. 
For the interpretation 'vorhanden ist wahrlich Bel' cf. H.-P. MOLLER, ZA 70 (1980) 81. 

213 puzur4-BE: ARET 2 14 xiv 13 (MEE 230 rev. iii 13). MEE 5: obv. ix 16.7: 3 rev. x 5 
(rnu-r[-gu ki

) (= ARET I 8 rev x 4-5: KA-[x-]x I rnu-r[-guk
'). puzur4-ra-BE: ARET I: 5 rev. vii 

18 (= MEE 510), xii 22 (=MEE 510) (I u - k a r rna-rl"'); II obv. v II (=MEE 219).3: 7 ii 
I; 335 vi 6; 376 iii 4; 423 ii 3; 457 obv. vi 5; 465 obv. ix 9; 938 obv. v 5 (a-da-bf-ikk

'). 4: 2 obv. 
ii 9; 3 obv. vii 13; 7 rev. ii 5; 21 rev. ii 7 (= MEE 7 49). MEE 2 25 obv. x 6. 7: 50 obv. xi I; 
MEE 1240 obv. i 4; 41 rev. vi 5. Cf. M. KREBERNIK, PET 104. Differently, H.-P. MOLLER 
ZA 70 (1980) 82 n. 62 'BE is protection'. 

214 ,ff-Ia-BE 3: 290 ii 2. 8: 527 xx 23 (MEE 57 rev. iv 23); 532 xv 10 (=MEE 5 12 rev. vi 
10). 9: 44 rev. viii 16; 45 rev. iii 5; 54 rev. i 6. Cf. M. KREBERNIK, PET Ill. Cf. a different 
interpretation by M. DAHOOD, YTS 29 93f. ('Go forth 0 Dagan'). 

215 dsa-rna-gan-BE: SLE 246 (du-ubki
) (= MEE 102 rev. vi 9). 

216 su-BE: ARET 4: 7 obv. xi 5 (rna-nu-wa-duk
'). 8: 525 xx 17 (= MEE 5 5 rev. vii 17). 

Cf. M. KREBERNIK, PET 107. 
217 Ii-la-BE: MEE 5 22 obv. ix 8. A name of uncertain interpretation, cf. M. KREBERNIK, 

PET 108; J. SANMARTiN, AuOr 9 (1991) 182 n. 87. 
218 wa-ad-BE: ARET 3 127 iii 5'; 336 obv. v 5. Cf. M. KREBERNIK, PET 103. 
219 zi-rni-na-BE: ARET3: 370 and 5. 4: 19 rev. v 3 (a-da-bf-ig"'). Cf. M. KREBERNIK, 

PET 111; cf. H.-P. MOLLER, ZA 70 (1980) 82 'gehort hat uns (?)Bel' reading sf-rni-na-be. 
220 1. Arik-BE I u - k a r rna-r/'. 2. BE-su-BE rn[a-ridJ. 3. BE-su-KURk

' n a r - n a r 
rna-rl'. 4. BEsu-qarriidu I u - k a r rna-rtJ<'. 5. Puzur-BE I u - k a r rna-d'. 

221 Ar-BE, BE-diimu, Buda-BE na-si ll na-si ll s u - d Us sur,(ELLes 199)-ubk
'. 

222 1. BEsu-!cib n a r - m a b 2. Enna-BE n a r - t u rIm a b. 
223 I. puzur-ra-BE. 2. zi-rni-na-BE. 
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place-names supply v only a single proper name each: A(l)alu,226 
ATAGNI,227 (AS)TUL,228 GuriS(U),229 Karkemis,230 Lub,231 
Murig(u),232 NEa'u,233 Karmu,234 Sizu235 and Uctegu.236 

_ Adabig(u): an identification with the Adabik of Alalab is possible, which 
is possibly related to modern Dabiq, 40 kilometres north of Aleppo.237 The 
distribution of divine names in the onomastic on of Adabig(u) is as follows: 
Malik has six personal names, followed by BE and II with three each and 

lastly Damu with two. 
_ A(l)alu: unidentified place-name. Only BE is documented in the 

onomasticon.238 . 
_ (AS)TUL: G. PETTINATO reads this place-name eS4-pu:.239 E. 
SOLLBERGER reads 1 RUkl240 and A. ARC HI prefers to read TUL 1.241 We 
prefer to read AS-TUL i as it is the most neutral transliteration of the place
name. One personal name with BE is documented, one with Il(um) and one 

with Malik. 
_ AT AGNI: no proposal has been put forward to identify this place. The 
best attested deity is Malik with four proper names, followed by BE with 

one. 
_ Guris(u): the only theophoric personal name from this unidentified place-
name is with BE. M. BONECHI locates it in western Syria.242 

_ Karkemis: in spite of the reservations shown by E. SOLLBERGER, this 
place-name has been identified with Karkemis of the OB and MB periods, 
located on the banks of the Euphrates, on the modern frontier between Syria 
and Turkey.243 Malik is the name of the deity most attested in the 
onomasticon, with two proper names, followed by Rasap and BE with one. 

224 1. Enna-BE. 2. Su-BE. 
225 I. ar-rurn-BE. 2. ib-du-BE. 
226 Enna-BE. It is very likely that in the three cases concern the same person. 
227 Enna-BE 
228 Enna-BE 
229 Enna-BE 
230 BE-Ii 
231 Emw-BE 
232 Puzur-BE 
233 Enna-BE 
234 Enna-BE 
235 Enna-BE 
236 Enna-BE 
237 Cf. ARES 2 96; M. BONECHI, RGTC 12/1 16f. 
238 Cf. ARES 2 104; M. BONECHI, RGTC 12/1 33. 
239 Cf. G. PETIINATO, MEE 587 §62. Cf. eS4-purn as the PN of a governor subordinate 

to ManistUsu (B. KIENAST, GAK 37) and the person from Mari called es-pu in the sources 
from Ebla (A. ARCHI, MARl 4 [1985] 79 nr. 152; P. STEIN KELLER, Fs. Hallo 240). 

240 Cf. ARET 8 526 vii 3. 
241 Cf. ARES 2452. 
242 RGTC 12/1 167. 
243 Cf. ARET 8 43; G. PETIINATO, OA 15 (1976) Ilf.; ARES 2 238f.; M. BONECHI, 

RGTC 1211 150. 
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Dar is documented in two proper names, but it is surely a 'ghost deity' as in 
the case of Damu or Lim.244 
- Karmu: cf. 2.1.2.1.above. 
- (L)arugadu: identified with the lrgt of Ugarit and located in the Plain of 
Antioch, according to M. BONECHI.245 It is one of the principal centres of 
the worship of NIdabal,246 but in spite of that, this god does not occur in 
the onomasticon. The gods attested most are BE and II with two names 
each, followed by Malik with a single occurrence.247 
- Lub: the centre of the cult of Adda.248 The only theophoric personal name 
documented is with BE. 
- Manuwad(u): according to G. PETTINATO this city can be identified with 
later Manhat, located in central Palestine.249 ARES 2 proposed no 
identification.250 On the basis of the onomastic material, M. BONECHI 
locates the place-name in the 'Eblaite onomastic region', which includes 
Karkemis, Emar, I:Iamah, Alalab, almost as far away as Gaziantep.25I In 
this place-name we find a large preponderance with the element Il(um) with 
twelve proper names, followed by Damu with six, Malik with four PN and 
BE with two.2 52 
- Mari: for the distribution of the DN in the onomasticon from Mari in the 
archives from Ebla cf. above 2. l.2. l. Mari. 
- Murig(u): unidentified place-name. The only theophoric personal name 
attested is with BE.253 
- NEa ' u: possibly located south of Ebla. The only theophoric personal name 
documented is with BE.254 
- Sizu: the only theophoric personal name attested is with BE. 
- Sur'ub: cf. above, 2.l.2.1 Sur'ub. 
- Ugegu: ony two theophoric personal names connected with this place-
name are attested, one with BE and the other with Malik.255 

The disparity, both for the deities and for the toponyms, is almost 
complete. Only Emar, Karmu and Mari (two of them are the toponyms that 
provide more onomastic material) record personal names with Dagan and 
BE. If (d)BE and Dagan were a single entity, we would expect to find a large 
number of names with BE connected with the city of Ganana (without 
mentioning the great number of centres with BE documented in the 

244 Cf. M. KREBERNIK, PET 79 with bibliography. 
245 Cf. M. BONECHI, RGTC 1211 215f.; cf. also ARES 2114. 
246 Cf. A. ARCHI, SEb I (1979) 110; M.V. TONIETTI, QdS 16 (1989) 114f.; EM. FALES, 

SEb 7 (1984) 83f.; W.G. LAMBERT, OA 23 (1984) 43f. 
247 Cf.ARES2110f. 
248 Cf. ARES 2 341; M. BONECHI, RGTC 1211 219f. 
249 Cf. G. PETTINATO, Ebla 256. 
250 Cf. ARES 2 355. 
251 Cf. M. BONECHI, SEL 8 (1991) 68 §9 and the map on page 79; cf. later RGTC 1211 

232f. 
252 Cf. ARES 2 346f. and 354f. 
253 Cf. ARES 2 386; M. BONECHl, RGTC 1211 248. 
254 Cf. ARES 2 397; M. BONECHI, RGTC 12/1 256. 
255 Cf. ARES 2 458 s.v. LI-si-gu'; and 459 s.v. u-se-gu';; L. BONECHl, RGTC 1211 s.v. 

Uge/igu. 
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onomasticon that do not attest dBE in context). According to A. ARCHI, the 
frequency of Dagan and of BE in the onomasticon is very similar,256 
however, what is not similar are the elements that accon:pan~ them, only 
Enna- and Puzur- coincide with both Dagan and BE, which IS completely 
normal if we remember that these two elements are those most represented 
·n the onomasticon of Ebla.257 An analysis of the facts available to us 
I (d) 1 d·ff begins to indicate that Dagan and BE are complete y I erent.. . 

Of the proper names with BE, all those that have a possessIve suffIx do 
not refer to any specific divine name and still less to Dagan, who, as v:e 

have been able to see, never has a possessive suffix on personal names wnt
ten syllabically. In the case of BE + suffix, it seems more reasonable to 
explain its as an appellative: 'his lord' . 

2.1.3. (d)BE and Dagan at Ebla 

The reading belurn or ba'lurn of BE is well enough documented in .VE 
795a1b, where the equivalence BE-lu258 allows no doubt about the readmg. 
A. ARCHI259 proposes the reading bax of BAD accepted by several 
scholars.26o VE 795a with the reading TI-lu is only a scribal mistake for 
BAD due to the similarity between the two signs.261 W. G. LAMBERT 
provides proofs for the reading be'al (or rather ba'al) ?ue t~ the occ~rrence 
of dba '-aI6 KALAM-TIM in a literary text.262 The readmg belurn / ba (a)l of 
BE is by no means strange in the pre-Sargonic period in lower 
Mesopotamia; see the proper names s>f Abii-~alablb BI?-is-ga;263 the proper 
names, also of Abu-~alablb, BE-SINIG and be-el-SINIG from the Old 
Babylonian period;264 or the evidently logographic reading BE DUB 'owner 
of the document' at Abu-~alablb.265 In pre-Sargonic Mari there occurs the 
name BE-su'-dur (BAD) 'His lord is the fortress.'266 At Ebla we can 
contrast the reading BE in the text published by G. PETTINATO, and later 
by M. KREBERNIK, where the following passage occurs: da-dar-wa-an / BE 
/ t ismu!en -t is mu!en 'Adarwan, the lord of the eagles.'267 The question as to 

256 Cf. Fs. Houwink ten Cate 2f. 
257 Cf. M. KREBERNIK, PET 175f. (Enna); 264f. (Puzur). 
258 The reading til-Iu and the connection with the Hurrian deity Tilla proposed by M. 

KREBERNIK (ZA 73 [1983] 31) does not seem to be a good suggestion. 
259 ARET I 311. 
260 Cf. W. VON SODEN, EDA 83 n. 30; SLE 19 (supports the non-existence of belLI in 

Ebla, as the change a>e due to the original laryngal being dropped does not occur); M. 
KREBERNIK, AfO 32 (1985) 54; PET 17; 1. SANMARTIN, AuOr 9 (1991) 182. Cf. also the 
reading ba' AkkSyll 5* (Pre-Sargonic and Ebla). 

261 Cf. W.G. LAMBERT, MARl 4 (1985) 529 n. 4; 1. SANMARTIN AuOr 9 (1991) 182 n. 
87. 

262 MARl 4 (1985) 539; cf. also W.G. LAMBERT, QdS 1843; A. ARCHI, ARET 1311. 
263 Cf. the references in P. STEIN KELLER, ZA 71 (1981) 22 (and be-lf-is-ga), see also M. 

KREBERNIK,OBO 16011 267 (is-ga-BE). 
264 Cf. A. ARCH I, MARl 5 (1987) 38 n. 14. 
265 Cf. M. KREBERNIK, AfO 32 (1985) 54 n. 54. 
266 Cf. M. KREBERNIK, ZA 74 (1984) 165. 
267 G.PETTINATO,OA 18 (1979) 344f.; M. KREBERNIK, BFE nr. 26 (viii 3-5). For the 

god Adarwan cf. OA 18 (1979) 245 (note by M. DAHOOD); V. HAAS, OA 20 (1981) 253f.; 
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whether it is an abbreviation or a logogram has been studied by various 
scholars; in fact, it seems that at Ebla it functions as both.268 All this 
proves, without any doubt at all, that (d)BE is never a logogram for Dagan. 
The only fact that supported this possibility was the presence in Ebla of a 
musician whose name was written with Dagan and with BE (cf. page 2, 
above), but M. V. TONIETII, in his studies on the n a r at Ebla, established 
an internal chronology of the texts and a sequence in the lists based on the 
rank of the musicians (n a r - m a b 'expert musician' and n a r - t u r 
'apprentice musician '). According to this rigid order for listing the n a r, 
Enna-Dagan is cited for the last time as a n a r - m a b, where as he no 
longer appears in the next list. Instead, in this same list, Enna-BE features 
in the group of n a r - t u r. This fact, a backwards step in the career of a 
n a r that has no known parallel, shows quite clearly that, from 
prosopographic criteria, Enna-Dagan and Enna-BE are not the same 
person.269 Adding this fact to the evidence from the onomasticon, where 
BE occurs with possessive suffixes -which rules out the reading or 
ascription of the epithet to a specific deity, suggesting the generic 
i~terpretation 'his lord' - and the very clear case of the name Samagan-BE 
'Samagan is the lord' ,270 completely excludes the reading 'Dagan' of BE 
due to an equivalence that is not at all documented at Ebla. 

From the point of view of theology, the identification made by G. 
PETIINATO of dBE KALAM-TIM of the VE 795a/b with the Bel(l u g a I) 
miitim from Mari is feasible, but what has been queried, sensibly, is the 
equivalence with Dagan proposed by G. DOSSIN. J.-M. DURAND queries 
this equivalence. According to him, the real 'King of the land' cannot be 
Dagan but could be Enlil.27I S. DALLEY identifies the Bel(l u g a I) miitim 
with Itur-Mer, who, according to DALLEY, is a king of Mari of the old 
dynasty who has been deified.272 Later, J.-M. DURAND returned to the 
topic and proposed identifying the Bel(l u g a I) miitim with the Syrian 
Storm-god, namely Addu, and more specifically with Addu of Aleppo.273 

V. HAAS, HB 125; V. HAAS, GHR 546; P. MANDER, MROA 211 74; F. POMPONIO - P. 
XELLA, DE 16f.; A. ARCHI, Or 66 (1997) 424f. 

268 Cf. P. STEINKELLER, RA 78 (1984) 85. 
269 QdS 15 101 n. 71, M.V. TONIETTI also notes the contradiction that woud result from 

the presence of two different spellings for the (supposedly) same 'reality' in the same text: 
BE occurs in Enna-BE and dda-gan in lpt.ur-Dagan. Cf. also QdS 16 118. A. ARCH I (ARES I 
272) continues to support 'possible' identification of BE and Dagan in the person of the 
musician Enna-Dagan. 

270 Against this statement can be adduced the argument set out by W. VON SODEN (EDA 
89f.) in the sense of interpreting these PNN in parallel with Dagan-Dtimu 'Dagan (and) 
Damu' or KUra-Dtimu 'KUra (and) Damu'. These names have parallels in the OB period 
(e.g. Sfn-u-Samas, according to J.J. STAMM comparable to the catholic PN 'Jesus-Maria' , cf. 
ANG 135) but at Ebla they only occur with Dtimu, Ilulll or UIIl or other elements that, as we 
have been able to prove above, have to be interpreted as common nouns or epithets that do 
not correspond to any particular god or specific cult. 

271 Cf. MARl 5 (1987) 612. 
272 Cf. BiOr 36 (1979) 289f.; Mari and Karana. Two Old Babylonian Cities. LondonlNew 

York 1984 116. 
273 MROA 211 173. Cf. the critique by D. SCHWEMER (Wettergott 277 n. 1911) who 

considers the identification of Bel-matim with Dagan more plausible. 
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The identification made by G. DOSSIN, then, has no solid foundations and 
is based on a simple comparison with other gods (basically, Assur and 
Marduk274) and on the ascription of the temple of the lions to Dagan, an 
identification that has been rejected, with sound judgment and conclusive 
proofs by J.-M. DURAND.275 We shall retur~ to this top!c later. 

If we restrict ourselves to the documentatIOn at our disposal, we can only 
conclude that Dagan, as such, does not occur in quotations in context in the 
texts from Ebla. Only the dBE of Tuttul 'The Lord of Tuttul' is Dagan, with 
almost complete certainty. Even so, no case is specifically named. The 
sanctuary of Dagan at Tuttul is very well documented from the Sargomc 
period and during the whole of the second millennium. The most logical 
conclusion, then, is to think that 'the Lord of Tuttul' is Dagan, and thus, in 
the light of the documentation from Ebla, Dagan was worshipped at Ebla 
under this local dedication.276 The presence of a divine statue of the 
goddess Sa(l)as, as the consort of dBE in Tuttul (E.B:T ~8), is furth~~ proof 
for identifying 'The Lord of Tuttul' with Dagan, slllce III later tradlhon(s), 
Dagan has Salas as a consort. This goddess is documented in three other 
texts from Ebla, but in these cases connected with the god Wada'an(u)277 
and with Karramu, which, according to A. ARCHI, is a town to the north
east of Ebla, beyond the Euphrates Valley.278 It is a different matter to 
consider that all the occurrences of dBE followed by a geographical name are 
different local manifestations of Dagan, as PETIINATO does. The textual 
evidence does not allow us to support this hypothesis in any way. There is 
no apparent connection between the various 'Lords' of the various cities. 
The facts concerning the various place-names are very meagre and 
unfortunately we cannot delinate a clear portrait of the various local 
pantheons. Nevertheless, it seems logical to think that when we have 'Lord 
(dBE) of Buran(u)' documented, which is the cult centre of NIdabal, it refers 

d 
to that god and not to Dagan.279 Nor are the cases where BE occurs 
without any geographical references attributable to Dagan in any way. The 
dBE din g i r - din g i r, on the basis of the documentation available to 
us, has to be interpreted as a divine epithet that is, unfortunately, 
unspecified.280 To ascribe them to Dagan, merely because they are written 
with dBE, is unfounded. Nor is there any fact that allows us even to propose 
that Dagan was the head of the Eblaite pantheon. KUra, Utu and Adda are 
the deities that occur in the legal texts or in international treaties. KUra, 
NIdabal28I and Adda are the gods that occur most often in the 

274 Cf. G. DOSSIN, Syria 21 (1940) 229. 
275 Cf. MARl 5 (1987) 611f. 
276 Cf. W.G. LAMBERT, MARl 4 (1985) 529 n. 4. 
277 F. POMPOMIO - P. XELLA, DE 343f. 
278 Cf. A. ARCHI, Fs. Houwink ten Cate If.; F. POMPONIO - P. XELLA, DE 316f. 
279 Cf. M. BONECHI, RGTC 1211 81. For a similar example and an opinion comparable to 

the one proposed here defended by D. SCHWEMER, Wettergott 113 n. 788. 
280 According to G. PETTINATO it is the same deity (Or 54 [1985]238). 
281 Recently, P. FRONZAROLl, has suggested identifying Nldabal with Adda based on the 

reading 'as-da-BAL Ihadda-bacl/ (MARl 8 [1997] 288f.). M. BONECHI has also proposed a 
new reading and interpretation of dKU-ra as dsu,-ra lTugra/ "(The deity of the) victorious 
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administrative texts.282 In the light of these facts, there is no reason to 
identify Dagan or even dBE with the head of the pantheon.283 A. ARCH! 
poses the possibility of identifying the dBE of Ganana with Dagan, as he 
locates Ganana on the Middle Euphrates, and the principal deity of the 
Middle Euphrates region is Dagan.284 This is certain, but the rule of three 
does not always have to function. In the ancient city of Ekalte (modern Tell 
Munbaqa) located in the Middle Euphrates region, a few kilometers north of 
Emar, a small number of documents of the middle age have been found in 
which, in the onomasticon, the best documented deity is Dagan285 (also 
with the spelling dk u r, as in neighbouring Emar). In spite of that, the local 
deity of the city is Bahlaka (dba-ab-la-ka).286 This is a good example to 
refute ARCHI's arguments, Dagan is the principal deity of the Middle 
Euphrates region, but does not have to be the head of the various 'local 
pantheons' of the cities of the region. Dagan could be the 'Lord of Ganana' 
but there is nothing to substantiate this. Otherwise, the texts document a 
series of offerings to dBE of Ganana diferent from the rest of the local dBE,s, 
the ox-horns (EB:T 20) or 'the sun' of the temple in Ganana (EB:T 21) have 
no parallels with other dBE,s and in particular with the one from Tuttul; in 
fact the Storm-god (Adda) is the one that habitually receives offerings of ox
horns287 and on one occasion there is reference to the sun of the temple of 
Adda,288 so that it is possible that the dBE of Ganana continues to be only 
a local manifestation of the Storm-god. dBE is, then, a generic epithet 
-'Lord'- that applies to various different local deities, all of them with a 
cult that is more or less important to Ebla. 

The different ways of writing dBE in the quotations in context (which is 
practically uniform except for EB:T 63, a text in an 'irregular' script) and the 
spelling BE in the onomasticon must also be emphasised. Possibly the 
divine determinative indicates that we are speaking of a very specific 'Lord', 
with temple, statue and cult, who is 'disguised' behind a generic 
denomination. The occurrences of BE in the proper names are generic in 
reference: 'lord', in the same way that il refers to 'god' without specifying 
which god it is.289 When one wishes to specify which 'God', the divine 
determinative is used, e.g. the DN of Mari dil-ba-labx(LAM) (also din g i r 

Weapon" identifying it also with an epithet of Adda (MARl 8 [19971 500f.). F. POMPONIO 
and P. XELLA, (DE 287f.) have proposed the reading as-da-bal, interpreting the DN as 
lyada'-ba'lI 'The Lord knows' with a theophoric structure similar to the other Syrian deities 
such as ltlir-Mer or Yakrub-EI, would simply be a special manifestation of the god Ba'!. 

8f. 
282 Cf. A. ARCHI, OLZ 88 (1993) 470; OLZ 91 (1996) 138f.; cf. also Fs. Alp 7; OBO 129 

283 Similarly, cf. A. ARCHI, Fs. Houwink ten Cate 2 n. 9. 
284 ARES 2 230; OBO 1299. 
285 Cf. W. MAYER, MOOG 11 8 (1986) 129. 
286 Cf. W. MAYER, UF 24 (1992) 268. 
287 Cf. F. POMPONIO - P. XELLA, DE s.v. d 'a-da: nr. 2, 18 and 57; s.v. d 'a-da (hi) ba

lab" ~i: or. 2, 11, 23, 29-33, 41, 42, 44-46. 
288 Cf. F. POMPONIO - P. XELLA, DE S.v. d 'a-da: nr. 16. 
289 Cf. R.A. 01 VITO, StPSM 16242; A. ARCHI, OLZ 91 (1996) 143f. 
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ba-labx[LAM]) 'The God of Aleppo', i.e. Adda.290 The use of the divine 
determinative, at least in the case of (d)BE, is not as arbitrary as it seems. 
Another fact to emphasise is the almost complete discrepancy between the 
local forms of dBE and the place-names, where there are some r,roper names 
with BE or Dagan. Only Tuttul has a sanctuary dedicated to BE and also 
onomastic evidence with Dagan. 

2.2. Mari 

The epigraphic documentation from the pre-Sargonic period of Mari 
basically consists of a total of 42 administrative tablets that record deliveries 
of various items to the temple or offerings to deities.291 The other 
epigraphic source of this period comprises the votive inscriptions. 

There is no documentation in context of Dagan in any of the documents 
from this period in Mari. The only occurrence is Lugal Terqa: 

MA :T 1 
Sixteen sikil-loaves for Lugal Terqa.292 

MA:T2 
x tables, two sheep (and two?) jugs for Lugal Terqa.293 

The existence of a temple of Dagan in Terqa is well documented in texts 
from the Amorite period. Dagan is called 'Lord of Terqa' in a letter from 
Dam-hura~im to Zimri-Llm.294 The equivalence of lug a I with belurn is 
well attested in the duplicate texts T.l42 and ARM 24 263. In the first text, 
lu g a I ter-qa occurs (line 9) and in the second text -in more modem 
writing- dbe-el t[er-qak

,] (line 9).295 Thus it is a local epithet of Dagan that 
is closely connected with the region, a case that is parallel to the 'Lord of 
Tuttul' from Ebla. 

As for the onomasticon, Dagan occurs in only one name: ME-dda
gan. 296 D. CHARPIN suggests explaining this name as Simat-Dagan, 

290 D. CHARPIN, MARlS (1987) 99 and din g i r ba-lab,(LAM) 81 nr. 22 iii 6. Cf. 
also W.G. LAMBERT, MARl 6 (1990) 641 and A. ARCHI, OLZ 91 (1996) 145; Or 63 (1994) 
250. Cf. CT 25 16: 22: dil-ba-al-la-bu; cf. also D. SCHWEMER, Wettergott 80. 

291 D. CHARPIN, MARlS (1987) 65-127; MARl 6 (1990) 245-252. 
292 T.66 iii 3-4 (=MARI 5 [1987] 73 nr. 8): 16 n i n d a - s i k i I I d l u g a I ters-qti. 

For the reading rers-qti of BAN-GA cf. W.G. LAMBERT, MARl 4 (1985); D.O. EDZARD, 
RAl IS 54. 

293 M.5390-5391 i 3-4 (=MARl 5 [1987]79 nr. 20): [x] ban sur 2 u dud u [g] I 
d l u g a Iters-qti 

294 ARM to 62, 9-10: sa-ni-tam dda-gall be-el ter_qaki
• This epithet is possibly also 

attested in another letter by Dam-bura~im (ARM 10 66 16-18), the text is very broken, G. 
OOSSIN transliterates and translates: [b/-i]r' d[d]a·gall I [i-na rer]-qakl I [i-.i']i·ir '[Le 
temple(?)] de Oagan [a Ter]qa [est en or]dre'. 1.-M. DURAND translates this fragment as 
follows: 'He puesto en orden el templo de Dagan, Senor de Terqa' (MROA 211 447). 
Unfortunately, the transliteration of (line 17: [be-el ter]·qak

' ?) is not added; probably a 
collation of the text is the reason for the change in translation. 

295 Cf. 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 4 (1985) 162; MROA 211 167 and l72f. 
296 T.52 I 3 (=MARl 5 [1987] 70 nr. 4). 
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without providing further information.297 The Eblaite onomasticon provides 
interesting facts for the interpretation of this PN. MI-DN 'Who is DN'298 is 
a type of personal name that is well attested in Ebla. One fact that supports 
this interpretation is the presence of someone from Mari called MI-Dagan in 
the texts from Ebla. Thus the facts from the onomasticon are meagre, but it 
should be remembered that there are seven names with Dagan of persons 
from Mari documented at Ebla.299 

2.3. Tell Beydar 

TeIl Beydar, located in the upper tJiibur, about 20 kilometers north of 
l:Iasakii, has recently provided a smaIl corpus of cuneiform tablets (with 140 
catalogue numbers). The date of these tablets is approximately 2400 BeE, 
with a possible synchronism with Iblul-II of Mari and also with Igris-tJalab 
of Ebla, according to the chronology proposed by A. ARCHPoO 

Both the writing and the language are evidence of influence from lower 
Mesopotamia and from Ebla. The evidence is not very large, given the 
administrative nature of most of the documents, but it seems that the 
religious tradition is also completely different from that of Ebla. Dagan does 
not occur in context in any documents published so far. Most of the deities 
are connected with the names of the months: Samagan, ISbara or Utu are 
already known and occur in the calendar, the last two also with the cult 
documented at Beydar. There is also a series of 'lords' (dBE-lim. dBE-1i su
lumki

, dBE-1i SU-SA-la. dBE_/{ ZI) all occurring as month names or giving 
their name to a gate/district (k a) of the city. Noteworthy is the almost 
complete gulf between the Eblaite pantheon and the pantheon of Beydar; 
most of the deities attested in Ebla do not occur at all in Beydar (KUra, 
NIdabal, Astabil, Rasap, Adda or Astar).301 

As for the onomasticon, the only 'fuIly' theophoric personal names 
attested are: Lu-Samagan and Ina-Dagan302 'Dagan is mercy' .303 Note
worthy are the presence of the speIling BE for baclum, according to PH. 
TALON's interpretation, in the PN puzur4-BE /Puzur-baclim/ and the parallel 
case of the name su-BE in Ebla that corresponds to the name from Beydar 
written syIlabicaIly as su-be-lim.304 

297 D. CHARPIN, MARl 5 (1987) 70. Aide simtu corresponds to Sum. (m e)-t e 
according to the lexical lists cf. CAD S 278 S.Y. simtu; cf. also M. SUCH-GUTIERREZ, AuOr 19 
(2001) 88 n. 7. 

298 Cf. M. KREBERNIK, PET 97 and 250; F. POMPONIO, SEL 8 (1991) 145. 
299 Cf. aboye n. 165. 
300 Cf. F. ISMAIL - W. SALLABERGER - Ph. TALON - K. VAN LERBERGHE, ADTB 31. 

For the chronology proposed by A. ARCHI cf. Amurru 1 (1996) 28. 
30 I Cf. W. SAL LA BERGER, ADTB 85f. 
302 i-na-d:da-gan: ADTB nr. 129 iy 2. Cf. also Ph. TALON, ADTB 80 and W. 

SALLABERGER, ADTB 87. 
303 Cf. Ph. TALON, ADTB 76; M. KREBERNIK, PET 84. 
304 Cf. ADTB 76 S.Y. bac/um; cf. also W. SALLABERGER, ADTB 37 nr. 69. 
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2.4. Conclusions 

In the pre-Sargonic period there is no occurrence in context of Dagan written 
syllabically. At Ebla, the (d)BE document~d in ~ontext an? in the 
onomasticon have to be lllterpreted as epithets (the Lllord) and a 
systematic identification of this epithet wit~ Dagan must be exclu?ed; 
possibly, given the discrepancy between. the eVidence from the onomast~con 
and the evidence from the occurrences III context, they refer to the vanous 
local deities of each town. Only the dBE of Tuttul in the sources from Ebla 
and the Lugal Terqa from Mari are certain evidence for a cult .of Dag~ 
during this period. In the case of the Lord o~ T~ttul, . th~ ~fficlal ~ult. IS 
documented in the offerings lists (EB:T 2). A punficatlOn ntual (s I k I I) 
of the Lord of Tuttul is also documented (EB:T 10). The cult is also 
documented by persons who have come from places that ~e some distan~e 
from Tuttul to swear the 'oath' to the temple (EB:T 54), which shows that It 
was an important regional sanctuary.305 It is possible that there w~s worship 
of a divine image, also in Ebla, as one text documents an offenng to the 
Lord of Tuttul received in Saza (EB:T 8). This passage also documents the 
cult of other deities as in the case of Astar, Astabil, NIdabal and Rasap, 
etc.306 Already in this period there is evidence of a possible consort of the 
Lord of Tuttul, namely Salasa, who of course is to be identified with the 
Salas of a later period (EB:T 18).307 
As for the onomasticon, Dagan is well represented in the three 
archaeological sites that have provided epigraphic documentation of this 
period. The evidence comes from as far away as the ~p.per region Of. the 
tJiibur (Tell Beydar) with only one document, although It IS valuable, gIVen 
that there are only two theophoric PNN in this site. Accordingly, in this 
period the popular cult of Dagan had spread throughout the whole of Syria, 
from the upper tJiibur right up to the more westerly regions documented in 
the onomasticon of Ebla.308 

305 Cf. an 'oath' (n a m - k us) in the temple of KUra (MEE 7 49 obY. i 1-10). 
306 Cf. A. ARCHI, Fs. Kupper 201; M. BONECHI, RGTC 1211 280f. 
307 Cf. A. ARCH I, Fs. Kupper 202; Fs. Houwink ten Cate If. 
308 Cf. the geographical distribution of the place-names with Dagan based on the 

onomastic regions established by M. BONECHI, SEL 8 (1991) 79. There are PNN in areas B, 
E, G and F (Tell Beydar). 



CHAPTER THREE 

THE SARGONIC AND UR III PERIODS 

If the Pre-Sargonic period was marked by the large amount of information at 
our disposal, thanks basically to the wonderful finds of texts at Ebla the 
period that covers the second half of the third millennium and the' first 
century of the second is marked by an almost complete lack of written 
information. from Sy~ia. In . spite of this, Babylonia is particularly rich in 
d?cumentatJOn for thIS penod, especially during the third dynasty of Ur. 
SlOce the aim of this book is to study the central nucleus of the cult of 
Dagan (Syria), when we do not have enough epigraphic information we shall 
have to look for it where is such material. In that case, both the kings of the 
Sargon dynasty and the very abundant economic and administrative material 
fro':l Ur I~ will al~ow ~s to access the documentation on Dagan from the 
Synan penphery, SlOc~ 10 that case the terms are reversed and the centrality 
of .the cult. and worshIp correspond to Syria, which from the Babylonian 
POlOt of VIew, has always been considered as peripheral. We are forced, 
~herefore: to r~sort to Babylonian sources. In respect of Syria, the 
IvnformatJOn avaIlable to us is meagre, the inscriptions from the period the 
Sakkanakku of Mari comprise the only documentation that is at our 
disposal. The chronology of these sources has remained uncertain for some 
time.' and is usually attributed to the third dynasty of Ur. Thanks to the 
studIes of J.-M. DURAND it has been possible to establish an almost certain 
synchro~y between the various Sakkanakku and their contemporaries in 
Bab~loOl: . Lastly, the chronology spans the period from the reign of 
Naram-SIO of Akkad (2254-2218) to the end of the third dynasty of Ur and 
the follo"Ying intermediate period called the period of Isin-Larsa. The period 
of the . Sakkanakku, . then, covers almost three historical periods (the 
SargoOlc, Ur III and ISIO-Larsa). However we have preferred not to divide the 
dynastic period of Mari on the basis of the periods established for Babylonia 
and to consider it a 'single historical period'. 

3.1. Dagan in the Babylonian sources 

3.1.1. Sargonic Period 

Gener~lly, the ~argonic Period is understood as the time between Sargon 
Akkad S acceSSIon to power (2334) and the final dynasty of the Guti 
(2113).1 The economic and administrative documentation is relatively 
meagre for this period (especially if we compare it with the Ur III period) 
an? Dag~n only occurs in the onomasticon. The other important source of 
epigraphlcal documentation for this period are the royal inscriptions of the 
kings of the Sargon dynasty. 

Cf. D.R. FRAYNE, RIME 2 3. 
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3.1.1.1. The Sargonic royal inscriptions 

The Sargonic royal inscriptions2 have reached us along two great routes. 
The first is the discovery of original inscriptions, most of them in Susa, due 
to their removal by the Elamites who came to sack Babylon (XII century) 
and who carried away a large quantity of precious objects to their capital. In 
spite of this sack and the irreplaceable loss of original material, the 
inscriptions were to remain in Babylon for over a millennium, before the 
Elamite pillage, already as antiques. This was to cause a whole sequence of 
'research' concerning these texts . One of the results of this process of 
research, then, was that many inscriptions from this period were 
systematically copied by scribes of the Old Babylonian period.3 Thanks to 
this 'interest in historical philology' by the Babylonian scribes, today we 
have at our disposal a much larger amount of royal inscriptions from this 
period than we might have expected. Many of these inscriptions record 
campaigns carried out in various areas of the Near East. Elam and Syria were 
two of the principal objectives of the kings of this dynasty. The references 
to Dagan in these inscriptions comprise the earliest documentation that we 
have on the god in context and in syllabic spellings. 

This bilingual text (Sumerian-Akkadian) of Sargon forms part of two 
collections of inscriptions by the kings of Akkad made by the scribes of 
Nippur. One of the colophons appended by the scribes tells us that the 
original text was written on a statue with an uninscribed base. The other 
colophon tells us that the text was inscribed on a base. 

BAB:T I 
( ... ) Sargon, the king, will prostrate himself before Dagan, in TuttuI. He 
(Dagan) will give him the Upper Lands: Mari, Yarmuti, Ebla as far as the 
forest of cedars and the mountains of silver.4 

2 The now classic edition of the inscriptions of the kings of Akkad was completed by 
H. HIRSCH (AfO 20 [1963] 1-82), in a reference work that for many years has been essential 
when citing these sources. With time, however, a revision of the texts published by H. 
HIRSCH is required, together with the publication of new textual material. In 1990, U. GELB 
and B. KlENAST and W. SOMMERFELD published all the Old Akkadian royal inscriptions of 
the third millennium in a single volume (FAOS 7) (cf. also B. KIENAST, GAK and the reviews 
D.R. FRAYNE, JAOS 112 [1992] 619f.; H. HIRSCH, WZKM 81 [1991] 283f.; W. ROLLlG, 
ZDMG 141 [1991] 430; W.H.PH. ROMER, Or 60 [1991] 351f.; and especially M. 
KREBERNIK, ZA 8 I [1991] 133f.). Subsequently, a volume by D.R. FRAYNE has appeared, on 
the royal inscriptions of the Sargonic and Guti periods (RIME 2) which includes most of the 
corrections made in reviews of FAOS 7. We have followed this work as it is the most recent 
and the most accurate in respect of the transliteration, but there is no philological commentary 
on passages that present problems or are difficult to interpret. 

3 On the copies of the royal Sargonic inscriptions, their schools (Nippur and Ur) and 
their reliability cf. U. GELB, JNES 8 (1949) 348. 

4 RIME 2 1.l.I I = I. I.l2. (p. 28f.): Sum. version 14-28: Isarl-um-g i / II u g a I I / 
d us-d us-II ilki_a / dda-gan-r a / k i-a m u - n a - z a / ~ U d m u -'n a - d e61 / 

k a I a m -IGI.NIM / m u - n a - sum / ma·n .. i / ia-ar-mu-t/i 
/ eb_laki 

/ t i r - / gile r i n / 
bur - sag - / k u - g a - ~ e. 

Akk. version 17- 35: sar-'rul-gi II u g a II/if! tu_tu_liki 
/ a-na / dda-gan / us-ka-en / ik-ru

bu / ma-ta[m] / a-if-tam / i-di-sUI1l6 / ma-rf-amki 
/ id-ar-mu-ti-a-all/ i 

/ eb_laki 
/ a-di-ma / gO' t i r / 

go'e r i n / Ii / k u r - k u r / k U. 
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An Old Babylonian copy, from Ur, of an inscription by Naram-Sin that, 
according to the colophon was located alongside a large statue of Sin
eribam. 

BAB:T2 

( ... ) With the weapons of Dagan, may he exalt his royalty, Nanlm-Sin, the 
powerful, went to conquer Armanum and Ebla. And from the bank of the 
Euphrates as far as Ulisum, vanquished the people whom Dagan gave back 
to him and fulfilled the service of Il-aba, his god. In addition he placed 
Amanus and the forest of cedars under (his) control. When Dagan deter
mined the sentence (for) Naram-Sln, the powerful, he gave into his hands 
RId-Addu, the king of Armanum and he (Naram-Sln) captured him in the 
very middle of his entry. His statue was made of diorite and he dedicated 
(it) to SIn. Thus (says) Naram-Sln, the powerful, king of the four corners: 
"Dagan gave me Armanum and Ebla and I captured RId-Addu, king of 
Armanum ( ... )"5 

Original inscription of Naram-Sin inscribed on the base of a copper statue 
found in the modern village of Base~kl, about 70 km north-east of Mosul, 
present day Kurdistan. 

BAB:T3 

C .. ·) As he protected the foundation of his city from danger, (the citizens) 
of his city requested him, together with IStar of Eanna, Enlil of Nippur, Da
gan of Tuttul, Ninbursag of Kes, Ea of Eridu, SIn of Ur, Samas of Sippar 
(and) Nergal of Kutha to be the god of his city, Akkad, and right in the cen
tre of Akkad they built his temple.6 

Dagan is the god who makes the conquests of the kings of Akkad 
legitimate.? With his support and the support of a foreign deity, Sargon and 
Naram-Sin seek local involvement with an explicit alliance of one of the 
gods with a very famous sanctuary, Tuttul, where Sargon pays homage to 
the god. 8 The sanctuary of Dagan in Tuttul was not only an important 

5 RIME 21.4.26: i 30-iii 31 (133f.): in/gi!tukul-ki / dda-gan / mu-sa-ar-b[-i / sar-ru9- ti -
SU4 / dna-ra-am- dEN-ZU / da-num / ar-ma-namk; / u / eb-lak; / en-ar / u / is-tllm-ma / pU-li / 
bur a nun - f d / adi-ma / u-li-si-imk; / NI-SIII / sa-at / dda-gan / b f I-is / i-q[-SIl-sum6 / 11-

ra-is-ma / g,ld u s u / il-a-ba, / i-If-su / na-sill-<a>-nim / u / a-ma-nam / SA-TU / g;le r i n / i
ig-mu-ur / i-nil / dda-{an / d i - k Us / dna-ra-am-dEN-ZU / da-nim / i-di-nu-ma / r[-da-dIM / 
lug a 1/ ar-ma-nim ' / qa-li-is-su / i-di-nll-ma / sll4-ma / qab-li / na-ra-ab-li-sll / i-ik-mi-u-sIl4 
/ in e - s i / DUL-su / ib-ni-ma / a-na / dEN-ZU / a - m u - r u / en-ma / dna-ra-am-dEN-ZU / 
da-num / lug a 1/ ki-ib-ra-tim / ar-ba-im«ki» / dda-gan / ar-ma-nam / u / eb-lak; / i-di-nam
ma / ri-id-dIM / lug a I / ar-l/lQ-nimk[;J / ak-mi-m[a]. Cf. l.l. GELB - B. KIENAST, FAOS 7 
257 (RiSadad). 

6 RIME 2 1.4.10 I 20-111 7 (p. 113f.): al si in pu-us-qi-im / sub u s - sub u s / u r uk;_ 
If-su / u-k[-Ilu / u r Uk'_SIl / [s-te, / di nan n a / in e - a n - n ak'-im / [s-Ie, / den-lfl / ill 
nib r Uk; / [s-Ie. / dda-gall ill lu-tu-L/; / is-Ie, / dn i n - bur - sag / in kid"; / [S- le4 / de n _ 
k i / in e rid Uk' / [S-te, / dEN-ZU / ill U r ik' / [s-te, / dU t u / in din g i r - u d - k i b _ 
n u nk, / [s-Ie, / dn e - e r i II-g a 1/ ill gu-dus-ak; / i-If-is u r uk;-SU-IlU / a-ka-di/; / i-Iar-su-ni
[s / -ma / qab-/i / a-ka-di/; / e-su / ib-ni-u. 

7 Cf. J.J.M. ROBERTS, ESP 151. 
8 For an interpretation of this reference to Dagan as Sargon's way of pouring salt on 

the wounds of the conquered cf. D. FLEMING, EHRC 114. 
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religious centre but a point of great political and symbolic importance, we 
should remember the texts from Ebla that record the political treaty between 
the royal houses of Ebla and Nagar9 sealed in the temple of Dagan, in 
Tuttul. Thus there is an important symbolic meaning in Sargon's 
prostration before Dagan and the. conc~ssio~, by th~ Syrian god,. of the 
whole region to the MesopotamIan klllgship. PossIbly, Sargon IS only 
doing what many of the Syrian kings who preceded him had done up till 
then.lo The so-called "Upper Lands" I I of BAB:T 1, covers, according to the 
text, Mari, Yarmuti and Ebla; the first and last are probably to be identified 
with modern Tell I:Iariri and Tell MardI\) respectively. Yarmuti, however, 
remains unidentified. Some scholars locate it east of Mari, in a logical path 
from Babylonia, up the Euphrates, between Mari and Ebla. 12 But the very 
same 'logic' makes them attempt mistakenly to identify Tuttul, the centre of 
Dagan worship, with the Tuttul of I:Ilt, on the bank of the Euphrates, east of 
Mari, which would the 'theoretical' entry to the 'Upper Land.' 13 Thus, the 
location of Yarmuti between Mari and Ebla is logical but not certain. 

In the text BAB:T 3 Dagan is presented as surrounded by the oldest 
Sumero-Babylonian deities. This fact seems astonishing. However, there is 
a plan to globalize and cover the maximum 'territory', both geographical 
and 'theological'. Dagan appears in this inscription to universalize the 
request. All the principal deities of lower Mesopotamia are represented there, 
but Dagan is there 'to represent' the western regions some distance from the 
Babylonian 'centre'. All the deities have a specific geographic reference and 
in the case of Syria, which deity could best represent a sanctuary of ancient 
worship and recognized prestige? Only Addu of Aleppo could compete for 
popularity, but it seems that the kings of the Sargonic dynasty paid no 
attention either to the city or to the god. 14 Another fact to be remembered is 
Dagan's position in the sequence in which the various deities are listed. 
Generally this sequence corresponds to fixed and well established 
theological canons. First of all there is IStar; it would be more normal to 
expect Anum or Enlil in first position, but the kings of the Sargonic 
dynasty have a special devotion for this goddess as the patroness of the 
dynasty and of the city of Akkad. 15 Next come Enlil of Nippur, the great 

9 Cf. the oath of the king of Nagar in Tuttul p. 21 EB:T 54 and p. 25f. above. 
10 For a comparison between the kingship granted by Enlil in Nippur and the concession 

of the bank of the Euphrates by Dagan cf. J.N. POSTGATE, CANE 400. 
II Cf, D.O. EDZARD - G. FARBER - E. SOLLBERGER, RGTC I 120. 
12 Cf, D.O. EDZARD - G. FARBER - E. SOLLBERGER, RGTC I 76; H. KLENGEL, Syria 

300033. 
13 Cf. E. SOLLBERGER - J.-R. KUPPER, IRSA 99; A. ARCHI, SLE 232; cf. the correction 

in Fs. Kupper 199. 
14 The identification of Armanum with Aleppo (cf. D.O. EDZARD - W. FARBER - E. 

SOLLBERGER, RGTC I 18) has been rejected by W.G. LAMBERT (MARl 6 [1990] 641f.) in 
the light of pre-Sargonic Syrian documents (Ebla and Mari). For a possible identification of 
Armanum with the Armi of Ebla cf. M. BONECHI, RGTC 1211 54f. 

15 Cf. Sargon's inscription RIME 21.1.2: \-11 (p. 13f.) where IStar precedes Anum and 
Enlil: sar-rtt-g i / lug a 1/ a-ka-di/; / mas kim - g i, / di nan n a / lug a I k i s / pa,
seS a n / lug a 1/ k a I a m - m ak; / ens i / den-Lfl "Sargon, king of Akkad, the 'procura
tor' of !Star, king of the world, the anointed of Anum, the lord of the land, the governor of 
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e~ecutive god of Mesopotamia. The logical sequence would place Enki or 
Nmbursag next, but in our text Dagan is inserted between Enlil and 
Ninbursag,16 this ~ituatio~ in. the 'list' corresponds to a desire to place 
Dagan on a par With Enid, nght from this moment, an equivalence that 
would become much more explicit in later periods. 17 There is no other 
re~son for placing ~agan between Enlil and one of his consorts, breaking in 
t?IS way a theological canon that was to continue, with a few modifications, 
nght to the end of the Seleucid era. 18 

The reference to Dagan's weapon (BAB:T 2) is not a sufficient reason for 
cons~de~ing Dagan to be a warrior or a god of war. 19 In other royal Sargonic 
mscnptlOns there ~e references to the weapons of several gods (En iii, ll-aba 
and Nerga120), but It does not mean that they were warriors. It is difficult to 
extract a portrait or clear attributes of Dagan using the data from these 
inscri~tions. The most significant fact is the clear 'regionality' of the god 
~he. I.S ~Iways. connected either with Tuttul or with Syria- and the 
IdentificatIOn With Enlil (BAB:T 3), which is strengthened by the parallel 
between the expression "When Dagan pronounces sentence (for) Naram-Sin 
( ... )" (BAB:T 2) and "When Enlil pronounces his sentence ( ... )."21 Enlil and 
Dagan (together wi.th IStar-Annunttum, patroness of the dynasty22) 
pronounce~ sentence m favour of some of the kings; they are the only ones 
to make thiS type ?f 'decision': Enlil, because he is the executor god, and 
Daga~, because he IS seen from Babylonia as the Syrian god with a similar 
capacity to act. 

3.1.1.2. Dagan in Sargonic onomastics 

H. W AEIWLDT23 has studied personal names with Dagan that occur in 
texts from the Sargonic period, without differentiating between materia] that 
comes from Mesopotamia and material from Syria. Most of the onomastic 
material comes from Babylonia. Even though seventeen years have passed 

~nlil". Cf. also the inscription of Naram-Sin RIME 2 1.4.1: 1'-9' (p. 88): [naj)ra-am'
E[N.zU] I da-Illtm II u g a I a-ka-de" lit I ki-ib-ra-lim I ar-ba-im I mlHII d i nan n a- I 

all-nu-ni-ilim "Naram-Sin, the strong one, king of Akkad and of the four regions, the warrior 
of IStar-Annunltum". For the translation of mutum as 'warrior' cf. B. KIENAST, Or S9 (1990) 
I 96f.; GAK 247. Cf. also 1.1.M. ROBERTS, ESP 147. 

16 This goddess had a very important role in the third millennium. She is a mother god
dess and Su~enan tradItion places her together with An, Enlil and Enki in various god lists. 
Some tradItIons make her the consort of Enlil and others, the sister of Ninlil (cf. D.O. 
EDZARD, WdM 104; T. JACOBSEN, TD 104f. M. KREBERNIK, RIA 8 508). 

17 J.J.M. ROBERTS, ESP 18f.; cf. below 6.3.1. 
18 With the exception of the religious reforms undertaken to enthrone Marduk as head 

of the Babylonian pantheon, basically from the Kassite period. 
19 On this cf. W. VON SODEN, WGE 331; F.J. MONTALBANO, CBQ 13 (1951) 396. 
20 Cf. the reference to the weapon that Enlil gave to Sargon (RIME 2 1.1.3: 4'-6' [po 

17]) or I1-aba's mace that he used to conquer fifty cities and subdue Uruk (RIME 2 1.1.2: 16-
24 [po 13f.]). Cf. also the case of Nergal, who is depicted as a warrior (RIME 2 1.4.26: 11-20 
[po 133]). 

21 RIME 2 1.1.6: 10-13 (p. 19): ;)nu'l (d'en_/[[ d i - k U5-SII / i-'di'-IllI-'lIla'. 
22 RIME 21.4.6: 1114'-16' (p. 105); cf. C. WILCKE, APDA 32. 
23 Or 54 (1985) 246f. 
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since H. WAETZOLDT's study was published, no new names with Dagan 
from this period have appeared, so that we shall use the material already 
studied by him, but differentiating the origin of the PNN (Babylonian and 
Syrian) and moving some ~ames to a later per.iod, since recent studies on 
the so-called period of the Sakkanakku of Man have dated these governors 
to later periods. The onomastic corpus is as follows: 

I. Abum-Dagan24 The father is Dagan. 

2. Arsa-Dagan25 ? 

3. Dagan-ilsu26 Dagan is his god. 

4. Dagan-re'lsu27 Dagan is his shepherd. 

5. e-gu-da-gan28 ? 

6. fbbi-Dagan29 Dagan named. 

7. fddi(n)-Dagan3O Dagan gave. 

8. fram-Dagan31 Dagan loves. 

9. fr'i-Dagan32 Dagan gave pasturelled. 

10. /Skun-Dagan33 Dagan placed. 

II. M a(n )-balum-Dagan34 Who can be without Dagan? 

12. Migir-Dagan35 Consent of Dagan. 

13. Pu-Dagan36 Word of Dagan. 

14. Su-Dagan37 He (who is) of Dagan. 

15 . Ubiir-Dagan38 Friend of Dagan. 

Of all these PNN from outside Syria, two are from cIties of lower 
Mesopotamia;39 one comes from Akkad;40 three from the Diyala region41 

24 a-bum-dda-[g]all: H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 246. 
25 ar-sa-dda-ga-all: H. W AETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 246 n. 15. Possibly parallel to the PN 

of Mari from the Old Babylonian period Arus-EI (a-ru-se-DINGIR) interpreted by J.-M. 
DURAND as 'Dieu-frappe-tres-fort' (LAPO 16557 n. a. Root rsslrwS?). 

26 dda-gall-il-su: 1.1.M. ROBERTS, ESP 18; H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 246. 
27 dda-gall-nJ-i-su: J.J.M. ROBERTS, ESP 18; H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 246. 
28 A name that is difficult to explain, possibly related to the Aide kiillu root (e-kus), cf. 

H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 246 n. 16; R. DI VITO, StPSM 1686. Cf. in Ebla i-galgLi-DN 
from the root ygw 'GN miihte sich ab' according to H.P. MOLLER, BilEb 184; cf. also M. 

KREBERNIK, PET 43. 
29 i_b[(]_d(da'_[ga]Il': H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 247. 
30 i-di-dda-gall: 1.1.M. ROBERTS, ESP 18; H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 247. 
31 ir-(ra)-am-dda-gall: 1.1.M. ROBERTS, ESP 18; H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 247. 
32 ir-rf-dda-§an: J.J.M. ROBERTS, ESP 18; H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 247. 
33 is-ku-un- da-gan: 1.1.M. ROBERTS, ESP 18; H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 247. 
34 ma-(an)-ba-Ium-dda-gan: 1.1.M. ROBERTS, ESP 18; H. W AETZOLDT, Or S4 (1985) 

247. 
35 lIli-gir-"da-gall: H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 247. This PN occurs in a text that 

gives an account of a revolt by a series of kings against Naram-Sin (A.K. GRAYSON - E. 
SOLLBERGER, RA 70 [1976]103f. especially 110 line 32) one of whom is Migir-Dagan, king 
of Mari. No inscription of this king has been found. Possibly it is a 'typical' name for a king of 
Mari from the Babylonian viewpoint (the manuscript is an OB copy). 

36 pll-dda-gan: 1.1.M. ROBERTS, ESP 18; H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 247. 
37 su-dda-gan: J.J.M. ROBERTS, ESP 18; H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 247. 
38 u-bar-dda-gan: J.J.M. ROBERTS, ESP 18; H. WAETZOLDT, Or S4 (l98S) 247. 
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and lastly, one comes from Susa.42 In respect of their professions, there is 
one u ~ u I a 'overseer'; one IUb a p p i r 'brewer' and noteworthy are a 'king 
of Man'43 and a high official of the Akkad dynasty.44 The latter occurs 
with the title of scribe and majordomo of queen Tiittasarlibbis on a seal,45 
apparently a person of influence in the city of Adab.46 

3.1.2. Ur III period 

This period is marked by the large amount of epigraphic material that is 
available to us; all the museums with cuneiform tablets in their showcases 
have a high percentage of texts from this period. Most of the texts are 
economic and administrative in character and, unlike the preceding period, 
they are largely written in Sumerian. The references to Dagan in context are 
rar~ and always o.ccur in texts that record the movement of goods (usually 
ammals) for makmg offerings to deities. There is also a handful of proper 
names with Dagan, mostly Syrians who are involved in the commercial and 
administrative affairs of lower Mesopotamia. 

3.1.2.1. Offerings to Dagan 

Record of animals, the queen is responsible for a consignment for Dagan. 

BAB:T4 

Two calves (and one) male gazelle for Dagan; by the queen's wish 
(9/11/ASS).47 

39 Abum·Dagan and e-gu-dda-gan from Nippur(?); Dagan-ilsu, ldim-Dagan and ISkun
Dagan from Girsu; lddi(n)-Dagan and Ubiir-Dagan of Umma and Ma(n)-balum-Dagan and 
lskun-Dagan of Adab. According to H. WAETZOLDT (Or 54 [1985] 247), the last mentioned 
document may come from Uruk, but P. MICHALOWSKI tentatively locates it in Adab (LEM 
27). The cases of Abum-Dagan and of e-gu-dda-gan also present problems, both PNN are 
CIled In the same te.xt (OSP I 47 II 2 and V 8), that records a series of persons described as 
DUMU-DUMU-US (meaning unknown). Nearly all the PNN in this text are Semitic and there 
are even two Hurrian names. All this throws doubt on the origin of the text (in Nippur one 
would expect a large cluster of Sumerian PNN) or, as A. WESTENHOLZ (OSP I 36) notes, 
perhaps t~e text lIsts troops from Akkad stationed in Nippur. 

40 Su-Dagan. This is the PN of one of the witnesses on the obelisk of Manistusu, which 
may have been in Sippar and later was moved to Susa as war booty by the Elamites; Cf. l.1. 
GELB, P. - STEINKE.LLJ'R - R.M. WHITING, OIP 104 116. The text in question is, A XI 15-16 
and XVI 15-17: I su- d~-g~~; / d u ~ u be-l!-!f (or B~-i-lt?) ( ... )s u - n i g f n 50 I a I I 
dum u - dum u / a-ka-de / AB+AS.AB+AS g a n "Su-Dagan, son of Bel-ill ( ... ) total of 
forty-nine citizens of Akkad are the witnesses of the field". 

41 lddi(n)-Dagan and ldim-Dagan of Esnunna and Dagan-re ISU of Tutub. 
42 Arsa-Dagan. 
43 Migir-Dagan. 
44 ISkun-Dagan. 
45 B. BUCHANAN, Early Near Eastern Seals in the Yale Babylonian Collection. New 

Haven, 1981 445 nr. 429, transliterates dub - sa r / sa b r a-[gu]-ti[-um"'], a reading 
followed by H. W AETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 247. However, cf. the more plausible restoration: 
dub -[s a r] / s a bra [e]-ti-[sa] B. KJENAST, GAK 329 *S-43; D.R. FRAYNE, RIME 2 
1.5.2001 (p. 198); P. MICHALOWSKI, LEM 27; B. KIENAST - K. VOLK, FAOS 19 54f. 

46 Cf. P. MICHALOWSKI, LEM 27. 
47 AUCT 2238:3-4: 2 a mar mas - d 11 - n f t a / dda-gan m u n i n - s e. 
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Allocation of animals for the erubbatum-festival that is performed in the 
temple of Dagan and ISOara. 

BAB:T 5 
Two fattened oxen for the Entry Festival: temple of Dagan and ISbara. En-
lil-zisagal is the agent. Two fattened sheep for ME-IStaran. Entry is ar
ranged for the full moon. Person responsible: Dabis-atal. Cancelled on the 
twelfth day of the month by Igi-EnlilSe. Person responsible IITa-bani, the 
scribe. (12/1xI ASS).48 

The following text records a series of offerings for various deities. After the 
offerings 'for the king' (m u lug a I - s e line 19) and his consort, 
Kubatum (line 25) an offering to Dagan is listed, possibly made in the 

palace.49 

BAB:T 6 
One fattened ewe for Dagan, one fattened ewe for Ninegal, Kaspusa, the cup-
bearer, is the agent (29/v/AS9).50 

BAB:T7 
One fattened ewe for ijaburItum, one fattened ewe for Dagan, one fattened 
ewe for ISbara; from Abi-simtI (1S/XI/AS9).51 

BAB :T S 
One fattened ewe for Dagan in the house of Babati. La-mabar, the cup-
bearer, is the agent. (14/Ix/AS9).52 

BAB:T9 
Two third quality fattened oxen as an offering to Dagan and ISbara. The 
king's contribution. Cancelled the 15 th day of the month by En-dingirmu 
(15/XII/AS9) .53 

The following text documents the delivery of animals for the ritual of the 
palace (s f sku r s a e - g a I [line 12]). Besides Dagan and Eoara, the 

48 A 4401:1-11 (=M. HILGERT, JCS 46 [1994] 30): 2 g u d [n i g a
1 e-ru-ba-[tum

1 
/ e 

dda-gan / u dis-ba-ra / de n _ I f I - z i - s it - g a I mas kim / 2 u dun i g a / ME
distaran / m u -DU e - u 4-15-k a - / n a k i - b a b a - n a - a - gar / g 1 r da-bi
[isl-a-tal / i t u U4 12 b a - z a I / k i i g i_de n - I f I - s e - tab a -[z i1 / g 1 r ir-ra

ba-ni d u[b - s ]a r. 
49 Cf. n. 72, below. 
50 MVN 13 639: 28-30: Iud u n i g a dda-gan / Iud u n i g a dn i n - e - g a 1/ 

kas-pu-sa sag i mas kim. 
51 Ontario I 160: 4-7: Iud u n i g a ba-bu-rf-tum / Iud u n i g a dda-gan / I 

u dun i g a dis-ba-ra / m u a-bf-sf-[im]-ti- s e. 
52 JAOS 108, 119 (A 4521) Iud u n i g a dda-gan e b a - b a - t i / la-ma-bar 

sag i mas kim. 
53 AUCT 383 1-4 (= D. PRECHEL, ISbara 28 n. 12): 2 g u d n i g a 3-k a m - U s / 

s f sku r dda-gan I U dis-ba-ra /I u g a I k U4-f a / i t i u 4-15 b a - z a I / k i e n -
din g i r _ m u _ t a / b a - z iii tid i r i s e - g u r 10-k u 5 / m u end nan n a / 

k a r - z i - dab a - bun. 
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god~esses N!nisi(na)54 of Umma (line 6) and Gestinana lugal (line 11) also 
receIve offenngs. 

BAB:T 10 

One fattened ewe of superior quality, one fattened ewe for Dagan. One fat
tened ewe of superior quality, one fattened ewe for Ebara (-1-/5S2).55 

Allocation of animals to Dagan, ISbara and Inanna in an offering made in the 
palace. The person responsible is Abl-simtl who at this moment is the 
queen mother: 

BAB:T II 
One third quality fattened ewe, one fattened ewe, two lambs for Dagan. One 
fourth quality fattened ewe, one fattened ewe (and) two Iambs for ISbara. 
One fourth quality fattened ewe (and) a lamb for Inanna. Ofering in the pal
ace. Person responsible: Abi-simtl, Nanna-palil, the cup-bearer, is the 
agent, (sacrificed) in Nippur. (IO/XlI/5S3).56 

The following document records the allocation of animals for an offering to 
Dagan and ISbara that has to be performed in the 'garden'. On the other 
hand, it also records the allocation of animals to a set of singers. 

BAB:T 12 

Two third quality fattened ewes for Dagan. One superior quality fattened 
ewe for ISbara. Offering in the garden, Stn-abusu, the cup-bearer, is the 
agent (I8/1/5S4).57 

BAB:T 13 
(x] fourth .quality fattened (ewes] ( ... ] fattened ewes ( ... ] for Dagan. One 
fourth qualIty fattened ewe, (one] fattened ewe for ISbara. One fattened ewe 
for Inanna. One fattened ewe for Ninnigar (and) one fattened ewe for ( ... ]. Of
ferIng to the garden. One fourth quality fattened ewe, one fattened ewe 
(and) one lamb for tJabiirHum. ~erson responsible: Abi-simtl, Stn-abusu, 
the cup-bearer, is the agent (4/111/SS4 ).58 

54 Cf. W. SALLABERGER, KKUZ 1 153f. 
55 MVN 153037-10: Iud u n i gas i gs-u s I Iud u n i g a dda-gan I I 

u dun i gas i gs-u s I Iud u n i g a dis-ba-ra. 
56 PDT I 269 I f.: Iud u n i g a 3-k a m - u s I Iud u n i g a I 2 s i 1 a, dda-gan I 

Iud u ~ i g a 4-k a ~. -u s I Iud u n i g a 2 s i I a, I dis-ba-ra I Iud u n i g a 4-
k a m - u s I I S I I a, I I nan n a I S f sku r e - g a I I g 1 r a-bf-s[-im-li I dna n n a _ 
[p ]a Iii sa [g]i mas kim 15 it nib r Ul'i. Cf. the collation of the text in W. 
SALLABERGER, KKUZ 2 133 n. c. 

57 BIN 5 29: I f.: 2 u dun i g a 3-k a m - u s I dda-gan I Iud u n i gas i g sus 
I dis-ba-ra I s f sku r s 11 g'!k i r i6 dEN-ZU-a-bu-su sag i mas kim. 

58 MVN 5 125: 5-19. [x u d u] n i g a 4-k a m - u s I [xl u dun i g a I [ ... ] dda. 
f.an I [x] u dun i g a 4-k a m - u s I [x] u dun i g a I dis-ba-ra I Iud u n i g a 
I nan n a I Iud u n i g a dn i n - n i9-g a r I Iud u n i g a [ ... ] I s f sku r s 11 

g,\ i r i6 I Iud u n i g a 4-k a m - u s I Iud u n i g a lsi I a,-g a I dba-bu-ri-tlllll I 
g 1 r a-bf-sf-illl-ti I dEN-ZU-a-bu-su sag i mas kim. 
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BAB:T 14 
One lamb for Dagan, one fattened ewe for tJabiirHum. Pe!son responsible: 
Abi-simtI, Stn-abusu, the cup-bearer, is the agent. (I 8/v1l/SS7).59 

BAB:T 15 
Two fattened ewes? of the type g u d - e us - s a, five fully-grown goats of 
the type g u d - e us - sa. Regular offering to Dagan. Cancelled by Balli. (
IVlIl/5S9).60 

BAB:T 16 
One fattened ox to Dagan, one fattened ox to ISbara. Person responsible: 
Abi-simtl (5S9).61 

The following text documents a festival in the fifth month of Nippur62 (NE
NE-gar) atypical, since the offerings are made to unusual deities. It is possi
ble that this text records a festival outside Nippur, but there are no parallels 
to confirm this.63 

BAB:T 17 
Two fattened ewes ( ... ] for Da(gan], two fattened ewes ( ... ] for Ebara one ewe 
of the type g u d - e u s - s a, one she-goat ( ... ] for Gula, one fattened ewe of 
the type g u d - e u s - s a to Ninsun, one fourth quality ewe, one ewe of the 
type g u d - e u s - s a, one fattened she-goat to Inanna in the temple of 
Puzris-Dagan (I I/IV/ISl).64 

BAB:T 18 
One fattened ox, one superior quality fattened ewe, one ( ... ] for Dagan. One 
fattened ox, one fattened ewe and one fattened ewe ( ... ] for ISbara (-1-1-)65 

BAB:T 19 
3,2 slla of flour, 0,4 slla of flour of flax, Lu-Karzida as an offering to Da
gan. (_1_1_).66 

59 CST 440: If.: lsi I a, dda-gall I Iud u n i g a dba-bu-ri-tum I g 1 r a-bf-sf-il/l-ti 

dEN-ZU-a-bll-sll sag i mas kim. 
60 SET 82: I f. IOu d u '] n i gag u d - e u s - s a 15m a 5 - g a I - n i g a 

g u d - e u s - s a I s a - dug, d da-gall I k i b a - a I - 1 i - t a I b a - z i (-/viiilSS9). 
The expression g u d - e u s - s a could be translated literally as "following the ox" in the 
sense of a type of animal that comes (in respect of size?) after the ox. The real meaning 
remains uncertain, cf. B.R. FOSTER, Umma 165 n. 41; M. COOPER, AS] 7 (1985) 101. 

61 SAT 3 1871 1-3:1 gud nigadda-ganll gud niga dis-ba-ralglra-bf· 
si-il/l-ti. 

62 For the various local calendars during the Ur III period cf. W. SALLABERGER, KKUZ 
I 7f. 

63 Cf. W. SALLABERGER, KKUZ 125f. 
64 MVN 15 118: If.: 2 u dun i g a [ ... ] I Iddal·[gall] 12 u dun i g a [ ... ] I dis-ba-

[raj Iud u [g u d - e u s - s al I I mfa 5 - g 11 r [ ... ] dg U - 1 a I Iud u n i g a 
g u d - e u s - s a I dn i n - sun I Iud u n i g a 4-k a m - u s I Iud u ni g a 
g u d - e u s - s a I I mfa S - g it r - n i g a I di nan n a I 5 it e pUZlIr,-is-dda-gan". 

65 PDT 2 13588-14: I g u d n i g a Iud u n i gas i [gs] I I [ ... ] I dda_g[all] I I 
g u d n i g a Iud u In i g al [ ... ] I Iud u n i g a x [ ... ] I dis-ba-[ra] 

66 NATN 41: 1-4: 0.0.3 2 s 1 I a e s a I 0.0.4 z f d - g u I I u - k a r - z i - d a 
s f sku r dda-gan. 
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BAB:T 20 
One fattened ox, one first quality fattened ewe [ ... J, one [ ... J for Dagan. One 
fattened ox, one fattened ewe [ ... J (and) one fattened ewe [ ... J for IS!Jara (-/-
/_ ).67 

All the texts come from Dre\:lim, ancient Puzris-Dagan, the central stable of 
the kingdom from which animals were distributed. On many occasions these 
animals were intended as offerings in honour of some deity. The only text 
that does not come from this archive is BAB:T 19, which comes from 
Nippur, and is also the only text in our corpus that does not record the issue 
of animals but records two types of flour for a ritual (s f sku r) to Dagan. 
We do not know whether the flour formed part of the same ritual or was 
simply a payment for the person who performed it. Two of the seventeen 
offering texts we have just discussed record the direct intervention of a 
member of the royal family (BAB:T 4; BAB:T 8; BAB:T 9; BAB:T 10; BAB:T 
12). On three occasions the person responsible for the offerings is AbI-simtl, 
the queen mother, Amar-Sin's widow, when the documents were drawn up 
(BAB:T 7; BAB:T 11; BAB:T 13; BAB:T 14 and BAB:T 16).68 BAB:T 4 
records an offering of animals from the queen mother (m u n i n - s e) 
who, during the eighth regnal year of Amar-Sin, may have been AbI
simtL69 Babati, Sa-Sin's uncle and AbI-simtl's brother,70 makes an 
offering to Dagan in his house, and so provides evidence for private worship 
by a member of the royal family. The expression 1 u gal k U4 - r a 'the 
king's contribution '71 referring to an offering made by the king in person, 
occurs twice in our texts, and in one of them it is specified that the 
ceremony was performed in the palace (BAB:T 9 and BAB:T 10 s f sku r 
s a e -gal). This type of offering (cf. also BAB:T 1172) is repeatedly 

67 PDT 21358 rev. 8-13: I g u d n i g a Iud u n i gas i [g5 ... ] / I [ ... ] / dda_ 
gran] / I g u d n i g a Iud u [n i g a l-[ ... ] / Iud u n i g a x-[ ... ] tis-aa-[ra]. 

68 It seems that a consensus has been reached concerning AbJ-simtl and his connection 
with Amar-Sin and Su-Sin, on this cf. the bibliography given by W. SALLABERGER, KKUZ 1 
61 n. 259. 

69 However, this identification is tentative since the title n i n 'lady' is usual for AbJ
simtl in texts dating to the reign of Su-Sin. It is possib!e, then, that the title n i n applies to the 
queen mother. However, this means that the wife of ~ulgi (the king before Amar-Sin:, called 
Sulgi-simti, ceases to be documented preSlsely dunng the last year of her husband s reIgn, 
which has led some scholars to identify Sulgi-simtl with AbJ-simtl (cf. S.T. KANG, SACT I 
267f. with bibliography). Other scholars have proposed that Sulgi-simtl died suddenly, just 
after the death of her husband (P. MICHALOWSKI, Or 46 [1977] 223f.). However, on this cf. 
P. STEIN KELLER, who accepts the hypothesis of AbJ-simtl as Su-Sin's mother (ASJ 3 [1981] 
79f.; on the whole problem cf. W. SALLABERGER, OBO 160/3 184). Nevertheless, it is quite 
clear that the n incited in this text was part of the royal family. It should be noted that there 
is an unpublished text (M. SIGRIST, Toronto 546) that also lists some kinds of offerings to 
Dagan by AbJ-simtl, cf. W. SALLABERGER, KKUZ I 107 n. 488; H. HILGERT. JCS 46 (1994) 
32 n. 8. 

70 On this person cf. the bibliography in M. HILGERT, JCS 46 (1994) 36 n. 16. 
71 W. SALLABERGER (KKUZ I 30) gives a secondary interpretation of the expression 

and translates '(bei) Anwesenheit des Konigs'; cf. also S. OWE, ASJ 5 (1983) 122. 
72 It is possible that BAB:T 6 also records a ceremony of this kind, given the special par

ticipation of the king and his consort, and the offering made to d n i n - e - gal; cf. W. 
SALLABERGER, KKUZ 2 133 n. a; M. HILGERT, JCS 46 (1994) 33. 
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documented in the texts of Puzris-Dagan, the ritual was perfomed in various 
cities: Uruk, Ur and chiefly Nippur. The deities who receive the offerings are 
also very varied, with Inanna and Nanna as the ones worshipped most.?3 
According to W. SALLABERGER,74 the 'rituals in the garden' (s i sku.r 
s a gisk i r i6) (BAB:T 12 and BAB:T 13) possibly it was also performed In 

the palace and it is therefore included in the 'palace rit~als'. ,!,hus we .have a 
palace cult of Dagan, well established in the Ur III penod, chIefly dunng the 
reign of Sii-Sin, a period in which the ceremonies of the palace and the 
'garden' were concentrated as well as special devotion to AbI-simtl and his 
brother Babati. 

The text BAB:T 5 documents and erubbatum-ceremony in the temple of 
Dagan and Ebara. This ceremony -literally 'the Entry'- is also attested at 
Ur in two documents that list sheep and goats for 'the Entry' of Annunltum 
and Ulmaslmtum, dated years 36 and 46 of SUlgi's reign.7 5 According to 
W. SALLABERGER, the ceremony was performed when the god entered his 
temple after having been in the palva?e ~go~si~ly to p~rform rituals in the 
palace [s a e - gal] and garden [s a k 1 r 16]). UnlIke these two ~exts, 

BAB:T 5 lists cattle (oxen) and in each of the three documents there IS no 
fixed date for the celebration of the ritual. M. HILGERT maintains that the 
'Entry' ceremony was not exclusive to the city of Ur and, as our text show~, 
it was not a festival restricted to Annunltum and Ulmaslmtum.?6 ThIS 
means that the most interesting fact of this text is the explicit reference to 
the temple of Dagan and Ebara, as it is the first time that a temple of Dagan 
is recorded in an Ur III text.?7 The tablet makes no geographical reference to 
locate this temple, but H. HILGERT, on the basis of the context of the 
document and especially the intervention of Igi-EnlilSe in the transaction 
-a person is very closely linked to the city of Nippur- proposes locating 
the temple in this city.?8 From the strictly theological point of view, this 
hypothesis is also plausible since Enlil is the patron god of Nippur, with 
whom, as we have been able to prove above, is to be identified with Dagan 
since the Sargonic period. 

The special veneration for Dagan and Ebara by the royal family of Ur 
poses the problem of the origin of his cult in the court. W. SALLABERGER 
suggests that the cult of Dagan came in with the marriage of Tan'im-Uram, 
daugher of Apil-kln, king of Mari, with Sulgi while his father, Ur-Namma, 
was still on the throne.?9 She would have carried this new cult from Syria, 

73 For this type of ritual and the deities taking part in it cf. W. SALLABERGER, KKUZ I 
221 f. and KKUZ 2 128f. 

74 KKUZ 1 222; cf. also H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 249. 
75 Cf. W. SALLABERGER, KKUZ 1201; M. HILGERT, JCS 46 (1994) 30. Cf. also M.E. 

COHEN, CC 138f. 
76 M. HILGERT, JCS 46 (1994) 31. 
77 But not with the temple of IShara, well attested in various documents from this period, 

cf. M. HILGERT, JCS 46 (1994) 33; D. PRECHEL, IShara 27. 
78 M. HILGERT, JCS 46 (1994) 36f. 
79 J. BOESE - W. SALLABERGER, AoF 23 (1996) 24f.; J.-M. DURAND, MARl 4 (1985) 

156; but cf. T. SHARLACH, SCCNH 12 (2002) 108f. On the other hand, P. MICHALOWSKI 
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the 'homeland' of Dagan worship. Outside the confines of the palace, the 
devotion was very meagre, if it even existed. The presence of such an 
important administrative centre as Drei:lim, at that time given the name of 
Puzris-Dagan ("Protection of Dagan"), emphasises the significant role this 
god was to have within the royal family.80 

The connection between Dagan and ISbara is apparent for the first time in 
the Ur III period, especially during the reign of Sii-Sin (BAB:T 11; BAB:T 
12; BAB:T 13; BAB:T 16; BAB:T 7 [reign of Amar-SinJ and BAB:T 5 [reign 
of Ibbi-Sin]). W.G. LAMBERT81 suggested a possible link between the 
couple and the two deities. D. PRECHEL emphasises that there is no spouse 
of Ebara but she stresses the connection with Dagan during the reign of Sii
Sin.82 Otherwise, it should be noted that all the texts that connect Dagan 
directly with ElJara come from Babylonia,83 and there is no Syrian text that 

explains the presence of many Syrians in the court of the kings of Ur as part of the retinue 
that accompanied the qUJen in order to see the capital of the south (cf. Fs. Lipinski, 187f.). 

80 Cf. year 39 of Sulgi: m u (e) puzur4-is- da-gan b a - d u "Year of the construction 
of (the house) of Puzris-Dagan". Cf. the important variant e d sui - g i - r a of this year
name, H. W AETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 255 n. 42 (with bibliography). 

81 RIA 5 (1976-80) 176; VTS 40 131. 
82 Ebara 189. 
83 In an OB text (M. SIGRIST, lCS 32 [19801 108f.) that lists a series of deities wor

shipped at Nippur, Dagan appears, and five lines lower down, Ebara. Dagan and Ebara 
occur in the list An=Anum in the section dedicated to Enlil. Here we set out the three sources 
of the section of the list An=Anum where Dagan and his consorts appear. In the reconstruc
tion established by R.L. LITKE, this section corresponds to lines 193-202 of the first tablet (cf. 
R.L. LITKE, AN 42-44). For ISbara's role in this list cf. D. PRECHEL, Ebara 170; W.G. 
LAMBERT, RIA 5 (1976-89) 176. A = CT 24622-30; B = CT 24 22-23 120-125; C = R.L. 
LlTKE,ANpI.4161-167. 

A 22: dda-gan su den_IfI 
B 120: [ddal-gan su den-Ifl 
C 161: [dda-gan suI den_IfI 

A 23: dsa-La-as dam-bi dnin-[lill 
B 121: [dniln-ku-gi dam-bi den-lil-h'i-ke4 
C 162: [dsa-La-as dam]dnin-lil-Ia-ke4 

A 24: dnin_MIN_ku_gi MIN 
B 122a: [dsa]-La-as su 
C 163: [ ... ] 

A 25: dnin-me-dfm-sa6" 4 MIN 
B 122b: dnin-me-dfm-sa4 
C 164: [ ... ] 

A 26: dnin-u6-di-ki-sar-ra MIN 
B 123a: [dnin-u]6-di-sar-ra 
C 165: [ ... ] 

A 27: dnin-sub-za-gln-na MIN 
B 123b: dnin-sub-za-gln-na 
C 166: [ ... ] 

A 28: dfb-du6-ku-ga dis-faa-raj 
C 167: [dfb-du6-ku-ga dis-aa-r]a 

A 29: ddu-du [MIN] 
B 124: [ddu-d]ll dis-aa-ra 

A 30: dbe-Iet-bi-ri [MIN] 
B 125: [dbe-Le]t-[bil-ri de-ta-[mi-tum] 

Dagan is at the head of his own section within the Enlil section in the list An=Anllm; in this 
subsection, Salas is described as Dagan's wife and equated with Ninlil, the traditional wife of 
Enlil (YBC 240 I: 162 can be explained as an obvious confusion between Enlil and Ninlil, very 
probably someone was trying to explain: dn i n - I f I dam e n - I f I - I a - k e4, cf. 
R.L. LITKE, 43 n. 194). The identification between Salas and Ninkugi is interesting, made 
explicit by the inversion of lines in CT 24 6 and CT 24 22 and the sign MIN, with an explana
tion in CT 24 6 in the sense that Ninkugi is the same as Salas. An=Anll sa ameli identifies 
Ninkugi with Sal a, Adad's wife (n i m - k u - g i dsa-la salsa k u r-i, cf. R.L. LITKE, AN 232 
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connects these two deities.84 This suggests an assoClatlOn made by 
Babylonian theologians of to foreign deities, who. are re~ated. d.ue ~o theIr 
Syrian origin and (to some extent) by their connectIons wIth dlvIllatlOn and 
prophecy.85 ISbara's 'prophetic' character is very ~lear from some of her 
epithets such as 'Lady o~ divina.tion' (belet blnm) and l~ter she was 
associated with dBelet-biri III the lIst An=Anum.86 In Emar ISbara of the 
prophetesses' appears,87 an epithet that connects her clearly with the world 
of prophecy and divination.88 . ' .., 

ijabiirltum is the other goddess assocIated wIth Dagan III thIS penod 
(BAB:T 13; BAB:T 14 and BAB:T 7). The. etymo~o~y ,of the name already 
betrays he Syrian origin: 'She of the (nver) ijabur. 89 W.G. LAMBERT 
proposed the identifcation of this goddess with ElJara based on the 
relationship with Dagan in Ur III texts,90 but BAB:T 7 and BA~:T 13 seems 
to belie this identification since both goddesses occur III the same 
document.91 ijabiiritum receives several offerings of animals;92 of pa~icular 
interest is text TRU 350 2-4 where the goddess occurs accompamed by 
Malkum, the name of a netherworld being who could be related to Syrian 

Malik.93 

line 59,yl. 45 154; CT 24 40 49), cf. the final chapter for the relationship between the god
desses Salas and Sala and the gods Dagan and Adad. Cf. also the Old Babylonian forerunner 
of An=Anum TCL 15 10 II 57-60 (pI. 25) (AO.5376) where dda-gan is followed by dn i n -
k u _ g i (without explicitly mentioning Salas), dg a g - g a and dbe-La-at-bi-ri. 

The other god lists make no connection between Dagan and a goddess, cf. the OB list 
from Nippur SLT 122 [[ 8 (dda-ga[n]) II 123 III 2' ([dd]a-gall) or the Weidner list, where 
Dagan occurs in six manuscripts, the oldest being OB: VS 24 20 v 11 ([dlda-gan), three ME 
manuscripts from Ugarit and Emar: Ug 5 119 IV II p. 412 (dda-[g]an); Ug 5 124 I1r 14' p. 
416 (dda-gan) and Emar 6/2 p. 422 Msk. 74165j II 16' (dd[a-gan]) and two LB manuscrIpts: A. 
CA VIGNEAUX, Textes seaLaires du tempLe de NabCt sa hare I. Baghdad, 1981, p. 92-93 hne 150 
(dda-[gan] and dd[a -gan]). . 

84 V. HAAS, (GHR 396) notes a conjugal relationship between Dagan and Ebara m 
Ebla, but provides no evidence. The information on dBE given in the previous chapter seems 
to disprove this hypothesis. 

85 See also T. SHARLACH, SCCNH 12 (2002) 114. 
86 Cf. D. PRECHEL, Ebara 61 n. 195 (YOS II 23 text OB), 157 n. 34 (BBR 87 + dupli

cate [cf. H. ZIMMERN, BBR 203 nr. 87 n. I] NA text) and 170 (An=Anum CT 246: 30; R.L. 
LITKE, AN 44 line 201). Cf. also W.G. LAMBERT, RlA 5 (1976-80) 177. l.-M. DURAND 
(MROA 211 187; MARl 8 [1997] 278) prefers to explain this goddess on the basis of WS 
*berum 'well, cistern' (cf. Ug.; bir DLU 99; Hb. b'r HAL 102). 

87 Emar 6/337397': is-aa-ra sa mr.m"muwnab-bi-a-[ti. Cf. D. PRECHEL, Ebara 80. 
88 D. ARNAUD, MROA 2/218; D. PRECHEL, ISbara 186. 
89 Cf. D.O. EDZARD, RIA 4 (1972-75) 29; T. SHARLACH, SCCNH 12 (2002) 104f. 
90 RIA 5 (1976-80) 176. 
91 Cf. D. PRECHEL, ISbara 29 n. 18. 
92 A lamb (BIN 3 353 3 18/ix(SSI); four ewes and two oxen (TRU 350 1-2 7/ix/SS2); x 

fattened ewes' 'a present for the place of disappearance' of l::!abOrltum (BIN 3 569 25-25 
17/ii/SS5) (for the term n f g - k i - z a b cf. W. SALLABERGER, KKUZ I 190 n. 902); one 
fattened ewe (ASl 4 [1982] 140 nr. 2 I 19/iv/SS8). TIM 6 15:17 (13-18/VIll/SSI); records a 
priest (s a n g a) of l::!abOrHum from Sigan (si-ga-a/l"), for the place-name cf. D.O. EDZARD 
- O. FARBER, ROTC 2164. 

93 Cf. M. KREBERNIK, RIA 7 (1987-90) 306 with references to this deity in Ur 11l texts; 
W.W. Hallo, 'Malkum, ( ... ) deified spirit of a deceased (royal?) ancestor', cf. T. 
SHARLACH, SCCNH 12 (2002) 92 n. 6. 
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3.1.2.2. Dagan in the Ur III onomasticon 

I. Dagan-abu94 Dagan is (the) father. 
2. Dagan-dan95 Dagan is powerful. 
3. Dagan-dunni96 Dagan is my strength. 
4. Daganis-tikal97 Trust in Dagan. 
5. Dagan-pu-Dagan98 ? 
6. Erim-Dagan99 Dagan had mercy. 
7. Eteal-pu-Dagan IOO The word of Dagan is noble. 
S. Iddin-Dagan lOI Dagan gave. 
9. Ill-Dagan I 02 My god is Dagan. 
10. Ilis-Dagan l03 (Trust) in the god Dagan. 
II. Ipiq-Daganl04 Protection of Dagan. 
12. l~in-DaganI05 Dagan served. 
13. ISkun-Dagan l06 Dagan set. 
14. ISme- Dagan I 07 Dagan listened. 
15. Nur-Dagan l08 Light of Dagan. 
16. Puzris-Daganl 09 With the protection of Dagan. 
17. Puzur-Dagan llO Protection of Dagan. 
IS. $illus-Dagan lll His protection is Dagan. 
19. Su-Daganl12 He who is of Dagan. 
20. Turam-Dagan l13 Return to me, Dagan. 
21. Ur-Dagan l14 Hero of Dagan. 
22. Waser-Dagan l15 Dagan sets free. 

94 dda-gan-a-bu: H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 250; D.l. OWEN, BiMes 25 (1992) 158. 
95 [dd]a-gan-dan: CTUP I 867. 
96 dda-gan-du-ni: H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 250. 
97 BM 13741 rev. I unpublished (courtesy M. Molina). 
98 dda-gan-pu-dda-gan: H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 250. 
99 e-ri-im-dda-gall: H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 250. 
100 e-te-al-pu-dda-gan: H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 250; e-te-il-plt-dda-gan: CTUP I 

168; 279 9. 
101 i-di/din-dda-gan: H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 250. 
102 i-lf-dda-gall: H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 251; DJ. OWEN, BiMes 25 (1992) 159f. 
103 Ontario 2 53 obv. 5. unpublished (courtesy M. Sigrist). 
104 Ontario 2 623 obv. 2 unpublished (courtesy M. Sigrist). 
105 i-~i-in_dda.gan: H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 250; DJ. OWEN, BiMes 25 (1992) 

160. Cf. also e·zu.un-dda·gall DJ. OWEN, BiMes 25 (1992) 159, cf. below. 
106 is-ku.un.dda-gan: MVN 6 63 2. 
107 is.me-dda·gan: H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 251; DJ. OWEN, BiMes 25 (1992) 

160. 
108 nu-ur-"da-gan: H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 251. 
109 PUZUT4-is.dda-gall: H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 251. 
110 PUZuT4-dda-ganiga.an: H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 251; D.l. OWEN, BiMes 25 

(1992) 163. 
III ~·i.lu·us-dda-gall: H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 252; passim in CTUP I. 
112 su-dda-gan: H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 252f.; D.l. OWEN, BiMes 25 (1992) 164. 
113 tU/llt.ra.alll.dda·gan. H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 253; D.l. OWEN, BiMes 25 

(1992) 164. 

3. 
114 u r-dda.gall: http://www.leidenuniv.nllub/sta/ur3/aleppo.txt = TOUZALlN, Aleppo 209 

115 tt-a-se.er.dda-gan: H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 253. 
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Of these twenty-two PNN, seven belong to persons originating from Syria, 
more specifically, there are two persons from Tuttul: Dagan-abu, messenger 
(I u - kin - g i 4 - a) of the governor (e n s i) of Tuttul and Puzur-Dagan, 
'man of Tuttul' (I u tu-tu-ut'); two persons from Ebla: IH-Dagan l16 and 
I~in-Dagan 117 both simply described as men from Ebla (I u eb-la

k
') ~nd 

lastly Mari, the best represented city, with three persons: Erne-Dagan, Su
Dagan and Turam-Dagan, all of them described as man of Mari (I u ma
rf\ The devotion of the royal house of Vr in thisvperiod is also reflected in 
the onomasticon, where there are two sons of Sulgi having names with 
Dagan (Dagan-dunnl a~d Eteal-pfi-Dagan).118 Also significant is the 
presence of a priest of Samas of Sippar (Nur-Dagan) and of a governor 
(e n s i) of Sippar with the same name. I 19 Sill us-Dagan is a governor of 
Simurum, a place-name that cannot be located. 120 Alongside these persons 
with political and religious responsibilities there are also several members of 
the administration of Vr III who exhibit names with Dagan, as is the case of 
the two 'overseers' (u g u I a),121 two 'horsemen' (r a -gab a)l22 and one 
'agent' (m ask i m).123 

3.2. Dagan in Syrian sources 

The title sakkanakkum (usually written g i r - nit a) is usually translated as 
military governor or lieutenant l24 and gives its name to a period that is 
poorly documented in the sources from Mari, where this city is ruled by 
kings who bear this title. According to a study by J.-M. DURAND, which 
determines the chronology of these governors of Mari and the synchrony of 
each with the various Mesopotamian kings, this period goes from the end of 
the Sargonic period (reign of Ididis 2266-2206, a contemporary of Narfun
Sin of Akkad) to almost the close of the Ur III period (with the reign of 
(I:I)anun-Dagan 2016-2008, a contemporary of Ibbi-Sin). It seems that 
initially these Sakkanakku were under the control of the kings of the 

I 16 This person is well documented from the first to the sixth years of the reign of A;nar
Sin. There is a person with the same name in a text dated the forty-fourth year of Sulgi, 
described as 'messenger of the man of Ebla' (I u - kin· g i4-a I u eb-lak

'). Given that this 
quotation comes from the last years of Sulgi, it is possible that it is the same person; cf. P. 
MICHALOWSKI, Fs. Lipinski 185. 

117 In all probability, e-zu.un.dda.gan is a variant of the same PN and refers to the same 
person; cf. the context of tablet 46 dated 6/][VSS6 (DJ. OWEN, BiMes 25 [1992] ISO) where 
Abu-\ab (a·bu-d UIO) of Mari occurs, the same person who accompanies I~i-Dagan of Ebla in 
the three texts where it occurs (Cf. D.l. OWEN, BiMes 25 (1992) 160, the three texts dated to 
SS6). 

I 18 Cf. H. W AETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 250 and 254. 
I 19 Cf. the references in H. W AETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 251. (The same person?). 
120 It has been suggested that this place-name is to be located near the Diyala basin, but 

it has not been possible to ccinfirm this, cf. D.O. EDZARD . G. FARBER, RGTC 2 I 67f.; S. 
DALLEY, OBTR 24 rev. 4. 

121 Idi(n)-Dagan and ~illus-Dagan. 
122 Su.Dagan and Turam-Dagan. 
123 Turam.Dagan. 
124 Cf. AHw 1140; CAD S/I 170f. 
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Sargonic dynasty, but during the Ur III period they were already 
independent. 125 

The documentation for this period available to comerises a series of 
seals and, basically, the royal inscriptions of the Sakkanakku. The 
administrative texts published in ARM 19 and initially ascribed to this 
period have been dated to a later period by J.-M. DURAND, immediately 
prior to the reign of Yahdun-Um (1815-1799).126 Accordingly, in this 
section we shall only analyse the evidence from the seals and the royal 
inscriptions. 

3.2.1. The royal inscriptions from the Sakkanakkum period 

Two plaques of IS~up-Ilum, Sakkanakkum of Mari, consecrate the 
foundation of a temple to a god called Bel(dl u g a I)-ma-tim 'Lord of the 
land.'127 This god was identified as Dagan by G. DOSSIN. The reasons he 
put forward for this identification are as follows: 

a) Dagan is the most important god of Mari and therefore the 'Lord of 
the land' (Bel-matim) must be Dagan just as other gods such as Assur or 
Marduk who have the title 'King of the land' in Assyria and Babylonia 
respectively. 

b) The presence of some sculptures of lions in bronze in the temple of 
Bel-matim and the reference in two year names of Zimrl-Um to the 
positioning and 'exit' of the lions in the gate of the 'temple' of Dagan. 128 

c) The presence of a temple of Dagan in ARM 19 383, together with the 
temples of Ninegal and Ninhursag. 

Most scholars accept G. DOSSIN's identification,129 but J.-M. DURAND 
supports his own arguments with the following proofs: 

a) The offering lists of the period before Yahdun-Um make a clear 
distinction between Bel-matim and Dagan, who occur successively in the 
two lists.1 30 

b) There is no year name of Zimrl-Um with an explicit reference to the 
installation of the lions in the gate of the temple (6) of Dagan, but only a 
reference to a gate (k a) that, according to J.-M. DURAND, was an entrance 
gate to the city, unconnected with the temple of Bel-matim. 

125 J.-M. DURAND, MARl 4 (1985) 156; LAPO 1643. 
126 MARl 4 (1985) 166. 
127 M.1877:8 (Syria 21 [1940] 225 = RIME 23.5.3 [po 237]); M.1842:9 (Syria 21 [1940] 

226 = RTME 2 3.5.2 [po 236]); cf. also the pre-Sargonic period of Mari the d l u g a I 
k a I a m - [m a] (U. GELB, MR 135; W.G. LAMBERT, MARl 4 [1985] 529 n. 4). The 
translation of lug a I as 'lord' in this case is well established by two parallel texts (T.142 and 
ARM 24 263); in the text with archaic writing lug a I occurs, whereas in the document with 
later writing it is written be-el, thus, we read Be1-matim. The example of Ebla also points to 
this reading, despite the reservations of W.G. LAMBERT in the article just cited, where he 
prefers to read lug a I as sar (Cf. J.-M. DURAND, MART 4 [1985] 162; MROA 211 173). 

128 G. DOSSIN, Syria 21 (1940) 165f. On the so-called temple of Dagan in the 
Sakkanakkum period cf. A. SPYCKET, RIA 7 (1987-90) 398. 

129 Cf. W.G. LAMBERT's reservations in MARl 4 (1985) 529 n. 4. 
130 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, MARl 5 (1987) 611; MART 4 (1985) 162; cf. previously H. 

LIMET, Or 45 (1976) 90. 
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c) The date of the document ARM. 19 383, as we have seen above, does 
not correspond to the dynasty of the Sakkanakku, and the text mu~t be dated 
to the period of Yaggid-Um or Yahdun-Um (1820-1799), a penod remote 
from the foundation of the temple of Bel-matim by g~up-Ilum. 

At first, J.-M. DURAND proposed identifying Bel-matim with Enlil,131 
but later he preferred the identification with Addu of Aleppo. I 32 The most 
relevant fact, though is that this 'Lord of the land' is not Dagan, b~t 
corresponds to an ancient Syrian epithet already documented m pre-Sargomc 
Maril 33 and Ebla (dBE KALAM-TIM) that does not necessarily have to 
correspond to one of the known regional .deities. Possibly i~ is an epithet 
that was becoming weaker over the centunes. The later offenng texts called 
'pantheons' connect Dagan, Bel-matim and Ninh~rsa&.134. J:-M. DURAND 
has proposed the identification of Ninhursag wIth Salas m the role of 
Dagan's consort. 135 We shall see, later on, ho.w. thi~ h}po~hesis is 
confirmed, so that we have a divine couple compnsmg Salas (Nmhursag) 
and Dagan following, in this way, the tradition of Ebla, where the consort 
of Addu of Aleppo is the goddess dba-a-ba-du,136 and the consort of Dagan 
is Salas. 137 We shall return to this topic in the next chapter. 

The only mention in context of Dagan in the royal inscriptions of the 
dynasty of the Sakkanakku is the statue of Puzur-IStar (2050-2025) dedicated 

to Enki: 

MA:T3 
Tura-Dagan, govern[or] of Mari, Puzur-IStar, governor of Mari, his son, has 
dedicated his sta[tue] to [Enki], lord of [the assembly, for hIS lIfe]. Who
ever [er]ases [this inscription], may IStar, Dagan and Enki, lord of the as
sembly, uproot his foundations and destroy his descendants in order to 
(make) his writing (disappear) from his land. 138 

131 MARl 5 (1987) 612. 
132 MROA 2/1 173. Cf. S. DALLEY's identification with ltiir-Mer, above chapter 2 n. 

272. 
133 Cf. above n. 127. 
134 Cf. below 87f. 
135 MROA 211 136; MARl 8 (1997) 278. Cf. below 4.5. 
136 'She of Aleppo', 'The Aleppan woman', a precursor of tJebat in the second millen

nium, cf. A. ARCHI, Or 63 (1994) 249f.; Fs. Houwink ten Cate 2 n. 5; in the same sense, M.-C. 
TREMOUILLE, tJebat 231f. However, cf. the etymology proposed by J.-M. DURAND (MROA 
211 259) in the sense of interpreting the DN on the basis of Semitic IJbb 'to love' as tJibbat 
'the beloved'; cf. also P. MANDER, MROA 21140; F. POMPONIO - P. XELLA, DE 191f.; cf. the 
doubts of D. SCHWEMER, Wettergott 116. Tn Hurrian tradition of the second millennium, the 
goddess tJebat is the consort of Tesup, the Hurrian Storm-god (cf. J. DANMANVILLE, RIA 4 
(1972-75) 326; V. HAAS, GHR 384f.), but her most important characteristic is to be the 
consort of the Storm-god, especially of Addu of Aleppo (cf. M.-C. TREMOUILLE, tJebat 
217f.). 

137 Cf. above 2.1.3. 
138 tu-ra-dda-gan / g 1- r - n i[t a] / ma-rt'k;1 / puzur.-es.-tar / g 1 r - nit a / dum u-su 

/ a-lZa d[EN-Kl] / BE-al [u k kin] / [a nl-[d U I-su] / [adna ba-la-!i-su] / [a - m u - r u] / 
[sa dub] / [su-a] / [u-.f]a-sa-[ku J / d i nan n a / dda-gan / u dEN-Kl BE-al u k kin / 
sub u S-SU / li-su-IJa / use - n u m u n-su / li-il-qu-ta / a-di Sf-!ar k i-suo Cf. E. NASSOUHI, 
AfO 3 (1926) 112; U. GELB - B. KIENAST, FAOS 7 363f., with bibliography. U. GELB (MR 
157) proposed the reading be-el, (AL) (line 8 and 17); on the basis of the Eblaite and pre-
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Thi~ is the first evidence we have of Dagan in context cited explicitly from 
~yna. In !he w~~le corp~s of inscriptions from the period of the 
Sa~an.akku. o~ Man a~ o~r .dIsposal -whether royal inscriptions or the few 
votive mscnptIOns of mdividuals- the following deities Occur: 

War is the deity cited most as there is a statue dedicated to her by Iddin
IlU1~ .and she appears in the curse formula on the statue of Puzur-!Star in first 
pOSItlon.1 39 The sec~nd most often cited deity is Bel-matim, commemo
rated on two foundatIon plates by !S~up-Ilum in the construction of a tem
ple. 140 NinIJursag, for whom Niwar-Mer built a temple,141 is documented 
on a single inscription. Lastly, ijubur is documented on some dried mud
bricks th~t co.mme.m~rate the erection of (the statue of) the god in Mari.142 
Two votive mscnptIOns by individuals also document the goddess An
nunitum l43 and the mother goddess Mummu.144 

3.2.2. The onomasticon of Mari in the Sakkanakkum period 

1. (If)anun-Dagan 145 Dagan is merciful. 
2. Dagan-nert1 46 Dagan is my light. 
3. Ennin-Dagan l47 Dagan is mercy(?) . 
4. lddi(n)-Dagan I48 Dagan gave. 
5. Irmas-Daganl49 ? 

6. !Sma-Dagan 150 Dagan listens. 
7. l~i-DaganI51 Dagan goes out. 

Sargonic documentation, a reading ba' of the sign BE (cf. Above chapter 2 n. 260) and given 
t,he 'archalZlng' character of the inscription, this reading ba' could be extended to the 
Sakkanakku period, at least in Mari, and ba '-al could be read. For the expression of the last 
hne, FAOS 7 follows AHw 1251 s.v. sitarkum ('Vernichtung'). Later, 1. J. GELB (MR 155) 
suggested a connec~lOn Wlt~ the term sifrum 'writing' (AHw 1253) translating "as long as 'the 
wntIng of the earth (lasts) as an expression With the meaning of 'forever'. J.-M. DURAND 
(MARl 4[1985]151 §h and n. 28) interprets the passage in the same way as GELB, with a 
very slml,lar meaning but with a slight change of translation: "jusqu'a (faire disparaltre) la 
mentIOn ecnte de sa residence". 

139 Cf. I.J. GELB - B. KIENAST, FAOS 7 360 (MS 3). 
140 Cf. above n. 127. 
141 Cf. RIME 2 3.4.1 (p. 234). 
142 Cf. I.J. GELB - B. KIENAST, FAOS 7 361 (MS 4). 
143 Cf. I.J. GELB - B. KIENAST, FAOS 7 365 (MS II). 
144 Cf. U. GELB - B. KIENAST, FAOS 7 365 (MS 12). 
145 'a-nun, (NUM)_dda-gan: M.1572: I (MAM 4 59); ME 197IME 213 (l.-M. DURAND 

RA 75 [1981]181). ' 
146 dda-gan-ne-rf: TH.80.137: 3 (D. BEYER, MARl 4 [1985] 181). For a possible local 

spelling of Akk. nilru 'light' cf. J.-M. DURAND, NABU 1994173. 
147 [en]-nin-d[d]a-gan: ME 14:1 (MAM 2/3 251; J.-M. DURAND, RA 75 [1981] 180; 

D.R. FRAYNE, RIME 4 6.2.1 [po 596]). Possibly we should connect en-nin with the WS root 
(mn 'to be merciful' with the nunation characeristic of this period in Mari (cf. J.-M. DURAND 
MARl 4 [1981] 172). ' 

148 i-di-dda-gan: M.1400: 4 (MAM 2/3 146). 
149 ir-mas-dda-gan: WVDOG 39103 = D.R. FRAYNE, RIME 4 6.1.2001: 3 (p. 594). The 

meanIng of the root rms IS unknown, cf. CAAA 30. Cf. the 'Amorite' form Yarmas-DN. 
ISO is-t;11-dda-gan: M.1842: I (Syria 21 [1940]226); M.1877: 4 (Syria 21 [1940]225). 
lSI I-~/- da-gan: WVDOG 39103 = D.R. FRAYNE, RIME 4 6.1.2001: 1 (p. 594); BM 

13995 I: 1. H.B. HUFFMON (APNM 76) and U. GELB (Lingua 3.3.6.1.5.) accept the prefix i-

8. 
8. 
9. 

Su-Dagan 152 

Tir-Dagan l53 

Tura-Dagan l54 

THE SARGONIC AND UR III PERIODS 

He of Dagan. 
Servant of Dagan. 
Return to me, oh Dagan! 
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Eight of these PNN belong to Sakkanakku of Mari, ISS two to temple 
administrators (s a bra) 156 and one to an official of some kind called k a -
z i - d a that D. BEYER translates as 'intendant(?).' 157 Thus, of the eighteen 
Sakkanakku known to us, eight have a PN with Dagan; the remaining 
onomastic material only gives us one PN for each of the following deities: 
Addu, Erra, Ilum, !Star, Mer and Nunu. 158 

3.3. Conclusions 

During the Sargonic and Ur III periods the epigraphic documentation in 
Syria is very meagre. The texts of the kings of Akkad that record the cam
paigns to the west show that Tuttul and the temple of Dagan there to be 
central both as a religious sanctuary and as a symbolic place. The kings of 
this dynasty use the figure of Dagan to legitimise their conquests of the 
region, choose this god and not another (for example, Addu of Aleppo) for 
his special importance as a Syrian deity and the comparison they make with 
Enlil, the executive god of lower Mesopotamia. This comparison is not 
based on the similarity of their attributes so much as on their equivalent 
positions in both pantheons. During the Ur III period there was an important 
palace cult of Dagan. Very distinguished members of the royal house of Ur 
repeatedly worship Dagan; nevertheless, outside this aristocratic elite the 
cult does not seem to exist. The Babylonian theologians reinterpret the 
relationship between Dagan and !SIJara (two Syrian deities) based on their 
origin and created a link between both deities without parallels in Syria. 

In the texts from Syria there is only one reference to Dagan in a text from 
the Sakkanakku period of Mari, in which Dagan occurs in the curse formula 
of a statue together with IStar and Enki (MA:T 3). The onomasticon shows 
that there was a cult of Dagan at this period in Mari, especially in respect of 
the PNN of the Sakkanakku of Mari. 

as WS; M. STOL (SEL 8 [1991] 196) prefers to interpret iei as a dialectal variant of Akk.; 1.
M. DURAND (MARl 4 [1985] 171f.) suggests the existence of several Semitic 'dialects' 
reflected in the spellings iei-yaei-uei. Cf. also J.J.M. ROBERTS, ESP 18; H. W AETZOLDT, Or 54 
(1985) 247; M.P. STRECK, AOAT 27111 157. 

152 su-dda-gan: T.343:2 (l.-M. DURAND, MARl 4 [1985] 153). 
153 ci-ir-dda-gan: ME 6411196: 1 (MAM 2/3 25If.; J.-M. DURAND, 75 [1981] 180; D.R. 

FRA YNE, RIME 4 6.5.1 [po 599]). 
154 tu-ra-dda-gan: ME 56: 1 (MAM 2/3 251; J.-M. DURAND, 75 [1981]180); Stat.B:I (cf. 

above MA:T 3). Cf. also J.J.M. ROBERTS, ESP 18; H. WAETZOLDT, Or 54 (1985) 247. 
155 (f:l)anun-Dagan, Ennin-Dagan, EEsma-Dagan, l.~i-Dagan, Su-Dagan, Tir-Dagan and 

TI/ra-Da/fan. To complete the eight note also a broken name in the dynastic list T.343: 3' 6 
m u dda_ ganl-x-[ (J.-M. DURAND, MARl 4 [1985] 154). 

156 Iddi(n)-Dagan and Irmas-Dagan(?); cf. J.-M. DURAND, MARl 4 (1985) 149f. For 
the term S a bra Akk. sabra cf. AHw 1120; CAD SII Ilf. 

157 MARl 4 (1985) 181. 
158 ISkun-Addun, (tJ)itlal-Erra, g~up-Ilum, Puzur-IStar, Niwar-Mer and Amir-Nunu. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

THE OLD BABYLONIAN PERIOD 

!he Old Babylonian period is one of the best documented for Meso otam' 
m ~~neral and for Syria in particular. It has been possible to recove; sever~~ 
arc Ives and the amount of epigraphic documentation at our disposal is 
enormous .. Recently, texts have been found at Tuttul (modern Tell Bfa) 
corresponding t~ the ~eign of Yasmab-Addu. At present the number of 
documents pu~hshed IS not v~ry high, but the publication of a volume 
devoted e.xcluslvely to t~e epigraphy of this site has been announced I 

~ny~th~r ~~ that has provided epigraphic material is Terqa (modern Tell al 
sara.. oughou~ the whole of the 20th century, by means of official 0; 

clan~estme e~cavatlOns, the amount of written material from this site h 
continued to Increase and the publication of a volume wI'th th as 
f T h b e new texts 
r?m erqa as een announced.2 The chronological span howeve . 

Wide and runs from the beginning of the second millenni~m (with r~:s vf:~ 
~~xt~.~~7centrated t.o the e~d of the Old Babylonian period, until we~ into 

e I ~ BabylOnIan pe.nod.3 In spite of this, the dynastic continuit 
and especlal!y, the worship of particular deities did not u d Yh 
c~ange. In view of this continuity, we have chosen to includ~ ie;g~ s:~~e 
c apter all the doc.ume~tation from Terqa. Beyond the bank of the 
Euphrates, ot~er Synan .sltes have provided epigraphic material from this 
~enod, cases In pOint being the texts from Alalab (modern A~ana) 4 on th 
a_n~ of ~he Orontes, or N~gar .(modern Tell Bn'ik)5 and Sagar Baza,;,6 in th: 

tJabur tn.angle, that proVide httle information for study of the god Da a 
contnbutmg a small number of theophoric personal names. g n, 

a few I~~er:~~:. Pt~~li~hue~i~~tr~~ a~~ ~Si~~~B~;~~;i~~~~d~~~ist~ative documents plus 

Important contributions by 1.-M. DURAND in NABU 1'9911114)' MD~(rI02)3 67-87 (cf. the 
Mr:;OG 125 (1993) 51-60: ,(1991) 41-70; 

Cf. the texts published so far in O. ROUAULT, TFR I and for earlier biblio 
3. For a prelimInary study of the new finds cf. O. ROUAULT SMEA 30 (1992) 247fgraphy, p. 
NA~U 1990/40; OE 1992 12f.; OE 1993 11f.' .; cf. also 

D. CHA:r~~ t~~~~~~~;~~fAtheHkpingS of Terqa cf. A.H. PODANY, lCS 43-45 (1991-93) 56; 
4 '. ' . . ODANY, Fs. Astour 428. 

The main body of the texts was published by DJ. WISEMAN, AlT' com leted 

~~~3s~~~~ar)I;~5~~ ~li1~~ ~:2~n4~~~~nu~~r~ I ~h;;~ 4~~~s have been re~ise/cf. F. 'iE~~~ 
On the locatIOn of Nagar In Tell Brak cf. D. CHARPIN, Tall aI-Hamidi a 2 68 . 

MATHEWS - J. EIDEM, Iraq 55 (1993) 205f.; D. CHARPIN FM 2 (1994)' 189' ~ G n. 7, D. FMi (1994) 241; J. EIDEM, RIA 9 75. ' , . UICHARD, 

LORETZ c;,n the t~xts from Nagar and Sagar Bazar cf. c.J. GADD, Iraq 7 (1940) 22f' 0 
, . s. von oden 199-260; O. LORETZ, Texte aus Chagar Bazar und Tell B .,. 

3/1. Neuklrchen-Vluyn 1969; PH. TALON OBTCB F h . . . . rak, AOAT 
Bazar with ancient Asnakkum cf. D. CHARPIN, MAiu ~r(~9~f)0~~~le Ilde~tJficatlOn of Sagar 
cf. PH. TALON, OBTCB 4f. n. ,lor other poSSIbilitIes 
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There is no doubt, however, that the chief source of texts for the period in 
Syria is Mari, which, while not one of the most powerful cities of the time, 
was to become famous historically as the gateway to Syria. This applies 
equally to the Babylonians and to modern scholars. The first texts were 
found in 1933, and from that moment between 15,000 and 20,000 tablets or 
tablet fragments have been unearthed,? spanning chronologically a period 
between Yaggid-Um and Zimri'-Um.8 Most of this material comprises 
administrative texts, but one of the characteristics of the Mari archives is the 
large number of letters (more than half of all the documents) sent between 
various kings of Mari and their vassals or officials in neighbouring areas. 
These letters are of fundamental importance and relevance in the attempt to 
reconstruct many aspects of the history and culture of Syria from the 
beginning of the second millennium. However, it is certain that in many 
cases the most obscure part of the information concerns the city of Mari 
itself, since most of the affairs with which these letters deal correspond to 
problems of international politics or matters of the local administration of 
the cities that were under the control of Mari or closely connected with that 
city. Thus, the letters from Mari provide us with more information about 
the area surrounding Mari than about the capital. 

Since the textual material from Mari is by far the largest for this period 
in Syria, we shall not differentiate it from texts that come from other sites, 
basically Terqa and Tuttul, as they are contemporary and completely 
complementary. On the other hand, it would be absurd to deal in different 
sections with the Mari material and the texts from Terqa or Tuttul since part 
of the documentation found in Mari originates from these two cities (for 
example, the correspondence of Kibri-Dagan, governor of Terqa). We shall 
include all the evidence available to us without differentiating the 
archaeological origin of the evidence, though we do note it in quoting the 
various texts. 

It is not the purpose of this book to provide a reconstruction of the 
history of Syria in the second half of the second millennium; we shall 
simply give a short historical outline that will be used as a framework for 
everything relating to the cult and worship of Dagan. 9 After the period of 
the sakkanakkil of Mari, who ruled Mari independently, at the very least 
during the period of the third dynasty of Ur, there is a period when the city 
was abandoned for over a century. At this moment, the Amorite Sim'alite 
tribes arrived in the Middle Euphrates region from the upper Banb region 

? Cf. J. MARGUERON, RAJ 30 141. This material is still in the process of being 
published. Most of the texts are published in the series ARM, also, numerous texts have been 
published in an infinity of articles in various periodicals and Festschrifts; for a summary of 
these publications cf. H. KLENGEL, Syria 3000 p. 46f. 

8 On the third millennium texts from Mari cf. above 2.2. and 3.2. 
9 We shall not cite here the immense bibliography generated by study of this historical 

period. We shall provide the most recent literature of a period that, to a large extent, is still 
being revised. For a general historical account of this period cf. 1.-R. KUPPER, RIA 7 (1987-
90) 385f.; D. CHARPIN, CANE 812f.; D. CHARPIN, 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 4 (1985) 293; 
MARl 8 (1997) 367f.; J.-M. DURAND, LA PO 16 p. 43f.; H. KLENGEL, Syria 3000 p. 39f.; P. 
VILLARD, CANE 873f. 
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(old Der), establishing themselves in ~uprum. The chief who led these 
tribes was Yaggid-Um, who was to conquer Terqa and Mari. This king was 
succeeded by YalJdun-Um, who was to continue the expansionist policy of 
his father and, according to his own royal inscriptions, ruled the whole of 
the Middle Euphrates region as far as Tuttul and from there reached the 
Mediterranean in one of his military campaigns. Yabdun-Um elevated Mari 
to the capital of his kingdom and established a change in the writing system 
of the kingdom, moving from a system that was clearly linked to the 
writing norms of the third millennium to new rules that came from 
ESnunna, which were used during the whole of the Old Babylonian period. 
At the same time, another Amorite chief, called Samsi-Addu, inherited the 
throne of his brother, Aminum, as king of EkaIHitum, a city on the bank of 
the Tigris, very close to Assur. After exile in Babylonia, due to the 
expansionist policies of Naram-Sin of ESnunna, he returned to Ekallatum in 
about 1811. He conquered Assur and annexed the upper ijabur region. At 
this moment he came into conflict with the interests of Yabdun-Um of 
Mari, who was defeated by the army of Samsi-Addu and then assassinated 
in a palace conspiracy. Samsi-Addu seized his kingdom and founded what 
modem scholars call 'The Kingdom of Upper Mesopotamia', that covered 
the region of the mid-Euphrates and the upper Tigris. This period in the 
history of Mari is known as the eponym era, since the computation of years 
ceased to be made through the traditional system of year-names and moved 
to computation by eponym names, a system that was used only in the upper 
Tigris region, and in later periods was to become paradigmatic of the 
kingdom of Assyria. Once he had completed his conquests, Samsi-Addu 
retired to Subat-Enlil, and left the kingdom in the hands of two of his sons, 
!Sme-Dagan, who took charge of Ekallatum, and Yasmab-Addu who set 
himself up in Mari and controlled the Middle Euphrates region. At this 
moment, Sumu-epub of Alepeo seemed to be a threat to the great kingdom 
of Upper Mesopotamia, and Samsi-Addu attempted to neutralise the power 
ofYamlJad by means of an alliance with !Sbi-Addu of Qa~na, sealed by the 
marriage of his daughter, Beltum, with Yasmab-Addu. After a series of 
armed conflicts against YamlJad in the west and against ESnunna in the east, 
the kingdom of Upper Mesopotamia was broken up: Samsi-Addu died 
(1776) and in Mari, Yasmab-Addu disappeared. During the whole period of 
Samsi-Addu's rule over the mid-Euphrates valley, the family of YalJdun
Urn, who had been king of Mari, had taken refuge in Aleppo. Taking 
advantage of a difficult moment in the kingdom of Samsi-Addu, ZimrI
Urn, nephew of Yabdun-Um regained control of Mari with the support of 
Yarlm-Um of YamlJad. ZimrI-Um stabilised the situation in Mari and with 
difficulty regained control of the Middle Euphrates region, confronting the 
Benjaminite 'bedouin'. Later he was to extend his control over the whole of 
the ijabur. However, further to the south, things were changing, Esnunna 
made an attempt at recovering the kingdom of Upper Mesopotamia, but the 
intervention of the Elamites, with the help of Mari and Babylonia, caused 
the capital to fall in 1766. After a confrontation among the old allies, 
tJammurapi of Babylonia, once he had put the Elamites in their place, 
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. d L -governed by Rim-Sin- to the south of Babylonia, gainin~ 
se1ze arsa , A h· t ijarnmurap1 
h old title of 'king of Sumer and Akkad. t t 1S mom~n, . 
~:de his objective the area of the Middle Euphrates re~lOn: m 1761 ~e 
con uered Mari and in 1759 he destroyed. it completely. Fmally, Babyloma 

q lied the banks of the two great nvers up as far as Emar a~d the 
~ont~~ates and more to the north, Niniveh, also controlling the reglOn of 
I;!mara~: the ijabur and the region of Elam to the east. 

4.1 . Rituals, festivals and liturgical acts . 

The Old Babylonian Syrian archives in general and t~e archi~es from M~ 
. art·cular have not provided a large amount of mformatlon about t e 
~~tu~IS ~nd the various cultic acts of the period. Only a group of tablets fr~m 
Mari correspond to what scholars call 'rituals'. These texts are no .more t a~ 
sim Ie instruction manuals on the correct way to perform the. h~urgy an 
foll~W each step of the ritual. The detailed, step-by-step descn~tlOn .of ~~e 
ceremony and of the various acts that had to be performed are of m~s.tlma the 
value for reproducing the liturgy of the time and for determmmg e 

tt ·butes and function of the various deities of a pantheon. Unfortunately, 
a n of this group of texts describes a ritual specifically devoted to 
~o~:n 10 In spite of this lack of evidence in the strictly ritual texts, the 
l:ge ~uantity of written material from Mari p~ovide.s several !efer~ces. to 
ritual ceremonies or liturgical acts, both in Man and m the van?us 1stn~ts 
that were in contact with the capital of the Middle Euphrate~ r~glOn. I.n S~l~~ 
of being indirect, these references, are very valuable for gammg an 1de 
the ritual and cuI tic profile of Dagan. 

4.1.1. Dagan and the kispum ritual 

The kispum ritual I I was one of the most important in the cycle of festiv~~S 
in Mari. In essence it was a family cult ceren::ony to dea~ ancestors. T 1S 
ritual well documented in Mari, also occurs mother reg.lOn.s of the N~ 
East during the Old Bablyonian period. This see~s to md1cate a certam 
cultural 'unity' during this period in the who~e of m1d-E.uphrates valley, the 
re ion of the Diyala basin and in Babyloma.l 2 The ntual was ~eJebrated 
t~ce a month, during the full moon and the ne~ moon. 13 In sp1te of the 
'private' or family nature of the ceremony, a ntual document has been 

10 Cf the study and edition of these rituals by J.-M. DURAND - M. GUICHARD; FM 3 
(1997) 19-78; see also B. LAFONT, RA 93 (1999) 67f. The rituals ?ocumented so ar are 
dedicated to War, IStar of Irradan, the kispum ntual and the tJum!um ntual. 23f. f also the 

II For an etymology of the wor~ cf. A. TSUK.IMOTO, KI~pum W 453.
c
C·AD K 241 

etymology on the basis of kasapu I 'to ChiP, break off a plece,~~~~ 1~~~112 (~. 86f.); J.-M. 
s v kasapu A) in connection With bread 10 J.-M. DURAND, 
D~RAND _ M. GUICHARD, FM 3 (1997) 66; B. LAFONT, RA 93 (1999) 69 n. 42. 

12 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, MARl 7 (1993) 49. .. IPHOS 22 
13 Cf. A. TSUKIMOTO, Kispum 60; A. FlNET, Fs. Blrot 89, PH. TALON, A 

(1978) 57. 
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preserved that describes the cui tic act of the 'royal' kispum. The text, which 
unfortunately is broken in some key passages, provides enough material to 
give us an idea of the way that the ceremony was carried out. 14 

According to this ritual tablet, the ceremony comprised a banquet 
(naptanum) in which food was offered to the dead (kings).15 The ceremony 
was performed 'in the city and in outlying areas' (ina libbi iilim nawem I6 ). 

First, several ewes were sacrificed, among them, one ewe to the 
lamassiitum 17 of Sargon and Naram-Sin, in what was called 'The hall of 
thrones'.18 Next, the flesh of the sacrificed animals was offered to the god 
Samas, and at this moment kispum-ritual proper began. The ceremony 
continued with the ritual of the dead for Sargon and Naram-Sin, the 
'bedouin' Yaradum and Nurnha. 19 Later, the king and the people offered the 
kispum. At this point, the text that describes the ritual is broken. Further 
on, the text describes a series of banquets that were celebrated in various cult 
places that are difficult to locate and interpret, such as the kissikkum. 20 On 
another day, a tent was erected and a donkey was sacrificed. A deity leaves 
the temple in procession. Again the text is broken here. Next, there is only 
one explicit reference to Dagan in all of the ritual that is preserved: 

MA:T4 
The king heads the lJumfum and brings the lJumfum into the temple of 
[Dagan]. 21 

14 Cf. the first edition of the text by M. BIROT, RAJ 26 139f.; recently this manuscript 
has been published again with a complete collation of the text by J.-M. DURAND - M. 
GUICHARD, FM 3 (1997) 63f. 
15 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 280f. 
16 For the reading nawum or nammassum of a - dam k i cf. D.E. FLEMING, RA 93 

(1999) 161. 
17 This term has been interpreted by scholars in various ways. The word lamassum 

denotes protector genie, 'the guardian angel' who watches over and takes care of each 
person, human representative, temple, city or country (Cf. CAD L 60s; D. FOXVOG - W. 
HEIMPEL - A.D. KILMER, RIA 6 4470. M. BIROT (RAJ 26 146f.) preferred to explain the 
lamassiitum of Sargon and Naram-Sin as the actual statues of the two kings. A. TSUKIMOTO 
(Kispum 74) follows the same interpretation as M. BIROT. J.-M. DURAND (MROA 211 287) 
interprets the word as the (protector-)deities of the two kings, who are not to be confused with 
the e(emmum which is simply the spirit or ghost of a dead person. 

18 On this cultic topos as the seat of dead ancestor-kings cf. J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 
281 f.; J.-M. DURAND - M. GUICHARD, FM 3 (1997) 63f. 

19 These references, almost in parallel, between the two kings of the dynasty of Akkad 
and the tribes ('"ba-na-m e s Yariidi u ana sut Numae) may be one more indication of the dual 
nature of Mari kingship, which was both 'citizen-urban' and 'bedouin-nomadic' in character; 
cf. D. CHARPIN - 1.-M. DURAND, RA 80 (1986) 142f.; J.-M. DURAND, RAJ 38 112f.; J.-M. 
DURAND, LAPO 16 53f.; J.-M. DURAND - M. GUICHARD, FM 3 (1997) 64. 

20 For an interpretation of this term as 'offering to the dead' cf. 1.-M. DURAND - M. 
GUICHARD, FM 3 (1997) 65, where it is suggested that the term is connected with the 
sikkaniitum (the betyls), a place dedicated to the god Dagan, the lord of funerary offerings 
(pagrii 'um). 

21 M.12803 1lI 16-19 = M. BIROT, RAJ 26140 = J.-M. DURAND - M. GUICHARD, FM 3 
67 = J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 286f. lug a I pa-an bu-um-(im 1 i-~a-ba-at-ma 1 bu-um-(om 
a-na e d[da-galt] 1 u-se-er-re-e[b. 
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Next the text describes the sacrifice to Samas. and th~ tablet, by r~~:nc:e~ 
brok~n, ends w~th ref~renc;s to sa~7fiC~~u~e~~~~:u~~1~a~~'e T:~~en context 
Dagan in the ntual, IS un ortun~ e y, clear that he is closely connected 

:~t~et~~ o~~::~:,~ ~~f~~ehu~tl:;e~~,sh~~~hs ~b~e~t~~~:~ ~:e t~:xtki;;= ~~a;~~ 
d d but the vanous sc 0 ars w 0 h 

ate , . f SV v_ Addu Details in the names of the mont s as 
belongs to the reIgn 0 amSl- .. ' . .' 22 

well as certain ~e~ulia~ties of wntmg ~onflr~!hl;~~~;. of Mari there is a 
In two adml111stratlve documents rom . the text of the 

reference to the lJumtum, using almost the same terms as m 

kispum-ritual. 

~A:T.5 f . for the store. The jars of wine, that (are) Aplaganda's 
Five ~bars. 0 wWmheen the king makes the lJumtum enter the temple of Dagan. 
contn utlOn. 
(21/JIZL 1').23 

. f' The first consignment is dated 
The next text also records an Issue 0 w~ne. broken but the following 

e the rest of the text IS very 
~~e:e:c:ar;~~e' time for the consignment of wine is the entry of the 

lJumtum: 

MA:T 6 [ ] . t the temple of Dagan. 
When the king [intro]duces the lJumtum ... m 0 

Month of Uragum (26/I/ZL1'?).24 

~~~s ;~~~~~;y b~~~n~ef;tZ:~ ~{:rLf~~m~n~MA~:~sTi~m6t ~pn,~~~::7: ~~;7~i:t~: 
b ., f year 7 0 lmn- 1. . . 
egl~lllng 0 t of wine but as the previous consignment that is recorded III 

conslgnmen . d t d 28/XU/ZL6' it is logical to conclude, then, that the 
the same text IS a e , . d . th w year and refers 
following issue record~ a ~ater operatIOn, ~~e~J l~act ~h~~ these 'documents 
to a feast for the begmnmg of the year. e. . . f h h e 

the rei n of ZimrI-Um is important, smce, m spIte 0 t ~ c. ang 
belong to g SV v_ Add and Zimri-Um it ensures the contmUlty of 
of dynasty between amSl- u , 26 
the kispum, if only in the particular aspect of the lJum(um-ceremony. 

22 Cf. M. BIROT, RAI 26 148; A. TSUKIMOTO, Kispum 76; 1.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 

278' 1 -M. DURAND - M. GUICHARD, FM 3 (1997)28. g;'k' 1 i-na dug 
, . 5 des tin - b 1 - a 1 a-na a-an-ntm 

~ e2
: t i~~) ;~ a9?~a m u ~ ~ u ;p-Ia-ba-an-da 1 i-nu-ma lug a I hu-um-(d-a-am 1 a-~a e 

da-gan 1 u-se-rt-bu (21/I/ZL 7 ~. I" -t '-a-am 1 [x x x-m]a-ni a-na e da-
24 ARM 24 78: 8-10 [x x I-nu]-ma lug a (Ju-um.a 

galt 1 [x u-se-r]i?-bu i t i u-ra-bi-im (26/IIZL 7'). 1 216 
25 Cf. D. CHARPIN, MARl 4 (1985) 246; PH. TALON, ARM 241 P§amiT-Addu describes 
26 Nothing indicates that what the rit~a1 tablet from o~~~s:~~~a~fthe kings of the Akkad 

has to be different from earh~r or la.ter tn~~~~:~: s~:ngthen and legitimise SamsT-Addu's 
dynasty were present In the klspum-ntua I~ (f M BIROT RAI 26 149; A. TSUKIMOTO 
usurpation of power IS attractive but ba;e ~ss A~ d dynasty 'is well documented outside the 
Kispum 78). The presence of the kings 0 tea 
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D.E. FLEMINC! notes. the P?ssibility that the ritual tablet of the kispum 
:yas a cop~ made In ~an of a ntual that actually developed in Ekallatum or 
Subat-Enhl. The maIn reasons he gives are: the reference to the 'bedouin' 
Yaradum and Numba, who are not connected with the region of Mari; the 
lack of any clear reference to the lug a I - m e s and the ma-li-ki well 
atteste~ in th~ administrative texts in connection with the kispum, a~d the 
uncertaIn readIng of Dagan at the end of line III 18 in the text.27 There are 
no data to prove this hypothesis, the presence of Dagan seems clear in the 
copy and the administrative parallels (cited above) with evidence for the 
entry o~ the bU~fum into the temple of Dagan seem to prove the presence of 
Dagan In the ntual; a pr~sence that woulg be difficult to explain if the 
ceremony were celebrated In Ekallatum or Subat-Enlil. The absence of the 
lug a I -. m e s and the ma-li-ki is not certain, the text is very corrupt and 
there are Importa,nt lacu.nae (almost half the obverse is missing). Finally, the 
presence of the bedOUIn' Yaradum and Numba has been explained fairly 
we~l by 1.M. DURAND as a reference to two kinds of 'bedouin' people.28 
EVIdently there are many foreign elements in this ritual, but it does not 
seem sufficiently clear that it has to be ascribed to Ekalliitum or Subat-Enlil. 

According to the dictionaries,29 basically the term bumtum refers to two 
thi~gs: it oc~urs as a month name, attested in DreJ:lim du~ing the reign of 
Ibbl-SIn and Ivn the Old Babylonian period,30 and as the name of a festival 
dedicated to Samas in the late period) 1 Most scholars have explained the 
etymology of bumfum from the root bamiifum III 'to bum')2 1.-M. 
DURAND interprets the term in connection with the root bamiitum II with 
the mean~ng 'to hurry')3 The term also occurs in an inscriptio~ of SamsI
Addu whIch refers to the sacrifice in the bumfum festival to the sun-god and 
the Storm-god, celebrated in Arrapba)4 In Mari it is very different. The 
three references known to us are connected with the king's entry into the 
temple of Dagan. MA:T 5 uses the verb wa~um in the S stem, that is to say 
'to cause to enter'. However, the text describing the kispum ritual uses the 

epo?ym period (cf. M. BIROT, RAI 26 147f.) and nothing suggests that in this period an 
anCient traditIon was not followed. 

27 D.E. FLEMING, RA 93 (1999) 161. 
28 J.-M. DURAND - M. GUICHARD. FM 3 (1997) 64. 
29 AHw 335f.; CAD tJ 236. 
30 Cf. B. LANDSBERGER, LSS 6112 84; S. LANGDON, BMSC 13 and 16; M.E. COHEN, 

CC 396f. Note, however, that the last named scholar disassociates the lJumtum of Mari from 
the other texts, c!ting as ~roof that a readi.ng with the emphatic is impossibl~ in Mari. In spite 
of thiS conservative pOSitIOn, the OB Man syllabary allows the signs DIM and UD to be read 
with an emphatic without any problems, cf. ARM 1564 and 65; AkkSyll 13 nr. 68 and 42 nr. 
221. 

31 Cf. J. NOUGAYROL JCS 1 (1947) 333 I' (e zen lJu-u[n l-[fi] [sal [dU t uJ); KAR 178 
II 40 (e zen lJu-un-t[i .M] dU t u). 

32 AHw 316f; CAD tJ 64f. (lJamiitu B); W. VON SODEN, Or 22 (1953) 257 ("Hitze"
Festes); RIMA 10.39.1001 (p. 64) (Festival of Heat). 

33 AHw 316; CAD tJ 62f. (lJamiitu A). Cf. J.-M. DURAND, ARM 21 p. 114 n. 1. 
34 i-si-in lJu-um-tim / a-na dU t U u dIM / i-na ar-ra-ap-lJi-imk'-ma / lu-u aq-qf; RIMA I 

Q.39.1001: II' 8-9 (p. 64). A.K. GRAYSON and most scholars understand these gods to be 
Samas and Adad~ but D. CHARPIN and 1.-M. DURAND prefer to see here the local Hurrian 
gods Tesup and Simegi (MARl 4 [1985] 3 IS n. 99). 
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expression piin X ~abiitum. Generally, this formul~ expr~sses the idea of 
leading a group of people, animals, or things,35 and IS part~cularly common 
in Mari in connection with troops)6 The text that descnbes the lJum(u.m 
ritual refers to sacrifices made by the king (inuma sarrum. ana. lJum!:m 
inaqqu) and the prayer that the priest recites. Next the lJ~m(um IS rmsed (lstU 
bum(am ittasu), some songs are sung and th~n they chmb o~to ;he terrace 
where the sacrifice is made and. the act of llpt.um ~ cons~cratIOn.) . an~ 7 the 
ikribum (blessing) between a senes of songs WIth tltles In Sumenan. !t 
seems, then, that the king brought some sort o~ symbol ~bum(um) or CUltlC 
object into the temple accompanied by a group In proceSSIOn to celebrate the 

new year of spring. . . ' 
Another text explicitly connects Dagan WIth the f~ne~ar~ kt~pum-~tual. It 

's a letter sent from Terqa by KibrI-Dagan to Zmm-Llm In whIch the 
~ovemor demands that t~e kin? be present in the kispum-ritual for Yabdun-

Urn, the father of the ruhng king: 

MA:T7 
To my lord say. Thus says KibrI-Dagan, your servant. Dagan and Yakrub-El 
are well. The city of Terqa and the district are well. 
The day that I sent this tablet of mine to my lord, a mulJbum of Dagan came 
to me and said these words to me: 
"The god has sent me, hurry up (and) write to the king~ ~~ should conse-
crate the kispu-rites to the spirit (etemmum) of Yabdun-Llm . 
Thus said this mubbum to me and I have written to my lord. May my lord 

do what he p\eases.3 8 

The translations of l.R. KUPPER and l.-M. DURAND39 interpret e(emm~m 
as a plural, i.e. 'manes'. This interpretation contradicts the rec?nstructIOn 
proposed by both scholars when they transliterate the t~xt. WIth a clear 
mimation of the singular (He4-em-m[i-im]). The nuance l~ Im~ortant for 
establising the 'actual' cult (singular) of Yabdun-Um that IS clmmed to be 
made or the cults ('plural') of Yabdun-Um's ancestors. Most scholars have 
understood this 'spirit' in the singular, as a cult that the king had to perform 

to his father.4o 

35 Cf. the examples in AHw S.v. piinu I IS; CAD ~ s.v. ~abiitu 8 panu a (p. 28). 
36 Cf. ARM 15268 s.v. sab{itum. 
37 Cf. the edition of the' text of the lJumtum in J.-M. DURAND - M. GUICHARD, FM 3 

(1997) 71. 38 ARM 3 40 = ARM 26/1221 = MROA 2/1 355f. = J.-M: DURAND, LAPO 18941: [a-
na] be-U-ia I [q]f-b{-ma I urn-rna ki-ib-ri-dda-gan Ilr-ka.-a-ma I dda-gan u ~ik-ru-~b-el [sa]-al
mu I a-lum te[r-q]ak, u lJa-al-~u-<um> [Sja-lim I sadm-tam U4- um (UP-PI an-ne-e-em I a-n~ 
[s]e-er be-U-ia u-[Sja-[b]i-lam / lU[m]u-ulJ-lJu-um sa [d]a-gan I li-il-[ka]m-ma I a-wa-tam b
~-am [i]q-be-[el[em] / um-ma-a-mi I din g i r-lum is-pu-ra-an-[ni] l. lJu-mu~ut a-na 
I u g[a I] I su-pu-ur-ma I ki-is-pf a-na i-!e4-em-m[i-im] I sa ia-alJ-du-un-l[l-lm] Ill-l~-ru-bu I 
an-ni-tam lUmu-ulJ-lJu-um su-u I iq-be-e-em-ma a-na be-U-ia I as-ta-ap-ra-am I be-il [Sja e-

l[i]-su ta-ba-at Ili-pu-us. 
39 ARM 3 65; ARM 26/1 450; MROA 2/1 356. 
40 W. VON SODEN, WO I (1950) 399; 1.M. SASSON, Fs. 10nes 125; A. TSUKIMOTO, 

Kispum 60; CAD E s.v. etemmu lb.; PH. TALON, AIPHOS 22 (1978) 56 nr. 12. Cf. the 
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4.1.2. The pagra'um 

. Th~ pagra'um-ceremony comprises the offering of dead animals to the 
deIty III honour of the dead. The. word pagra'um is related to the WS root 
/p-g-ri ,and to Aide. pagrum, wIth the meaning of 'corpse dead person 
cadaver ;41 and was us.ed in various periods of Akkadian liter~ture to denot~ 
the body of a de~d am~al.42 Pagra'um is a derivative form and as yet is 
only attested wIth. thIS vocalisation in Mari and denotes the s cific 
ceren:~ny of offenng corpses. Nearly all the occurrences of thepeterm 
pagra um known to us are connected with the god Dagan.43 

One o~ the most outstanding and more explicit occurrences for 
underst~ndIllg the .relationship between the ceremony of the pagra'um and 
Dagan IS a text wntten by Dam-bura~im to Zimri-Um: 

MA:T8 
Another ~atter: may Daga.n, the lord of the pagrii'u, and ltUr-Mer, the king 
of Man, fill your hands with your enemies and your adversaries.44 

Daga~ is 'the lord of the pagra 'il', the god who is the vehicle for the 
?evotlOn of the faithful for the dead. This ritual was a ceremony of some 
I~portance. At the ~nd of a .Ietter from Zimri-Um to Asqudum, which deals 
wIth a number of dIplomatIc matters, the king of Mari invites the king of 
Qat.na to attend a pagra 'um-ceremony to Dagan: 

MA:T9 
On the ?t.her hand, you are invited to the pagrii 'urn sacrifices of Dagan and 
the sacnflces of IStar. Come!45 

This . ceremony ~~s widespread in Syria,46 as shown by a letter that 
descnbes a pagra um-ceremony celebrated in Aleppo in honour of the 
ancestors of Sumu-epub, king of Yarnbad: 

e fxPlanato:y note by J.-M. DURAND, on this term in a funerary context (in the plural) in a text 
rom Nuzi In LAPO 18 pp. 89f. n. a. 

41 AHw 809. 
42 AHw 809 s.v. pagru B 3 
43 Cf. M: BIROT, ARM 27~. 122 n. a; for a connection of the pgr with an thin divine 

used metaphorIcally,. cf. J.M. SASSON, Fs. Lipinski 295 n. 28. Cf. also J.e. DE ~OO: UF 27 
(1995) Sf., With biblIography. . 

44 ,}R,M 1063: 15-19=J.-M' .. PURAND,LAPO 18 II 17: sa-ni-tamdda-gan be-el a-a
re-~ I_u, t-tur-me-er lug a I ma-n I.a-ia-bi-ka it na-a[k]-ri-ka / [a-n]a qa-t[i]-ka I ~i-m!
all lu u. For a more nuanced translatIon of lug a I Mari in respect of Itlir-Mer f J M 
DURAND, LAPO 18 p. 300 n. a. c. .- . 

,45 ARM 26/1 25 38-40: sa-ni-tam a-na s f sku r - r e pa-ag-ra-i sa dda_g /. 
SIS k u r reV v t" I I all U - . sa eS4- ar ~e-re-e-ta a -kam. J.-M. DURAND - M. GUICHARD FM 3 (1997 
35 translate thiS passatge WIthout mentioning Dagan; it is possible that a collation of th t ~ 
changed the readIng. e ex 

46 Cf. the Ugaritic pgr to Dagan and Sapas (G. DEL OLMO LETE CCC 84' f b 
;826~.')' Note that there is a month called pagrum in Ugarit and Alalab (C~HEN, CC ~72~. ~~~ 
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MA:TlO 
On the occasion of the pagrii'urn of Dagan, Salas and ljebat in the palace, 
we will be in the palace for the great sorrow of Sumu-epuQ. Then 
ljammurapi set the banquet before the gods.47 

This text is particularly interesting because for the first time we find a 
pagra 'um ritual that is not ~evoted exclusively to Dagan. He is 
accompanied by two goddesses, Salas and tJebat. The former may perhaps 
be Dagan's consort. tJebat has been interpreted as 'the Aleppan woman', an 
etymology that would fit the consort of Addu, the great god of the city of 
Aleppo. The etymology proposed by J.-M. DURAND, 'the beloved', is also 
possible, without one etymology excluding the other, as this is a case of 
polysemic etymology that is ancient.48 All the same, we find Dagan 
accompanied by two goddesses by no means alien to his 'family circle', 
which is perfectly understandable if we remember that the ceremony was 
performed in Aleppo. Salas and tJebat form part of the pagra'um ritual 
because of their proximity to Dagan and the city of Aleppo, the former as 
Dagan's consort and the latter as the sister-wife of Addu,49 the son of 
Dagan. Their role, then is to accompany the principal god, the 'patriarch'. 
The pagra'um ceremony was celebrated as part of a (!J)idirtum, a mourning 
ceremony,50 but even so, the ceremony was a celebration and included a 
banquet that was clearly festive, in spite of the funerary nature of the act.

51 

This text is essential for corroborating the 'funerary' nature of the pagra 'um 
which had been disputed with various arguments by several scholars,52 who 
saw in this ceremony a simple offering of dead animals (pagra'um) to the 
deity, without being specifically funerary. The fact that its setting is the 
mourning of Sumu-epub, however, vouches for the obituary nature of the 
ceremony.53 

The god could decide when the pagra 'um was to be performed. In a letter 
from Kibn-Dagan, governor of Terqa, to Zimn-Um, there is a description of 
the instructions given by Dagan, through the mouth of a mu!J!Jum, for the 
performance of the ritual, specifying the day and month of its celebration: 

47 A.2428: 3-6 = J.-M. DURAND - M. GUICHARD, FM 3 35 n. 91 = J.-M. DURAND, 
MROA 2/1 283. [i-lI]u-ma pa-ag-ri-a-im sa dda-gan Idlsa-la-as it dlJe-ba-at i-lla Iff-kal-lim [a]
na i-[dJi-ir-tim ra-bi-tim sa su-mu-e-pu-ulJ wa-as-ba-[lIu] it lJa-mu-ra-p{ [n f ]g - g u b ma

lJa-ar din g i r - m e s is-ku-un. 
48 Cf. above chapter 3 n. 136. 
49 For an identical interpretation cf. J.-M. DURAND, LAPO 18 p. 414 n. i. 
50 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 148 and 283; J.-M. DURAND - M. GUICHARD, FM 3 

66; AHw 364 s.v. iledirtu(m); CAD NI 126 S.v. adirtu A. 
51 Cf. J.-M. DURAND. MROA 211 283. In this context, Zimrl-Um's kind invitation to 

Asqudum to attend the pagrt'i'um ceremony makes more sense in the previous text. Cf. the 
qualifier 'banquet' (naptallum) given to the pagrt'i'um offerings in J.-M. DURAND, NABU 

19891112 (p. 86). 
52 J.F. HEALEY, JNSL 5 (1977) 43f.; UF 1830; URC 69; K. VAN DER TOORN, FR 162f.; 

B.B. SCHMIDT, IDB 36f. 
53 Cf. similarly G. DEL OLMO LETE, CCC 83f.; J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 283f.; cf. the 

position of K. SPRONK who sees the pgr-offerings of Ugarit as a sort of special sacrifice for 
the gods with an underworld character (BA 150f.). 
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MA:TII 
The day that I sent this tablet of mine to my lord, the rnulJlJurn of Dagan 
spoke these words: 
"Dagan has sent me in connection with the pagrii 'u-sacrifices to be 
performed. Write to your lord. May the pagrii 'u-rituals be performed 0 n 
the 14'h day of the month that is beginning. Do not miss out this sacrifice 
at all".54 

Even though the pagni 'urn has the qualifier nlqurn (s i sku r - r e) 
'(bloody) sacrifice' in MA:T 9 and MA:T11, the text MA:T 12 uses the verb 
'to give' (nadanurn), since the ritual comprised an offering of dead animals, 
not the bleeding of a living animal (nlqurn), so that something dead was 
offered to the dead with the deity's consent (usually Dagan).55 

This pagra'urn-ceremony was not an annual festival, since it occurs in 
the VII,56 VIII,57 IX58 and XII59 months of the Mari calendar. The 
administrative texts show that the offering of the corpse did not necessarily 
have to be an offering of a complete corpse, since there is evidence of the 
distribution of pieces of an animal60 and even of the fat of an ewe61 for the 
pagra 'urn. It is also interesting to note the destination of one of the pieces 
of a pagra'urn was the 'bedouin' (a-na I ti - m e S lJa-na).62 However, the 
god could refuse pagra 'urn, possibly because of the bad quality of the meat 
offered. In this case, better meat was demanded and of better quality to carry 
out the ritual. ARM 18 38 describes this situation without explicitly 
mentioning the god (ilurn), but it is most likely that it refers to Dagan.63 

In a letter from Itur-asdu to Zirmi-Um, there is a description of a 
prophecy of Dagan in the mouth of a man who entered the temple in Terqa. 
The end of the letter refers to the pagrurn that he will offer to Dagan: 

54 ARM 2 90: 13-23 = ARM 2611 220 = MROA 211 356 = 1.-M. DURAND, LAPO 18 
978: [U4-um (up-pi an)-ne-e-em / [a-na ~e-er) be-/i-ia / [u-sa-bi-Iam) / ['"mu-ub-bu-u-u)m ! 
[S)a dda-gan a-w[a-tam ki-a-am iq-bi) / um-ma-a-mi as-sum s f sku r - r [e pa-ag-ra-i) / e
pe-si-im dda-gan is-pu-[ra-an-ni) / a-na be-/i-ka su-pu-ur-ma / i t i e-ri-ba-am i-na U4 14-
k a m / s f sku r - r e pa-ag-ra-i li-in-ne-pf-is / mi-im-ma s f sku r - r e se-tu la u-se-te
quo 

55 Cf. 1.-M. DURAND, ARM 21 p. 161 n. 20; MROA 211 290f.; G. DEL OLMO LETE, 
CCC 83 and 85; W.G. LAMBERT, OLA 55195. 

56 ARM 21 62: 1 and 4. For the change of date of this tablet (from malkanum [II) to 
kiniinum [VII)) cf. 1.-M. DURAND - M. GUICHARD, FM 3 35 n. 95. 

57 ARM 21 147: 5 and ARM 26/1 157 n. 7. 
58 The texts MA:T9 and M.17009 (l.-M. DURAND - M. GUICHARD, FM 3 [1997) 35) 

cite the pagra 'urn and the ritual of IStar simultaneously, which is documented during the IX 
month (llliatum), cf. 1.M. SASSON, Fs. 10nes 132f; 1.-M. DURAND, ARM 26/1 156 n. C. 

59 ARM 21 76; ARM 2611 157 n. 9. ARM 23 561 records one shekel (of silver) iniima 
pagra', from the palace (sa ekallim). The silver must refer to the amount required to pay for 
the sheep to be offered in the pagra'um, cf. P. VILLARD, ARM 23 p. 533. 

60 ARM 1838 10; ARM 21 62 1 and 4; 76 I. 
61 ARM 21 1474. 
62 ARM 21 762-3. 
63 Cf. the interpretation by 1.-M. DURAND, ARM 2171. 
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MA:T 12 
The man who explained this dream to me shall give a pagrurn to ~agan .. I 
did not send it and as this man is trustworthy I did not take his halr or his 

hem.64 

J.-M. DURAND suggested. t~at the pa~ra'urn ritual ?elongs to 6~he ~e~t 
kispurn-ritual even though It IS not mentlO.ned on the. n.t~al tablet. ThiS IS 
possible but not certain, .the text.s .provlde no. deflmtlve da~a, MA:T 10 
describes a pagra'urn dunng a IJldlrturn, that IS to say, dun~g a funeral 
ceremony. Even so, the gift of a corpse (pag:urn) to I?agan III ~:T 12 
contradicts a 'rigid' or explicit connection With the klspurn. Dunng t~e 
kispurn it is quite possible that corpses were offered to the dead, but there IS 
nothing that allows us to state that outside the kispurn they were not offered, 

with Dagan's consent.66 

4.1.3. The liptum 
The lipturn is not so much a ritual ceremony as an isol~ted 'a.ct' with~n a 
more complex ritual. On this see the reference to the lIpturn III the ntual 
ceremony of the lJurn(urn, in which the lipturn is a simple 'step' within the 
ritual. The text says literally: 'At the time of the lipturn ... ' .67 The 
etymology of the word may be related to the roo~ lpt 'to tou.ch', .a reference 
to the 'gestures' in the consecration of the ammal (touchlllg It) for the 
sacrifice.68 The term occurs in connection with Dagan in three texts: 

MA:T 13 
One lamb for the sacrifice to Samail. One ewe for the lipturn to Dagan. One 
lamb for Bannum. One lamb for the inhabitants. Total: four ewes. Expenses 

in Terqa. (4/x/).69 

MA:T 14 
Three lambs (and) three fat-tailed ewes. Total: six ewes for the lipturn to 
Dagan of Terqa in Mari. (8/XI/).70 

64 A.15: 50-54 = G. DOSSIN, RA 42 (1948) 128f. = ARM 26/1 233 = M~OA 211 345 = 
LAPO 18933. I u sa su-ut-ta-am an-ni-tam / [iq-b)e-e-em pa-ag-ra-am a-na da-gan /,-na
ad-di-in-ma u-ul a(-ru-da-as-su / u as-sum I u su-u tdk-Iu sa-ra-su u sf-sf-<ik>-ta-su / u-ul el

q{. 
65 MROA 2/1283; 1.-M. DURAND, - M. GUICHARD, FM3 (1997) 36. 
66 Cf. the doubts voiced by A. TSUKIMOTO regarding the connection between kispum 

and pagra'um (Kispum 7lf.). 
67 iniima liptim cf. 1.-M. DURAND - M. GUICHARD, FM 3 (1997) 71 (A.l239: 9). 
68 Cf. 1.-M. DURAND, ARM 21 p. 22f.; 1.-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1291; 1.-M. DURAND 

- M. GUICHARD, FM (1997) 3 25. d' . 
69 ARM 23 263: 1 [u d u)-n ita / s f sku r - r e / a-na u t u / Iud u It-Ip-tum / a-

na d da-gan / lsi I a. / a-na ba-an-nim / 1 s i I a4 / a-na I u - m e s wa-si-bi / s u - n i gin 

4 u d u - I:l i-a / z i - g a / i-na ter-qa
k
; (4/X/). 

70 ARM 23 286: 3 u d u - n f t a / 3 u d u - g u k k a I / s u - n i gin 6 u d u -
I:l i-a / li-ip-tum / a-na dda-gan / sa ter-qa

k
, / i-na ma-rl' (8/XII). 
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MA:T 15 

Five lambs. One fat-tailed ewe for the sacrifice to !tur-Mer. Two lambs for 
the liptum to Dagan. One lamb for the liptum to Annunltum. One lamb for 
the liptum to [ ... ]. One lamb for the nubattum of the temple of Itlir-Mer. One 
lamb for the king's table. One dead lamb. Total: twelve dead ewes in Mari. 
(l3/Xli/).71 

Addu, Annunitum, Almus, ijisamitum, ijubur and Taski-mamma are 
deities who also receive a liptum in the form of sheep. It should be 
emphasised, however, that there is an unpublished text of a /iptum for 
Dagan of Dasran, a town in the district of Terqa.72 

4.1.4. The urubatum of Dagan 

The urubiitum-ceremony occurs three times in the published texts from the 
archives of Mari. One text connects the urubiitum-ceremony with the 
goddess Belet-Agade.73 In another document, Samsi-Addu refers to the 
urubiitum of his city (possibly Subat-Enlil), without however making any 
reference to any deity.74 Only one text mentions the urubiitum of Dagan. 

MA:T 16 

Let them embark oxen and ewes and sail down(stream) for the urubiitum of 
Dagan.75 

According to 1.-M. DURAND, this particular urubiitum ritual was performed 
in TuttuJ.76 We know very little about this rite. One possible etymology 
connects it with Akk. urubiitu II with the meaning of 'lament, complaint', 
which only occurs outside Mari in late lexical lists that equate the term with 
bikltum 'lament'.77 On the basis of this etymology it may be related to the 
ritual with some type of ceremony around the cultic cycle of ancestors. 1.
M. DURAND considers this term to be the specific name for a ritual during 

71 ARM 23 330: 5 u d u - n f t a - b i-a / Iud u - g u k k a I / s f sku r - r e / 
a-na di-tur-me-er / 2 u d u - n f t a li-ip-tum / a-na dda-gan / Iud u - n f t a li-ip-tum / a-na 
an-nu-ni-tim / Iud u - n f t a li-ip-tum a-na x-x-tim / Iud u - n f t a a-na nu-ba-tim / sa e 
di-tur-me-er / lsi I a4 a-na g;!b a n ~ u r . lug a I / I m a ~ d i mrm a / 5 u - n i gin 
12 u d u - b i-a / d i mrm a / i-na ma-rik• (13/XlIl). 

72 Cf. 1.-M. DURAND, ARM 21 p. 22; for the city of Dasran in the district of Terqa cf. 
DURAND, ARM 26/1 p. 429 n. i; MROA 2/1 457; A. MiLLET, AF 22 (2000) 19; cf. also 1.-R. 
KUPPER, ARM 16/1 9; B. GRONEBERG, RGTC 3 220 s.v. Sasran. Cf. ARM 23 428 6-7; 429 6-
7. 

73 Cf. D. CHARPIN, Iraq 45 (1983) 58 n. 7; 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 4 (1985) 408 n. 137. 
For the role of this god, possibly of foreign extraction (perhaps from E~nunna), within the 
pantheon of Mari cf. 1.-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 218. 

74 Cf. ARM I 520-21; 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 3 (1984) 159f.; LAPO 17517. Cf. the 
texts in M. GHOUTI, NABU 1991127. 

75 ARM I 34: 12-16 = M. GHOUTI, NABU 1991127 = 1.-M. DURAND, LAPO 18975: 
[g u d - b i-a] II u d u - b i-a su-nu-ti / [li-sa]-ar-[ki-bu-ma] / [a-n]a u-r[u]-ba-[tim] / 
[fla dda-ga[n] /li-is-qe-el-pu-u. 

76 Cf. 1.-M. DURAND - M. GUICHARD, FM 3 (1997) 38. However, cf. M. GHOUTI, who 
sets this ritual in Terqa (NABU 1991127). 

77 Cf. AHw 1436 s.v. urubiitu II; 1.-M. DURAND, MROA 211510; LAPO 17 p. 117 n. d. 
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the dynasty of Samsi-Addu, to commemorate the ~nd of a g~eat e~idemic,78 
which has a parallel in the reign of Zimri-L~m, "':'Ith t?e elulum ntual fr~m 
western tradition.79 The urubiitum lamentatIOn ntual IS marked by a senes 
of ceremonies with clear Babylonian influence (~ell docu~ented by th~ use 
of Sumerian in ritual recitations also found in Subat-Enhl and Ekallatu.m) 
that are explained by Samsi-Addu's move to Akkad.8o The connectIOn 
between this ceremony and the erubbatum of Dagan and ISbara81 attested 
during the Ur III period is uncertain. J.-M. DURAND suggests a possIble 
connection based on the West Semitic context and a common etymology of 

the two terms with the word surubtum. 82 

4.1.5. Other rituals 
We know that there were processional journeys of the divine statues or 
symbols of the gods for their respective towns, .or ~hat they were moved 
through the area of varying size of the ternton~s where .the~ were 
worshipped.83 The evidence for the journeys of Dagan In thIS penod IS very 
poor, but even so we can state that they took pla~e. t: l~tter from a pnest, 
concerned about the changes in the calendar after Zlmn-Llm came to po~er, 
describes for us the most important cui tic acts prescribed for the followmg 

days: 

MA:T 17 'f' d 
Ahora estamos, pues, en Urabbum. El dieciocho el p~fs ha ~ido pU~1 Ica ~. 
( ... ) El ventid6s del dios ... debe entrar [ ... ]. El [ ... J, la dlOsa Estar s~ho _de BIt 
Miibirim. El veintiocho el carro de Dagan ini a tJaddatum. Que ml Senor me 
escriba que se debe hacer con el.84 

In translating this text, 1.-M. DURAND interprets the word ijaddatum as a 
place-name. This term only occurs three. ti.mes .in the corpus of texts from 
Mari that have been published. An admlmstratlve text records amoun.ts of 
oil for the banquet-sukultum to ijaddatum.85 A similar text, pubhshed 

78 1.-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 510. 
79 Cf. 1.-M. DURAND - M. GUICHARD, FM 3 (1997) 38f. 
80 Cf. 1.-M. DURAND - M. GUICHARD, FM 3 (1997) 43; D. CHARPIN - 1.-M. DURAND, 

MARl 8 (1997) 372 n. 36. See also the connection with the south shown by Samsl-Addu 
changing the name from Sebna to Subat-Enlil, cf. B, GRONEBERG, AnSe 2 27. 

81 Cf. above 49 BAB:T 5. 
82 Cf. 1.-M. DURAND _ M. GUICHARD, FM 3 (1997) 38 n. 107. It is difficult to 

determine the etymological connection between erubbatul7I (DURAND erubatum) and 
urubatulIl; the second word, with the meaning of 'lament, complaint' does not seem to have 
any connection with eriibulI1 'to enter', from which erubbatum and siirubtum are de~lved. 
Another possibility is to derive urubatum and eruball/1I1 from the same root as url/bafll 11, 
which is of unknown etymology (AHw 1436). As an hypotheSIS a possible etymology IS the 

Semitic root brb 'to lay waste, devastate'. 
83 On the movements of statues in Mari cf. 1.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 305f. Cf. in 

general A. SJOBERG, RIA 3 480f. . 
84 Text published in translation only by 1.-M. DURAND III MROA 2/1 478, the complete 

edition will be published in ARM 26/3. 
85 ARM 21 1346'-7' (?/X!?). 
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recently, records an issue of oil for various cui tic objects, but in this case 
the editor of the text does not explain lJaddatum as a place-name but as a 
ritual,86 that is to say, various quantities of oil for the lJaddatum-ritual. P. 
VILLARD87 places Zimri-Um in this 'city' making sacrifices. The term is 
ambiguous and the wording of the texts is also ambiguous, as it allows the 
term to be understood either as a place-name or as a ritual. In any case, what 
is of most relevance to us is the presence of Dagan's chariot in a religious 
ceremony.88 Unfortunately, we do not know where the ritual took place 
since, if it was performed in ijaddatum, the town has not been located. 

An administrative text records some kind of festival that was celebrated 
in honour of Dagan, but unfortunately the text is very broken and we not 
know either the name of the ceremony or the date: 

MA:T 18 
One k u r of normal beer when Dagan ... 89 

4.2. Dagan and the worship of Betyls 

The worship of betyls is well documented throughout Syria from the third 
~ille~nium to well into the first. The evidence collected over many years by 
hIS tonography are the references to the masse bot in the Bible.90 

Archaeological finds and the discovery and study ~f texts from the Ancient 
Near East have continued to show that there is very much more than the 
negative view given by the Bible.91 

The oldest written evidence for betyls in Syria comes from the lexical 
texts from Ebla, where the Semitic term sf-ka-na-tim occurs, equivalent to 
Sumerian n (4-n (492 A. PARROT discovered what is the oldest 
archaeological evidence of a betyl; located in the temple of Ninni-Zaza in the 
pre-Sargonic period, it is a stone, one and a half metres high.93 This 
archaeological evidence has been confirmed by the written sources, also from 
Mari, from the Old Babylonian period. In these texts there are references to 
stones called sikkanum,94 identified as the betyls of archaeological finds. 

86 Cf. D. DUPONCHEL, FM 3 (1997) 223 nr. 42: 8 (15/X/ZL 2) and n. a. 
87 MARl 7 (1993) 316. 
88 Cf. the chariot of Dagan (dBE) of Tuttul in Eblaite sources above EB:T 17. Cf. also 

the zukru-festival of Emar where Dagan takes part mounted on a chariot, cf. 0: ARNAUD, 
MoE 254; D.E. FLEMING, HSS 42 237 and below 5.1.2.1. 

tim. 
89 ARM 7 263 II 12'-13': I [k ]iI r [k ]a s - u - sa u s i-nu-ma dda-gan / xx sa x 

90 Cf. F. VIGOUROUX, Diccionnaire de la Bible, Paris, 1926, 1765-1767. 
91 D. CHARPIN, Akk 78 (1992) 8f. 
92 VE 166a and 166b; cf. also 1.M. DURAND, NABU 1988/8. Cf. also the reference to 

betyls as pre-Amorite in 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 7 (1993) 49. 
93 Cf. 1.-M. DURAND, Fs. Birot, 79 and 80 (photograph). 
94 Probably the word derives from the root sakiinum 'to settle, live (in a place)', used 

only in Mari and not attested in 'classical' Babylonian. Very probably, then, the term means 
'erected (stone),. For the etymology cf. 1.-M. DURAND, Fs. Birot, 82 n. 10; MROA 211 292f.; 
cf. the confirmation of the etymology proposed by J.-M. DURAND, based on parallels with the 
root na~iibum in EI-'Amarna provided by S. LACKENBACHER, NABU 1991/12. For a 
connection with Ug. skn (usually undertstood to mean 'stele'), cf. DLU 402 ('estela'); cf. D. 
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There is a special relationship between th~~e betyls (sikka~um) and Dagan. 
The stones, that were worshipped as deltles or as dwelhng-places of the 
gods, sometimes have a specific reference to. ~ god. MA:~ .110 records the 
offerings of a lamb to three numina, one sacnflce to the. pmkkum o~ I?agan, 
one lamb for Dagan and one lamb for the betyl. It IS not surpnsmg to 
consider that the three offerings were made to the s~me. go~, even though 
this is not explicitly stated in respect of the betyl. Thls vlew lS stren~thened 
by the special relationship between Dagan and the betyls that occurs III other 
texts from Mari. The following letter refers to problems encountered III 

erecting a betyl of Dagan and a betyl of Addu: 

MA:T 19 . [ J h btl f 
"( ) and the betyl of Addu that he may cause to arnve ... tee y 0 

D~~an was erected and the betyl of Addu wa~ n?t erected. Let there be tak~? 
a betyl of four cubits or of five cubits when It (I.e. the stone). has b~en cut . 
This is what my lord wrote to me. When my lord gave me l~structlOns for 
taking a betyl of Dagan, he did not give me any order for takmg a betyl for 

Addu.95 

In another letter, there is an account of a dream in which an old man appears 
who lived in a place called 'The betyls of Dagan'. We d~ not. know whether 
it was a real place (a dependency of the temple?) or only Imaglllary: 

MA:T20 
[ ... J in his dream an old man lived in the place of .the ,~etyls of Dagan, 
before !tur-Mer, to bow down and -the old man-:- said: In who~ do you 
trust? The dead! I spoke to you but you .did not lIsten to ,~~ words. 
On hearing (this), lUir-Mer answered him as follows: Listen Daga~ an~ 
Ninbursag! Today an old man will be the equal of two young men. Go. 
Enter the high city! Listen to the message of the gods! We lIstened to the 

word of the man". 
The old man answered him: "Yes".96 

ARNAUD, MoE 254 n. 45. B. MARGALIT, NABU 1992122; EJ. PENTIUC, HSS 49 156f. Cf. 
also T.N.D. METfINGER, No Graven Image? Stockholm, 1995, 130f.; M. DIETRICH -0. 
LORETZ, Mantik 62f., especially 68f.; 1.e. DE MOOR, UF 27 (1995) 9f. 

95 M.7014: 1'-14' = 1.-M. DURAND, Fs. Birot 83 = 1.-M. DURAND, MROAn~jI296 = 
LAPO 18999: [It n]'4si-ik-ka-nam sa d[IM] / [an-ni-if] li-sa-ak-si-dam / [ ... ]-r;;.~-~. sl-lk-ka
nu-um / [sa d]da-gan iz-za-az-ma / na4si-ik-ka-nu-um sa dIM / u-ul iz~za-az/.l ,s/-lk-ka-Ilom / 
sa 4 am-ma-tim u-Iu-ma / sa 5 am-ma-tim sa ki-ma in-na-[ak-su]-Illm / h-Il-qu-mm all-m-fam 
be-If is-pu-ra-am / [i]-nu-ma as-sum n'4si-ik-ka-nim sa dda-gall / le-qe-em be-If u-wa-e-ra-an
ni mi-im-ma / [as-f]um n'4si-ik-ka-nim sa dIM le-qe-em / [be-l]f u-,ul u-wa-e-ra-a[n-m]. . 

96 ARM 26/1 230 = MROA 2/1 352 = 1.M. SASSON, Fs. LlplOSkl 292f. [um-ma .... ]-ma di

na su-ut-ti-sa 1 1 U S u _ g i / [i-na si-ka]-na-tim sa dda-gan wa-si-ib «MA» / [I g 1 1-

tur-me]-er a-na su-ke-nim um-ma su-ma s u - g i / [a:na ma-nimdtci~]-Ia-tu-Ilu b a - u g7 / 
[ad-bu-b]a-ak-kum-ma a-wa-ti-ia u-ul te-se-em-m/ / [Is-me-,e],-.ma I-tur:me-er kl-a-am :-pu
ul-su / [um-ma su-m]a dda-gall it dn i n - bur.- sag - g a sl-me-e / [I;ina-an-n]a I 1 1I 

S U _ g i a-Ila 2 I u et-Iu-tim I [mi-it-lJa-ri-i]s Iz-za-aZ-Zll al-k~ / [a-Ia~, ] e-Ie-em er-ba-ma 
sa-pa-at / [d i n g i r _ me s si]-me-e-nim / [a-wa-lim f]a aw/-Ium ru-/s-me-e-em «MA» 

/ [,t I u s u - g i] a-an-na-a[m] i-pu-ul-su. . . 
J.M. SASSON reconstructs line 2: ina maskaniitim sa Dagan waSlb '( ... ) was dwelltng at 

Dagan's shrine/threshing-floor' (Fs. Lipinski 293 n. 21). 
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An unpublished text from Tuttul mentions a geographical oddity from 
which betyls are extracted, called Appum sa Dagan. This appum (lit. 'nose') 
may be a cape or a rocky outcrop on the banks of the Euphrates from which 
stone could be extracted, which is very scarce in this region of the 
Euphrates.97 

The presence of betyls in Syria goes beyond the evidence from the 
Mediterranean coast in the first millennium and the archaeological and 
written evidence from the third millennium and the first half of the second 
(Ebla and Mari). The sources of the middle period provide evidence of an 
important cult of betyls in Emar and Ekalte, where Dagan once again had a 
significant role.98 

We do not know the use and significance of these betyls. A letter from 
Saggaratum stresses the importance of the presence of a betyl in the sacrifice 
of IStar (nfq sa IStar).99 It is also interesting to note the idea of the god 
possessing the betyl; the texts refer to the betyl 'of' (sa) Dagan or Addu, but 
not to a betyl 'to' (ana) the deity. Accordingly, we can state that the betyls 
were stones 'of the god' and not simple votive objects or objects erected in 
his honour. The presence of these stones seems to be evidence of a certain 
'aniconic' cult in Syrian religion, a facet that has its roots deep in the third 
millennium and later was to have one of its last refuges in the Bible and by 
extension in Islam. 1 00 

4.3. The sacrifices to Dagan 

Sacrifice (nfqum) is (together with the pagra'um) one of the most important 
religious activities of the cult in Mari. The word nfqum is derived from the 
Akk. verb naqum the basic meaning of which is 'to pour out a liquid', 1 olin 
this case evoking the spilling of blood in the immolation of the victim. 

Most of the texts available to us that record sacrifices to Dagan belong to 
the archive of Asqudum.l02 The dossier comprises a set of administrative 

97 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, TPH 115 n. 52; J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 293. 
98 For a general study of betyls in Syria in written sources (from Mari, Emar, Ekalte and 

Anatolia) cf. M. DIETRICH - O. LORETZ - W. MAYER, UF 21 (1989) 133-139. For a more 
complete study of betyls in Syria and Anatolia, both from the aspect of written sources and in 
terms of archaeology cf. T.N.D. METTINGER, No Graven Image? Stockholm 1995,115-134. 

99 A.652: 3-4. = 1.-M. DURAND, Fs. Birot 81 = 1.-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 296. 
100 For the cult of statues as being purely 'Akkadian' cf. 1.-M. DURAND - M. 

GUICHARD, FM 3 (1997) 37. 
101 Cf. AHw 744; CAD Nil 336. 
102 This group of texts has been published by various scholars; the first to make a partial 

study was J.-M. DURAND, ARM 21 16-31 with the publication of 43 texts and the 
identification of what is called the "Pantheon of Mari" (G. DOSSIN, Studia Mariana 43f.) as 
another text from this dossier. The other 137 documents were published in ARM 23 and in the 
same volume B. LAFONT made a detailed study of the whole dossier with the various 
destinations of the consignments (ARM 23 231-251). Later, W.G. LAMBERT, (MARl 4 
[1985]) 525-528) studied this group of texts as part of a wider examination of the pantheon of 
Mari. Lastly, 1. NAKATA (ASl 13 [1991]) studied these texts again, on the basis of criteria that 
were different from those of DURAND and LAMBERT, interpreting in a different way where 
the sacrifices were made and their relevance for the reconstruction of the various local 
pantheons. 
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f ff' of sheep to the various deities 
texts that register the. moveme~t 0 0 ;.nngst es of consignment can be 
in various ceremomes a~d ntu~r IV~v_ Yiarrim)' 2) for the ceremonies 
distinguished: 1) for the ~1~g'S ta( ~ ~t~SSua~ bare)' 3) for the sacrifices to 

f h f' y of the dlvmers nepls 1m, 
o t e ex ISPIC . I d 5) for gifts to various persons. 103 
gods (nfqum); 4) for the ntua s an h' f Asqudum 11 record sacrifices 

Of the 137 texts from the arc lve 0 , 

(nzqum) to Dagan. 

MA:T 21 _ k II ' T 0 ewes for Samas of the 
Six ewes Ofor the ~acr~~i~~ ~~ t~:l~~~ac~. I~~ e:es for Dagan. Six e~es f~)f 
heavens. ne. ewe or S v T ewes for Sin. Six ewes for Itur-Mer. 
Ninbursag. SIX ewes for ~mas. wo nnunHum Two ewes for IGI-KUR. 
Seven ewes for Derltum. SIX ewfes ~r A_ Two ew~s for Banat Six ewes for 
Seven ewes for Addu. Two ewes or

f 
a~~\ Two ewes for Bel~t-Agade. Two 

Nergal. Six ewe: for Ea. Two e~~~ ~~ss:t~~. Two ewes for Bisamltum. Two 
ewes for Numusd~. Two ewes . k One ewe to ISbara. One ewe to 
ewes for Marat-altlm .. One ewe for Nmbar;a

th
'
e 

si["irtum of the temple of the 
Belet-bisarI. Total: Eighty-seven ewes 0 u 
gods. S~crifices in Mari. (27 /IX/).1 04 

MA:T 22 T f r purification Three ewes 
Six lambs for the sacrifice t~ Da~anTh wo :~s fO~ Ninbursag Two ewes for 
for Yakrub-El. One ewe for Samas~ ree e f r Belet-bir! Two goats 
Marat-iltim. Two ewes for A,nnu_mtum. SIX e:;~r ~eritum On~ ewe for the 
for Nergal. Three ewes f?r BIsamltum. 0n;~: siiJirtum of ~he temple of the 
kin 's table. Total : Thirty-three ewes 0 lOS 
gots for a sacrifice. When the king entered Terqa. (13/x/). 

103 Cf.B.LAFONT,ARM23P.231;~A93(1999)6ID MROA 211 214f.: 6 udu a-na 
104 G. DOSSIN, Studla Manana 43 - J.-M. DURAN d' " "a-me-e I Iud u a-n[al 

d I" I I 2 u d u a-na u t u sa s 
s f sku r - rei a-na [n I n-e - ~ a 16 d _ a dn i n _ bur - s a ~ - g a I 6 
deS.-tar sa i-kal-lim I 6 u d u ~-na_;~l~: d uUa_n~ i~t:r-me-er I 7 u d u a-na di-ri-t:m I 
u d u a-na u t u 12 u d u a-na EN a dIGI-KUR 17 u d u a-na dIM 12 u d u ~-na [na-
6 u d u a-na an-nu-m-tum I 2 u d u a-n d, . g a I I 6 u d u a-na e - a I 2 
anrni/2 u d u a-na dba.lnal-at Id6 ~ d u a-~a I;~ ~ :~_I~~-'il'n u _ m u Ii _ d a/2u d u a
u d u a-na deS.-tar 12 u d ~ ~-~a n I .n a-ga- e . dd u m u _ m f ai-tim I Iud u a-na 
na dki-Si-tim 12 u d u a-na bl-sa-mHlm I 2d~ db u a-nla

l 
u d u a-na dn in bi-sa-ri I Ii u -

d . k I Iud u a-na IS- a-ra . . n I n - bar - r a - a .. . .' . e Ii I s f sku r - rei I-na ma-
n i gin 87 u d u - h i-a I sa si-bl-Ir·tl led I n g I r - m 

d' (27/1X/). MARl 5 (1987) 381 (conation) = J.-M. DURAND, MROA 
lOS ARM 23 264 = B. LAFONT, . I a-na dda-gan 12 u d u a-na i-sa-ar-tlm 

211 222: 7 u d u dO. n f t a - bb dl -. a I S I S/\ u[U
r 
; ~l :-na dU t u I 3 u d u a-na n i n - bur -

13 [ d ul a na w-ak·ru-u - I n g I r . . I 6 d na u - d . "1 . I 2 [u d ul a-na an-nu-m-tlm u u a-• I 2 dad u m u - m I-I -tim d sag - g a u ~ a-n d, . _ a I I 3 u d u a-na dbi-sa-mi-lim I I u u 
dn i n-bi-ri 12 mas - g a I: a-na n e - ~ r_ I" [~;'b a n I sur lug a I I s u - n i gin 33 
a-na ddi-ri-tim II u d u - nit a - b I - a a na " • sku r _ rei i-nu-ma lug a I a-na 

. I"' b' . -Ii led I n g I r - me s s I U d u - b I - a sa Sl- Hr MARl 5 (1987) 653 for a possible entry of the gods 
ter-qak'i i-ru-bu. (13/X/). Cf. M. ANBAR, ' 
into Terqa. 
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MA:T23 

Six lambs for the sacrifice to Sama!L Two lambs to Dagan. Two lambs to 
Y~krub-EL One lamb to Ninbursag. Two lambs to Miirat-iltim. Two ewes to 
Belet-ekalhm. One ewe for the gibbum. Sacrifice(s) in Terqa. (1 4/x/). I 06 

MA:T24 

Two lambs for the sacrifice to Dagan. Two ewes to Yakrub-El. Two ewes to 
Nmbursag. One lamb to Miirat-iltim. Two lambs to ijisamftum. Two lambs 
for the king's table. Total: eleven dead lambs in ijisamta (l4/x/).1 07 

MA:T2S 

Seven fat-tailed ewes, three fattened ewes: sacrifice for Samas. Two ewes for 
Dagan. Two ewes for Ninbursag. Two lambs for Itiir-Mer. Two lambs for 
Belet-ekallim. One ewe: sacrifice for [ ... ]. One ewe for [ ... ]. Total: twenty 
ewes. Expenses in Mari. (I9/xl).108 

MA:T26 

Four lambs for the sacrifice to Belet-ekallim. One lamb for the king'S table. 
One lamb for the sacrifice of Addu-diirI to NannI. Six lambs to IStar. One 
ewe to Dagan. One lamb to Ninbursag. One lamb to Annunftum. Total: 
fifteen dead ewes to Mari. (SIXI/).I 09 

MA:T27 

Three lambs for the sacrifice to Dagan. Three lambs to Ninbursag. Three 
lambs to Itiir-Mer. Two dead ewes. One lamb for the king'S table. Total: 
twelve dead ewes for Mari. (26/xI/).110 

, 106 ARM 23265 =dB. LAFONT, MARI,5 (1987) 3~5 (copy): 6 u d u _ n f t a _ b i-a / 
SIS k u r -. r e laona u t u / 2 u d, u - nit a /da-na da-gan /2 u d u-[n f t a] / a-na d

ia
_ 

ak-ru-ub-d I n g I r / Iud u - nit a / a-na n I n - bur - sag _ g a / 2 u d u a-na 
dd u m u ~ m f il-tim/2 u d u a-na dn i n-e-kal-lim / 1 [u d u] gi-bu-um / Ii u _ n i gin 16 
u d u - b I - a / sis k u r - r e / i-na ter-qak, (14/X/). 

, 107 ARM 23 266 = dB. LAFONT, MARl 5 (1987) 385 (copy): 2 u d u _ nit a / 
~ IS k u r - r e / [a]-na da-gan /[2 u d u] a-na dia-ak-ru-ub-d i n g i r / 2 u d u a-na 
n I n - bur - sag - g a / Iud u - nit a / a-na dd u m u - m iii-tim / 2 u d u _ n f t a 

/ a-na dbi:sa-mi-tim / 2 u d u - n f t a / a-na g;'b a n Ii urI u g a I / Ii u _ n i gin II 
u d u - b I - a / d I m,-m a / i-na bi-sa-am-tak' (14/XI). 

108 ARM 21 22: 7 u d u - g u k k a I - b i-a / 3 u [d u] rna-r[u]-(t]u / sis k u r _ 
r e a-na d~ t u /2 [u ~.]u, a-na dda-gan / 2 [u ]d u a-na d n i n _ bur _ sag _ g a / 2 
u ,d u - nit a / a-Ila I-tur-me-er / 2 u d u - nit a / a-na dn i n _ e _ g a I / 1 u d u 
SIS k u r - r e / a-na [ ... ] x/I u d u a-na [ ] / Ii u - n i gin 20 u d u _ b i-a / z i _ g a / 
i-na rna-ri[k'] (l9/X/). 

,109 ARM 23 283 = B. LAFONT, MARl 5 (1987) 381 (collation), 386 (copy): 4 u d u _ 
nit a - b I - a / sis k u r - r e - did I i? / [a-na] dn i n - e - g a I / 1 u d u _ nit a a
Ila g"b a n Ii urI u g a 1/1 u d u - nit a S [i S k II ]r-r e / I IifIM-du-ri / a-na dna-an-ni 
/6 u d u ~ nit a / a-na dd,-tar / Iud u a-na dda-gan / Iud u a-na d n i n _ bur _ 
S a gk~ g a / Iud u a-na an-Ilu-ni-tim / Ii u - n i gin 15 u d u - b i-a / d i m,-m a / i-na 
maori ' (5/XI!). 

110 ARM 23318: 3 u d u - nit a / sis k u r - r e / a-na dda-gan /3 u d u _ nit a / 
a-na dn i n - bur - sag - g a / 3 II d u - n f t a / a-Ila di-ttir-me-er / 2 u dud i m -m a 
/ Iud u - nit a / a-na g"b a n Ii urI II g a I / Ii u n i gin 12 u d u _ b i-a / d 'i m _ 
m a / i-na ma-ri" (26/XI!). ' 
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MA:T28 
Four lambs for the sacrifice to Dagan. Four lambs for Ninbursag. Two 
lambs for Nin[ ... ]. A she-goat for the king's table. One lamb for the kispun:. 
One lamb for the sacrifice to Sin. Total: Thirteen dead lambs for? Man. 
(29/xI/).1 II 

MA:T29 
Four lambs for the sacrifice to Dagan. Two lambs to Ninbursag. One lamb 
for the ter!fum. Total: seven dead ewes to the temple of Dagan of SUbiitum. 
(Slxul).112 

MA:T30 
Two lambs for the sacrifice to Dagan. Two lambs to Ninbursag. One goat to 
IStar Bisrii. Total: five dead ewes to the temple of Dagan. (x/x/).113 

MA:T 110 should be added, already cited in connection with the pirikkum of 
Dagan dated the 6/XI/. 

On the basis of these texts, we can understand why Dagan does not 
receive sacrifices on a regular basis during these months. Nor are the number 
and class of sheep fixed. Six of the eleven texts record sacrifices in Mari 
(MA:T 110; MA:T 21; MA:T 25; MA:T 26; MA:T 27 and MA:T 28), all of 
sheep (and goats). Two texts record sacrifices in Terqa (MA:T 22; M.A:T 23), 
one in ijisamta l14 (MA:T 24), one in ~ubatum \MA? 29) and. a .fmal text 
records sheep (and goats) to the 'temple of Dagan, WIthout speclfymg where 
it is (MA:T 30115 ). 

The archive of Asqudum is very uniform, going from 24/IXI to. the 
13/XIII of an unspecified year. I 16 This allows us to have a very relIable 
sequence of the various offerings and sacrifices that were made to th~ god 
during these months. The more important problem to be resolved IS the 

I II ARM 23 60: 4 u d u - nit a - h i-a / sis k u r - r e / a-na d da- gan / 4 u d u -
n f t a / a-na dn i n - bur - sag - g a / 2 u d u - nit a I a-na dn i n-[ ... ] 11m a Ii I a-na 
g;'b a n S u rx lug a II 1 u d u - nit aa-na ki-is-pi-im/ 1 u du - n f t~; si sk ur -r ~ 
/ a-Ila dEN-ZU I Ii u - n i gin 13 u d u - nit a I d I m,-m a I I-na ma-rI I I t I kl-Is-kl-sl
im / u, 29-k a m (29/XI!). 

112 ARM 23320 = B. LAFONT, MARl 5 (1987) 389 (copy): 4 u d u - n f t a - b i-a I 
d 'I d· b 'II s f sku r - rei a-na da- gan / 2 u d u - nit a a-Ila n I n - u r - sag : ~ a 

u d u - n f t a / a-na ter-s{-im I S u - n i gin 7 u d u - b 1 - a I d I m,-m a I I-na e da- gan 
I sa e'l-ba-timk; (5/XlIl). . d, 

I 13 ARM 23 334: 2 u d u - nit a I s f sku r - rei a-na da- gan / 2 u d u - nit a / 
a-na d n i n - bur - sag - g a I I a s - g it r / a-Ila dd,-tar bi-is,-ra I s u - n i gin 5 
u d u - b i-a / d i m,-m a I i-na e dda-gan. (x/X/). For the possible date 21/lX/ cf. B. 
LAFONT, ARM 23 p. 239. 

I 14 A city in the district of Terqa, with a temple consecrated to the local goddess 
l::lisamHum, who received royal cult from ZinnrI-Um in Mari itself. Cf. B. GRONEBERG, 
RGTC 3 98; B. LAFONT, ARM 23 p. 246; 1.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 200f.; A. MILLET, AF 22 
(2000) 19. 

115 However, cf. 1. NAKATA, (ASl 13 [1991] 258), who sets this sacrifice in the temple 
of Dagan of Subiitum. 

116 Cf. i-M. DURAND, ARM 21 p. 16; B: LAFONT, ARM 23 p. 232. According to B. 
LAFONT the texts cannot be later that the first regnal year of ZinnrI-Um (ARM 23 p. 247) , 
which would explain the small radius of geographical names cited, in the vicinity of Mari. 
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'absolute validity' of this information for setting out the cultic calendar and 
the hierarchy of the various deities in the 'theoretical pantheon' of Mari. Can 
we extrapolate from the data to determine the pantheon of Mari? Or is it 
merely a 'partial pantheon' restricted in both time (only two months and a 
fragment) and space (the palace cult)? 1.-M. DURANDI17 attempted to 
resolve these questions by interpreting this group of texts as a set of 
offerings to the deities worshipped more by the women of the palace which 
would explain the large number of goddesses who receive sacrifices in these 
texts, and the preponderance of 'political' deities in the offerings. W.G. 
LAMBERT, in his study of the same corpus of texts (to which can be added 
the texts that were published later in ARM 23) concluded (with great 
prudence) that it is possible that the cult is not only of the palace but a cult 
of the various deities of the temples of the city by the king (and not so 
much exclusive to the women of the palace). I 18 B. LAFONT proposed a 
solution halfway between the religion of the palace and of the temple. I 19 1. 
NAKATA also studied this archive and queried the view of DURAND in 
connection with the strict relevance of the dossier to the women of the 
palace and also the specific and exclusive attribution of the evidence to the 
royal palace of Mari.120 

However, the archive of Asqudum is not the only dossier recording 
sacrifices (nfqum) to Dagan. Two letters refer to sacrifices made to this god. 

MA:T3l 
To my lord say, thus (says) Mukannisum, your servant. 
I went to offer a sacrifice to Dagan for the life of my lord l 2 1 

In this text we can see how Mukannisum offers a sacrifice 'for the life' (ana 
baliit bellya) of the king. We do not know whether this sacrifice was 
performed on the initiative of the official on the king's orders (Mu
kannisum) or whether the order was from his own king. Usually, however, 
when Mukannisum obeys an order that has been given by letter, in his reply 
the official refers to a previous letter from the king 'as for what my lord has 
written to me' (assum ... bell ispuram).122 From context, the letter seems to 
have been written from Tuttul, in the continuation of the letter there is a 
reference to the Dagan of Tuttul,123 so it is logical to suppose that the 
sacrifice was made in his temple. 

MA:T32 
To my lord say: thus (says) LanasOm, your servant. 

117 
118 
119 
120 

ARM 21 p. 17f. 
W.G. LAMBERT, MARl 4 (1985) 528. 
ARM 23 p. 245. 
ASl 13 (1991) 249f. 

121 ARM 1323: 1-5 = ARM 2611 209 = 1.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 348 = LAPO 18939: 
[a]·na be-/{-ia / qr·br·lIIa / UI/Hna I/lll-ka·an-ni·«SlIm»-SlIm / ] r-ka·a·fIla s f sku r - r e 
a·na dda-ga[n] / a-na ba-la-a! be-/{-ia aq-qr-i-ma. 

122 On these introductory formulae of Mukannisum cf. O. ROUAULT, ARM 18 p. 221. 
123 Cf. below 122 MA:T 86. 
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M lord wrote to me, thus (said) my lord: "Now, I will send a sacrifice to 
D y B . g one ox and six lambs". Meanwhile, the sacnflce of my lord 
ar~f::d inn~e city in good condition and was sacrificed before .Dagan. The 
land ate and all the city was very happy because of the sacnflce of my 

lord. 124 

This text is a letter sent by Lanasum, who re.presented Zimrl-Llm's interest~ 
. T ttul 125 The king commanded the sacnfice of one ox and SIX lam~s, 
~ow~ver 'the animals were not sent from Mari, and Lanasum had to acqmre 
them O'nce the fate of the sheep had been decided, th~y ~e n,o I~nger 

~ . d t as animals but the letter simply speaks of the sacnfice (mqurn) 
~e erre o. way Once they had been sacrificed in front of the Dagan of 
In a genenc . I b t (-t 'ptun) 
Tuttul the meat was shared out among the peop e to e ea en rna urn I 

in wh~t other texts call the '(sacrificial) banquet' (nap~an~rn): . f 
In a letter from Lanasum to Zimrl-.~lm, the kIng s Infor.ms him 0 

Bunuma-Addu's intention to make a sacnflce to Dagan of Tuttul. 

~:~:~;-AddU wrote to Yakbar-Um as follows : "I wish to go and make a 

sacrifice to Dagan" .126 

Yakbar-Um was the religious leader of Tuttul, and most ~robably he was 
the high priest of Dagan and possibly the leader of the city .. 127 Bunuma
Addu king of Zalmaqum,128 requests permission from the pnest o~ Dagan 

, 'f' . the famous sanctuary of the god in Tuttul. The remamder of to sacn Ice In . . f th 
the letter describes how Yakbar-Um is uncertain about the IntentIOns 0 .e 
foreign king, and asks advice from the people of Emar; they re~l~ that ~f 
Bunuma-Addu enters with only twenty men he .can ~ake the sacnfICe. ThiS 
letter shows how the intention of making sacnfices, In a ,ten:~le, no .matter 
how famous, was not always weJcomed by. the. holy ~Itles, eVidently 
because there had been cases of invasion or pillagIng .of Villages that had 
received 'pilgrims', with the excuse of making an offenng to the local g?d. 
The preventative measure of limiting the .num.ber of p~ople accompanymg 
the king seems to have been a wish to aVOid thiS happenmg. 

124 ARM 26/1 215: 1-14 = J.-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 355: a-Ila be-/{-ia I qf-bf-Illf I um-
, '/ b I ' k' - -um-lIIa s f s k II r - r e / a-Ila cia-gail 

rna la-na-su-II-L1m / I r-ka-a-ma e- I I-a-am a nil , ' b r' / 
It-se-r e)_leI-em I 1 g II d I~ 6 II d u - n f t a [bi-ill I i-IIa-an-na SIS k u r - r e sa e- I-,IG 
i-Ila sd-la-mi-im a-lla a-lim ik-SLI-cla-amlll i g i dda_g~II!'HIG-qf / II //la-a-rU//l 'p-tll-IIII / LI a-
111m ka-ILl-slI a-Ila S f sku r - r e sa be-/{-ia / [m)a-d,-,s aa-dl «x». 

125 Cf. 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 6 (1990) 45. 
126 ARM 2611 246: 8-12 = M. GUICHARD, MARl 8 (1997) 312 (copy~; 1.-M. DURAND, 

MARl 6 (1990) 51: ["'bu)-IlLl-ma-dIM a-Ila ia-ak-[b]a-ar-li-im / [boa-aIm Is-pll-ra;;al/." LIlli-ilia 
slI-lIIa / [ill-Il)l-li-kam-ma a-na dcla-gall ILI-lIq-qr / II ia-ak-ba-ar-ll-Im a-na '-I/w-ar /,s-pLl-L1r. 

127 Cf. 1.-M. DURAND, ARM 26/1 p. 502 n. a. . G 
128 Located in the (Jarriin region; cf. 1.-M. KUPPER, ARM 16/1 40,. B. GRONEBER , 

RGTC 3 258f. According to 1.-M. DURAND (LAPO 16 p. 50), Zalmaqum IS a confederatIOn 

of the towns Harran, Nibriya, Suda and l::Janzat. 
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One of the purpos~s of sacrifices to the deity was to acquire good omens. 
In a letter fron: Bandl-Um to ZimrI-Um, he gives instructions about when 
and why the kmg has to sacrifice to Dagan: 

MA:T34 
May my lord make sacrifices repeatedly before Dagan, may the god give 
good oracles to my lord. I29 

The context of this letter is quite important: four trusty men of the k" 
(BalJdi-Um, KibrI-Dagan, Yaqqim-Addu and Yaslm-Sumu) advise ~~ 
~bout t~e steps he should ~ake during a military campaign. The text is very 
mterestmg because the kmg has to make sacrifices 'before Dagan' (p
Dagan) durin~ the campaign. It was not necessary to make the sacrifices ina~ 
sanc~uary or .m the royal palace, it was possible to make the sacrifices 
ou~slde the CIty, even. thou~h the sacrifices were 'before Dagan'. Thus, the 
deIty was present outsIde stnctly cultic places. 

A~other te.xt ~efers .to the sacrifices that the king has to make to Dagan. 
In .thlS ~ase It IS. a lIterary text, the 'Epic of ZimrI-Um', an epic poem 
wntten m AkkadIan. Unfortunately, there is as yet no edition of the text 
but some fragments of it have been quoted in various publications. Thi~ 
passage corresponds to the end of the Epic, when the king triumphantly 
enters the temple of Dagan: 130 

MA:T35 
Once the king obtained his objective, he came into the presence of 
Nunamnir, in t~e ~kisiqqa offered his sacrifice, within Terqa, the beloved 
of Dagan. Zlmn-Llm asked Dagan for 'life, prosperity and strength' I 3 I 

In this case, there is .a descri?tion of the sacrifice offered by the king to the 
Dag~n of Terqa. Of mtere~t IS t?~ e~ithet of the city, 'the beloved of Dagan' 
(n~ramat Daga.n) and the IdentIfIcatIon of Dagan with Nunamnir, one of the 
e~Ithets of EnIIl. We shall return to these two aspects of the text later. In 
th~s. case the ki~g requests a good future after having obtained a victory in a 
mIlItary campaIgn. I32 

4.4. The pantheons 

W?~n we speak ab.out a pantheon, we are in fact referring to the sequence of 
d~ltI~S t~at occur m a text that generally records offerings of sheep or the 
dlstnbutlOn of goods for maintaining the cult of the gods. Some of these 

,129 ARM26/1119: 18-20=1.-M.DURAND,MROA2/1374: be-If pa-an dda-gan li-it-ta
ql-ma 1 dIn g 1 r-Ium te-re-tim sa-al-ma-tim 1 a-na be-lf-ia li-id-di-in. 

130 For the references to the quotations of this text and future publication cf. 1.-M. 
DURAND - M. GUICHARD, FM 3 (1997) 21 n. 16. 

• v
I3I Epopee16~-169=ARM 2~/l p. 475 = D. CHARPIN, RAl 35 20 = LA PO 18 p. 82: 

[l]s-tu lug a Ilk-su-du lJa-da-an-su 1 [I-r]u-ub ma-lJa-ar nu-na-am-ni-ir 1 [ionIa e-ki-si-iq-qa 
~ f sku r - r e-su i~-qi 1 [qe]-re-eb ter-qa" na-ra-ma-at dda-gan 1 ba-Ia-Ia-am /]e-gdl-la-am 
u da-na-na-am 1 //-11 da-gan zi-im-ri-li-im i-ri-is. 

132 Cf. 1.-M: DURAND, ARM 26/1 p. 475. 
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texts have been studied above in terms of sacrifice. The other aspect of this 
study, however, is to see the relationship between these types of 
administrative texts and the possible reconstruction of the 'pantheon' within 
the world of Syrian religion. The sequence and repetition of the deities are 
data that may be useful for determining which deities were venerated most 
and what the relationship among them was. 

4.4.1. The pantheon of the palace 

When G. DOSSIN published the 'Pantheon of Mari'I33 he initiated a 
'subgenre' within the literature from Mari that we can call the 'Pantheons of 
Mari'. As is evident from the start, these texts are nothing more than lists of 
sacrificial offerings made to the deities. I34 However, these two texts are not 
the only two 'pantheons' in the archives of Mari. 

The oldest 'pantheon'I35 known is the text MA:T 36/37 that is dated to 
an earlier period than the 'Babylonization' of Mari, that is to say, it is a 
document written in a script that has generally been called 'the 
Sakkanakkum period' script, but which in fact corresponds to the reign of 
Yaggid-Um or of YalJdun-Um (1820-1799).136 There is a duplicate of the 
same document in a 'Babylonian version', that is to say, it follows the 
writing rules that were adopted by the Mari scribes on the model of the 
Esnunna script, which became the 'typical' model of the archives from Mari 
during the Old Babylonian period.!37 There is another 'pantheon' in a pre
Babylonian type script, which is very much shorter. Although it follows a 
model very like the text described earlier. It is not our intention to analyse 
these 'pantheons' in detail; we will only examine how they treat Dagan in 
each of these texts and his relationship with the other deities that are 
included. 

133 Cf. G. DOSSIN, Studia Mariana 41f.; text already cited, cf. above 79 MA:T 21. 
134 The texts have been cited above in connection with sacrifices to Dagan; cf. above 

4.3. 
135 We shall continue to use the term 'pantheon' since it has become the traditional term 

for this type of text, reluctantly altering their original meaning; on this cf. 1.-M. DURAND - M . 
GUICHARD, FM 3 (1997) 26 n. 40. 

136 G. DOSSIN called this text 'Pantheon of Ur Ill' (RA 61 [1967] 97f.), cf. the comments 
on the text by 1.-M. DURAND, RA 74 (1980) 174f. For the period when the text was composed 
cf. 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 4 (1985) 166; MROA 2/1 166. Cf. above 3.2.1. 

137 Cf. ARM 24 263 = PH. TALON, Akk 20 (1980) 13f. 
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MA:T36 138 MA:T37 139 MA:T 38 140 
ISIar IStar Belet-ekallim IStar Deritum Annunitum Samas of the heavens Annunitum Dagan IStar of the palace Dagan Bel-matim Dagan 
Bel-matim Ninbursag ~inbursag Ninbursag Bel-Terqa Samas 
Belet-ekallim Samas Sin 
Nikkal Nin a-a Itur-Mer 
Bel-Terqa Enki Deritum 

TABLE I. Comparative table of the 'pantheons of the palace' of Mari. 

First of all, we should note where this 'Pantheon of the ancient period' was 
com~os~d. The fact that there is a version with script of the pre-Babylonian 
type mdlcat~s that th~se texts we~e written in .suprum,141 the capital of the 
dynasty dunng the reign ofYaggld-Um, Zimri-Um's grandfather. When he 
tra?~ferred the capit~1 from .suprum to Mari, there was also a change in the 
wntmg system. This explains certain peculiarities in the text, such as the 
ver~ .secondary presence of Hur-Mer, the patron god of Mari.142 In first 
posltlOn ~her~ are_three god?esses. IStar DerHum, that is to say, the local 
form ofIstar m Der~ the reglOn. from which the Sim'alites came, the region 
of the wells of Bahb· 143 She IS followed by AnnunHum, a goddess who 

. 138 As we have said, this text comprises two manuscripts, each of them broken in 
different s~ctions of the document and because the two texts complement each other it has 
been possible to reconstruct a composite text that, in all probability provides the complete 
sequence of the deIties. Cf. an excellent reconstruction in J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 167f., 
and also hiS partial reconstructi?n in MARl 4 (1985) I 62f. The main differences in writing of 
the two manuscnpts III these first nllle lines are as follows: the first four lines of the 'old' 
pantheon are ~eco~structed on the basis of the text of the 'recent' pantheon. In the'old' 
manuscnpt, Bel-matlm and Bel-Terqa are written with the sign lug a I whereas in the 
'recent' text bel- is written syllabically as be-el. The sequence Belet-ekalli'm Nikkal of the 
.'old' manuscript is reve\sed ,in the 'recent' version (Nikkal, Belet-ekallim). N'oteworthy also 
IS the reference III the old manuscnpt to sheep and offerings of bread to the gods at the 
clos~ of th: document (line 36-44; cf. G. DOSSIN, RA 61 [1967] 100), this does not appear in 
the re.cent text, where there are only some vertical wedges at the beginning of each line and 
an lIldlcatlon (nr. 10) on the tenth line of the obverse. We do not know whether the vertical 
wedge of each line simply introduces each entry (as in school texts) or whether it refers to the 
offenng (sheep?) recorded in the document (cf. W.G. LAMBERT, MARl 4 [1985] 529). The 
eXistence of the 'old' parallel shows that this new manuscript is a simple copy of the text. It 
seems that WIth the changeln normative writing, some documents were recopied in the new 
format, so they give us an Idea of how important this document was in the administration of 
the time. 

139 M. LAMBERT, Syria 47 (1970) 247; cf. also J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 212f. 
140 For the text cf. above 79. 
141 Identified by J.-M. DURAND with Tell Aba Hasan, cf. TPH 1l7; MROA 211 433; 

LAPO 1643; cf. also B. GEYER - J.Y. MONCHANBERT, MARIS (1987) 308 nr. 9. 
142 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 166. 

143 For the two towns called Der, the old Der (at the sources of the Ballb, i.e. originating 
from the Sim 'alite tribes, cf. J.-M. DURAND, LAPO 16 43) and the 'new Der' (about 20 
kilometers south of Mari in the region of present day Abu-Kamal cf. B. LAFONT, ARM 23 p. 
246; J.-M. DURAND, TPH 115; MROA 2/1433; F. JOANNES, Amurru 1 [1996]334; B. GEYER 
- J.-Y. MONCHAMBERT, MARIS [I987J 294; A. MILLET, AF 22 [2000] 17) founded by the 
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was greatly venerated in Mari, generally identified with the goddess IStar. 
AnnunHum was worshipped in Akkad as a nickname of IStar (Istar
AnnunItum) and as patroness of the Sargon dynasty, 144 It is possible that 
the reason for the presence of this goddess in Mari was the 'cultural' 
influence of the Babylonian region on the city, as shown by the change in 
the writing system (Esnunna) and the presence of the kings of the Sargon 
dynasty in the kispum-ritual.I 45 To summarise, the pantheon is headed by 
three goddesses (IStar) one 'generic' and two 'local'. In the case of MA:T 37, 
the structure is very similar and the only variant is the absence of the 
goddess of Der. The first male god in bot~ texts is Dagan, who is in this 
position as king of the 'pantheon' of the regIOn. . .. 

The first section of both 'pantheons' ends With Dagan.I46 Of Illterest III 

the second is the god called Bel-Terqa (,Lord of Terqa') one of the 
commonest epithets of Dagan as patron god of that city. However, it is 
interesting to note the conceptual continuity between the first section, 
ending with Dagan, and the first two deities of the second section: Bel
matim and Ninbursag. The second is a goddess who is very closely 
connected with Dagan, as we shall show below. Bel-matim conceals 
something that is much better known. As we have seen above, this deity 
appears already in the third millennium in the lexical texts fr~m ~~la, 
written dBE KALAM-TIM.I47 This 'Lord of the land' has been Identified 
with various gods.I48 If we accept the most reasonable proposal, put 
forward by J. -M. DURAND, beneath this epithet we have to see Addu, the 
Storm-god. The absence of this god from these two pantheons would be 
inexplicable, if we consider that he is one of the most important gods in 
Syria, with a famous sanctuary in Aleppo. Also, it should be noted that 
(after Dagan) Addu is the second most common god to occur in the proper 
names from Mari. Thus the identification seems clear. The position of this 
god in the two 'pantheons' also indicates this identifcation. The close 
relationship between Dagan and Addu is well known. The latter is called 
Bacl in the Ugaritic mythological texts, where the epithet 'son of Dagan' (bn 
dgn) occurs several times.l 49 The sequence, then, would seem to be father 
(Dagan) - son (Bel-matim-Addu) - mother (Ninbursag). J.-M. DURAND 
claims that the second section represents the cult in Terqa. This statement is 
valid for Bel-Terqa but not for the other deities in that section. The 

Sim'alite dynasty when they settled in the region of Mari cf. J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 
169f.; J.-M. DURAND - M. GUICHARD, FM 3 (1997) 39f.; cf. also on the goddess P.Y. 
HOSKISSON, Fs. Young 26 If. 

144 Cf. above 46. 
145 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 172; cf. above 66. 
146 Unfortunately in the pre-Babylonian manuscript MA:T 36 the first lines have been 

destroyed, but it seems that there is a horizontal mark in the upper left of the obverse that 
marks the end of the section immediately before the line corresponding to Bel-matim (very 
broken in this manuscript, cf. the photo in RA 61 [1967] 98). At all events, MA:T 37 provides a 
clear parallel in respect of the sections of the 'pantheon(s)'. 

147 Cf. above 2.1. 
148 Cf. above 2.1.3. 
149 POPE, WdM 255; DLU 110 s.v. bn 2b; J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 174. 
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argument for the existence of a cult of Addu in Terqa is not sufficient reason 
for attributing the whole section to Terqa. 150 The cult of Addu is one of the 
m?st wides~r~ad in Syria in the second millennium, with deep roots in the 
thIrd. If s~cnf~ces are offered to Addu in Terqa, or if the weapons of Addu 
are deposIted In t~e t~mple of Dagan in that city, there is nothing unusual; 
on the contrary, It IS perfectly logical, given the father-son relationship 
between the t~o gods. 15 I The presence (after Ninbursag and Bel-Terqa) of a 
goddess who IS very closely connected with the royal palace (Belet-ekallim 
'Lady of the palace') and of a goddess as difficult to interpret as Nikkal,152 
does not strengthen the ties with Terqa. It seems more reasonable then to 
consider that in the list there is continuity between the first add sec~nd 
sections. After the three goddesses comes the god-king, accompanied by his 
son and wife. It is possible that the division of the text into sections is due 
not ~o. mu~h to ~tri~tl~ theologi~al an.d geographical criteria as to simple 
admInIstratIVe cntena In connectIOn wIth the offerings or the cui tic cycles, 
for the most part unknown to us. In fact, the attribution of the second 
section to the cult in Terqa does not stand up to a comparison with text 
MA:T 22, in which the local cult of Terqa is clearly represented. 

Text MA:T 37 follows the same model as MA:T 36 but with a more 
si~plified structure. Noteworthy is the sequence Dagan, Bel-matim(-Addu), 
~In~ursag, ~el-Terqa, which comprises a 'family' unit. First comes Dagan 
In hIs genenc form, and the same god occurs in final position, but in his 
local Terqa form. 

The other great 'pantheon' (MA:T 21, a text from the dossier of 
Asqudum) belongs to a later period (the first year of Zimrl-Um's reign l53) 
and has a particular purpose, the sacrifices for the palace cult. The final 
annotation to this text has been the main reason why it was considered as 
possibly a complete 'pantheon' of Mari: 'Total: 87 ewes silJirti bit iliini 
('the totality of the temples of the gods'). W.G. LAMBERT has shown that 
this statement is not to be understood in a literal sense, since in the other 
administrative documents from Mari there occur many other deities not 
r~corded in this text. He suggests translating the term silJirtum as 'circle, 
cIrcumference', with the meaning of the 'sacrificial round' that had to be 
made to various deities, or a succession of niches or chapels of the palace 
~ons~crated to different deities. 154 At first, J.-M. DURAND suggested seeing 
In thIS te.xt t.he reflex of the cult of the women of the palace of Mari, given 
the specIal Importance of both the political deities and the goddesses. I 55 
Recently, the same scholar has modified his view, interpreting this text and 

150 Cf. D.O. EDZARD, RAI 1555; J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 172f. 
15 I For a critique of the family relationships among Dagan, NinlJursag and Bel-matim cf. 

D. SCHWEMER, Wettergott 277 n. 1911. 
152 Cf. the Ugaritic parallel (nkl) M.H. POPE, WdM 302f.; D.O. EDZARD, RAI 1555; J.-

M. DURAND, MROA 21 I 180f. 
153 Cf. B. LAFONT, ARM 23 p. 247; J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 214. 
154 W.G. LAMBERT, MARl 4 (1985) 526f. ; B. LAFONT, ARM 23 p. 244. 
155 J.-M. DURAND, ARM 21 p. 17f; cf. the doubts on this matter raised by W .G . 

LAMBERT, MARl 4 (1985) 528. 
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this expression as 'all of the principal temples', that is to say, the assembly 
of the main deities of Mari and of its nearest surroundings. I 56 . 

Dagan (followed by Ninbursag, forming a single unit, as. wey saw
y 

Jil 

previous 'pantheons') comes fourth in the text, after Belet-ekalhm, Samas of 
the heavens and IStar of the palace, that is to say, two goddesses related ~o 
the palace and Samas of the heaven.s, a. god ~ho does ~ot occur o~ten Jil 

Mari, but has an important role In InternatIOnal treatIes l57 and In the 
onomasticon. In spite of that, we should remember the temple that Yabd~n
Urn built for Samas, commemorated in his famous foundatIOn 

inscription. I 58 

4.4.2. The pantheon of the women of the palace 

A series of letters written by women or ex-wives of the kings of Mari, as 
well as a large number of administrative documents con?~cted wit.h the 
offerings that the women of the royal harem made to th~ deI~Ies, provIde us 
with a general overview of their particular cult and the Identity of the most 

prominent deities in this context. . ' . ' 
The main source for know edge of thIS partIcular cult compnses the lIsts 

for the distribution of oil in the eponym period: at the beginning of these 
lists there is an allocation of oil for various deities. The sequence that can be 

derived is as follows: 

1. Dagan, 2. Addu, 3. Itur-Mer, 4. Samas, 5. Belet-ekaJlim, 6. IStar, 7. IStar 

Irradan, 8. ljanat. 159 

The hierarchy to be derived from this seems the m.ast logical, with D~gan in 
first position as head of the pantheon, Addu as hIs son, and the~ Itur-Mer, 
the polyadic god of Mari, closing the section of gods. The sectIOn of the 
goddesses is headed by Belet-ekallim, as the protector goddess of the palac~, 
IStar is the local dedication IStar Irradan 160 and lastly, comes tJanat.

161 
ThIS 

sequence of deities corresponds quite closely to the 'minor pantheon' 
invoked by Slbtu in a letter addressed to ZimrI-Um. 162 

y 

Gabiatum, a maidservant of Yasmah-Addu, invokes Dagan and Samas to 

resolve the problems of the king: 

156 J.-M. DURAND, SP 90 n. 155; J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 221f. When the text was 
written, Mari's sphere of influence was not clear, but it could not have been much becau se 
Zimrl-Um had come to power, cf. B. LAFONT, ARM 23 p. 247. 

157 J.-M. DURAND, SP 90 n. 157; J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 230. 
158 Cf. D.R. FRAYNE,. RIME 4 6.8.2 (p. 604f.) 
159 Cf. 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 4 (1985) 386 and 422f. ; MROA 211 234. 
160 A polyadic deity of Ekallatum who was introduced into the palace cult of Mari by 

Samsl-Addu, cf. 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 4 (1985) 387 n. 14; MROA 211 236. 
161 For this deity cf. below 115 n. 324. 
162 Cf. below 165 MA:T 171. 
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MA:T38 
To Yasmab-Addu say: thus (sa:ts) Gabiatum, your maidservant. 
I pray continually for you to Samas and Dagan. May Dagan remove this 
grief from your heart. Go in peace to Mari. 163 

In spite of the scarcity of texts about the expenses of the harem during 
Zimrl-Um's reign, there is a text concerning the distribution of oil, with a 
different structure from the one we saw in texts from the eponym period. It 
follows the sequence used in the lists from the reign of Yabdun-Um,164 
with a significant difference in the deities worshipped, particularly by the 
people of the north in contrast with the disappearance of the local goddess of 
EkaIHitum. 165 Even so, most of the lists for the distribution of oil from 
Zimrt-Um's reign have the sequence Belet-ekallim in first position and IStar 
in second. 166 

MA:T39 
Half a litre of oil for Belet-ekallim, half a litre for IStar, half a litre for 
Dagan. Total: one litre and a half of oil for the god. 167 

4.5. Dagan and Ninbursag in the texts from Mari 

The occurrence of many gods in the archives from Mari with logographic 
writings suggested, at first, that there had been a important cult of Sumerian 
deities in the Mari pantheon. Gradually, it has been possible to discern 
many local deities behind these Sumerian forms. One of these deities, with 
a Sumerian form but very probably of Semitic content, is Ninhursag. The 
goddess as such, in the Sumerian world, is one of the most important 
female deities in the third millennium together with Inanna. The goddess of 
fertility and wild animals, etymologically, her Sumerian name means 'Lady 
of the mountain' .168 

Recently, J.-M. DURAND has proposed that under this Sumerian form 
lies the goddess Salas, Dagan's consort according to god lists of the late 
period. 169 The proofs that he provides are quite weak but he seems certain 

163 ARM 10 I = 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 4 (1985) 433 n. 237 = 1.M. SASSON, FM 2 303 n. 
II = 1.-M. DURAND, LAPO 18 1216: a-na ia-as-m[a-ab-dIM]I qf-bf-ma I um-ma ga-bi-a-tum 
I gem e-ka-a-m[a]I a-na dU t u u dd[a-gan] I ak-ta-na-r[a]-ba-ku(wn] I dda-gan bi-ip sa
[ka]1 a-ntl-mi-am [l]i-S[li!-ub]I u i-na s[a ]-l[i-im-tim]I a-na ma-r[;k'] I at-la-ka-am. On the 
possible relationship between bippum and the verb apiipum cf. W. HEIMPEL, NABU 1998/63. 

164 Cf. above 79 MA:T 2J. 
165 Cf. 1.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 237. 
166 Cf. N. ZIEGLER, FM 4 (1999) 40. 
167 T.313: 1-5 = N. ZIEGLER, FM 3 (1999) 126 = MARl 4 (1985) 409 = 1.-M. DURAND, 

MROA 211 236: 112 qa 1 - b a I dn i n-e-ka/-lim I 112 qa eS4-tar I 112 qa dda-gan I 5 u -
n i gin I 112 qa 1 - bad i n g i r - m e s. 

168 Cf. D.O. EDZARD, WdM 104; T. JACOBSEN, TD 104f. For a general description of 
Ninbursag cf. J. NAKATA, DMT 398f. 

169 Cf. Above chapter 3 n. 83. Cf. also N. WYATT, UF 12 (1980) 377. 
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of his identification. 17o We shall try to see what the role of this goddess 
was in the texts from Mari either to confirm or to disprove DURAND's 

proposal. . _ _ 
The goddess occurs in the texts by Yaggld-~Im or Yabd.un-Llm that 

record issues of various goods for the temples. In SIX texts of thiS corpus the 
goddess Ninbursag appears, and of these six texts, only o.ne records .an Issue 
exclusively for the goddess, I 7 I the other issues are for Nmburs~g with other 
goddesses or with Dagan, the only male god to accompany her m any of the 

documents. ln . . 
The texts from the eponym period or by Zimrl-Um provide us With a 

little more information about the goddess. There are several references to the 
temple of Ninbursag, both in letters and in economic documents. A letter 
from Ablmekim l73 to Zimrl-Um refers to the s~ore~ous~ of the temple of 
Ninbursag.J74 ARM 25 281 includes a transactIOn m Silver for craft~ork 
recorded within the temple of Ninbursag. ~RM 24 172 re~or~s a po.sslble 
offering of silver items to the temple of Nmbursag of Man (sa Man). An 
economic text from the reign of Zimrl-Um records a sequence of garments 
for various deities, including Dagan and Ninbursag. 

MA:T 40 f T 'k' 
One sabbum-garment of Dagan. One of Ninbursag. One garment 0 as 1-

Mamma. One garment of Nergal. One garment of Admu. One garment of 
IStar of Nubtum. One garment of Ninkur. (2I?1ZL 4').175 

Other texts document the existence of personnel connected with the cult of 
the goddess. A mubbum of Ninbursag, called Ea-mudammiq, occurs in one 
text that records the distribution of garments to various people. 176 In a letter 
addressed to the king, the sender relays the message from Ninbursag throug~ 
his apilum. 177 There are also women who are 'consecrated/devoted 

170 The only evidence he provides to prove this statement is the alternation of certain 
personal names with Ninbursag and Salas cf. J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 136; J.-M. 
DURAND, MARl 8 (1997) 278. 

171 ARM 19246 (grain and animals). 
In ARM 19 184 (temples of Antum and Ninbursag); ARM 19 190 (templesd of Dagan 

and Ninbursag); ARM 19 191 (temples of Ninhursag and Antum. The, presence of IM m hne 
3 in this document is very unlikely as the text is so broken; H. LIMET s reconstructIon IS very 
hypothetical); ARM 19 192 (temples of Dagan and Ninbursag) and ARM 19 383 (temples of 
Belet-ekallim, Dagan and Ninbursag). 

173 For this person and his correspondence with Zimri-Um cf. S. LACKENBACHER, 
ARM 26/2 371 f. 

174 ARM 26/2 455: 7'-8'. 
175 ARM 23 46 = C. MICHEL, MARl 5 (1987) 49: ~collayon) and 506: 1 ~ U g s~-bll sa 

dda-gan II sa dn i n - bur - sag - g a Idl } ~ g ,sa ta-as-kl-lIIa-m~ I Iv t dU g sa n e -
e r iw g a III tug sa dad~mu/ [I] t u,jl es-tar sa nu-ub-lIm II t ~ ~ sa ,n I n?- k u,r I 
li t i ... ] U4 2-k a m I m u Z[l-lIl1-n-Il-lm]I g g u - zag a 1 a-I!a u t u I u-se-/u-u. (2I.1ZL 4 ). 

176 ARM 22 167: 8'; on this person cf. also text A.4676 (J.-M. DURAND, ARM 2611 p. 
381) in a context similar to the one in ARM 22 167. 

177 ARM 26/1 5'. 
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(sillalUm) t~ Ninoursag;l78 these women were destined for serving in the 
cult of ~ertam goddesses. The texts are not very explicit and do not specify 
what kind of. tasks they were required to perform and whether the service 
they had to gIve was temporary or not. 

T~o letters I 79 inform us about the work of metallurgists making a statue 
of NmOursag. B?th letters were written from Terqa by Kibn-Dagan, the 
~overn~r of the CIty, on the o~ders .of Zimri-Um. The statue of the goddess 
~n the CIty of !erqa also receIved Jewels and various ornaments as recorded 
m the economic documents. 180 At the purely administrative level there is a 
record of payment of grain in exchange for silver of NinOursag.181 

The largest amount of documentation on Ninoursag is connected with the 
offe??g of sa~rifices to the goddess. One text refers to the 'day of the 
sacn.fI~es o~ N moursag' .182 Most of the references, however, come from the 
ad~mlstratIve texts, al~ belonging to the archive of Asqudum and they list 
vanous numbers of ammals for sacrifice. Ninoursag is accompanied by the 
following deities: 

ARM2127 ARM 2133 ARM 23 289 ARM 23 312 ARM 23 325 
Annunitum + 
Belet-Agade 
Belet-ekal. + 

+ Deritum + 
Dumuzi + 
ISartum + 
IStar 
IStar sa ekal. + 

Kissitum + 
+ Ninbursag + + + + + 

TABLE 2. Comparative table of the deities accompanying NinlJursag In the offering lists. 

From this table we ~an see that Ninbursag is always accompanied by 
g~ddesses. The only time that she is together with a god in these texts is 
WI.t~ Dumuzi and it is not due to a special relationship between the two 
d~ltI~s. The explanation is to be found in another goddess who accompanies 
hIm m the same text, namely Annunitum, who has a very close connection 

. 178 ARM 21413: 5; ARM 22 64: 5. It should be stressed that these texts also record other 
gifts mtended to be sillatil of the goddesses Derltum, Belet-ekallim and IStar-Bisrii. All the 
gifts are described as salta! Mislan with the meaning of 'booty from Misliin'. For the term 
sillatum as a 'consecrated' person or 'devotee', cf. J.-R. KUPPER's translation in ARM 22 
andl~9M. DURAND's translation in ARM 21; cf. also CAD Sf3 264 s. v. slllatu 2a. 

ARM 3 43 and ARM 13 116; cf. the new translation of the texts by J.-M. DURAND in 
LAPO 1693 and 94; cf. MROA 2/1 276, also by J.-M. DURAND. 
. ISO ARM 7 118. Is it possible that ARM 7 10, which li sts ornaments for 'the goddess' 

(Iltum), IS refernng to Nlnbursag? However, the text is from the eponym period. 
lSI ARM 24 12. 
IS2 iim nlqim ina bit Ninbursag ARM 26/1 219: 4'. 
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with Dumuzi. IS3 The only occasions where she is accompanied by male 
gods are in the 'pantheons', which, it is worth remembering, are simple 
texts in the same administrative category as those cited earlier. 184 

Elsewhere, Ninoursag is always accompanied by Dagan. IS5 . . 
In view of these facts, one thing is clear, namely that Nmoursag IS the 

goddess who has the closest relationship with Dagan in the text~ fro~ Mari. 
One further text should be mentioned, cited above (MA:T 20), m whIch the 
god ItOr-Mer exclaims: 'listen, Dagan and Ninoursag' (Dagan u 
N i n bur sag sime) almost as if it were a set phrase. 

However, the reading remains uncertain and J.-M. DURAND proposed 
reading Salas, Dagan's traditional consort. This position is J'upporte~ by 
MA:T 10 which records some pagnl"'um-sacrifices to Dagan, Salas (wntten 
syllabically) and ijebat. As we have noted above, the fact that the. sacrifices 
were made in Aleppo explains the presence of ijebat, who, accordmg to the 
etymology proposed by A. ARCH!, is closely connected with that city, as 
she is the sister-wife of Addu of Aleppo. It is logical that Da&.an, as lord of 
the funerary offerings, would continue to be worshipped. Salas vappears, 
then, in her capacity as his wife. It is logical to consider rea~ing Salas for 
Ninbursag. Even though, in the published texts, there is no relIable proof to 
confirm this, all the indications point in this direction. 

The data from the onomasticon do not throw much light on this 
question. There is no proper noun that alternates between the two spellings 
(Ninbursag/Salas)I S6 so it is difficult to bring vconclusive data. for 
identifying the spelling Ninoursag with the goddess Salas on the baSIS of 
the onomasticon. There are, however, other spellings that also invite her 
identification with Salas. The goddess dn i n - k u - g i is a very strange 
deity in the Sumerian pantheon and completely unknown in the Mari cult. 
She is only cited in one personal name: lJa-an-ni-dn i n - k u - g i .187 The 
Babylonian lists An=Anum and An=Anu sa ameli make Ninkugi equivalent 
to Salas,188 and the Old Babylonian forerunner of An=Anum AO 5376 

IS3 There is nothing unusual in this relationship if we remember that Annunitum is clearly 
connected with the goddess IStar, or is simply one of her manifestations, cf. J.-M. DURAND, 
MROA 211 171 and 206. 

IS4 Cf. above 79 MA:T 21 and MA:T 22. 
ISS MA:T 25 (Samas, Dagan, Ninbursag, ltiir-Mer, Belet-ekallim); MA:T 26 (Belet

ekallim, Nanni, IStar, Dagan and Ninbursag); MA:T 27 (Dagan, Ninbursag and ltiir-Mer); 
MA:T 28 (Dagan, Ninbursag and Sin); MA:T 29 (Dagan, Ninbursag); MA:T 30 (Dagan, 
Ninbursag and IStar-Bisrii). 

IS6 The PNN that occur in published texts are as follows: ip-qu-dsa-la (ARM 21 382: II 
31; ARM 25 269 rev. 5(?); 289 rev. 2'; however, cf. below 6.2.1.); 1 r_dn i n - b u r-[s a g] 
(ARM 24181: 6; M.5196+: VI 27' = J.-M. DURAND, MARl 8 [1 997] 622); n i n - bur -
sag - g a-ga-mi-la-at.(ARM 16 164 [Terqa]); dn i n - h u r - sag - g a-um-mi (ARM 16 
164 [Mari]); dsa-la-as-tap-p{ (ARM 13 I: III 26 = J.-M. DURAND, MARl 8 [1997] 604); sa-Ia
as-tu-ri-ia (ARM 22 10: IV 4); su-dn i n - bur - sag - g a (ARM 25 126:4; D. 
LACAMBRE, FM 3 [1997] 117: 3'). 

IS7 M.3151: IV 61 = J.-M. DURAND, MARl 8 (1997) 651. 
ISS Cf. above chapter 3 n. 83. 
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records Dagan followed by Ninkugi. 189 It is very probable, then, that Salas 
lies behind this 'exotic' spelling in Mari.190 

4.6. Local dedications of Dagan 

As we said above, the texts from Mari tell us more about the world 
surrounding the great capital of the Middle Euphrates region than about the 
actual metropolis from which the documents come. The texts that refer to 
Dagan also reflect this dis torsion. On the other hand, the particular 
importance of the local dedications of Dagan --especially those from Terqa 
and Tuttul- force us to set the information into groups and attempt to 
reconstruct each of the various aspects of the cult and the peculiarities of 
each dedication separately. In most cases, the text describes perfectly the 
local dedication to which it refers explicitly. In spite of this, there are some 
texts that do not mention a specific centre of worship, although the context 
(sender's name, cross references to other texts, etc.) gives a clear indication 
of the local epithet of Dagan in question. In this section we have included 
most of the texts from this period that come from direct excavation of cult 
centres outside Mari (especially, Terqa and Tuttul), and in spite of the scarce 
documentation, they represent a good supplement to the mass of texts found 
in Mari. 

4.6.1. The Dagan of Terqa 

Terqa, a city some 60 km. upstream from Mari, modern Tell al_c Asara, 191 is 
famous for being one of the principal seats of the cult of Dagan with one of 
the most important temples dedicated to him.192 Together with Tuttul, 
another city dedicated to Dagan, and Aleppo, seat par excellence of the 
temple of Addu, Terqa excels as one of the holy cities of Syria. This city 
receives the appellative 'Beloved of Dagan' in an inscription of ZimrI-Um, 
which commemorates the building of an ice-pit in Terqa: 

TE:T I 
Zimrl-Um son of Yagdun-Um, king of Mari, Tuttul and the land of the 
'bedouins', builder of an ice-pit that no king had previously built on the 

189 Cf. TCL 1510 II 57-58 (pI. 25). 
190 Cf. the gloss in CT 25 10 34: dn i n'a./a.a'_k U - g i, and An=AIlLI sa ameli 59: 

<d>n i m - k u - g i = dsa-la (R.L. LITKE, AN 232, here in the section on Adad, cf. below 
6.2.1.). On this cf. J.-M. DURAND, NABU 1987114 II a; J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 I 36f.; J.
M. DURAND, MARl 8 (1997) 278 and 651 n. 715; K. REITER, Die Metalle im Altell Orient, 
AOAT 249, MUnster 1997,72. 

191 Cf. B. GRONEBERG, RGTC 325f. 
192 A votive inscription on a gemstone records the dedication by Kudurmabuk of Larsa 

to a deity. Unfortunately the text is very broken and we cannot ascertain to whom the 
inscription was dedicated. If the piece was an import from the south, then clearly the object is 
not in context in Terqa, but if it is a jewel that Kudurmabuk dedicated in Terqa, in all 
likelihood it was dedicated to Dagan, which would confirm the rank of that city as an 
'international' cult centre. For the text cf. C. WILCKE, Fs. Kupper 180; cf. the copy and 
photograph in TFR I p. 92 (nr. 58) and plate l. J.-M. DURAND does not seem to doubt that the 
text was dedicated to Dagan (LAPO 18 p. 120). 
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b ht oss [ ] to the bank 
bank of the Euphrates. T.h~ ice that[ ... ] w~s? roug da~rf [Da "~n] [ ... ].193 
of the Euphrates an ice-pit In Terqa [the city] belove g 

. ., d f Da an' in reference to Terqa also occurs in a 
The adjectIve Bel~vhe EO. fgZ'mr-l-Um' in the passage that describes the 
rt y text called T epIc 0 1, 194 
~~;,~ triumphal entry into the holy city to offer a sacrifice to Dagan. 

4.6.1.1. The temple of Dagan in Terqa and the cult personnel . 

The earliest reference available to us to the temple of Dagan in Te.rqa is :n t: 
. ., f S si-Addu that commemorates the constructlOn 0 

tilSCnptlOn 0 : seen above in the third millennium there already wa~ a 

te~pleil~; ~o~; of Terqa', who in all likelihood is to be identifi~d wIth 

tO
aga

C
;195 It is not unreasonable, t~en, to think that ~e al~adY e~~~~e:~ 

that time in an important sanctuary til Terqa consecrat to. agan. 

f S
v v_ -Addu probably celebrated a restoration or extenslOn of the temple 

o amSI . 196 
and not a completely new constructlOn. 

§!~~S~-AddU, king of the totality, the one
f 

chhOS~~. ~y En'~heth~o~:;o~~e h~! 
Dagan the governor of Assur, builder 0 t e ISlga, 

, . T 197 
si lence', the temple of Dagan In erqa. 

. ' f th temple by Samsi-Addu is also 
This construction or Improvement 0 e . .198 
recorded in one of the pseudo-year-names of the eponym penod. 

MA:TI 
SVamx-I-Addu defeated Mar-Addu and built the temple of Year in which , 

Dagan. 199 

If the building of this temple of Dagan is the same as in the in~crip~ion tha~ 
commemorates the temple of Dagan in Terqa, we may state t at t IS wor 

193 D R FRAYNE RIME 4 6.12.3. (p. 625): mZi-i]lIl-ri-li-illl]I d u ~ U ia-ap-d~LI-ill-li-im1 
I I U g a I ~It~_ri[k; tLl-u~-tLl-ulk;]1 Lt ma-a-a: [ba-/la

k
,] I e-pr-is1[e s~-[n-!/]-/lmS]LI:r~~p:~~/;;; {~~J 

I, dl [b n '] I ma-am-ma-all a /-pu-su . 
I u [g a I} I i-/la ~-a[b ]1

1
. U fba ,ndu_ bur a n u [nki] I e su-ri-p[f-im]I i-/la ter-q[a

k
, ... ]I 

xx [ ... ]1 us-te-bL-rr ... L-/la a-a 1 

/la-ra-ma-at [dda-gall]. 
194 Cf. above 84 MA:T 35. 
195 Cf. Above MA:T land MA:T 2. 

~:~ ~~~~slc6·.~·.~·(~E~~~~'~~s~d~~ II u g a I k i s/ sa-ki-ill d,ell-lillpa-li-ia dda_ 
, . d . e k· . - g a I e qu-ul-ti-su I e da-ganlqe-re-eb ter-qa . 

gall/e n s I a-sur4Iba-IllMA-RII4-(sI9185) 251f' J-M DURAND MARl 5 (1987) 155f.; D. 198 Cf. D. CHARPIN, .,.., 
CHARPIN, NABU 1992/30. d •. dIM I md u m u_dIM ik-su-dul Lt e dda-gall I 

199 ARM 811: 40-43: m u I-k a m u t U-Sl-

i-pu-su. 
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was completed during the eponym-ye f A Vv • 

year of Yasmab-Addu.2oo ar 0 ssur-Mahk, III the thirteenth 

kis ~t \irst, .the nam~ of the temple was understood as 'The house of the 

I 
Pd m

f 
' a htle that, III theory, would have suited the profile of the god 

or 0 the pagrii'um 201 Howeve th k j" . as 
of the Sumerian k i _ 's i h.r'h e ey Ie~ m the correct interpretation 

. - g a, w IC was explamed as a variant of k i - s ' 
? a (klsp~m). In f~ct, k i - s i - g a means 'place of silence/calm' 1-

mterpr~tatlOn that IS corroborated by the 'translation-ex lanation: ~ 
AkkadIan m the same incription (bit qultisu).202 However, ~he Sumeri~n 
name for the temple was only an erudite touch" n 
temple is called 'Ekisiqqa',203 a Semitic form' o~mt~e mS othe.r texts ~he 
removed th t I' I e umenan, whICh 
. . e e ymo .0~Ica, meaning of the name by writing, for example th 
sIg~e I.nstead of.wntm~ e, as was to be expected in the name of a templ~ e 

u~ng the reIgn ~f Samsi-Addu the statue of Dagan of Terqa was mo~ d 
~o Man to. be. worshIpped within the palace. This did not prevent the c~It 
rom contmumg as usual in Terqa 204 ThI'S 

h . . move was a way of 
~~rengtf enmg the control a~d loyalty of the lands recently conquered by the 
t: mg 0 Uppe: M~~op~tamla. Other local deities were also moved to Mari 
or the same polItIcal reasons, as in the case of Samas of M 
A/~u of Ma~anum.205 .The effe~ts of the later return of the statu:n~F~~g: 
o I e~q~ dunng th~ .reign of Zimri-Um can be appreciated in a dream as 
re ate y Addu-dun to the king of Mari In the drea h .' 
temple of Belet-ekallim and finds the sanc~uary empty: m, s e goes mto the 

MA:T42 

( ... ) Dada,. the p:iest of IStar of Bisra stood in the doorway of Belet-ekallim 
and a hostile vOIce dId not cease shouting as follows' "Com b k D [ 
Come back D [" Th ( h . . e ac agan. 

agan.. us t e vOIce) shouted without stopping ( ... ).206 

Th~ .letter. is ~rom the beginning of the reign of Zimri-Um when the 
polIhcal situatlO? was still unstable and the return of the statue ~f Da an to 
T.erqa could. be mterpreted as a show of weakness on the part of th g 
kmg of Man.207 e new 

200 For the correspondence between this ' , 
cf D CHARPIN NABU year-name and the eponym of Assur-Malik 
(1985) 256f.' 1992/30. For the sequence of the eponyms cf. D. CHAR PIN, MARL 4 

201 Cf. J. J. FINKELSTEIN, JCS 20 (1966) 116' I NAKATA DMT 
MENZEL, AT I 52. ' . , 114 and 122; B. 

a 20~ Cf~.R.,GEORGE, HMH 110 nr.608. For a discussion of the meaning of k i _ s i _ 
~CHMID/ l~Ds315f- .g fa landcprevlous blbllOg~aphy cf. A. TSUKIMOTO, Kispum 70f.; B.B. 

, ., c . a so AD Q 302 s.v. qultu 2a 
203 Cf. above 84 MA:T 35. . 
204 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, SP 95 n. 170. 
205 Cf. J.-M. DURAND SP 95 n 171 206 ,. . 

1094: da~RM .I~ 5014-21 = ARM .26/.1 237.= J.-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 344 = LAPO 18 
• a I u . san g a / [fla eS4-tar bl-ls7-ra / [i)-na bi dn i n-e-kaf-l" /. , 
u n~-ak-rum / [k/)-a-am is-ta-na-ds-si / um-ma-mi t[u-rla dd[ _ lin d Iz-za-az-ma.. PI
na-as-sl. Cf. also J.-M. DURAND SP 96 a g)an / tu-ra d[a-g)an /Is-ta-

207 ' . 
D. CHARPIN - J.-M. DURAND, MARL 4 (1985) 327; J.-M. DURAND, SP 96. 
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The temple of Dagan in Terqa had an important administrative function 
and acted as tax-collector for the maintenance of the administrative structure. 
A letter from the eponym period tells us about the complaints of the citizens 
about the temple taxes: 

MA:T43 
( ... ) Habiendo salido allf donde durante todo el dfa fabricaron ladrillos, 
escuche las quejas de los particulares, que decfan: 'Mas que de costumbre 
el templo de Dagan de Terqa representa para nosotros una carga pesada! 
lamas nuestro impuesto ha sido tan pesado!'. Cuando escuche las quejas 
de los particulares, fui inmediatamente a encontrar a Unlm, y Masiya 
estaba allf: 'Cada particular se queja, diciendo: 'nuestro impuesto ha sido 
endurecido!'. No deberfa suceder que, si las quejas llegan al rey y se 
expresan intenciones sediciosas en relaci6n contigo, el rey se enoje ... !208 

Administrative and cultic activity require the presence of cult personnel who 
in some cases feature in the texts. So far we have been able to list the 
following office connected with the temple of Dagan of Terqa. 

The ugbabtum209 were priestesses of some kind about whom we have 
very little information. They were very important because one text mentions 
explicitly the stages through which a priestess of this category had to pass 
so that she could accede to her 'official' residence in Terqa. 

MA:T44 
To my lord say: thus (says) Kibrl-Dagan, your servant. 
Dagan and Yakrub-El are well. The city of Terqa and the district are well. 
Another (matter): according to what my lord previously wrote to me about 
the house where the ugbabtum-priestess of Dagan was to live, I have had 
omens taken. As for the house of the previous priestess, my omens are 
favourable and the god has answered me 'yes'. I have started work to pu t 
this house in order and supervise the imperfections. The priestess whom 
my lord brought to Dagan shall live in this house.210 

The priestess had to wait until a series of oracular tests had been made 
before being able to take up residence in her new house and be installed in 
her office. The oracular consulation and the whole affair in general were very 
important because the governor of Terqa was following the instructions of 
his king CZimri-Um) and the governor in person dealt with the matter. 

208 A.4244 = J.-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 302; text cited only in translation, the edition is 
to appear in ARM 26/3. 

209 We know of ugbabtum-priestesses of Zababa in Kis, of Samas in Sippar and also in 
Nippur in Babylonian sources, cf. J. RENGER, ZA 58 (1967) 146f. 

210 ARM 3 42 = J.-M. DURAND, ARM 2611 178 = J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 449: a-na 
b[e-lf-i)a 1 qf-[btl-ma 1 um-ma [ki-ib)-ri-dda-gan 1 [1 )r-[ka-a-m]a 1 [dlda_gan u [d1[ia-akl-ru
be-di n g i r [fla-al-mu 1 a-Ium ter-qa"' u !:Ja-al-~u-um sa-{l]im 1 sa-ni-tam k[i-m]a sa i-na pa
[nil-tim 1 be-If is-[pu-r]a-am as-s[um] e-tim / sa a-sa-ar m'ug-ba-a[b-tum fla dda-gan 1 us-sa
bu te-re-tim 1 u-se-pf-i[fl-ma 1 a-na e m'ug-ba-[a]b-tim pa-ni-tim 1 te-re-tu-ia i-sa-[r]a 1 u 
din g i r-fum a-na-am i-pu-Ia-an-ni-ma 1 a-na e sa-a-tu su-te-su-ri-im 1 !I me-er-qe-ti-su !:Je
(i-im 1 qa-tam as-ku-un 1 i-na e se-tu m;ug-ba-ab-tum 1 sa be-If a-na dda-gan i-re-ed-de-em 1 
us-sa-ab. 
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However,. of most .r~leva~ce is that there was a ritual to be followed. Not 
only was It. an admimstr~trve pro~edure that had to be resolved but there was 
als~ a relIgIOus problem m selectmg a suitable place where the priestess w 
to IIve.211 as 

The case of this pr~estess, however, is different from the case of certain 
women who were destmed for the 'contemplative life' Da -b _. Z" - L- , f' 'f, . v_. . m ura~Im was 

Imn- 1m s Irst WI e untrl Slbtu ~ITlved. It was thought that Dam-bura~im 
was relegated .because she Occurs m the texts in connection with religious 
matters and wIth the Dagan of Terqa. N. ZIEGLER (FM 4 452f.) and J.-M. 
DURA~D (L~P.O 18 p. 298) changed their view on this matter and it seems 
that_ I?am-bu:a~l:n :vas never re!egat~d in Terqa. In a letter sent by Dam
bura~lm to Zlmn-Llm, the ex-wIfe wIshes the best in the field of battle a d 
recommends the arrival of the king to Terqa to worship Dagan. n 

MA:T45 

Anot~er matter: may Dagan, the lord of Terqa, fill your hands with your 
enemies and your foes. Come in peace to kiss the kindly feet of Dagan, 
your lord.212 

In another letter Dam-bura~im expresses favourable wishes for the king, 
accompanied by Dagan and Hur-Mer: 

MA:T46 

[Another matter]: may the [lord of Ter]qa [and ItGr-M]er, [king of Ma]ri 
stand at your right and at your left.213 

Kunsi-matum, Samsi-Addu's daughter and Yasmab-Addu's sister was 
con.secrated to the .god Dag~n as a priestess.214 This fact is explained as a 
polItIcal unde~aking by Samsi-Addu, after the conquest of Mari to 
strengt.hen the. tIes of the royal family with the new territories conquered A 
strategIc l~catlOn for doing this, undoubtedly, was the temple of Dagan' in 
Terqa. ThIS. was. common practice in many royal families throughout 
MesopotamIa, as m the case of Enbeduanna, daughter of Sargon of Akkad 
conse.crated to Nanna of Ur or Enninsunzi, daughter of Lipit-IStar, enthroned 
as pnestess by Gungunum. 215 The women of royal blood who become 
preistesses are named with the formula dam + DN. The Akkadian reading 

105
21 

I Cf. 1. RENGER, ZA 58 (1967) 147f.; 1.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 449; LA PO 18 p. 

212 AR~ 10629:15 = 1.-M. DURAND, LAPO 181119: sa-ni-fanl dda-gan / be-el ter-qa ki 

~ a-ta-bl-ka u ,lIa-ak-n-ka / a-na qa-fl-ka li-ma-li-ma / i-lla su-ul-mi-im / al-ka-alll-Illa g 1 r 
da;~~n / be-It-ka / [djam-qa-f[amj / i-si-iq. 

. ARM 1066 1.6-18 = 1.-~. DURAND, LAPO 18 .1118 (cf. the collation n. 52, different 
In MROA 2/1 4~7): [sa:~/-falllj da-ga~l / [be-el fejr-qak, / [u di-ftir-mje-er / [I u g a I maj-rik, 
/ [/-IIII-fja-ka / [u slu-l1l1-tl5-ka / [It-zj/-IZ-Zu. 

214 Ku'- -t 'B . nSI-ma urn means ow down, oh land!' and refers to Dagan's pre-eminence in 
the Middle Euphrates region; cf. 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 3 (1984) 130' LA PO 18 386f 

215 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 4 (1985) 397f.; 1.-M. DURAND SP 95' 1 _~. DU~AND 
MROA 2/1 441f. ' '" , 
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of the Sumerogram is uncertain, but the literal meaning is 'wife of DN".216 
Kunsi-matum has this epithet (d am dda-gan) in two economic documents 
that, among other business, record the making of furniture by a carpenter 
(I un a gar) called IH-aSraya.217 A letter addressed to Yasmab-Addu 
describes, among reprimands, the special devotion of the priestess for 
Dagan. 

MA:T47 
I pray for you before Dagan, the house that I made belongs to another: why 
have you made me leave your heart in this way? Entrust (the matter) to 
your experts and let them inspect your house. What have I taken from your 
house? You do not know my affairs. These are my constant prayers before 
Dagan: May Yasmab-Addu be well and may I prosper in his shadow.218 

There is another type of priestess called qammatum consecrated to Dagan. 
Initially the term qammatum was interpreted as qabbiitum, derived from the 
verb qabum with the meaning of 'the female speaker' .2 19 This interpretation 
was also followed by the dictionaries.22o New texts from Mari have shown 
that the correct reading of the term is qammatum with doubling of the m. J.
M. DURAND suggests connecting the term with the verb qamiimum 'to dress 
hair' ,221 where the name for the priestesses would be based on their hair
style. A letter from Inibsina to Zimri-Um refers explicitly to the qammatum 
of Dagan, in a prophetic context. 

MA:T48 
Previously, Selebum, the assinum, gave me an oracular message and I wrote 
it to you. Today, a qammatum-priestess of Dagan of Terqa came to me and 
spoke to me as follows: 
"The friendship of the man from Esnunna is treachery . Under the straw 
water runs and with the net with which I surround (him) I will collect him. I 
will destroy his city and I will destroy his property from ancient times". 

216 This name also belongs to pure Mesopotamian tradition, and we can see how Sargon 
of Akkad was called 'An's elder brotherlbrother-in-law' or Adad-apla-iddina was called 
'Nanna's father-in-law' when he consecrated his daughter to Nanna of Ur, cf. W.W. HALLa 
- J.J.A. VAN DIJK, The Exaltation of {nanna. Yale Near Eastern Researches 3. New York, 
1968,7f. 

217 ARM 23 195 12-15; ARM 23 199 1-6. Both texts are dated to the reign of Zimri-Um. 
218 ARM 103: 9'-21' = 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 4 (1985) 396 = LAPO 18 1194 

(Bibliography in 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 3 ([1984j263):( ... ) a-na-ktl ka-ri-ib-ta-ka i g [i djda _ 
gall / u e-tu sa e-pi-su sa Sla)-ni-im / am-mi-nim ki-a-am ma-di-is i-Ila [Iij-ib-bi-ka / us-te-eti
ni-in-ni eb-bi-ka / su-bi-iz-ma u bi-if-ka li-ip-qf-du / a-na-ku i-na e-ti-ka mi-na-am el5-qe / ba
lli-la-ram na-pi-is-ti / u-al fi-de-e-am / an-na-tu-um sa i g i dd[a-g)an / ak-ta-na-ra-ba-k[uJ
lim / um-ma-mi [ia-as-mJa-ab-dIM / lu sa-li-im-ma / u a-na-ku i-na ef-il-li-sll / IU-lId-mi-iq. 

219 Cf. W.L. MORAN, Biblica 50 (1969) 53; 1. RENGER, ZA 59 (1969) 219f. In the first 
edition of the text, G. DOSSIN, normalised the term qamiitum without providing a translation; 
in the commentary on the text he notes a possible etymology based on qabum (ARM 10 p. 
267). 

220 Cf. AHw 886 s.v. qabbatum '(Tempel-)Ruferin"; CAD Q 2 s.v. qabbiitu ('a 
prophetess'); cf. also l. NAKATA, DMT 133; but see now CDA 283. 

221 AHw 896; CAD Q 76; 1.-M. DURAND, ARM 2611 396. 
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So he said to me.222 

The qammatum's function is not clear, nor is the method used to make 
~ontac.t with the deity .. It is possible that the vision took place in a dream, 
In whIch case the pnestess did not have a particular 'specialization' in 
prophecy.223 Later on. we will be able to see how a qammatum of Dagan of 
Terqa counsels the kmg about the political situation in ESnunna and the 
Yaminites in a letter where the king is infonned about the prophecies of 
Dagan m various sanctuaries. It is possible that these two texts refer to the 
same affair, since the context seems similar and part of the reply is identical: 
"under the straw water runs". A partial edition of the same orcular message 
in both texts cannot be excluded.224 

The texts from Terqa mention a priest (s a n g a) of Dagan called Kinanu 
who occurs as witness in a contract dated in the reign of Kastilias.225 
Another office connected with Dagan occurs in a contract for real estate in 
which a series of persons and their offices (professions) are listed: ' 

TE:T3 
Field of m-dumqi, igga/, daughter of Idinyan igigallatu of Dagan. To IlJ
dumqi igga/, daughter of Iddinyan igigallatu of Dagan, the owner of the 
field, Puzurum, son of Namasu, has bought the field.226 

The term igigallatu may be related to igigallutu which means 'wisdom', the 
abstract form of igigallu 'wise', a term borrowed directly from Sumerian 
i g i - g a I with the meaning of 'prudent, far-sighted' .227 Thus the tenn is 
deeply Sumerian in origin and probably had a cultic connotation. There is 
no parallel to the south of Mesopotamia in connection with the name for a 
'profession'. The only parallel known is in a Middle Babylonian text from 
AlalatJ, understood to be a kind of official228 in an uncertain context.229 

222 ARM 10 804-20 = ARM 2611 197 = l.-M. DURAND, LAPO 18 1203: i-na p[a]-ni-tim 
se-Ie-bu-um as-sf-in-nu / te-er-tam id-di-[na]m-ma as-pu-ra-kum / i-na-an-na I mrqa_ma_ 
[t]um / sa dd[a-gan] sa ter-qa

k
, / U]l-li-ka-am-ma / [k]i-a-am iq-be-e-em / [u]m-ma si-i-m[a] / 

sa-li-ma-tum sa I u e 5 - n [u n - n alb / da-a-r-tum-ma / sa-pa-al i n - n u - d a mu-u / i
il-Ia-ku u a-na se-tim / sa u-ka-a-r--ra-ru a-ka-am-mi-is-su / a-al-su u-ba-al-Ia-aq / u ma-ak
ku-ur-su / sa is-tu aq-da-mi / «SU» su-ul-pu-tam u-sa-al-p[a-a]t / an-ni-tam iq-be-e-em. 

223 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, ARM 26/1 396; J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 333; LAPO 18 p. 77. 
224 For the text cf. below 120 MA:T 83; cf. also D. CHARPIN, BCSMS 23 (1992) 24. 
225 TCL I: 238 34. 
226 TFR 11: 7-10: a - 5 it fi-lf-s i gs ig-ga-a[l] / dum u - m i i-din-ia-an igi-gdl-Ia-t[u 

.f)a dd[a-g]an / it-ti f i -lf_s i gs ig-ga-a[l] / dum u - m f i-din-ia-an igi-gdl-Ia-tu s1a dd]a-gan / 
be-el-ti a - s it / mpu-zu-rum dum u na-ma-si / a - 5 11 i-sa-am. This text belongs to the 
dossier on Puzurum dated to the reign of Yadib-abu, a contemporary of Samsuiluna of 
Babylon. Cf. O. ROUAULT, TFR 14. 

227 Cf. J.J.A. VAN DlJK, La sagesse sumero-akkadianenne. Leiden, 1953 18; A. ZGOLL, 
Der Rechtsfall der En-bedu-Ana im Lied nin-me-sara, AOA T 246, MUnster 1997 152. 

228 AHw 366 s.v. igigallu 2c; CAD IIJ 40 s.v. igigallu Ie. 
229 AIT 229 1: 91 u - m e s i g i - gal - m e s. 
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4.6.1.2. The cult of the Dagan of Terqa 

4.6.1.2.a. Regional centre 
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The temple of Dagan in Terqa was also a centre of regional cult, ~. reference 
point for other cities and cult centres.230 The j~urneys. of the deItles or of 
their symbols were relatively common events In Syna. In a letter from 
Sumu-ila, servant of the king, he asks ZimrI-Lim for instructions after he 
had received and deposited the weapons of Addu in the temple of Dagan: 

MA:T49 
To my lord say: thus (says) Sumu-ila, your servant. 
The weapons of Addu of Aleppo reached me, I shall keep them in the 
temple of Dagan in Terqa to do what my lord may tell me.231 

The weapons of Addu went to Terqa to take part in the myth of the combat 
between the Stonn-god and the god of the sea,232 this ritual, of which little 
is known, was connected with the king's coronation and his ascent to the 
throne. During the ceremony, the fight between the gods was re-enacted, one 
representing order, the other chaos. Addu granted kings?ip to the king 
during this ritual, handing to him the weapons of the king, and he was 
anointed with what was called the 'oil of victory' (samnum sa 
namrirrutim233 ), that had to be used to anoint the combatants in the man to 
man fight.234 The connection of this mythical dramatisation with the 
Ugaritic myth of the fight between BacI and Yam is obvious. In Babylon, 
the reflex of this western myth is to be found in the ceremony of the 
New Year, during which the Enilma elis was recited, the epic poem that tells 
of Marduk's victory over Tiamat, the goddess of salt water.235 The fact that 
this ritual, in which the king gained kingship, was perfonned in the temple 
of Dagan of Terqa, is not due to chance. Terqa was the holy city of the 
region and Dagan was the father of Addu, the Storm-god. It was logical to 
accede to kingship in the holiest city of the Mari region. Dagan, however, 
has a passive role in the ceremony; he is the host, the 'father', who to some 
extent blesses the act, receiving him and giving him approval. Nevertheless, 

230 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 305f. 
231 A.1858: 1-12 = MARl 7 (1993) 53 = J.-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 306 (a mistake for 

A.3597) = LAPO 18982: a-na be-lf-ia / q[-bf-ma / urn-rna su-mu-i-Ia /1 r -ka-a-ma / g i 5-
t u k u I - b i-a sa dIM / sa ba-Ia-ab[k'] / ik-su-du-nim-m[a] / i-na e dda-gan / i-na ter-qak, / 
ka-Ie-ek-su-nu-ti / a-na ki-ma be-U i-sa-pa-ra-am /lu-pu-us. 

232 On divine weapons in Syria cf. G. DEL OLMO LETE, AuOr 10 (1992) 254f. 
233 For the interpretation of namrirrutum as'victory', based on the root mrr and not nwr 

cf. J.-M. DURAND, MARl 7 (1993) 53f.; LAPO 18 p. 84 n. a; however, cf. the same scholar 
in MROA 211 349 eel oleo de mi luz') . 

234 Cf. A. 1968 = J.-M. DURAND, MARl 7 (1993) 43f.; = J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 288 
and 349 = J.-M. DURAND, LAPO 18 934 .. 

235 On the myth of the combat between Addu and the god of the sea cf. J.-M. DURAND, 
MARl 7 (1993) 52f.; J.-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 288f. On divine weapons cf. W.G.E. 
WATSON - N. WYATT, NABU 1997129 (with bibliography); S.W. HOLLOWAY, UF 30 (1998) 
353f. especially notes 14-19. For the New Year Festival in Babylon and the recitation of 
Enlima eli!; cf. S.A. PALLIS, The Babylonian Akitu Festival, Copenhagen 1926, 297f.; cf. more 
recent bibliography in L. D1RVEN, WO 28 (1997) 102 n. 21. 
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in the last instance, Dagan also bestows kingship, as he is the one who 
makes the ritual legitimate. 

When Zimri-Um returned from his military victories he went to the 
temple of Dagan in Terqa to give thanks for his triumphs and give them 
legitimacy. The 'Epic of Zimri-Um' gives a full account of this, as we saw 
earlier.236 In this text, Dagan is given the Sumerian epithet Nunamnir, 
which is one of Enlil's traditional epithets in Babylon.237 It is, then, a clear 
comparison in the Babylonian style, on which a learned aspect has been 
imposed, partly by the type of text, which describes, in a tone of epic 
praise, the heroic deeds of the king of Mari. However, he was obliged to go 
and worship Dagan after having gained his victories. As we have already 
seen above, Dam-bura~im herself demanded that Zimri-Um come to the 
temple of Dagan of Terqa.238 

The king of Mari was not the only one who had to worship Dagan; other 
kings of the region also had to do so and they made the pilgrimage to Terqa 
to prostrate themselves before the god. A letter from Kibn-Dagan, governor 
of Terqa, describes this situation very well: 

MA:T50 
Another thing: Zimrlya, the king of Zurra, the day that I sent this tablet of 
mine to my lord, go down to Terqa in the evening and go and bow down 
before Dagan.239 

Zurra was an independent city located between the south-east of Gebel 
Singar and the Tigris.240 These pilgrimages, however, were not exclusive to 
kings. The tribal chieftains also travelled as far as Terqa to worship their 
polyadic deity. A letter from the governor of Terqa explains this: 

MA:T51 
DadI-badum me ha escrito en estos terminos: 'Quiero venir a sacrificar ante 
Dagan' . Yo he dado a su mensajero un pretexto de esta clase: 'Los sacrifi
cios que (se ofrecen) por (gentes del) pars son numerosos. Ven dentro de 
tres dras y sacrifica por la noche'. Esto es 10 que he respondido. Ahora 

236 Cf. above 84 MA:T 35. 
237 Cf. D. CHARPIN, RAI 35 20; K.L. TALLQVIST, AGE 296; R.L. LITKE, AN 38 line 

153. D.O. EDZARD (ZA 55 [1962] 95f. with quotations from literary texts) interprets 
Sumerian n u (n)- n a m - n i r as 'The one endowed with heroism', however, other 
scholars make no attempt to explain it (cf. M.L. THOMSEN, SL §53). Note that in this text the 
epithet is written syllabically without the use of logograms which would give an etymology for 
the name. It is very probable, then, that the original meaning of the epithet was unknown in 
Mari and that the only meaning of the name was as one of the epithets of Enlil. 

238 Cf. above 98 MA:T 45. 
239 ARM 3 44 = MROA 2/1 310 = LAPO 16428: sa-ni-fam zi-im-ri-ia /1 u g a I sa ZLI

IIT-ra-ak; / 1I,-lIm (up-pf an-Ile-e-elll / a-na be-/{-ia li-sa-bi-la[mJ / a-na fer-qak, nll-ba-af-f[alll] 
/ ik-su-da[m]-ma / [i g iJ dda-gan liS-ki-[i]n. 

240 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, LA PO 16 p. 428. 
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bien, mi Senor debe escribirme nipidamente diciendo si debe sacrificar 0 
no.241 

The excuse that the governor of Terqa gives shows the number of the 
faithful who came to worship or sacrifice to Dagan of Terqa, and to some 
extent, had to queue to approach him. In spite of this, the go~ernor asks the 
king for instructions about the sacrifices that Dadi-badum wls~es to ~ake, 
since he is a Yaminite chief, whom Zimri-Um had to confront In a mIlItary 
campaign.242 Another letter records the presence of Dadl-badum I~n Terqa, at 
the same time as the sacrificial offering made to Addu on the 25 day of the 
month.243 This shows the special devotion that the Yaminite people had for 
Dagan, both in the sanctuary of Terqa and in the one in Tuttul.~44 . 

Kibrl-Dagan, the governor of Terqa, after atte~ding to a senes of Internal 
matters, demands that Zimri-Um come to worshIp Dagan: 

MA:T52 
May my lord come in the goodness of his heart and kiss the feet of Dagan 

his beloved.245 

Also documented (in a very broken text) is the journey of gods (probably 
their symbols) to the temple of Dagan in Terqa from places as far away as, 
for example Kabat, in the ijabur triangle, near Nagar. 

MA:T53 
[To] my father, ZimrI-L[lm], say, [thus] (says) Kabiya [your son]. 
[As for al]1 the [golds, [to the D]agan [in Terqa ... ].246 

Unfortunately, the text is very broken. It is possible that this arrival of the 
gods was connected with the journey that his king -Kabiya- was to make 

to Mari.247 

4.6.1.2.b. The ritual of the kinunum 

The ritual of the kinunum occurs only once in connection with Dagan, in a 
letter from Kibn-Dagan, the governor of Terqa, to Zimrl-Um. At the end of 

241 A.2402 = MROA 2/1 309f. Text given in translation only, to be published in ARM 
26/3. 

242 Cf. D. CHARPIN - J.-M. DURAND, RA 80 (1986) 147. 
243 ARM 3 45. 
244 Cf. D. CHARPIN - J.-M. DURAND, RA 80 (1986) 147; J.-M. DURAND, Mediterranees 

10-1 I (1997) 64. 
245 ARM 3 8: 25-27 = J.-M. DURAND, LAPO 17 801: be-/{ i-na {Ll-ub l[i-ib-bi-su] /le-e/-

li-kalll-ma se-ep dda-gan / ra-i-mi-sll li-is-si-iq. . . 
246 ARM 28 130 1-5: [a-na] a-bi-ia zi-im-r[i-li-im] / [q[J-bf-m[a] / [lim-lila] ka-b/-la 

[dumu-ka-a-lIla] / [as-slim d i ] n g i r - me s k[a-la-sll-nu] / [a-na dd]a-gan a-n[a ter-

qa" ... ]. 
247 Cf. J.-R. KUPPER, ARM 28 p.183. 
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the letter the governor of the hi· . k. - f D 0 Y city requests mstructions concerning the 
munum 0 agan: 

MA:T 54 
Another matter: The day that I sent this tablet of mine to my lord th 
days (from how there will be) the kinunum of Dagan· may my I "d '. ree 
be b t ' or wn te to 

. _a au one or other (decision) concerning the orders cor thO 
kmunum 248 l' IS 

We ~o not have much more information about this ritual, but we can sa 
that It was celeb~ated in Terqa (note that the letter was written from the j 
We also hav~ eVidence of a kinunum in connection with Belet-ekallimr~~ 
tw~ ~co~omic documents from. Mari .that record an amount of oil for the 
punficatIOn of the goddess dunng thIS ritual.249 It should b . d that d.. . e pomte out 

an a nunIstratIve text dated the 4th day of the month of k · -
records a quantity of oil for the 'bathing' of Dagan and other deities: munum 

MA:T 55 
Half a litre of oil for the 'bathing' of Dagan and II-aba. Half a I·t f·1 for 
the 'bath 'f M- .1 . I re a OJ mg a arat-I tIm. (4!vn/ZL 4').250 

This 'bat~i~g' (rumm.ukum) rit~al ~ith oil, is probably related to the ritual 
of th~ kmunum, or If not, with ItS preparations, as in the case aIread 
mentioned, of the goddess Belet-ekallim Thus there would b ' . y 
stage fl· d/ ., e a prevIOus 

. .0 c .eansmg. an or pu.rification of the statue with the oil. The 
admInIstrative archives of Man record se~eral consignments of oil (perfumed 
and not p~rfumed) for the gods. The particular case of 'bathing' k 
occurs wI~h other deiti~s;251 mention must also be made of a re~~~m~f ~~ 
for cle.ansmg (ana mesl) t~e feet of the god (d i n g i r).252 Perfumed oil, as 
a quahty product of prestige, was used chiefly by the royal family and the 
gods, ~s well .as by high officials of other cities and in some cases was used 
as a diplomatic gift.253 ' 

In .spite of this m~a~re information from the texts from Mari, we do have 
matenal about the kmunum from other periods. The basic meaning of the 

248 ARM 3 7~ ?'-;'v = J:-M. DURAND, LAPO 17693: sa-ni-tam U4-um tu - [an-ne-e-em 
1 [a-n]a ~e-er be-how u-sa-bl-Iam 1 a-na U4 3-k a m ki-nu-num sa dda gan·1 Pa P . t I n . fa v v 1 k. . v • - n-m- am a an-

I- 2~ as-sum fe4- em '-nu-mm se-tl be-If li-is-pu-ra-am. 
dated to tAhRMb 7 6~ (8/Y

f
IIlY

h 
A 16); ARM 23 350 (9/YIIfZL 4'). Note that the two texts are 

e egmmng 0 t e month kiniinum. 
250 :"RM2~ 351: 112 qa 1- g i s 1 a-na ru-um-mu-uk fda-gan 1 it il-«ba4»-a-ba 1 

[112 q]a I - g lsI laona] ru-[um-mu-uk] I[dd u m u]- m f - din g i r -[t"m?] 1 . 4. 
[ ... ]-im. (4/yIIIZL 4'). I. I-nu-ma Sl-

251 Addu, AnnunItum, Belet-ekallim, Derttum IStar and Ninbursag· cf G DOSSIN RA 
69 (1975) 23f. " .. , 

;52 ARM 21 117 6f., it is very likely that it is Dagan, since the text records the issue of oil 
to erqa. ~f. also. H. ": AETZOLDT, BSA 83. For the possible reading a n sed i n i r 
and not g I r din g I r cf. D. CHARPIN, MARl 3 (1984) 109 s v htiyartum· M ANgBAR 
MARl 5 (1987) 644. . . ,. , 

253 Cf. F. JOANNES, MARl 7 (1993) 263f. 
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term is 'brazier, oven' ,254 and it seems that ritual took place during winter. 
The first references date to the Ur ill period, where it occurs as a proper 
name. In the Old Babylonian period (Mari, Esnunna and Tell Rima\:l) it 
occurs both as a name for the seventh month of the calendar and as a ritual, 
and in Nuzi it is the name for the ninth month of the calendar. At the close 
of the first millennium it also occurs in a kinunum-ritual in Uruk and 
Babylon, and in the Neo-Assyrian period it is the name for the tenth month 

of the calendar (kanunu).2 55 

4.6.1.2.c. Sacrifices to the Dagan of Terqa 

There are not a great many references to sacrifices to the Dagan of Terqa in 
the texts from Mari. The texts MA:T 23, MA:T 24, MA:T 21, MA:T 36 and 
MA:T 37 record various amounts and types of sacrifices to Dagan (or to the 
lord) of Terqa. MA:T 22 illustrates very clearly what we may call 'The 
Pantheon of Terqa'. The end of the tablet preserves the expression silJirti bit 
iliini, parallel to MA:T 21, called the 'Pantheon of Mari'.256 According to 
J.-M. DURAND, this text records a ceremony in the temple of Dagan. The 
absence of any deities that are well attested in the cult of Terqa, for example, 
Hur-Mer, shows that the expression silJirti bit iliini does not refer to all the 
temples but denotes the chapels of a religious complex.257 

We have already seen several pages earlier how there was a cult specific 
to the Dagan of Terqa in the city of Mari; an example is MA:T 14, which 
records sheep for the liptum of Dagan of Terqa in Mari. 

A text from Terqa, dated towards the end of the Old Babylonian period, 
records a year-name of the reign of Sunubru-ammu, one of the kings of the 
local dynasty;258 this year-name commemorates a sacrifice (nfqum) to Dagan 

sa l:JAR-ri: 

TE:T4 
Year in which Sunubru-ammu, the king, offered the sacrifice of Dagan sa 
ijAR-ri.259 

The key to understanding the sacrifice is the term l:JAR-ri, which has several 
interpretations: F. THUREAU-DANGIN and E. DHORME do not provide any 
translation.26o Later, H. SCHMOKEL suggested a connection with lJurrum 

254 AHw 481f.; CAD K 393f. 
255 Cf. S. LANGDON, BMSC 133f.; M.E. COHEN, CC 392f. 
256 For a discussion of this expression cf. above 88f. 
257 J.M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 222f. M. ANBAR (MARl 5 [1987]653) suggested that this 

document records the entry of the deities into Terqa, in parallel with ARM 23 328 and ARM 6 
73 (cf. below MA:T 88). This hypothesis was formulated before the cleaning and collation of 
the text where the expression silJirti bit iliini can now be read. 

258 For the sequence of the kings of tJana mentioned cf. A.H. PODANY, JCS 43-45 
(1991-93) 56; D. CHARPIN, NABU 1995123; A.H. PODANY, Fs. Astour 428. 

259 AO 9055: 9'-10' = F. THUREAu-DANGIN - E. DHORME, Syria 5 (1924) 271: m u 
su-nu-ulJ-ra-am-mu lug a lIs f sku r - r e dda-gan sa tJAR-ri iq-qu-u. 

260 Syria 5 (1924) 271. 
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, t . , 261 H h f' moun am . owever, t e Irst scholar to give a credible explanation was 
I.-J .. GE~B, ~ho .proposed t.he reading Dagan sa aur-ri 'Dagan of the 
~urn.a?s '. taking It as an epIthet of TeSup,262 Later, on the basis of the 
Iden~lflcatlOn established between Dagan and Kumarbi,263 this text was 
co~sldered ~s referring to an epithet of Kumarbi as the 'Hurrian Dagan'.264 
Thl~ ,reasolling has a p.ara~lel in As.sur'~ 'classic' epithet as the 'Assyrian 
Enid ,265. H~wever: this mte.rpretatlOn I.S very uncertain. The key to the 
problem lIes m the mterpretatIOn of the sign ijAR and how it is to be read 
A Middle Babylonian text from Emar records the presence of a dk u r e ~ 
aa~ar-ri that we may translate as 'Dagan, lord of the hole/pit' ;266 the same 
epithet ~ay also occur in another broken text from Emar.267 The writing 
a~-a:-n m Emar shows a to be the vowel of the sign ijAR in Terqa, and 
elImmat~s the hypothesis o~ an epithet of Kumarbi as the 'Hurrian Dagan', 
as the eVIdence from Terqa IS a clear forerunner of this epithet of Dagan in 
Emar.268 

. A different question is the interpretation, once the reading in u has been 
discarded, of the t~rm aar-ri. The vocalisation in a suggests identifying this 
word with AkkadIan aarrum 'water channel, irrigation ditch' ,269 However, 
the semantic and morphological similarity with aurrum 'hole'270 makes it 
po~si?le to und~rstand the epithet, tentatively, as 'The Dagan of the pit' ,271 
ThIs mterpretatlOn could find confirmation in the following line in the text 
Emar 6/3 384, where, after [dk u ] r en aa-[ar-ri], there occurs dinanna a
bi. As yet, the term a-bi has not been given a satisfactory translation and its 
meaning is much discussed. One of the interpretations that has been 
proposed is 'pit', based on Hurrian a-bi. 272 Unfortunately, however, it is 

261 Cf. H. SCHMOKEL, Dagan 18. 
262 1.-1. GELB, Hurrians and Subarians. Chicago, 1944.50 and 63. 
263 Cf. the god list of Ugarit in 1. NOUGAYROL, Ugaritica 5 44 1-3; E. LAROCHE, 

UgantIca 5 524f.; K. v AN DER TOORN, UF 25 (1993) 384. Cf. also the list An=Anul1l where 
Dagan has Salas as his consort, the same wife as Kumarbi in the god lists from Bogazkoy, cf. 
H.G. GUTERBOCK, RIA 6 325f.; G. WILHELM, GGKH 74; 1.-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 149' 
A. ARCHI, Fs. Houwink ten Cate If. Cf. below 6.3.2.. ' 

264 G. BUCCELLATI, BASOR 270 (1988) 52; V. HAAS, GHR 167 and 566; r. NAKATA, 
DM

2
1J 19; H. NIEHR, INSL 20/2 (1994) 170; K. V AN DER TOORN, UF 25 (1993) 284 n. 42. 

Cf. D.O. EDZARD, WdM 43. 
266 Emar 6/337387'. However, cf. D. FLEMING's translation in CS I 434a. 
267 Emar 6/3 384 I' [dk u ]r e n ba[-ar-ri]. 
268 On this cf. L. FELIU, NABU 1998/44. 
269 AHw 327f.. s.v. bam;; CAD lJ 114f. s.v. barru A. 
270 AHw 359; CAD lJ 252f. For a 'contamination' of both terms cf. G. DEL OLMO LETE, 

CCC 51. Cf. R. ZADOK, AION 51 [1991]124; E.J. PENTIUC, HSS 49 57f. who understand the 
occurrence in Emar to mean 'mountain'. 

27 I Both barrum and burrum are words that form the plural in t (barriitu I burriite [GAG 
§6In]) so that the writing bar-ri does not have to be explained as a plural, but as due to the 
dropping of the m in a late OB text such as this. 

272 Cf. the survey of different explanations of the term in 1. OLIVA, NABU 1993/94; cf. 
also 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 7 (1993) 58 n. 83. It is interesting to see how there has been a 
discussion similar to the one concerning the Hurrian Dagan or the ditch/pit in respect of 
IStar/Astart, with two positions, a Hurrian IStar (cf. a summary in C. BONNET, Astarte 128f.; 
C. BONNET - P. XELLA, Fs. Moscati 29f.) and an IStar of the pit (the position chiefly defended 
by G. DEL OLMO LETE, cf. RAI 32 163; CR 288.; CCC 31,32 and 47f.). 
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very difficult to determine the exact meaning of aarrum in Terqa and Emar, 
and we cannot discount a possible interpretation of the term in connection 
with 'mountain', as already noted by H. SCHMOKEL and recently proposed 
again by R. ZADOK.273 This text from Terqa provi?es. no in~ormatio~ at all 
about what type of sacrifice was performed nor IS It set III any kllld of 
religious festival. The fact that it is cited in a ye~-name shows the 
exceptional nature of the ritual, as it would not be logical to name a year 
after a festival or regular cultic act, whether seasonal or annual. 

4.6.1.3. Objects madefor the Dagan of Terqa 

Administrative documents that refer to the Dagan of Terqa record the 
consignment of material for making various items for the god. C~early the 
content of the texts is not particularly relevant for the attnbutes of 
theological profile of that god, but it is interesting to reconstruct part of the 
administrative activity that took place in the vicinity of the temple of Dagan 

of Terqa. . 
The administrative documents and the letters record the constructIon of 

what is called the 'Throne of Dagan of Terqa', an event that was significant 
enough to be given to one of the year-names of Zimli-Lim: 

MA:T 56 
Year in which Zimrl-Lim offered a great throne to Dagan who (resides) in 
Terqa.274 

There are three administrative texts that record the work of gold- and 
silversmiths connected with the construction of the throne. The main 
concern was to obtain enough metal to make the throne: 

MA:T 57 
[ ... ] and one third of a shekel of gold and [ ... ] minas of silver accor~ing to 
the weight of the king's property, the embellishments of four feet of the 
throne of Dagan of Terqa (12lvIl?/ZLl I ').275 

MA:T 58 
As for the throne of Dagan of Terqa, the pressed pieces covered [ ... ]in the 
sanctuary [ ... ],276 

273 H. SCHMOKEL, D~ran 18; R. ZADOK, AI~)N 51 (~991) 124. k; ,.' , 

274 m u zi-il1l-ri-li-il1l g g u - zag a I a-na da-gan sa I-na ter-qa u-se-Iu-u. (ZL II ). 
Cf. G. DOSSIN, Studia Mariana 56. This was the first article to list all the year-names from 
Mari known at that time. As yet however there is no definitive list of the year-names and their 
certain chronological equivalents. For tabulation of the texts from Mari (ARM 1-14 and 18) 
by year, cf. 1.M. SASSON, Dated Texts from Mari: a Tabulation, ARTANES 4, Malibu 1980. 

275 ARM 24 135: [x] 113 g f n k u - gil [x] rna - n a k u - b a b bar I i-na 
n a4- b i-a n f g - s u I[ u g a 1]1 ki-ir-ri-it [4 se-ni-til1l ??] I g"g u - z a sa dd[a- gan] 

[ ... ]1 sa ter-q[ak; xxx] (12IYIl?/ZL II 'J. . 
276 ARM 241437'-8': ki-ma sa g"g u - z a sa dda-[g]an sa ter_q[ak'j I ba-al-~Lt-tLlm ka-

at-m[u] x x x x li-na [p]a-pa-b i-im [ ... ]. 
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MA:T59 
T
t 

wo ["'f] Din the stones [ ... ] the throne of Dagan of Terqa, for the plating of 
wo ... o agan of Terqa .. 277 

Th~ .Ietters are more explicit regarding minor problems of the kin's 
offiCials. A mess~ge fr?m ~ukannisum in which he explains how the kfn 
put pressure on hIs offiCIals In order to finish the work and h th . d

g 

t . thd f h . . . ,ow ey tne 
o WI raw rom t e responslblhty of the delay in the making of the th 

for what we may call 'technical reasons': rone 

MA:T60 
To my lord say, thus says Mukannisum, your servant. As for the work 0 n 
the thro~e of Dagan,_ my lord wrote harshly to me. I have summoned Yasilb
Asar, Tab-S~mu, Eres-sum-matum and Iddin-IStar, the ones responsible I 
~ade them listen to the tablet that my lord sent me. Thus they (said): . 
The gold IS useless for completing the work. We ourselves wI'11 

our lord" . write to 

Thus, they sent their tablet to my lord .278 

These three a~tisans also occur in ARM 24 143 (=MA:T 58), which 
unfortunately, IS too .damaged to provide substantial information about the 
process used for makIng the throne' in spite of that th . ARM 2 .. ' , ese persons recur III 

.1 23~, I~ whlc~ they report on the distribution of precious metals 
~nd theIr destInatIOn. Klbrl-~agan, the governor of Terqa, was also involved 
In the matter of the throne; In a letter he refers to the metal that will be used 
for the thron~ of D~gan that comes from a fine. The provision of the metal 
then, was qUIte varIed: ' 

MA:T61 
As for the two minas of silver that the guilty persons [ ] M I me as follows: ... , y ord wrote to 

"May this silver reach me quickly, it will be used for the work on the 
throne of Dagan".279 

The making of the ~hrone was complex and required important coordination 
among all the pr.ovlder~ and craftsmen. It is difficult to reconstruct what the 
thro~e. looked hke usmg the wri~ten evidence, as the texts are not very 
exphclt or are too damaged to proVide the necessary information. In spite of 

27~; /ARM 25 372: 2 [) / i-na n a,- [b i - a ... JI ki-ir-ri-[it ... J / g;'g u - z a sa dda-gan / sa 
ter-if8 a-na la-V / sa 2 g mar-da-[xx] / sa dda-gan / sa ter-qa

k
;. 

, ARM 135 = ~~PO ~6 ~OO: ~-na be-l[tl-ia / qf-b(-ma / u[m-mJa mu-ka-an-ni-sum I 
I [rJ-ka-a-<ma> / [as-suJm Sl-pl-lr g g u - z a sa dda-g[an] / b[e-I]' d .., 

[ ] / m. _ ' _ _' m, , ,n ., , I a-an-na-Ilfn Is-pu-ra-
a m /Q su ~~ ~-sar / ra-ab-su-mu-u / e-n-ls-su-um-ma-tu[mJ / II i-din-d,[ -tarJ I be-el 
pa-aa-a-tu~l / as-sl-ma rup-r;a-an; / sa b,:-I~ li-sa-bi-l[aJ-am I u-sa-as-me-su-ni-ti / um-ma Sll
n~-nlQ / k u - g I a-na e-pe-d sl-lp-[r]I-[l]m I u-II1 i-re-ed-d[uJ / ni-nll-ma a-na be-lf-ne ni
[sa:f?a,;ra-amJ / a-nu-um-:Il,a (up-pa-su-n[u]I a-na ~e-er b[e-lf-iaJ / [u-saJ-bi-I[a-amJ. 

ARM 13 110: as-slltn 10m a - n a k u - b a b bar s'a I u' x b I . 
[ 'Ja [ JIb I ' k' ., - me, e- u ar-nlfll 
I - ... e- I I-a-am Is-pu-ra-am lltn-ma-a-mi I k u - b a b bar" a'" I' 'k ' 

d I 
,.,' g;' d su-u ar- l-lS I-I -Sll-

am-lila a-na sl-pl-lr g u - z a sa da-ganI Ii-in-ne-pf-is. 
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this, we can say that the 'feet' (Senftum) of the throne were decorated with 
pieces of gold and silver. The wood was also covered with sheets of metal 
and precious stones were also inlaid.28o We do not know whether the 
reference to a sanctuary or cella (papalJum cf. MA:T 58 above) refers to the 
temple of Dagan in Terqa or to a cella dedicated to this god in Mari, the city 

where the item was made. 
The fact that a year was named after the consecration of the throne allows 

us to glimpse the relevance of this cui tic event. However, the strictly 
'chronological' fact was also important for the administration of the period. 
The year-names had to correspond to facts that had actualJY occurred, 
without delay. A letter between two officials of Zimri-Um (Sunubra-lJalu 
and Yasim-sumu) reflects this concern for the rigour required for the naming 

of the years: 

MA:T62 
As for the naming of the year about which you wrote to me (say) the 
following: "Year that Zimri-Lim offered a great throne to Dagan". This 
throne has not been offered. Now I send a tablet to my lord: 
"(Year in which) Zimri-Lim went to the aid of Babylonia; second time: to 

the land of Larsa". 
Draw the king's attention to this document and write one thing or the other 

to me.281 

The offering of a throne to a god was not exceptional during the reign of 
Zimri-Um. The fifth year of Zimri-Um records the offering of a throne of 
&old to Deritum,282 the sixth commemorates the offering of a throne to 
Samas of Manunum,283 the ninth year records the offering of a throne to 
tJat.tfi284 and the eleventh records the offering of a throne to Addu of 
MalJanum.285 Other year-names record cuI tic acts to various deities: the 

280 Cf. PH. TALON, ARM 24/1 p. 224. 
281 ARM 13 47 = LAPO 1690 = MROA 2/1 479: as-sum ni-ib mu sa ta-as-pu-ra-am I 

Uln-ma at-ta-a-ma m u zi-im-ri-li-im I g;'g u - zag a I a-na dda-gan u-se-Iu-u / g;'g u - z a 
si-i a-di-ni I !.i-ul su-Ia-at I a-nu-um-ma a-na ~e-er lug a 1 / (lIp-pa-am us-ta-bi-Iam / ni-ib 
m u zi-im-ri-li-im I til-Iu-ut k a - din g i r - r ak; / il-li-ku a - r a 2-k a m / a-na ma-at la
ar-sa / (lIp-pa-am sa-a-tu 1 u gal / sll-q[-il-ma an-ni-tam la an-ni-tam I sll-up-ra-am. 

282 Cf. G. DOSS1N, Studia Mariana 57. 
283 Cf. G. DOSS1N, Studia Mariana 56. For problems concerning the reading of Samas of 

Manunum and a possible misreading for Addu of Mabanum or Samas of Banunum cf. 1.M. 
SASSON, MARl 4 (1985) 437 n. 2; J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 239 n. 64. 

284 Cf. ARM 11 115 and passim. {Jat.t.a was the deity of the salt-pits; it seems that one of 
his principal cult centres was located on the left bank of the Euphrates in modern Saba'a, 
where there are some salt mines, cf. J.-M. DURAND, MARl 5 (1987) 200f., cf. especially the 
map (202); J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 272; Cf. also M. GUICHARD, FM 3 (1997) 181f. 

285 Cf. ARM 8 82. Mabanum was a place-name located in the Ballb region, and 
according to J.-M. DURAND (MROA 211 259) this geographical name never occurs in the 
texts with the determinative for toponyms (k'). It may be a generic name for ('bedouin' -) 
'field' from the root *I;lnw. If this is the case, Addu of the field would have been a very 
popular god among the 'bedouin'. These ex-votos, according to J.-M. DURAND, are the gods 
who would have returned to their original places of worship after Samsi-Addu took them to 
Mari after he had conquered its territories and, in this way, assured his control of those 
regions, cf. J.-M. DURAND, SP 95 n. 168; cf. above 96. 
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second year of Zimrl Urn 
AnnunHum of Sehrum;86 andc~m~mem?rates the making of a statue for 
of Aleppo.287 Th; special im m

t 
he third year a statue was offered to Addu 

noted, as all the offerings are~~r an~e of t~e local cults of deities should be 
there was a political will in all ~ho. s oUlt~lde ~~ri. It is quite possible that 
L - IS CU hc activity beyond th 't Z' 

1m needed to strengthen his kingd b e CI y, Imn-
had very limited territory. The assis~':~e ~:use ~hen he seized power he 
alliances he later made with other . k' recelve~ from Aleppo or the 
h k' mmor mgs explam the 

t e mg offered to local deities Th' . h many ex-votos 
religion', in which local devoti~n a~~ ~~~d\~n, a cle~ case ~f 'political 
politics.288 I IOn are mixed With external 

There is no doubt that the throne of Da a . 
significant ex-voto recorded in writing b t 't' g n of Terqa IS the most 
offering that the god received A ' u I IS not even remotely the only 
kulliinum289 for making a statue ;f Z' t~~_ re;:ords the acquisition of a 

Imrl- 1m lor the Dagan of Terqa: 

MA:T63 

X minas of bronze for a kulliinum for the work on the st t 
Dagan of Terqa that IlI-u~ranni made.290 a ue of the king for 

In sp~te of this, sometimes it was the Dagan of Ter a wh 
matenal to make a bronze statue of the k' th h d q 0 brought the 
offering to Addu.29l We cannot be cert~~ ~t a to go to Al~ppo as an 
was part of the metal that belon ed to t wether the copper of Dagan' 

whether, instead the copper was re~oved f:mt~::;'PalcetuOafl d~a~an of Terqa or 
Ivme statue. 

MA:T64 

Twenty-seven minas and five sixths of a mina of co 
that (are) the accessories for the statue of the k' ~~er o~IDI agan of Terqa, 
(22/1/ZL 1').292 109 at WI go to Aleppo. 

If it is true that copper was extracted for the statue of Da 

~?;~I~e~n~C~~;~!~gc~o~~:n~~~~ni~trat~~e 7cords, a SUbS~~~i~r ~e~~fb~~~~ 
broken and we do not know or ~ oss' . Unfortunately, the text is 
embellishing the statue. whether thiS precIOUS metal was intended for 

286 Cf. G. DOSSIN, Studia Mariana 57 
287 Cf. G. DOSSlN, Studia Mariana 57' 
288 C . f. J.-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 238f 
289 This term denotes a iece of' . . '. 

'pressing' or 'piercing' a she;: of m( t I Jewellery) WIth a decoratIOn In relief which by 
DURAND, MARl 6 (1990) 147; F. JOA~~E~e~~~c~~1 the deco:ation of the plate. Cf. J.-M. 
120 n. 172. ' and 106, D. LACAMBRE, FM 3 (1997) 

~90 ARM 22 213 = D. LACAMBRE, FM 3 (1997) 120' [ 
kuJ- 1I/-1a'-nil1ll [sa sij-pf-ir / [a 1 a m ]1 u gall [. dd]X m a - n.. a z a b a rJ I [a-na 1 
an·ni I i-pu-su. ana a-garl I sa ter·qa k

' I sa i./f-us-ra-
291 . 
292 Cf. D. SOUBEYRAN, ARM 23 332f. 

ARM 25322: 27 5/6 m a - n a u r u d u /Sa dd _ v ki v 

a 1 a m lug a I sa a-na I;a-la-abki I i-il-la-ku. (22/I1ZL ~'f.al1l sa ter-qa I sa tu-ut-tu-ri I sa 

THEOLDBABYLO~PEliOD III 

MA:T65 
Two minas and five shekels of gold; four minas and four shekels of sil ver 
for Dagan of Terqa (25/1/ZL 1 ').293 

The control and concern for matters connected with craftsmanship and with 
the statues in particular is well reflected in a letter from Samsl-Addu to his 
son Yasmab-Addu, in which the father gives the necessary instructions for 
the safe arrival of the metals for making the ex-votos. It is interesting to see 
how the temples of the god Assur in EkalHitum and in SUbat-Enlil intervene 
in the administration of the metal and in the control of the expenses for the 
statues.294 The temple of Dagan mentioned in this document is in all 
probability the temple in Terqa.295 

MA:T66 
( ... ) you, there, have the accounts made of the statue in the temple of Dagan. 
May the makers of this statue, the experts and the accountants assemble in 
the temple of Dagan to do the accounts of the statue.296 

The texts also record the various stages in the making of 'the weapon of 
Dagan of Terqa'. We do not know what it looked like or what kind of 
weapon it was. The material available to us suggests that animal fat (lipum), 
a material that was used in various craft processes in Mari (woodwork, 
metallurgy, the textile industry, furriery, etc.297 ), was also used for making 
the weapon of Dagan of Terqa. 

MA:T67 
Five minas of grease for the making of bows, received by Nawarsilumur. 
Two minas of grease for making a weapon of Dagan of Terqa, received by 
Idattum. Total: seven minas of grease. Expenses. (12/Iv/ZL 1').298 

We do not know what this grease was used for, but especially surprising is 
the amount required, two minas (approximately one kilo), for the 
construction of the weapon. The weapon, possibly of wood, was 
embellished with the hide (sinunftum) of an animal called sinunutum that is 
difficult to identify.299 This hide was also used for clothing300 or for 

293 ARM 21 196: 2 m a - n a 5 s u k il - g i / 4 m a - n a 4 s u k il - b a b bar / 
[a·n]a dda·gan sa ter-qa" (25/IIZL 1 '). 

294 Cf. I.M. DURAND, LAPO 16227 §b. 
295 Cf. I.-R. KUPPER, Nomades 3; I.M. DURAND, LAPO 16224. 
296 ARM 1 7434-38 = J.-M. DURAND, LAPO 1691 = MROA 211 303f.: ( ... ) [u at·t]a as· 

ra-nll'UI1l ni-ka-as-sf sa ~a-a[/-l1li-il1l] / [i·na] e dda-gan su-pf-is / 1 U - m e Ii e'-pf-is ~a-[a]/
l1li-il1l sa-a-ti 1 u - me S e-e[b-bu-tul1l] / [aSJ-sul1l e-pf-is ni-ka-as-sf i-na e d[da-gan] I/i-is
bu ni-[ka]-as-sf sa ~a-a/-l1li-ka-l1l[a] I /[i-pu-su] ( ... ). For the translation of ebbul1l cf. C. 
MICHEL, MARl 6 (1990) 213; cf. also M. DELOY PACK, MR 263f. 

297 Cf. B. LAFONT, ARM 23 p. 303f. 
298 ARM 23 393: 5 ma-na 1 - d u I a-na si-pf-ir gili I I u r u - b i-a I Ii u - t i-a I na

wa-ar-si-/lI-l1lu-ur 12 m a - n a 1 - d u I a-na si-pf-ir II gilt u k u 1 sa dda-gan I sa ter_qaki I 
Ii u - t i-a I id-da-til1ll S u - n i gin 7 m a - n a 1 - d u I z i - g a (12/IV/ZL 1 '). 

299 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, ARM 21 p. 367; F. JOANNES, ARM 23 p. 140; J.-M. DURAND, 
TPH 108. 
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making various kinds of accessories for 301 
making a chariot 302 Th . I garments. It was also used in . e amma was not ve . h ... 
Mari, from the evidence of a letter 303 W ry common m t e vicimty of 
weapon or the purpose of this h' d . e do not know the shape of the 
records a succession of material~ ~h~~o :~l've~ tr.e haft?). The. text cited next 
for making objects, some intended for a e e Ivere~ to vanous c~aftsment 
are for three local forms of Dagan (Ter a ~o~._ The flfSt three consIgnments 
gods are Samas and Sin: q , . u atum and Urab) the other two 

MA:T68 
Half a siniintum hide for the construction of the 
received by Iddatum. Half a siniintum h'd f weapon of Dag~n of Terqa, 
weapon of Dagan of Subatum received b IK ~ _ orv the constructIOn of the 
for the construction 'of the ~ea on of 6a apl-esub· Half a siniintum hide 
babn. (22/1v/ZL 1').304 P gan of Urab, received by Labwl-

Another text records material for the construction of the w ~erqa. ~nforthunatelY: the upper part of the tablet is bro:ea:~~do~~J;nn~~ 
now w at t e matenal was or the trim that embellished the weapon: 

MA:T69 
[ ... J for the construction of a weapon of Dagan of T h . to make ( ... ).305 erqa t at has been given 

Also. common are ex-votos in the shape of sickles. 
nothmg about the purpose of giving sickles to gods. We know absolutely 

MA:T70 
Ten minas of copper for Dagan of Ter a h' . minas and x shekels of b f S q , tv e weight, forty sickles. Thirteen 
Seven minas and two thir~~n~~ or . amas

f
, the weight of fifty-two sickles. 

. h f . a mtna 0 copper for Dagan of Urah th 
welg t 0 thirty-one sickles. (231I/ZL 1').306 u, e 

Another text documents the sickles of h' . 
deities, including three local dedications of ~:g;~I~~:r~~~e~~:g a~~r ~a~)~us 

300 
301 
302 
303 

ARM 22181 I. 

A
ARRMM 222 324 III 19, a text that lists all kinds of garments and clothing 

3212 I. . 
ARM 1028. 

304 ARM 23 213 cf MARl 5 346' 112 [k v"'. . 
dda-§an 1 [sa] ter_qaki 1 § u _ t i-a 'd:d _. u S sJI-nu:u:~-tlnl 1 [a~na] si-pi-ir I gilt u k u I sa 
1 sa da-gan sa sti-ba-timki 1 s u t it a ~ tlnl.' 1~2 k u S sl-nu-un-llm a-na si-pf-ir I g"t u k u I 
gilt u k u I sa dda-gan sa li_ra_a~ki I'- _ a-PI-e-slu-u!:J 1 112 k u s si-nu-un-lim a-na si-pi-ir 1 I 
V' , . g' ! U S uti -[a] a-a!:J-wl-ba-a~ II 12k v.. • 

SI-pI-lr g u _ z a sa d
U 

t u (22/IV/ZL 1') u- u S sl-nu-un-11n1 a-na 
305 . . ARM 22 250: [ ... J ta-a[II ... ] 1 a-na si-pi-ir 1 I gilt u k u I, dd 1 v ki 

na e-pe-si-im 1 na-ad-nu. . a a-gan sa ler-qa 1 sa a-

u r 3:~ 1~~~e2~ ~6~:n8~ 1::uIO
I 
73 a

m
- n a [u r u d, u] sa dda-gan sa ~er_qaki 1 k i-I a - b i 40 

u r u d u- [5 e _ kin _ k us] 17 2/3 a - n a x gIn z a bar /a u t u 1 k i-I a - b i 52 
I a _ b i 31 u r u d u _ s ~ _ kin ~ : ~s ~2~1I/~{ lu,)d u sa da-gan 1 sa li-ra-a!:Jk, 1 k i -
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MA:T71 
Sixty-three sickles of copper of the palace, [ ... J of Banat, [ ... J of Samas, [ ... J 
of IStar, [ ... J of Dagan of Terqa, [ ... J of Dagan of Urab, [ ... J of Dagan of Mari 
[ ... J of the palace, [ ... J of Dagan of Mari, [ ... J of Dagan of Terqa, [ ... J of IStar. 
Total: thirteen sickles of copper that Mukannisum issued from the house 

of tar.307 

Texts from the eponym period record a large amount of oil issued for 
various deities or for religious festivals. One text records the issue of oil for 

Dagan of Terqa: 

MA:T72 
One litre of first quality oil for Dagan of Terqa: when RISiya issued the 
container of the offerings (7/VI/Assur-Malik).3°

8 

Another text from the same archive records oil for Dagan. It is not specified 
whether it is for Dagan of Terqa, but the reference to containers makes it 

parallel to the previous text: 

MA:T73 
One litre of miiritum oil and one litre of cedar-oil for Dagan: When the 

containers (7lMakranum/Y A 3).309 

This consignment concerns oil in the strict sense of the word and an oil 
infused with cedar (erenum), in this case as perfume.3 IO AIl this is intended 
for the cleansing of the divine statue, as is evident in a text dated to the 
reign of ZimrI-Lim, where oil for Dagan of Terqa and for the cleansing of 

ijibirtum is recorded: 3 1 1 

MA:T74 
Two litres of vegetable oil for Dagan of Terqa; one litre of vegetable oil for 
the bathing of Bibirtum. Total: three litres of vegetable oil. Expenses. 

(7/XI/ZL2).312 

307 ARM 22 229: 1 su-si 3 u r u d u - S e - kin - k Us 1 sa e-kc'il-lim / I [x] 9 sa d
ha -

na-at / [x] sa d
U 

t u / [x] sa [eS4]-tar / x sa dda-gan sa ter_qa
ki 

/ [x] dda-gan sa Ii_[r]a_ah
ki 

/ [x] 
dda-gan ma-r/i / [x] s[a] xx-[n]im I. .. rev. (xxx] 13 x x x 1 [xx h]a-ia-an / [x] sa e-kal-lim 1 [x] 
dda-gan sa ma_r/1i ] / x dda-gan sa ter_qak1 ,] / x sa [eS,-ta]r / is u - n i gin 13 u r u d u -
is e _ kin - k Us 1 sa i-na e ku-up-ri-[i]m / mu-ka-an-ni-su-um u-se-se-e-em. 

308 M.12152= D. CHARPIN, MARl 3 (1984) 86 nr. 18: 1 qa 1 -'s a g / a-na dda-gan sa 

ter-qak, / i-numa g"m Ii sa ni-qi-im mri-si-ia is-ki-ip (7IVI/Assur-Malik). 
. 309 TH 82.102 = D. CHARPIN, MARl 3 (1984) 86 nr. 17: 1 qa 1 maori-tum / I qa 1-

g"e r en/ a-na dda-gan 1 i-nu-ma i-le-ep-p{ (7lMakranum/YA 3). 
310 On the perfumes and their destination cf. F. JOANNES, MARl 7 (1993) 263f. 
3] 1 It is possible that the 'bathing' of the statue with oils was to remove the salt 

encrustations on the surface Of the sculpture (D. DUPONCHEL, FM 3 [1997] 235) and leave it 
prepared for cultic ceremonies, cf. above 104. 

312 M.13249 = C. DUPONCHEL, FM 3 (1997) 235 nr. 63: 2 qa 1 - g is/ a-na dda-gan / sa 
ler-[qa]k, I I qa [1 _ g i 5] / a-Ila ru-[mu-uk] 1 hi-b[irs-tim] / s u - n i gin 3 qa 1 - g is/ 

z i - g a (7/XI/ZL 2). 
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*~I. is.sue~ of oil were a~so recorded in the documents of monthly accounts. 
IS ~Sl; e case of the Issue that is also recorded in one of these summar 

texts. Another text records the consignment of oil for the libation of th~ 
~emple of Dagan. The text does not specify for which temple the oil was 
~nt~nded, but ~he fac~ that it is followed by Masiya who receives the product 
lOdlcates that It was lO Terqa.3 14 

MA:T75 
Fifteen litres of oil [ ... ] for the libation of the temple of Dagan that 
took.3 15 Masiya 

To conclude our discussion of t?e craftwork connected with the Dagan of 
Terqa, one text records the offenng of two horn-shaped silver vases fo th 
god: r e 

MA:T76 
Two si lver vases (in the shape of a) horn, with a weight of half a mina and 
nIne shekels of sIlver, for Dagan of Terqa. (2I1VllI/ZL 6 ').316 

4.6.1.4. Dagan of Terqa and Yakrub-El 

The god Yakrub-E]317 occurs paired with Dagan mainly in the greeting 
formula of letters sent from Terqa to Mari: 

MA:T77 
Dagan and Yakrub-El are well. The city of Terqa and the district are welPI8 

This greeting underlines the importance of Dagan within the city of 
Terqa;3 '.9.h?we.ver in this case he is accompanied by a very obscure god. In 
the sacnfl~lal h~ts,. Yakrub-El always occurs in connection with the city of 
Terqa or Its dlstnct. 320 Even. so, the relationship between Dagan and 
Yakrub-El does not only oc.cur lO the greetings of letters; an adminsitrative 
document records a quantity of gold for plating the statues of Dagan 
Yakrub-El and the king: ' 

313 FM 3 95 2. 
314 Masiya is a name that occurs frequently in the archives from Mari; we know several 

persons With that name, one of them closely connected with the temple of Dagan of Terqa' cf 
above 97 MA:T 43 and ARM 1 74 (cf. J.-M. DURAND LAPO 16 p 224) , . 

3 I 5 ARM 2" '~ . . . 3493.0,0.1.5 qa I - sag [ ... ) 1 a-fla za-ra-aq 1 e da-gan 1 sa ma-si-ia 1 il-qu-
Ii. 

316 ARM9191::ga l si-ri-iT si ku-babbar/I/2ma-na9gin ku
[b a b) bar k I - I a - b II a-na da-gan 1 sa ler-qa". (21IVllI1ZL 6') 

317 Cf. D.O. EDZARD, RIA 5 (1976-80) 254. . 
318 Dagan u Yakru~-El salmit alum Terqa u bal$um salim. It occurs very often in the 

correspondence of Klbn-Dagan, governor of Terqa, published mainly in ARM 2, 3 and 13. 
Cf. the pOSSible vanant Dagan sahm Terqa salim in ARM 26/1 14425'-26' 

319 Th' . . IS greetIng formula in the letters from Terqa belongs to type I (invocation of the 
god of th~ CIty of the s~nder) In the clasification established by S. DALLEY for reetin 
for~~6ae In Old BabylOnian letters, cf. JCS 25 (1973) 79. g g 

. Cf. above MA:T 22, MA:T 23 and MA:T 24, the first two in Terqa and the last in 
tlisamta, In the district of Terqa, cf. above 81 n. 114. 
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MA:T78 
Six minas of gold for plating a statue of Dagan, of a statue of the king and 
of a statue of Yakrub-El.32I 

In a letter from Samas-na~ir, a high official from Terqa, addressed to Zimri

Urn, the oracles of Dagan of Terqa are described: 

MA:T79 
To my lord say: thus (says) Samas-na~ir, your servant. 
When my lord was at the front of his campaign he gave me the instructions 

in these terms: 
You live in the city of the god. Write to me the oracle that there will be in 
the temple of the god and that you shall hear. After this day I heard 
nothing in the temple of the god ( ... ) 
[Thus said (Dagan):] "Someone should shout Tispak in front of me because 
I am giving a verdict". Someone shouted Tispak (and) Dagan said thus to 
Tispak: "You govern the land, after322 ... Now your day has come. You shall 
confront your god, how (it happened to him in) Ekallatum". This happened 
before Dagan and Yakrub-El said: "Thus (said) Banat: 'Do not forget the 

oath that you made"'.323 

This letter reflects the complex political situation of the time, when the 
troops of Esnunna were approaching Mari territory. The governors are 
substituted by the various deities of the cities involved in the conflict 
(Dagan for Marifferqa, Tispak for Esnunna and ijanat for the city with the 
same name of which she is patron324). In this text, Yakrub-El acts as 
intermediary for the words of ijanat, the representative of the land directly 
threatened by the troops of Esnunna (symbolised by Tispak); his role is to 
inform the chief god, Dagan, of what ijanat said. The confrontation is 

321 ARM256261-3:6ma-na kil-gi/ib-zusal alamdda-ganll alam 
l ug a I I a I a m dia-ak-ru-be-d i n g i r. 

322 Cf. the new translation of this passage by J.-M. DURAND: "Por dos atajos has tendido 
redes contra el Pais. Hoy tu 'dia' ha llegado" (MROA 211 364). Unfortunately, he does not 
provide the new transliteration of line 6'; we must wait for the publication of ARM 26/3, (cf. 
the alternative reconstruction by J.M. SASSON in Fs. Lipinski 288). The change of verb is due 
to interpreting te-bi-il as tebel, from belurn ' to govern' or tebil, from ebelurn 'to extend a 
(fishing-)net' , cf. J.-M. DURAND, ARM 2611 p. 423 n. b. 

323 ARM 26/1 1961-14' = J.-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 364 = J.M. SASSON, Fs. Lipinski 
287f.: a-na be-/f-ia 1 qf-bf-rna urn-rna dU t u-na-$ir 1 1 r-ka-a-ma 1 i-nu-ma be-If a-na ge-ri-im I 
pa-ne-[sul is-ku-nu ki-a-arn u-wa-e-ra-an-ni 1 um-m(a-mi) i-na a-al din g i r-lim wa -as-ba
at I i-g[e-e)r-ru-u-urn sa i-na e din g i r-lim 1 i-[ba-a)s-S(u)-ti u te-se-mu-u 1 a-[n)a $e-r[i
i)a su-up-ra-am I [is]-tu u.-(mi-i)m sa-ttl mi-im-ma 1 [i-na e din g i r-lim u-ul eI-te-em)-me 
I ~5 lines missing) (um-ma-mi a-na pa-ni-ia) 1 dt i s pa k li-i]s-su-u 1 si-ip-f(d-a)m lu-ud-di-in 
I tis p a k U)s-su-nim-ma / a-na d t i spa k dda-gan ki-a-arn 1 iq-bi urn-ma-mi is-Iu SI-na 
x-di' I ma-a-tam le-bi-il i-na-an-n[a)I u-ul-ka it-ta-al-kam 1 tt-ut-ka ki-ma e-kdl-la-lim'; 1 ta
ma-ba-ar an-ni-Iaml i g i dda-gan u dia-ak-ru-bi-d i n g i r / [i)q-[b)i um-ma dba-na-at-ma I 
a-na si-ip-(i4-im sa la-ad-di-nu 1 a-ab-ka la la-fla-ad-di-in. 

324 The city of Banat lies to the south of Mari, on the frontier with Babylonia. For the 
etymology of the noun connected with the term bana 'bedouin' and a rejection of any 
apparent connection with the goddess ' Anat of Ugarit cf. J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 216f. 
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between two major deities: Dagan and Tispak. Yakrub-EI and ljanat have a 
secondary and subsidiary role in respect of Dagan. Yakrub-EI is closely 
related to the city of Terqa; ljanat is the local deity of Suhfim, the region 
close to Mari, down the Euphrates. Dagan, then, has an executive and 
primordial role, even higher than Tispak's, since he has to pronounce 
sentence u?on him (sipfam luddin). This role of executive and principal god 
IS emphasIsed by the fact that on two ocasions the text cites Dagan as the 
god (ilum: lin. 7 and 8) without specifying that it is Dagan.3 25 

A legal text from Terqa, that is still unpublished, mentions a sentence 
pronounced by Kibri-Dagan and ajudge 'of the king' (dayyan sarrim) before 
the gods Yakrub-El and Uigamal.3 26 The texts from Mari and Terqa show 
us clearly that Yakrub-El is a god worshipped only in Terqa. We cannot 
state, however, that Yakrub-El is the polyadic god of Terqa as this privilege 
is exclusive to Dagan.327 What, then, is Yakrub-El's role within Terqa and 
within the 'pantheon of the Middle Euphrates region' in the first half of the 
second millennium? The form of the name is clearly parallel to theophoric 
personal name, in this case formed with El (,The god blesses'). In spite of 
its structure as a proper name, this god also occurs in the onomasticon,328 
parallel to Itilr-Mer in Mari.3 29 In all probability, this is a god that occurs 
in Terqa in the second millennium and, like other gods with names having 
the structure of a personal name -Itilr-Mer or Astabi-El-, is a Sim'alite 
god, who originated as a tribal chief deified by the members of his clan.3 3o 

The traditional greeting formula used in the correspondence of Kibn-Dagan 
(MA:T 77) places the two gods (Dagan and Yakrub-El) in parallel with two 
geographical references: the city and the 'district' (tJal~um); this construction 
could indicate this 'dual' reality of the society of the Middle Euphrates 
region during the first half of the second millennium, since in this greeting 
formula, Dagan would refer to the urban city (alum), whereas Yakrub-El 
would refer to the district (tJal~um), not only in the strictly administrative 
sense but rather as referring to the people outside the city, though under its 
control, those we would call, somewhat reductively, 'nomads'. In this case 
there are duplicate pantheons in the region of the Middle Euphrates region 
where 'urban' gods inherited from the third millennium co-exist with gods 
that are 'new' in the urban world, although already worshipped from 
antiquity by the Sim'alite 'bedouin' from the sources of the Balih river, 

325 Cf. 1.M. SASSON, Fs. Lipinski 289f. For a different interpretation of the text cf. K. 
VAN DER TOORN, NABU 1998/2, however, cf. the reply by 1.-M. DURAND in NABU 
1998/94 §b. 

326 Cf. O. ROUAULT, SMEA 30 (1992) 249. For the god Uigamal cf. I. NAKATA, DMT 
328f.; W.O. LAMBERT, RIA 6 418f.; 1.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 306. 

327 W.O. LAMBERT, prefers to see Yakrub-EI as the patron of Terqa, cf. MARl 4 
(1985) 534. 

328 Yakrub-EI-andulll 'Yakrub-EI is my protection' cf. ARM 24 1904; Yakrub-EI-tillati 
'Yakrub-EI is my help', cf. ARM 1611 218; 1.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 203. 

329 Cf. the proper names with ItOr-Mer in ARM 1611 264. 
330 For the case of ItOr-Mer cf. 1.-M. DURAND, Mediterranees 10-11 (1997) 67. For a 

different view of the problem concerning Eblaite Astabil and Astabi-EI of Mari cf. A. ARCHI, 
Or 66 (1997) 416f. who prefers to consider this deity to be a god without a prominent position 
in the Amorite pantheon of the second millennium. 
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who came down as far as the mid-Euphrates, intially conquering Terqa and 
Mari and the Yaminite tribes and later the middle valley of the river up to 

TuttuP31 

4.6.1.5. The Dagan of Terqa and political affairs 

Prophecies from the deity have a decisive influence ~n political events of the 
region. The Mari kings consulted the god for an? Important event or even 
receive information about the visions of certaIn people who could be 
connected with the political events of the time. One o~ the b~st kn.own cases 
is the famous letter from Itilr-asdu to Zimri-Um, InformIng hIm of ~he 
message given by Dagan of Terqa in a dream of a person called Mahk-

Dagan. 

MA:T80 
To my lord, say: Thus (says) Itiir-asdu, your servant. . 
The day on which I sent this tablet to my lord, Malik-Dagan, the man of 
Sakkii, came to me and spoke to me as follows: 
"In my dream, I and a man with me, from the district of Saggariitum. (and as 
I was) in the district above, he suggested to me to go to Man. PreVIOusly, I 
had entered Terqa: on entering I went into the te.mp~e of Dagan and 
prostrated (myself) before Dagan. While I was worshlpplllg (him), Dagan 
opened his mouth and spoke as follows: . . 
'The kings of the Yaminites and their troops are III peace With the troop of 

Zimri-Lim, who went up?' 
I (spoke) thus: 
'They are not in peace'. 
Before my departure he spoke to me as follows: 
'Why there are not constantly messenger.s of Zimri:Lim before me ~nd_ w~y 
does he not give his full report to me? Did I? Not fill the hand ?f Zlmn-Llm 
with the Yaminite kings many days ago? Now see, I have wntten to you. 
Thus shall you say to Zimri-Lim: 'Send your messengers to me ~nd present 
your complete report to me to shake the kings of the Yamlllltes in a 
fisherman's basket and place them in front of you'. 
This is what this man saw in his dream and thus he explained (it) to me. 
Now, then, I have written to my lord. May my lord decide about the matter 

of the dream. 
Another matter: if my lord wishes it, may my lord present his report before 
Dagan and may the messengers of my lord be continually before Dagan. 
The man who explained this dream to me shall give a pagrum to Dagan .. I 
did not send it and as this man is trustworthy I did not take hiS hair or hiS 

hem.3 32 

331 Cf. 1.-M.DURAND, LAPO 1643. 
332 A.15 = O. DOSSIN, RA 42 (1948) 128f. = ARM 26/1233 = MROA 211 345 = 1.-M. 

DURAND LAPO 18933: a-na be-/{-ia / qf-b(-ma / um-ma i-tur-as-du /1 r-ka-a-ma / u.-um 
, m • dd I ' v k k "/'1 l' 

(up-pi an-ne-e-em a-na [sle-er / be-U-ia u-sa-bi-Iam! ma:l~k- a-gan ,u sa-~ .- ~. I -<. 1>-
kam-ma ki-a-am iq-b[el-e-elll / [ulm-ma-a-1Il1 1-l1a su-ut-tHa a-na-ku u I I u It-tHa / [ls-tlu 

ba-Ia-as sa-ga-ra-tim" / i-na ba-al-~i-im e-/i-im a-na maori"~ a-na a-Ia-ki-im / pa-nu-ia sa-ak
. " . b' . / ' dd a nu / i-na pa-ni-ia a-na ter-qa e-ru-ul11-l11a h-ma e-re- I-/G-Il!a a-na e a-gan e-rU-UIIl-111 

a-na dda-gall / Ils-ke-en i-na su-ke-ni-ia / dda-gan
v 

pf-su. ip-te-e-ma ki-a.-am iq-~e-e-en~ / um
lIJa-a-mi lug a I - m e s-nu sa dum u - m e s !a-IIlI-na «NA» / u ~a-bu-su-nu / /l-Il ~a-
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This text is an illustration of the influence that the temple of Dagan had in 
matters of daily politics. Dagan reproaches the king for the poor attendance 
of his messengers, and for the few offerings made by the king to the temple. 
In compensation, the god promises victory over the Yaminites and the 
subjection of}heir leaders,333 It should also be noted that Malik-Dagan is a 
man from Salcka, a city within the district of Mari, and not from 
Saggaratum, as thought at first,334 

Above we were able to see another text where Dagan intervenes in foreign 
political affairs, taking on the role of Mari against Tispak, god of 
Esnunna,335 

4.6.2. The Dagan of Tuttul 

Situated on modern Tell al-B1ca, almost at the outlet of the BaHb into the 
Euphrates, Tuttul was the other great centre of the cult of Dagan. As we 
have already seen above, it was the main sanctuary of Dagan in the third 
millennium -according to the archives of Ebla- and it was where Sargon 
of Alckad prostrated himself before Dagan on his military campaigns in 
Syria,336 

In the Old Babylonian period, its fame as a holy city is sti ll present in 
the texts, but in this case, somewhat blurred by the importance of the Mari 
texts, much more 'dependent' on the holy city of Terqa than on distant 
Tuttul. The political and religious links with Terqa make the royal archives 
from Mari emphasise the importance of the cult of that city. In spite of this, 
the cult of the Dagan of Tuttul is well documented. 

The city was a Yaminite kingdom that formed an alliance with Emar and 
Abattum337 during the reign of Yabdun-LIm of Mari,338 During the period 

bi-illl [S]a zi-im-ri-li-im / sa i-Ie-e-em / [ijs-li-mu-li / [ujm-lIIa a-lIa-ku-<ma> Ii-Ill is-li-IIIII / i
lia pa-l1i wa-~f-ia ki-a-am iq-be-e-elll / ILII1-ma-a-mi dum u - m e s si-ip-ri / sa zi-illl-ri-li-illl 
/ ka-ia-lIi-is ma-alJ-ri-ia a-l1a lIl[ij-l1im [lja lVa-as-bu-ma / u (e4-em-sll ga-a-m-ra-alll lIIa-ab
ri-ia alll-lIIi-l1im / la-a i-sa-ak-ka-all / li-ul-la-lIIa-al1 is-tu u_-lIli lIIa-du-tim / lug a I - m e s
IIi sa dum u - m e 5 ria ]-III[ij-lIa / a-lla qa-at zi-im-ri-li-illl ulll-ta-al-li-su-/w-ti / i-Ila-all-Ila 
a-/i-ik as-ta-pa-ar-ka / a-lla zi-im-ri-li-im ki-a-am ta-qa-ab-bi wlI-ma at-ta-a-lIIa / dum u -
m e 5 si-ip-ri-ka a-l1a ~e-ri-ia / sU-II[p-rja-[alll-mja It (e4-elll-ka ga-am-ra-am / ma-a[lJ-ri-ija 
[S]ll-ku-llll-Illa / Ii lug a I - m e s-[Ili sa dum u - m je 5 ia-lIIi-lla i-Ila g"sli-US-SLi-1I1 / 
I U - S u - p e [5- a lu-sa-ajp-si-il-su-Illl-ti-ma / ma-alJ-ri-ka [/1I-us-kuj-ulI-Sll-IlU-ti / all-lIi
tam I u su-I,i) [i-Ilja su-ut-ti-su i(-(ti-ul-ma / u a-[iaj-si-im id-bu-ba-alll / i-lIa-all-l1a a-III1-lIm
ilia a-Ila ~e-er be-/{-ia as-tap-ra-alll / wa-ar-ka-at su-ut-ti-<im> all-Ili-tim be-/{ / li-ip-ru-us / 
sa-lIi-talll sum-ilia li-ib-bi be-/{-ia / be-/{ (e4-em-su ga-am-ra-am / i g i dda-gan li-is-ku-ull / It 
dum u - m e S si-ip-ri sa be-lf-ia / a-lla ~e-er dda-gall lu ka-ia-IIII / I u sa sU-lIt-ta-am all-lIi
talll / [iq-bje-e-em pa-ag-ra-am a-lla dda-gan / i-lIa-ad-di-ill-lIIa li-ul a(-ru-da-w'-J'U / II as
sum I u sa-u telk-lu sa-ra-sli II sf-sf-<ib-ta-su / li-ul el-qf. 

17. 

333 Cf. J.-R. KUPPER, Nomades 59. 
334 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, ARM 2611 474 n. a. with bibliography; A. MlLLET, AF 22 (2000) 

335 Cf. above 115 MA:T 79. 
336 Cf. above BAB:T I. 
337 A city between Emar and TUllUI, the point of departure for commercial routes to 

Qa\na and Palmyra, cf. J.-M. DURAND, MARl 6 (1990) 45. 
338 Cf. D.R. FRAYNE, RIME 4 6.8.1. (p. 602): 1-6 where Yabdun-Um is proclaimed king 

of Mari, TUllUI, of the 'bedouin' country and ruler of the banks of the Euphrates. For the 
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in which Samsi-Addu ruled Upper Mesopotamia, Tuttul was under th~ 
control of Yasmab-Addu, who had two large districts in his power: Man 
and Tuttul,339 During the reign of Zimn-LIm, the situation does ~ot seem 
to have changed much, even though the control of Tuttul from Man .became 
more difficult. The fact that it lay on the western border. of. the km~do~ 
made control of the region difficult, especially at the begmmng of Z!1nn
Lim's reign, when the situation in Mari was muc~ less stable. 

A votive inscription of Yasmab-Addu was dedIcated to Dagan of Tuttul. 
Unfortunately, the tablet is very damaged and we can only read the 

beginning of the text: 

MA:T8l 
To Mullil, who listens to prayers, who dwells in Tuttul, Yasmab-Addu, son 
of Samsi-Addu, when on the bank of the Euphrates [00.].340 

Mullil is the name of Enlil in Emesal,341 in this case written syllabically. 
This is a 'cult' name of Dagan, due to his equivalence with Enlil. We are 
tempted to connect this 'learned' name of a Babylonian type for Daga? of 
Tuttul with Samsi-Addu's 'Akkadian' origins;342 however the epIthet 
Nunamnir that the Dagan of Terqa is given in the Epic of Zimri-LIm advises 
against this interpretation,343 Even so, this is a na~e that cam~ froI? the 
south and was adopted by the Mari scribes. It is pOSSIble that the mscnptlOn 
commemorates one of Yasmab-Addu's victories in the region of Tuttul, on 

the western Euphrates,344 
A letter from La'um to Yasmab-Addu records the departure from Tuttul 

of the 'vessels of Dagan'. These boats formed part of the administration of 
the temple of Dagan in Tuttul; however, we do not know the reasons for the 
journey or the destination of the vessels: 

MA:T82 
To my lord say, thus (says) Ul'iim, your servant. 
As for the earlier boats of Dagan, I have written to my lord. The servants of 
my lord are informed and these boats have already left. But I have detained 
them all in Tuttul. (00.)345 

description of Yabdun-Um's victory, where the Yaminite alliance was supported by Yambad, 
cf. D.R. FRAYNE, RIME 4 6.8.2: 67-91 (p.606f.). 

339 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, MARl 6 (1990) 45; D. CHARPIN - J.-M. DURAND, MARL 4 
(1985) 302. 

340 M.1l906 = MAru 3 (1984) 55 = D. CHARPIN, RA 79 (1985) 91 and 76 (copy): a-lla 
m[lI-u]I-li-[il Ie-mil / ik-ri-bi wa-si-[ijb / tu-ut-flI-ulk, / '"ia-as-ma-ab-dIM / [d U jm u dU t u-si
dIM / [i-l1ju-ma i-lla a-alJ f d - bur a nun - n a [ .. . j. 

341 MSL 4 1 4 (p. 4). 
342 Cf. above 4.1.4. 
343 Cf. above 84 MA:T 35. 
344 Cf. D. CHARPIN, MARl 3 (1984) 56. 
345 ARM 5 791-11 = J.-M. DURAND, LAPO 18974: a-Ila be-/{-ia / qf-bf-ma / um-ma la

li-um / 1 r-ka-a-ma / as-sll/ll gil.m!ru_ku_ba_tim sa dda-gall / i-lla [pa-l1]i-tim-lIIa / a-l1a be-/{-ia 
as-pu-[rJa-am /1 r-du-m e 5 sa be-/{-ia iI-/a-lu-ma / g'l.m!ru-ku-ba-tum si-Ila il-li-ka / It i-l1a tu

IIf-tu-ulk'-ma / ka-li-si-l1a ak-ta-[la]. 
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A text from Tuttul dated to the eponym of NYmer-Sin records some 
quantities of grain for the king that have come from the 'threshing floor of 
the gate of Dagan': 

TU:T 1 
Three g u r of barley of which two g u r burri are for the king's meals, 
received by Siit-lamassu-ba~~im. Supplies from the threshing floor of the 
gate of Dagan.3 46 

Probably this 'threshing floor of the gate of Dagan' was located in the 
quarter of Tuttul where the temple of Dagan was, which also gave its name 
to the gate of the city for that sector of the town. The presence of Samsl
Addu in Tuttul is also documented in other administrative texts of the city 
that record quantities of food for the king's meals.3 47 Other texts from 
Tuttul record the presence of experts in extispicy from the temple of Dagan 
in this location.348 

The other references to the Dagan of Tuttul correspond to Zimrl-Llm's 
reign. In the same way that in Terqa, the Dagan of Tuttul also had a role in 
prophecy, there are several instances of the instructions that this god gave 
and that the king's trusty men sent to Mari. The first text in chronological 
order belongs to the second phase of the prophecies of Zimri-Llm's reign, at 
the time of his confrontations with the Benjaminites and with Esnunna:349 

MA:T83 
To my lord say, thus (says) Sammetar, your servant. 
Lupabum, the api/urn of Dagan, has arrived from Tuttul. He brought a 
message that my lord was asking about him in Saggaratum: "Do the 
(oracular) counterproof (lit. examine me) regarding me before Dagan of 
Terqa". He answered him as follows: "Wherever you go you always receive 
happiness. A battering-ram and a war-tower are given to you. They will go 
at your side (lit. 'sides'). They will go to help you". This (same) message 
they replied to him in Tuttul and from his arrival in Tuttul will make him 
go down to Der. He brought my lock to Deritum. Before, he had brought the 
sernurn (saying): "The sernurn is not trustworthy, the waters (have) wet (it), 
strengthen the sernurn". Now he has brought my lock and this is the 
message: "I fear (oh Derltum!) that you trust in peace with the man from 
Esnunna and that you will be idle. Your guard must be stronger than 
before" . 
And to me thus he said: "I fear (lit. perhaps) that the king will make a treaty 
with the man of Esnunna, without (asking) the god". (The situation is) as 
before, when the Yaminites came down and settled in Saggaratum and I 

346 M. KREBERN1K, MOOG 125 (1993) 54f. lines: 33-36: 3 g u r s e sa 2 g u r ba-ri / 
a-na n f g - g u b - b i-a lug a I / 5 u - t i-a sa-llt-Ia-ma-su-g"g i d r i / m u - d u 
k i s I a b ba-ab dda-gan. For the term barram (threshed barley?) cf. M. KREBERN1K, 
MDOG 125 (1993) 52f. with bibliography. 

347 Cf. M. KREBERN1K, MOOG 122 (1990) 80f. (texts 13-15), cf. also J.-M. DURAND, 
NABU 19911114. 

348 Cf. below 4.8.2. TU:T 2. 
349 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, ARM 26/1 p. 400; J.-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 344f. 
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said to the king: "Do not make an alliance (lit: do not kill .a donkey) with 
the Yaminites. And I shall disperse and send them from their ~ests and the 
river will finish them off for you". Meanwhile, without consultlOg the god, 

there will be no treaty". 
This is the message that Lupabum spoke to m~. Afterwards, the next day, a 
qarnrnaturn of Dagan of Terqa came and thus said to me: 
"Under the straw water runs. They do not cease wntlOg to you to make 
peace, their gods send you, however in their hearts .they are prep.anng a 
second betrayal. The king must not make any pact Without consultlOg the 
god." She asked for a labarurn-garment of or?inary matenal and a ~ose 
needle. I gave her, as she had given her IOstructlOns to the temple of Belet-
ekallim to the priestess Inib-Sina. 
I send my lord a report on the words that they spoke. May my lord reflect 
and act (in accordance with) his status as great king.3 50 

The situation that this letter describes is fairly complex and some de~ails a:e 
unknown. Lupahum, an tipilum351 ~f D.agan of Terqa or of Saggar~t~;n' 1S 
sent to Terqa to confirm a prophecy lllspired by the Dagan of T~ttu.l. The 
god's reply in Terqa seems to agree :vith the reply g~ven earhe~ III Tuttul 
and in both cases is favourable to the lllterests of the klllg of Man. Once the 
consultation in Terqa was complete, Lupahum went to De:, under g.uard on 
the order of the governor of Terqa, to visit Derltu~ carrylllg an obJe.ct that 
symbolised the matter on wich he attempted to o~talll a~ ora~le. In. thIS case 
the object carried is a lock that represents the WIll to shut the CIty to the 

350 ARM 26/1 1991-57 = J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 345f.; 362: a-na be-lf-ia / qf-bf-lIlQ 
I' , v d / . v L" 

/ am-ma sa-am-me-e-tar / 1 r-ka-a-ma / '"la-pa-lJu-um "a-pI-lam sa da-gan . Is-ta tdu-al-ta-u v 

ik-su-dam / te,-ma-am sa be-If i-na sa-ga-ra-timk, / u-wa-e-ru-sa am-ma-flll a-na d~-gan sa 
ter_[q]aki /pf-iq-da-an-ni le,-ma-am sa-a-ti / u-bi-il-maki-a-am i-pa-Ia-sa um-ma-flll / e-ma 

. g'!. yo b / ' [g"l[d]" t [] 
ta-al-Ia-ka (u-u-ub li-ib-bi / im-ta-na-a[lJ-lJ]a-ar-[k]a lQ-SI- a-um a I,-Im- un: n a-
ad-nll-ni-kam / i-na i-di-ka i-il-[I]a-ka tap-pa-ut-ka i-il-Ia-ka / (e,-ma-am ~~;n:-:-em I-~a IU
IlI-tu-uL'i / i-pa-Iu-su II is-ta tu-ut-tu-uL" / ki-ma ka-sa-di-su-m~ ~-na dl-Ir u-!e-e:-dl-ma / 
gi'sf-ik-ku-ri a-na ddi-ri-lim u-bi-il / pa-na-nu-um se-er-nam u-bl-Ll um~ma-ml. / se-er-nan; 
«KA» u-ul sa-ni-iq-ma mu-u «U» / i-~u-up-pu se-er-nam d~-un-m-m5 / I-.na-an-vna s;
ik-ku-ri u-bi-il / II ki-a-am sa-pf-«Rl»-ir / um-ma-mi as-su-ur-n a-na sa-iL-l:ll:,m / sa I u 
e s _ nun _ n aki ta-ta-ka-li-ma / a-alJ-ki ta-na-ad-di-i / ma-a~-~a-ra-Iu-kl e-II sa pa-na-nll
um / [/a-ul du-un-nu-na / [u al-ia-si-im ki-a-am iq-be-e-em Ilm-ma-mi / as-[su]-ur-ri lug a.1 

k, , . v v /. I t k 
ba-lllIn din g i r-lim sa-li-im / a-na I (j [e s]-n u ~ - n a n~;P'-Isrta-su 1- a-ap-pa-a 1-

lila sa i-na pa-ni-tim / i-nu-lIla d u[m u - m ]e 5 [1]a-[IIl]I-na ur-du-nlln-ma v,-na sa-ga-ra
timki / Ils-bu u a-na lug a I aq-bu-u um-ma a-na-ku-ma /, a n 5 ~ lJa-a-n ~a d u ~ u - . 
m e s ia-mi-na la ta-qa-ta-al / i-na «BU» lJu-bu-ur-re-e ql-na-tl-su-nu / a-(a-ra-as-su-nu-:, 
II f d _ d a ll-ga-am-ma-ra-kum / [i-n]a-an-na ba-Ium din g i r-[la]m i-s[a-a]/-lu / n[a-pl.
is

7
]-ta-su la i-Ia-ap-pa-at / (e,-ma-am a[n-n]-eJe-eml mlu-pa-lJu-um id-bu-ba-am / wa-ar-kl-

'. d v [ ][k'l / . '1 k k' sU-lIla i-na sa-ni-i-im [u,-m]im / I ""qa-ma-Ium sa da-gan sa t er-qa /-I - a~-ma I~~-
all! iq-be-e-[em um-ma]-mi / sa-pa-al i n - n u - d a ma-u i-il-[Ia-k~] / a-na ~a:ll-ml-Im ':r 
la-Ila-ap-p[a-ru-ni-kum] / din g i r - m e s-su-nu i-(a-ar-ra-du-[m-kum] / u s.a-ra-am sa
ne-e-em-ma / i-na lfb-bi-su-nu i-ka-ap-pu-da / lug a I ba-lum din g 1 r-lam I-sa-al-Iu / na
pf-isrla-sula i-Ia-ap-pa-at / I t (j g - s i - s a la-lJa-r[e-e]-em u ~e-re-tam / [i]-ri-is-ma af-
[di-in-SJi-im u wU-ll-ur-ta-sa / i-na e dn i n - e - g a I [al-[n]a d [a m- dIn, g 1 r -v r a 1-

Ili]ib-si-Ila / id-di-in (e,-e[em a-wa-tim sa] / id-bu-bu-nim-ma a-na ~e-er be-how / as-plt-ra

am be-Ii li-is,-ta-al-ma / sa sar-ru-ti-slt g a lli-pu-us. 
351 On the iipilii cf. below 4.8.1.2.. _ . . ' . 
352 On D. CHARPIN's different interpretatIon, where the apdum stayed In Man and not In 

Terqa cf. BCSMS 23 (1992) 30 n. 13. 
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enemy.353 It should be noted that Dagan indicates to DerItum that he is to 
make no treaty with Esnunna. It is possible that in Der there was a faction 
favourable to a treaty with Esnunna and that the priesthood of Terqa, 
representing the oldest Middle Euphrates tradition, tried to dissuade Der, 
one of the forts close to Mari, from a pact with the enemy.354 

Lupabum also occurs in two economic documents, one of which records 
a quantity of silver that was delivered to him for the journey he had to make 
to Tuttul: 

MA:T84 
One shekel of si lver, according to the market weight, for Lupaoum, the 
api/urn of Dagan, when he went to the (god?) of Tuttul.355 

Another text documents the payment of donkey to Lupabum. The donkey 
was part of the spoils of war requisitioned by Zirrui-Um: 

MA:T85 

One donkey, expenses for Lupaoum, the api/urn of Dagan, of the donkeys 
from the booty of Ida-mara~, from the land of SUda. Servant of Yan~ib
Dagan. (lv/ZL 11 ').356 

The third phase of the prophecies of Zimrl-Um's reign corresponds to the 
closing period of his reign, when the hastening of the events would end 
with the invasion and destruction of Mari by tJammurapi of Babylon. The 
prophecies reflect the anxiety and political uncertainty of the time. One text 
illustrates the prophecies of Dagan of Tuttul and of Belet-ekallim, through 
the iipiiU, against the Babylonian threat in very optimistic terms, bearing in 
mind the imminent end of Zimrl-Um's reign: 

MA:T86 
To my lord say, thus (says) Mukannisum, your servant. 
I offered a sacrifice to Dagan for the life of my lord. The apilurn of Dagan of 
Tuttul stood up and said: 
"Oh Babylon, what do you keep on doing? I will collect you with the net 
and the sakarurn-weapon. I wish to deliver the houses of the seven allies 
and their treasures to the hands of Zimrl-L!m". 
And the api/urn of Belet-ekallim stood up and said: 
"Oh tJammurapi ... "357 

353 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, ARM 26/1 pp. 288f.; MROA 211 326f. 
354 Cf. D. CHARPIN, BCSMS 23 (1992) 25. 
355 M.11436 = 1.-M. DURAND, ARM 2611 p. 396 = MROA 211 455: I s u k U -

b a b bar I i-na n a4 ma-bi-ri-im I a-na lu-pa-bi-im I a-p{-li-im sa dda-gan I i-nu-ma a-na 
tu-ut-tu-I; I il-li-ku (7!V[[IIZL 4'). 

356 A.3796: 1-5 = ARM 2611 397 = 1.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 455: I [a n 5 el I zi -
g a a-na lu-pa-bi-;m I [a-p]{-/i-im I [sa] dda-gan I i-na a n 5 e - hi- a I sa sa-al-Ia-at I i-da
ma-ra-a~ I sa rna-at su-de I n f g - 5 u ia-an-~f-ib-dda-gan (IVI ZL II'). 

357 ARM 1323 = ARM 2611 209 = 1.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 348 = LAPO 18 939: [a]
na be-l[-ia I q(-bf-ma I urn-rna mu-ka-an-ni-sum-«SUM» 11 r-ka-a-ma s f sku r - rea
na dda-ga[n]I a-na ba-Ia-a! be-l[-;a aq-q[-;-ma I "a-ap-Iu-l/-um sa dda-gan sa tu-ut-t[u-ul]lb l I 
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Dagan claimed victory over the aggressor and in all likelihood Belet
ekallim358 also gave a message of hope for the kingdom on the banks of the 
Euphrates, but unfortunately the message of the goddess. has been lost. 

The expression 'entry of Dagan' (ereb Dagan) descnbes the entry of t~e 
divine image into the temple after a journey or a pilgrimage celebrated ill 

honour of a god, in which the god, represented by his statue, was the main 
object of worship. The moving of gods is relatively common i~ the archives 
from Mari. The journey of the Lady of Nagar through the reglOn of Apum, 
with its capital in SUbat-Enlil, is well documented.359 We have already seen 
above, when discussing the Dagan of Terqa, the journey made by Addus' 
weapons as far as Terqa. Also documented is the moving of gods such as 
Lagamal or Iksudum.360 In the case of Dagan, we have already seen an entry 
ceremony (erubbatum) during the Ur III period in honour of Dagan and 
ISbara.361 The following text is a letter from Lanasum that describes the 
entry of Dagan of Tuttul into Emar. The area of influence of the Dagan of 
Tuttul is more restricted in the western region of the mid-Euphrates, and 
there is no text that records a journey with the same characteristics of Dagan 
of Tuttul in Mari, in contrast with the intense relationship there was 
between Mari and Terqa. However, we do not have to set the two cults of 
Dagan against each other; the two are complementary and simply cov~r 
different geographical areas. The complementary nature of the two cults IS 

apparent from MA:T 83, which shows how an oracle from Tuttul is ratified 
in Terqa:362 

MA:T87 
The people of the city went to Emar because of the sirqaturn of silver that 
had been given for the meals of the entry of Dagan.363 

The relationship between Emar and Tuttul, in this case, is parallel to the one 
between Mari and Terqa. Political capital and holy city, they copy a model 

it-M-e-ma ki-a-am iq-bi I um-ma-a-mi k a - din g i r - r ak
; mi-na-am I te-et-te-ne-e-pe

es a-na pu-gi-im u sa-ka-ri-im I u-pa-ab-ba-ar-ka I e - h i-a 7 I U - m e S at-bioi I u ma-ak
ku-ur-su-nu I a-[n]a [q]a-at z[i-i]m-ri-I[i-im] I lu-m[a-a]I-I[e-e]m I u I"a-ap-[Iu]-u-um sa 
d n i n - e - g a II i[t-b]e-e-[ma]I [k]i-a-a[m] i[q-bi-um-ma-mi]I ba-[a]m-m[u-ra]-p[ll [ ... ] . 
Text already cited, cf. 82 above MA:T 31. 

358 As the text is difficult to read in this passage, J.-M. DURAND suggests the possible 
alternative reading Belet-ekallim for Nergal, cf. ARM 26/1 p. 439 n. c. 

359 Cf. M. GUICHARD, FM 2 (1994) 271; 1.-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 259f. and 305. 
360 On the movements of deities in the texts from Mari cf. 1.-M. DURAND, RAI 38 107; 

MROA 2/1 305f. Cf. also IStar's entry (siirubtum) in I.e. OLIVA, Ishtar 250f.; CSI 33f. 
361 Cf. above 49 BAB:T 5. 
362 Cf. 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 6 (1990) 53. However, cf. D. CHARPIN, BCSMS 23 

(1992) 30 n. 13. 
363 A.528: 6-9 = MARl 6 (1990) 53 n. 67: dum u - m e 5 a-lim a-na i-ma-ar'; as-sum 

sf-ir-qa-tim I sa k u - b a b bar sa i-nu-ma e-re-eb dda-g[an] I a-na n f g - g u b'- h i?- a' 
it-ta-ad-[d]i-nu I li]I-li-ku. The identity of the silver object called sirqum remains uncertain, 
cf. 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 6 (1990) 90 n. 269. 
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that is fairly widespread in Upper Meospotamia, just as there is also a 
parallel between the cities Ekallatum and Assur. 364 

Babdi-Um, an official of the Mari court in Tuttul sent a letter to ZimIi
Urn where he i.nformed him of Dagan's entry int~ the city after sixteen 
days, accomp~n.Ied by two persons (Sumu-laba and Dadi-badun), one of 
them the YamImte chIef of the tribe of the Rabbeans.365 Since the other two 
persons involved in this letter are also Yaminite tribal chiefs 366 it is 
plausible to think that Sumu-laba was also a chief of a Yami~ite tribe 
perhaps from the clan of the Uprapeans. ' 

MA:T88 
To my lord, say: Thus says BabdI-Um, your servant. 
Suri-bammu has heard that Dagan [ente]red Tuttul, and [he has said] to 
YarIm-Um the following: 'After Dagan entered Tuttul [ ... ]' [ ... ] and I, may 
he protect me [ ... ] he gave him'. And Dagan entered Tuttul. Sumu-laba and 
Dadi-badun went with Dagan. After sixteen days, Dagan entered Tuttul and 
I sent this tablet of mine to my lord.367 

In. speaking about the sacrifices to Dagan we have already mentioned the 
eVIdence we have of sacrifices in Tuttul: MA:T 33 describes how Bunuma
Addu, king of Zalmaqum requests permission from Yakbar-Um to make a 
sacrifice to Dagan of Tuttul in the same way that Zimrl-Um orders a 
sacrifice to Tuttul and Lanasiim informs the king how the sacrifice and the 
following banquet went.368 He have already seen how Yakbar-Um was the 
hi~h priest of D~gan .in T~ttul and possibly also the local head of the city. 
HIS predecessor m thIS offIce was Yasiib-Dagan, who has the same attributes 
as Yakbar-Um.369 A letter sent by Lanasiim, ZimIi-Um's representative in 
Tuttul, explains to the king the uneasiness among the people of Tuttul due 
t~ the prese~c~ of a !Ja~~iinum, the title given to the representative of the 
kmg (of Marl) m a territory that was under his protection.370 In the case of 
Tuttul, the !Ja~~iinum was Lanasiim. This unease of the people of Tuttul was 
such as to affect the running of the religious life of the city. 

364 On the structure in 'pairs of cities' cf. D. CHARPIN, l.-M. DURAND, MARl 8 (1997) 373 n. 44. 
365 On Diidi-badun cf. M. BIROT, ARM 16/1 84; ARM 21 219: 50'-51 '. 
366 -5iiri-bammu, Yaminite leader of the Amnanean clan (M. BIROT, ARM 16/1 188) and 

Yarfm-Lfm, Yaminite leader of the Yabrurean clan (M. BIROT, ARM 16/1 227). 
367 ARM 6 73 = l.-M. DURAND, LAPO 17712 = M.P. STRECK, AOAT 27111 66: a-na 

be-/{-ia / ~ql{-bi-ma / (um-m]a ba:ab-di-li-im / (llr-ka-a-ma / neu-ri-ba-am-mu / [iSj-me
ma kl-ma da-gan a-na tu-ut-tu-ul' l[i-ru-b]u a-na ee-er ia-ri-im-li-im / (iq-bil x um-ma su-.• dd /( k,. 
ma Is-tU a-gan a-na lu-ut-tu-ul1 ,-(ru-bul / ( ... ] x / ( ... ) ( ... alm-m(a ... ] / (xxxxl x u i-ia-li 
li-ie-eu-ra-an-ni / (xxx aIm [ild-di-in-su-um / (u] dda-gan / (a-n]a tu-ut-tu-ul' i-ru-ub / ("'lsu
mu-la-ba / u da-di-ba-du-un / [ilt-ti dda-gan il-li-ku / i(S]-tu u. 16-k a m dda-gan / a-na tu-ut
tu-ul' / i-ru-ub-ma / (iJup-p{ an-ne-e-em / a-na e(e-er be-lf-ia u-sa-bi-laml. 

368 Cf. above MA:T 32. 
369 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, QdS 16 (1989) 38; LAPO 16 p. 523 n. c (king ofTuttul). 
370 On this office in the administration of Mari cf. J.-M. DURAND, NABU 1987/12; 

MAR! 6 (1990) 56; J.-R. KUPPER, Fs. Garelli 182f.; D. CHARPIN, MAR! 7 (1993) 167; J.-M. 
DURAND, MROA 2/1440 and LAPO 16 p. 471 with a proposed etymology based on *bal~'i--. 
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MA:T 89 h 'd) 
Another (matter): Yasub-Dagan wrote constantly to Emar, thus ( e sal : 
'Dagan constantly asks me for the sacrifices [ ... ]; however I can~ot give the 
sacrifices since there is a lJa~~Imum. The presence of the lJa:f~anum IS not 
convenient' )71 

The presence of Lanasiim disturbed the powers. that ?e of the ~ity. The text 
. a very good description of the close relatIOnship that eXIsted between 
~uttul and Emar, and the rebel stance held by the :traditional' chief of the 
city. It is interesting to see, in this connection, how m ~~ttul there seem~ to 
have been a strong link between the temporal and religIOus powers, smce 
both aspects were concentrated in the same person .. 372 .It I.S pOSSIble that the 
clergy of Tuttul and the temple of Dagan, as an l.nStItutIOn,. were a strong 
redoubt against an external power that was attemptmg to dom.mate and n:ake 
a vassal of the city through Lanasiim, the !Ja~~iinum of the kmg of M~rL In 
this case, the Dagan of Tuttul represented the city as opposed to submIssion 
to Zimrl-Um. If the relationship between the Dagan of Terqa and the royal 
house of Mari was very close and cordial, the Dagan of Tuttul was er?cted as 
a symbol of resistance. These difficult relation.s between .the local chIefs and 
the Mari administration are well documented m the text Just quoted and also 
in the problems Lanasiim had in collecting Yakbar-Um's tribute,373 and the 
particularly difficult relations that were maintained between them.3 74 In 
some cases it was difficult to keep control over the people and a letter from 
Lanasiim to Zimri-Um explains how the people of Tuttul ripped out the 
doors of the temple of Dagan. 

MA:T90 
Another matter: let a trustworthy man come, among the servants of my 
lord, about the Slrum-tax of my lord and let him take the Slrum-tax of my 

371 ARM 2137: 41-47 = J.-M. DURAND, MARl 6 (1990) 51 = J.-M. DURAND, LAPO 16 
335: sa-ni-tam ia-su-ub-"da-gan a-na i-ma-(ark

,] / ka-a-ia-ni-i~' is-ta-na-ap-pa-ar / (u]m-lIla· 
a-mi su-ma dda-gan ne-qe-tim / ( ... ]-ab i-Ie-ne-er-re-sa-an-ni / (u m]a-ti-ma i-nu:m(~] ba-.ea
an-nu-um i-b(a-aSj-su / na-da-an ne-qe-tim u-ul e-le-e / u wa-sa-ab ba-ea:an-lIlm .u-ul rHI

tum. In J.-M. DURAND's quotation of this text in MARl 6 he reconstructs lIne 44 (sa ba-lal
ab* translating 'Ies sacrifices d' Aleppo'. In the more recent translation In LA PO 16 he 
translates the passage 'sacrifices comme ran dernier' .. Evidently th.e reconstruction IS 

different and we will have to wait for the definitive publication of the text In ARM 26/3. 
372 There was also an assembly of heads of families or old people called lablamum 

which already occurs in the third millennium, cf. J.-M. DURAND, QdS 16 (1989) 27f., m 
particular for Tuttul, 32f.; MARl 6 (1990) 56f.; MARl 7 (1993) 49. 

373 ARM 2611 246: 5-8 . 
374 Cf. M.lIOn = J.-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 441. This text is also interesting in 

showing how Yakbar-Lfm 'acceded to the throne' (ana kussfm trub); we do not know, 
however whether this refers to a real monarchy; possibly it was an enthronement as pnest. 
We do n~t know anything about the succession of Yasiib-Dagan by Yakbar-Lfm, after Zimrl
Urn's war with the Yaminites. Nor do we know who preceded or followed him, but whether 
or not the name Yasiib-Dagan is suitable for a high priest of Dagan, the name Yakbar-Um 
seems to be a 'concession' towards the dynasty of Mari, called the dynasty of 'Urn'. ThiS 
concession -if it ever existed- did not correspond to an improvement in relations between 
the two powers. 
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lord from among the people of the city as the people of the city, without 
my consent (lit. without me) tore out the doors of Dagan.375 

Lanasum's difficulties in collecting the taxes from Tuttul seem to have been 
chronic.376 It is difficult to interpret correctly the plunder of the doors of the 
temple of ~agan by t?e people of Tuttul. Perhaps the doors were an offering 
from the king of Man, or perhaps the king wished to take them away.3 77 

A broken text describes the effects of torrential rain with rockfalls and 
damag~ to cr~ps. In two lines of the text, a bubrum-sacrifice of Dagan of 
Tuttul IS mentIOned, but unfortunately the tablet breaks off at this point and 
we cannot know what its function was; there is a parallel in the bubratum
sacrifice of Addu:3 78 

MA:T9l 
[ ... ] the butJrum-(sacrifice) of Dagan in Tuttul, Iddi, the man [ ... ].379 

4.6.3. The Dagan of Mari 

Even though most of the written material from this period referring to 
Dagan comes from the royal archives of Mari, we have very few references to 
the. local dedication of Dagan in the capital of the Middle Euphrates region. 
It IS a commonly known fact that the archives from Mari provide more 
information about the area surrounding Mari than about the capital itself, 
which is logical if we remember that most of the texts available to us are 
letters sent by subjects and servants of the various kings of Mari from 
outside the capital. We know, however, that, like almost all the cities of the 
Middle Euphrates region, Dagan was worshipped in Mari, not as a polyadic 
god of the city -which was Itur-Mer's role- but as an important god of 
the pantheon. 

4.6.3.1. The temple of Dagan in Mari 

The existence of a temple of Dagan in Mari is one of the most difficult 
questions to resolve. Once we have eliminated identifying the temple of 
Bel-matim from the third millennium with the temple of Dagan, as J.-M. 
DURAND has proved and as we have explained above,38o we can state that 
-apart from some doubtful cases to be discussed below- there is no text 

375 ARM 26/1 215: 26-33: sa-ni-tam as-sum si-ri-im sa be-lf-ia I I ii t6k-Lu-um / Li-il-Li
ka-am-ma II si-ra-am / sa be-lf-ia it-ti dum u - m e sa-Lim / [l)i-iL-qi / It dum u - m e s a
Lim ba-Lu-ias «LU IA»-x / 2' g;' i g - b i-a a-na dda-gan / is-su-bu. 

376 For the strum-tax cf. 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 6 (1990) 58f.; QdS 16 (1989) 33 n. 20. 
377 Cf. the matter of the gates of the temple of Dagan in Mari, below MA:T 94-95. 
378 Cf. 1.-M. DURAND, ARM 26/1 231 and his discussion of the term. 
379 ARM 1478-9 = 1.-M. DURAND, LAPO 17817: [ ... )Ixl-as bu-ub-ri-im sa dda-gall / 

[sa lu-ut-Iu)-ul' i-id-di Iii [ ... ). In the edition of the text, M. BIROT transliterates the beginning 
of this passage as follows: [xxx s1a' i"-<na>' pu-ub-ri-im ... In the copy as can be read 
clearly, and not i as M. BIROT proposed. In his commentary he emphasises this problem and 
gives a more probable alternative, reconstructing [s1a-as pU-lIb-ri-im 'convocation of the 
assembly' (cf. ARM 14 p. 216). 

380 Cf. above 3.2. I. with bibliography. 
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that 'literally' records the temple of Dagan of Mari. The generic references to 
the 'temple of Dagan' are difficult to locate with precision. It is rea~o~able 
to think that in many cases these are references to the temple of Mar~ smce, 
being administrative texts written in Mari, the.re w.as .no need. to .glve the 
exact geographical location for the temple. This pnnclple a~phes m .many 
cases, but in others, when persons intervene who are clearly m~o~ved m the 
affairs of another local Dagan (generally of Terqa or Tuttul), It IS better to 
situate the texts with references to other local 'Dagans' outside Mari. We 
have tried, therefore, to determine, as far as we can, whether each do~ument 
that refers generically to the temple of Dagan could be pa:t of t~e affairs of a 
temple of Dagan outside Mari, and if not we have to ascnbe this reference to 

the temple of Mari. 
The pre-eponym texts (the so-called sakkanakkum texts) .re.cord the temple 

of Dagan several times, but in no case do we have a defmlte .geographlcal 
reference to determine where the temple was located (Man or Terqa). 
Whichever the recipient temple was, the texts do not indicate any ~~ltic use 
of the animals and so these records must belong to the administrative 
requirements of the temple and of its personnel.3 81 

An undated text, probably from the reign of Zimrl-Um, records the 
payment of various amounts of silver and food to various recipients, among 
them the temple of Dagan: 

MA:T92 
Half a shekel for the purchase of one ewe, half a shekel for bread and beer 

for the temple of Dagan.382 

Another document, one of the memoranda called assum, records the issue of 
silver for (the temple) of Dagan: 

MA:T93 
One shekel and a quarter from (the temple o)f Dagan.383 

As for the temple personnel, there is a delivery of animals for the work of 
the diviners of the temple of Dagan.384 

In connection with the correspondence, two letters inform us of the 
problems there had been with the doors of the temple of Dagan. The two 
letters, sent by gme-Dagan, are addressed to Yasmab-Addu. 

381 All the references are in administrative texts that record issues of sheep for the 
temple of Dagan (e dda-gan), cf. ARM 19 185 (one NIM-ewe); 188 (one ox and eight ewes); 
189 (one ewe); 191 (one ewe to Dagan?); 192 (three large ewes); 193 (one ewe) and 383 

(flour and spelt). . , v , d 

382 ARM 23 559: 8-10: 112 s u si-im u d u /112 sun In d auk a s / a-fl(l e d[a-gall). 
383 ARM 23 562: 7: I sui g i-4-g a I s 11 sa dda-gan. 
384 Cf. below 156 MA:T 148-149. 
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MA:T94 
Since Sln-iddinam has said (that he will take charge) of the temple of 
Dagan, who will oppose the god? For the temple of Dagan there are two 
doors; do not withhold the doors from me.3 85 

MA:T95 
A~sur~~ndum, 'your servant, has written to me about the doors; thus (he 
said): They seized the doors [ ... ] for the temple of Dagan". Since they are 
for the temple of Dagan, who will say anything?386 

We do not know the context of the matter. However, it is quite clear that the 
doors were precious objects even in modest private houses, and it is logical 
that the great doors of temples were highly valued for the amount of wood 
-very scarce in Mesopotamia- that was necessary to make them. 
. ~ontinuing with the daily affairs of the temple, which is very illuminat
mg III respect of the secular facet of temple life, we find a letter from Ui'um 
first minister, addressed to Yasmab-Addu, which recounts, among othe; 
matters, a message that Ui'um sent to ljammanum, governor of Yabliya,387 
to put pressure on those responsible for the city of Rapiqum388 and allowed 
the asphalt and tar that they kept to leave. 

MA:T96 
Before, with the Babylonians, there was war and they did not allow the 
asphalt and tar for the needs of the temple of Dagan to be given [ ... ] the 
ESnunneans to [ ... ] placed, and would he deliver the asphalt and tar for 
requirements of the temple of Dagan.389 

The only possible explicit reference to the temple of Dagan of Mari occurs 
in an unheaded letter of which we do not know the sender,390 on the reverse 
of t~e letter (after a lacuna) there is a reference to storing jars of wine, the 
text IS as follows: 

385 ARM 4 72: 31-35 = J.-M. DURAND, LAPO 18 1282: ( ... ) as-sum e dda-gan / [m]dEN_ 
ZU-id-di-nam iq-bu-u / ma-an-nu-um sa a-na din g i r i-pa-ri-ku / a-na e dda-gan lu-u 2 
g.li g - b i-a / g.li g - b i-a la ta-ka-Ia-am. 

386 ARM 2 IS: 37-41 = J.-M. DURAND, LAPO 1661: as-sum gili g - b i-a da-sur-an
dlU-lil r-ka / is-pu-ra-am um-ma-mi g.li g - b i-a xl ... ] / a-na e dda-gan i-Ie-qu-!, / is-tu-ma 
a-na e dda-gan / ma-an-nu mi-nam i-qa-ab-bi. 

387 A town about 125 kilometres from Mari, down the Euphrates, cf. F. JOANNES, MARl 
8 (1997) 396. 

388 About ISO kilometres from Yabliya, down the Euphrates, cf. F. JOANNES, MARl 8 
(1997) 396. 

389 ARM 26/1 260: 39-45: pa-na-Ilu-um it-ti 10k a - din g i r - r a_yiki / Ilu-ku-ur-tum
ma klu-u]p-ra-am u id-da-a[m] / a-Ila lJi-si-ilJ-ti e dda-[gan] le-[qe-em] / u-ul i[d-di-nam ... ] / 
I U e Ii - nun - n lab] a-na [ ... ] / su-uk-na-ma ku-up-ra-am u id-[da-am] / a-na lJi-si-ilJ-ti 
e dda-gan li-iz-[bi-Iu]. 

390 For doubts about the time when the letter was composed cf. J.-M. DURAND ARM 
26/1 p.498. 
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MA:T97 
They have come up from the storehouse of the (bU) suddurf to the bit 
galliibf which is the door of the (bU) suddurL They have come up through 
two places, from the bft galliibf to the gate of the temple? of Dagan.3

91 

The reference to the 'door' (biibum) is quite clear, but the reconstruction of 
'temple' (6) is not certain. The context of the passage is clearly the palac7, 
both the bit suddurf and the bit galliibf ('~e h~us~ of ~he barbers) 
correspond to dependencies of the palace of Ma~I,3:2 It IS logical, th~n to 
think that the door of this 'temple'(?) was also wlthm the palace. In spite of 
this, it is possible, as DURAND proposed, to reconstruct the passage a-na 
ba-[ab] [6 - din g i r] dda-gan and so translate 'up to the .door of t~e 
cella/chapel of Dagan'. This proposal seems more reasona?le smce there IS 
good evidence for the presence of cell as for the gods m the palace of 

Mari.3 93 
The existence of a 'Gate of Dagan' in Mari is well attested in the 

economic texts that record a series of fields in its region394 and in a year
name of Zimri-Um that commemorates the installation of the statue of 

some lions in the gate of Dagan. 

MA:T98 
Year in which ZimrI-Lim caused the lions to go out from the gate of 

Dagan.395 

This gate was one of the entrances to the city of Mari, but we do not know 
where to locate it. It is possible that it was in the quarter where the. temp~e 
of Dagan was, but we shall have to await new information to confirm thiS 

hypothesis. . ..' 
The 'Field of Dagan' also occurs in a letter connected with the ImgatlOn 

and distribution of water for the fields. 

MA:T98 
"Si l'on ouvre la 'Campagne de Dagan', l'eau manquera pour la 'Grande 
Campagne' et Ie 'bois de Sln-iqlsam"'.396 

391 ARM 2611 2423'-6' = M. GUICHARD, MARl 8 (1997) 310 (copy): is-tu a-b[u-u]s-sf
im sa su-[ud-du-ri] / a-na e is [u]- i sa ba-ab su-ud-d[u-ri] / i-[Iu-u is-tu] e is u - i a-na ba

lab] / [ell dda-gan a-sar 2-su i-Iu-U. 
392 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, ARM 2611 p. 499 n. d. 
393 J.-M. DURAND, SP 90 and 98. A gate-keeper (n i - d U8) of the temple of Dagan, 

called Ullaya, occurs in an unpublished text. The city in which this temple is located is not 
specified, cf. 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 8 (1997) 628 n. 358. 

394 Cf. ARM 23 590 7: 4 g a n k a dda-gan. Cf. also the 'thirty gan of the field of the 
gate of Dagan' in the text recording Yabdun-Llm buying back the hill of Puzurran from the 
king of Esnunna (M.8142: 13' = D. CHARPIN, FM [I] [1992] 29f.). 

395 Sanat Zimr/-Um emamml sa bab Dagan use~u cf. G. DOSSIN, Studia Mariana 58 nr. 
25 with variants. The presence of a variant of the year-name with the sequence sa e dda-gan 

was rejected by 1.-M. DURAND, MARlS (1987) 61 J.. . . . 
396 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, TPH 138, text cited only in translatIOn, the complete edition Will 

be published in ARM 26/3. 
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A letter fr~m Samsl-Addu to Yasmab-Addu, however, seems to clarify the 
exact 10catlOn of this 'Field of Dagan', very close to the city of Urab: 

MA:T 100 
As of now, he shall dwell in the Field of Dagan, the land of the palace in 
UralJ.3 97 

As for the craftwork around the temple of Dagan of Mari, only three 
references are preserved in the administrative texts. Three texts record 
~aterial for.making the t.hrone of Dagan, two of them explicitly mention the 
city of Man, and the third only records a sequence of thrones of different 
deities associated with a series of persons who may have been the artisans 
who constructed them. 

MA:TIOI 
A large piece of cedar-wood (and) a log of cedar for the manufacture of the 
throne of Dagan of Mari. Received by tJabdu-ijanat. (2S/lv/ZL 4').398 

MA:T 102 
Three minas and one third of glaze for the manufacture of the throne of 
Dagan o.f Mari. Received by tJabdu-tJanat. One third of a mina of glaze for 
the makmg of the enclosure, received by Yar'ip-Addu, the acrobat. Fifteen 
shekels of glaze for the manufacture of the enclosure, received by Yabbi
Addu. Two shekels of glaze for the painting of the throne with a backrest of 
Kunsl-matum, priestess of Dagan, received by IlI-asraya.399 

MA:T 103 
Throne of Dagan: IlI-remenL Throne of AnnunHum: In-Mamma. Throne of 
Ea. Sulu-[ ... ]. Addu of MalJanum: QiSU-Mamma. Axe of Sin: LalJaba [ ... ].400 

A list of the uses of bronze from the palace of Mari records the allocation of 
a mina of bronze for the manufacture of the curved wepon of Dagan: 

MA :T 104 
One mina of bronze for the point of the curved weapon of Dagan that Inir
muktabli made40 I 

397 ARM 1 56: II-IS = 1.M. DURAND, LAPO 17 756: [is-tu i-na-an-n]a I tiona u-ga-ajr 
[dd]a_gank'i [us-.f]a-ab Iler-~]e-et e-kal-lim I [i-na] u-ra-aiJk'. 

398 ARM 23 517: 1 g"la-iJu gal sa g"e r i nil g"ki-si-it-tum sa g"e r i n / a-na si-p[-ir 
g"g u - z a I sa dda-gan I sa ma·d i I 5 u - t i-a I iJa-ab-du-diJa-na-at. (25/1V/ZL 4') . 

399 ARM 23 195: 3 1/3 m a - n a 5 e - g i n71 a-na si-pi-ir gi!g II - Z a I sa dda-gan sa 
.k'l· . iJ d ma-n S II - t I - a a-ab-du- iJa-na-at I 113 m a - n a 5 e - gin, I a-na si-pi-ir sa-iJi-ir-

tim I su-ti-a ia-ar-i-ip-"IM 1 u iJu-pi I l5 g f n s e - g i n,l a-na si-p[-ir sa-iJi-ir-tim I s u -
t i-a I ia-bi-dIM I 109 f n s e - g i n7 I a-na sa-ma-at / g"g u - z a ne-me-di / sa ku-si
ma-tum dam dda-galll S u - t i-a i-lf-as-ra-ia (41V1ZL 4'). 

400 ARM 21 292: Igi1'g u - z a dda-gan I-lf-re?-me-ni t'gl"g u - z a sa an-nu-ni-tim I-/(
dma-ma / g"g u - z a sa de_a su-Iu'-x-x I dIM sa ma-iJa-nim I q[-is-ti-"[ma]-ma I g i s pa-as
tum sa dEN-ZU la-/Ja-ba-x-x. 
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The throne of Dagan is also mentioned in the administrative texts. One text 
records the re-use of metals from the emblem of Dagan to make the throne: 

MA:T 105 
One mina four shekels and one third of a shekel and five grains of gold; 
four min;s, fourteen shekels of silver, x and one third of a mina of bronze 
according to the weight (that is the) property of the kmg that was strIpped 
from the old emblem of Dagan for the inlay of the throne of Dagan of 

Mari?402 

Another text records the issue of sickles of copper for various deities, among 

them Dagan of Mari.403 
We only have one reference to a statue of Dagan in an administrative 

document that records the issue of gold to embellish the statue: 

MA:T 106 
x grains of gold for the embellishments of the statue of Dagan. Delivery to 
Iddin-IStar. (2S/x/ZL 3'7).404 

We have already seen how oil was an important element not only in the cult 
but also in the maintenance and cleaning of the divine statue. Two texts 
from the eponym period, record oil (common and perfumed405 ) for Dagan: 

MA:T 107 
1 litre of first quality oil for Dagan (13/v1/Y A 1).406 

MA:T 108 
1 litre of mar/tum-oil, 1 litre of cedar oil, for Dagan, when the ship 
(7/MakranurnlYA 3).407 

An administrative text from the eponym period records the issue of wool, 

possibly for a priestess of Dagan: 

401 ARM 22 203+ARM 25 729+ARM 22 208 = 1.-M. DURAND, Fs. Kupper 171 IV 50-
52: I m a - n a z a bar I a-na si-ik-ka-at I ga-am-li sa dda-gan I [.f]a i-ni-[i]r-mu-uk-t[ab-

Ii] I [i -pu-su]. 
402 ARM24128: I m [a - n] a41/3 g f n 5 [5] e k u -[g]i 14 [m ]a- n a 14 g f n 

k u _ b a b bar I [x+]2 [1]/3 m a - n a z a bar I i-na n a,- b i-a n f g - 5 u 
1 u gall sa i-na gi!S u - n irs u m u n I sa dda-gan ip-pa-a(-ru I a-na iiJ-zi sa g"g u - z a I 

sa dda-gan I sa ma' -[riki 7] (8/IV/ZL 4'). 
403 Cf. above 113 MA:T 71. 
404 ARM 25 363: [ ... ]45 e k u - gil a-na ~i-mi-it-ti I sa a 1 a m dda-gan lsi - 1 a i-

din-d,-tar (25/X/ZL 3'7). 
405 For these miirtrum-oils and oils perfumed with cedar cf. F. JOANNE.s, MARl 7 (1993) 

~li d 
406 M.lll24 = D. CHARPIN, MARl 3 (1984) 84 nr. 2: I qa 1- sag I a-na da-gan 

(l31VlIYA 1). 
407 TH 82.l02 = D. CHARPIN, MARl 3 (1984) 86 nr. 17: 1 qa 1 maori-tum I 1 qa 1-

g"e r e n I a-na dda-gan I i-nu-ma i-Ie-ep-p[ (7lMakriinurnlY A 3). 
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MA:T 109 
Thirty minas of second quality wool, allocation of wool for the priestess of 
Dagan. (l31?1Y A 15).408 

4.6.3.2. The eultie rooms of the temple of Dagan of Mari 

We have very little information on the various rooms and the structure of 
the temple of Dagan in Mari. The only cultic topos that we know is called 
the pirikkum of Dagan. The pirikkum is an ambiguous term and could be 
inte~re~ed, on a first r~ading of .the texts, as a ritual, but it is very likely 
that It IS connected With a cultlc topos. The term occurs only once in 
connection with Dagan in the texts from Mari. ARM 23 284 records a series 
of sheep sacrificed in the pirikkum of Dagan and in the betyl (sikkiinum). 

MA:T 110 
Five lambs for the sacrifice in the pirikkum of Dagan. One ewe in the betyl. 
One lamb to Dagan. Total: seven dead lambs in Mari. (6/XI/).409 

The meaning of this cultic term is difficult to determine. At first, J.-M. 
DURAND proposed that the term denoted a place, a feast or an object,410 
without attempting to translate the word.411 In his review of the 
administrative texts from Mari, W. VON SODEN, suggested a connection 
with Akk. parakkum 'sanctuary' .412 The appearance of texts from the 
intermediate period of Emar have provided new occurrences of the word. D. 
ARNAUD does not attempt any translation; R. ZADOK connects the term 
with WS *brk 'pool'.413 On the basis of these new texts, l-M. DURAND 
continued to propose connecting the term with a place or with a sacred 
symbol of Syrian temples.414 D.E. FLEMING related the term to !Star (sa) 
bi-ri-GA-ti of Emar,415 which J. OLNA suggested connecting, through 
pirikkum with Akk. pilakkum 'stiletto'.416 Lastly, D. CHARPIN and J.-M. 
DURAND, explain the term as a structure where libations were made to the 
god.417 

Apart from the connection between Dagan and the pirikkum, the term 
occurs in Mari in association with two other deities: Sin and tJibirtum, both 

408 ARM 22 100: 30 m a - n a s f gus I sf g - ban i n dda-gan I z i _ g a I mu_ 
eur-a-wa-su (131?1Y A 15). 

409 ARM 23 284 = B. LAFONT, MARl 5 (1987) 381 (collation) and 387 (copy). 5 
u d u - nit a - b i-a I s f sku r - reI i-na pf-ri-ki-im sa dda-gan 11 u d u a-na si-ka-ni
im I Iud u - n f t a I a-na d da-gan I s u - n i gin 7 u d u - n f t a - b i-a I d i mr m a I 
i-na ma-d'. (6/XII). 

410 ARM 21 p. 25f. 
411 Fs. Birot 81 n. 9. 
412 Or 56 (1987) 1m. 
413 AION 51 (991) 115, similarlyD.E. FLEMING, TE 157 n. 71. Cf. Ug. brky (DLU 116), 

unconnected with the cult. 
414 RA 83 (1989) 179; MARl 6 (1990) 298 n. C. 

415 HSS 42 89 n. 73. 
416 NABU 1993/98; lshtar 443f. 
417 MARl 7 (1993) 375 nr. 142. 
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found in administrative texts recording the issue of sacrificed sheep.418 It is 
also related to ltiir-Mer.419 In a letter from Yasmab-Addu to his mother, the 
term pirikkum occurs in a clear locative sense: 'as for the youngest daughter 
of Gabetum, whom he led to the pirikkum (oo.)' .420 In his study of this text, 
l-M. DURAND proposed the derived meaning of 'to consecrate a priestess', 
but always retaining the original meaning of (cultic) place.421 Accordingly, 
the pirikkum would be, among other things, the place where priestesses were 
consecrated. The texts from Emar also seem to indicate that the pirikkum 
was a cultic place where sheep were sacrificed to the Storm-god: 'One ewe to 
the garden of the pirikkum of dIM' .422 J.-M. DURAND proposed a new 
reading of Emar 6/3 28: 5-6 'Before they confront each other in the 
pirikkum' ,423 in this case the term would be used in a legal. context, it is 
possible that the pirikkum was a place where an oath to the deity was sworn. 
However, a literary text from the Old Babylonian period also includes this 
term: 'Their homes were heaped with grain, their pirikka with ... ', where the 
word pirikkum occurs in clear parallelism with subtum 'dwelling' .424 
Another literary text from the same period describes, among other things, 
the king's desire to build a temple in honour of Erra. In the first line of 
direct speech, the king refers to the pirikkum (in a broken context) when 
listing the various works he is thinking of doing for the deity. In this text 
the pirikkum is also clearly in parallel with other temples or rooms and 
(cultic) chambers of the sanctuary. 425 

We may conclude that Dagan received sacrifices of animals in the 
pirikkum,426 a cultic chamber where, at least conceptually, the element of 
water was predominant for making libations and consecrating (certain) 

418 ARM 21 34 1-3: 3 u d u - nit a - b i-a I i-na pf-ri-k[i]m sa dlJi-bi-ir-tim; ARM 23 
290: 5-6 = MARl 5 (1987) 388 (copy): 2 s i I a4 i-na pf-ri-ki-im I sa dEN-ZU. 

419 Text which describes a request to the god ltilr-Mer, for omens for a sick child once 
the god has appeared: "J'ai fait deposer 11 Abattum Ie pirikkum d'ltilr-Mer et Ie petit enfant a 
offert un sacrifice.( ... )" Cf. J.-M. DURAND, MARl 6 (1990) 46 [A.2879] unpublished text, 
without transliteration 

420 M.7420: 5 = J.-M. DURAND, MARl 6 (1990) 296f. = LAPO 18 1040: as-sum 
dum u - m f ga-be-e-tim sa a-na pf-ri-ki ir-du-nim. 

421 MARl 6 (1990) 298 n. c; LAPO 18 p. 212f. 
422 Emar 6/3446: 49' = D.E. FLEMING, TE 272 line 49: u d u a-na g"k i r i6 sa pf-ri-ki sa 

dIM. 
423 la-rna-rna i-na pf-ri-ki-ma I im-talJ-ra RA 83 (1989) 179. 
424 OECT 11 1:12: su-ub-ti-su-un nu-lJu-us as-na-[a]n pi-ri-ik-ki-su-nu i-di x-x-x is-bu

luI. Cf. also J.-M. DURAND, MARl 6 (1990) 298 c; LAPO 18 p. 213. 
425 W.G. LAMBERT, BiOr 30 (1983) 361: 25-29: qa-ab-x [ ... ]-wa-ar pi-ri-ka-ka lu-sa-as

qf Ilu-pu-us-ku-um bi-ta-am sa ta-si-la-tu li-ib-bi I ta-sa-ab i-qi-ir-bi-su ri-mi pa-ra-ak sar-ru
ti-im Ilu-sa-ri-ik e-li-ik lu-sa-ar-pi-is ki-ku-un-na-ak lu-sa-al-bi-is wa-ar-qa-am. '[ ... ] let me 
raise up your pirikkum I Let me built you a temple in which joy (is found) I Reside within it, sit 
on the lordly dais I Let me make your area long and wide I Let me clothe your gigunnu with 
green'. Cf. in this same context W. VON SODEN, Or 56 (1987) 103; AHw 1583 S.Y. pirikkum 
(unklar); CAD 5/224 S.Y. saqu A 4c (obscure). 

426 For parallels of cultic places that receiYe offerings for a deity cf. in Ugarit KTU 
!.l09: 19, where a lamb is offered to ilib in the urbt, cf. G. DEL OLMO LETE, RC 274. The 
term urbt remains unexplained, cf. DLU 48. Note text KTU 1.41: 11, which refers to a 
libation in the urbt cf. G. DEL OLMO LETE, CR 108. 
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priestesses (by means of an ablution?). In this sense see a fragment of a 
letter, mentioned already, about the consecration of Gabetum which says: 

MA:T III 
Meanwhile, you have given this news to the king and the king has written 
to me saying: "Give me the box and all that there is (in it)! May the young 
lady Gabetum, whom I shall entrust to Dagan, retain her things".427 

4.6.3.3. The cult of Dagan of Mari 

There is good evidence for sacrifices to Dagan and other deities that were 
performed in Mari . There are cases in which it is difficult to know whether 
the sacrifice was in the same city or simply a record of animals that have left 
Mari for other places where the sacrifices were made, or whether the animals 
were intended for the local cult of Dagan.428 

As for the cultic ceremonies, we have to note royal intervention in the 
tJumfum-ritual which, according to the ritual tablet of the kispum, was 
performed to introduce the tJumfum, some kind of standard or divine 
symbol, together with an accompanying procession inside the temple of 
Dagan.429 

4.6.4. The Dagan of $ubiitum 

Besides the two great sanctuaries of Dagan located in Terqa and Tuttul, and 
of Dagan of Mari, there are references to other cities that document a temple 
dedicated to Dagan. However, the references are very scarce due to the lesser 
importance of these other cult centres. One of these sanctuaries was in 
~ubatum, located on the left bank of the Euphrates in the vicinity of 
Mari.430 The sources do not provide much information on the cult in the 
sanctuary of Dagan in that city; most of the quotations come from the 
administrative texts, except for a letter from Zimrl-Um to his mother Addu
durl.431 

MA:T 112 
I have listened to the tablet that you sent me, (you gave me) news about the 
woman whom Dagan reclaims. Very well, I, after this tablet of mine, 

427 M.7420 13-21 = 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 6 (1990) 296f. = LAPO 18 1040: [i-Ila-an 
najl !e,-ma-am [all-ni-Iamj I a·na <I u g a I> la-[aq-bi-i-maj I [I u g j a I is-pu-r[a-amj I 
um-IIIa'lIIi sLl-kLl-L1I-[la-saj/llla-li i-ba-as-su-u i[d-Ila-amjl [m f - t u r gahbe-edlLljm ~'a 

a-na dda-galll [ad-dij-Ilu [e-Iluj-us·sa I i-rna pa-Ilij-sa li-ki-il. 
428 Among the sacrifices to Dagan in texts MA:T 25, MA:T 26, MA:T 27, MA:T 28 and 

MA:T 30 are ones that illustrate the sacrifices that were made to Dagan in the city of Mari. It 
is difficult to know whether these sacrifices were intended for the temple of Dagan of Mari 
or whether they were for the palace cult, well documented in the texts that refer explicitly to 
the sibirli bll ila/li of Mari , cf. above 79 MA:T 2l. 

429 For a discussion of bum!U//l cf. above MA:T 4. 
430 1.-M. DURAND, TPH 117; D. CHARPIN, FM [Ij (1992) 35f.; A. MILLET, AF 22 

(2000) 17. 
431 For Addu-dOri as Zimri-Um's mother and tJadni-Addu's wife cf. D. CHARPIN - J .-

M. DURAND, MARl 4 (1985) 337f. 
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tomorrow I shall leave Ziniyan. I will go up and go to contemplate the face 
of Dagan of ~ubatum. I will give everything that he wishes to ask of me.432 

According to what the letter tells us, Addu-dun sent a messenger to Zimri
Urn so that he would go and worship Dagan. However, the matter could not 
have been very important as we had to wait for the king to go to a more 
important holy city such as Tuttul or, more probably, Terqa.433 

Among the administrative texts there is a consignment of oil for the 
preparation of sacrifices of Dagan of ~ubatum: 

MA:T 11 3 
Two litres and two thirds litres of oil for the sacrifice of Dagan of ~ubatum. 
Expenses: (person responsible) Balumenanbe.434 

We have already seen, above, how animals were sacrificed in the temple of 
Dagan of ~ubatum in honour of Dagan and Ninhursag.435 The other 
references to this local dedication of Dagan correspond to various deliveries 
of materials for making objects for the cult. There are several references to 
the manufacture of the weapon of Dagan of ~ubatum, as we have already 
seen when discussing Dagan of Terqa. MAT 68 records the materials 
necessary436 for making the weapons of various deities, including the Dagan 
of ~ubatum . There are also references to the plating of the same god's 
weapon: 

MA:T 114 
One mina of silver of Dagan of ~ubatum to buy thirteen shekels and a half 
and eight grains of gold that have been acquired by Nur-ili. Additional 
consignment for the plating of the weapon of Dagan of ~ubatum. (15lvll/ZL 
2').437 

Another text refers to the weapon of Dagan of ~ubatum In a list of objects 
connected with various deities: 

432 ARM 10 143: 4-18 = MROA 211 226 = 1.-M DURAND, LAPO 18 1099: !Lip-pa-k[ij sa 
[ljLl-sa-bi-[lim dj-me Ile,-em m f sa Iddal_[gall ij.lri-sLlI-mi I an-na a-na-kLl w[aj-a[r-ki 
!lLlp-p(-ia I all-ni-i-iml s~-ne-e-em L1,-um-su I is-Iu zi-ni-ia'Q/,k; I li-se-se-ra-alll I a·ka-as-sa
dam-ma I pa-ni dda-gan sa ~Ii-ba-lilllk; I at-ta-na-ap-la-ds I it bi-di-li-su I ma-li i-re-sa-an-ni I 
a-Ila-ad-di-i/ll u-ul a-ka-la. For the expression pan ilim naplusLlm cf. 1.-M. DURAND, LA PO 
18 p. 282 n. b with bibliography. 

433 On the other hand, the documents for the distribution of oil record a consignment, 
connected with the cult of Dagan of Urab, with the seal of Addu-dOri, which shows the 
special devotion that Zimri-Um's mother had for Dagan, cf. below 136 MA:T 119; D. 
DUPONCHEL, FM 3 (1997) 207. 

434 M.13214= D. DUPONCHEL, FM 3252: 2213 qa III - g i sIs f sku r - r e / a-Ila 
dda.ga/l sa ~Ii-ba-limk; I z i - g a I ba-lu·mi-Ilam-be (4/Xlll2). 

435 Cf. above 81 MA:T 29. 
436 On the skin called Sill/tnltLlm cf. above III f. 
437 ARM 22 247: I m a - n a k u - b a b bar I sa dda-gall sa ~u-ba-timk; I a-Ila si-im 

13 112 g f n 8 s e k u - gil sa it-Ii wHir-,-1f I is-sa-/lw I te-er-di·tum I a-na ib-zi sa 
g" t u k u I.' sa dda-gall sa ~Ii·ba-timk; (l51V1l/ZL 2'). 
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MA:T 115 
Weapon of Dagan of .subatum. Weapon of SamaiL Axe of Sin. Weapon of 
Dagan of Urab. Dais of SamaiL Table of silver. Vases of silver. Cart of gold 
[ ... ]. x of silver [ ... ]. x of wood from Melubba [ ... ].438 

One texts summarises records of a series of garments. One of the references 
to time used for dating the delivery is the consecration of the weapon of 
Dagan of ~ubatum: 

MA:T 116 
An ordinary garment: Libur-andullI at the opening of the mouth of the 
weapon of Dagan of .subatum.439 

Another administrative text refers to the treasure of Dagan of ~ubatum In 

recording a quantity of bronze for the use of craftsmen: 

MA:T 117 
Two minas and five sixths, five shekels of bronze, from the treasure of 
Dagan of .subatum, for the work of craftsmen. Delivery to Iddatum and 
Kapl-esub (30/XIl/ZL 1').440 

4.6.5 . The Dagan of UraIJ 

Another of the 'minor' centres of the cult of Dagan was in Urab on the left 
bank of the Euphrates, in the district of Mari.44I All the references to the 
Dagan of Urab occur in administrative texts. Two texts record the issue of 
oil for the sacrifices of Dagan of Urab: 

MA:TI18 
Three and one third litres of oil, for the sacrifice of Dagan of Urab. 
Expenses: (person responsible) Baluminambe (4/x/ZL 2).442 

MA:TI19 
2 litres of oil for anointing the old men of Urab to the temple of Dagan of 
Urab (4/X/).443 

438 ARM 21289: g;'t u k u I sa dda-gan §a eu-ba-timk; / g;' t u k u I sa dU t u / g;'pa-ds-tum 
sa dEN-ZU / g; 't u k u I sa dda-gan §a u-ra-abk; / g;'g 1 r - g u b §a d U t u / g"b a n sur, 
k u - b a b bar / g a I - b i-a k u - b a b bar / [g;]'g [i g i] r §a k u - [g ]i / [ ... ] z u 
b i'- m e k u - [b alb bar / [ ... ] sa g i s me-lu-ba ( ... ). 

439 ARM 21 333 69': 1 tug s i - s a u s li-bur-an-dill-U i-nu-ma pi-it pf-i §a 
g; 't u k u 1 §a dda-gan sa su-ba-timk'. 

440 ARM 22 196: 2 5/6 5 g f n z a bar / a-sa-kum / sa dda-gan §a eu-ba-timk; / a-na §i
pi-ir / dum u - m e Ii um-me-ni / s i-I a id-da-tim / il ka-bi-e-su-ub (30/XIlIZL 1 '). 

441 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, TPH 117; FM [I] (1992) 35f.; A. MILLET, AF 22 (2000) 17. 
442 M.13160 = D. DUPONCHEL, FM 3 219: 3 1/3 [q]a 1 - g i s / sf sku r - Ir e] / a-na 

dda-gan / §a u-ra-abk
; / z i - g a / ba-li-mi)na-am-bel (4/X/ZL 2). . 

443 M.13161 = D. DUPONCHEL, FM 3 219: 2 qa 1 / a-na pa-sa-as si-bu-tim / §a u-ra-abk, / 
i-na e dda-gan / §a u-ra-ab (4/X/). 
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The first text has the seal of YaSub-Dagan,444 a high court official 
responsible for sacrificial matters in all the texts referri~g to the oil ~f. the 
palace of Zimri-Lim, and possibly he was entrusted WIth royal sacnflces. 
The second text bears the seal of Addu-dur!, Zimrl-Lim's mother, who, as 
we saw above, seems to have a special devotion for Dagan. 

There are numerous texts about metal-working, even though they do not 
m ention religious or cultic acts explicitly. Prominent is the large amount of 
m etal for making sickles or the material required for making the weapon of 

Dagan of Urab· 

MA:T 120 v 

Thirteen minas and two shekels of bronze of Samas for fifty-three sickles. 
Five minas of copper from the palace for twenty sickles. Delivery to Lipit
Ea. Seven minas and two thirds of copper of Dagan of Urab for thirty-one 
sickles. Delivery to BelSunu. Nineteen minas and a half of copper from the 
palace for seventy-eight sickles. Delivery to Zilipan. Fifteen shekels of 
copper from the palace for one sickle. Delivery to Abl-liblu~. (l9/I/ZL 
1').445 

MA:T 121 
Thirteen minas and two shekels of bronze of Samas for fifty sickles . 
Delivery to Lipit-Ea. Seven (minas) and two thirds of a mina of copper of 
Dagan of Urab for thirty-one sickles. Delivery to Belsunu. Nineteen minas 
and a half of copper of the palace for seventy-eight sickles. Delivery to 
Zili pan.446 

MA:T 122 
Seven minas and one third with five shekels of copper of Dagan of Urab; 
(is) the weight of thirty sickles that I have received from Belsunu.447 

MA:T 123 
One third of a mina of copper of Dagan of Urab: surplus of Belsunu for two 
sickles. One third of a mina of bronze: surplus of Lipit-Ea for three 
sickles.448 

444 On YasOb-Dagan cf. D. DUPONCHEL, FM 3 (1997) 207. 
445 ARM 22 193: 13 m a - n a 109 f n z a bar sa dU t u / a-na 53 u r u d u - s e -

kin - k U5/ 5 m a - n a u r u d u sa e-kal-lim / a-na 20 u r u d u - s e - kin - k U5 / 
s i - I a li-pf-it-e-a / 7 2/3 m a - n a u r u d u / sa dda-gan sa u-ra-ab

k
; / a-na 31 

u r u d u - s e - kin - k U5 / s i-I a be-el-su-nu /19112 m a - n a u r u d u / sa e-kdl
lim / a-na 78 u r u d u - s e - kin - [k ] U5 / s i-I a zi-li-pa-an 15 gin u r u d u sa e
kal-lim / a-na 1 u r u d u - s e - kin - k U5 / s i-I a a-bi-li-ib-lu-u{ (l9/i/ZL 1 '). 

446 ARM 22 194: 13 m a - n a 10 gin z a bar / sa dU t u / a-na 52 u r u d u - . 
Ii e - kin - k U5 / s i-I a li-pf-it-e-a / 72/3 m a - n a u r u d u / sa dda-gan / sa u-ra-ab

k
, 

/ a-na 31 u r u d u - Ii e - kin - k Us / s i-I a be-el-su-ml / 19 112 m a - n a u r u d u 
sa e-kdl-lim / a-na 78 u r u d u - s e - kin - k U5 / s i-I a zi-li-pa-an. . 

447 ARM 25239 obv. 6-8: 7 1/3 m a - n as gin u r u d u / §a dda-gan sa u-ra-abk, / 
k i-I a - b i 30 u r u d u - s e - kin - k U5 / be-el-§u-nu am-bu-ru. 

448 ARM 22 201 1'-7': 113 m a - n a [u r u d ]u s[a dda-gan] / sa u-ra-ab
k

[;] /1 a - u 
be-el-su-ml / a-na 2 u r u d u - s e - [k i ]n-[k ] U5 / 1/3? ma-na 3 gin z a [b a r] / 
1 [a - u]li-p+i-i[t]-e-[a] / [a]-na 3 u r u d u - Ii [e ]-k i n - k [U5] [ ... ]. 
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To this group of documents concerning sickles should also be added MA:T 
70, in which metal is distributed for Dagan of Terqa, of Urab and for Samas 
and MA:T 71 ~ in which are listed sickles of various gods, among them 
Dagan of Man, Terqa and Urab. An assum memorandum449 records a set of 
objects for the work of craftsmen and among these objects it records silver 
for the Dagan of Urab: 

MA:T 124 
About the throne of Samas. About the weapon of SamaiL About the silver 
for Dagan of Urab ( ... ).450 

Another administrative text records the consignment of gold and silver for 
the standard (surinum) of the Dagan of Urab: 

MA:T 125 
Three minas of silver of Dagan of Urab have been refined. Six shekels and 
two thirds of gold, two and five sixths shekels of [ ... ] that (are) for plating 
the standard of Dagan of Urab that have been given to make (it). Delivery 
to Sln-ibni before Kapi-Addu, before Mukannisum [ ... ]. (30/?/ZL 1').451 

Two texts refer explicitly to the manufacture of the weapon of Dagan of 
Urab. One of the texts has already been cited above and refers to various 
objects connected with the gods; among them is the hide of a sinunftum for 
that weapon.452 MA:T 115 also refers to the weapon of Dagan of Urab 
together with other deities. Another text records the varnish required for 
making Dagan's weapon, if we remember that the consignment is received 
by La.bwi-babli, who receives material for making the weapon of Dagan of 
Urab In MA:T 68 (22/IV/ZL 1 '), it is logical to conclude that, even if not 
explicitly mentioned, the following consignment was intended for making 
the same item. 

MA:T 126 
One third of a mina of varnish for making a weapon of Dagan, received by 
Labwl-bablL One third of a mina of varnish for making a weapon of Dagan, 
received by Kapl-esub. One third of a mina for the TE-bi-e suppinatum
weapon, received by Abdu-malik from Tukkum. Total: One mina of 
varnish. Expenses. (15/1/ZL 1').453 

449 On the typology of t~i~ kin~ of memor~n~um cf. F. J.?AN~ES, ARM ~3 t 87f. 
450 ARM 23 103 1-4: as-sum g g u - z a sa u t u 1 as·swll g t u k u I sa u t u 1 as-slI/ll 

k u - b a b bar dda-gan 1 sa It-ra-abk
; ( •• . ). 

451 ARM 22 246: 3 m a - n a k u - b a b [b a r) 1 [sla dda-gan sa u-r[a-abk
;) 1 [i)m

lIle-si-[IIl)a 16213 g f n k u - ,lg )i 1 2 5/6 GiN [Sja x [xx) 1 sa a-Ila ib-zi 1 sa I su-ri-[Il)i[m) 
1 sa dda-gan 1 [~la It-[r)a-[a)b1kl , / sa a-Ila e-[p)e-s[i)-im 1 na-ad-nu / s i-I a dE[N-ZU)-ib-ni 
1 i g i k[a-p)f-dIM 1 i g i mu-ka-an-ni-si-im 1 eb-bll-u[t ... ) (30!?IZL I'). 

452 Cf. above 112 MA:T 68. 
453 ARM 23 183: 113 m a - n a 5 e - g i n7 1 a-na si-pf-ir I g;'t u k u I sa dda-gan 1 

5 u - t i-a 1 la-ab-wi-ba-ab-li 1 113 m a - n a 5 e - g i n7 1 a-Ila .fi-pf-ir I g"t u k u I sa 
dda-gan 1 5 u - t i-a 1 ka-pf-e-su-lIb 1 113 m a - n a 5 e - g i D7 a-na TE-bi-e 1 sll-up-pf
lIa-tim 1 5 u - t i-a 1 ab-dll-lIla-[lik] 1 sa tll-lIk-k[i) 1 5 u - n i gin I m a - n a [5 e -
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Finally, once the weapon has been made, a text refers to the consecration of 

the weapon of Dagan of Urab: 

MA:T 127 
One normal garment: Libur-andullI in the opening of the mouth of the 
weapon of Dagan of Subatum. One normal garment: Labwi-bablI, in the 
opening of the mouth of the weapon of Dagan of Urab·454 

4.6.6. The Dagan of t!akku[iin 

The city of tJakkulan is mentioned in seven texts from Mari,455 and all the 
references are in connection with the journey that Zirnri-Um made to Ugarit. 
Of the seven texts, five refer to the temple of Dagan. It has been possible to 
reconstruct this journey of the king of Mari on the basis of about eighty 
economic texts that record the expenses of journey for each day, in each 
place through which the king and his retinue passed. In spite of the 
meagreness and laconic nature of these texts, in some cases we can even 
reconstruct some of the actions carried out by the king at each stage. The 
route that Zirnri-Um followed brought him first of all to Terqa and then he 
went up to the tJabur as far as the upper region of the river; from there the 
retinue turned west to reach the mid-section of the Balib, going downstream 
as far as Tuttul to meet the Euphrates again and continue going up the great 
river. A few days after passing through Tuttul, the caravan reached 
tJakkulan, where the king of Mari had a meeting with Yarim-Um, king of 

Yambad, and his wife Gasera.456 

MA:T 128 
One g u r m e jewel of gold encrusted with lapis-lazuli with a weight of 
one mina of gold -except the lapis-lazuli-; two rings with a weight of 
one third of a shekel of extruded gold for Yanm-Um, king of Yambad, to 
the temple of Dagan of (Jakkulan, during the summit. Representative: 
DariS-libiir. (24111).457 

The text ARM 25 153 is from the same date and records jewels for Yarim
Urn, and in the edition of the text there is no reference to Dagan of 
tJakkulan. However a collation and/or cleaning of the text must have 

g i n7J Iz i-[g a) 1 it i li-ra-bi-illl IU4 15-k ami m u zi-im-ri-li-illl 1 a I a m-su a-na dIM 1 sa 
ba-la-abk

; u-se-ill-u (15/11ZL 1 '). On varnish cf. F. JOANNES, ARM 23 p. 134f. 
454 ARM 21 333 70': I tug s i - sa u s la-ab-wi-ba-ab-li i-llu-lIla pf-it pf-i sa 

g"t u k u I sa dda-gan sa u-ra-abk
;. The previous line of this text is cited in MA:T 116. 

455 Cf. P. VILLARD, UF 18 (1986) 390, cf. also ARM 21252 which is connected with the 
same affair (P. VILLARD, ARM 23 p. 458 n. 4). 

456 On the reconstruction of the route followed by Zimrl-Um cf. P. VILLARD, ARM 23 
463f.; UF 18 (1986) 396f. 

457 ARM 23 537: I § u r7- me k u - g i tam-Ii n.4z a - gin I [m a]- n a k [u - g iJ I 
k i-I a _ b i e-Zll-llb no za - gin 1 2 ill-~a-ba-at k u - gi I 113 s u k u - g i sUl)- a 
k [i - I a - b i) 1 a-Ila ia-ri-im-li-im lug a I ia-am-ba-a£f" 1 i-Ila e dda-gan sa ba-ak-ku-la
ank; i-IlU-lIIa na-an-IIIl1-lIr-tim g 1 r da-ri-is-li-[bllr] (24/1/-). 
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provided new information, since P. VILLARD cites it together with the other 
texts referrring to the summit between the two kings.458 

MA:T 129 
Six turbans, one large utuplu-garment in the first baparum, one bow for 
Yarlm-LIm, king of Yambad. One g u r m e jewel tarba~i of gold, with a 
weight of two thirds of a mina of extruded gold, that contains a clasp, two 
par par d iii gemstones for Gasera in the temple of Dagan of 
ljakkulan. (26!I1- ).459 

MA:T 130 
One gurme jewel of gold encrusted with lapis-lazuli with a weight of one? 
mina of extruded gold [ ... ] lapis-lazuli large [ ... ] of the chain [ ... ] lapis
lazuli, two gold rings with a weight of one shekel and one third of 
extruded gold, for YarIm-LIm king of Yambad [one? g u r m e jewel] 
tarbasi of gold of two thirds of a mina of extruded gold with a clasp, two 
gemstones of par par d iii stone for Gasera in the temple of Dagan of 
ljakkulan.460 

The geographical location of this cult centre of Dagan is approximately 2S 
kilometres to the north of Emar, on the same bank of the Euphrates, 
according to the reconstruction of the region proposed recently by members 
of the Mari team.461 Hakkuliin may lie in an area halfway between the zones 
controlled by the two kings. However, it seems clear that some kind of 
religious ceremony was celebrated within the temple of Dagan, apart from 
the strictly 'political' summit, as one of the texts refers to the 'first 
!Japarum', a ritual or cultic act that, unfortunately, we know nothing about 
except that six days later it is repeated in Zalpah, in this case, however, 
without a sanctuary being specified.462 The next temple that the king of 
Mari visits is already the temple of Addu of Aleppo, but first he makes an 

458 Cf. UF 18 (1986) 390, an unpublished text (M.11308) also cited by P. VILLARD 
records the gifts for Yarlm-Um in the temple of Dagan of tJakkulan on the same day and in 
the same month as the previous texts. 

459 ARM 23 535 II 1-15: 6 b a r-si u-tup-[lu s a 19 / i-na lJa-pa-ri-im / i-na I s u / I 
g;'i I I u r usa gi-di / a-na ia-ri-im-li-im / lug a I ia-am-lJa-acf; / I g u r7- m e ta-ar-b6-si 
k u - g i /2/3 m a - n a k u - g i s u ,r a k i-I a - b i / s it - b a 2 t6k-pi-it 004p a r -
par - d iIi / pi-tu-sa / a-na fga-se-ra / [i-nla e dda-gan / sa lJa-[akl-ku-la-an (26/ 1/). 

460 ARM 25 118 15-31: I [g u rr mel k u - g i / [tlam-Ii oo4Z a - g [1 nl / [I ' m a
n al k II - g is u,r a k i-I [a-b il / [ I oo4Z a - g f n / [ I g a I sa lJar-lJar-ri k [u I / [ I 
oo4Z a - g [1 nl / 2 in-[~al-ba-tum k u - g i /1113 gin k u - g i [s U'3\- a k i - [I a - b il / 
[a-Ila] ia-ri-im-li-im / lug a I ia-am-lJa-ad[k, ] / [I ' g u r7- me] ta-ar-ba-sf k u - g i / 2/3 
m a - n a k u - g i S U'3- a k i-I a - b i / S 11 - b a 2 tak-pf-[it n I a4 par - par -
d iIi / [ptl-tu-sa / [a-na] miga_se_ra / [i-na] e dda-gan sa lJa-ak-ku-[la]-all (26/I1-). 

461 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, LAPO 16 p. 648; F. JOANNES, MARl 8 (1997) 396. Initially J.-M. 
DURAND, suggested identifying this city as Tell Munbaqa (MARl 6 [1990] 272 n. 8). Later, 
however this site was identified with the city of the middle period of Ekalte called Yakaltum 
or Ekallatum in the texts from Mari, cf. W. YUHONG, NABU 1992/51; D. CHARPIN, NABU 
1993/32; P. VILLARD, NABU 1993/120. 

462 Cf. ARM 255351116-22. Note that Zalpab sa malJiratim is located on the right bank 
of the Euphrates, in an area for making a landing after crossing the Euphrates cf. J.-M. 
DURAND, MARl 6 (1990) 274. 
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offering of various valuable objects to Addu and afterwards undergo~s the 
purification ceremony (teliltum).463 It mu.st ~e _stressed that there IS no 
evidence of a similar ceremony when Zlmrl-Llm entered the ~emple of 
Dagan of ljakkuliin; this purification ceren:ony marked the ShIft of the 
territory from the control or influence of Man, represented by Dag~n, to the 
territory under the aegis of Aleppo, with the appro~a~ of Addu, hl~ patro~. 
There is, then, a political background to both rehglOus ceremomes. It !S 
quite possible that Yarim-Um's. e.nt~ into the temple of Dag~n of ljakkula~ 
also entailed some kind of punficatlOn ceremony by the kmg of ~leppo, 
however, it has not been possible to confirm this ~rom. t?e royal ~rchlves of 
Yarnhad that one day, perhaps, it will be someone s pnvllege to dIscover. 

4.6.7. The Dagan of Saggariitum 

There is no explicit reference to the Dagan of Saggariitun: in the texts from 
Mari published so far. In spite of this, a letter .from Yaqqlm-Addu, governor 
of Saggariitum, addressed to Zimrl-Um, descnbes the structural problems of 

the temple of Dagan there: 

MA:TI31 
To my lord say, thus (says) Yaqqim-Addu, your servant. . 
The day that this tablet of mine was sent to my lord the suppo.rtIng wall 
(that is) in front of the temple of Dagan, collapsed, one ~uppum (In length -
about 30 metres), that had never suffered any tremor.464 

This suggests that this temple was very close to the river, which would 
explain the problems caused by the rising flow of water over the structu~es 
of the sanctuary. J.-M. DURAND also cites similar kinds of .problems WIth 
the temple of Dagan of Saggariitum during the eponym penod.465 O_n the 
other hand note also the existence of an iipilum of Dagan called Lupahum, 
although ~e are not certain whether he practised in Terqa or in 

Saggariitum.466 

4.6.8. The Dagan of Zarri-amniin 

Only one reference proves the existence of a local Dagan in Zarri-amniin. At 
first, this place-name was located in the district of Terqa.467 Later, the 
publication of the administrative texts has shown that the place belongs to 

the district of Saggariitum.468 

463 Cf. the references in P. VILLARD, UF 18 (1986) 390. 
464 ARM 1424 1-6; cf. the reading and study of the text by J.-M. DURAND in LAPO 16 

165: a-na be-U-ia qf-bf-ma / um-ma ia-qf-im-dIM /1 r-ka-a-ma / U4-um . (up-pf an-ne-e-em a
lia ~e-er be-U-ia / ~u-up-pa-am b it dk

; su-ul-lJu-u me-elJ-ri-it e dda-ga[nj / ~u-up-pa a /la-a-si

im La n[a-SJe-e-em [i]m-q!i-ut. 
465 MROA 211 227. 
466 Cf. above MA:T 83-85. 
467 Cf. J.-R. KUPPER, ARM 1611 41. 
468 Cf. the parallel texts ARM 23 428: 22; 429: 22 and the unpublished text 7450 cited in 

ARM 23 p. 324; see also A. MILLET, AF 22 (2000) 22. 
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T~e only text that mentions the Dagan of Zarri-amnan is a letter from 
Yaqqlm-Addu, gover.nor o~ Saggaratum, addressed to Zimri-LIm; this letter 
has already been cIte? 10 connection with the Dagan of Tuttul.469 
Unfortunately, the text IS very broken, but this passage describes the effects 
of a loosened rock that affected the whole region, that went: 

MA:T 132 

[ ... J from the temple of Dagan of Zarri-amniin up to the house of Sumu
badO of Manbamii(?) ( ... )470 

We can s~y very litt~e about this local dedication of Dagan, the location of 
Man~ama ~Iso remams uncertain, however the context of this letter suggests 
10catlOg thIs place-name close to Zarrl-amnan, to the district of Saggaratum. 

4.6.9. The Dagan of Dasran 

Ther~ is no refer~nce to t~is local dedication of Dagan in any text of Mari 
publ.lshed. In spIte of thIS, J .-M. DURAND cited Dagan of Dasran when 
maklOg avr~port of deities who receive a liptum.47 1 Very little is known 
about Dasran, however we do know that it was located in the district of 
Terqa.472 

4.6.10. Other sanctuaries 

There ~e some i~dications of some sanctuaries or, at least, of the cult of 
Dagan 10 th.e regIOn of Ida-Mara~, in the Babtir triangle. A record lists a 
g~ou~ of ~neste~ses who were taken as booty in the campaigns of Zimri
LIm 10 thIs reglOn,473 among them a priestess of Dagan from the city of 
Admatum: 

MA:T 133 

Punzue, young dau~hter, ~riestess of Dagan, Nannae, young daughter, 
~;?)~~t~4 Naetu, Arwltum, pnestesses of SIn; booty of Admatum (13/1/ZL 

The exact situation of the cities of this region is still uncertain, but even so 
we know that Admatum was a village that belonged to the kingdom of 
Aslakka.475 

469 Cf. above 126 MA:T 91. 
470 ARM, I~ 7: 2' -3' = LA PO 17817: li]S-11i e dda-gall sa za-ar-ri-am7-lla-anki / a-di e 

S/l-Illll-ba-dIHI sa ma-all-ba-ma?-a?-Ix). 
471 Cf. 1.-M. DURAND, ARM 21 p.22. 
472 Cf. above 74 n. 72. 
473 For the historical context cf. D. CHARPIN, MARl 7 (1993) 168f ' P MARELLO FM 2 

(1994) 115f. ., . , 

,474 A. 1324 I 1-8 = FM 2 118 and 126 (copy): I m f - t u r P"-IIt-zu-e / dam dda_gall / I 
m I - t u r na-an-1w-e / I pa-da-al-Ie / I na-e-Iu / I ar-wi-Ium / dam _ m e 5 dEN-ZU / sa
ai-la-at ad-ma-1iJ1l (13/IIZL 12'). 

475 Cf. P. MARELLO, FM 2 (1994) 117. 
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4.7. Dagan and oaths 

An oath was one of the most important acts in Syrian society of the Old 
Babylonian period. The most common usage was to make a seal impression 
and ensure the completion of a deal. This deal could be made in a private 
context, as a simple contract of sale and purchase between two individuals, 
or in a great diplomatic pact between nations. In either of these contexts, 
where we find an oath, the gods feature as a reference point for both parties, 
and for this reason, the gods had to be represented by the two parties who 
signed the agreement and swore an oath. At all events, the oath had to be 
made in the temple of the god or in front of his symbol, which caused 
problems in moving several people who were some way from the great 
sanctuaries; in such cases, one could swear by the local gods or even await 
the arrival of an expedition that carried the divine symbol.476 One of the 
gods who customarily presided over oaths in the texts from Mari is Itlir
Mer, who went with the king to bear witness in resolving disputes.477 The 
importance of the role of the gods in an oath is evident from the name given 
to the oath: nls ilim or iliini, literally, 'by the life of the god/s'. 

The oldest evidence we have of the presence of Dagan is a contract for the 
sale of slave that includes the oath formula, to avoid reclamations: 

MA:T 134 
He had sworn by Dagan, SamsI-Addu and Yasmab-Addu.478 

This is the almost fossilised formula that was to persist in Syria until the 
end of the Middle Babylonian period. The only variations, dependent on 
period and place, were the gods and, of course, the name of the king. 

In a legal document there is a good description of an oath with royal 
intervention. The action takes place in Saplratum, about 130 kilometres 
from Mari, down the Euphrates, and very close to Banat.479 A person called 
Pulsl-Addu and his clan claim the right to a field that belongs to the palace. 
After a meeting in Saplratum, Zirnrl-LIm gives a verdict in the temple of 
Banat. 37 persons confirm and swear in the temple of Itlir-Mer that the field 
is royal property. After he has determined the borders of the field and 
punished whoever claimed the king's field, there comes the oath formula 
together with a clause about eating (something). 

MA:T 135 
He ' has eaten' the oath by Dagan, !tUr-Mer, \janat and ZimrI-LIm.480 

476 Cf. 1.-M. DURAND, Mediterranees IO-II (1997) 64. 
477 Cf. 1.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 161 and 337; Mediterranees 10-11 (1997) 60f. 
478 ARM 8 9: 14-17: m u dda-gall / msa-am-si-dlM / II ia-as-ma-ab-dlM lin - pad -

b a. 
479 Cf. KH. NASHEF, RGTC 5 229; D. CHARPIN, MARl 8 (1997) 341; A. MILLET, AF 22 

(2000) 25. 
480 A.4304 + ARM 885: 67-69 = D. CHARPIN, MARl 8 (1997) 342f.: Iti-is dda-gall Id 1i _ 

tlir-Ille-er I dba-Ita-at II zi-im-ri-li-iml i-ku-ul. For the use of akalum 'to eat' in oath formulae 
cf. below n. 486. 
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Itur-Mer, as principal god of oaths in Mari, together with ljanat, the local 
goddess where the conflict occurred and in whose temple the king swore, are 
the gods who accompany Dagan. Even though it was a local afair in a town 
far from .Mari, with an important local god, Dagan is present in the oath 
because It als~ feature.s the kin? and because he is the chief god of the 
d~nasty. In spite of thiS, the pamng of Dagan and ljanat is not unique to 
this text. A letter from Buqaqum, an official of Zimrl-Um in the region of 
ljanat, when s,ending a .rette~ to a colleague, uses the formula 'Dagan and 
~anat are well ,481 and III this cas~ the roles of the deities are clear: Dagan 
IS the supreme god of the the Middle Euphrates region and Hanat is the 
local deity. ~ 

A letter from Kibrl-Dagan, governor of Terqa, addressed to Zimrl-Um 
shows. how t~e king demanded control of the region of Terqa by hi~ 
subordlllate. Klbn-Dagan answers as follows: 

MA:T 136 
Meanwhile, in Zurubban, ijisamta, ijimmaran and ijanna, I have assigned a 
reliable man in each city and have made them swear by Dagan, Itur-Mer and 
my lord.482 

The four cities he mentions lie in the neighbourhood of Terqa and are under 
its control. The governor of Terqa makes the people entrusted (ebbum) with 
the royal task swear loyalty by the chief god of the pantheon and the patron 
of Terqa, by the god responsible for oaths and polyadic god of Mari and by 
the king.483 

However, subordinates are not always the ones who have to swear an 
oath; sometimes it is .the king himself who has to make a pledge before the 
gods. A letter from. Zlmrl-Um to Na'imum, a Yaminite chief, throws light 
o~ the oat~. that Zlmrl-Um made in the temple of Dagan of Terqa by the 
Wish of Na Imum: 

MA:T 137 

N~g~ere, IlI-ne'im .est venu me faire tuer I'iinon. Dans un second temps, 
Y ~ZI est venu me dire: 'Prete serment par Ie dieu dans Ie temple of Dagan!'. 
Yazi m'ayant tenu ce discours, je t'ai envoye une lettre pour te demander: 
'Yiizi est venu me dire: "Prete serment par Ie dieu dans Ie temple of Dagan". 
DOls-Je (~raJment) Ie preter de cette fa\=on?' Voilace que je t'avais ecrit. 
TOl, VOICI ce que tu m'as repondu: 'Fais-Ie!' Des messengers de toi sont 
venus et selon ce que tu avais demande, j'ai prete serment par Ie dieu dans 
Ie temple of Dagan. 

481 ARM 2612 473: 4: dda-gan u dha-[na-at sa-al-mu]. 
482 ARM 3 19: 10-17,:, 1.-M. DURAND, LA PO 17563: i-na-an-na i-l1a zu-ru-ub-ba-allk; 1 

h' v t k, b' k, 1 . b . k;, v • • ",-sa-a-m- a I-ma-ra-an u a-an-na 1 I u - m e s eb-bl a-II-sa-am 1 al-pu-ut-ma 1 ni-is 
da-gall 1 di-tur-me-er il be-lf-ia 1 u-ta-am-mi-su-nu-t[i]-ma. 

483 In all likelihood this oath of allegiance was formulated through a protocol that 
regulated and determined the conditions for completing the tasks ordered, all of them assured 
by an oath. On this type of text cf. 1.-M. DURAND, Fs. Garelli 13f.; MROA 211 468f. 
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Alors que nul parmi les rois qui m'ont precede n'a fait une telle chose, que 
nul parmi les rois n'a prete serment par Ie dieu en presence de Dagan, mOl, 
je I'ai fait, en presence de Dagan! 
Dans un troisieme temps, tu es venu toi-meme et j'ai tue I'iinon. Je n'ai rien 
refuse de ce que tu as reclame, je n'y ai mis nul obstacle!484 

In this text, the Yaminite sheikh, through his messengers, orders Zimrl-Um 
to make an oath in the temple of Dagan. The king of Mari accedes to this 
request; however to some extent he shows s~rprise at the aC.t ~equested of 
him and stresses that no other king had done It before. In Man, It was most 
common to swear an oath by ItUr-Mer, since he was the god responsible for 
such matters. The special devotion of Na'imum, as a good Yaminite, for 
Dagan explains the exceptional nature of the request. After sacrificing a 
donkey, the oath by Dagan in Terqa, would be the guarantee necessary for a 
Yaminite.485 

After the destruction of Mari by ljammurapi of Babylon, the hegemony 
of the Middle Euphrates region moved to the city of Terqa. The contracts 
found in that city, after the fall of Mari, include a penalty clause against 
anyone making a claim after the oath sealing the agreement. The witnesses 
of the oath are three major gods and the king who was on the throne when 
the contract was drawn up. The structure of the oath is as follows: 

TE:T5 
He who claims, because he consumed an oath by Samas, Dagan, Itur-Mer 
and PN, the king, shall pay x minas of silver to the palace.486 

The three main gods of the oath are the most logical in this context. First 
comes Samas, as god of justice, the principal guarantor of the oath. In this 

484 A.2078 = ARM 26/3= 1.-M. DURAND, Mediterranees 10-11 (1997) 63f. Only the 
translation of the text has been published; the complete edition is to appear in ARM 26/3. The 
ceremony of 'sacrificing a donkey' (ana biirim qatiilum) symbolised not only the 'political' 
alliance between two leaders but also a 'family' union, the 'consanguinity' between the two 
parties, signified by the spilling of blood (cf. J.-M. DURAND, RAI 38 120; 1.-M. DURAND - M. 
GUICHARD, FM 3 [1997] 49). This consanguinity could also be acquired by an incision and 
the union of the two wounds in a symbolic 'exchange' of blood, cf. 1.-M. DURAND, RAI 38 
117. 

485 Cf. 1.-M. DURAND, Mediterranees 10-11 (1997) 64. 
486 baqir ibaqqaru nTs Samas Dagall Itur-Mer u PN sarrim ,kul x mana kaspam alia 

ekallim isaqqal. TFR 1 8: 17-20 (Yapab-sum[u-abu]); TFR 1 9: 16-19 (I~i-sumu-abu); TFR 1 
2/2E: 13-15; TFR 1 3: 23-26; TFR 1 4/4E: 21-23; TFR I 5: 14-16; TFR I 5E: 12-14; TFR I 6: 
27-29 (Yadib-abu); TFR I 10: 4'-6'; T. BAUER, MAOG 4 (1928-29) 3 21-23 (Kastilias); VS 7 
204: 33-36; TCL 1 237: 17-20 (ISar-Um MB); TPR 7 (=SMS 217) 4: 5'-8'; RBC 779: 13'-16' = 
A.H. PODANY - G.M. BECKMAN - G. COLBOW, lCS 43-45 (1991-93) 45f. (Iggid-Um MB); 
TPR 7 (= SMS 217) 2: 18f. In the oath, the person involved took food or drink that could be 
transformed into a destructive force if any part of the oath was not fulfilled. It was symbolic 
food, that ensured fulfilment of the agreement by entering the organism of the person who 
had made the oath as . guarantee and also as latent punishment; on this cf. the new 
interpretation of this Idnd of oath in D. CHARPIN, Mediterranees 10-11 (1997) 85f.; D. 
CHARPIN, MARl 8 (1997) 345; cf. also H.K. KOMMEL, ZA 79 (1989) 199f. This formula also 
Occurs, with minor variants in Mari in the eponym period with Dagan, Samsl-Addu and ItOr
Mer as witnesses, cf. ARM 8 6: 8' -II' = D. CHARPIN, MARl 6 (1990) 264f. 
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case, ~agan a.nd Itur-Mer are witness-gods, the former as the main god of 
the reglO_n. It ~s he who bestows kingship and is the principal local god of 
Terqa. Itur-Mer represents the god who is a link with the tradition of Mari 
now destroyed, and often appears in oath formulae, but has a 'nomadic: 
background, evident in the same divine name that has the structure of a 
personal name, being (like Yakrub-El or Astabi-El) a deified tribal 
~ncestor.487 ~aga~ represents the regional and local god (Terqa) at the same 
tIme, and Itu.r-Mer the gOd. of the city of Mari of the 'kingdom' of Mari, 
even though It no longer eXIsted. In this way the dual nature of the country 
on t?e banks of the. Euphrates .is represented, even after the destruction of 
Man, already well lUto the MIddle Babylonian period in the '''bedouin'' 
(lJana) 'Kingdom' of Terqa. ' 

~his. syste~ of ensuring the fulfilment of an oath is also documented 
earher.' lU Man. In a letter from the eponym period, there is a reference to an 
unfulfIlled oath and the threat it entailed of having 'contravened the sacred 
command' (assakum).488 Of particular interest is the parallel made in the 
text between two divine couples and two kings: 

MA:T 138 

The general, the Amorite scribe, the captain (or) the lieutenant who 
d~crea~es the so ldier's b~oty will have eaten the asakkum of Dagan and 
!tur-Mer; the asakkum of Samsl-Addu and of Yasmab-Addu.489 

v T~e parallel between the gods and the kings is clear enough: Dagan or 
Samsl-Addu as leaders and Itur-Mer and Yasmab-Addu in their local role in 
Mari.490 

4.8. Dagan and communication with worshippers 

Communication between god and humans has always been one of the most 
controver~i~l and interesting aspects of study of religion in general. The case 
~f the rehgIOns of the Ancient Near East and of Syria in particular in the 
flfSt half of the second millennium are no exception. Fortunately, the 
relevant documentation is significant enough for us to be able to reconstruct 
with. a mini.mum of veris.imilit~de, th.e methods and objectives that the god~ 
had I~ ~akIn~ contac~ WIth theIr subjects and so indicating the correct path 
at a dIffIcult tIme or SImply to manifest the more or less 'capricious' desires 
of the divine will. 

The techni.ques an.d .methods for making contact with the gods were 
extremely vaned and It IS not the intention of this book to make an in-depth 

487 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, Mediterranees, 10-11 (1997) 67. 
488 On the term asakkum cf. J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 502f. 
489 ARM 213 27-30 = D. CHARPIN, Mediterranees 10-11 (1997) 88 = J.-M. DURAND, 

LAPO 17 457: a-sa-ak dda-gan u di-tur-m [e]r / a-sa-ak sa-am-si-dIM u ia-as-ma-aa-dIM / 
g a I mar - t u dub - s arm a r - tug a I - k U5 II n u - b it n d a / i-ku-ul sa 
sa-la-at I l1 - a g a - u s i-(e4-ru. 

490 Cf. D.E. FLEMING, NABU 199312. 
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study of them.491 Here, then, we are interested in investigating how the god 
Dagan approached the earthly world, how he intervened there and how he 
intended to change things. Also, we are interested in what techniques were 
used both by humans and by the god to find a 'common language' to be 
able to interact. 

4.8.1. The prophetic message 

One of the methods for a god to communicate with humans that was used 
most, and also the most famous, was by means of a prophetic message. 
This message was transmitted through a person who was, to some extent, 
'chosen' to act as the loudspeaker of the divine message among humans. 
This 'prophetic message' and this person, 'touched' in some way by the 
god, also has a high profile in texts from Mari from the Old Babylonian 
period. Of course, modern historiography has created a whole set of links 
and relationships or greater or lesser intensity with biblical prophecy, which 
is so much part of our culture.492 

Basically, there are two classes of prophet in Mari: the apilum (variant 
apium, feminine api/tum) and the mu!J!Jum (feminine mu!J!Jutum). The 
apilum is a 'technician', able to come into contact with the designs of a 
god. He could be a simple communicator of the divine will on the initiative 
of god or man. That is to say, it could either be the god who 'finds' him 
and makes him share his message, or else men who ask him to find out 
what the divine will is. This message was always received in public, on 
many occasions during a sacrifice or cuI tic act. Suddenly, the apilum stood 
up and gave his message.493 According to the etymology that has been 
proposed until now, the apilum was an 'answerer' ,494 a person acting as the 
god's spokesman. Recently a new etymology has been suggested that, to 
some extent, gives us a more specific and nuanced idea of the apilum but 
without making substantial changes. G. PETI1NAT0495 has noted the 
presence of the word apilum and other derivatives of the Semitic root 'pi in 

491 Here we will not cite the vast bibliography on divination techniques in Mesopotamia. 
For an introductory text on extispicy cf. 1. STARR, The Rituals of the Diviner, Bibliotheca 
Mesopotamica 12, Malibu 1983, especially the introduction with an extensive bibliography; cf. 
also the more recent works U. KOCH-WESTENHOLZ, Mesopotamian Astrology. An 
Introduction to Babylonian and Assyrian Celestial Divination, CNI Publications 19, 
Copenhagen 1995; E. REINER, Astral Magic in Babylonia, Transactions of the American 
Philosophical Society 8514, Philadelphia 1995. 

492 On these connections between prophetism in Mari and in the Bible cf. A. LEMAIRE, 
MARl 4 (1985) 553f. with an extensive bibliography. 

493 J.-M. DURAND, ARM 26/1398; MROA 211 324; LA PO 18 p. 77. 
494 Akkadian apiilum 'to answer'; on all this cf. J.-M. DURAND, ARM 26/1 p. 386; 

MROA 2/1 322f.; D. CHARPIN, BCSMS 23 (1992) 21. In this connection there is an interesting 
dichotomy established by some scholars who differentiate between the priest who represents 
the witness and the prophet who represents the answer (L. OUCH, Antropologia de la religi6, 
Montserrat 1997 152f.). However, it is difficult to apply this scholar's view to the data from 
Mari since OUCH's concept of prophecy is very much influenced by biblical tradition in his 
definition of a prophet as someone (a revolutionary) who tries to change the official religious 
system on the basis of a 'revealed' message. 

495 RSO 70 (1996) 6f.; cf. also W.G. LAMBERT, MARl 5 (1987) 409. 
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the bilingual vocabulary from Ebla with the Sumerian translation eme
b a I a, a term that essentially means 'translator, interpreter'. In this case the 
iipilum would be the person who has the gift of making the divine will 
understood, changing the code to make it intelligible to humans. 

The case of the mu!J!)11m is different: whereas the iipilum was an expert 
specialising in prophecy, the mu!Jhum was a person who in some way had 
been 'touched' by the hand of god and who, in an unpredictable way and 
anywhere at all, received a divine message on entering a trance. After the 
crisis, the mu!J!Jum (or the mu!J!Jutum) went to spread the message to the 
authorities. The term mu!J!Jum comes from Akkadian ma!Jum 'to be in a 
frenzy/to be crazy', referring to the trance into which the subject entered on 
receiving the divine communication. The term is usually translated 
'ecstatic', 'one who goes into ecstasy'. When one of these mu!J!Jum was in a 
normal state, the texts say that the person is ' in equilibrium', that is to say, 
that the enthusiasm indicated a clear malfunction of the 'normal' capacities 
of the person affected. In order to represent this notion of equilibrium, the 
Akkadian verb saqiilum was used to express the idea of 'balancing, 
weighing', here with the meaning of 'to balance' .496 

The main difference between the two 'prophets' is the desire to 'capture' 
the divine plans. The iipilum 'answers' a question and 'intervenes' at the 
behest of an interlocutor who wants to determine what the divine intentions 
is. The mu!J!Jum instead is 'attacked' by the divine message anywhere at all 
and in any situation; afterwards, having recovered from the frenzy, he 
explains his experience to the appropriate person; however, he is never 
'asked' about a matter and he never 'speaks' voluntarily through the mouth 
of a deity. 

4.8.1.1. The messages of the mubbG 

Even though the texts from Mari are not particularly generous in the number 
of documents that describe 'prophetic' interventions (there are about forty 
texts), Dagan's intervention in this small group of texts is quite important, 
both for the prophecies of the iipilii and for the visions of the mu!J!Ju. In 
many cases the interventions of the mu!J!Ju are very pressing, with short 
phrases and even threats if the divine wishes are not fulfilled. Some of 
Dagan's interventions through a mu!J!Jum have already been cited above; 
very typical is the letter from Kibti-Dagan, governor of Terqa, to Zimrl
Urn, which describes the message of a mu!J!Jum requiring pagrii'ii-sarcifices 
to be made;497 or another letter, also from the governor of Terqa, asking the 
king to perform the kispum-ritual for Yabdun-Um.498 Another text refers to 
the prophecies of Dagan, describing the message given by a mu!J!Jum during 
a religious sacrifice, in public; this is one of the few cases of the frenzied 
ecstasy of a mu!J!Jum in a place that is apparently 'favourable', suitable for 
the action of an iipilum. The text has been cited, in part, in the foregoing 

496 J.-M. DURAND, ARM 26/1 p. 387; MROA 211 323f.; LAPO 18 p. 76f. 
497 Cf. above 72 MA:T II. 
498 Cf. above 69 MA:T 7. 
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pages;499 after describing the sacrifice in honour of Dagan in Tuttul, the text 

continues as follows: 

MA:T 139 d k fils' 
But a muhhum stood up in front of Dagan an spa e as a ow . I d 
"How long can I not drink pure water? Write to my lord and may my or 
make me drink pure water". . 
Meanwhile, I have sent to my lord a lock of hiS head and his hem. May my 

lord purify.500 

I this text as in the two previous texts, Dagan's complaint refers to so~e 
k~nd of rit~al act, in this case connecte~ with water, that unfortunately ,IS 

unknown to us. The following text descnbes ~lso the message of a mu!J!Jum 
during the assembly of the old men in Saggaratum: 

MA:T 140 
To my lord say, thus (says) Yaqqim-Addu, your servant. 
A mulJbum of Dagan came to me a~d thus he spoke: " 
"In truth, can I eat of Zimri-Um? Give (me) a lamb, that I may eat. 
I gave him a lamb. He ate it alive before the p.ortal. He assembled the old 
men in front of the porch of Saggariitum and sal~ as follows: 
"There will be 'devouring', order the cities to give back the sacred goods. 
He who commits any violent act, let them expel him from the Clt~. For the 
health of your lord Zimri-Um, you shall clothe me With a garment. . 
So he said to me. For the health of my lord, I have clothed him With a 

arment Now I have written the omen he said to me and I have sent (It) to 
~y lord: Now, then, he did not speak the oracle in secret, he gave hiS oracle 
during the meeting of the elders.501 

The demand made by Dagan502 through the ~outh of the mu~!Jum i! 
diffic ult to interpret, but it seems that the omen IS not very good, Slllce th 

499 Cf. above 82f. MA:T 32. " . dd 
500 ARM 26/1 215 15-25 = J.-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1355: u lIlu-uiJ-iJu-um I g 1 a-~al1 

. ] ." A DI»ma / ad-ma-t/ me-e za-ku-ttm / u-ul 
/ [i]t-bi-ma ki-a-am iq-bl / u[m -ma-a-ml su-u-« .. " , . , _ _ 
a-sa-at-ti / a-na be-f{-ka su-pu-ur-ma / it me-e e-za-ku-tlm 1I-ls-qe-en6-nL / ,:~a-an: l1,a %./~u 
UlIl-ma «MA» / et-qa-am sa qa-qa-di-su / it s(-sf-ik-fa-su a-na se-er be-lI-w / u-sa- /- a-

am be-I( lli]-za-ak-ki. . • . d ' [k ] / I 
50 I ARM 26/1206: a-l1a [be-lf-ia] / q(-[b[-ma] / um-ma [w-qL-lm- 1M] / 1 r- a-a-:na 

'" _ iJ-iJ - [ sa dda-gan] / il-/i-kam-ma ki-[a-alll iq-bi] / um-ma su~u-ma W[U-dl ml-nam] / 
mu u u u m .' .. 1 I . I [d d'- ' ]-sum-ma / ba-

sa zi-[im-ri-li-im] / a-ka-al lSI [I a4 l-dl-lI1-m]a / lu-ku-u S 1 a4 a - I 1I1 . 

b I · / [.] k I ' /' 1 u' m e Ii Ii u - g 1 / 1-l1a pa-an aal-(u-us-su-ma [i-n]a [pIa-an a- u- 1m I - u-u -su u ~ ,.' " _ 
bll-ul-li-illl / sa sa-ga-ra-finl' / u-pa-iJi-ir-ma / kl-a-am lq-bl ~m-ma su-u-/;,~ / u-ku-ul-tull~ IS_ 
sa-ka-an / a-na <a>-Ia-Ile-e ru-gu-um-ma / a-sa-ak-ka-am lI-te-er-ru / I u sa (I-l-Sa-am I p,u 
, /. I' ki I" suo u· / u' ana s' a la-am be-lf-ka zi-i[m-ri-li-im]I I tug tu-Ia-ab-ba-sa-su I-na a- an l-se- - - - , . " • / 
an-ni / an-ni-tam iq-he-e-em-m[a] / a-na sa-la-am be-lf-[ia] / I tug ~:Ia-ab.-~[/-IS-SU] a-nu: 
UlIl-ma te-[er-talll sa] / id-bu-ba-a[m as-(u-ur-ma] / a-na ~e-er [be-Il-w] / as-tap-ra-~a~1 ~u 
te-er-ta-su i-na sf-mi-is-tim / u-ul iq-be-e-em i-na pu-bu-ur Ius u - g 1 / fe-er-ta-su I - 1-

Il l. 502 The text does not mention Dagan explicitly, as the end of the fifth line is b~oken off. 
The reconstruction sa dda-gall is the most likely, as the action takes place In Saggaratum, seat 
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'consumption' or 'the act f d ., . 
kind of 'll 0 evounng (ukultum) IS connected with some 
. t r 1 ness or pestilence in the expression ukulti ilim 503 It is 
III eres Ill?, h?wever: to observe the irate behaviour of the mu!Jb11~ in eatin 
~h~a:b alIve ~n publI~ and, after calling the elders to assembly, also giving 

~ssage III publIc, a fact that surprises Yaqqim-Addu himself as h
g 

notes It ~t the end of the letter. In spite of that, it is possible that th: 
;onstumldPbt!onhof the Iamb is related symbolically to the epidemic (ukultum) 
lore 0 y t e muhhum.504 

There are cases in which the mu!J!Ju act 'as a team' and w'th h 
insistence that they attra~t the attention of the authorities. This is th~ casseu~f 
a letter sent by an ,o.fficw! of Terqa that informs the king about the bad 
omens of the mu!J!Ju III connection with Sammetar's ruined house wh 
already dead. 0 was 

MA:TI41 

~he e:statics of Dagan speak continually to me about the house of 
"ammetar, that I had sold previously: 
The god cursed the bricks of this house. Earth has to be poured out within 

the. d~elllOg and the foundations of the bricks". 
ThiS (IS what) the ecstatics of Dagan say to me.505 

T~ letter continues with the expectation of instructions from the official 
as ng what has to b~ ~one with the rubble of the house. This is one of th~ 
few cases of prophetiC Intervention in daily life.506 

call:omebn!Jc~~!~o~lSO be subj~cted to divine frenzy, as in the case of those 
mu u~u. One text Illustrates a message from Dagan iven to a 

whoman who IS never called a mu!J!Jutum, although the context ;hows that 
s e was one:508 

MA:T 142 

To my lord say, thus (says) Kibri-Dagan, your servant. 

~~;g~r~I~,O:fD;~:; .. 6~~~~~~~~r~t~~~; ~he4~;t is attributed to Yaqqim-Addu, governor of 
503 LIterally 'eating of the god' cf ] -M D 

translation by M. ANBAR Fs Kutscher' 2'('A' U~dAND,,)ARM 26/1 p. 435 and 546f.; cf. the 
504 ' . n epl emlc . 

Cf. M. AN BAR, Fs. Kutscher 3 5M . 
MROA 2~~~ ~6/~_~43 5,-12 = M. GUICHARD: MARl 8 (1997) 31 1 (copy) = ].-M. DURAND, 
uiJ-iJu-u sa? [d1}' as[ sujn; ~ sa-am-me-e-[tarj / sa 1-lIa pa-lIl-tlm-ma qf-du-[tam il-li-kju / "'/IlU_ 
a sa [,]. a-g all . a-a-.ta-all-tar:z l-d[aj-a[bj-b[u-b]u-lIi[mj / um-ma-a-mi s i ,- b i _ 

timf ) e~p/:/I[~~71/p~ul-;ur ; ~;:7-t~~;~";~:~~~~j:~itu~1:j[~~J:;i:nr) u~se2~ ~~~]-II[a-
For5tg~ translation of qiddutam illiku cf. ].-M. DURAND, ARM 26/1 p. 500 n'.- /-a - a- U-lIl/n. 

(1992) 2iJ- J.-M. DURAND, ARM 2611 p. 487f.; MROA 211 342; D. CHARPIN, BCSMS 23 
507 

Cf. ARM 2611 200 in which these women give an omen- the text does . 
i~~~~l~u~wugh whose mouth the god speaks, but the sender 'Of the letter i~Ot~~P~~:~~t t~~ 

508 F 'bl (I 982) 14~r a POSSl e message transmitted by means of a dream cf. 1. NAKATA, AS] 4 
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The day that I sent this tablet to my lord, before the shadow of the 
mountain, a woman, the wife of a man, came and spoke to me about 
Babylon as follows: "Dagan sent me. Write to your lord that he should not 
worry and that the land should not worry. (Jammurapi, king of Baby
lon ..... 509 

This message belongs to the time of when the conflict between Babylonia 
and Mari had entered its most acute phase and was to culminate in the final 
destruction of Mari by tJammurapi' s troops. 

4.8.1.2. The messages of the apiHi 

The apilii also have a fair number of prophetic actions inspired by Dagan, 
and some of this evidence has already been cited above when we studied 
other aspects of his cult. MA:T 83 is an emblematic text as it illustrates the 
oracular procedure 'entrusted' to an apilum; the text describes how one of 
these 'technicians', called Lupaijum, after performing an omen in Tuttul, has 
to go to Terqa to ratify the message,S 10 all to confirm a message that was 
given to Sagganltum. These are the three main sanctuaries of Dagan and in 
this way Zimri-Um attempts to make absolutely certain of the divine 
message in each of the holy cities. This makes the apilum closer to the 
baru, the divination 'technician' who performs hepatoscopy, who in many 
cases looks for confirmation of his omens.511 

In discussing sacrifices to Dagan above we have already mentioned MA:T 
31, cited in extenso as MA:T 86 which describes a sacrifice made by 
Mukannisum to Dagan of Tuttul 'for the life of my lord'. During the 
sacrifice, an apilum interrupts with a 'political' speech against Babylon in a 
moment of tension between Mari and tJammurapi's capital; then, in the 
same ceremony, the apilum of Belet-ekallim intervenes, making a reference 
to that king, but unfortunately the text is now lost. 

In a letter from the apilum of Samas to Zimri-Um, the sun-god demands 
gifts for his temple in Sippar, for Addu of Aleppo, for Dagan and for Nergal 
of tJubsalum. When referring to Dagan, the letter mentions his apilum. 

509 ARM 13 114 = ARM 26/1 210 = J.-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 348 = LAPO 18937: [a
lia be-lf-iaj / [q]f-bf-ma I Uln-ma ki-ib-ri-dd[a-gallj/l r-ka-a-ma I u,-um !up-pf all-lIe-e-em a
na ~e-er be-[l]f-i[ajl u-sa-bi-lam Ila-m[a] ti-ri-ik sa-di-im 11m fda m I u il-li-kam-ma I 
as-sum te,-em k a - din g i r - r aki I ki-a-am iq-be-em um-ma-a-mi I dda-gall is-pu-ra-a
ni / Su-pu-llr a-lla be-If-k[ajl [lja i-iJa-as II ma-a-[tum]-ma I [l]a i-iJa-as I [miJa]-am-mu-ra-pf 
I [I u g a I S]a k a - din g i r - r aki 

[ •.. ]. 

510 D. CHARPIN (BCSMS 23 [1992] 30 n. 13) does not agree with this interpretation and 
suggests that Sammetar is the prime minister of Zirnrl-Um in Mari and not the governor of 
Terqa. In any case, this view does not alter the general meaning of the text, and in all 
likelihood, the omen has to be confirmed by the Dagan of Terqa. 

51] Cf. J.-M. DURAND, ARM 26/1 46 and 388; MROA 211 326; 1. STARR, The Rituals of 
the Diviller, Bibliotheca Mesopotamica 12, Malibu 1983, 4. 
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MA:T 143 

Give the g.ift of Dagan, that the apilurn said, because I sent you [ 1 
d I " 5 1 2 your ... an your lIe. 

A large part of the con~e~t is missing; it seems that Dagan had already sent 
a message through an aplium about the gifts that had to be offered to him. 

4.8.1.3. The messages of the qammatum the assinnii and dreams 

Howev~r, the. mu!J!Ju and the api/u are not the only ones able to make a 
connectIOn wIth the gods and act as divine 'spokesmen'. The assinnum and 
the qammatum are other two persons who have visions and perceive 
messages from the gods. The assinnum is a man who, at first was identified 
as an eunuch. The most recent. research identifies him as a passive 
homosexual.5 13 Some of the eVIdence compares him with a kind of 
buffoon, appeari~g in some rituals as a companion of the kurgarru.5 14 We 
have already dIscussed the qammatum above, in describing the cult 
perso.nnel consecrated to Dagan.515 A letter from Inibsina to Zimrl-Um 
descnbes how an assinnum gave an oracular message, without specifying 
who the 'sender' d.eity ~as, and how afterwards a qammatum of Dagan of 
!erqa fo~esaw the mtentIOns of the king of Esnunna, in a new 'political' 
mterventIOn by the god.5 1 6 Another text that may be related to this 
prophecy of the qammatum of Dagan in connection with the war with 
~snunna does not explicitly mentions the priestess, although the expression 
under the straw water flows' and the context point in that direction. 

MA:T 144 

To my lord say, thus (says) Kanisan, your servant. 
!;1y father, KibrI-Dagan, has written to me in Mari, thus he (said): 
Ihave heard the words that were produced in the temple of Dagan, thus he 

SaId to me: 
'Under the straw water runs. He came, the god of my lord. He filled his 
hands with his enemies.'517 

All these persons who are able to contact the deity are considered 
'messengers' .of the divine word and, sometimes, we find payments for the 
messag_es. dehvered, as happens with lay messages. This applies in the case 
of the apdum of Dagan of Subatum: 

512 ~RM 26/1 194 .19-20 ~ r-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 373: [qC-i]s-ti dda-gan / [sa a-pfj
lum Iq-be-k[um] / [an-m]-tam I-d/-/[n] / [ ... -k]a it na-pC-i[s-ta-ka] / [Ii-sla-re-e-[kum] ( ... J. 

513 AgaInst this view cf. CAD A 341f. s.v. 
514 On the assinnum cf. J.-M. DURAND, ARM 2611 p. 395; MROA 211 332f.; LA PO 18 p, 

315. 
515 Cf. above 99 MA:T 48. 
516 Cf. above 99 MA:T 48. 

517 ARM 26/1 202 1-16: a-na be-lf-ia / qf-bf-ma / um-ma ka-ni-sa-an / I r-ka-a-ma / a-bi 
ki-ib-[r]i-dd.[a-g~n] / a-na ~lQ-rl' [is-pu-ra-am. um-ma] / su-ma a-wa-tim [;'a i-na e dda-gan] / 
m-[t:]e-ep-sa [es-,~ze]/[k]l-a-am I[d:bu-bu-mm] / [u]m-ma-a-mi sa-[pa-al i n - n u - d a] / 
'~'U-U I-Il-l[a-~u] / il-Il-lk-ma dIn g I r-Ium sa be-[l]f-i[a] / I U - m e s a-ia-bi-su a-na qa-ti
su / u-ma-al-h. 
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MA:T 145 
A silver ring (for) Hoi-Dagan, the apilurn of Dagan of SUbiitum.5 1 8 

We also know of payment to Lupahum, an apilum of Dagan, for a journey 
to Tuttul or receiving part of the share of Ida-Mara~'s booty.519 Another 
apilum of Dagan receives bronze in the form of nails: 

MA:T 146 
Two bronze nails for Qisatum, the api/urn of Dagan.520 

In spite of everything, communication with the god was not exclusive to 
these persons who are connected to some extent with the other world. In 
many cases we find 'normal' people who succeed in making a connection 
with the gods without being considered as unusual people to be put in a 
special category. The most normal vehicles for making the connection are 
visions and dreams. The category of dreams is one of the most extensive in 
Mesopotamian literature, from the dreams of Gudea up to the interpretation 
manuals of the first millennium.521 Sometimes, in the texts from Mari, it 
is difficult to determine whether a message has been received through a 
dream or through a vision, as often the vehicle that the deity has used is not 
specified. However, dreams are very common, and Dagan is also the 
protagonist of them. One of the most emblematic cases is the famous 
'revelation' of Dagan of Terqa who, by means of dream of Malik-Dagan, 
reproaches Zirnrl-Um for his lack of attention and claims that if he had 
acted differently the war with the Yaminites would already have ended. The 
letter was sent by Itiir-asdu and has already been quoted above in connection 
with the Dagan of Terqa.522 l-M. DURAND has suggested that Malik
Dagan, the dreamer, was an assinnum, on the basis of his personal name, 
which seems more fitting for the structure of a feminine name than a 
masculine one, if we consider the alternation between DN-malik (masculine) 
/ Malik-DN (feminine).523 Another text already cited above also describes a 
woman's dream, which explains how an old man lived in the place of the 
betyls of Dagan.524 

518 T.82 IX 2-4 = ARM 26/1 p. 380: I bar k u - b a b bar mis-/]i-dda-gan / a-pC-Ii sa 
dda-gan / sa !flt-ba-timki

• Cf. also J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 317f. 
519 Cf. above 122 MA:T 84-85. 
520 ARM 25 15 rev. 3: 2 g"sa-am-ra-tum z a bar / a-na qC-sa-tim / a-pC-lim sa dda-gan. 

Cf. also the memorandum ARM 22 203 + ARM 25 729 + ARM 22 208 = J.-M. DURAND, Fs. 
Kupper 160 16-8. 

521 On dreams and their interpretation in Mesopotamia cf., in general, H.W.F. SAGGS, 
The Encounter with the Divine in Mesopotamia and Israel, Bristol 1978, 132f.; J. SANMARTiN, 
MROA I 457f.; J.M. HUSSER, DBS 12 1447-1463; S.A.L. BUTLER, Mesopotamian Conception 
of Dreams alld Dream Rituals, AOA T 258, MUnster 1998. In Sumerian literature cf. A. 
FALKENSTEIN, RAI 14 56f. 

522 Cf. above 117 MA:T 80. 
523 J.-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 333. 
524 Cf. above 77 MA:T 20 on betyls. 
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154 CHAPTER FOUR 

In a letter addressed to Zimri-Um, Zunana, a high priestess,525 explains 
the dream he had and the message that Dagan gave him: 

MA:T 147 
To my lord say, thus (says) Zunana, your maidservant. 
When I lived in Ganibiitum, I sent Kittum-simbiya to Rubbiin, While she 
was travelling they kidnapped her. Then Dagan, your lord, made me sleep 
without anyone having 'touched' me. Dagan spoke to me as follows: 
"Are you happy or sad?" (lit. Is your face up or down?). 
I (spoke) as follows: 
"Sad (lit. down). I have made the journey and have not seen my maidser
vant. When my lord went to Andarig, rumours (zimzimmu) reached me from 
Sammetar about my maidservant. I went to him and he said to me 'yes'. He 
returned and broke (the deal) and did not give me my maidservant". 
Dagan spoke as follows: 
"While Zimri-Um does not allow your maidservant to go out no-one (else) 
will set you free". 
Thus, according to Dagan's command, my lord shall not retain my 
maidservant.526 

Zunana made contact with Dagan by means of a dream, but he specifies that 
no-one had touched (lapiitum) him, that is to say, there was no ritual action 
to provoke the dream and the vision was a spontaneous act. Most 
significant, however, is the dialogue set up between the priestess and the 
god, Dagan asks how she felt and Zunana explains the cause of her 
disenchantment. Finally, Dagan supports the cause of the priestess and she 
has the audacity to demand a satisfactory solution from Zimrl-Um.527 

4.8.2. The divinatory message 

The other large group of texts that record messages from Dagan concern 
divination. This is the method of knowing the divine will that was used 
most in the whole of Mesopotamia, with no differentiation between the 
eastern and western sections. The essence of the ominous message consisted 
of a reply from the deity to a question posed by humans. The methods used 

525 On this person cf. J.-M. DURAND, ARM 2611 p.461. 
526 ARM 10 100 = W.L. MORAN, Biblica 50 (1969) 54f. = W. H. PH. ROMER, AOAT 12 

62F. = ARM 26/1232 = J.-M. DURAND, LAPO 18 1262: a-na be-If-ia / qi-bi-ma / unl-ma fZU -

na-na gem e-ka-a-ma / i-nu-ma i-na ga-ni-ba-ti-imkl us-bu / fki-tum-si-im-bi-a a-na ru-ub
be-en as-pur-ma / i-na a-la-ki-sa it-ba-lu-si / u dd[a-ga]n be-el-ka u-ea-al-l[i]-la-am-ma / ma
am-ma-an u-ul il-pu-ta-an-ni / d[d]a-gan ki-a-am iq-be-em um-[m]a su-[m]a / pa-nu-ki e-li-is 
sa-[a]p-li-i[SJ-ma / um-ma a-na-ku-ma sa-[a]p-[l]i-is / al-li-ka-am-ma / m f - t U r-ti u-ul a
mu-[u]r / i-nu-ma a-na an-da-ri-il' / be-If il-li-ku / zi-im-zi-mu sa m f - t u r-ti-ia / it-ti sa
am-me-e-tar / i-Ie-em-ma / al-li-ik-su-um-ma a-an-na-am i-pu-Ia-a[n-ni] / i-tu-ur-ma ib-ba
al-ki-ta-an-ni-ma / m f - t u r-ti u-ul [i]d-di-na-am / dda-gan ki-a-[a]m iq-be-em um-ma su
ma / a-di it-ti zi-im-ri-li-im m f - t u r-ta-ki / la u-se-ee-em ma-am-ma-an / u-ul u-[w]a-as-sa
ra-[ki]-is / i-na-an-na ki-ma qf-iB-il dda-gan / m f - t u r-li be-If la i-ka-al-la. On the term 
zimzimmum interpreted as 'rumour' cf. J.-M. DURAND, LAPO 18 p. 493f. 

527 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, ARM 2611 p. 461; MROA 211 337. On the context of the letter, 
the possible Yaminite origin of the maidservant confined by Sammetar, a high official of Mari 
in the district of Terqa, cf. J.-M. DURAND, ARM 2611 p. 472. 
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to inquire or 'capture' the divine response were quite varied: observations of 
the shapes of drops of oil on water (lecanomancy), of the look of smoke 
from a censer (libanomancy), of the condition of flour (aleuromancy), the 
observation of the flight of birds, omens based on. astrology or the 
observation of atmospheric phenomena.528 The most wld~s~read form. ~d 
the one most studied by the ancients themselves w~s eXtlS~lcy and :Vlt.hlll 
this, hepatoscopy.529 The person responsibl~ for ~hlS . techmque (extlsplCY, 
libanomancy and lecanomancy) was the biiru, WhICh IS generally translated 
'diviner' but literally means 'seer', and is, therefore,. the one who observes, 
he who 'knows' how to see the signals that the ?elty sends by ';leans of 
divintation techniques or practices.53o From thIS term was denved the 
abstract biirutum which probably denoted what we understand as 

'divination. '531 . 
A text from Tuttul from the eponym period records payments of SlIver to 

a series of persons who are probably connected with the temple of Dagan. 
One of the persons has the qualifier biirum, unfortunately, we do not know 
whether the term refers to all the pesons mentioned in the document or ~nly 
to the last one. The last part of the document is very broken and there IS a 

reference to Dagan that is difficult to interpret: 

Tu~2 . 
Two shekels of silver for x-tikum son of Yassi-Dagan; five she~el: for 
Sumu-yasim son of tJuzari; two shekels for tJmna-Addu son of Zu-Isbara 
btirum [ ... ] of Dagan, has received. Witness PN.532 

It is possible that this document forms part of the administrative corpus of 
the temple of Dagan of Tuttul, if it does in fact record payments to the cult 
personnel of the god. J. EIDEM stresses that it was found in a large 

quadrangular building.533 . ' . . 
In Mari, there is good evidence for the prachce of extlsplcy III the lette~s 

and economic texts, even though series of omens have not been found III 

528 On these prophecies cf. an introduction with bibliography in ~. REINER, AMB 62f.; 
C.J. GADD, RAI 14 21f.; A.L. OPPENHEIM, AM 206f.; J. SANMARTIN, MROA I 451; U. 
JEYES, JEOL 32 (1991-92) 23f. On astrology, with a good Introductlon to MesopotamIan 
divination cf. U. KOCH-WESTENHOLZ, Mesopotamian Astrology, Copenhagen 1995. 

529 To the previous bibliography should be added the introduction in l. STARR, The 
Rituals o/the Diviner, Bibliotheca Mesopotamica 12, Malibu 1983, 1-24. 

530 The wise man able to master all the techniques and be an expert was called 
ammanum 'master', cf. U. JEYES, JEOL 32 (1991-92) 23. As an exception, the astrologers 
were called (upsarril 'scribes', which to some extent we have to understand as 'experts' or 
'skilled' in astrological matters, cf. E. REINER, AMB 63; U. KOCH-WESTENHOLZ, 
Mesopotamian Astrology. 10. 

531 Cf. E. REINER, AMB 65. 
532 M KREBERNIK MDOG 122 (1990) 74 nr. 7 = J.-M. DURAND, NABU 19911114 nr. 

7: 10 s u '[k u - b a b b a rl x-ti-kum / d u [m u] [ia-si1-dda-gan / 5 s u su-mu-ia-si:im 
«Bl» / dum u bu-za-ri / 2 s u bi-in-na-dIM / dum u zu-dis-ba-ra / mas - s u - g ~ d -, 
g f d / [ .... ] / r ... ]x dda-gan / s u - b a - a n - t i - e - m [e 5] / i gil u - san g a pa
te'-bu'. 

533 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, NABU 19911114 nr. 7. 
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these archive 534 Two ad " . 
I k

· . . mmIstratIve texts record the issue of lambs for the 
oracu ar war of the dIvmers: 

MA:T 148 

Two lambs for the activity of the diviners in 
(2I1x/) .535 the temple of Dagan. 

MA:T 149 

A lamb for the activity of the diviners in the temple of Dagan. (5/XII/).536 

Only _ on~ letter. refers .t~ Dagan in connection with a request for an oracle' 
BaU?I-LIm, a hIgh offIcIal of the Mari administration, counsels the kin t' 
awaIt a favourable omen from the gods: g 0 

MA:T 150 

For this r~ason, my lord should find out the will of Dagan Sa Y d 
Addu. WhIle my lord continually finds out the will of Daga ' sY ma~ and 
Addu my 10 d' t' h n, amas an 
.' r IS no In a urry to fight and my lord will not confront(?) 

thIS enemy, to be able to do what he wishes. When Dagan Samas and Add' 
these gods reply 'ye ' t d ' u, '. s.o you an your omens continue (to be) favourable 
may my lord fIght on hIS day.537 ' 

The king had to wait .for ~avourable omens from the gods to be able to start 
a battle. !he most sIgnfIcan~ fact from this text is the 'triad' of gods who 
~ave to gIve consent to the kIng of Mari. The presence of Samas and Addu 
IS. n.at ~y chance, both god~ are ~losely linked to divination and are cited in 
dIVInatIOn ~exts from the fIrSt mIllennium in Assyria and Babylonia 538 The 
role of a thIrd god may be f~r various reasons; in a text from Mari' there is 
an oracular request from Samas and Marduk at Hammu ., 
regarding the war between Babylon and Rim-Sin of Larsa' r;:1 tSh' request 
Marduk is p t hI' , IS case, 

resen as t e po yadIc god of Babylon.539 Also possible is the 

. 534 Cf. 1.-M. DURAND, ARM 26/1 p. 24f.; MROA 211 373f. On the techni ue of 

~1~;~~~~;;~~O~gh birds In Babylonia and its western roots in Mari cf. J.-M. DURAND qMARI 
. . . t should be noted that the older texts from extispicy are models of live'rs from 

the f~fnnIng of the Old Ba,bylonian period from Mari, cf. RUTTEN, RA 35 (1938) 36-70 
. A~~ 23273: 2 s [I I a4- b f - a] Ine-p(-is-ti I dum u _ m eli' 

s Ul 3 I I-na e da-gall. (2I1X/). m a Ii - :; u - S Ulr 

~~6 ARM 23 502: lsi I a4 I ne-pi-is-li I dum u - m e Ii mas _ Y _ • 

na e da-gall. (5/X[[/). sus U 13- S U 13 11-

;37 AR!'126/: F6 8-16 = J.-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 374f.: a-na an-ni-tilll b[e-lil I a
an da-gall u t u ~ IM-ma be-/{ ii-I[a-ap-ii-is] I a-di pa-all dda-gall dll t u u dIM I b -I' '1: _ 
Ila-ap-ia-su a-Ila g' t u k u lb' , y. • e I I ta 
be-I' .' . - I - a e-pe-Sl-Im I be-/{ la i-!:Ja-am-mu-u{ u I U - k u r sa-a-tu 
dIM'd~ ,n-X-du 1_ «TA» l-ta·ab-bu-Iu-llIn-ma .li-ta-ab-ba-al-su i-nu-[ma] I dcia-gall dll t u It 

• Y b l~g;: r m e 5 an-IlU-[I]u I a-all-nam I-ta-ap-iu-ka It te-re-tu-k[a sa-aloma] I i-Ila u _ 
IIlI-SU e- I t II k u I - b I - a [ii-pu-us" 4 

538 'J' 
539 Cf. E. REINER, AMB 66: J.-~. DURAND, MROA 211 374. 

, .. ~f. ARM 26/2 385 13 -15 ; on a possible presence of Sarna:; in this text as a 
POIIi'C~I. god of Larsa -the CIty that Bammurapi claims to attack- together with Marduk as 

a po ya IC god of Babylon, cf. D. CHARPIN, ARM 26/2 147 n 50' cf also 1 M DUR N 
MROA 211 375. . ,. .-. A D, 
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intervention of the personal god of the person concerned as in some texts 
from the neo-Assyrian period.540 In our text, then, Dagan appears as a 
protector god and patron of Zimri-Llm's kingdom as a whole (the role of 
patron of Mari is more suited to g<?d such as Wir-Mer, polyadic god of the 
city). Dagan, then, accompanying Samas and Addu. Zimri-Llm has to find 
out what the will of 'his' god is from an almost political point of view but 
in the background there is an intimate connection between Dagan and the 
Middle Euphrates region, in the same way that when in the first millennium 
the oracular consulation is individual takes into account the 'personal' god 
of the client or patient. 

Other texts do not specify what means the god is going to use to 
communicate with his subjects. In a letter of which the sender and a large 
part of the tablet is missing, instructions are given for some kind of ritual; 
next, the sender of the letter records what Dagan's message was in relation 
to certain troops: 

MA:T 151 
Dagan has informed me, (he said) as follows: 
'I want to open the weapons! I touched the forehead of the servants of 
Zimri-Um. I sent (them) to you. (If) they have not arrived, on day four they 
will arrive safely' 541 

In the light of the prophetic and divination material connected with Dagan, 
and bearing in mind the other evidence on these matters in Mari, we may 
conclude that Dagan is the god cited most in these contexts. The messages 
from the various local forms of Dagan, whatever path they followed, occur 
most often in the texts. 

4.9. Dagan and kingship 

In this section we shall study not only the royal inscriptions in which 
Dagan occurs but also texts that throw some light on the relationship 
between kingship and the god. There is no need to say that most of the 
occurrences are in the royal archives of Mari, but in this section the evidence 
from Terqa is also of relevance, due to the quantity of seals with the royal 
titulary that have been sound on this site . 

4.9.1. Yabdun-Lfm 

The oldest royal inscription from the Old Babylonian period in which 
Dagan occurs belongs to reign of Yahdun-Llm, commemorating the king's 
military victories over the 'bedouin', establishing himelf as king of the 
banks of the Euphrates, and describing the irrgation works and the building 

540 Cf. U. JEYES, JEOL 32 (1991-92) 25. 
..54 1 ARM 2611 2057'-13' = MROA 2/1 356: dcia-gall Ii-sa-!:Ji-za-[all-ni] I um-[m]a-a-mi 

g,1 t u k u I - b i-a lu-up-ti-[i] I [>va-a]r-lcii] zi-im-ri-li-im I [pU]-Slt-[IlJU al-pa-ut-ma I [>va
a]r-ki-[kJa ar-ru-dam I [Ii-u]l ik-ta-[as-ciu-ma] I [i-Ila U4] 4-k a m is-[Ia-Ia-mu]. Cf. the 
reading [qa-a]/-lcii] zi-im-ri-li-im 'guerriers de Zimri-Lim' in M. GUICHARD, RA 93 (1999) 
39 n. 75. 
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of the fortress that bears his name. At the beginning of the inscription, and 
to close the titulary, Dagan appears as a god who proclaims kingship and 
gives legitimacy to royal power and conquests: 

MA :T 152 
Yaodun-Um, son of Yaggid-Um, king of Mari, Tuttul and of the country of 
the 'bedouin', strong king, who controls the banks of the Euphrates. Dagan 
proclaimed my kingship, gave me the powerful weapon that fells the kings, 
my enemies.542 

Dagan's role is to be the god who gives support to the king in his 
conquests. It should be noted that at the end of the inscription, the deities 
invoked in the curse fonnula are Anum, Enlil, Samas, Asnan and Sakan. 
All five deities are clearly from the Sumero-Babylonian tradition and are 
mentioned in the inscription to give it a Babylonian flavour. In some way 
we can say that their presence in the inscription is, to a certain extent, 
anachronous. The curse, then, belongs to a stereotype that does not actually 
reflect Syrian religion. Instead, the reference to Dagan in the 'body' of the 
inscription is much more relevant in providing real 'facts' about Syrian 
religion. The later explicit reference to the banks of the Euphrates is not due 
to chance, after Dagan had been made the guarantor of Yabdun-Um's 
kingship. We have to consider, then, the presence of the gods of the curse as 
purely rhetorical, in Babylonian vein, and for the same reason, understand 
the absence of 'purely' Syrian deities.543 

4.9.2. The eponym period 

The largest number of royal inscriptions belong to the eponym period and 
most of them are votive inscriptions of Samsi-Addu and Yasmab-Addu. We 
have already seen, above, in speaking of the Dagan of Terqa, the foundation 
inscription that Samsl-Addu dedicated to him in reference to that god's 
sanctuary in Terqa.544 Another inscription commemorates the offering of 
two cups to Dagan. Unfortunately, after the royal titulary and a description 
of the banquet, and after referring to the god Assur, the text is missing: 

542 AO.18236: 1-14 = F. THUREAU-DANGIN, RA 33 (1936) 49f. = D.R. FRAYNE, RlME 
46.8.1. (p. 602f.): ia-ab-du-un-li-im I dum u ia-gi-id-li-im / lug a 1 ma-r/; I tll-lIt-tll-lIl; I It 
ma-at ba-na I lug a I k a I - g a / ga-me-er / g 11 i d - bur a nun - n a I d da-gan / 
sar-rll-ti ib-bi I g" t u k u I k a I - g a I mll-sa-am-q[-it / lug a I - m e il na-ki-ri-ia / id-di
nam. 

543 It is obvious that in this inscription Samail is southern and not Syrian in character, 
even though his presence is important in Syria. Even so, his invocation does not 'Syrianise' the 
gods who accompany him; on the contrar}', it is the] who make Samas appear as a Sumero
Babylonian god. On the possible reading Saban of Sakan in Mari cf. J.-M. DURAND, MROA 
211 210. He postulates a 'real' presence of these gods in the Mari pantheon, based on a place
name. Even so, he does not seem very certain of the exact location of this toponym and its 
extremely rare occurrence in Mari sources does not allow any conclusion to be made. 

544 Cf. above 95 TE:T 2. 
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MA:T 153 E 1'1 h d t of Assur the 
Samsl-Addu, the strong king, appointed by n I , t e epu y.. ' 

eloved of Da an the unifier of the land between the l)gns and the 
~uphrates, prin~e ~f Mari, king of Ekalliitum'vvgovernor ~~5Subat-Enh\: A 
pair (of cups) for Dagan and the banquet [ ... J Assur for [ ... ]. 

. I f Samsi-Addu in this inscription includes the appellative 
The tltu ary 0 . hEn th t links the king 
"beloved of Dagan" (naram Dagan) together Wit n I.' ~ d) d 'th 
with his immediate origins to the south (~ro?ably wI~h.. a an ,!,I 

. lly the most important city III the vlclmty of Ekallatum 
Assur economlca h hr 

d above all the holy city of the region. This means that we av~ t ee 
a~ds who a~company the king and connect him with three dlffe:~nt 
g eo ra hical regions, Enlil to the south, Dagan on the Euph:ates and Assur 
~ t~e ~orth.546 This structure in the titulary is the same III most ?f the 
r~ al inscriptions from the eponym period just as we ~a~e seen above III our 
a~lysis of the inscription that commemorates the bUlldlllg of t~e t~mple of 
Da an of Terqa. As for the tu' amu, the main o?ject ?f the offenn~, It seems 
tha~ it was a kind of cup used for rituals, III thiS case a CUltlC banquet 

(sakultum).547 h 
A very broken Jetter provides another example of Dagan's role in t e 

official titulary of Sams'i-Addu: 

MA:T \54 ? [ J 548 
To my lord, the king of Akkad ·. appointed by Dagan and .... 

If the reading saknum of g 1 r - n f t a proposed by ~. C!lARPI~ is. correct,. it 
is an appellative usually connected with Enlil that III thiS case IS hnked w~th 
Dagan As the text is broken, we cannot tell who or what accompamed 
Dagan' on this line, and the copy of the text does not allow any 

hypotheses .549 . f M . 
Wir-Mer is portrayed as a god who bestows kingsh.lp o.n the .land. 0 . an 

(mat Mari) and the banks of the Euphrates (aa Purattlm) III an IllscnptlOn of 
Sams'i-Addu that commemorates the offering of two thrones to the god.

550 

It is surprising that this role is not discharged ?y Dagan, but ,,:e need. to 
remember that this inscription was composed stnctly from the POlllt of view 

545 A.889 = MARl 3 (1984) 47f. and 75 (copy) = RIMA I A.0.39.7. (p- 59): [dU t ul- s~
d[IMI/II u g a II da.[numll sa-ki-in d[en-Ul?ll ens i da-S[ur]I na-ra-am da-g[an]I mu-~;s
te-em-k[i ma]-a-tim I bi-ri·it i d - i dig n a I It i d ~, bur a nun - dn a I ru-ba. [~w-r]1 I 
lug a I e-ka[l-la-ti]mk; I sa-ki-in S[u-ba-at-de]n-[ltll d / tu-a-ml a-na [ dla-ga~ I ~ ;a-ku-la
at [ ... ] X I [xl x da-sur a-n[a ... ]. On the term mustemku ' peacemaker, umfler(.) and Its 
possible interpretations cf. D. CHARPIN, MARl 3 (1984) 48; slmtlarly, cf. J.-M. DURAND, 

LAPOI6p.44. . . h . fAvs f D 
546 On SamsI-Addu as king of Ekalliitum and his relationship With t e city 0 s ur c. . 

CHARPIN CANE 813; D.,CHARPIN - J.M. DURAND, MARl 8 (1997) 371f. 
547 Cf. D. CHARPIN, MARl 3 (1984) 49; A.K. GRAYSON, RIMA 158. . 
548 M.7660: 1-2 = MARl 3 (1984) 49 and 81 (copy) = W. YUHONG, JACS 1 74. [a-nla 

?? • ,dd • x [ I 
be-lf-ia lug a I a-g[a'-de'll g [I lr - nit a a-gan u x .... 

549 Cf. D. CHARPIN, MARl 3 (1984) 49. 
550 D. CHARPIN, MARl 4 (1984) 42. 
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of_M~ri. and that t~e. inscription commemorates the votive offering to Itiir
Mer; It IS not surpnslllg, then, that the polyadic god of Mari is exalted here 
~nd t.ha~ Dagan, as the chief god of Terqa, has no important role in this 
I~s~nptI.on. As a result, there is a certain flexibility in the attribution in the 
dIVIn~ tItular~, the weight of the local cults was determinative on certain 
OCCaSIO?s.' wIthout .these apparent contradictions being a problem when 
h~rmoll1sIng t~e vanous local cults or making them compatible within a 
WIder systematIC pantheon. 

As for Yasmab-Addu's inscriptions, we have already seen above how the 
Dagan of Tuttul appears with the EnliI-type appellative' 'Mullil' in one of 
the texts from the son of Samsi-Addu.55 ! In a dedication of a servant of 
Yasmab-Addu (possibly a governor of Terqa) there is a titulary of the king 
in which there is a reference to Dagan and IStar: 

MA:T 155 

[ ... governJor of Terqa, the safe city of his lord Yasmab-Addu, son of Samsl
Addu, king of Dilr-Yasmab-Addu, deputy of Dagan and IStar for Yasmab-
Addu, his lord, on the banks of the Euphrates [ ... J.552 ' 

D. CHARPI~ suggests that these two deities are the two principal patrons, 
one of the CIty (Dagan) and the other of the ruling dynasty (lstar).553 The 
seal of a servant of Yasmab-Addu also calls the king 'appointed (saknum) by 
Dagan': 

MA:T 156 

Yasmab-Addu, appointed by Dagan, Aniiku-ilumma is his servant.554 

A letter from a musician of Yasmab-Addu also gives the titulary of the 
king, in which Dagan has an eminent role: 

MA:T 157 

J?i a mi Senor, rey de Agade, gobernador de Dagan y de Mari: asf habla 
SUL-I1abra, director-de-musica del rey del Universo, tu servidor tu 
servidor, tu servidor ( ... ).555 ' 

9n this occasion the titles of the king are the same as in the titulary of 
Samsi-Addu that appears in a very broken letter and may be used to 

551 Cf. above 119 MA:T 81. 

552 v M.~455 '" D. CHAk~PIN, MARl 3 (1984) 58 = D.R. FRAYNE, RIME 4 6.11.200 I. (p. 
619): [sa-kr-i]n te-er-q[a I I [a-al tu-u]k-Ia-t[iJ I [b]e-lf-su [iJa-as-ma-aa-dIM I dum u 
d

U ~ u-si-"IM II u g a I b it d-ia-as-ma-aa-"IMk; len s i dda-gan It eS4-tar I a-na ia-as-ma
aa- 1M I [be-lrl-su I [i-na a-ala f d - bur a nun [ ... J. For the hypothetical restoration of 
the title of governor (Saknum) cf. D. CHAR PIN MARl 3 (1984) 58 553 '. 

MARl 4 (1984) 60; cf. on the same page the seal of another servant of Yasmab
Addu where he is called beloved (naram) of IStar. 
d 554 D. CH~RP!N, MR 65 '" D.R. FRAYNE, RIME 4 6.11.2003. (p. 620): [iaJ-as-ma-aa

[ 1M] I sa-ki-in da-[ganJI a-Ila-ku-d i n g i r-ma l[r - z uJ. 
555 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, MROA 21l 491. Text only in translation, a complete edition of the 

letter will appear in ARM 26/3. 
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complete this.556 Both titularys reinforce the southern ascription o~ the 
dynasty (king of Akkad) even though connecting it with the MIddle 
Euphrates through Dagan. .. 

Samsi-Addu has the most ambiguous tItulary as It correspond.s t? tm:ee 
different geographical directions: Assur in the high region o~ t~e TIgns w.lth 
the famous sanctuary of the god with .the same name; EnlIl In connec~lOn 
with the region of Akkad, with which Samsi-Addu had a stron.g con~ectlOn, 
and lastly, Dagan representing the Middle .Euph,rates. regIOn v WIth the 
sanctuary of Terqa as main religious pole. The tItles appoInted (saknu.m) ~y 
Enlil' and especially 'deputy (issiakkum) of Assur' recur constantly In hIS 
titulary and reinforce, in some way, his ?rigins ~nd ~is p~rs?na~ prefer~nce 
for the upper Tigris region, a wish that IS descnb~d III h?s retIrem~nt v~ 
king to EkaWitum. The only references to I?agan In the tItulary. of SamsI
Addu are in matters directly connected WIth that ~?d but .wIthou.t ever 
foregoing a mention of Enlil and Assur with the tradItIona.1 epIthets: III one 
case as builder of the temple of Dagan of Terqa557 and In another in the 
commemoration of the offering of two cups to Dagan.558 

The titulary of Yasmab-Addu is very much shorter, chiefly due to t~e 
scarcity of royal inscriptions. In an inscription. on ~ stat~e, Yasm~-Addu ~s 
called 'appointed (saknum) by Enlil', follOWIng, In thIS way, hIS father s 
tradition.559 On one occasion he occurs together with the goddess IStar560 

and on another he is the 'deputy' of Dagan and IStar.56 ! Dagan appears as 
the only god in the titulary on the seal of a servant of the king who is called 
'deputy of Dagan'.562 .. 

The enormous number of letters from Man also throw lIght on Yasmab
Addu's relationship with Dagan. The deity intervened in the dominion and 
defeat of the enemies of Mari. 

MA:T 158 
My lord will not neglect the death of these enemies. When Dagan and [ ... ] 
help my lord, the enemy will not be able to escape from the hand of my 
lord .563 

556 Cf. above 159 MA:T 154. 
557 Cf. above 95 4.6.1.1. TE:T 2. 
558 Cf. above 159 MA:T 153. It is interesting to see how this 'loyalty' to the upper Tigris 

region is reflected in a commemorative inscription of the building of the temple of Assur, 
known from various copies, inscribed on stamped bricks, in which the king appears only as 
'deputy of Assur', without any reference to another god, not even to Enlil (RIMA 1 0.39.9. [po 
60f.]). This is not the case in the commemorative inscription of the bUIldIng of the temple of 
Terqa, even though both texts are in the same genre. 

559 D.R. FRAYNE, RIME 4 6.11.1: 2 (p. 615). 
560 D.R. FRAYNE, RIME 4 6.11.2002: 3 (p. 619) (Naram /Star 'beloved of IStar'). 
561 Cf. above MA:T 155. 
562 Cf. above MA:T156. 
563 A.4259: 8'-14' = ARM 26/1 p. 407 n. 145 = J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 358 = P. 

VILLARD, MARl 6 (1990) 570 '" J.-M. DURAND, LAPO 17485: da-ak na-ak-ri-im sa-a-t[u]I 
be-/{ u-ul i-aa-ar-[iil I i-nu-ma dda-gan Ii d[ ... ] I tap-pu-ut be-f{-ia i-il-Ia-[ku] I na-ak-rum i-na 
qa-at be-f{-[ia]I u-[ul ul~-,l'i. 
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The reference to Dagan is cl 
which deity accoml;lanies hi~~ne~~i~g~~ a~d .the question is to determine 
reconstructing d[IM'] and thus sees AddscnptlOn. 1.-M. ~URAND suggests 
passage.564 In editing the text P VILL~ accompany mg. Dag~n in this 
ia)?] and translates, 'When Da~an and th recon~tru~ts din g I r [(be-li
translation is based on the parallel ex . e h

go 
o. my lord .. .'. This presslOn t at we fmd in I tt f 

t~e epo~ym period, that Zibbatum addressed to Abba, in which \: er, rom 
?IS ~nxlety about the proximity of the fight in which his brother ei~~ss~s 
~nvo ved. In a passage of the letter the sister prays to the gods a th a IS 

o more than she can in this bad situation: ' s ey can 

MA:T 159 
May Dagan and your god, who is at your side, come to help you.565 

The parallel is clear, but we have already seen some exam les' which 
~~a.n ~nd A~dU were paire~, so that neither of the two rec:nstr;~tions is 
e am rom t e aspect of epigraphy, and if we accept P VILLARD' 

the reconstruction with Addu seems the more plausible. . s copy, 

t d~:.Stly,/ le~ter from Ibal-pI-EI to Yasmab-Addu connects with the old 
ra I lOn 0 seemg Da?an as. the god who bestows kingship, a tradition that 

we have already seen m the mscription of Yabdun-Um: 

MA:T 160 
~o mYdlO~dhsay, thus (says) Ibal-pI-EI, your servant. May Dagan and Addu 

e go 0 IS chIef, name my lord for a kingship of years.566 ' 

4.9.3. Zimrl-Um 

d
There are very few royal inscriptions of Zimri-Um and most of them 

am aged 567 The seals of Z' - L- f 11' are Yasmab-Add h ~mn-. 1m 0 0:' a structure similar to those of 

add
't' I u, were the king IS called appointed by Dagan' with the 
I lOna presence of Enlil: ' 

MA:T 161 
ZimrI-LIm, appointed by Dagan, the beloved of Enl'll b k f h who controls the 

an 0 t e Euphrates, king of Mari and of the countr; of the 'bedoul'n', 
son of YatJdun-LIm.568 

~~~ Cf. J.-M. DURAND, ARM 26/1 p. 407; MROA 2/1 358. 
. ARM 10 10720-22 = J.-M. DURAND, LAPO 18 1089' d - ,. .. 'z-z~6~z-[zu] 1 ta-pu-ut-~a li-il-li-ku-ma; Cf. P. VILLARD, MARi 6~~:;0~ ;7~.-ka s[a It-t!-ka] / 

, ARM.26/1 108. 1-8: a-na be-fl-w / qi-bi-ma 1 um-ma i-ba-[ ]1- '- ' ~b]e-fl a-n[a sar-m-u]t sa-na-tim 1 dd[a-ga/l It d]IM 1 [d i n] i a. p[' e:l.1 r-ka-a-[mJ~ 1 
s[u]. For the translatian af ana sarriitim epesum cf. J.M. DUR:ND

r ~;~-;~~~U] 1 2~]'-pu-su
alternative suggestians in D. SCHWEMER Wettergatt 280 1930' p. 5 §b; cf. 

567 Cf b ,n. . 568 D Ra ;ve 94 (TE:T I) the cammemarative inscriptian af an ice-pit in Terqa 
d
ell

-
lfl 

1 ga:n;i-i:: :bNfE
ct 
~I~~ : a6._I~.~ ~~i 1~26): zi-;m-ri-likiim,1 sa-ki-in dda-ga/l i na-ra-am 

ab-du-IIn-Ii-im. u g a ma-rl / II ma-a-at ba-/la 1 d II m u ia-
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MA:T 162 
ZimrI-LIm, appointed by Dagan, the beloved of Enlil, king of Mari and of 
the country of the 'bedouin', son of YatJdun-LIm.

569 

MA:T 163 
ZimrI-LIm, the beloved of Dagan, the (one) appointed by [ ... ), king of Mari 
and of the country of the 'bedouin', son of ijadni-Addu.

570 

MA:T 164 
ZimrI-LIm, the beloved of Dagan, YatJad-mara~, your servant.571 

MA:T 165 
ZimrI-LIm, appointed by Dagan, Asqudum, the biirum.

572 

The seals alternate the appellatives 'appointed (saknum) by Dagan' and 
' beloved (naramum) of Dagan'. The presence of Enlil in the first two seals 
can be explained by the identification made between the two gods and also a 
touch of prestige by connecting Mari royalty and its principal god 
-Dagan- with the principal god of the south, the polyadic god of Nippur, 
the great religious and cultural capital of the land of Sumer. There is, then, a 
play of assimilation and confusion intended by the Mari theologians set up 
by the interchange of appellatives (saknumlnaramum) between the two gods. 
However, of most significance is the pre-eminence of Dagan in the Mari 
royal titulary, both in the eponym period and during the reign of Zimri
Urn. Of interest, however, is the seal of a shepherd under the command of 
Zimri-Um, called Dabi'um, in which the king is called 'appointed of Addu' 
(Sakin Addu).573 It is surprising to find this god in a position that, up to 
now, was occupied exclusively by Dagan. There is no clear explanation for 
this presence of Addu. Nor is what we know about the owner of the seal of 
much help. Dabi'um was a shepherd entrusted with fattening sheep and 
goats and we know about him from a small lot of tablets that record the 
contribution of animals made to him by various people, some of them high 
officials in the royal court. The consignment of animals was to Mari and to 
Terqa, and there is no element in Dabi'um's character that explains the 
presence of Addu on his seal.574 However, in a letter from an apilum of 

569 D.R. FRAYNE, RIME 4 6.12.5. (p. 627): zi-im-ri-li-im / sa-ki-ill dda-gan l/la-ra-am 

de/l-lfl 1 I II g a I maori"~ 1 u ma-at ba-na / d II m II ia-ab-du-un-li-im. 
570 D. CHARPIN _ J.M. DURAND, MARl 4 (1985) 337 = D.R. FRAYNE, RIME 4 6.12.6. 

(p. 627): zi-im-ri-li-i[m] 1 na-ra-am dda-gan 1 [Sja-ki-in d[ ... J 1 lug a I ma-ri[kiJ 1 u rna-at b[a
nail d II m u ba-ad-ni-d[IMj. On Zimrl-Um's real filiatian and his being the nephew of 
Yabdun-Um cf. D. CHARPIN _ J.M. DURAND, MARl 4 (1985) 336f.; J.-R. KUPPER, RIA 7 

(1 987 -90) 387. 571 D.R. FRAYNE, RIME 4 6.12.20 I O. (p. 633): zi-im-ri-li-im / /la-ra-arn dda_ gall 1 ia-ba-

ad-ma-ra-a:) 11 r - [z llj. 
572 D.R. FRAYNE, RIME 4 6.12.2011. (p. 634): zi-im-ri-li-im 1 sa-ki-ill dda-ga/l 1 as-qli-

du-um / m a ~ - ~ II - g f d - g f d. 
573 D.R. FRAYNE, RIME 46.12.2013. (p. 635). 
574 Cf. ARM 21 I; 6-9; 13; ARM 23335-345. All these recards are dated to. the last three 

manths af the first regnal year af Zimrl-Um; see a shart study af the set af tablets in B. 
LAFONT, ARM 23 p. 277f. 
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Samas addressed to ZimrI-Lim the king of Mari is called 'appointed by 
Dagan and Addu': ' 

MA:T 166 
And another matter, may Zimrl-LIm, appointed by Dagan and Addu, read 
this tablet.575 

T~e 'Bi~ingu~l Pantheon' of Mari also includes these two gods together as 
reInforcIng Zlmri-Lim's kingship: 

MA:T 167 
Since my lord acceded to the throne of his father, Dagan and Addu came to 
reinforce its foundations, Anum and Enlil named his kingship and his 
dynasty, ( ... )576 

This divine duo can be explained if we see it as a father-son relationship that 
the texts from Mari do not spell out although it is corroborated by the 
Ugaritic texts in respect of Dagan and Bacl. 

We .may conclude that when gods occur in the titulary of Zimri-Lim, 
Dagan IS always present, as the norm.577 When Dagan is accompanied by 
another god, it is always Enlil, alternating with the epithets 'beloved' 
(nariim.um) an~ 'appointed' (saknum). Here the 'centrality' of Dagan in the 
~oya~_ tltulary IS complete, comparable to Assur's role in the titulary of 
Samsl-Addu. In some way Dagan's presence strengthens in the first instance 
Zimri-Lim's bond with Mari and its holy capital, Terqa, and in the final 
instance with the whole Middle Euphrates, establishing a link with family 
members who preceded him as kings of Mari, who have no divine 
connection in the strict royal titulary, although the dynasty was proclaimed 
sovereign of the Middle Euphrates by Dagan.578 

The close relationship between Dagan and kingship is also reflected in 
t~e correspondence of Mari. His role is particularly important in helping the 
kmg defeat enemies in his military campaigns. In a letter to Zimri-Lim 
~ip'I-Lim describes the little help that the king received in his battle agains~ 
Isme-Dagan, YasmalJ-Addu and the Yaminites; it was thanks to divine 
intervention that he conquered his enemies: 

575 ARM 26/1 19444-45 = 1.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 373: [u sla-ni-tam zi-im-ri-li-im 
sa-ki-in dda-gan / u dIM !u[p-pa-a]m an-n[i]-a-am li-is-me-ma. Part of this text has already 
been cited, cf. above 152 MA:T 143. 

576 A. 1258+ II '-13' (= D. CHARPIN, RAI 3513 = M. GUICHARD, FM 3 (1997) 82 = 1.-
M. DURAND, LAPO 16 22): (II ') Ut [I ] U g a I - g UIO "'g U - z a e a d - d a - n [ i 
m U - s] U n, / is-tu be-If a-na ""g U - z a e a-bi-su i-ru-bu (12') IdJda_gan dIM-e 
sub U s - b [ i ... J / dda-gan !, dIM is-de-su u-ki-i[n]-nu (13') a n de n - I f I lug a I 
b [ a I - n ] i m i - n i - i n - p a [ d]1 a n U den-If! sar-ru-s!i !, pa-Ia-s[u ib-bu]-u. 

577 Except in the case of Dabi ' urn. 
578 Cf. above 158 MA:T 152. 
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MA:T 168 
By the word of Dagan and Hur-Mer my lord defeated his enemies, turned 
their cities into tells and ruins and destroyed them.579 

This text shows which gods helped the king in his victory in sp~te o~ the 
passivity of his supposed allies. Dagan as. god ~f T~rqa and Itur-Mer as 
polyadic god of Mari. In spite of .everythIng, Itur-Mer. repre~ents a more 
local facet, strictly belonging to Man, whereas Dagan radIates hIS power and 
influence from Terqa throughout the whole Middle Euphrates at least as far 
as Tuttul seat of the god's other great sanctuary. 

In an~ther letter, where someone complains of not having able to see 
Zimri-Lim, this divine pair is again mentioned: 

MA:T 169 
I did not see my lord's face, even though I was thirsty, to whom Dagan and 
Hur-Mer will give a strong weapon and a lasting reign.580 

Dagan and Itur-Mer feature here not as gods who suppor~ kingship but .as 
gods who bestow it: weapon and kingdom, power and temtory, the essentlal 
attributes of a king. 

The couple Dagan - Itur-Mer also occ~rs in a gr?eting formula that 
follows a typically Babylonian mod~l but wIth two Synan gods. The. letter 
was sent by (JalU-nlpi to his father SunulJra-lJalU and dates to the penod of 
Zimri-Lim: 

MA:T 170 
May Dagan and Hur-Mer let you live for ever.581 

Continuing with his military expeditions, ZimrI-Lim started a came~ign 
against ISme-Dagan, the son of Samsi-Addu. A let~er from queen Slbtu 
describes the ominous message -by means of a potlOn- that tells of the 
victory of the king of Mari and how !Sme-Dagan's commander would end 
up at the feet of Zimri-Lim; at that moment will be said: 

MA:T 171 
The army of Erne-Dagan is numerous, but if his ar~y is numerous, his 
allies have scattered. My allies are with me: Dagan, Samas, Hur-Mer and 
Belet-ekallim, together with Addu, the lord of oracles, (they are the ones) 
who go at my lord's side.582 

579 A.489: 8'-10' = MARl 4 (1985) 323 n. 131 = 1.-M. DURAND, Mediterranees 10-11 
(1997) 59.: i-na qi-bi-it dda-gan u di-tur-me-er I be-U da-amrda-am sa na-ak-ri-su i-du-uk
rna a-Ia-ni-su I a-na ti-li-im u ka-ar-mi-im u-te-er u ka-m[a]-ri-su-nu is-ta-ak-ka-an-ma. 

580 A.4263: 18'-22' = ARM 26/1 p. 407 n. 142 = 1 .. -M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 358: pa-a/l 
be-U-ia sa u-sa-am-mu-u I sa dda-gan u di-tur-[me-er] g"t u k u I dan-na-am u pa-Ia-am [da
ri-am]1 a-na'be-If-ia i-na-ad-di-nu a-ma-ru[m-ma]I !i-ul a-mu-ur. 

581 A.134: 4-6 = D. CHARPIN, MARl 8 (1997) 335f.: dda-gan u di-tur-me-er I as-su-mi-ia 
da-ri-is u.-lIli Ili-ba-al-li-tu-ka. 

582 ARM 10428-34 = ARM 26/1207 = 1.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 347 = LAPO 18 
1144: ea-bu-um sa i[s-m]e-dda-gan I rna-ad II sum-rna e[a-bu-su mIa-ad I til-Ia-tu-su is-so-ap-
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In this ~ase. there is. ~n invocation of almost a complete pantheon. Dagan 
occurs m. flrs~ pOSitIOn as fits his rank within the pantheon, Samas 
accompanI~s him as .god of justice and as such guarantees that the victory is 
made to fit what IS correct. The presence of Itur-Mer is inevitable as 
polyadi.c ~?d of Mari as also Belet-ekallim, the principal goddess (the 
se~der IS Slbtu) of ~he palace of Mari. The addition of Addu is explained in 
this case as we are m the context of omens and divination of which Addu is 
the master as the text states.583 

A letter ~rom ijammurapi to Zimri-Um shows how Dagan was perceived 
?y BabylonIa. The reference is very interesting because it places three gods 
m parallel with a clear political background: 

MA:T 172 
Marduk, Dagan and Addu [have established] hostility between Elam and 
Esn[un]na.584 

It is quite clear that here the gods represent two political entities, Marduk 
for Babylon and the couple Dagan and Addu (father and son) for the Middle 
Euphrates. 

Dagan also makes peace between two kings in conflict, not without first 
havmg tak~n ~ommand of an army and, it is supposed, having defeated the 
enemy. ThiS IS the case of the letter from Asqudum to ZimrI-Um which 
refers to a series of diplomatic affairs, including the change in attitude of 
S~siya, kin~ of T~rukku, a country east of the Tigris in the Zagros region, 
With a multi-ethnIC population.585 

MA:T 173 
As for the news from Sasiya, he of Turukku, may my lord see how Dagan 
has taken command of the army and has delivered the whole country into 
the hands of my lord. Sasiya, to whom formerly my lord had brought gold 
and sIlver and he had not accepted, now Dagan has established good words 
between my lord and Sasiya.586 

[ilja-.fll I til-la-Ii i-ia-al-Iu-li-lim dda-gall I dU t u di-flir-me-er l/ dn i n -e-kdl-lim Il/ dIM-ma 
be-el Pll-rll-liS-Se-e-elll I sa i-Ila i-di be-If-ia i-/[a-kllj. 

583 Cf. 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 3 (1984) 150 n. 9. 
584 ARM 28 I 5': [dJa mar - u t u dda-gall dIM Ili-kllr-Iam bi-ri-il I u e I a m - m a 

1/1 u e s - In u n- n a"J [is-kll-lInj. For this reconstruction of the beginning of the line cf. 
D.E. FLEMING, RA 93 (1999) 169, In spite of the later reference to the god (illllll) in the 
following line of the text, FLEMING's proposal of not reconstructing [II i-/ju-lIe, as KUPPER 
proposed in his edition of the text, seems more plausible. 

585 Cf. G. GRONEBERG, 240f.; 1.-R. KUPPER, ARM 1611 36; 1.-M. DURAND, LAPO 17 
p. 80f.; 1. EIDEM, Syria 77 (2000) 324f. 

586 ARM 2611 2729-36: II as-slllll !e4-e-elll sa-sf-ira I U IIl-ru-ki-illljl [b)e-If li-lIIu-ur ki
ilia dda-gan pa-lle Lra-bi-imjl ~a-ab-Iu-ma 1/ ma-a-Iam ka-Ia-sa I a-lla q[a-ajt be-If-ia li-ma
al-Ill-u I '"sa-sf-[iaj sa {a-na-Illl-llm k u - b a b bar 1/ k u - gil be-If is-su-s[ulII)-lIIa llja-a 
IIIl-gu-ru 11-lla-all-na da-[gall) a-wa-lim dalll-[q)a-liml bi-ri-il be-If-ia l/ sa-sf-ia is-ku-lIll. 
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A letter from KibrI-Dagan, governor of Terqa, to ZimrI-Um refers to an 
armed conflict. Speaking about the enemy troops, Kibn-Dagan trusts in 

Dagan intervention. 

MA:T 174 
In this place of blood, which Dagan will destroy, it is not the we:~7 troops 
that have been captured, the important troops have been captured. 

The king's desire for victory is shared by the elders o~ the. city a.nd by the 
governor of Terqa, who is awaiting the arriv~l of the vlctonous king to the 
holy city to worship and give thanks for the victory before Dagan. 

MA:T 175 
Another matter: May my lord come in peace and kiss the feet of Dagan. The 
elders of the city come continually before Dagan and pray for my lord and 
my lord 's army.588 

This prayer of Kibn-Dag~n to see ZimrI-Um ,enter ~erqa a~d ~ra~ ~fore 
Dagan complements the lIterary text known as the EpIC of Zlmn-.~lm that 
describes the victorious entry the king to Terqa to make sacnflces and 
worship the god of the city.589 In the 'Epic of ZimrI-Um' the king is also 

compared with Dagan. 

MA:T 176 
ZimrI-Llm, in the likeness of Dagan, is the hero, his protection is ItOr-Mer, 
the warrior.590 

This passage has a clear parallel in the episode in the Epic of Gilgames that 
describes the creation of Enkidu, the rival of Gilgames. The use of the term 

. I . '1 591 J t zikrum 'image, double', and the structure are certam y simi ar. u~ as 
Enkidu was created by Aruru in the likeness of Gilgames and Anum, ZlmrI
Urn seems to want similar relationship to Dagan. 

587 ARM 3 18: 7-10 = 1.-M. DURAND, LAPO 18 1060: a-sa-ar d[a)-mi-illl sa-a-Iu sa 
dda-ganlli-ba-al-la-q[li-S]lI ~a-bu-u/ll i-~li-llm Ili-u[1 ij~-~a-ab-ba-al I ~a-bu-u/II [mja-dll-lIl1l
lila is-sa-ab-ba-at. 

588 ARM 3 17: 14-20 = 1.-M. DURAND, LAPO 18976: sa-IIi-lam i-lla sU-lIl:lIli-in.l I"be-If 
le-el-li-kam-ma I se-ep dda_gall li-is-si-iq I ka-a-ia-an-Iam I u - m e s s u - g 1 a-lUll I a
lia i g i dda_gall i-ru-bu-ma I a-Ila be-If-ia llli/ll-ma-lIa-lilll sa be-If-ia Ili-ka-ar-ra-bll. 

589 Cf. above 84. 
590 Epopee 137-138 = ARM 2611 393 = 1.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 329: zi-im-ri-li-illl zi-

ik-ru-lis dda-gall e-ti-il-Illa I 11I-lIk-la-as-su di-Ilir-Ille-er IIr-Sa-lllI. .' 
591 Gilgames I 82-83 (cf. the edition by S. PARPOLA, The Stwldard Baby~o/llan EpIC. of 

Gilgalllesh, State Archives of Assyria Cuneiform Texts I, HelSinkI 1997): Aruru ail/lila lila 
selllesa I zikru sa Anilll iblani ilia libbisa. 
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4.9.4. The dynasty of the 'bedouin' kingdom of Terqa592 

After the fall of Mari and its disa 
weaker and local 's t" ppearance, the focus of royal power, now 

, I ranslerred to Terga where d t' bl' 
largely preserves the titulary of the ki' f a ynas y I~ esta Ished that 
The seals of four kin s of Ter a ngs 0 Man, but wIth new nuances. 
Middle B b I . g . g are kn?wn, all dated to the beginning of the 

a y oman penod accordmg to th h I 
recently.593 e c rono ogy proposed 

TE:T6 

b
ISajr-Um, king of the country of the 'bedouin', son of Iddin-Kakka, the 

e oved of I1-aba and Dagan.594 

Jh~a:~ccessor of Iddi.n-K~kka has a very similar kind of titulary in the 

D
y rof T~rga. Iggid-LIm, however, introduces the old title 'deputy f 
agan mto hIS seal. 0 

TE:T7 

I~gid-~Im, deputy of Dagan, king of the country of the 'bedouin', son of 
Isar-Llm, servant of I1-aba and Dagan.595 

ia~e~~:,1 of the next king of the dynasty follows the very same model as his 

TE:T8 

Isi~-Da~an, deputy of Dagan, king of the country of the 'bedouin' 
Iggld-Llm, servant of I1-aba and Dagan.596 ' son of 

The se5~17 of Hammurapi of Terga, who ruled a generation after 
Dagan, also preserves the same formulary and the same structure. Isib-

592 Wh en we speak of the 'bedouin' kin dom of T 
what is called the land of 'ljana'. This 'land' a~d the' erqa, ,we are generally referring to 
population living in the neighbourhood of th M'ddl ~an~ans are In fact t?e non-sedentary 
According to the etymological proposal of 1 ~M ID e up rates regIon (:hlefly Yaminites). 
Semitic root ftn' 'to camp' (cf. Hb. hnh HAL 319~RAND, the t:rm banum IS related to the 
camps, that is to say, one who has n~ fixed abode ' so that ban~m refers to a person who 
term band (ba-na) is the c~llective: land of the 'Bedo~~n~~:; ~r:lc~~C~III~: ~~~bedouin'. The 
LAPO 17 p. 417f.; cf. prevIOusly G. DOSSIN, ARM 5 P 128 h h d I' . 17 [1993) 47, 
the WS verb banum 'to camp' I'n M ". . w 0 a a ready IdentIfIed It WIth 

an In spIte of a mist k' d' correction by J.-M. DURAND LAPO 17 722 88' f a e In. rea Ing the text; cf. the 
[1961)37) F . . ' n. , c. also prevIOusly II GELB lCS 15 

593 Cf ~r~n ~PInIOn against this proposed etymology cf. M.P. STRECK: AOAT 27111 93. 
PODANY, Fs. As;ou~.fzrY' lCS 43-45 (1991-93) 56; D. CHARPIN, NABU 1995/23; A.H. 

594 D C . OLLON, MARL 5 (1987) 150= D.R. FRAYN RI . v •• 

/ lug a I k u r ba-na / dum u jJdinl_ dka-ak_k[ I / E, ME, 4 23.7.1. (~. ]30): l-sar-Li-,m 
595 RBC 779' 13'-16' _ A H P a na-ra-am il-[a-ba.) / u da-gan. 

. -. . ODANY - G M BECKMAN G Co 
(1991-93) 45f. = D.R. FRAYNE, RIME 4238 I (~ 7'31)' [i . . d;' .' ~BOW, JfS 43-45 
/ I ~~6 a I k u r ba-[na) / [d u m u) i-sa[r:l;-i~) i I r iI:[i1~~~) /[ll~~~_i~an r 1 da-[gan) 

AO 20162 = 1. NOUGAYROL, RA 41 (1947) 43 _ D n. 
D.R. FRAYNE, RIME 4 239 I (p 732)'" s,· ,'b dd -/ ,. COL~ON, MARL 5 (1987) 148 = 
b) .' '" . - - - a-gan ens 1 da-gan / [I I k 

a-n[a) / dum u ,-gi-id-l[i-im) / I r iI-a-[ba.) / it dda-g[an). u g a u r 
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TE:T9 
ljammurapi, deputy of Dagan and II-aba, king of country of the 'bedouin', 
son of Azilia', servant of I1-aba and Dagan.598 

D agan continues to retain a privileged position in the royal titulary which is 
not surprising since the capital of the kingdom was located in Terga. This 
shows that the temple and cult of the sanctuary of Dagan continued to exist 
during this period. The principal novelty of these seals concerns the royal 
titulary of the kings of Mari is the inclusion of I1-aba as protector god of the 
king. He is already mentioned on the seal of a servant of Kastilias, an earlier 
king of Terqa from the Old Babylonian period. This seal calls the owner 
'servant of II-aba and Kastilias' .599 I1-aba, one of the more important gods 
of the Sargon dynasty, paired with Dagan in an inscription of Naram
Sin ,600 is now to be found, suddenly, in a privileged position in the royal 
titulary of the first rulers of Middle Babylonian Terqa. In spite of 
e verything, we have not completely lost track of him. A text from the 
beg inning of the Old Babylonian period (one of the so-called sakkanakkum 
type texts) records some amounts for various gods and different rituals, 
among them II-aba.601 It is also cited in an administrative text from Mari 
giving the boundaries of a field,602 from which we can deduce that he held 
some kind of property in his name and thus a temple. Another economic 
text records a quantity of oil for the bathing (rummukum) of the gods Dagan, 
I1-aba and Marat-iltim.603 This is well represented in the onomastic corpus 
we have from the Mari archives with nine names; in some cases we can 
determine where these persons came from, in this case they are people from 
the region around Mari or from the districts of Terga and Saggaratum.604 It 

597 Cf. A.H. PODANY - G.M. BECKMAN - G. COLBOW, JCS 43-45 (1991-93) 45. 
598 YBC 6518 = F.l. STEPHENS, RA 34 (1937)184 Seal = D. COLLON, MARL 5 (1987) 

151 = D.R. FRAYNE, RIME 423.10.1. (p. 733): [hla-am-mu-r[a-ptl / [e n Is i dd[al.lgan 1 / u 
iI-a-ba. / l ug a I k u r ba-na / [d u m ul a-z[(-I(-a?1 / I r il-[a-ba41 / u dd[a-gan). Cf. the 
transli teration with the reconstruction of Azilia in A.H. PODANY - G.M. BECKMAN - G. 
COLBOW, JCS 43-45 (1991-93) 45 n. 35. 

599 Cf. D.R. FRAYNE, RIME 4 23.4.2001. (p. 727). 
600 Cf. above 44 BAB:T 2. 
60 I TH 82-138 = 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 4 (1985) 167 line 4. 
602 ARM 22 328 I 7 and passim. 
603 Cf. above 104 MA:T 55. 
604 (I) Ana-I/-aba-taklaku 'I trust in Il-aba': ARM 9 259: 12. (2) Iddin-I/-aba 'Il-aba 

gave': ARM 8 2: 22; 5: 19; 8: 27; 27: 14; 39: 5; ARM 19 110: 8; 290: 4; 321: 4; 324: 5; 365: 12, 
368: I; 369: 1; ARM 22 12 III 5' rev. I 26'; ARM 23 595 rev. 3' GanibiHum (in the district of 
Saggaratum; in fact it is the port of Dur-YalJdun-LIm; cf. 1.-M. DURAND, ARM 2611 p. 125), 
rev. 6' ManulJatan (district of Saggaratum P. VILLARD, ARM 23 p. 562; 1.-M. DURAND, 
LA PO 18 p. 57; A. MILLET, AF 22 (2000) 22). ARM 26/1 58 16, M.7001: 6 ( = 1.-M . 
DURAND, Fs. Garelli 38). (3) Il-aba-DU-IN ARM 7 180 II 23' Sakka (Mari region, Cf. 1.-M. 
DURAND, ARM 26/1 p. 474 n. a.; TPH 117; A. MILLET, AF 22 (2000) 17). (4) I1-aba-sumu 
'IJ-aba is the name': ARM 23452: 2,453 ?, 454, 456, 457,578: 2. (5) ISbf-I1-aba 'My help is 
Il -aba': ARM 21414: I I, ARM 22 262 II 40; ARM 23 432 III 5; 433 III [91 Zibnatum sa 
Ilasakar (distict of Saggaratum, cf. 1.-R. KUPPER, ARM 1611 41; A. MILLET, AF 22 (2000) 
22). (6) Puzur-Il-aba 'Protection of II-aba' ARM 4 29, ARM 21 403 VIII 56. (7) QlStf-I1-aba 
'Gift ofIl-aba': ARM 7 185, ARM 8 32; 79:7; ARM 21 138: 14 MEHan (near Mari, possibly 
Tell RamadI cf. 1.-M. DURAND, TPH 1 14f.; MROA 211 433), ARM 22 262 IV 28'; ARM 23 
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seems, t?en that the popular cult of the god was alive during the Old 
Bab~lolllan penod and there are indications of worship and even of a 
pos~lbJe temple or of a property of th~ god: The new kings of Terqa took up 
agalll wor~hlp of this g~d even placlllg him III the highest section of the 
pantheon, III company ~Ith Dagan. It is possible that I1-aba has the role of 
prote~tor god of the ruhng dynasty and in this role appears on the seals of 
the kings of Terqa. 

4.9.5. The 'Bilingual Pantheon' of Mari 

We have called a text in praise of ZimrI-Um written in the form of a lette 
~ddressed to the king the 'Bilingual Pantheon' of Mari. In this text r 
hst~d the various deities who protect the king of the Middle Euphra: 
regIOn. The t.ext, a S~~er~-Akka?ian bilingual, follows a clear Babylonian 
mod.el, both III t?e deities It mentIOns and in the form. There are, however 
det~lls and p~sslble 'second readings' or 'indigenous readings' that enrich 
the IllterpretatlOn of the document. The text begins with the typical formula 
that h~ads.letter~ addressed to the king. When given the royal titulary, the 
so~erelgn IS defilled as 'the just king, the beloved of Nunarnnir' .605 The 
eplt~et Nun~mnir, typi~al of Enlil in Babylonia, is applied to Dagan as a 
detail p.ecuhar to Man, as we saw above in discussing the sacrifices to 
D~gan III the ~pic of ZimrI.-Um.606 .Accordingly, it is an ambiguous 
epithet, clearl~ III t~e Babylolll.an style, If we keep strictly to the text, in the 
style of Man -via the eqUivalence Enlil-Dagan- if we look at the 
context.607 !he syncretism is obvious. Next there is an explicit reference to 
An ~nd EnId as gods who have bestowed kingship on ZimrI-Um. The text 
contillues with an invocation to Enki, in this way we already have the three 
male gods of the Sumerian pantheon cited at the beginning of the text 
pr~ceded only b~ an 'Enlilian' epithet attributable to Dagan. The followin~ 
deity t? appear IS a goddess, the Mother Goddess, written as Nintur in the 
Sumenan text and as Ninbursag in the Akkadian text. It should be noted 
that Dagan is the ~od who follows NinturlNinbursag. We have already seen 
above how there IS a close relationship between the goddess written as 
NInbursag -that possibly we may have to read Salas608- and Dagan. This 

623: 31 Rabban (near Mari, cf. J.-R. KUPPER, ARM 16/1 27; J.-M. DURAND, TPH 116; A. 
MILLET, AF 22 [2000] 17), ARM 2612 408: 39, 62. (8) Yabbi-ll-aba 'I1-aba names': ARM 24 
227: 13 Puzurran (south of Mari, on the bank of the Euphrates cf. J.-M. DURAND TPH 116' 
D. CH~RPIN, FM [I] [1992] 35f.; A. MILLET; AF 22 (2000) 17). (9) YasmalJ-Il-aba ' I1a-ab~ 
lIstens : ARM 24 227: 15 Puzurran. Acephalic: [ ... ]-I1-aba ARM 7 1826',7', 8';ARM 21 15: 
36. Outside the regIOn between Terqa, Saggaratum and Mari, there is also a PN in Saplratum 
a town near l:Janat Il-aba-riipi: 'I1-aba is the healer': ARM 8 85+A. 4304: 27 = D. CHARPIN' 
MARl 8 (1997) 343f. ' 

605 A. 1258+ 2 (= D. CHAR PIN, RAI 35 8 = M. GUICHARD, FM 3 [1997] 81 = J-M 
DURAND, LA PO 1622 = MROA 211 146f.): lug a I n f g - g i - n a k i-a g d n u 'n -' 
n a m - n I r / a-na lug [a I] ki-na-ti na-ra-a[m dn u n - n a m - n i r]. 

606 Cf. above 84 MA:T 35. 
607. J.-M. DURAND interprets the epithet from the strictly Babylonian point of view, given 

~~e equivalence he makes (Nunamnir=Enlil) in MROA 2/1 146; cf. also D. CHARPIN, RAI 35 

608 J M 0 v • . - . URAND now translates Salas In the latest translation of this text (LAPO 1622). 
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is a transition between the traditional pantheon of the south and the Mari 
pantheon; using NinturlNinbursag ambiguously as mother goddess of the 
south and as Dagan's consort in Mari seems to be a very elegant way ?f 
introducing the head of the local pantheon. Dagan is presented as follows III 

the text: 

MA:T 177 
Dagan, the Great Mountain, father of the great gods, who sets the Anun-
nakii (in their place), the powerful god, creator of the heavens and t~e earth, 
father begetter of the gods, found him among the vast lands, Showlllg him 
his heart and elevated him to kingship.609 

Dagan's epithets in this text are those of the head of a pantheon. ~ome of 
them have very obvious 'Enlil-type' parallels, others seem genuInely to 
belong to Mari or Syria. The first of them all 'The Great Mountain' (k u ~ 
g a I/sada raba) is Enlil's epithet par excellence to the extent that hiS 
famous temple in Nippur was given the name e k u r 'the house of the 
mountain' .610 The second epithet 'father of the great gods' (a - a 
din g i r g a I - g a I - e - n elabi ilCini rabatim) equates him with the 
great 'generator' gods of the neighbouring pantheons. The title of father of 
the gods for Dagan is not exclusive to this text; the curse in an Old 
Babylonian inscription found in the citadel of Aleppo mentions him as 

follows: 

AL:T I 
May Dagan, the father of the gods, curse him, may Nergal curse him, May 
[S]ln, the lord of the first-born, take away his first-born and his name, may 
ISI:Jara ... , may Samas cover his eyes.611 

609 A.1258+: 9-11 (= D. CHARPIN, RAI 35 8 = M. GUICHARD, FM 3 (1997) 81 = J.-M. 
DURAND, LAPO 16 22 = Idem, MROA 211 146f.): (9) [dd]a-gan k u r g a I a - a 
din g i r g a 1- gal - e - n e n a - des da - nun -en a] / dda-gan sa-du-u ra-bu-u 
a-bi din g i r [-m e Ii ra-bu-tim] wa-se-er de-n[un-na] (10) [d i n g i r] a lim a n 
kim u _ u n _ d u a - aug u din g i r - e - [ n e] / din g i r-Ium kab-tum ba-ni 
a n II k i a-bu-wn mu-[wa-li-id din g i r - m e ill (11) [k u ] r- k u r d a g a I - 1 a 
S 11 _ g e p it _ d a - n ina m - 1 u gal - Ii [e m u - u n - f 1] / i-na ma-ta-ti ra-ap
sa-ti i-na ku-Ium li-ib-bi-sTu] u-tu-su-ma a-na sar-ru-tim is-su-su. On the translation of wiiSer 
Anunnakl ('he who puts the AnunnakO [in their place]') cf. J.-M. DURAND, LAPO 16 p. 106. 

610 On this epithet of Enlil cf. A. DEIMEL, Panth. 75; K.L. TALLQVIST, AGE 221 and 299; 
D.O. EDZARD, WdM 60; H. PIESL, Vom Priianthropomorphismus zum Anthropomorphismus, 

lnnsbruck 1969. dl 
611 H. HAMMADE, AAAS 43 (1999) 251 and 103 (Arabic section) [ da-gan a-bi 

din g i r _ b i-a li-zu-ur-su / [dIn e - e r i "- g a lli-zu-ur-su / [dE]N-ZU be-el i b i 1 a 
i b i I a _ SU / II su-um-su li-il-qu-ut / dis-lJa-ra li-BU-x-x / dU t u i-ni-u Ii-pi. Cf. the partial 
quotation in D.E. FLEMING, ZA 83 (1993) 88 n. 5; TE 90 n. 178. I wish to acknowledge Prof. 
D.E. Fleming's kindness in providing me with information on this text. Note that the text comes 
from Aleppo, seat of the principal temple of Addu, son of Dagan. Probably, this text is the 
same as the unpublished text that G. DOSSIN cites to prove Dagan to be the father of Addu 
(RAI3 129; cf. also J.J.M. ROBERTS, ESP 75 n. 98; D.O. EDZARD, WdM 49; H. NIEHR, JNSL 
20 [1994] 169 n. 31); it is quite possible that Dossin confused the sequence din g i r - b i -
a for dIM (note that the text was found in 1933, as Fleming indicated to me). Cf. also D. 
SCHWEMER, Wettergott 220 n. 1520 . 
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Ip this curse, Dagan comes first, followed by Nergal, Sin, IShara(?) and 
SamaiL The inscription, then, reinforces this portrait of Dagan. 

To the south, An(um) is depicted as father, head of the family and 
t~e~efore ?f the ~hole pantheon and his 'marginal' role in carrying out the 
dlvme will, which belongs to Enlil. The identical roles of An(um) and 
Dagan explain the late pairing to be found in some texts in the Babylonian 
literary canon and in some royal inscriptions.612 'He who puts the 
Anunnaku in their place' (n a - d es da - nun - n a/wiiser Anunnakf) is an 
epithet that is later generally applied to Marduk and Nabfi.613 We have no 
knowledge of the use of this epithet in a text contemporary with or older 
than this manuscript from Mari. It is, therefore, the earliest evidence for the 
title (W)iiser Anunnakl. Is its origin Babylonian or Syrian in this case? It is 
quite clear that the reference to the Anunnaku originates in the south 
although the epithet could have come from Syria considering how old th~ 
evidence from Mari is and the difference in time from the other witnesss of 
the title. After being called 'Powerful god' (d i n g ira I i mlilum 
kabtum), Dagan is again given the two epithets of creator god: 'Creator of 
the heavens and the earth' (a n kim u - u n - d U/biini same u er~etim) 
and 'father begetter of the gods' (a - aug u din g i r - e - n e/abum 
muwallid iliini), mother goddesses such as Mummu or generator gods such 
as Ansar, Anum, Enlil or Marduk have similar titles.614 See two of EI's 

612 There are several texts that place Anum and Dagan in parallel: one literary text, of 
whIch we have several late copies, but which possibly was composed in the second dynasty of 
Isin, calls the king '(one) chosen by Anum and Dagan' (niblt Anim u Dagan cf. W.G. 
LAMBERT, JCS 21 [1967] 128 line 14); it is intersting to see that the Sumerian translation 
offers the following version: [a n den - I 01 - b i - dam u - n i - i n - s a4- a, also 
placing Enlil and Dagan in parallel. In the Epic of Erra there is also a reference to this divine 
pair: Erra IV 33: sa ~abe kidinni ikkib Anim u Dagan kakkesunu tazzaqap 'You have made the 
privileged citizens bear arms, those sacred to Anum and Dagan' (cf. also tablet IIIc [3]). The 
Myth of Anzu also pairs Anum and Dagan several times cf. K. HECKER, TUAT 3 751f.; C. 
WILCKE, APDA 61. The royal inscriptions from the end of the second millennium and during 
the whole of the first, both in Babylonia and in Assyria, also include the presence of this pair. 
An inscription of Itti-Marduk-balii\u, the second king of the second dynasty of Isin, records 
the epithet of chosen (nibitu) of Anum and Dagan in the royal titulary, cf. G. FRAME, RIMB 2 
2.2.1 (p.7). A royal inscription of Simbar-Sipak, the first king of the dynasty of the country of 
the sea, dedicated to Enlil, calls the sovereign 'he who puts in order the paths of Anum and 
Dagan, he who preserves their rites' (mustesir alkakati Anim u Dagan musallimu mesiSunu cf. 
RIMB 2 3.1.1: 8 [po 72]). Assurnasirpal II of Assyria is declared beloved (naram) of Anum 
and Dagan (cf. A.K. GRAYSON, RIMA 2 0.10 l.l: I 10-11 [po 194]; 0.101.28 I 8 [po 284]). In 
an inscription dedicated to Ninurta, SamsI-Adad V calls the goddess Kutusar (mother of 
Ninurta and equated with Ninlil, cf. W.G. LAMBERT, RIA 6 389) 'the lady equal to Anum and 
Dagan' (belti sinnat Anum u Dagan, cf. A.K. GRAYSON, RIMA 3 0.103.1: 18-19 [po 182]). 
Sargon II of Assyria is defined as 'the one contemplated by Anum and Dagan' (niEt ine Anim 
u Dagan, cf. M.-J. SEUX, ER 208). Sargon II also refers to the people of Anum and Dagan 
(~ab Anim u Dagan, cf. A. FUCHS, Sargon 32 line 6, 46 line 14-15; 55 line 7-8, 62 line 10,269 
line 12; cf. also M.-J. SEUX, ER 339f.). There is no doubt that this pairing of Anum-Dagan is 
also due to the identification of Enlil with Dagan; the presence of Dagan together with Anum 
may be interpreted as a type of 'substitution' of Enlil in the pair An-Enlil, common in 
Babylonian literature. 

613 Cf. K.L. TALLQVIST, AGE 35; CAD A/2 sv. asaru A Ic (p. 421). 
614 Cf. K.L. TALLQVIST, AGE 68f. (ban binati, bana inani, ban kala). 
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titles in Ugarit: bny bnwt 'Creator of creatures' and the 'Creator of the 
heavens and the earth' of the biblical El.615 . 

It is interesting to see how at the end of e~ch of the sectIOns ?f the 
various deities, there is a reference to what the vanous gods h~~e contnbuted 
to ZimrI-Lim's kingship. An and Enlil, as heads of the traditional Su~ero
Akkadian pantheon, named him king from the ~aternal womb .. Enk~, thye 
god who determines destinies, decrees a good destmy and etern~l life . . Salas, 
in her role as mother goddess, from he~ pure hands616 r.aJs~s him to 

. d m SYamaYs god of J'ustice grants him the sceptre of Justice. Addu, pnnce 0 ., , . r' h 
the Storm-god, grants him a powerful weapon, an? fmally, star, m er 
warrior guise, bestows pre-eminent battle. ~ll the attrIbutes a~e relate~ to t~e 
character of each deity. Dagan is no exceptlOn:vhe el~vate~y~H~ to kmgshl,P 
(n am _ lug a I - s e m. u - u n - f l/ana sarrutlm ISSUSU). ~agan s 
character is quite clear, he IS a supreme god who best,ows km~shlp, who 
decides who is to be king. If Dagan had had a more concrete or even a 
different character, this would be reflected in the attribute bestowed on. the 
king. After the Sumerian gods a~d thei.r consort, W?? act.s. as a bndge 
between the Sumerian triad An-Enhl-Enkl and the Semitic ?eltles (note that 
Nintu/Ninbursag=Salas), Dagan is the first god to be mentIOned because he 
is the head of the pantheon, father of the gods and, as such, the .o~e who 
bestows kingship. This is his principal and probably only charactenstIc. 

4.10. Dagan and me no logy 
Some month names in the calendar of Mari contain names of deities. 
Unfortunately, we do not know the re~son for t~is attribution to each ?f 
these gods.617 It is possible that festlv~ls or ntuals we,re celebrated I~ 
honour of the deity after whom the month IS named. Dagan acts as sponsor 
in the eighth month of the calendar of Zimri-Lim, howeve.r,. a month name 
with the name of Dagan already occurs in the pre-Babylolllsmg texts of the 
reign ofYaggid-Lim or Yabdun-Lim.618 

4.11 . Dagan in the onomasticon 

The richness of the epigraphic material from Syria in the pre-Ba~ylon~an 
period and the genre of many of these documents (contracts, admmlstratlve 
documents, lists of persons, letters etc.) have enabled us to collect a gre~t 
number of names. Of this extensive onomastic corpus, a large are theophonc 
names the deities that who occur most often are Dagan, Addu and El. In 
what follows we shall list the names with Dagan, with translation, and 
afterwards we shall provide a comparative analysis with the other deities. As 

615 Cf. M.H. POPE _ W. ROLLlG, WdM 280; E.T. MULLEN, DC 13f.; however, cf. the 

translation 'owner of heaven and earth' in L.K. HANDY, AHH 76. 
616 The king is the work of the hands of the goddess, clearly in parallel with 'man~al ' 

creation using mud. Cf. the reference above to Dagan's image and the parallel to GIl games In 

the creation of Enkidu modelled from mud, 167 MA:T 176. 
617 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 246. 
618 Cf. H. LIMET, p. II, cf. also H. HUNGER, RIA 5 (1976-80) 301. 
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far as possible we shall attempt to determine the geograpical distribution of 
the bearers of these names. Since most of the names come from the Mari 
ar~hive~, we shall. indicate the provenance of the person if the text indicates 
thIs or It can be mferred from the context. If the text indicates nothing, in 
the case of the names from t~e Mari arclJives, we shall indicate nothing; if 
th~y cO?1e . from texts found m Alalab, Sagar Bazar Terqa and Tuttul this 
wIll be mdlcated when the text is cited. 

I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 

Abl-Dagan619 
Abu(m)-Dagan620 
Amur-Dagan62 I 

Amursa-Dagan622 
Ana-Dagan-taklaku623 
Asur-Dagan624 
AwU-Dagan625 
Babll-Dagan626 
Bani-Dagan 627 
Banu-Dagan628 

My father is Dagan. 
The father is Dagan. 
I have seen Dagan. 
Word of Dagan. 
I trust in Dagan. 
Look after (him) oh Dagan! 
Man of Dagan. 
My lord is Dagan. 
My creator is Dagan. 
The creator is Dagan. 

619 a-bi-dda-gan: ARM 2: 83,21. 7: 184,5; 223,12'. 12: 263,20. 22: 31,[3']; 329,12. 
23:375,16; 24: 42,3'; 44,9. 

Alep: ARM 26/1 281,17 (cf. also J.-M. DURAND, ARM 26/1 p. 582 n. c). 
North west Upper Gezira: A.3562: VIII 66. 
Diir-Yabdun-Um: ARM 21: 149,2; 22 103,36; 104,26'; 106,33; 107,[9']. 
Nara: ARM 23 595,12. 
Sakka: ARM 7 180 ii' 7'. 

Cf. parallels with Addu, Annum, Erab, ESub, Urn, Rasap and Samas in: U. GELB, MAD 3 
9; ARM 16/1 ~6-47; I. NAKATA, OC 117. As a divine epithet cf. K.L. TALLQVIST, AGE 1. 

620 a-bu- da-gall: ARM 22: 132 [7]. Cf. parallels with other deities (EI) in U. GELB 
MAD 3 10.; ARM 16/1 49. ' 

621 a-mu-ur-dda-gan: ARM 23235: I 8. Cf. the parallels (Assur, !Star, Samas) in U. 
GELB, MAD 3 46; ARM 16/1 60. 

~a{ sa ab narim: A~Md 23: 82,4. (A quarter in Mari; cf. G. BARDET, ARM 23 p. 71 n. b). 
Terqa: a-mur-sa- da-gall: TCL 1 237: 31. WS 'mr 'to say ' H.B. HUFFMON APNM 

168. ' 

623 a-na-dda-gan-tak-ia-ku: ARM 9: 237 i,<16>. II: 40,4. 21: 71,1,6; 209,9.23: 297,15; 
495,1; 613,3. M.677 I : 20'. M.8142: 31 '. M.12627: II 3 .. FM 4 47 II 3. a-na-dda-gall-ta-ak-la-ku: 
ARM 11: 189,8. 12: 141,[12]. 

Dizum: ARM 8: 97,3. 
Gayu Yabasu: ARM 23 235,ii 45. 
Sagar Bazar: OBTCH 85: II 29. 
Cf. parallel~ with other deities (Ea, I1-aba, !Star, Sin, Samas) in ARM 1611 61. 
624 a-sur- da-gaT!: ARM 19376: 3. 

625 I u-dda-gall: ARM 9253: II 25. Cf. parallels with other deities (Addu, Sin) in ARM 
16/1 70. 

626 /Bacil-Dagan/ ba-ab-lidda-gall: ARM 24: 48 8. 25: 735 edge. 
Iddin-Sin: ARM 23: 595,5. 
Sakka: ba-li-d-da-gall: ARM 23: 440,14. 
Tuttul: be-eb-ii-dda-gan: M.P. STRECK, AOAT 27111 169. 
Cf. ARM 16/1 p. 74; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 174. Cf. parallels in Pho. in F.L. BENZ PNPh 

~~ , 

627 Alalab: ba-IIi-dda-gall: AIT 6: 34. 
628 ba-nu-dda-gall: ARM 8: 12,3'; 19 on 19'.22: 3,II 14. 24: 228,9. Cf. a divine epithet in 

K.L. T ALLQVIST, ANG 68. 

TIlE OLD BABYLONIAN PERIOD 

It. 
12. 
13 . 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19 . 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 

Biltl-Dagan629 
Binuma-Dagan630 
fBitti-Dagan 631 
B( u)numa-Dagan632 
Dagan-abf633 
Dagan-andullf6 34 

Dagan-asraya635 

Dagan-banf636 
Dagan-bastf637 

Dagan-bel-matatim638 
Dagan-epirf639 
Dagan-epub640 

Dagan-gamlf641 

Dagan-ibni642 

(Who is) without Dagan? 
The son is Dagan. 

Daughter of Dagan 
The son is Dagan. 
Dagan is my father. 

Dagan is my protection. 
Dagan takes care of me. 
Dagan is my creator. 
Dagan is my dignity. 
Dagan is the lord of the lands. 
Dagan is my provider. 
Dagan shines. 
Dagan is my saviour. 
Dagan created. 

629 bi-ii-ti-dda-gan: ARM 19: 374,2; 391,2. WS bilti 'without', cf. U. GELB, MR 193. 
630 'Bedouin' from Nibad: bi-nu-ma-dda-gan ARM 23: 87,24. 
631 Terqa (MB): fbi-it-ti-dda-gan: PSBA 29: 257 II 1621. 
632 Raqqum: bu-nu-ma-dda-gan: ARM 21: 56,13.22: I I 17. 
Tuttul: MDOG 123 11: rev. 4. 
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Aide. bunu 'das Gute'. AHw 138. WS *bunum - 'son' CAAA 17; G. BUCCELLATI, AUP 
207 and 138; M.P. STRECK, AOAT 27111 170. WS *bullum < *bny - 'creation'. H.B. 
HUFFMON, APNM 176. A name with various interpretations. The name of the king of 
Nibriya, Bunuma-Addu, is always written bu-nu-ma-dIM in Mari, except in A.566, [23], 
where, in a broken context it is written b[i-ll]u-[ma-dIM] (v. ARM 1611 82; 1. BOTTERO, 
Habiru 21). Consequently it is more plausible to connect bu-nu with WS *binu - 'son'. Cf. E. 
LIPINSKI, LEb 203. The parallels in ARM 16/1 82; CAAA 121; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 176. 

633 dda-gan-a-bi: ARM 19: 376,3'; 27: 153,32. M.11264: 17. 
Subatum: ARM 24: 60,3; 62 I 10. 
634 dda-gall-all-dui-[[: ARM 23: 608,11. 24: 247 115. 
North west Upper Gezira: A.3562: XII 49. 
Cf. the parallels in ARM 16/1 49 and 119. Cf. a divine epithet in K.L. TALLQVIST, ANG 

25. 
635 dda-gan-as-ra-ia: ARM 2: 101,14.7: 180 IV' 37'; 217,8. 8: 1,42, on the edge 5.22 13 I 

16,' 1I27', 1I16 35. 23: 82,13. RA39p. 73,14. 
North west Upper Gezira: A.3562: XI 66. 
Terqa: TFR 1: 5 39. 
Cf. the parallels in ARM 16/1 87 and 119. Cf. also 1.M. PAGAN, ARES 3 92 (WS 'sr'to 

provide ') . 
636 dda-gall-ba-IIi: ARM 19: 173,1'; 174,2'; 176,1'; 179,2'; 181,2; 186,1'; 201,4-1'; 202,2'; 

419,2'.23: 596 10'. 
637 dda-gan-ba-as-ti: ARM 23: 113,[25']; 114,[25]; 115,[26]; 116,18'; 117,20; 119,24; 

120,[1 ]5 . dda-gan-ba-as-ti: 22: 1O,iv8,vI9; 66,16; FM 41625. 
Mari: ARM 9: 24, III 12: 27 IV 24. 
Cf. the parallels in ARM 16/1 63 and 119. For a possible translation 'DN ist mein Engel' 

cf. J.J. STAMM, ANG 210 (dab-ba-ba-as-ti) and 307. 
638 Uazzikkanum: [dd]a-gan-be-ei-[m]a-ta-t[im]: M.6257:6'. As a divine epithet in other 

deities (Anum, Assur, Enlil, Marduk, NabO, Sin, Samas) cf. K. TALLQVIST, AGE 48. 
639 dda-gan-e-p{-ri: ARM 21: 193,5. Cfthe parallels in 1.1. STAMM, ANG 54. 
640 /Dagan-Ylipuc/ dda-gan-e-pu-u/y ARM 23: 73 22; 596 1I20'. 24: 229 II 6. M.5731: 3'. 
Kulbltum: ARM 24: 234 IV 19 
WS ypc 'to shine' CAAA 22: H.B. HUFFMON, 212f; 'aufstrahlen' M.P. STRECK, AOAT 

271/1 158. Cf. the parallels in H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 213. For the forms with preformative 
e- cf. H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 76f.; G. BUCCELLATI, AUP 217; U. GELB Lingua, 2.4.1. Cf. 
also Dagan-yapulJ. 

641 dda-gall-ga-am-li: ARM 8: 1,43. Cf. the parallels in 1. NAKATA, OC 123. 
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25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 

fDagan-ilt643 
f Dagan-kibrt644 

(f)Dagan(ma)-la'i645 

Dagan-ma646 

Daganma-ilum647 

Dagan-malaku648 

Dagan-miilik649 

Dagan-musallim650 

Dagan-musteser651 

f Dagan-nadi652 

(f) Dagan-naf;mt653 

Dagan-nii~ir654 
(f)Dagan-nert6 55 

Dagan is my god. 
Dagan is my strength. 
Dagan is the strong one. 
? 
Dagan is the god. 
Messenger of Dagan. 
Dagan is the king. 
Dagan is the benefactor. 
Dagan is the arranger. 
Dagan is present. 
My satisfaction is Dagan. 
Dagan is the protector. 
Dagan is my light. 

642 :da-gan-ib-ni: ARM 23: 596,iI3'. Cf. the parallels in 1.1. STAMM, ANG 139f. 
643 da-gan-i-lf: ARM 22: 14,1 18. 
North west Upper Gezira: A.3151: v 48'. 
644 .dda-gan-~i-ib-ri: ARM 9: 291 II 2~; 13: I XIV 20 (= 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 8 [1997] 

618).21. 379 II 12.22: 44 II 7.23: 622 III 7 . TEM 4: II II = FM 4 3 II II; 4 II 5; 5 II 7; 6 I 53' 7 
117;811 10'; 1311 17X6;30121';31143;39III1'. ' 

Ya'il: ARM 9: 29111 29. 
WS kibrum CAAA 22f.; 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 8 (1997) 607 n. 110; M.P. STRECK 

AOAT 271/1 199 'Meine Grosse ist Dagan'. For an interpretation based on Akk. cf. CAD K 
335; J.J. STAMM, ANG 212. For the intepretation kr ibrl as 'like my friend' cf. R.A. 01 VITO 
StPSM 16312 n.21. ' 

645 ID r" I dd I' RM d agan- a Iy a-gan- a-I: A 22: I 122. da-gan-ma-la-i: FM 4 3 Vll 21' (cf. ARM 
16/1 85; 1.M. SASSON, RA 66 [1972] 179 D.-lIlalaku); 4 T. I"; 7 VII II'; 9 VII 10; 10 Vll 5. Cf. 
parallels In Pho. F.L. BENZ, PNPh 337. 

646 dd N )'., . a-gan-lIla: orth west Upper uezira: A.3562: IV 48'. We shall discuss the proposal 
to Interpret this proper name made by 1.-M. DURAND, (MARl 8 [1997] 632 n. 435) later 
when de~ling with the etymology of Dagan (cf. below 6.1.). ' 

647 da-gan-ma-DINGIR: M.5669+. 
Tadum: da-ga-am-ma-DINGIR: ARM 21: 3 12' 24' 32 17' 287 8' 
648 dda-gan-ma-la-ku: North west Upper Gezira: ·A.315;: III 3 .. 
WS IIll'k - 'messenger, divine messenger, angel' HAL 554; G. DEL OLMO LETE MLC 

578. Cf. parallels in Pho. (b'lml'k) in F.L. BENZ, PNPh 344. ' 
649 da-gan-ma-li~: ARM 8: Ilat.41. 10: 8,6 (ARM 26/1: 214).13: 1,11145. 
North west Upper Gezira: A.3562: IV <48>. 
Emar: ARM 21: 378 5. 
WS malikum 'king' CA~A 25; H.B. HUFFMON, 230f. with parallels to Addu and Amum. 

Cf. parallels In Ug. In F. GRONDAHL, PTU 158; in Pho. in F.L. BENZ, PNPh 344; in Hb. in 1.0. 
FO';;}oE~, TPNAH 35.0. For Akk. DN-miilik ('counsellor') cf. 1.1. STAMM, ANG 223. 

dda-gan-mu-sa-lllu: ARM 25: 742,2. Cf. the parallels in I. NAKATA, OC 124. 
~51 /a-gan-mu-us-te-se-er: ARM 22: 31,21 '.23: 438,6. 27: 142,25. 

52 da-gan-na-di: ARM 13: I III 17, X 61 (= 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 8 [1997] 603 and 
615).22: 10 I 6. M.12119: 19. 

North west Upper Gezira: A.3151: 163, Vll 50. 
. 653 lDagan-na'mfl dda-gan-na-aiJ-mi: ARM 10: 116, I. WO 17: 5. Cf. the parallels in Mari 
In I. NAKATA, OC 124; Ug. F. GRONDAHL, PTU 163; Pho. F.L. BENZ, PNPh 362. 

654 A.3562: X 76. ARM 28 46: 4. Cf. the parallels in I. NAKATA, OC 123. 
655 dda-gan-ne-rf: TH.80.137:3. dda-gan-ne-ri: ARM 8: 3,25.13: I Vll 53. dda-gan-ne-ri: 

ARM 13:1 II 51 (= 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 8 [1997] 602). 22: 10 IV 7, V' 18; 55 I 13', II 6'; 
67, 10; 80,1. 21: 403,VIlI 79; 410 11118. 23: 242,2[4']. M.6800+. TEM 4: 123 = FM 4 3 123. FM 
4 III 19; 2114', II 6'; 6 I 35' ; 10127'; 13ll 13, III 64, VI 27; 14 III IS'; 22 28; 30 121 ' ; 31 126; 
III 21". da-gan-ne-ri: FM 4 I 120; 9 I 32'. 

North west Upper Gezira: A.3562: VII 29'. A.3151: II 79, IV 16. 

38. 
39. 
40. 
4l. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 

Dagan-nu~raya656 
Dagan-re~usu657 
Dagan-re 'um658 

Dagan-~lnusu659 
Dagan- saduni660 

Dagan-samst661 

Dagan-sarrum662 

f Dagan- simf;t663 

Dagan-tillassu664 

fDagan-tlri665 

Dagan-tukultt666 

Dagan-turaya667 

Dagan is my protection. 
Dagan is his helper. 
Dagan is the shepherd. 
Dagan is his help. 
Dagan is our protection. 
My sun is Dagan. 
Dagan is the king. 
Dagan is my joy. 
Dagan is his help. 

? 
Dagan is my trust. 
Dagan is my refuge. 
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Ya'il: dda-gan-ne-ri: ARM 9: 291 v126. d 

Sagar Biiziir: dda-gan-n/-ri? OBTCB 85: II 16; 121: II 5. The editor of the text reads da-
gan-k a _ e n (Dagan-pI-bell), as this name has no known parallel, It seems preferable to 

read Dagan-nerl (information from A. MIllet). . 
Cf the parallels in H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 243; I. NAKATA, OC 122 .. For a pOSSIble local 

writin~ of Akk. niiru cf. J.-M. DURAND, NABU 1994173. Cf. Pho. parallels in F.L. BENZ, 

PNPh 363. d' RM 8 
656 dda-gan-nu-u~-ra-a: ARM 19: 341,4-5; 449,1-2. da-gan-nu-u~x(I~)-ra-lG: A : 

1 40. For the reading U~x of the sign l~ cf. 1.-M. DURAND, MARl I (1982) 92 n. 5. 
, 657 dda-gan-re-~u-su: ARM 22: 44 Villi'. TEM 4: vii 35' = FM 43 Vll 44'; 6 VI 2; 7 vn 

41'. Cf. the parallels in AHw 1103. 
658 dda-~an-s i p a: A.2654: 12. 
Babylon: da-gan-re-um: ARM 22: 42 rev.!. 
659 dda-gan-~{-nu-su: ARM I: 5422; 18: 55 12. 
Akk. srnum 111 'Hilfe' AHw 1103. 
660 dda-gan-k u r-ni: ARM 7: 1166; 216,10; 218,14.8: 41,9'. 9: 149,[24]j 150,4'. ~2: 18,~. 

21: 64,4,81(seal); 294,15.23: 223,8; 226,3. 25: 21,lat.2; 450,9'. M.7011:14. da-gan-sa-du-m: 

ARM 23: 238,7. 
Rasum: dda-gan-k U r-ni: ARM 7: 116,6 .. 
Fo~ the translation 'Berg = Schutz' cf. sadu I in AHw 1125 llc. For sadu as a dIVine 

epithet (AS sur, Enlil, Adad) cf. K.L. TALLQVIST, AGE 221. . 
661 dda_gan_du t u-si: North west Upper Gezira: A.3151: 123,}V 64. Cf. the parallels In 

U . GELB, MAD 3 276. For samsum as a divine epithet (Assur, Samas, Marduk) cf. K.L. 

TALLQVIST, AGE 227. 
662 dda-gan-I u g a I: ARM 21: 403 VI 6. Another possible reading of LUGAL may be 

WS malikum _ 'king' CAAA 25; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 230f.; G. BUCCEL~ATI, AUP 210 
and 167. For sarrum as a divine epithet (Anum, Assur, Ea, Enlil, Marduk, Sin, Samas etc.) cf. 

K.L. T ALLQVIST, AGE 232. 
663 lDagan-simhfl dda-gan-si-im-iJi: M.12119: 110. FM 4 4216. 
WS sim~um 'joy; HAL 1245f. (sim~iih); CAAA 32; H. B. HUFFMON, APNM 250; 'Pracht' 

M.P. STRECK, AOAT27 III 324. Cf. the parallels in I. NAKATA, OC 125. 
664 dda-gan-i I I a t-su: ARM 10: 57,4. dda-gan-til-la-su: ARM 28 39: 9'. Another 

reading of the sign ILLAT may be illatu 'Gruppe' cf. AHw 372; CAD IIJ 82f., even thoug~ 
the reading tillatu seems to have been proved, cf. M. STOL, SEL 8 (1991) 192. Cf. TLllali-

Dagan. 
665 dda-gan-ti-ri: North west Upper Gezira: A.3151: IV 51. 
Nibadum: ARM 9: 291 edge II I. 
Akk. tlru _ meaning unknown. AHw 1361. Cf. I. NAKATA, DMT ISO and 429. Cf. below 

260 uri-Dagan. 
666 dda-gan-tu-kul-ti: ARM 21: 65,2; 66,10,16; 67,10; 71,4,<8>; 72,2,15; 73,12; 74,4,9; 

75,3,12. Cf. the parallels in U. GELB, MAD 3 295f.; I. NAKATA, OC 122f. 
667 dda-gan-tu-ra-a-ia: ARM 24: 247 I 18. dda-gan-tu-ra-ia: ARM 24: 248,2'. 25: 756, II 

6'. RA 73: III 7. 
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50. Dagan-yapulJ668 Dagan shines. 
5l. ELi-Dagan669 Dagan is strong. 
52. E§ma-Dagan67O Dagan listens. 
53. Gimil-Dagan671 Reward of Dagan. 
54. GupPI-Dagan672 ? 
55. Habdu-Dagan673 Servant of Dagan. 
56. Habduma-Dagan674 Servant of Dagan. 
57. Habi-Dagan675 Dagan is the hidden one. 
58. Hadnl-Dagan676 My pleasure is Dagan. 
59. Hall-Dagan677 My (maternal) uncle is Dagan. 
60. Halun-Dagan678 ? 

Terqa: dda-gan-t[u-r)i-[ia): ARM 7 280 VIII' 16 (cf. D. CHARPIN - J.-M. DURAND, MARl 
2 (1983) 98); TFR I: 5 46; 5E 43. 

Akk. tUnt - in PN 'Zuflucht' (?). AHw 1373. 
668 lDagan-Yapll'l dda-gan-ia-pll-u!J: ARM 7: 185, II 4'. Cf. Dagan-epu!J. Cf. Ug. parallels 

in F. GRONDAHL, PTU 144. 
669 IYal'i-Daganl el-i-dda-gan: ARM 8: 15,15. Cf. Yal'e-Dagan. For the forms with 

preformative e- cf. H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 76f.; G. BUCCELLATI, AUP 217; U. GELB, 
Lingua 2.4.1. H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 163 interprets this name as a variant of WS *'ell'il
'god; E\'. 

670 IYasma'-Dagalll eSwnui-dda-gan: M.1842: I. M.1877: 4. Cf. H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 
64 n. 13. For a possible Akk. influence on the shift from ya- to i- cf. M. STOL, SEL 8 (1991) 
197. On a possible dialectal form in Mari cf. U. GELB, MR 156 and 164. Cf. Hb. parallels in 
1.D. FOWLER, TPNAH 363. 

671 gi-mil-dda-gan: ARM 9: 2587,26. 
Terqa: MDOG 122 12: 2 6. 
672 gu-u[p)-pf-dda-gall: ARM 7: 183 3 (cf. D. CHARPIN - J.-M. DURAND, MARl 2 

(1983) 84). 
WS gpp 'to embrace'? (cf. Aram.). Possible alternative reading: ri-i-pf-dda-gall. 
673 ba-ab-du-dda-gan: ARM 8: 87 9'; 21: 742,7; 22: 20 Il' 3'; 24: 2309. A.71: I. 
Yabasu Clan: ab-du-dda-gan: ARM 23235 II 39. 
tJumsan: A.381: 16. 
Saggaratum: ARM 24: 233 116 
Terqa: TFR I: 233; 2E 33; 3 45; 5 5, 23; 5E 5; 33 [5'). ab-du-dda-gan: TFR I: 6 39. 
For this type of name cf. l. NAKATA, OC 119f. 
674 ab-du-madda-gall: ARM 8: 404; 25: 496 6; 27: 1434,39. M.8134: 22' 
!Ja-ab-du-ma-dda-gan: ARM I: 62 [5'J, 8'. 2: 97 14 =(ARM 2611: 87). 7: 217 5. 8: 34 5; 34 

4.21: 410 XI 9'.23: 8743.24: 5126; 247 II 24. ARM 2611: lSI 2; 1539. M.7595: 4. M.8512: 
19.M.8360: 1[3J.M.I0723: 12;M.I0999: 3; Sign: 1851. 

'Bedouin': TEM 3: III 63. 
tJimmaran: RA 73: V 33. 
Zibnatum: ab-du-madda-gan: ARM I: 18 [5J, 12,37. 
675 Mari: !Ja-bi-dda-gan: ARM 27: 153 33; ISS 12'. M.8535: 3'. Cf. WS !Jb' - meaning 

uncertain, cf. CAAA 20; 'to hide', cf. H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 189; R. ZADOK, Fs. Hallo 324; 
J.-M. DURAND, LAPO 16 p. 74; M.P. STRECK, AOAT 27111 153. 

676 !Ja-ad-ni-dda-gan: NalJan clan: TEM 3: III 6. Cf. ' adnum 'pleasure'? CAAA IS M.P. 
STRECK, AOAT 27111 322 'Meine Wonne ist Dagan' ('adn). Differently: H.B. HUFFMON, 
APNM 206; AHw 335; CAD tJ 148 'son-in-law, brother-in-law, bridegroom'. 

677 'Bedouin': !Ja-li-dda-gan: ARM 24: 23 III 17. Cf. the parallels in H.B. HUFFMON, 
APNM 194f. 

WS fJiilum 'maternal uncle' CAAA 20; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 194f.; J.-M. DURAND, 
LAPO 17 p. 30. 

678 fAlun-Daganl Urbat: ba-lu-un-dda-gan: ARM 23: 595 7. WS 'Ill 'to be/become 
known'? cf. H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 196: cf. the discussion in M.P. STRECK, AOAT 27111 
219. 
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6l. Hamml-Dagan679 My ancestor is Dagan. 

62. Hammu-Dagan68O The ancestor is Dagan. 

63. Hannl-Dagan681 My favour is Dagan. 

64. Hanun-Dagan682 Dagan is clement. 

65. Hayya-Dagan683 Where is Dagan? 

66. Hi~nl-Dagan684 My protection is Dagan. 

67. Hitlal-Dagan685 ? 

68. Hitta-Dagan686 ? 

69. Ibal-Dagan687 Dagan carried. 

70. Ibbi-Dagan688 Dagan named. 

7J. Iddin-Dagan689 Dagan gave. 

679 1*'Ammf-Daganl !Ja-mi-dda-gan: North west Upper Gezira: A.3562: XI 33. For the 
meaning 'ancestor' of 'ammum and not 'paternal uncle' cf. W.F. ALBRIGHT, From the Stone 
Age to Christianity, Garden City 1957,244; 1.-M. DURAND, RAI 38 120 n. 174. 

680 1*'AmmuDaganl. Suda: !Ja-arn-mu-dda-gan: ARM 7: 219: 43. 
681 I*Hanni-Daganl !Ja-a[n-nJi-dda-gan: ARM 21 382 II 12. 
682 I*Hanun-Daganl !Ja-nu-un-dda-[gaJn: ARM 22: 3336'. WS hnn 'to be gracious, to be 

merciful', ~f. CAAA 20; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 200; M.P. STRECK, AOAT 27111 245. 
683 I'Ayya-Daganl !Ja-iii-dda-gan: M.5475: 42. WS 'ayya 'where?', cf. CAAA 13; M.P. 

STRECK, AOAT 27111232. Cf. the parallels in Ug. in F. GRONDAHL, PTU 93; Pho. F.L. BENZ, 

PNPh 265. 
684 Terqa: bi-i~-ni-dda-gan: TFR I: 5 24, 26, 31; 5E 19,21,27; TCL I 238: 35; MAOG 4: 

14. 685 !Ji-it-liil-dda-gan: ARM 22: 12,ivl[7'J; 14,iv'I7'. it-liil-dda-gan: ARM 19: 212 9; 213 9; 
215 9; 216 9; 217 8; 220 1<0>; 221 10; 223 3; 224 4; 225 3-4; 226 3-4; 227 3-4; 228 3-4; 231 
4-5; 232 4-5; 234 3-4; 235 5; 236 7; 237 5; 238 8; 239 <6>; 2404; 241 8; 242 9; 244 4; 245 2; 
2469; 410 4; 4117. 

Mari: ARM 23: 624,5'. 
WS *hll- 'to shout, to praise' CAAA 19; cf. M. STOL, SEL 8 (1991) 195; M.P. STRECK, 

AOAT 27111 240. Cf. also Akk. alalu 1II AHw 34. For the lexicalised form "Dagan-est-en
d'amicales-dispositions" cf. J.-M. DURAND, LAPO 17 p. 648 n. i. 

686 /'llta-Daganl !Ji-it-ta-dda-gan: ARM 23: 387,2. WS * 'itturn - meaning unknown. 

CAAA 14. 
687 I*Yibal-Daganl i-ba-al-dda-gan: ARM 21: 2502; 410 11116. 22: 13 II 13'.23: 615 3. 24: 

237 IV 3; 25010'.25: 286 II edge 2. 
Terqa: TCL I 238: 46. AO 4672: rev. 24. 
Ya'il: ARM 9: 291 Il 14. 
Cf. the parallels in H.B. HUFFMON, APNM ISS. For the forms with the i-prefix cf. H.B. 

HUFFMON, APNM 76; U. GELB, Lingua 3.3.6.1.5. 
688 i-bi4- dda-gan: ARM 19: 394: 6-7(?). i-bi-dda-gan: ARf19: 256 29. 21: 2749; 285 9. 

22: 14 III '8'; 31,r6'. 23: 481,7'. 24: 246 I 10; 25: 690 r2. i-bi4- da-gan: ARM 19: 390,3. Ib-bl
dda-gan: ARM 21: 383 V14. 24: 238 Il 14.25: 5636. 

Appan: [ib1-[biJ-dda-gan: ARM 24 IV 3'. 
Mari: i-bi-dda-gan: ARM 9: 2563. 
T~rq~: i-bi-dd~lan: TFR I: 640; ib-bi:dda-,gan: AO 9057: 5'. 
Zlbnatum: I-bl- da-gan: ARM. 23: 427,11115. 
NalJan clan: i-bi-dda-gan: TEM 3: 11121. 
For this type of name cf. l. NAKATA, OC 116. 
689 i-din-dda-gan: ARM 6: 1,5.7: 184 [6J; 8: 57 6,on 6; 61 3'; 45 12; 74 IS; 84 edgel. 9: 

24 II 48; 27 IV 10; 25613.13: I Il27, VII 76 (= J.-M. DURAND, MARl 8 [I997J 602 and 611). 
14: IS 3'. 21: 149 12; 374 2; 403 VI I[OJ. 22: 12 j' II', 18'; 31 10' 136 II; 226 3; 262 I 26; 276 I 
20; 280 8'. 23: 223 2; 2453; 403 3; 432 I 21; 433 II 2; 554 2; 584 3; 614 5. 27: 60 4'; 153 30. 
A:4671: 3. M.6822: V19, II. 

North west Upper Gezira: A.3562: VI 13'; VII 41'. 
Yabasu clan: 235 II I. 
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72. 
73. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
77. 
78. 
79. 
80. 

Ill;i-Dagan690 

Ill-Dagan69 ! 

Ipqu-Dagan692 

Irlm-Dagan693 

I rmas- Dagan694 

I~i-Dagan695 

IHur-Dagan696 

1Sl;!-Dagan697 

ISme-Dagan698 

Mari: ARM 9 27 1II 23: 23; 596 1II 19. 
Raqqum: ARM 23: 804. 

Dagan is strong? 
My god is Dagan. 
The grace is Dagan. 
Dagan appears exalted. 
? 
Dagan goes out. 
Dagan protected. 
My help is Dagan. 
Dagan listened. 

Suprum: ARM 22: 10330; 104 19'; 105 15'; 10624. 
Terqa: ARM 7: 28013. TFR 1: 5 3438; 5E 32 34 51; 6 38 46 53; 8 34. 
Tuttul: ARM 23: 625 7. 
Zurubban: ARM 9: 253 IS 1II 14. 
For this type of name cf. I. NAKATA, OC 115f. 
690 I*Yil'iy-Daganl i-il-!:Ji-dda-gan: ARM 8: 3,22. 
WS I 'y 'to prevail; to be able' CAAA 23: H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 224; M.P: STRECK, 

AOAT 27111 232f. 
691 i-li-dda-gan: ARM 2: 2 [5]. 5: 28 5 7. 12: 1904. 22: 14 I' 18'. 23: 94 7. 24: 224 III 40. 

A.1218: 31. 
North west Upper Gezira: A.3562: III 4' VII 7' XI 56. 
Raqqum: ARM 21: 11 31. 
For this type of name cf. I. NAKATA, OC 121. 
692 ip-qu-dda-gan: ARM 8: 61,2. A.4671:1'. Cf. the parallels in ARM 16/1 127. 
693 Terqa (MB): i-ri-im-dda-gan: Syria 37: 2. 
WS ry/wm 'be high' CAAA 30; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 261f. and 70; cf. M.P. STRECK, 

AOAT 27111 189 'Erhaben gezeigt hat sich Dagan.' 
694 ir-mas-dda-gan: ARM 19: 373,1; M.10556:16. rms meaning unknown, CAAA 30; B. 

LAFONT, ASJ 3 (1981) 185; cf. also the WS form Yarmas-Dagan. 
695 I*Yflfi'-Daganl Terqa: i-If{_dda-gan: TFR 1: 113. 
WS Ylf' 'to go out' CAAA 22; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 184f.; M.P. STRECK, AOAT 271/1 

157. 
696 ARM 5 2: 14' = J.-M. DURAND, LAPO 17533. 
697 IYiS<I-Daganl is-!:Ji-dda-gan: ARM 7: 233 1 [6'].8: 25 12; 45 8. 18: 57 13.22: 14 III T; 

1319.23: 374; 1437; 35512; 406 5; 555 3; 5566.24: 6 III 18; 1629'.25: 38 r.1O; 339 r.2; 368 
3; 599 fr.1I 2. ARM 2611: 255,2. ARM 26/2: 449 2; 450 2. A.1270: 6. A.1895: 7. A.2028. 
A.3354+. A.4356: 9. M.11264: 18. M.11746: 4. T.82: IX 2. 

Terqa: TFR 1: 11 3. 
WS yiS<um 'help' CAAA 22; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 215f.; M.P. STRECK, AOAT 271/1 

323 ('in; cf. the parallels in I NAKATA, OC 123. 
698 Ekallatum: is-me-dda-gan: ARM 1: 4,6,7,17; 5,27,29,[32]; 31,5; 40,6; 62,9,10; 69,6; 

121,3; 122,3; 123,2; 124,3; 125,3; 126,3; 127,3; 128,3; 129,3; 130,3; 131,3; 132,3; 133,3; 134,3; 
135,3; 136,3; 137,3; 138,3; 139,3.2: 15,3; 16,3; 17,3; 18,3; 19,3; 39,[33],72; 40,5,10,13; 41,4'; 
42,9',13',1[9']; 43,4,11,20; 44,21; 45,4,7; 49,3,4,[6],1[1],14,[3'],5',8'; 50,8,9'; 119,10.4:11,[2]2; 
12,5; 27,32; 86,14; 86,1; 87,1; 88,1. 5: 1,1; 2,1; 3,1; 4,1; 14,11'; 16,4; 21,8; 44,5; 
72,7,[4',5'],8',15'.6: 23,14; 27,16'. 7: 18,3; 21,5; 75,5; 173,[7]. 10: 4,8,14,[2]5,28,4[0]; 60,19. 
14: 125,[1]4; 126,13; 128,[1]3. ARM 26/1: 5,36,38; 104,5,3'; 138bis,3; 207,8,14,[2J5,[2]8,4[0]; 
269,3. ARM 2612: 333,20'; 341,12; 370,46',3"; 371,3,11,18; 372,7[0],74,76; 373,35,40,42; 
377,36; 378,20; 382,6; 384,3',8',19',4[6'],52',56',58',[60'],[7]5'; 387,4'; 391,36,38,41,43; 392,30; 
393,7',11 '; 401,12,13,18,25,43; 401,29 (dIM); 411,33,72; 412,12; 413,49,52; 415,4'; 416,3; 
417,[1']; 418,4,[10]; 419,4; 420,5,7,11,23,46,53; 423,13,40; 424,[4]]16; 425,12; 426,6,10; 
427,9,19; 428,6,7; 430,27; 436,4[4]; 451,18,3[6],3[7]; 483,37; 489,10,18,[1]9,24,3[0],31; 
490,11,17,32; 491,13,20,23,36; 493,5,9; 494,6,[17],30; 495,9,11; 510,11,13; 511,4,5,7,17,36,57; 
513;4,11,20; 515,7; 518,9',13',17'1[9']; 519,5,8; 521,3,19,32; 522,3,5,8,11,13,5',13',24'; 

81. 
82. 
83. 
84. 
85. 
86. 
87. 

lSul;-Dagan699 

Izral;-Dagan700 

Ka 'all-Dagan701 
Ka-i-il-dda- gan702 

Kapl-Dagan703 

Kibrl-Dagan704 

Kibsl-Dagan705 

Dagan saves. 
Dagan sows. 
My strength is Dagan. 
? 
My rock is Dagan. 
My strength is Dagan. 
My track is Dagan. 
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523,5,13,45,48; 524,9,11,15,[2]2,26,31; 525,8,19,21; 526,7,8,12; 528,3,5'; 531':, 27.:.71,11:27. 
ARM 28 1:7; 11: 12'; 77: 7; 95; 46f.; 159: 13; 171: 22. A.674: 3. A.1289+:1I34,1ll38,42,lV6, 
[13'],19',27. A.3093,16. B.615,12'. Ch.-F. Jean, RES 1939 p. 65. S.115,3,4,6(?),7(?). Sign p. 
184a. OBTCB 76: 14. 

Terqa (MB): Syria 37: 24 and seal. 
699 IYiisu'-Daganl. Terqa: i-su-u!:J_dda-gan: TFR 1: 4 3. WS yS< 'to help, to save' cf. 

CAAA 22; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 215f.; M.P. STRECK, AOAT 27111 410. 
700 IYidra'-Da~anl 
Terqa: iz-ra-a!:J- da-gan: TCL 1 238: 33; MAOG 4: 29 and seal. 
WS dr' 'to sow', cf. CAAA 18; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 188; M.P. RICHTER, AOAT 271/1 

407. Cf.-parallels (Yadrac
) with EI and Addu in Mari in ARM 16/1 237, cf. also Hb. in J.D. 

FOWLER, TPNAH 343. 
701 IKa'all-Dagan or KahaU-Daganl ka-a-li-dda-gan: ARM 24: 248 rev. 5. 
WS kahalum 'might' CAAA 23; M.P. STRECK, AOAT 27111 322. Cf. the alternative 

interpretation proposed by J.-M. DURAND as for Ka 'all-ilumma 'Celui-qui-s'occupe-de-moi
c'est-Dieu', from a ka'iilum related to Akk. kullum (LAPO !6 p. 209). Cf. the parallels m 
ARM 1611 134; CAAA 612 nr. 3898. Cf. the explanation of D. SCHWEMER, Wettergott 290 
Ka-(i)ll-Addu "Wie mein Gott ist Addu". 

702 ARM 25191 rev. 6; cf. the collation by C. MICHEL, MARl 6 (1990) 187 n. 32. From 
the same root as Ka 'all-Dagan? 

703 ka-p{-dda-gan:ARM7:180IV'24';8:3910;7015;23: 1067; 1077;24: 1414; 158; 
229 II 2. 25: 415 2'. 27: 1624. 

Mari: ARM 23: 596 I 18'. 
Tuttu!: MDOG 1221.9: 7; MDOG 1231.3: 7. 
Cf. W. HEIMPEL, NABU 1997/2; for a possible WS reading cf. CAAA 22; H.B. 

HUFFMON, APNM 219f. 
704 Terqa: ki-ib-ri-dda-gan: ARM 2: 83 3; 84 3; 85 3; 86 3; 87 3; 88 3; 89 3; 90 3(=ARM 

2611:220);913;923;933;9413: 13;23;32;44;53;63;7[3];83;93; 103; 113; 123; 13 
3; 143; 153; 163; 17 3; 183; 193; 20 3; 213; 22 3; 23 3; 24 3; 25 3; 26 3; 27 3, 28 3; 29 3; 30 
3; 313; 32 3; 33 3; 343; 35 3; 36 3; 37 3; 38 3, 39 3; 40 3(=ARM 26/1: 221); 413; 42 3(=ARM 
2611: 178); 433; 44 3; 453; 46 3; 47 3; 48 3; 49 3; 50 3; 513; 52 3; 53 3, 54 3, 55 3; 56 3; 57 3; 
583; 59 3; 60 3, 61 3; 62 3; 63 3; 64 3; 65 1; 66 1; 67 3; 68 3; 69 3; 70 3; 71 3; 72 3; 73 3; 74 3; 
753; 76 3; 77 3; 78 3(=ARM 26/1: 221-bis); 79 3; 80 3; 813; 82 3; 83 3; 84 3(ARM 2611: 179). 
6: 3516.7: 190 159'; 22020. 8: 6512. 9: 243 2: 25714'.10: 967; 1146; 1287; 153 3. 13: 52 
[6'?]; 1023; 103 3; 1043; 1053; 1063; 1073; 1083; 109 [3]; 1103; 111 3; 112 3(=ARM 26/1 
234); 113 3(=ARM 26/1: 235); 114 3(=ARM 26/1: 210); 1153; 1163; 117 3; 1183; 119 3; 120 
3; 1213; 1223; 1233; 1243,1253; 1263,1273; 1283; 1293; 1303; 131 3; 1323; 133 3; 134 
3; 1353; 1363; 1373; 1383.14: 13 44; 18 [13]10'; 24 [1']; 10322'; 105 16. 23: 92 7'; 467 12. 
24: 1534; 208 [29]; 242 9; 250 4.25: 512'. ARM 2611: 119 [5] 30; 2025 17. ARM 2612: 400 
12. A.510: 8. M.5316: 3. ARM 25 746: 10 reads ki-zu-ri-dda-gan, if the reading is correct, it 
would be a hapax in Mari theophoric names. We prefer to readr ki-ib-ri-dda-gan. Cf. the 
parallels in CAD K 335. 

705 Ki-ib-s{_dda-gan: T.136: 4. 
ljutnum: ARM 21: 1383; RA 73: IV 27. 
For a possible WS reading cf. CAAA 23; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 220; M.P. STRECK, 

AOAT 271/1324. 
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88. 
89. 
90. 
9\. 
92. 
93. 
94. 
95. 
96. 
97. 
98. 
99. 
100. 
101. 

Ki/i-Dagan706 

Ku-Dagan707 

Kun-Dagan70S 

Kurba-Dagan709 

Ladln-Dagan7lO 

La!Jun-Dagan711 

Lana-Dagan712 

LawUa-Dagan713 

Lin-Dagan714 

Uml-Dagan715 

Malik-Dagan716 

Milk/-Dagan717 

Mttru-Dagan7l S 

Mut(u)-Dagan719 

? 
It is you, oh Dagan! 
Remain enduring oh Dagan! 
Pray to Dagan. 
May Dagan judge. 
May Dagan remain merciful. 
For us (oh) Dagan! 
Dagan is present.? 
Dagan is clever. 
Dagan is my clan . 
The king is Dagan. 
My counsel is Dagan. 
The foal is Dagan. 
The man is DaganlMan of Dagan . 

706 Terqa: ki-li-dda.gan: ARM 7: 280,14. Cf. D. CHARPIN - J.-M . DURAND, MARl 2 
(1983) 98. Hur. kili cf. GLH 147f., J.-M. DURAND, MARl 8 (1997) 600 n. 6. 

707 kU-li- da·gan: North west Upper Gezira: A.3562: II 43' 47' 49'. Cf. J.-M. DURAND 
MARl 8 (1997) 629 n. 377; cf. previous bibliography in M. Birot, RA 49 (1955) 29; 1.1. GEL~ 
et aI., NPN 312f. 

70S kU-llII.dda-gan: ARM 19: 248 14. 
709 ku-ur·ba-dda·[gan]: ARM 25: 3454; J.-M. DURAND, MARl 6 (1990) 90. 
710 Ilum-muluk: la.di.in-dda-gan: ARM 23: 8672. 
Tuttul: MDOG 123 II: rev. 7. 
WS dyn 'to jud}e' CAAA 17; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 182. 
711 la·bu·un· da·gan: ARM 23: 8628. A.349: 10'. 
Uprapean: ARM 2: 53 7 22; ARM 28 25: 12 (cf. M. BIROT, ARM 1611 142). 
WS /.Lnn 'to be gracious.' CAAA 20; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 200. 
712 Dasriin: la-na-dda.gan: ARM 7: 225 2; 226 2. Cf. U. GELS, Lingua 3.4.4. 
713 lLahwUa·Daganl Puzurriin: la-wi.la-dda-gan: ARM 24: 227 2. 
Kiretum: ARM 23: 86 56. 
Terqa: ARM 7: 280,17. 
WS hwy 'to be, to become' CAAA 19; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 159f. Cf. H.-P. MOLLER, 

ZA 70 (1980) 81 n. 59; M. STRECK, WO 30 (1999) 40. Cf. the alternative interpretations: H.B. 
HUFFMON, APNM 225 'pledged person'; D. SCHWEMER, Wettergott 44 'Ein Pfand, 0 Adda ' . 
J.-M. DURAND, LAPO 17 p. 166 n. a 'Oui ,-cest-l'homme-d 'Addu ' La-awU·Addu, however, 
sandhi is impossible with Dagan. 

714 Ilum-muluk: le.i-dda·gan: ARM 9: 253 II I. 
715 'Bedouin': li·mi-dda-gan: ARM 23: 22223. 
Sakkii: Ii-mi-dda-gan: ARM 23: 440 10. 
Urbat: li-lIIi-dda-gall: ARM 23: 595 7 
716 Sakkii: ma-li-ik-dda-gan: A.15:7. 
WS malikllfll ' king' CAAA 25; H.B. HUFFMON, 230f. 
717 Terqa: mil-ki-dda-gan: TCL I: 237 12 (MB). For the reading mil-ki and not ka-ki (F. 

THUREAU DANpIN, RA 4 [1898]85; H. SCHMOKEL, Dagan 62) cf. CAAA 624 nr. 4722. 
71S IIIU-ru- da-gall: North west Upper Gezira: A.3562: XI 53. 
719 fIlu-tu-dda-gan: ARM 6: 21 7.7: 1555; 202 III [2']; 249 [1].8: 42 6'. 12: 559 [5] ; 

21:1483; 372 I; 403 IX 22; 405 7. 22: 31 r. 15'.23: 392 3; 4098; 595 II. A.381: 24 [2]9. 
M.5475: 37. M.6920: 9 1[3] . mu-ut-dda-gan: ARM 7: 185 II [15']. 21: 149,9; 332 3; 410 X 20'. 
22: 109 r 3'; 13622.23: 583,4. 25: 756 II edge. 3. ZA 89 3: 19. 

North west Upper Gezira: A.3562: IX 39. 
Ilum-Muluk: ARM 22: 328 11536, 11122, IV 3, V 25. 
Sapjratum: ARM 8 85+A.4304: 37 (= D. CHARPIN, MARl 8 [1997] 343f.). 
Terqa: ARM 22: 10335; 10424'; 10629; 109 rev. 3; 1354. 

102 . 
103 . 
104 . 
105 . 
106. 
107. 
108. 
109 . 
110. 
11 \. 
112. 
113 . 
114. 
115. 
116. 
117 . 

THE OLD BABYLON[AN PBUOD 

Nabi-Dagan720 

Na(!J)ml-Dagan72 I 

Napsl-Dagan722 

NaZBl-Dagan723 

Ner-Dagan724 

Neri-Dagan725 

Nu!Jml-Dagan726 

Nur-Dagan727 

Pu-Dagan72S 

Puka-Dagan729 

Puzur-Dagan730 

Qeri-Dagan731 

QW-Dagan732 

QiSti-Dagan733 

Quni-Dagan734 

Ra!Jma-Dagan735 

Chosen by Dagan. 
My satisfaction is Dagan. 
My breath is Dagan. 
? 
Light of Dagan. 
My light is Dagan. 
My grace is Dagan. 
Light of Dagan. 
The word is Dagan. 
Your word is Dagan. 
Protection of Dagan. 
Dagan is he who proclaims. 
My gift is Dagan . 
My gift is Dagan. 
The creator is Dagan. 
Mercy is Dagan. 
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Cf. the parallels and the discussion in J.-M. DURAND, SEL 8 (1991) 83f. Cf. CAAA 26; 
RB. HUFFMON, APNM 234; I. NAKATA, OC 118f. 

720 na-bi-dda-gan: ARM 23: 438,9. 
Der: ARM 21: 1127'. 
Dur-Yabdun-Um: ARM 21: 149,4. 
Cf. J.-M. DURAND, LAPO 16 p. 230. 
721 INa'mi-Daganl. Alalab: na-ab-11li-dda-gan: AIT 7b: I; 128: I; 244: 6; 268: 9; 376: 7. 

Ila-mi-dda-gan: AIT II: [19]33; 52: 23; 58: 23; 96: 8; 242: 7; 276: 6. na-mi-da-ga,,: AIT 242, 
7 (= DJ. WISEMAN, JCS 8 [1954] 26. For the dropping of the In! in Alalab cf. D.ARNAUD, 
AuOr 16 [1998] 152). na-ab-11li-dda-gan: North west Upper Gezira: A.3562: VIII 33. 

WS nacmu11l 'pleasure' CAAA 26; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 238; 'Lieblichkeit' M.P. 

STRECK, AOAT 27111 322. 
722 INapS/-Daganl Ila-ap-si-dda-gan: ARM 7: 225 18; 226 [16].8: 77 4. 21: 414 8. 22: 3 III 

18'. Cf. the parallels in ARM 16/1 162. 
Nibad: ARM 23: 87,10. 
Terqa: TFR 1: 3 1424. 
WS napsum 'breath, life' CAAA 26; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 240f; M.P: STRECK, AOA T 

27111 321. Cf. The parallels in ARM 1611 162. 
723 na-aZ-Bi-dda-gan: Cf. J.-M. DURAND, MARl 8 (1997) 653 n. 753. 
724 ne-er-dda-gan: M.5941. ne-er-dda-gan: S.108. S.1702. Cf. Dagan-neri. 
725 ne-ri-dda-gan: M.6119. 
726 INuc11l1-Daganl: nu-ub-mi-dda-gan: ARM 7: 180 V' 30'. 24: 248 5. Ilu-[u]b-m[i_d]da

gan: ARM 22: 31 r. 16'. WS nuc11lum 'pleasure' CAAA 26; 'Lieblichkeit' M.P. STRECK, 
AOAT 27111 325; cf. the parallels in RB. HUFFMON, APNM 238. 

727 nu-ur-dda-gan: ARM 8: 36 14'. nu-ur-dda-gan: ARM 9: 258 9. 13: 1 VII 71 (= J.-M. 

DURAND, MARl 8 [1997] 611). 
72S pu-u-dda-gan: ARM 7: 180111' 28'. 
729 pu-ka-dda-gan: TEM 3: V19. For a connection of the name with the Akk. root paqCt 

cf. M. Birot, RA 49 (1955) 29. 
730 puzur.-dda-gan: ARM 8: 33 20. 22: 13 125', II [6']15' 32', 11113 192427; 152 [2']. 23: 

8530; 424 7. 24: 265 4(??). Cf. the parallels in U. GELS, MAD 3 220f.; ARM 1611 169f. 
731 qe-ri-dda-gan: North west Upper Gezira: A.3562: X 21. 
WS qr' 'rufen' HAL 1053f. 
732 Puzurriin: qi-si-dda-gan: ARM 24: 227,14. Cf. the parallels in CAD Q 280. 
733 Terqa: n 1 - b a-dda-gan: YBC 6518: 11' (MB). 
734 Alalab: qLi-lli-da-ga,,: AIT 367 11. For the dropping of the In! in Alalab cf. D. 

ARNAUD, AuOr 16 (1998) 152. 
735 IRaJ:LIIw-Daganl ra-ab-ma-dda-gan: ARM 21: 213,10; 22: 12,ii4'. 25: 736,1. ra-ab-ma-

Q//l-dda-gan: M.6485+ = J.-M. DURAND, NABU 19911114 (p. 87). 
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118. 
119. 
120. 
12l. 
122. 
123. 
124. 
125. 
126. 
127. 

Ra~a-Dagan736 

RiM-Dagan737 

Rlm-Dagan738 

Rimslsi-Dagan739 
Rip'l-Dagan740 
Samsi-Dagan74 I 

Samsuna-Dagan742 

Salumu-Dagan743 

Simbf-Dagan744 
Sitrf-Dagan745 

CHAPTER FOUR 

? 
My reward is Dagan. 
Gift of Dagan. 
His gift is Dagan. 
My cure is Dagan. 
My sun is Dagan. 
Our sun is Dagan. 
The offspring is Dagan. 
My joy is Dagan. 
My protection is Dagan. 

Tuttul: MDOG 1221.9: 4; MDOG 1231.3: [5] . Cf. J.-M. DURAND, NABU 911114. 
WS r~rn 'to have mercy, to be merciful' CAAA 30; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 261; 

'Erbarmen' M.P. STRECK, AOAT 27111 322. 
736 ra-~a-dda-gan: M. BIROT, RA 50 (1956) 66 n.5. 
WS rtj/~y 'to be willing; to be content, pleased' CAAA 30; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 265; E. 

LIPINSKI, LEb 206; H. LIMET, ARES I 37. Howerver, cf. ra-sa-d i n g i r ARM 21: 67 7; ra
a-sa-d i n g i r ARM 24: 235 6. 

737 ri-bi-dda-gan: ARM 7: 180 II' 38'. Cf. J.-M. DURAND, MARl 8 (1997) 627 n. 353. 
738 ri-irn-dda-gan: 21: 1934. 
North west Upper Gezira: A.3562: VII 43'. 
Babylon: ARM 7: 2217. 
tJanna: ARM 23: 23653. 
Cf. the parallels in I.J. GELB, MAD 3 231; 1.1. STAMM, ANG 259; K.L. TALLQVIST, ANG 

188. Cf. CG. RASMUSSEN, SAPN 350f. 
739 rf-irn-si-dda-gan: ARM 19: 205,3; 378,6; 379,[7]. ri-irn-si-dda-gan: ARM 22: 250,7'. 

Cf. the alternative translation in CG. RASMUSSEN, SAPN 352; CAAA 30 s.v. RMS (rirnsum). 
cf. the parallel in ARM 16/1 174. 

740 ri-ip-i-dda-gan: ARM 7: 117 16; 180 III '23'. 18: 35 3; 36 3; 37 3. 22: 289 6. 23: 86 26; 
432 II [10]; 433 II 13; 449 42. 25: 253 4. ARM 26/1: 2547. 

Sim' alite: ARM 6: 56 1. 
Barban: ARM 14: 6219. 
Samdadum: A.2581: 9. 
Urbat:ARM21: 117. 
ri-ip-bi-dda-gan: Tuttul: M.P. STRECK, ArOr 67 (1999) 664; AOAT 271/1 232. 
WS rip'urn 'healing' cf. CAAA 30; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 264; M.P. STRECK, AOAT 

27111 323. Cf. also J.-M. DURAND, LAPO 16 p. 194. Cf. the parallels in H.B. HUFFMON, 
APNM 264; 1. NAKATA, OC 124. 

741 15arnSJ-Daganl sa-arn-si-dda-gan: ARM I: 76 1220.7: 22641. 9: 234llI 12'.21:4143. 
22: 262 Il5, II 3. 23: 794,5549,18. 24: 246 II 2. sa-arn-su-dda-gan: ARM 22: 3 I 14. 23: 553 
[7]. 

tJanna: ARM 23: 236,56. 
Cf. the parallels in H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 251. 
742 15arnsuna-Daganl sa-arn-su-na-dda-gan: ARM 23: 595 9'. 
The Yakallit Clan: ARM 22: 40 II' 8'. 
743 sa-rnu-dda-gan: ARM 8: 6,15' . 9: 256,15. 25: 287r.17. 
Pallan: su-mu-dda-gan: ARM 23: 432 114; 433 II [8]. 
SubOrn: sa-rnu-dda-gan: ARM 22: 151 I. 
Terqa: sa-mu-dda-gan: TFR 1: 3 1032; 8 3 24; 8E 3; 33 [3]. 
Cf. the parallels in H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 247f. Cf. the Hb. parallels in J.D. FOWLER, 

TPNAH 362. 
744 15imb'-Daganl si-irn-bi-dda-gan: ARM 24: 229 II 7. 
Sakka: ARM 7: 180 II' 22'. 
WS sirn~urn 'joy' HAL 1245f. (Sim~ah); CAAA 32 H. B. HUFFMON, APNM 250; 'Pracht' 

M.P. STRECK, AOAT 27111 324. 
745 s[-it?-ri-dda-gan: ARM 25: 738 edge 2. 

128. 
129 . 
130. 
131. 
132. 
133 . 
134. 
135 . 
136. 
137. 
138. 
139. 
140. 
14l. 
142. 

Sumna-Dagan746 

$illl-Dagan747 

$urali-Dagan748 

Sep-Dagan749 

fSimat-Dagan750 
Su-Dagan75 I 

Sumu-Dagan752 

Tura(m)-Dagan753 
Turf-Dagan 754 
Tab-silli-Dagan 755 
Ukal:Dagan756 

Dri-Dagan757 

Yabbi-Dagan758 
YaBlu-Dagan759 

Yabni-Dagan760 

Our offspring is Dagan. 
My protection is Dagan. 
(My) rock is Dagan. 
(At the) feet of Dagan. 
Fortune of Dagan. 
He (who is) of Dagan. 
The offspring is Dagan. 
Turn to me, Dagan. 
My refuge is Dagan. 
The protection of Dagan is good. 
Dagan possesses. 
My protection is Dagan. 
Dagan names. 
? 
Dagan creates. 
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The reading zi-is-ri-dda-gan in ARM 25 is difficult to explain etymologically; we prefer to 
connect the name with WS sitrum 'protection.' H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 253; M.P: STRECK, 
AOAT27111 323; J.-M. DURAND, LAPO 17 p. 47 n. c and p. 309 n. a, with parallels with 
Addu, cf. ARM 1611 184 (Sitr/-Addu). 

746 Bidab: su-um-na-dda-gan: M.5690: 19. 
747 ~fl-l£-dda-gan: ARM 8: 33 18.9: 253 m9. 25: 742 I. 
Barban: ARM 27: 153 14. 
Terqa: TFR I : 2 30 41; 2E 30 43; 5 32; 5E 28; AO 4672: seal; AO 9055: 6'; TCL I 238: 44. 
Cf. the parallels in 1.1. GELB, MAD 3 243; 1.1. STAMM, ANG 276; 1. NAKATA, OC 120. 
748 ~u-ra-,ddalan: ARM 23: 235, I 1. ~u-ri_dda-gan: ARM 7: 1383.25: 252 3'. 
tJutnum: ~u-n- da-gan: ARM 21: 138,2. 
749 se-ep-dda-gan: ARM 9: 237 II 10. 12: 1578; 1649.25: 7434. g 1 r-dda-gan: ARM 12: 

2636. Cf. the parallels in 1.1. STAMM, ANG 277. 
750 si-rna-at-dda-san: 
North west upper Gezira: A.3151: 66 VII 65. 
Aslakka: ARM 13: 1 VIII 33 (=J.-M. DURAND, MARl 8 [1997]600f.). 
Cf. the parallels in 1.1. GELB, MAD 3 260. 
751 su-dda-gan: ARM 19: 433 5; 434 4; 22: 3 13; 14 m' 6'. Cf. the parallels in U. GELB, 

MAD 3 25If.; 1.1. STAMM, ANG 263. 
752 su-rnu-dda-gan: ARM 19: 283 3. Cf. the parallels in U. GELB, MAD 3 274. 
753 tu-ra-dda-gan: ARM 10: 50,19,20. 21: 9,2. tu-ra-arn-dda-gan: ARM 22: 333 2' 4' . 
tu-<ra>-dda-gan: North west upper Gezira: A.3562: XII 43. 
754 Terqa: tu-ri-dda-gan: TCL I: 237 33 (MB); AO.9057: 7. 
Akk. tilrurn (in proper names) 'Zuflucht\ AHw 1373 s.v. I. 
755 Sakka: !a-ab-~fl-[l][-d-da-gan: ARM 7: 180 II' 29'. 
Cf. the parallels in 1.1. STAMM, ANG 235; CAD ~ 191. 
756 Yarikitum: u-ka-al-dda-gan: ARM 23: 395. 
757 Urbat: u-ri-dda-gan: RA 73: I 17. 
758 ia-ab-bi-dda-gan: ARM 7: 180 V' 32'. 22: 329 16. 23: 8629. M.5475: 45. ia-[b]i-dda-

gan: ARM 9: 253 III 22. 
Saggaratum: ia-ab-bi-dda-gan: 24: 233 I 13. 
Terqa: ia-ab-bi-dda-/an: ARM 3: 529. 
Zurubban: ia-ab-bi- da-gan: RA 73: II 13. 
Cf. the parallels in H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 236. cf. also U. GELB, MAD 3 195; J.-M. 

DURAND, LAPO 16 p. 217f. 
759 ia-AB-lu-dda-gan: ARM 8: 11,32. Root and meaning uncertain. For WS blw cf. 

CAAA 16; for WS pI' cf. H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 254. 
760 ia-ab-ni-dda-gan: ARM 7: 183 I; 253 8; 28419. 9: 10220; 1124. 18: 323; 49 14.21: 

281 7; 320 9; 327 15; 3406.22: 12 l' 23'; 1266; 289 4; 300 6. 23: 25 8; 31 2; 32 4; 33 4; 370 6; 
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143. 
144. 
145. 
146. 
147. 
148. 
149. 
150. 
151. 

YaMin-Dagan761 

Yabul-Dagan762 

Yabzur-Dagan763 
Yakun-Dagan764 

Yal 'e-Dagan765 
Yanbil-Dagan766 
Yapab-Dagan767 
Yaptuna-Dagan768 

Yaqqim-Dagan769 

CHAPTER FOUR 

? 
Dagan helps. 
Dagan helps. 
Dagan is firm. 
Dagan is strong. 
Dagan delivers. 
Dagan shines. 
Dagan opens to us. 
Dagan avenges. 

3833.24: 1116; 1859; 1872'; 1887;18913; 20015; 224 II 10; 229 II 9. M.7011: 18. M.6780: 
9. ZA 89 3: 17. 

Zibnatum: ARM 23: 427 11112'. 
Cf. the parallels in H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 177; l. NAKATA, OC 116. Cf. the Ug. parallels 

in F. GRONDAHL, PTU 119; Hb. 1.D. FOWLER, TPNAH 338. 
761 IYii!}~in-Daganl ia-ab-~f-in_dda-gan: ARM 7: 205 9. 24: 282 3. ia-ab-~f-dda-gan: 27: 

4,519. 
ia-ab-~f-dda-gan: North west Upper Gezira: A.3562: XII 52. 
WS !}~n - ' to embrace'? CAAA 20; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 202f. Cf. the parallels in H.B. 

HUFFMON, APNM 202f. For the defective writing lab~i- cf. 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 8 (1997) 
645 n. 609. 

762 IYitui-Daganl ia-bu-ul-dda-gan: North west upper Gezira: A.3562: VII 66'. 
WS y'l 'to profit' CAAA 21. Cf. the discussion in H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 193f. 
763 IYaCgur-Daganl Mari: ia-ab-zu-ur-dda-gan: ARM 23: 3893. 
WS cgr 'to help' CAAA IS; H.B. HUFFMON, 193; M.P: STRECK, AOAT 27111 210. Cf. 

also E. LIPINSKI, Akk Supplementum 6 113-116. Cf. the parallels in Ug. in F. GRONDAHL, 
PTU 113. 

764 ia-ku-un-dda-gan: ARM 8: 34,15. Written ia-ku-ur'; an aberrant form of the sign UN , 
cf. ARM IS nr.165. 10: 171,3.27: 88,11(?); 96,7. 

{Janna: ARM 23: 23657. 
Saggariitum: 23: 596 1124'. 
Cf. the parallels in H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 221. Cf. the Ug. parallels in F. GRONDAHL, 

PTU 153; Hb. parallels in 1.D. FOWLER, TPNAH 349. 
765 IYate-Daganl ia-al-e-dda-gan: ARM 7: 225 16; 226 14;. 8: 2 21; II 32 (cf. 1.-M. 

DURAND, MARl I [1982] 128).22: 4 12'; 219 3. 23: 522 5; 562 10.24: 1654. M.7001: 2. 
M.8874: 2. 

ia-al-e-dda-gan: North west Upper Gezira: A.3562: XII 40 
ia-al-i-dda-gan: North west Upper Gezira: A.3562: VII 14'. 
ia-al-e-dda-gan: Dimten: ARM 7: 180 V' 18'. 
WS l'y 'to prevail; to be able' CAAA 23; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 224; M.P. STRECK, 

AOAT 27111233. 
766 Bidab: ia-an-bi-il-dda-gan: ARM 23: 427 III 23'. 
WS *nhlbl 0), cf. Akk. nabiilu 'to hand over (property)', exclusive to Mari, AHw 712; 

CAD NIl 126; Ug. n!}l 'heredero' (DLU 322); Pho. n!}i 'to take possession of' (DNWSI 
724f.) Hb. '(als) Besitz erhalten' (HAL 648); Old South Arabian n!}l 'give' (DOS A 299f.) Cf. 
D.O. EDZARD, ZA 56 (1964) 146 §16. For other forms that preserve the first n in the 
'imperfect cf. 1.1. GELB, Lingua 3.3.8.4.1. 

767 IYii)paC-Daganl ia-pa-ab-dda-gan: ARM 13: 58 5; 89 [5]. 
WS ypc 'to shine' CAAA 22; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 212f. Cf. the discussion in 89; 

'aufstrahlen' M.P. STRECK, AOAT 27111 158. Cf. parallels in Ug. in F. GRONDAHL, PTU 
144. 

768 ia-ap-tu-na-dda-gan: M.12764. 
WS pt!} 'to open' CAAA 28. M. GHOUTI, (FM [1] [1992] 64 §h.) connects this type of 

name with the root ptn 'to eat' (AHw 847), but then the final a would be difficult to explain 
(form: *yaqtul+a\ 

152. 
153. 
154. 
155. 
156. 
157. 
158. 
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Yarlb-Dagan 770 
Yarlm-Dagan771 

Yar'ip-Dagan772 
Yarmas-Dagan773 

Yaslm-Dagan774 

Yaskin-Dagan775 
Yaskur-Dagan776 

Dagan rewards. 
Dagan glorifies. 
? 
? 
? 
Dagan dwells. 
Dagan rewards/names. 
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769 ia-qf-im-dda-gan: ARM 7: 2166232 13; (cf. D. CHARPIN-l.-M. DURAND, MARl 2 

[1983] 91 and 110 nr. 216). 
{Janna: ARM 23: 236 58. 
Ya'il: ARM 24: 23248. 
WS nqm 'to avenge' CAAA 27; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 241f. (with parallels). 
770 ia-ri-ib-dda-gan: 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 8 (1997) 627 n. 353. Western form of Akk. 

riiibum: 'to reward', AHw 978. 
771 IYiirlm-Daganlia-ri-im-dda-gall: ARM 7: 180 IV' 13'.10:3310;35 6.12: 239 5',13: I 

II 16 (= 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 8 [1997] 602). 18: 55 14.21: 99 7. 25: 738 I. 26: 148 14; 149 
5; 251 6; 254 8. M.6822: 2. 

North west Upper Gezira: A:3562: 16' IV 32' VIII 46. 
Dunnum: ARM 7: 226 39. 
WS ry/wm 'to be high' CAAA 30; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 261f. and 70; cf. the parallels 

in l. NAKATA, OC 123. For another interpretation of the root ryl1l cf. D. ARNAUD, SEL 8 42 
('offrir'). Cf. the Hb. parallels in 1.D. FOWLER, TPNAH 360. 

772 IYar'ip-Daganl ia-ar-ip-dda-gan: ARM 8: 90 17 (and seal). 9: 5 6 (and seal). 13: 26 
14; 41 [32].22: 14!' 13'.24: 444.247 II [10]. A.174: 3., ., 

WS rhb (Akk. ra'iibul1l 'to become angry'). Cf. also to be compassIOnate H.B. 
HUFFMON, APNM 260; G. BUCCELLATI, AUP 160. r'p - ' to be compassionate'; M.P. 
STRECK, AOAT 27111346; D. ARNAUD, SEL 8 (1991) 42; J.-M. DURAND, MARl 8 (1997) 
627 n. 353 (ra'iibul1l meaning uncertain); cf. the discussion of this name in M.P. STRECK, 
AOAT 271/1 346 'Recht geschafft hat Dagan '. Cf. the Hb. parallels in 1.D. FOWLER, TPNAH 
360 (ryb). 

773 ia-ar-ma-as-dda-gan: ARM 21: 75,8. WS rl1ls - meaning unknown. CAAA 30; B. 
LAFONT, ASl 3 (1981) 185; cf. also lrmas-Dagan. 

774 IYaHm-Daganl ia-si-im-dda-gan: ARM 2: 1004; 14020.4: 37 12.6: 20 7; 21 6. 7,: 114 
4' (cf. D. CHARPIN - 1.-M. DURAND MARl 2 (1983) 80); 139 II; 190 10; 1895; 201 r. 7; 218 
8; 220 [7] (v. D. CHARPIN - J.-M. DURAND MARl 2 (1983) 91); 243 I' (cf. D. CHARPIN - J.
M. DURAND MARl 2 (1983) 95 and 112).8: 62 1'. 10: 173 3. 21: I 2; 231 5; 398 34; 400 18. 
22: 2242.23: 427 IV [5]1 '; 467 7; 572 9. 24: 6 IV 9; 62 I 1[2]; 1536; 161 4; 243 8. 25: 280 r. 3; 
3403; 450 II.:ARM 26/1: 924; 33 5; 82 5; 19961; 2513. ARM 28 162: 7. A.809: 25. A.2760: 
12. A.4210: 7. A.4215: 2. Sign 181 23. ia-[S]i-im-dda-gan: ARM 8: 1133. 

Kiretum: ARM 23: 86 54. 
Naran: ARM 22: 8 18. 
Qa\na: ARM 5: 269. 
Saggariitum: ARM 24: 233 I 24. 
Sebrum: ARM 24: 237 13. 
Yaburra: ARM 7: 159 1482. 
Clan Yakallit: ARM 26/2: 377 22. 
WS sym - 'to place' CAAA 32; M.P: STRECK, AOAT 27111 224. WS yas/lll < wsm -

'beautiful' H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 211f. WS SM - meaning unknown. H.B. HUFFMON, 
APNM 267. Root of uncertain derivation?? cf. M. BIROT, RA 49 (1955) 26; U. GELB, Lingua 
3.3.8.2.1. D. SCHWEMER, Wettergott 295 (w-s-m)? Cf. the parallels in H.B. HUFFMON, 
APNM 211. 

775 IYaskin-Dagall! ia-as-ki-in-dda-gan: M.6380 V = J.-M. DURAND, LAPO 16 p. 584 nr. 
391 n. a. 

WS skn 'to dwell, to place'. CAAA 32. 
776 IYaskllr-Dagalll ia-as-ku-ur-dda-gan: ARM 23: 433 120. ia-as-kur-dda-gan: ARM 23: 

432 I 16.25: 735 4. 
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159. 
160. 
161. 
162. 
163. 
164. 
165. 

YasmalJ-Dagan777 
Yasni-Dagan778 
Yasra-Dagan779 
Yassi-Dagan780 
Yasu-Dagan78 1 

Ya~i-Dagan782 

Y iiHib-Dagan783 

CHAPTER FOUR 

Dagan listens/hears. 
? 
? 
Dagan shouts. 
? 
Dagan goes out. 
Dagan causes to establish. 

Iltum: ia-as-kur-dda-gan: 24: 233 140. 
Yarikitum: ia-as-kur-dda-gan: ARM 23: 392; 
WS skr 'to hire, to reward, to favour' H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 245f. 'to remember, to 

name' CAAA 32 (cf. Akk. zakiirum); 'mieten, belohnen' M.P. STRECK, AOAT 27111 156. 
777 /Yas/Sma'-Dagan/ ia-as-ma-ab-dda-gan: ARM 5: 31610. 8: 65 13.9: 283 1II 15'; 296 

2.23: 2254; 435 r 12'.25: 954. 
Terqa:TFR 1: 131;236;2E37;568 53; 5E 6 7 51. TCL I 238: 41; AO 9057: 7'; VS 7 

204: 12; YBC 6518: rev 2; MAOG 4: 40. 
Ya'il: ARM 9: 29111134'. 
WS s8m' 'to hear, to listen to' CAAA 32; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 249 (with parallels); 

M.P. STRECK, AOAT 27111 169. Cf. the Hb. parallels in J.D. FOWLER, TPNAH 363. 
778 ia-as-ni-d-da-gan: ARM 22: 305 3. 
WS sny - 'to repeat' CAAA 33. snh 'to change' HAL 1476; AHw I 165f., s.v. sana III 

especially G3 (ls-ni-/umJi-/um). 
779 ia-as-ra-dda-gan: ARM 21: 3374. WS zlej,' 'to sow' CAAA 18; H.B. HUFFMON, 

APNM 188. WS sry 'to contend with' CAAA 33. 
780 /Yasst-Dagan/ ia-as-si-dda-gan: ARM 6: 56 9. 7: 45 8; 137 2; 139 12. 8: 41 6'. 9: 108 

12; 237,1 <4>. 10: 28. 12: 1414.22: 249 5. 23: 238 19; 4215.24: 208 II; 225 I 14. 25: 35 r 5; 
3765.27: 30 1; 49 I; 65 5; 1184,8. ARM 2611: 79 3. ARM 26/2: 4591. ARM 28 80: 6; 167: 5. 
A.l025: 84. A.2993+: 3. M.5196+: II 13", FM 4 27 3'. Langue: 104 (Name of uncertain 
reading. For a possible reading ia-ba-si-<ir> from WS *bsr - 'to announce' cf. E.E. Knudsen, 
JCS 34 (1982) 13; for the reading ia-as!-si-dda-gan cf. W. VON SODEN, Fs. Birot 307). la-si
dda-gan: ARM 7: 22637.21: 403 VIl39 IX 13 X 6 X 33. 22: 12 II 3'; 260 4. ARM 2611: 74 I; 
47916. 

North west Upper Gezira: A:3562: Vll 32. 
tJisamta: ARM 7: 226 37. 
Mari: ARM 2: 1302. 
Ganibatum: ARM 21: 395 12. 
Terqa: i-si-ib-dda-gan: RA 41: 512 seal. (Cf. the variant [ia-s]i-dda-gan on an unpublished 

seal in O. ROUAULT, SMEA 30 [1992]253 n. 26; D. CHARPIN, NABU 1995/23). 
Tuttul: MDOG 1227: 2. 
Ya'il: ARM 24: 23251. 
WS ss' 'to shout, call' cf. J.-M. DURAND, LAPO 16 p. 525. Cf. the parallels in H.B. 

HUFFMON, APNM 240; G. BUCCELLATI, AUP 153. Differently: CAAA 27 nS' 'to carry, to 
raise'; M.P: STRECK, AOAT 27111 205. For i-si-ib-dda-gan M.P. STRECK, AOAT 27111 215 
yr 'helfen'. 

781 ia-su-dda-gan: ARM 6: 3027. 
tJisamta: ARM 13: 1097 [19]. 
$ubatum: ARM 21: 11 21. 
Terqa: AO 9056: 18. 
WS 's' - meaning unknown. H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 169. 
782 ia-~[_d-da-gan: ARM 8: 631'.22: 36 I' 9'. 
Yakallit clan: TEM 3: 146. 
Bit Akkakka: ARM 21: 392 3. 
Terqa: TCL I: 237 32 (MB). 
Cf.l~i-Dagan. Cf. the parallels in H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 184. 
783 ia-an-~[-ib-d da-gall: ARM 7: 117 22; 140 r 9'; 181 [1]9'; 226 1[8]; 9: 12 4; 30 4; 188 

10; 264 [4'], r[I']; 265 3.14: 514,102528.21: 228 7; 398 2. 22: 19I1' 7'; 244 12.23: 535 IV 5. 
24: 1366; 234 IV 16; 253 7. 25: I r4; 5 tr1; 59 trl; 118 17; 1805; 1956; 206 trl; 208 r2; 209 6; 

166. 
167. 
168. 
169. 
170. 

Ya~~ur-Dagan784 
Yasub-Dagan785 
Yasur-Dagan786 

Yatl:Ji-Dagan787 

Yattin-Dagan788 

Dagan protects. 
Dagan turns. 
Dagan is just(?). 
? 
Dagan gives. 
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210 r2; 223 9; 236 tr2; 237 3; 275 tr3; 288 r3; 416 rl; 417 rl; 445 edge2; 446 rl; 448 II 5; 470 
2; 482 r2; 522 7; 547 r7; 5844; 596 r. JI 2; 760 13. 27: 68 5 9; 79 9. A.987: 3 50. A. 1146; 49

d 
50. 

A.3796: 10. T.282: 16 22. ia-a~-~{-ib- da-gan ARM 27: 68 8 17; ARM 28 67: 4. lQ-~l-lb- da
gan: ARM 8: 10015 (cf. J.-M- DURAND, MARl 1 [1982]126). 12: 206 4. 21: 836. 

Dabis: ARM 7: 182 II 2. 23: 2413. 
Dasran: ARM 2611: 19958. 
Raqqa: ARM 23: 596 II T. 
Sutean: ARM 7: 225 20. 
Ya'il: ARM 9: 291 132. 
Zibnatum: ARM 23: 427 1II IT. 
Amnanum clan: ARM 7: 164 r I'. d 

Cf. the parallels in H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 241. For the interpretation of ia-zi-ib- da-gan 
in connection with a root 'zb 'to leave' cf. CAAA 607 nr. 3609; M.P. STRECK, WO 30 (1999) 

39. d' d 
784 ia-an-~u-ur_dda-gan: ARM 23: 85,17. ia-~u-ur- da-gan: ARM 23: 408,5. lQ-~ur- da-

gan: ARM 23: 412,7. 
Terqa: [i]a-~u-ur-dd[a-gan]: ARM 13: 1225; cf. J.-M. DURAND, LAPO 16 p. 290 n. a. 
WS nsr 'to guard' CAAA 27; M.P. STRECK, AOAT 271/1408. The forms ia-~u-ur and ia

~ur may ~Iso be related to the WS root y~r cf. H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 214. In ARM 23 the ~ is 
not doubled when transcribing the name. 

785 ia-su-ub-d-da-gan: ARM 7: 180 II' 34'; 2424; 268 II 5'.8: 62 10'. 13: 101 26. 18: 51 5. 
21: 3124; 382 II 7; 398 5. 22: 24 II 2'; 204 r. 11149; 28419; 315 III 11'. 23: 188 3; 411 2; 420 5; 
433 IV 3; 439 6; 440 I; 609 9. 24: 826; 237 15. 25: 24 r. I; 99 5; 159 r. 5'; 424 r. 4; 466 3; 487 
4; 599 fr. lll; 711 17; 726 4. ARM 2612: 392 8. A.2769: 20. Ben). 994e3. M.6780: 7. M.7011: 7. 
M.8910: 6. M.11613: 4'. FM 4 33 8. 

North west Upper Gezira: A.3562: XII 50. 
tJurran: ARM 23: 432 IV 3. 24: 233 37. 
Mari: ARM 26/2: 296 13. 
Nibad: ARM 9: 291 IV 34'. 
Terqa: TFR I: 1 32; 5 7 9 38; 5E 6 [32]; 8 9 33 and seal; 9 8 29. TCL I 238: 41. 
Tuttul: ARM 2: 13767 1[0]1 [3] 16 1721 2432364148. 
Ya'il: ARM 9: 29111135'. 
Zarri: ARM 24: 233 Il 32,35. 
Ziniyan: ARM 24: 61 II 4. 
WS swb 'to return' CAAA 33; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 266 (With parallels); M.P. 

STRECK, AOAT 27111208. Cf. the parallels in J.D. FOWLER, TPNAH 362. 
786 ia-su-ur-dda-gan: ARM 22: 14U' 9'. ia-sur-dda-gan: ARM 21: 405 9. 22: 276 17 (M. 

GUICHARD, NABU 1995/81) 24: 247 17. 
WS ysr 'to be straight' CAAA 22; M.P. STRECK, AOAT 27111 224. Cf. also M. 

KREBERNIK, PET 63; D. ARNAUD, SEL 8 (1991) 42. Cf. the Ug. parallels in F. GRONDAHL, 
PTU 146. 

787 ia-at-bi-dda-gan: ARM 9 III 38'. For a possible reading ia-a!-!a-dda-gan: /Yii!ra'-
Dagan/ 'Dagan plants' cf. ARM 16/1 236. 

788 ia-an-ti-in-dda-gan: ARM 3: 66 7.8: 6 30' 3[9']. 13: 109 10. 22: 36 ll' 10'.23: 609 10. 
25: 470 3. A.447: 4. M.5475: 35. ia-at-ti-in-dda-gan: ARM 22: 262 II 4. 25: 786 r12'. ia-ti-in
dda-gan: ARM 3: 69 7. 8: 77 13. 

'Bedouin': ARM 23: 85 3. 
Bidab: ARM 23: 427 1II 20'. 
Ganibatum: ARM 21: 3953. 
tJimmaran: ARM 23: 23645. 
WS nln 'to give' CAAA 27; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 244 (with parallels). 
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171. 
172. 
173. 
174. 

Yawi-Dagan789 

YazralJ-Dagan 790 

Zikrf- Dagan 791 

Zimrf-Dagan792 

CHAPTER FOUR 

Dagan is/creates. 
Dagan sows? 
My order is Dagan. 
My protection is Dagan. 

In the corpus of names with Dagan there is one noteworthy geographical 
name that occurs only once in the Terqa archives, in a document recording 
the gift of fields: 

TE:T 10 

Four measures of the field of Apum in the city of Yabmu-Dagan ( ... ).793 

Apart from making a collection and catalogue of the794 names, one key fact 

for completing our study of personal names with Dagan is to set each person 

789 /Yahwf-Daganl ia-wi-dda-gan: ARM 7: 20014.24: 247 II 17. 
WS hwy 'to be, become' CAAA 19; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM I 59f. For discussion and a 

possible connection of the name with the root ~wy cf. H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 72f.; M.P. 
STRECK, WO 30 (1999) 42f. For a root ',ww cf. G. BUCCELLATI, AUP 150. Cf. the 
interpretation of A. FINET, OC 128 'Yahve (c'est) Dagan '. Cf. the parallels in 1.0. FOWLER, 
TPNAH 342. 

790 IYagraC-Daganl ia-az-ra-ab-dda-gan: ARM 8: 100 IS (cf. MARl I 126). 13: 123 26. 
21: 56 3; 403 X 48; 409 12. 22: 36 n' 15'; 42 8'. 24: 2394; 254 2. Cf. the parallels in H.B. 
HUFFMON, APNM 188. 

Suqaqum: ARM 21: II 32; 
Yabasu clan: ARM 23: 235 II 35. 

WS zlgr
C 

'to sow' CAAA 18; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 188. (with parallels); M.P: STRECK, 
AOAT271/1407. Foran alternative interpretation cf. D. SCHWEMER, Wettergott 297 (,ON 
erschien' [g-r-~] I 'ON nahm' [g_r_C]\ Cf. above Izrab- Dagan. 

791 zi-ik-ri-dda-gan: ARM 25: 286 I 5. 
I1um-Muluk: ARM 22: 328 II 42. 
Zibniitum: ARM 23: 427 III 13'. 
Akk. zikrum - '(divine or royal) command, order'. AHw I 526f.; CAD Z 112f (s.v. 3). WS 

*gikrum - 'memory' CAAA 18; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 187; M.P. STRECK, AOAT 271/1 
323. Cf. the parallels in H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 187; ARM 16/1 241; 1. NAKATA, OC 123. Cf. 
the parallels in Pho. in F.L. BENZ, PNPh 306; and in Hb. in 1.0. FOWLER, TPNAH 343. 

792 zi-im-ri-dda-gan: ARM 1: 85 [1]1 '.7: 1637; 8: 626'.22: 49 1. 23: 238 5; 449 49; 467 
10; 495 425: 737 r. 2; 738 6; 785 II 5. ARM 26/1: 157 3; 158 3. M.5225: 4. M.7001 :3. M.7011: 
5. 

Nabiin clan: TEM 3: III I. 
Barbiin: ARM 24: 233 II 26. 
'Bedouin': ARM 23: 852. 
Puzurriin: ARM 24: 227 21. 
I1um-Muluk: ARM 22: 328 II 6. 
Numbean: ARM 23: 448 50. 
Saplratum: ARM 8: 85 38. 
Terqa: TFR I: 4 2; 4E 30; 645; 8E 31? 43? 
WS gimrum 'protection' CAAA 18; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 188 (with parallels, cf. also 

ARM 16/1 242f.; 1. NAKATA, OC 120f.); M.P. STRECK, AOAT 27111 323. Cf. the Ug. 
parallels in F. GRONDAHL, PTU 197; and in Hb. in 1.0. FOWLER, TPNAH 343. 

793 VS 7 204: 1-2: 4 i k u a - 's a a - gar a-bi-im I i-na "mia-ab-mu-dda_gan. Cf. 
also B. GRONE BERG, RGTC 3 119. On the interpretation of this name cf. CAAA 14 s. v. 'mw 
of uncertain meaning /Ya 'mli-Dagan/. 

794 The following list of broken names can be added: 
-b]i-dda-gan ARM 7: 1833 
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bearing a name in his geographical context. In many cases we know the 

geographical and/or tribal origin of this people and w.e can draw a .map to 
determine the areas of the god's influence. However, m order to gam more 
accurate view of the situation we also need to know the context of th~se 

groups of PNN, that is to say, who t~e other ~eitie~ are that accompa.ny hIm 
'n the onomastic corpus of the vanous regIOns m order to estabhsh and 
~etermine in a more reliable and exact way Dagan's 'real' influence. There 

are cases in which the relevance of this information is weakened by ~he 

scarcity of names, but in other cases we have a good indic~tion for seemg 

the various local pantheons in the onomasticon. Accordmgly, we have 

studied those villages in which Dagan occurs in the onomasticon .. We shall 

now list them in alphabetical order, setting out the pantheon denved from 

each based on the names of the people from each of the various Villages. 

- Alalah: under the control of Yamhad, the capital of Orontes shows a large 

predominance of names with Addu, with a total of t~eny-~hree,795 followed 
by IStar796 with six, ISlJara797 and ijebat7 98 wIth fIve names each, 

BU-[ ]-dda-gall ARM 24: 229 II 15. 
dda-[gan-] ARM 8: 36.22: 38 IS'; 68 6'. 26: 59 6; 301 I". 
dda-gall-ad-x[-x] ARM 7: 28016. 
dda-ga[n]-AN-[x] ARM 22: 182.24: 3057. 
ia-as-[x-dd]a-gan ARM 23: 561 6. 
ia-[ ]-dda-gan ARM 24: 227 II 19. 
[i]b-dda-gan ARM 22: 328 III 11. 
[x]-x-dda- gan ARM 5: 2 12'. 

]-x-dda-gall ARM 5: 2 14'. 
]_Cd)da_gan ARM 6: 5613; 7: 18 I' 10; 182 112'; 1892' 3'; 202 III 9'; 223 2'; 288 9. 8: 4 II' 14; 

188'.9: 283 IV 3'. A.3562: 159.22: 2 r[7']; 2414' 5'; 361 '3',r II' 7' 10'; 39 I'; 41 l' 17'; 109 r IS'; 
175 r 8'.24: 22 edge; 23 13; 24 IV 13; 234 IV 3; 248 r 12; 25212; 253 13; 256147. 26: 405 16; 
ZA 89 3: 20. 

[]x-dda-gan ARM 19: 377 5. 
[x]-x-ma-dda-ga[n] ARM 22: 393'. 
]-im-dda-gan ARM 24: 2313. 
[]-in-dda-gan ARM 21: 382 II 12. 24: 231 7. 
795 Abf-Addu: AIT 7 15; 126; 376 4; 380 2. Addu-miilik: AIT 268 4. Ammu-Addu: AIT 30 

14 (= F. ZEEB, UF 25 [1993] 469f.).; 98d 8 16. Ari-Addu: AlT 6 36. ASma-Addu: Al T 28 14 (= 
F. ZEEB, UF 25 [1993] 464f.). Atri-Addu: AIT 11 17; 52 22; 96 7; 238 14; 241 18; 247 22; 251 
17; 258 6; 370 2. Ebli-Addu: AIT 2014 (= F. ZEEB, UF 24 [1992] 456); 364 (= F. ZEEB, UF 
24 [1992] 470f.); 6317; 205 28; 238 38; 24912; 265 6; 26821; 270 5; 274 16, Erpa-Addu: 32 
14 (= F. ZEEB, UF 23 [1991]4I1f.). Gimil-Addu: AIT 7 25. fJall-Addu: AIT 32 4 (= F. ZEEB, 
UF 23 [1991] 41 If.). Igmira?-Addu: AIT 270 29.lnni-Addu: AIT 243 17.lr'e-Addu: AIT 58 3; 
246 16.lSni-Addu: 8613. Lakln-Addu: AIT 5534. Lau-Addu: AIT 278 5. Napfl-Addu: AIT 241 
19; 269 20. Niqma-Addu: AIT 33 6 (= F. ZEEB, UF 23 [1991] 414f.). Niwari-Addu: AIT 725. 
Qan-Addu: AIT 269 4. Samsl-Addi: AIT 635. Suma-Addu: AIT 203 18. Ura-Addu: AIT 98f21. 

796 Ebli-/Star: AIT 29 15 (= F. ZEEB, UF 25 [1993] 467f.); 30 13 (= F. ZEEB, UF 25 
[1993] 469f.). 3213(=F.ZEEB, UF23 [1991]411f.); 369 12. Enni-/Star: AIT 24723. /Star
mani?: AIT 28834. Nuwassi-/Star: AIT 280 3 16. Taki-/Star: AIT 360 2. Zimrf-Istar: AIT 256 
13. 

797 Abdl-lSbara: AIT 407 (= F. ZEEB, UF 24 [1992]475); 204 3; 27020. Ewri-lSbara: 60 
rev. 9. Taki-lSbara: AIT 4096. Umml-lsbara: AIT 178 17. Wanti-lSbara: AIT 21 3 4; 60 rev. 
13. 

798 fJebat-allani: AIT 178 8. fJebat-d i n g i r: AIT 178 IS; 273 9. fJebat-muhirni: AIT 
52 4 (cf. D. SCHWEMER, Wettergott 220 Hebat-segimi). fJebat-ubarra: AIT 178 14 19. 
Ummu-fJebat: A1T 178 20. 
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~amas799 with four, El800 and Malik801 with three, Dagan,802 Lim803 and 
Sauska804 with two and lastly Astabi,805 Erra,806 Kusab807 and Tesup808 
with one. 

- AleppolY ambad: The holy city of the god Addu and its area of influence 
excel in PNN with eight Addu names,809 followed by Dagan,810 ISar811 
and Lim,812 each with a single name. 

- Appan: located on the right bank of the Euphrates, in the district of 
Mari.813 Addu is the god who occurs most often in the onomasticon with 
four names,814 followed by Dagan,815 El816 and Erab,817 each with a 
single name. 

- Babylon: the capital of the south is also well represented in the 
onomastic on found in the Mari archives. Marduk818 heads the lists with 
eight occurrences, followed by S]'n819 with seven, lStar82 0 with five, 

799 AmurSa-Samas: AIT 54 3I.lbbi·Samas: 55 38. Muti·Samas: AIT 270 18. Samas-beli: 
AIT 54 30; 78 18. 

800 Erbam-EI: AIT 264 36. Sarrum-EI: AIT 157 4. Ustani-EI: AIT 33 22 (= F. ZEEB, UP 
23 [1991] 414f. 

80 I E(ir-Malik: AIT 264 35; 280 10. Epi-Malik: AIT 278 7. Yatar-Malik: AIT 7 44; 64 II. 
802 Bani-Dagan and Nabmf-Dagan. 
803 Abbe-Um: AIT 78 26; 809. Yarfm-Um: AIT passim. 
804 Arip-Sauska: AIT 20 13 (= F. ZEEB, UP 24 [1992] 456); 21 16 (= F. ZEEB, UP 24 

[1992] 458); 22 16 (= F. ZEEB, UP 24 [1992] 460f.); 26 17 (= F. ZEEB, UP 24 [1992] 467f.); 
203 21; 373 4; 378 6. Wanti-Sauska: AIT 206 7; 257 16. 

805 Astabi-sarri: AIT 270 2. 
806 Erra-imitti: AIT 79 14; 240 17; 241 19; 245 9; 248 24; 272 22. 
807 Kusab-eri: AIT 40 4 (= F. ZEEB, UP 24 [1992]474); 
808 Tdup-banf: AIT 3310 (= F. ZEEB, UP 23 [1991] 414f.); 
809 AM-Addu: ARM 7 86: 13.lJannf-Addu: ARM 22170: 6'. Niqmf-Addu: ARM 354: 9 = 

1.-M. DURAND, LAPO 16380. Nubmf-Addu: ARM 23449: 65. Sumna-Addu: ARM 22 170: 6'. 
Yabruq-Addu: ARM 7 86: 14. Yamur-Addu: ARM 6 20: 10 = 1.-M DURAND, LAPO 16 387. 
Yarkab-Addu: ARM22151: 20. 

810 Abf-Dagan. 
811 Samsu-lSar: ARM 614: 13 = J.-M. DURAND, LAPO 16384. 
812 Yarfm-Um (king of Yambad): passim. 
813 1.-R. KUPPER, ARM 1611 5; D. CHARPIN, FM [1] (1992) 35; 1.-M. DURAND, TPH 

115; A. MILLET, AF 22 (2000) 17. 
814 lJimdi-Addu: ARM 24 234: IV 4'. ISbf-Addu: ARM 23 433: II 10. Sumna-Addu: ARM 

23433 16. Yantin-Addu: ARM 23 595: I. 
815 Ibbi-Dagan. 
816 Yanabbi-EI: RA 73: I 3. 
817 Ill-Erab: ARM 7 225: 3'; 226: 44. 
818 Marduk-epiri: ARM 21 193: 5 (= 1.-M. DURAND, MARIS [1987]620); ARM 24 170 

+ 24258 (MARIS [1987] 619): 12'. Marduk-muballi(: ARM 6 21: 10; 21 193: 10 (= 1.-M. 
DURAND, MARIS [1987]620). Marduk-musallim: ARM 21367: 7 (= 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 
5 [1987] 620); ARM 24 170 + 24 258 rev. 6' (= 1.-M. DURAND, MARIS [1987] 619); 
Marduk-na~ir: ARM 1858: 20; 26/2 369: 7. Marduk-nfsu: ARM 6 18: 13; 21 193: 6 (= 1.-M. 
DURAND, MARIS [1987]620); 22 170 + 153: 18 (= 1.-M. DURAND, MARIS [1987] 619); 
26/2414: 23. Marduk-qarrad: ARM 26/2 369: 6. Puzur-Marduk: ARM 21 367: 2. Rfs-Marduk: 
M.18151 (= 1.-M. DURAND, MARIS [1987]619). 

819 Nidnat-Sfn: ARM 1469: 9; 701319'; 71: T. (= 1.-M. DURAND, MARIS [1987] 619). 
A.1025: 32 (= 1.-R. KUPPER, MARl 6 [1990]337f.). Sfn-bel-aplim: ARM 2 72: 3; 2612 363: 
11 '; 367: 4; 384: 6'; A.486+M.53 19: 25, 34 (= P. VILLARD, FM [1] [1992] 138f.). 5fn
iddinam: M.181151 (= 1.-M. DURAND, MARIS [1987] 619). Sfn-magir: M.9923 (= 1.-M. 
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Addu82I and Samas822 with four names, Dagan823 and Nabfi824 with two 
and, lastly, Aya,825 EI,826 IStaran,827 Tispak828 and Zababa829 with one 

name each. 
_ Barban: city in the district of Saggaratum.830 Dagan is the god who 
occurs most often in the onomasticon with three names,831 followed by 
El832 with two occurrences and lastly Addu,833 Ea,834 Erab,835 Erra836 and 

ISbara837 with a single name each. 
_ Bidab: in this village, located in the district of Saggaratum,838 there are 

only three theophoric names, all three ~it~ Dagan.839 _ . 
_ BH-Akkakka: a village in the dIstnct of Saggaratum840 wIth two 

. d' hE b 842 theophoric names so far: one wIth Dagan84I an one w~t . ra . 
_ Dabis(an): a city located on the border of the. dlstnct~ of ~~rqa and 
Saggaratum;843 the theophoric names known so far mclude fIve deIties, each 
with a single name: Addu,844 EI,845 Dagan,846 S]'n847 and Samas.848 

DURAND, MARIS [1987] 620). Sfn-muballi(: LAPO 16290. Sfn-samub: ARM 23 448: 55; 
449: 54. Warad-Sfn: ARM 22 170: 12'. 

820 Ipiq-War: ARM 21333: 64'. Lipit-War: ARM 18 19: 5; 58: 23; AR~ 2~12 477: 16': 
484: 13; 486: 5. Mat-War: M.9923 (= 1.-M. DURAND, MARIS [1987]620). Su-Istar: M.677I. 
4'. Utul-War: ARM614: II. 

821 Addu-mansi: ARM 7 221: 6. Addu-rapi: ARM 1123: 15. Addu-sarrum: ARM 1472: 6 
23' 73: 4. Ibni-Addu: ARM 23 448: 56; 449: 55. v 

'822 Iddin-Samas: ARM ARM 7 212: 3. Samas-ill: ARM 2612 369: 6. Sal1Jas-musezib: 
ARM 21406: 2; 23 21: 13. A.217: 22 (= F. 10ANNES, FM 2 [1994] 142). Ubar-Samas: ARM 
1858: 15; 60: 12. 

823 Dagan-re 'um and Rfm-Dagan. 
824 Iddin-Nabu: ARM 26/2 486: 6. Nabu-malik: M.18151 (= 1.-M. DURAND, MARIS 

[1987]619). 
825 Iddin-Aya: ARM 21333: 62'. 
826 IbaSSi-EI: M.9923 (= 1.-M. DURAND, MARIS [1987]620). 
827 lbbi-lstaran: ARM 6 14: 9. 
828 Nidni-Tispak: M.18151: (= 1.-M. DURAND, MARIS [1987]619). 
829 Zababa-rabassu: M.18151: (= 1.-M. DURAND, MARIS [1987]619). 
830 1.-R. KUPPER, ARM 16/17; 1.-M. DURAND, LAPO 16 p. 339; LAPO 17 p. 351; A. 

MILLET, AF 22 (2000) 22. 
831 Rip 7-Dagan; Sillf-Dagan and Zimrf-Dagan. 
832 Milik-El: ARM 23 623: 48. Yazrab-El: ARM 1462: 24. 
833 Yasu-Addu: ARM 24 233: 1127. 
834 Kibir-Ea: ARM 1462: 23. 
835 lJabdf-Erab: ARM 24 233: II 21. 
836 Kapt-Erra: ARM 24 233: II 23. 
837 Iddin-lSbara: ARM 24 233: 1124. 
838 1.-R. KUPPER, ARM 1611 7; M. BONECHI, FM [1] (1992) 19f.; A. MiLLET, AF 22 

(2000) 22. 
839 Sumna-Dagan, Yanbil-Dagan and Yattin-Dagan. 
840 1.-R. KUPPER, ARM 1611 8; 1.-M. DURAND, TPH 118 n. 65; A. MiLLET, AF 22 

(2000) 22. 
841 Ya:)i-Dagan. 
842 Zimrf-Erab: ARM 24 232: 27. 
843 1.-M. DURAND, MARIS (1987) 220; A. MILLET, AF 22 (2000) 22 (Saggariitum). 
844 lsbf-Addu: ARM 24 233: II 51. 
845 Yawi-El: ARM 24 233: 1149. 
846 Ya:):)ib-Dagan. 
847 Sin-pilab: ARM 23596: III 9. 
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- Dasnln: located in the district of Terqa,849 it records four names: two with 
Dagan,850 one with EI851 and one with Um.852 
- Der: located about twenty kilometres south of Mari, in present day Abu 
K -1 853 Th . . ama . ere IS a smgle name for each of the following deities: 
Addu,854 Dagan,855 Erab856 and ISbara.857 

-: Dimtan: lo~ation uncertain, possibly in the vicinity of Mari. 85 8 There are 
five names with El859 and two with Ea860 from this place, and another five 
with each of the deities Addu,861 Amum,862 Dagan,863 Erab864 and 
Sln.865 

- Dunnum: located on the left bank of the Euphrates, in the district of 
Mari. 866 There is a single name with Dagan.867 
- Dur-Yabdun-UmlYasmab-Addu: located in the region of modern Der az
Z6r, on the bank of the Euphrates.868 From this locality there are three 
names with El,869 two with Addu,870 Dagan871 and Sln872 and then Ea 873 
ltur-Mer,874 IStar875 and Mamma876 with a single name each. ' 
- Ekallatum: located a little less than fifty kilometres north of Assur, on the 
bank of the Euphrates, virtually halfway between the Upper and Lower Zab. 
FroIl! this city come three names with Addu877 and with Dagan,878 Sln879 
and Samas880 a single name each. 

848 Ris·Sal1las: ARM 24 rev. 5'. 
849 Cf. above 74 n. 72. 
850 Lana-Dagan and Ya$$ib-Dagan. 
851 Yassi-EI: ARM 23 554: 31. 
852 Marbi-Lim: ARM 22 262: II 43. 
853 Cf. above 86 n. 143. 
854 Atte-Addu: ARM 21410: XI 16'. 
855 Nabi-Dagan. 
856 Yantin-Erab: ARM 23 596: I II '. 
857 fJabdu-lSbara: ARM 22 141v' 24'. 
858 1.:R. KUPPER, ARM 16/1 20 with bibliography; A. MILLET, AF 22 (2000) 19 (Terqa). 
859 Bll1lutlflza-EI: ARM 22 262: II 26. fJanni-EI: ARM 23 86: II. Laslli-El: ARM 7 180: v' 

IS'. Yasatti-EI: ARM 7180: v' 9'. Yasi-E/: ARM 7180: v' 12'. 
860 Damti-Ea: ARM 24 233: 14i Wm-Ea: ARM 7180: v' 8'. 
861 Muti-Addu: ARM 7180: v' 13'. 
862 Amum-malik: ARM 24 233: 148. 
863 Yal'e-Dagall. 
864 fJabdi-Erab: ARM 7 180: v' 14'. 
865 Yabmi$-Sill:ARM7180:v' 17' . 

866 1.-R. KUPPER, ARM 2611 10; 1.-M. DURAND, TPH 117; A. MILLET, AF 22 (2000) 17. 
867 Yarim-Dagall. 
868 Cf. 1.-M. DURAND, LAPO 16648. 
869 Appall-El: ARM 24 232: 66. Yar'ip-EI: ARM 1447: 18. Ya$i-El: ARM 9 253: 24. 
870 Addu-mutappli: ARM 23 439: 17.lbni-Addu: ARM 27153: 15. 
87 1 Abi-Dagan and Nabi-Dagan. 
872 Igmil-Sin: ARM 9 253: 25. Sill-iddinam: ARM 2611 252: 5. 
873 Ea-tillati: ARM 1447: 17. 
874 Iddin-Itur-Mer: ARM 1396: 12. 
875 Kaspu-IStar: ARM 1454: 418. 
876 Bur-Mamma: ARM 24 35:5. 
877 fJadni-Addu: ARM 2 45: 6 = 1.-M. DURAND, LAPO 16373. /Ii-Addu: ARM 7 212: 5. 

Yapab-Addu: ARM 7 212: 4. 
878 Hme-Dagan. 
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_ Emar: a city located on the site of present day Maskana, on the bank of 
the Euphrates. Dagan881 and Addu882 are the gods that occur most often in 

- El 884 IV 885 the onomasticon with two names, followed by Amum,883 , sarum 

and ISbara.886 
_ Ganibatum: in the district of Saggaratum, is the harbour of Dur-Yabdun
Llm.887 El888 is the god who occurs most often,_ with four occurrences, 
followed by Dagan889 with two and then Addu,890 Amum,891 Il-aba892 and 
Llm893 with a single name each. 
_ ijanna: located in the district of Terqa.894 There are four names with 
Dagan,895 three with El896 and both lStar897 and Nunu898 have one name 

each. 
_ ijazzikkannum: a ~illage V located ~n the ijabu.r triangle, about fifte.en 
kilometres south of SebniilSubat-Enhl.899 There IS only one name with 

Dagan.900 . 
-ijimmaran: a place in the district of Terqa.901 ~e.re are two ~ames with 
Dagan902 and Erab903 and one with each of the deities EI,904 Istar905 and 

Llm.906 
-ijisamta: a village located in the district of Terqa.907 The god ~ho occurs 
most often in the onomasticon of this city is El,908 with five names, 

879 Sin-iii: ARM 6 14: 17 = 1.-M. DURAND, LAPO 16384. 
880 Etel-pi-Samas: ARM 13 139: rev. 6' = 1.-M. DURAND, LAPO 1639. 
881 Dagan-malik and Kurba-Dagall. 
882 fJallna-Addu: ARM 23 523: 4. Ili-Addu: 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 6 (1990) 90. 
883 Ami-tanu: ARM 23 449: 67. 
884 Yansib-El : 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 6 (1990) 90. 
885 LiIll~-lSarulll: 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 6 (1990) 90. 
886 Tupki-lSbara: 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 6 (1990) 90. 
887 1.-M. DURAND, ARM 2611 p. 125; A. MILLET, AF 22 (2000) 22. 
888 Pikallza-El: ARM 21 395: 2. Yabki-El: ARM 21 395: 6. Yabmi$-El: ARM 21 395: 4. 

Yasim-El: ARM 21395: 10. 
889 Yallill-Dagan and Yassi-Dagall. 
890 LalJwina-Addu: ARM 21395: 16. 
891 Larim-Al1li: ARM ARM 21395: 14. 
892 Iddill-ll-aba : ARM 23 595 rev. 3'. 
893 Yaqqim-Lilll: ARM 21395: 13. 
894 1.-R. KUPPER, ARM 1611 13; F. 10ANNES, ARM 23 p. 236; A. MJLLET, AF 22 (2000) 

19. 
895 Rim-Dagan, Samsi-Dagan, Yakun-Dagan and Yaqqim-Dagan. 
896 Lama-E/: ARM 24 23: Ill' 10'.I-[xx ]-qa-EI: ARM 23 236: 56 = F. 10ANNES, MARIS 

(1987) 373 (copy). Yasim-ki-El: ARM 23 236: 51. 
897 Estar-isba: ARM 23 236: 55. 

19. 

898 fJinna-Nunu: ARM 23 236: 59. 
899 M. GUICHARD, FM 2 (1994) 244. 
900 Dagml-bel-mattilim. 
901 1.-R. KUPPER, ARM 1611 15; B. GRONEBERG, RGTC 3 97; A. MILLET, AF 22 (2000) 

902 Yaltill-Dagan and fJabduma-Dagan. 
903 Yallin-Erab: RA 73: v 34. Sibli-Erab: RA 73: II 30. 
904 Yallin-EI: RA 73: 1125. 
905 IStar-f/lIsri: ARM 23 236: 42. 
906 Yasim-Lim: ARM 23 86: 18. 
907 Cf. above in this chapter 81 n. 114. 
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followed by Addu909 with three, Dagan910 and Sin911 with two and 
Enlil,912 ISbara913 and Lim914 with one each. 
- ijumsan: a village located in the district of Mari,915 records four names 
with El,916 three with Erab,917 two with Addu918 and a single name each 
with Dagan,919 Ea,920 ISbara,92I IStar922 and Samas.923 

- ijurra(n): a place in the district of Saggaratum.924 EI925 is the deity best 
represented, with three names, followed by Um926 with two and lastly 
Dagan927 and Ea928 with one occurrence each. 
- ijutnum: located in the district of Mari, on the left bank of the 
Euphrates,929 records two theophoric names with Dagan930 and two with 
El.93 I 

- Iddin-Sin/Iddissum: a village in the district of Mari.932 There are only 
two theophoric names with Dagan933 of persons from this village. 

- Iltum: a village located in the district of _Saggaratum.934 Records a single 
name with each of these deities: Addu,935 Amum,936 Dagan937 and El.938 

908 Kibsa-EI: ARM 23 236: 37. Rimsi-EI: ARM 23 236: 24. Yakrub-EI : ARM 23 236: 29. 
Yasatti-EI: ARM 6 40: 5. Zimra-EI: ARM 23 236: 31. 

909 ISbf-Addu: ARM 23 236: 16. Muti-Addu : ARM 23 439: 3. Yarfm-Addu: ARM 23 236: 
39. 

910 Yassi-Dagan and Yasu-Dagan . 
911 Sin-gamil: ARM 9 256: 10. Sfn-reeusu: ARM 23 236: 25. 
912 Enlil-lpus:ARM26/15: 16. 
913 ISbara-aslya: ARM 23 236: 24. 
914 Yanub-Llm: ARM 23 433: 112. 
915 J.-R. KUPPER, ARM 16/1 16; B. GRONEBERG, RGTC 3 100; A. MILLET, AF 22 

(2000) 17. 
916 {faqba-EI: ARM 812: 4'. Yamaf!i-EI: ARM 22224: 3; 24 234: 14' 6'. Yar'ip-El : RA 

73: I 13. Zarabli-EI: ARM 9 180: 8. 
917 Balf-Erab: ARM 23432: 17. Yawi-Erab: RA 73: IV 14. Zimrf-Erab: ARM 24 1565: 12 

(= P. VILLARD, MARl 5 [1987] 632f.). 

5. 

918 lttin-Addu: ARM II 157: 5. Sumu-Addu: ARM 24 156: 13 (= MARl 5 [1987] 633). 
9 I 9 {fabduma-Dagan. 
920 Yaei-Ea: RA 73: I 10. 
921 Kapf-ISbara: RA 73: I 12. 
922 Bina-lstar: RA 73: 17. 
923 Samas-ill: ARM 9 253: 18. 
924 B. LAFONT, ARM 23 p. 323f.; A. MILLET, AF 22 (2000) 22. 
925 {fadamti-EI: ARM 24 232: 2. {fayama-EI: ARM 24 232: 4. Yaptuna-EI: ARM 24 232: 

926 Rip7-Llm: ARM 22 229: 9' . Yatar-Llm: ARM 24 232: I; 2717: 7. 
927 Yasub-Dagan . 
928 mm-Ea: ARM 8 100: 17. 
929 J.-R. KUPPER, ARM 16/1 17; B. GRONEBERG, RGTC 3 103; A. MILLET, AF 22 

(2000) 17. 
930 Kibsf-Dagan and $urf-Dagan. 
931 Yanabbi-EI: ARM 21 138: 4. Yawi-EI: RA 73: II 6. 
932 J.-R. KUPPER, ARM 16/1 17; J.-M. DURAND, MARl 5 (1987) 205; P. VILLARD, 

ARM 23 p. 562 n. a; A. MILLET, AF 22 (2000) 17. For the identification of the two names as a 
single toponym cf. J.-M. DURAND, TPH 117; RAl 38 III n. 114. 

933 Bablf-Dagan and Ana-Dagan-taklliku. 
934 ARM 23 p. 323f.; J.-M. DURAND, MARl 5 (1987) 192; A. MILLET, AF 22 (2000) 22. 
935 Llmi-Addu: ARM 23 437: 3. 
936 {fiznum-Amim: ARM 23 437: I. 
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_ Ilum-muluk: located in the district of Terqa, between Terqa and Mari.939 
The large number of names with El940 is striking, with a total of thir~y
three followed at a distance by Addu94I with eight names, Dagan942 With 
five, 'IStar,943 Um944 and Samas945 with three each, Erra946 with two and 

Amum947 EralJ948 and Sin949 with a single name each. 
_ Kiir-alJ-niirim: a quarter in the city of Mari ('The harbour o~ the bank of 
the river').950 There are two names with Dagan,951 two with Samas

952 
and 

one with El953 from this place. 
_ Kiretum: a village located in the district of Saggaratum,954 with only two 

theophoric names, both with Dagan.955 
_ KulbItum: a place in the district of Terqa,956 records the following 

deities: Dagan,957 El,958 Erra959 and IStar960 with one name each. 

937 Yaskur-Dagan. 
938 Zakuri-EI: ARM 24 233: 142. 
939 J.-R. KUPPER, ARM 16/1 17; B. GRONEBERG, RGTC 3 108; A. MILLET, AF 22 

(2000) 19. 
940 Aba-EI: ARM 22 328: 150 II 49 62 III 55. Banu-ki-El: ARM 22 328: II 28 32. {fa-[ ... ]-

El: ARM 22 328:1I 26. {fadi-EI: ARM 22 328: 11634 v 15. {faqubni-EI: ARM 22 328: 121 39. 
{fatak-pf-EI: ARM 22 328: v 17. lbal-pf-El: ARM 22 262: 164. lbil-pf-El: ARM 22 328: v 10. 
ISrubi-El: ARM 22 328: II 5. Kalf-EI: ARM 22 328: II 59. Kisati-El: ARM 22 328: I 51. Larapu
ki-El: ARM 22 328: II 57. Mabnub-El: ARM 22 328: III 27. Mate-ki-El: ARM 22 328: I 20. 
Mutuma-El: ARM 22 328: II 39. Mutimi-El: ARM 22328: II 9. Nub'}'la-El: ARM 22 328: v I I. 
Saku-mf-El: ARM 22 328: II 13. Sitra-El: ARM 22 328: II 7. Summa-El: ARM 23 82: 8. 
Tanubma-EI: ARM 22 328: III 6. Ustasni-EI: ARM 22 328: \II 3. Yadabta-El. ARM 22 328: II 40. 
Yabqub-EI: ARM 22 328: 1\I 17. Yama-El: ARM 22 328: II 44. Yarbam-El: ARM 22 328: 139. 
Yassi-EI: ARM 22 328: I 12 28 36 IV 9. Yaeduqi-EI: ARM 22 328: III 47 IV 12 v 8. Yaw/-El: 
ARM 22 328: v 25. [ ... ]anni-EI: ARM 22328: II 25. [ ... ]irbi-EI: ARM 22 328: IV 6' .[ .. . ]tu-El: 

ARM 22 328: I 52. [ ... ]W Ati-El: ARM 22 328: II 37 . 
941 Nubmina-Addu: ARM 22 328: II 4. $illf-Addu: ARM 23 86: 74. Yakis-Addu: ARM 23 

86: 75. Yalid-Addu: ARM 23 86: 68. Yapab-Addu: ARM 22 328: II 61. lasfm-Addu: ARM 22 
328: II 54. Yasmab-Addu: ARM 22 328: II 20. Zikrf-Addu: ARM 22 328: III 41. 

942 Ladfn-Dagan, [if 7-Dagan, Mut(u)-Dagan, Zikrf-Dagan and Zimrf-Dagan . 
943 IStar-pilab: ARM 22 328: III 29. lbbi-lstar: ARM 23 86: 67. $idqu-IStar: ARM 22 328: 

V 110. 
944 Askur-Llm: ARM 22 328: III 40, 51, IV 16, v 9. Samsf-Llm: ARM 22 328: V 2. Yanub-

Lim: ARM 22 328: V 5. Yapab-Llm: ARM 22 328 IV 18' , v 9. • 
945 Kapi-Samas: ARM 23 86: 70. Samas-b{ml: ARM 22 328: II 21. Samas-rapi: ARM 23 

237: 16. 
946 Erra-abl: ARM 22 328: II 28. Erra-gamil: ARM 22 328: II 13 58 IV 4'. 
947 Bunu-Ami: ARM 23237: 20. 
948 Ill-Erab: ARM 22 328: V 23. 
949 Warad-Sfn: ARM 22 328: 14,9, 14,29,43, II 22, 33, 52, III 7, 19,36,48, 57, IV 10, 

13', V 12,22. 
950 G. BARDET, ARM 23 p. 71 n. b. 
951 Abu-Dagan and Amur-Dagan. 
952 Samas-baeir: ARM 23 82: 7. Samas-tillat: ARM 82: 5. 
953 Summa-EI: ARM 2382: 8. 
954 B. LAFONT, ARM 23 p. 323f.; A. MILLET, AF 22 (2000) 19 (Terqa). 
955 LawUa-Dagan and Yasfm-Dagan. 
956 J.-R. KUPPER, ARM 16/1 21; B. GRONEBERG, RGTC 3 143; A. MILLET, AF 22 

(2000) 19. 
957 Dagan-epub. 
958 Ladfn-El: ARM 24 234: IV 10'. 
959 Yassi-Erra: ARM 24 234: IV 12'. 
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- Mari: among the people described as inhabitants, 'bedo~in' or people of 
Mari, there is a particular preponderance of names with Samas96I with a 
total of twenty-five names, followed by El962 with twelve names, Dagan963 

with eight names, Addu964 and Sin965 with seven, Ea,966 IStar967 and 

Nanna968 with three and finally, Erab969 ISlJara,970 LIm97 I and 

Ninbursag972 with a single name each. 

- Nara(n): a city in the district of Saggaratum.973 Records three names with 

Addu974 and Dagan,975 two with Amum976 and one with E1.977 

- Nibadum: a place in the district of Saggaratum978 that records eleven 
names with EI,979 five with Addu,980 four with Dagan,98I two with 

960 flabdll·!Star: ARM 21 56: 15. 
961, Ana-Samas-takliikll: ARM 9 24 II 32; 27 III [8]. t1qiil.ana.Salllas: ARM 9 24 146; 27 U 

2.ltti·Samas·milki: ARM 9 24: II 36; 27 III [12]. Kasap·Salllas: ARM 9 27: 17. Mannum·balu· 
Samas: ARM 9 24 116 10; 27 II 24 29, Miit-gimil·Samas: ARM 9 24: I 12; 27 I 12. Nar·Samas: 
ARM 9 24: IV 43. Ris·Salllas: ARM 9 24: II 35 IV 40; 27: III II. Samas·abl: ARM 9 24: I! 7; 27: 
I! 19. SamaS-andullr: ARM 9 24: I 25; 27: I 25. Samas·bani: ARM 9 24: I 13; 27: I 13. Samas· 
dumql: ARM 9 24: II! 52; 27 v 19. Samas-giimil: ARM 9 24: I 14; 27: IL 44. Samas-in·ill: ARM 
9 24 I! 9 [55]: 27: I! 27 III 30. Samas·Lamassi: ARM 9 24: ill [57]; 27: v 24. Samas·napisti: 
ARM 9 24: III [I]; 27: III 31. Samas·nisu: ARM 9 24: 147; 27: I! [3]. Samas·nari: ARM 9 24 1Il 
44; 27: v II. Samas-piqdanni: ARM 9 24 I 50; 27: II [6]. Samas·rapi: ARM 9 24: III 20. Samas· 
tappe: ARM 9 24: II I; 27: II 16. Samas-tayyiir: ARM 9 24: 13; 27: 13. Samas·tukultl: ARM 9 
24: II II; 27: 1132. Sa-Samas·kaluma: ARM 9 24: II 29; 27: III [5]. Warad·Samas: ARM 9 27: u 
13. 

962 Abum-El: ARM 9 24: III 2; 27: III 32. Adi-EI: TEM 3 ('bedouin'). Allab-EI: ARM 23 
152: 14. ARM 9 27: IV 14. Ayama-EI: ARM 9 27: IV 8. Miitl·EI: ARM 9 27: II 12. Milkil·EI: 
ARM 9 24: I 24; 27: I 24. Mutulll-EI: ARM 9 19: I; 24: I 37; 27: I 35. Yaplab-EI: TEM 3 
('bedouin'). Yasli·EI: TEM 3 ('bedouin'). Yaeqit-EI: TEM 3 ('bedouin'). Yanabbi-EI: TEM 3. 
Yasatti-EI: TEM 3 ('bedouin'). 

963 Dagan-basa, flitlal-Dagan, lbbi-Dagan, lddin-Dagan, Kiipi-Dagan, Yasilll-Dagan, 
Yassi·Dagan and Yasab-Dagall. 

964 Addll-sarrum: ARM 9 24: II 26; 27: 1130 1Il [2]. Babll-Addu: ARM 9 24: I 38; 27: I 36. 
Bunuma-Addu: ARM 924: 129; 27 129. lddin-Addu: ARM 9 24: II 40; 27: III [16]. Yaneib
Addu: ARM 24152: 17 10. YaHur-Addll: ARM 24152: 3. Zilllri-Addu: ARM 9 27: IV 6(?). 

965 Eribam-Sfn: ARM 9 24: I 40 [50]; 27: I 38 II 7. Lipit-Sfn: ARM 9 256: 7. Sfn-abam
iddinam: ARM 9 24: I [I]; 27 I I. Sfn-iddinam: ARM 9 24: 127; 27: 127. Sfll-ismenanni: ARM 9 
256: 2. Sfn-muballit: ARM 9 24: II 18; 27: II 37. Sfn-niisir: ARM 26/2 458: 15. 

966 Ea-tukultl.: ARM 9 24: 118; 27: 118. ltur-Ea:' ARM 9 256: 6. $illl-Ea: ARM I 102: 9 
14. 

967 BUllu-!Star: ARM 9 24: 141; 27 I 39. !Star-Ulllml: ARM 9 24: I! 52; 27 III 27. Tatiir
!Star: ARM 9 24: III [60]; 27 V 27. 

18. 
968 Lll·Nanna: ARM 9 24: IV 38. Nanna-Luti!: ARM 9 24: IV 37. Pi-Nanna: ARM 27 153: 

969 Uri·Erab: TEM 3 ('bedouin'). 
970 Ubara-sarrat: ARM 9 24: IV [3]; 27: V 32. 
97 I Babdi-Um: TEM 3. 
972 Ninbursag·ummi: ARM 9 24: III [37]; 27: V 5. 
973 1.-R. KUPPER, ARM 1611 24; P. VILLARD, ARM 23 p. 562 n. a; A. MILLET, AF 22 

(2000) 22. 
974 flanna-Addu: ARM 9 291: 11148'. flanza-Addu: ARM 2159: 27. Yaneib-Addu: ARM 9 

291: IV 13'. 
975 Abi-Dagall, Yasim-Dagan and Zimri-Dagall. 
976 AlIli-tanu: ARM 09 291: 11150'. flabdu-Ami: ARM 2159: 7. 
977 $iiri-EL: ARM 9 291: IV 7'. 
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Erab982 and with Amum,983 IStar,984 LIm,985 Sin986 and Samas,987 one 

each. 
_ Pallan: a place in the district of Mari,988 records one name with Dagan989 

and one with Erab·990 

_ Puzurran: located in region immediately south of Mari,99I it records four 

names with Addu,992 three with Dagan,993 two with I1-aba994 and lastly 

EI995 and Sin996 with a single name each. 
_ Qat.na: capital of the kingdom, locate? on the ban~ of !he Orontes. 
Records five names with Addu,997 two wlth EI998 and Samas999 and one 

with Dagan. looo 

_ Raqqum: village located in vicinity of Terqa. lool There ~e four names 

with Dagan,1002 two with Addu lo03 and EJl004 and one wlth Erab l005 of 

people from this village. 

978 B. LAFONT, ARM 23 p. 323f.; PH. TALON, Fs. Birot 282; M. AN BAR, MARl 5 (1987) 

642f.; A. MILLET, AF 22 (2000) 22. 
979 Anlli-itti-EI: ARM 23 87: 19. Babla-EL: TEM 3. fliqba·EI: ARM 9 291: IV 38'. Ka 'ala

EI: ARM 2387: 21. SambiLi-El: ARM 9 291: IV 47'. Sattu-pi-EL: ARM 9 291: IV 32'. Tiib
sumuLa-EI: ARM 2387: 25. Yanabbi-EI: ARM 2387: 13. Yarbi-EI: ARM 9 291: IV 37'; 22 222: 
II'. Yasim-EL: TEM 3. Yaskur-EL: ARM 23 87: 8. 

980 Astamar-Addll: TEM 3. flaya-Addll: ARM 9 291: IV 52'. Salllu-Addu: ARM 9 291: IV 
44'. Yaqqim-Addu: ARM 9 78: 1. Yar'ip-Addu: ARM 9 291: IV 45'. 

981 Binuma-Dagan, Dagan-tiri, Napsi-Dagan and Yasiib-Dagan. 
982 fladni-Erab: ARM 9291: II 2. Sumu-Erab: ARM 8 94: 7. 
983 AlIli-samub: ARM 8 67: 6'; 9 291: IV 35'. 
984 flabdu-lstar: ARM 9 291: IV 42. 
985 Ubi-Um: TEM 3. 
986 Sfn-iddinam: ARM 9 291: IV 40'. 
987 lll-Samas: TEM 3. 
988 Cf. M. AN BAR, MARl 5 (1987) 643; A. MILLET, AF 22 (2000) 17. 
989 Sumll-Dagall. 
990 Zimrl-Erab: ARM 9149: 6. 
991 Cf. bibliography above 157 n. 604. 
992 Astamar-Addu: ARM 24227: 11. !II-Addu: ARM 24 227: 7. Yasmab-Addu: ARM 21 

II: 29". Yasiib·Addu: ARM 24 227: 17. 
993 Lawila-Dagan, QISi-Dagan and Zimri-Dagan. 
994 Yabbi-ll-aba: ARM 24 227: 13. Yasmab-ll·aba: ARM 24 227: 15. 
995 Diini-EL: ARM 24 227: 6. 
996 EteL-pi-Sfn: ARM 24 227: 23. 
997 Addll-babll: ARM 6 15: 8 13. Ubi-Addu: ARM I II: 6 and passim (king of Qa~na). 

Napsi-Yandu: ARM 615: 10 Yarpa-Addu: ARM 614: 22. Yasllm-Yandu: ARM 6 22: 14. For a 
possible alternation in writing between Addu and AndulYandu due to the dissimilation of -dd
to -Ild-, which only occurs in Aleppo, Karkemis and Qa~na, cf. 1.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 
l77f.; LAPO 16 p. 579. 

998 Amut-pi-EL: ARM 21 255: 4 and passim (king of Qa~na). Mabniti-EL: ARM 21 333:. 
29'. 

999 AllLlka-Samas: ARM 21333: 31.1111ka-Samas: ARM 23 43: 8. 
1000 Yasim-Dagan. 
1001 1.-R. KUPPER, ARM 1611 28; B. GRONEBERG, RGTC 3195; P. VILLARD, ARM 23 

p. 481f.; A. MILLET, AF 22 (2000) 19. 
1002 Bunuma-Dagail,lddin-Dagan, !II-Dagan and Yaeeib-Dagan. 
1003 lbbi-Addu: ARM 22 262: I 18. Muti-Addu: ARM 22 262: I 57. 
1004 lbal-pi-EL: ARM 22 262: 121. $aduqi-EI: ARM 23 593: I. 
1005 1ll.Erab: ARM 22262: 149. 
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- Ra~um: village located in the region of the .!:Jabur triangle, near 
Andarig, I 006 records a single name with Dagan I 007 and Erab I 008 
respectively. 
- Saggaratum: capital of the district, located on the bank of the .!:Jabur, a 
little less than fifty kilometres from Terqa, as the crow flies. The god 
occurring most often in the onomastic on from this village is Dagan l009 
with four names, followed by Erab lOlO with three names, Sin loll with two 
names and lastly Addu,1012 Amum,1013 IStar l014 and Kakkal015 with one 
name each. 
- Saplratum: village of Suhum, very close to .!:Janat on the bank of the 
Euphrates.! 0 16 In this city the god occurring most often in the onomasticon 
is Addu,1017 with four names, followed by EI with three,1018 Dagan l019 
with two and Il-aba l02o and IStarI02l with a single name each. 
- Suhum: region of the Euphrates, south of Mari, its main cities being 
.!:Janat and Saplratum (the latter has been calculated separately; see previous 
entry). The deities occurring most often Addu l022 with four names, 
followed by EP023 with three, IStar l024 with two and Dagan,1025 Erab,1026 
.!:Janat l027 and Um l028 with one each. 
- Suqaqum: it is difficult to locate this village with certainly but it must 
have been south of Mari. l029 Records six theophoric names, each with a 

1006 P. VILLARD, ARM 23 p. 540; 1.-M. DURAND, MARIS (1987) 204 n. 20. 
1007 Dagan-saduni. 
1008 Jti-Erab: ARM 7 liS: 7. 
1009 fJabdu-Dagan, Yabbi-Dagan, Yakiin-Dagan , and YasJm-Dagan . 
10 I 0 Ebal-Erab: ARM 24 233: I 31. fJabdi-Erab: ARM 24 233: I 26. Yantin-Erab: ARM 

22 103: 39. 
1011 Iddin-Sfn: ARM 24 233: 121. ARM 1442: 12 (cf. 1.-M. DURAND, LA PO 16 p. 

343). 
1012 Zimri-Addu: ARM 24 233: I 20. 
1013 Amum-tanu: ARM 24 233: I IS. 
1014 !Star-tayar: ARM 23 543: 4. 
1015 Iddin-Kakka: ARM 24 233: I 14. 
1016 Cf. above in this chapter n. 479. 
1017 Astammar-Addu: ARM 8 75: 6 = D. CHARPIN, MARl 8 (1997) 342. Bunuma-Addu : 

ARM 8 85+A. 4304: 29 = D. CHARPIN, MARl 8 (1997) 343f. Pulsi-Addu: ARM 8 85+A. 
4304: 44 48. Yarim-Addu: ARM 8 85+A. 4304: 28. 

1018 Yabbura-El : ARM 8 85+A. 4304: 3 = D. CHARPIN, MARl 8 (1997) 343f. Yabsi-El : 
ARM 8 85+A. 4304: II. Yamlik-El: ARM 8 85+A. 4304: 38. 

1019 Mut-Dagan and Zimri-Dagan. 
1020 /l-aba-rapi: ARM 8 85+A. 4304: 27 = D. CHARPIN, MARl 8 (1997) 343f. 
1021 Sumu-!Star: ARM 8 85+A. 4304: 43 = D. CHARPIN, MARl 8 (1997) 343f. 
1022 fJadni-Addu: ARM 7 213: IS; ISbi-Addu: ARM 2 45: 3. Kibsi-Addu: ARM 7 213: 10; 

Pulsi-Addu: ARM 7 213: 13. 
1023 Babdi-El: ARM 2385:7; Bunni-El: ARM 24 170 + 24 258 (= MARIS (1987) 619): 

6' ; fJammu-EI: ARM 7 213: 12. 
1024 Suma-fstar: ARM 23 557: 7. Sumu-!Star: ARM 22 205: I 15'. 
1025 Samu-Dagan . 
1026 Yawi-Erab : ARM 24 32: 9. 
1027 $illi-fJanat: ARM 1383: 8. 
1028 Yaqqim-Um: ARM 2 30 + M.5282 (= D. LACAMBRE, MARl 8 [1997] 440f.): 19'. 
1029 P. VILLARD,ARM23 p. 558; D. CHARPIN, FM [I] (1992) 36; A. MILLET, AF 22 

(2000) 18 (Naser). 
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different god: Addu,1030 Dagan, 103 I Ea,1032 El,1033 Uml034 and 
Malik.l035 
_ Subatum: village near Mari, on the left bank of the Euphrates. l036 

Re~ords two names with Dagan l037 and one with Samas. 1038 

_ ~uprum: village on the left bank of the Euphrates very close to ~ari, on 
present day Tell Abu I:Iasan.!039 EP040 occurs most often In the 
onomastic on with two names followed by Dagan l041 and IStar l042 with one 
name each. 
_ Sagar Bazar: 1043 in the Ida Mara~ region, records fourteen names with 
Addu, I 044 thirteen with Sin,1045 eleven with IStar, I 046 nine with Ea, I 047 

eight with EI,1048 seven with Samas,1049 four withvErab,1050 three with 
Dagan, 105 I Isoaral052 and Um,1053 two with Salas l054 and with 
Assur,1055 Dentuml056 and Nissaba l057 one each. 
_ Sakka: this village on the left bank of the Euphrates In the vicinity of 

1030 Addi-la'i: ARM 21 138: 29'. 
1031 Yazrab-Dagan. 
1032 ARM 23 594: 124'. 
1033 Yarmi-El: ARM 21 138: 31'. 
1034 Abi-Um: ARM 8 96: 2. 
1035 Abdu-Malik: ARM 21 138: 30'. 
1036 Cf. above 134 n. 430 with bibliography. 
1037 Dagan-abland Yasu-Dagan. 
1038 Abl-Samas: ARM 23 59: 8. 
1039 Cf. above n. 141. 
1040 Yam~i-El: ARM 22103: 31; 104 18; lOS 14'; 10623'. Yasiib-El: ARM 22103: 32. 
1041 Iddin-Dagan: ARM 22103: 30. 
1042 Balu-!Star: ARM 7 226: 53 . 
1043 All the references to personal names from Sagar Bazar cited are indexed in the 

publication of the texts from this site by PH. TALON in OBTCB; accordingly, we do not give 
the exact citation of the text. 

1044 Addu-gamil, Addu-kinali ... ?, Addu-magir, Addu-tukultl, fJadni-Addu, fbal-Addu, 
ISbi-Addu, KapJ-Addu, Lawlla-Addu, Mebri-Addu, YarJm-Addu, Yasmab-Addu, Yasiib-Addu , 
Yawi-Addu. 

1045 Apil-Sfn, fJadna-Sfn, Igmil-Sfn, Ip!ur-Sfn, Sfn-bel-aplim, Sfn-ellassu, Sfn-iqJsam, 
Sfnma-ilum, Sln-magir, Sfn-rtipi, Sfn-remeni, Sfn-tiri, Warad-Sfn. 

1046 Bunu-IStar, fJabdu-IStar, IStar-Irradana 'um, IStar-kuzbi, IStar-lamassi, IStar-tappi, 
IStar-ummi, Istar-u~ri, IStar-[ ... ]kare, Talme-IStar, Zimru-IStar. 

1047 Ana-Ea-takltiku, Ea-andulli, Ea-kabta, Ea-lamassi, Ea-mudammiq, Ea-napisti, Ea
[ ... ]-sarri, fbni-Ea, Lipit-Ea. 

1048 Anna-El, fJadna-EI, Katir-El, Milkuma-El, Ya 'us-El, Yabatti-El, Yabbab-El, Yabqub
El. 

1049 Abi-Samas, Samas-gimlanni, Samas-i/um, Samas-niiri, Samas-tillati, Samas-tukultl, 
Samas-ublam. 

1050 fJabdi-Erab, Tin 'i-Erab, Ya~i-Erab, Zimri-Erab. 
1051 Ana-Dagan-taklaku, Dagan-neri, ISme-Dagan. 
1052 fJazip-ISbara, Ibbi-ISbara, Isbara-Semel. 
1053 Isar-Um, Sumuk-Um, Yarim-Um. 
1054 Salas-nigi, Salas-turaya. 
1055 Assur-beli. 
1056 DerUum-umml. 
1057 Nissaba-rabit. 
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Mari l05 8 records five names with EJl059 and Dagan,1060 two with 
Addu,1061 Amum,1062 Era/) I 063 and Sin l064 and with II-aba,1065 
KaJd<.a,1066 Mammal067 and Nunu l068 only one each. 
- Samdadii: village near Yabliya, in the land of Subfim,1069 records two 
nalJles with Addu I 070 and one with Dagan.1 071 
- Sebrum: village located in the immediate vicinity of the city of Mari, 
close to the canal. 1072 The documentation provides us with four names with 
I?1,1073 two with Dagan l074 and one with Addu,1075 Ea,1076 IStarI077 and 
Samas. I078 

- SUda: capital located in the vicinity of ijarran, which, together with 
ijanzat and Nibriya comprises the confederation of Zalmaqum,1079 only 
records one name with Addu, I 080 one with Dagan I 081 and one with 
Erab· 1082 

- Tadum: located in region v of th~ ijabiir triangle, halfway between 
ijazzikkanum and Kabat, near Sebna/Subat-Enlil.I083 Only records a single 
theophoric name with Dagan. 1084 

- Terqa: 1085 the holy city of Dagan records a large number of names with 
this god, a total of thirty-two in fact; I 086 followed by Addu I 087 with 

1058 D. SOUBEYRAN, ARM 23 p. 389; l.-M. DURAND, MARl 5 (1987) 226; A. MILLET 
AF 22 (2000) 17. ' 

1059 /janni-El: ARM 23 440: 9.lddinma-EI. ARM 21 II: 17. Rip 'a-El: ARM 23 440: 15. 
Yam~i-El: ARM 8 96: 7. Yasi-El: ARM 23 440: II. 

1060 AM-Dagan, Umf-Dagan, Malik-Dagan, Simbi-Dagan and Ttib-sillf-Dagan. 
1061 Addu-malik: ARM 7 180: II' 26'.lSbi-Addu: ARM 7 180: II' 20'. 
1062 Abdu-Ami: ARM 23 440: 20. Sumu-Amim: ARM 23 440: 7. 
1063 Simlf-EralJ: ARM 21 138: 47. Siimtil-EralJ: ARM 26/1 138: 46 
1064 Sin-iddinam: ARM 23 440: 6. Warad-Sin: ARM 7 180: II' 24'. 
1065 Il-aba-DU-IN: ARM 7 180: II' 23'. 
1066 Kakka-mallnu: ARM 7 180: II' 25'. 
1067 Iddin-Mamma: ARM 23 432: I 15. 
1068 Qfslf-Nw1U: ARM 7 180: II' 21'. 
1069 S. LAC KEN BACHER ARM 2612 p. 385 n. b; D. CHAR PIN, MARl 8 (1997) 363 n. 9; 

A. MILLET, AF 22 (2000) 24. 
1070 Hadni-Addu: ARM 22170: 3'; Haya-Addu: 23 20: 2. 
1071 Rip i-Dagall. 

1072 B. LAFONT, ARM 23 p. 245; l.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 433; A. MILLET, AF 22 
(2000) 17. 

1073 QiSlf-EI: ARM 23 595: 3. USlaSlli-EI: ARM 7180: III' 16' . Yasi-El: ARM 24 237 16'. 
Yawi-ki-El: ARM 24 234: I 10'. . 

1074 
1075 
1076 
1077 
1078 
1079 
1080 

Yasflll-Dagan and Yasub-Dagan. 
Ume-Addu: RA 73: 123. 
$illf-Ea: ARM 7180: III ' 14'. 
Tir-/Star: ARM 7180: III' 18'. 
Samas-Iukllllf: ARM 24 234: I II '. 
l.-M. DURAND, LAPO 16 p. 50. 
Sibktllla-Addll: ARM 2 65: 3. 

1081 /jammu-Dagall. 
1082 Bunll-Erab: ARM 7 219: 44. 
1083 D. CHARPIN, ARM 26/2 p. 133 n. c; MARl 5 (1987) 131 f.; M. GUICHARD, FM 2 

(1994) 244. 
1084 Daganllla-illllll. 
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twenty-three names, Samas l088 and Sin 1089 with twenty-one each, EJl090 
with twelve, IStarl091 with seven names, ErraI092 with four, Mamma l093 

with three, Um l094 with two and Eal095 Era/)1096 and Ninhursag l097 with 
a single name each. 

1085 As the onomasticon of the people of Terqa occurs basically in the texts from Mari 
and in the texts unearthed in Terqa itself, we shall distinguish between the names that come 
from either place: the names from Terqa are marked with an * and those from both sites with 
(*), leaving completely unmarked those that come ex1cusively from the royal archives of 
Mari. 

1086 Amur-sa-Dagan*(MB), Bitti-Dagan*(MB), Dagall-asraya*, Dagan-turaya* , 
Dagan-Illriya, (/j)abdu-Dagan(*), /ji~nf-Dagan*, Ibal-Dagan*, Ibbi-Dagall*, Iddill
Dagall(*), Irfm-Dagall*, Isih-Dagan*, I~i-Dagall*, ISme-Dagall*, 1S1Ib-Dagan*, Izrab
Dagall*, Kibrf-Dagan, Lawfla-Dagan, Milki-Dagan*(MB), Mul-Dagan, Napsf-Dagan*, QiSti
Dagan*, Samu-Dagan*, $illf-Dagall*, Turf-Dagan*, Yabbi-Dagan, Yasmab-Dagan*, Yassi
Dagan*, Yasu-Dagan* , Ya~i-Dagan* (MB), Yasiib-Dagan* and Zimrf-Dagan*. 

1087 Addu-banf: ARM 23 593: 6. Addu-kabar*: 1FR I: 29 44; 6 44. Addll-kl-abini*: 
MAOG 4: 35. Addu-rapi*: 1FR I: 4E 28; 9 3; 9 10. Addu-sarrum*: YBC 6518: rev. 5. Apil
Addu*(MB): PSBA 29: 20.lddin-Addu*: TFR I: 647. MAOG 4: 39./~~ur-Addll*(MB): RA 41: 
10. Milka-Addu*: Syria 37: 27. Qis-Addu*: 1FR I: 643. Napsi-Addu : ARM 7 280: 8. Ris
Addu*: YBC 6518: rev. 8. Stimu-Addu: ARM 7 280: 10. Sangu?-Addu*: VS 7 204: 43. Uqti
Addu*: TFR I: 5 45; 5E 41. Warad-Addll*: TFR I: 8 6 7; 8E 7 9 II. Yakun-Addu*: 1FR I: 3 13 
33. TCL I 238: 3. Yal 'e-Addu*: 1FR I: 344. Yaqqim-Addu: ARM 13 130: 13. Yar 'ip-Addll*: 
TFR I: II 7; TCL I 238: 37; MAOG 4: 33 seal; AO 4672: seal. Yasu-Addu: ARM 23 432: II 21. 
Yassib-Addu*: TFR 1: 668 30; 6M 6 8. Yasub-Addu*: TFR I: 341; 5 29; 5E 26. 

'i088 Ana-Samas-anattal: ARM 9 25: 6. Alkal-alla-Salllas: ARM 9 25: 18. Apil-Samas*: 
TFR I: 3 36. Bina-Samas .... ~·1FR I: 10 16. Ibbi-Samas*: 1FR I: 3 II 323942; 33 3. Imgur
SamaS*: TFR I: 836. Issib-Salllas*: TCL I 238: 40. MDOG 4: 36. IZI-[x]-Samas*: 1FR I: 4 
8'; 4E 8'. Mannum-iqhi-Samas*: 1FR I: 5 52; 5E 38. $illf-Salllas .... (MB): TCL I 237: 34. 
Salllas-abi: ARM 7 280: 7. Samas-asu(?)*:TFR I: 2E 34. Salllas-dumqi: ARM 9 22: 17; 25: 13. 
Salllas-gillllanlli*: TFR I: 6 7 9; 6M 7 9; 8 7: 8E 8 9 II. Samas-iddillam*: 1FR I: 11 I. Samas
mUlapli: ARM 9 25 5; 26 7'. Samas-nti~ir: ARM 2 84: 9. Samas-nisu*: AO 9055: 21; AC? 9056: 
19. Samas-rapi: ARM 9 22: 5; 25: 10. Warad-Samas*: 1FR I: 234; 2E 35. Yall~ib-Samas"": 
TFR I : 2 6; 2E 6; 5E 42. 

1089 Awtit-Sin*: YBC 6518: rev 4. Gimil-Sill*: Syria 37: 6; Syria 37: 26. Iddill -Sill*: 1FR 
I: 344; 642; 8 30; 45 2'; AO 9050: I. Idna-Sin*: TCL I 238: 50; MAOG 4: 35. Igmil-Sill*: 
TFR I :8E 8 10.lSme-Sill: TFR I: I 39. Sill-abllsa*: TFR I: 2 6 41: 2E 6 43. Sin-gamil*: 1FR I: 
3 38. Sin-ba~ir*: 1FR I: 2 32; 2E 32; 5 53; 1013. Sin-iddinam: ARM 9 25: 19; 26 24? Sin-[ .. .]
iddinam*: TFR I: I 30. Sin-imilli*: Syria 37: 30. Sin-kina* (MB): TCL I 237: 31. Sin-malik: 
ARM 22 38: 2'. Sin-musallim*: TCL I 238: 36. MAOG 4: 29. Sill-na-x*: Syria 37: 28. Sin
lIadin-sumi*: TFR I: 5 26; 5E 21; 6 48 54? TCL I 238: 35. MAOG 4: 14; TCL I 238: 19. Sin
nti~ir*: Syria 37: 28. Sin-plltur*: VS 7 204: 51. Sin-remeni: ARM 1442: 36; 21 56: 2; 23 237: 
13. Warad-Sin*: TFR I: 8E 27. 

1090 Addiya-El*: MAOG 4: 12. Arus-pi-El*: AO 10868: 4'. El-zakir*: Syria 37: 27. Ibal
pi-El*: TFR I: 3 30; 9 22 35. Mut-amna-El*: AO 9051: 2. Mllt-El*: MAOG 4: 4. Nubma-El: 
ARM 7 280: 6. Yadib-El*: TCL I 238: 45. AO 4672: rev. 20. MAOG 4: 32. Yakub-El*: Syria 
37: 4 28. Yassi-El*: 1FR I: 3 1637; 6 36; 8 25. Yasub-El*: MAOG 4: 9. Yazru-pi-El*: AO 
10868: 6'. 

1091 Awll-War: ARM 22 38: I'. Bablu-Istar*: TFR I: 929. Bina-lStar*: 1FR I: 9 23; VS 
7204: 4I.lddin-lslar*: VS 7 204: 47. /Star-tukulti: ARM 925: 43. Mtir-/Star*: 1FR I: 2 30; 5 
32; 5E 28. Qurrud-Istar: ARM 9 25: 17. Warad-lStar*: Awfl-lStar: ARM 22 38: I'. 

1092 Abdi-Erra*: AO 4672: rev. 19. Erra-gamil*: AO 4672: rev. 19. Melllle-Erra*: 1FR 
I: 65; 6M 5. YaSim-Erra: ARM 9 26: 8'. 

1093 Mamma-dunni: ARM 7 280: VIII' 3. Mamma-nari: ARM 7 280: VIII' II. Mamma
sara: ARM 7 280: VIII' 4. 

1094 Iggid-Um* (MB): TPR 7 4: 7'. /Sar-Um* (MB): TCL I 237: 8101936. 
1095 Amer-Ea*: TFR I: 9 31. 
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- Tuttul: 1098 the other great holy city of the Middle Euphrates region 
records nine names with Dagan,1099 six with EI,IIOO four with Addu I 101 
and Sin,1102 two names with Samas ll03 one with ISbara ll04 and one with 
LIm.1105 

- Urbat: located in the district of Mari,1106 records four names with 
Dagan, I 107 two with Ell 108 and only one with Sin. 1109 

- Yaburra: only records a single name with Dagan. llio 

- Ya'il: village on the border between the districts of Terqa and 
Saggaratum. 1111 There is a large number of names of people from this 
village. The best represented deities are Addu 1112 and Ell 113 with eleven 

names each, followed by Dagan ll14 with eight, IStar" 15 with six, 

1096 Abl-Erab: ARM 22146: 9. 
1097 Ninbursag-gamilat: ARM 9 25: [33] ; 26: 7'. 
1098 The origin of the names varies, some are from the archives of Mari and some from 

the archives of Tuttul. We follow the same procedure as for the names from Terqa: *: name 
from Tuttu1; (*): name from both Tuttu1 and Mari. No mark means that the name came from 
Mari archives. 

1099 Beblf-Dagan*, Bunuma-Dagan*, lddin -Dagan, Gimil-Dagan*, Kapl-Dagan*, 
Ladin-Dagan*, Rabma-Dagan*, Yassi-Dagan and Yasiib-Dagan. 

1100 Abuka-El*: MDOG 125: 41.IJanna-EI*: MDOG 1233: 15. Nls-El*: MDOG 1228: 
3. Pusa-EI*: MDOG 1233: 22. Yasiib-EI(*): ARM 1 18 (= J.-M. DURAND, LA PO 1643): 4; 
MDOG 1233: 23. Yawi-EI*: MDOG 1226: 2'; 1233: 18. 

1101 Babll-Addu*: MDOG 1225: 3; 123 3: 3. lJinna-Addu*: MDOG 122 7: 5. lbni
Addu*: MDOG 122 1: rev. 3. Pulbu-Addu*: MDOG 1233: 14. 

1102 lJinlla-Sin*: MDOG 1227: 5. Nimer-Sin*: MDOG 125: 51. Sin-ri~usu*: MDOG 
125: 1232. Sin-ublam: ARM 23 625: 5. 

II 03 
1104 
II 05 
1106 
II 07 
II 08 
1109 

Samas-abl*: MDOG 123 10: 3. Samas-na~ir*: MDOG 1233: 24. 
Zii-ISbara*: MDOG 1224: 14 (or Warad-l. cf. NABU 1991/114); 7: 6. 
Yakbar-Um: ARM 2611 245: 5 passim. 
P. VILLARD, ARM 23 p. 562 n. a; A. MILLET, AF 22 (2000) 17. 
lJalun-Dagan, Uml-Dagan, Rip7-Dagan and Drl-Dagan. 
Uqa-El: ARM 7180: III' 6'; Yasiib-EI: RA 73: I 18. 
Sin-muballi(: ARM 7180: III ' 7'. 

1110 Yasfm-Dagan: ARM 7159: 14. 
IIII J.-R. KUPPER, ARM 16/1 38; D. COLLON, MARl 5 (1987) 142; B. LAFONT, ARM 

23 p. 325f.; A. MILLET, AF 22 (2000) 22 (Saggaratum). 
1112 Addu-sarrum: ARM 23 596: IV 3. Bunuma-Addu: ARM 14 47: 12. lbal-Addu: ARM 

9291: I 29. ISbl-Addu: ARM 9 291: III 18'; RA 73: V 23. Yaggib-Addu: ARM 9 291: III 29'. 
Yabar-Addu: ARM 9 291: I 30. Yaqqim-Addu: ARM 2159: 2; 396: 2. Yarlm-Addu: ARM 9 291: 
II 7. Yarkab-Addu: ARM I 119: 16 (J.-M. DURAND, LAPO 16 81). Yawi-Addu: ARM 9 291: n 
12. Zimrf-Addu: ARM 8 5: 20. ARM 2159: I; 396: I. 

111 3 Ablbi-EI: ARM 9 291: II 24. Abil-pl-EI: ARM 9 291: 1II 13'. Bala-EI: ARM 24 232: 
47. Bunukl-EI: ARM 9 291: I 31. lbil-pl-EI: ARM 9 291: III 13'. Milkil-El: ARM 9 285: 2. Uqa
EI: ARM 9291: III 27'. Yaslam-El: ARM 1447: 11. Ya~adi-EI: ARM9291: 18. Yasiib-El: ARM 
9291: II 31 32. Yawi-El: ARM 9 291: II 29. 

1114 Dagan-kibrf, Dagan-nerf, lbal-Dagan, Ya~~ib-Dagan, Yaqqim-Dagan, Yasmab
Dagan, Yassi-Dagan and Yasiib-Dagan. 

1115 Bina-IStar: ARM 9 291: III 19'. lstar-aSiya: ARM 9 291: II 14. IStar-babla: ARM 9 
291: II I. IStar-yasba: ARM 9 291: 124. lJabdu-IStar: ARM 9 291: 135. Jddin-IStar: ARM 9 
291: 144. 
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K kk 11 16 Urn I 117 and Samas 1118 with three, Mamma I I 19 with two and 
I a I aA-. 1120 Erab 1121 and Ebara 1122 with a single name each. . 
~s~ ;riki~~' village in the district of Mari. 1123 Records two names with 

Dagan 1124 and one with El.I125 d f names 
_ Zibnatum: located in the district of Saggaratum, 1126 recor s Ive 

. d 'th E ab 1128 With Daganl127 an one WI r. I two 
_ Ziniyan: village between Terqa and Saggaratum,1 12: th~re ~~I on y 

h
· s one wI'th Dagan l130 and the other with Lim. 

theop onc name , . D E - os 
_ Zurubban: village located in the district of Terqa m the oura uro~th 

. h b k f the Euphrates. 1132 There are two names WI 
regLOn, on t e an 0 . h rb 1136 
Addu 1133 Dagan I 134 and Ell135 and a single name Wit s ara. __ 

T~o lists record de£ortees from the upper region of the tJab~r, between 
Gebel cAbdalcazIz and Gebel Singar;1137 this gives .us a generall~ea of the 

type of theophoric names best represented in the re~LOn. !he go~ I~~ted most 
often in the onomasticon of these lists is EI with fIfty-two names, 

1116 lddin-Kakka: ARM 9 291: 145. fKakka-isba: ARM 9 291: III 17. fKakka-tiiriya: 

AR~ rl9~;I~~~;: ARM 24 232: 44. Yabil-Um: ARM 9 291: III 30'. Yaqqim-Um: ARM 9 291: I 

26. 1118 Mar-Samas: ARM 23 427: III 8'. Niir-Samas: ARM 9 291 1Il 41 ' . Samas-diirf: ARM 

9 2~V/~ 8. Mamma-sara: ARM 9 291: II 3. Mamma-tare: ARM 9 291: II 23. 
1120 Larlm-Ami: ARM 9 291: 137. 
1121 lJabdl-Erab: ARM 9 291: IIl42'. , 
1122 ISbara-zamrati: ARM 9 291: IIl27 . 
1123 J.-M. DURAND, FM 2 (1994) 109 n. e; A. MILLET, AF 22 (2000) 17. 
1124 Ukal-Dagan and Yaskur-Dagan. 
1125 Maki-El' ARM 23 596 IV 1. 
1126 B. LAFONT, ARM 23 p. 323f.; A. MILLET, AF 22 (2000) 22. . _ 
1127 (lJ)abduma-Dagan,lbbi-Dagan, Yabni-Dagan, YaHrb-Dagan and Zrkn-Dagan. 

1128 Hayya-Erab' ARM 23596: II 21'. _ 
1129 P. VILLARD: ARM 23 p. 562; A. MILLET, AF 22 (2000) 22 (Saggaratum). 
1130 
1131 
1132 

Yasiib-Dagan. 
Yasiib-Llm: ARM 22 7: 4. 115', A. MILLET, AF 22 
B. LAFONT, FM [I] (1992) 100; J.-M. DURAND, TPH 

(2000) 19. 
1133 Yatti-Addu: RA 73: II 23 Zikri-Addu: RA 73: 1119. 
1134 lddin-Dagan and Yabbi-Dagan. 
1135 Arusi-El: ARM 23 236: 3. Ka 'ala-El: ARM 23 236: 2. 
1136 lSbara-pilab: RA 73: II 22. . . f J M DURAND 
1137 1. e. texts A.3151 and A.3652; fo~ the ongm of the deportees c. .- G DOSSIN: 

MARl 8 (1997) 597, in this article he re-edlts the texts previously publIshed by . ND ( 
The references to the PNN in these two texts are mdexed 10 the article by J.-M. DURA p. 
656f) so here we only cite the tablet number. . 62 A k' 

1'138 Abum-El: A.3562. Abu-£/: A.3562. Abumma-El: A.3562. Akr-El~ ~.3: .' sa 1lI

El' A 3562 Awatl-El: A.3562. Yama-El: A.3562. Baniika-El: A.3562. Banuml-EL A.3562. 

Bi~a-El: A.3562. Bunukl-E~: A.3562. Emiiqi-Ebl: AE·~?6~·3~~~W~yl;r:ei:5~3~:t-~~b~:;_~: 
lbal-la-EI' A 3562 lbal-pl-El: A.3562. La- un- ..' . 'b -
A.3562. Mata-kf-Ei: A.3562. Menf-EI: A.3562. Mutumi-El: ~:3~6~ (;;~Z;I-~:~n~~~i~2':~5~1~~ 
E~: ~.3562. Pada-!a-EI: A.3562. pakl-~I_:t:;;~il~2A.~~d~;kl-fu~m;df_EI:· A.3562. Uqa-kf-El: 

~1~1~~ff.I~~~~~~_~~a~I~;~ff.IYa\~~~;·A~3562·EY~b~t~;~~A:~~~~~~~lr~~~~·35~~;I::~~~; 
El: A.3562. Yakiimma-El: A.3562. Yamattl- . . ' . 
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followed. by avt a distance by Dagan 1 139 with twenty-seven, Addu l140 with 
twenty-sIx, Istar l141 with twenty-three, Erab l142 with twelve names 
L- 1143 . h . ' v 1m WIt nIne, ~Sbara 1144 and Sin 1145 with seven names each 

Samas l146 with six, Amum l147 and Erral148 with five, Ayya 1149 with 

three, Eal150 ~nd .tJanatl151 with two and lastly with one name each, 
~murru,1152 Astabl,1153 Deritum,1154 I1-aba,1155 Mamma,1156 Saggar 1157 

Salas l158 and Tesup.l159 ' 

A.3562. Yanlin·EI: A.3562. Yalliin·EI: A.3562. Yapab·EI: A.3562. Yasidna-El: A.3562. YasJm· 
El: A.3562. Yaskur-EI: A.3562. Yasniq·EI: A.3562. Yasi·El: A.3562. Yall/rna-E/" A 3562 v- . 
El: A.3562. ." . laWI-

1. 139 AbJ.D~g~n, Dagan'~lldul/J, Dagan·asraya, Dagall'W, Dagan·malaku, Dagall' 
mahk, Dagan,,~adl, Daga~l.na~/r, Da~an.lli!rJ, Dagan·samsJ, Dagan-IJrJ, !jammJ-Dagan , 
l~dlll-Dagan, !II-Dagan, Ku-o.agan, Mum-Dagan, Miitu-Dagan, NabmJ-Dagan, QerJ-Dagan, 
R,m·Dagall, S~~zal-Dagall, Tura-Dagan, Yab~IIl-Dagall, Yabul-Dagan, Yare-Dagan, YarJm
Dagan and Yasub-Dagan,. 

_ ~ 140 AbJ-Addu: A.3562. Addu-malik: A.3562. (Addu-nerJ: A.3151. Abla-Addu: A.3562. 
Belt-Addu: A.3562. Bunullla-Addu: A.3562. Ewri-Addu: A.3562. !jabdu·Addu: A.3562. JIJ
Addu: A.3562: Lime-Addu: A.3562. Milki-Addu: A.3562. Mut-Addu: A.3562. Mutlma·Addu: 
A.3~62. Napsi-Addu: A.3562. Nawar-Addu: A.3562. Pi/bu-Addu: A.3562. Uqa-Addll: A.3562. 
Yadlll-Addu : A.3562. Yamlik-Addu: A.3562. Yantin-Addu: A.3562. Yaqbi-Addu: A.3562. YarJIII
Addu: A.3562. Yashm-Addu: A.3562. Yasab-Addu: A.3562. Yiiwi-Addu' A 3562 Z'k --Add . 
A.3562. .. . I n u. 

1 141 ( oAna:/!lar-lakliikt~: A.3151 .. Ayya-ISt~r~ A.356~. Bina-lStar: A.3562. ISlar-andul/J: 
A.~562. Istar,,/1. A.3151. ISlar-kabar. A.3562. Islar-lIl1lk/: A.3151. (lStar-~illJ: A.3151. (lSlar
lal a: a.3151. lSt1r-lappJ: A.3151. lStar-lukultJ: A.3151. (lStar-ummJ: A.3151. (!jayu-I.ftar: 
A.3151; ~.3562. 0 Hayu-Kubaba: A.3151. /la-lStar: A.3562. Miir-lStar: A.3562. SillJ-lStar: 
A:3562.

o 

Slnzat-lstar: A.3151. Tabni-lstar: A.3151. TarJs·lStar: A.3151. Ter-IStar:' A.3562. 
ZlInra-lstar: A.3562. Zukra-lStar: A.3562. 

1142 AbJ-Erab: A.3562. Erab-EI: A.3562. I.fbJ-Erab: A.3562. KiipJ-Erab: A.3562. KibsJ
Erab: A.3562. LadJn-Erab: A.3562. SamsJ-Erab: A.3562. Siinll/-Erab: A.3562. Tamtl-Erab: 
A.3~f1j Yat/~-Ar(~b:.A.3151. YarJm-Yara~: A.3562. Zim'!-Erab: A.3562. 

_ Billa-Lin! . A.3562. !jammu-Llln: A.3562. lsar-Llm: A.3562. Yadar-Llm: A.3562. 
~~;~~i."n: A.3562. Yam/b-LlIIl: A.3562. Yapbur-Llm: A.3562. YarJm-Llm: A.3562. ZimrJ·LlIII: 

1 1:4 fjabdrlSbara: _ ~.3562. (l~bara.damqa: A.3151. I.fbara-malakJ: A.3151. (I.fbara
llab:~/4t.3151. lSb~r~.nen: A.3151. l!bara-ummJ: A.3151. Pandi-lSbara: A.3562. 

• . Adallal-SIIl. A.3562. AlIlat-SIIl: A.3151. Ana-Sin-taliiku: A.3562. fSin-narJ: A.3151. 
SII1-pilab: A.3562. Sin-rabi: A.3562. Sin-ublam: A.3151. 

1 146 0 Nar-Samas: A.3562. fSamas.dumqJ: A.3151. Samas-El: A.3562. (Samm'-ntlrJ: 
A.3151. Salllas·tappJ: A.3562. SlImmall-/ii-Samas: A 3562 

1147 - '. . -. "- -_ . Bunu-AIIII. A.3562. !jabdu-AlIlI: A.3562. Ibal-Amam: A.3562. Muti-Allli: A.3562. 
Sumu·Allllm: A:3562. 

1 148 Dan-Erra: A.3562. Erra-e.fub: A.3562. Erra-babit: A.3562. Erra-qurriid: A.3562. 
Palu-Erra: A.3562. 

1149 fAyya-nerJ: A.3151. fAyya-samsJ: A.3151. fAyya-umntJ: A.3151. 
1 150 Ana-Ea-takliiku: A.3562. Ea-malik: A.3562. 
1 151 !jabdu-Hanat: A.3562. Mut·!janat: A.3562. (UmntJ-!janal: A.3151. 
1152 Warad-Amurrim: A.3562. 
1153 lbal-Aslabi: A.3562. 
1 154 f Derltum-ummJ: A.3151. 
1155 QistJ-/l·aba: A.3562. 
1156 fYaWn-pJ-Mamma: A.3151. 
1157 Saggar-,$iilllil: A.3151. 
1 158 !jannJ-Salas: A.3151. 
1159 Arip-Tesup: A.3562. 
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Apart from these villages, the texts classify many names by their clan 

(giiyum). We shall now attempt to see the distribution of deities i.n the 

names of the people who belong to the clans where Dagan occurs m the 

onomasticon. 
_ Clan Amnanum: one of the five clans that comprise the Yaminite 

tribe, 1 160 there is only one theophoric name, in this case with Dagan.
1161 

_ Clan Nabanum: Sim'alite clan, with three names with Dagan
l162 

and both 

EJll63 and Erab 1164 have a single name each . 
_ Clan Uprapum: another of the five Yaminite clans. The gods Addu,1165 

Dagan 1 166 and EJll67 each occur in one name. . , . 
_ Clan Yabasum: is the most numerous and best attested Slm ahte clan. 

1 
168 

Of all the theophoric names of this clan, the god who occurs most often is 

Ell1 69 with ten names, followed by Sinl170v with five, Addu
l171 

and 

Daganll 72 with four, Mammal 173 and Samas l174 . with. two and 

Derttum, 1175 Ea,1176 Erat,1177 IStar l178 and Uml179 wIth a smgle name 

each. 
_ Clan Yakallit: Sim'alite clan, 1 180 there are seven names with Addu,1181 

five with EI, 1182 three names with Dagan 1183 and two names with Um.
l 

184 

1 160 For the Yaminite clans cf. M. ANBAR, Fs. Birot 17; PH. TALON, Fs. Birot 280; D. 

SOUBEYRAN, ARM 23 p. 361. 
11 6 1 Ya~~ib-Dagan. 
11 62 !jadnJ-Dagan, lbbi-Dagan and Zimrl-Dagan. 
116 3 !jatna-EI:ARM7227: 14';2462:7'. 
11 64 Muti-Erab: TEM 3. 
1165 Pulbu-Addu: ARM 2314: 4; 15:14; 16: 15. 
1166 Labun-Dagan. 
1167 Sama-EI: ARM 22 292: 7. 
11 68 PH. TALON, Fs. Birot 283. 
1169 Diirni-El: TEM 3. !jabdati-El?: ARM 23 235: 11 5. Ititr-El: ARM 23 235: 11 26. 

Plkama-El: ARM 24 235: 2. RJmsi-EI: ARM 23 235: 11 33. Summa-El: ARM 23 235: 1 42. 
Yabmus-EI: ARM 23 235: 1 43. Yam~i-El. ARM 23 235: 1 34. Yar 'ip-EI: ARM 23 235: 1 28. 

Yawi-EI: ARM 23 235: II 10. 
1170 Erib-Sin: ARM 23 235: II 38. Igmil-Sin: ARM 23 235: II 44. Sin-abusll: ARM 23 235: 

1141. Sin-ibni: ARM 23 235: II 13. Sin-iddinam: ARM 23235: 1148. 
1 171 Babdi-Addu: ARM 24 61: III 6'. Ipiq-Addu: ARM 23 235: 11 9. Nubllli-Addu: ARM 

23235: 117. Pilbu-Addu: ARM 23 235: 138. 
1172 Ana-Dagan-Iakliiku, (lJ)abdu-Dagan, lddin-Dagan and Yazrab-Dagan . 
1173 lddin-Mamma: ARM 23 435: 130. QJ.ftl-Mamma: ARM 23 235: 131. 
1174 Amursa-Samas: ARM 23 235: 1143. Samas-tillat: ARM 23 235: 141. 
117 5 Iddin-Derltwn: ARM 23 235: 1146. 
1176 Lipit-Ea: ARM 23 235: 123. 
1177 NapsJ-Erab: ARM 23 235: 121. 
1178 Amur-lStar: ARM 23 235: II 28. 
1179 Babdl-Llm: ARM 9 248: rev. 13'. 
11 80 PH. TALON, Fs. Birot 283. 
1181 Lawina-Addu: ARM 23 235: 11127. Yakitn-Addu: TEM 3. Yatar-Addu: TEM 3. Ya 'us-

Addu: ARM 7 227: 19'. Yawi-Addu: TEM 3. Ka 'ali-Addu: TEM 3. [ ... Iri-Addu: TEM 3. 
1182 Abuka-EI: TEM 3. Adi-EI: TEM 3. Arus-pl-EI: ARM 23 235: JII 28; TEM 3. Yalll~i-

EI: TEM 3. Yarim-El: ARM 23 235: III 29. 
1183 Salllsuna-Dagan, YasJm-Dagan and Ya~i·Dagall. 
1 184 Yakiin-Llm: ARM 23 235: III 29; TEM 3. Yanub-L1m: TEM 3. 
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- Numbeans: a tribe in the vicinity of the {JabOr and Kurda triangle. I 185 
Addu, I 186 Dagan 1187 and Lim I 188 occur with one name each. 

- Suteans: a group organised into clans living in the region south of the 
Euphrates, around Palmyra as far as Qa~na. Their main activities were 
transhumance, plundering urban centres and the slave trade. I 189 There are 
~ive n ames with EI,1190 two with Amum 1191 and Dagan,1192 Erab 11 93 and 
Samas I 194 each occur in one name. 

The following table summarises the information set out above and 

indicates the number of names in each region, with the percenta~e in 
brackets. We have grouped together the various villages in each of the 

districts to which they belong. Outside the administrative area of Mari we 

~ave grouped the villages by region or by larger geographical area that 

mcludes .the various countries. To the villages where there are theophoric 

names wIth Dagan, we have added the other villages with theophoric names 

so as to have the most accurate picture possible of the pantheon in the 
onomasticon of Syria in the first half of the XVIII century. I 195 

1185 
1186 
1187 
1188 
1189 

17 505f. 

M. ANBAR, TAM 112f. 
Yan~ib-Addu: ARM 26/1 6: 67. 
Zimrr-Dagan. 
Yarlm-Um: ARM 22 164: 9. 

M. ANBAR, TAM 88f.; F. 10ANNES, MARl 8 (1997) 408; 1.-M. DURAND, LAPO 

1190 Arus-pl-El: ARM 24 32: 7. Diidu-El: ARM 23 446: 27'. Yagmur-El: ARM 7 169: 12. 
Yarsi-El: ARM 7169: 11. [x-n]i-tu-AN: ARM 24 32: 8. 

1191 A.mi-malik: ARM 24 32: 11. t/abdu-A.mi: ARM 24 32: 10. 
1192 Yii~~ib-Dagan. 
I 193 Yawi-Erab: ARM 24 32: 9. 
1194 t/abdu-Samas: ARM 24 32: 15. 

I 195. To these. villages that have been cited previously in the list of toponyms with 
theophonc names wIth Dagan, should be added the following cities that have been included in 
the table. We list them grouped by the districts or countries to which they belong: District of 
Man: Atamrum (cf. M. ANBAR, MARlS [1987] 642; A. MILLET, AF 22 [2000] 18); Bab
nablIm (l.-M. DURAND, LAPO 16 p. 433; A. MILLET, AF 22 [2000] 17); ljiddan (l.-R. 
KUPPER, ARM 16/1 15; D. LACAMBRE, FM 3 [1997] 112; A. MILLET, AF 22 [2000] 18); 
Mislan (l.-M. DURAND, TPH 114; D. LACAMBRE, FM 3 [1997] 112; A. MILLET, AF 22 
[2000] 17); Naser (M. ANBAR, MARl 5 [1987] 643; cf. also as an independent district in 
some texts 1.-M. DURAND, TPH 117 n. 60; A. MILLET, AF 22 [2000] 17f.); Nu'abum (l.-M. 
DURAND, TPH 117; A. MILLET, AF 22 [2000] 17); Rabbiin (P. VILLARD, ARM 23 p. 582 n. b; 
A. MILLET, AF 22 [2000] 17); Tizrab (l.-M. DURAND, LAPO 16 p. 576 [text 377 n. a]; A. 
MILLET, AF 22 [2000] 17); Zakum (F. 10ANNES, ARM 26/2 p. 355 n. c; A. MILLET, AF 22 
[2000] 17); Zarri (D. SOUBEYRAN, ARM 23 p. 359; A. MILLET, AF 22 [2000] 17) and 
Zurmabum (l.-M. DURAND, TPH 115; M. ANBAR, MARlS [1987) 643; A. MILLET, AF 22 
[2000) 17). District of Saggariitum: Zarri-Amnan (B. LAFONT, 323f.; A. MILLET, AF 22 
[2000) 22); Zarri Rabbum (ARM 23 428: 28-29; A. MILLET, AF 22 [2000) 22) and Zapad (D. 
SOUBEYRAN, ARM 23 p. 360; M. ANBAR, MARl 5 [1987) 643; A. MILLET, AF 22 [2000) 
22). District of Terqa: Amiyiin (l.-M. DURAND, MARlS [1987) 230; M. ANBAR, MARIS 
[1987) 642; A. MILLET, AF 22 [2000) 19); Damiqan (D. SOUBEYRAN, ARM 23 p. 359); 
Gadlum (M. ANBAR, MARIS [1987) 642; A. MILLET, AF 22 [2000) 19) and Zabalum (M. 
ANBAR, MARlS [1987] 643). Eufrates-Ballb: We have included in this region the cities of 
Abuna (between the Ballb and the Euphrates cf. P. MARELLO, FM [I) [1991] 123) and 
Karkemis, together with those already mentioned previously Tuttul and Emar, covering the 
upper part of the Middle Euphrates region and part of Ballb. Subum: ljarradum (D. CHARPIN, 
MARl 8 [1997) 362; A. MILLET, AF 22 [2000] 25); Mulban (D. CHARPIN, MARl 8 [1997] 
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A B C 0 E F G H I 
Addu 30 (12,2) 26 (15,7) 40 (15,9) 6 9 59 (18) 5 31 (46,2) 1+1 
Amum 5 (2) 9 (5,4) 2 (0,7) 2 7 (2,1) 
Amurrum I (0,3) 
Annu 
Assur 1(0,3) 
Astabi 1 (0,3) I (1,4) 
Ayya 3 (0,9) 
Belet-Ak. I (0,4) 
Dagan 38 (15,5) 36 (21,8) 53 (2 1,1) 4 II 33 (10) I 4 (5,9) I 
Derltum 2 (0,3) 
Ea 14 (5,7) 2 (1,2) 3 (I, I) II (3,3) 

EI 62 (25,3) 39 (23,6) 54 (2 1,S) 4 1O 67 (20,4) 2 3 (4,4) I 
Enlil I (0,3) 
Erab 1 (0,4) 12 (6,6) 7 (2,7) I I 22 (6,7) 2 
Erra 11 (4,4) I (0,6) 7 (2,7) 5 (1 ,5) 1(1 ,4) 
ljanat 2 (0,8) 3 (0,9) 
ljebat 5 (7,4) 
Il-aba 5 (2) 2 (1,2) 1 (0,3) 1 1 (0,3) 
ltOr-Mer 1 (0,6) 
Bar 1 1 (1,4) 
Ebara 3 (1,2) 2 (1,2) 2 (0,7) 2 10 (3) 5 (7,4) 
Btar II (4,4) 4 (2,4) 11 (4,3) 2 39 (11,9) 6 (8,9) 
Kakka 3 (1,2) 7 (4,2) 2 (0,6) 
Lim 2 (0,8) 9 (5,4) 13 (5, 1) 2 13 (3,9) 3 (4,4) 
Mamma I (0,4) 3 (1,8) 3 (I, I) 1 (0,3) 
Nabu I (0,3) 
Nanna 4 (1,6) 
Nissaba I (0,3) 
Nunu I (0,4) I (0,3) 
Sin 18 (7,3) 7 (4,2) 26 (10,3) 4 23 (7) 
Saggar 1(0,3) 
Salas I (0,4) 1(0,3) 3 (0,9) 
Samas 32 ( 13) 5 (3) 26 (10,3) 2 17 (5,1) 2 4 (5,9) I 
Sauska 2 (2,9) 
Tesup 1 (0,3) 1 (1,4) 

.. 
TABLE 3. Comparative table of the geographIc dltnbutlOn of the deItIes that 

occur in the onomasticon of Mari. A = Distr. Mari; B = Distr. Saggaratum; C = 
Distr. Terqa; D = SuoOrn; E = Euphrates-Ballo; F = Triangle of the {JabOr; G = 
Qatna; H = Yamoad; I = Zalrnaqum. 

360; A. MILLET, AF 22 [2000) 25) and Yabliya (F. 10ANNES, MARl 8 [1997) 396; A. MILLET, 
AF 22 [2000) 25). ljabUr triangle: Asnakkum (l.-M. DURAND, LAPO 17 p. 480 n. b); 
Azublnum (l.-M. DURAND, LAPO 16 p. 423 n. c); Kabat (J.-R. KUPPER, ARM 16/1 18); Qa 
(M. GUICHARD, FM 2 [1994) 243) Qirdabat (l.-M. DURAND, LAPO 17 p. 480 n. b); Susa (1.
M. DURAND, LAPO 16 p. 479 n. a); Suna (D. CHARPIN, FM 2 (1994) 181); Tilla (M. 
GUICHARD, FM 2 (1994) 244; 1.-M. DURAND, LAPO 16 p. 114 n. a). In this section we have 
included names recorded in A.315 I and A.3562, re-published by 1.-M. DURAND, in MARl 8 
(1997) 627f., that he connects, generally, with the north-west upper Gezira (MARl 8 597); 
also included are villages in the vicinity of the Singar. Zalmaqum: Hanzat and Harran (l.-M. 
DURAND, LAPO 16 p. 50). 
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At first glance, the particular predominance of names with El in every region 
is surprising. This reference to El has to be interpreted, in this period, as the 
name for a god in the abstract. There is no temple or ritual or cultic act 
connected with a god called El (or IllIlum). Nor does he appear in any of the 
lists that catalogue the chief deities of the Syrian pantheon from the first 
half of the second millennium. El, as father of the gods of the Ugaritic 
pantheon, has not yet taken shape within Syria during this period. Thus we 
have to interpret all the references to this EI in the onomasticon as the 
appellative of an impersonal god, none other than the path towards a later 
'personalisation' of this divine being who was to become the father of the 
gods. In short, here we have the frozen image of an intermediate stage; the 
final picture is already to be found in U garit, in the Middle period. 1 196 

Dagan is clearly the main god of territories along the banks of the 
Euphrates. The district of both Mari and Saggaratum have a clear majority 
of names with this god (15,5 and 21,8% respectively); in the case of the 
district of Terqa, the evidence is even more transparent, since Dagan even 
equals the percentage of names with El, with about 21,1 %. In the region to 
the north of the Euphrates, the region we have called Euphrates-Balib, even 
though less represented, also has a similar profile, with El and Dagan with 
two names each, as the famous sanctuary of Dagan in Tuttul is the strong 
point of popular worship of our god. The region to the south of Mari, 
downriver, that is called the land of SubOrn, does not have many personal 
names, in the data available to us. Addu is the principal god with six 
names, followed by El and Dagan with four each. The meagreness of the 
data, however, does not allow us to obtain a very trustworthy profile of this 
land. In all the regions lying on the river bank, Addu is the god closest to 
Dagan with a percentage of about 15%. If we move away from the Euphrates 
basin, the data referring to Dagan changes substantially. In the region we 
have called the 'tJabiir Triangle', however, which has a larger area (and 
includes the district around the Singar), Addu is the best represented god 
with about 18% of the names, Dagan drops to third position, with about 
10%, overtaken by IStar with about 11,9%. Dagan, then, is a god who is 
very well represented in this area, however he is far from being the 'central' 
god, as in the Middle Euphrates region. The other region that is remote 
from the river and is important enough for any conclusion to be drawn is 
Yambad. Even though it has very few names in the archives from Mari, it 
has a good onomastic quarry in the texts from Alalab VII. There, Addu is 
the central god, with an undisputed percentage of the names, about 46,2%, 
followed at some distance by the second important deity, i.e. IStar with 
about 8,9% and then by ISbara andy tJebat with about 7,4% each. Dagan 
appears in fourth position alongside Samas, with about 5,9%. 

To summarise, Dagan is very well represented in the Syrian onomasticon 
of the Old Babylonian period, with the centre of his cult chiefly in the 
Middle Euphrates region, in a strip that runs from the Emar region to the 

1 196 On this problem, centred principally on the information from the Mari archi ves cf. 
1.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 152f., where in a convincing way he explains this impersonal 
reference to EI in this period. 
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land of SubOrn. He shares his 'kingdom' with other central deities such as 
Addu or the celestial gods Samas and Sin. Outside this central zone, Dagan 
has an important presence in the region north of the tJabiir; h0v.:ever, he 
loses the central position that he has in the Euphrates to the detnme~t of 
Addu. This god has the most homogeneous distribution throughout Syna at 
this time, from the Orontes basin up to the Tigris, and from Ida-mara~ to 

Qat.na. 

4.12. Conclusions 

The evidence for this period, chiefly from the royal archive.s of Mari~ but 
with important contributions from Terqa and Tuttul, pro~ldes us with a 
portrait of Dagan as the main and central .god of the. Mldd.le Euphrat~s 
region. He takes part in one of .the ~ost Important ntuals In the cultIc 
calendar of the time, the kispum-ntual, In the ceremony of the lJumrum. He 
is given the epithet of 'Lord of the Funer~ry Offering~ (Bel pagre)', 
offerings that were made not only in the ~Ity of Ma~I, but are al.so 
documented in Aleppo, with Dagan as the maIn protagomst, together with 
Salas and tJebat. The rituals and cultic ceremonies involving Dagan do not 
end here, as he also takes part in the liptum of the urubtitum-ceremony and 
in processions and journeys of the divi.ne statue,. a~l of them, howeve.r, 
poorly attested in the sources for a detailed descnptlOn of the~. All thIS 
cultic activity generated a bureaucracy to check the number of ammals ~o be 
sacrificed in the various ceremonies and religious acts. The sacnfices 
(nlqum) to Dagan are very well documented in the. administra~ive texts that 
allocate a specified number of animals for each deity, generatmg what have 
conventionally been called 'pantheons'. In general, these texts do not 
represent a 'total' and complete pantheon of the Syrian religion of the 
period, but they do reflect 'partial pantheons': the pantheon of the palace or 
the pantheon of the women of the palace, in which Dagan is also central. 

As for Dagan's consort, there is no explicit definition in any te15t from 
Old Babylonian Syria. However, there are reliable indicati.ons th~t Salas is 
Dagan's consort in this period as well. The fact of appeanng wntten u?der 
the disguise of Ninbursag has meant that her presence has gone unnoticed 
until 1.-M. DURAND identified her recently. The presence of Dagan together 
with Salas and tJebat in Aleppo, the forerunners in Ebla and later tradition 
(chiefly the list An=Anum) strengthen this hypothesis. .. 

The worship of Dagan rooted in the Middle Euphrates regIOn IS reflected 
in the texts by the importance of his various local dedications. Terqa excels 
as the main sanctuary of Dagan in this period in the light of the texts from 
Mari. The city is called 'Beloved of Dagan (Nartimat Dagan)' and the .~ings 
intervenes there to restore the temple or make sacrifices after a military 
victory. In this sanctuary they celebrated various ceremonies, among which 
stands out the re-enactment of the combat between the Storm-god and the 
god of the sea. The fame of the temple of Dagan of Terqa is also evident in 
the arrival of various chiefs and kings to sacrifice. The importance of the 
sanctuary also generated important administrative documentation that tells 
us all the artesanal work that was done around the figure of Dagan and his 
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statue, including the making of a throne that merited being named after one 
of regnal years of Zimri-Lim. The other great sanctuary of Dagan was in 
Tuttul, already known since the third millennium in the archives from Ebla. 
The documentation from Mari is not so generous as with the Dagan of 
Terqa, but we do know of a journey by Yasmab-Addu to this city and the 
dedication of a votive inscription by the same monarch to Dagan of Tuttul. 
The domination of this city by Mari was not well received by the priesthood 
of the temple of Dagan, who saw in the representative of the king of Mari 
(1J.a:j:janum) a threat to their leadership. The other temples dedicated to 
Dagan, like those of Mari, .subatum, Urab, ljakkulan, Saggaratum, Zarri
amnan and Dasran have much fewer texts, generally describing 
administrative matters (the issue of material for the sacrifices) or daily 
problems of temple life, such as the supply of certain products or the 
manufacture of items for the maintenance of the sanctuary. Of particular 
interest is Zimri-Lim's stay in the temple of Dagan in ljakkulan with a 
meeting with Yarim-Lim, the king of Aleppo and his consort Gasera. The 
fact that this encounter took place in this temple has an important symbolic 
meaning. 

The presence of Dagan in the oath formulae strengthens this central 
position that he held in the religious and administrative life of the Middle 
Euphrates region. He occurs there almost always and only the deities change 
or the kings who accompany him. Itlir-Mer, as polyadic god of the city of 
Mari, is one of these deities who often occur in the oaths accompanying 
Dagan; there are cases, however, where the local deity of the place where the 
matter is to be settled is added, for example ljanat in Sapiratum. 

One of the most prominent features of Dagan in this period is his 
important presence in matters relating to prophecy. Dagan appears very often 
giving messages to individuals (generally the iipiLU and the mu1J.1J.U) that 
they subsequently transmit to superior institutions. Dagan's intervention by 
means of these messages in the affairs of state is important and in certain 
problems of foreign policy the god intervened to give his vision of the 
matter and offer a solution. Divination and extispicy in particular also had 
their role in Syrian religion in this period, and some texts from Mari and 
Tuttul document this activity of personnel belonging to the respective 
temples of Dagan. 

Being the principal god, Dagan received special treatment from the 
monarchy, both of Mari and of Terqa. There are various royal votive 
inscriptions by these kings. In all of them, Dagan has a special role, so 
much so that he went on to become part of the royal titulary, the king was 
'The beloved of Dagan (Nariim Dagan)', 'The deputy of Dagan' (issak 
Dagan)' or 'The one appointed by Dagan (sakin Dagan)'. Dagan 
accompanies the sovereign in battle, bestowing on him a powerful weapon 
and a lasting reign. His identification with Enlil is evident from the use of 
traditionally 'Enlil' epithets such as Mullil or Nunamnir. Dagan's central 
position of leader within the pantheon of the Middle Euphrates region is 
reinforced in the 'Bilingual Pantheon' of Mari, in which Dagan has all the 
attributes of a sovereign god and father of the gods, equivalent to the duo 
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An-Enlil in Sumero-Akkadian tradition or the western El. of .th~ middle 
period. This portrait as father god is confirmed by the mscnptIOn from 
Aleppo and was to be continued later i? the texts fr?m Emar. 

The information from the onomastlcon only clInches the matter. Dagan 
is the best represented deity in the theophoric names of the regio? th~t goes 
from Tuttul to Subfim, only Addu is at his level and at a certam dIstance. 
Beyond the Euphrates the panorama changes and Addu is e~ev~t~d to the 
principal deity. Nevertheless, Dagan does n~t ~ease to have a slgmficant role 
in regions far from the Euphrates such as ljabur. 
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THE MIDDLE BABYLONIAN PERIOD 

If the textual material of the Old Babylonian period in Syria was basically 
centered in the lower area of the Middle Euphrates region, with the abundant 
information from Terqa and especially of the royal archives of the city of 
Mari, the Middle Babylonian period in Syria has its basic textual Source in 
the upper part of the Middle Euphrates region and the western region of the 
continent with Ugarit on the coast and Alalab on the bank of the Orontes. 

As in the study of the god Dagan, they are the two principal poles of our 
research. On the one hand, the abundant material found in the city of Emar 
and neighbouring centres, such as Ekalte and Azu, on the bank of the Eu
phrates, provide us with an amount of information that is important enough 
to obtain a (partial) portrait of Dagan and of his context in Syrian religion in 
the Late Bronze Age. The discovery of texts in Emar in the seventies has 
provided almost a thousand documents and fragments of tablets. Clandes
tine and official excavations carried out in the region neighbouring Emar 
have provided dozens more texts. On the other hand, and away from the 
Euphrates, the city of Ugarit, one of the commercial metropolises of the 
Mediterranean, is the other great source of information for this period. Un
fortunately, the city of Alalab provides us with very little material on Da
gan, its only relevance being its contribution to increase the volume of 
onomastic information of the period. The tablets found in EI-cAmarna, 
ancient Abetaton, in middle Egypt, only provide a single name from Syria, 
the only reference to that god in those archives. 

5.1. The Middle Euphrates region 

In this section we shall study the texts from the three main epigraphic 
sources of the Middle Euphrates region during the Middle Babylonian pe_ 
riod, that is to say: Azu (Tell al-I::Iadidl),1 Ekalte (Tell Munbaqa)2 and Emar 
(Maskana Qadima).3 In view of the large amount of material that has been 
found out of context in clandestine excavations, we have preferred to study 
all the material from these three sites together. In spite of everything, the 

All the epigraphic material from this site (fourteen tablets) remains unpublished; cf. 
R. Whiting's report cited by R. H. DORNEMANN in AASOR 44 (1977) 145f., and MoE 218f. 

2 Most of the epigraphic material (about one hundred texts and fragments) from this 
site remains unpublished; cf. W. VON SODEN, MOOG 114 (1982) 71-77. W. Mayer, MOOG 
118 (1986) 126-131; MOOG 122 (1990) 45-66; MOOG 125 (1993) 103-106; UP 24 (1992) 
263-274; M. DIETRICH - O. LORETZ - W. MAYER, UF 21 (1989) 133-139. 

3 Most of the eight hundred texts (out of a total of some nine hundred fragments) have 
been published by D. ARNAUD in Emar 6; however, clandestine excavations have brought to 
light a large number of texts from Emar or from neighbouring sites; for the publication of 
these texts cf. the bibliography in D. ARNAUD, MROA 2/2 39f.; cf. also the texts published 
later by G. BECKMAN in TVE. 
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roximity of the villages, and the similarity, both in conte~t an? in the 
formulary of the documents, allow a combined study without Impamng the 
fi nal picture. To all this must be added that the texts from Emar make. up 
the bulk and are the basis for our ~pproach t? t~e Middle .Euphrates reglOn 
during the Middle Babyloni~n penod. At thiS time, the city of Emar ,was 
under Hittite control4 since Suppiluliuma had conquered the lan.d of Astata 
towards the middle of the XIV century. Later, Mursili II rebUllt .:he city 
and Emar remained under the control of the province of ~arke.mls . Emar 
retained a local monarchy,S possibly with very few power~, .m s~lte of t~at, 
h r the city continued to be economically and admmlstratIvely actI~e 
a~;,e~~ ~he other hand, kept its local tra?itions: ~ortu~ately, part of ~hls 
activity can be reproduced thanks to the epigraphic fm~s .m Ema~ and ne~gh
bouring cities. In this way, a city on the edge of the H~ttIt~ Empire proVides 
us with a valuable picture of the Middle Euphrates reglOn m the Late Bronze 
Age. 

5.1. 1. The writing dk u r 

One of the characteristics of the texts from the Emar region is .the peculiar 
writing that was adopted for the god Dagan; alongside t?e c1a.sslcal syllabiC 

't' (dda-gan) that is well attested from the third mllienmum, the texts 
wn mg . .. . ft the 
from Emar and from the smaller cities in Its vlclmty 0 en u~e 

logographic writing dk u r to denote the chief go~ o~ the pan.theon m the 
Middle Euphrates region. The reading Dagan of thiS sign wa.s fIrSt propo~ed 
b D. ARNAUD6 and later confirmed by R. WHITING Without knowmg 
lRNAUD's conclusio?sJ At. first this ~den~ification :vas .b~se~ on the read~ 
ing of names written m cuneiform and m hieroglyphiC Hittite, prosop~gra 

phy, however, is enough to be abl~ to prove how t~e same perso.ns w~t? a 
theophoric name with Dagan occu.r m s?~e t:blets With th~ syllabiC wntmg 
and in others with the logographlc wntmg k u r.9 What IS the reason. for 
this 'regional' writing of Dagan and what is iJs ori~in? We have v~ry httl~ 
information to answer these questions. A god k uris well known m Man, 
however there is nothing that allows us to identify him with Dagan. 1.-M. 
DURAND has proposed identifying Mari dk u r with an ~~der~orld g~d 
Uubur. IO The most likely hypothesis is to connect the wn.tm~ k u r m 
Emar with one of the epithets common to Dagan ~nd E~lIl:_ ~ u ~ - g a I 
'The Great Mountain' already to be found in the Man of Zlmn-~Im I~ con
nection with Dagan. I I At Emar, Dagan is called k u r - gal m a lIst of 

4 Cf. a short summary of the history of Emar in this period in S. SEMINARA, AE If. 
S For a genealogical tree of the royal family of Emar cf. G. BECKMAN, TVE XII. 
6 RA 68 (1974) 190. 
7 R.H. DORNEMANN, AASOR 44 (1977) 146; MoE 219.. . . . 
8 Cf. the correspondence between the names written in cuneIform and In hIeroglyphIC 

Hittite in E. LAROCHE, Akk 22 (1981) 10f.; H. GaNNET, TSBR 198f. 
9 D.E. FLEMING, HSS 42 241. 
10 MARl I (1982) 85; MROA 211 186. 
II Cf. above 171 MA:T 177. 
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offerings,12 it is possible that this is the origin of the local way of writing 
Dagan.

13 
Leaving aside its origin, this way of writing his name spread 

throughout the whole of the upper Middle Euphrates region during the Mid
dle Babylonian period. It OCcurs in Azu, Ekalte, Emar and, indirectly, in 
Karkemis since a person from this city preserves this local writing in his 
name, found in a document from U garit. 14 As for the two scribal traditions 
of Emar l5 it seems that there was a clear tendency to use dk u r in texts of 
the 'Syro-Hittite' type, whereas 'Syrian' type texts more generally used the 
syllabic writing.16 

5.1.2. The rituals from Emar 

The contribution of the archives from Emar to the history of Late Bronze 
Age Syria is fundamental, since this period is particuarly poor in epigraphic 
finds in this region. There is, however, a distinctive characteristic of these 
finds in Emar, the texts include a large number of economic and administra
tive documents, as happens in any other epigraphic find in the cuneiform 
world, even though the archives from Emar provide us with a series of in
digenous ritual texts that assist us in understanding better the religion of the 
time and in some way complement the mythological and ritual documents 
from Ugarit.17 These Emar rituals have been and continue to be, an inex
haustible source of information and have led to a torrent of studies and to 
some extent, have changed the view of Syrian religion that had been h~ld . 
Next we shall study each of the rituals in which Dagan intervenes in some 
way. Considering the length of some of these texts and the number of du
plicates preserved, in many cases we shall refrain from reproducing the com
plete ritual, limiting ourselves to making a summary of its main 
characteristics and will only cite the passages that we consider most rele
vant. 

5.1.2.1. The zukru festival 

What is called the 'zukru festival (e zen)' in the texts from Emar is the 
most important festival of the cuI tic calendar of Emar of the middle period, 
the most elaborate and the longest lasting. The term that gives the festival 
its name has no clear etymology. One of the explanations connects zukru 
with Akkadian zikarum 'male' .18 The most plausible suggestion and the 
one that has been most accepted by scholars, however, is the one that con-

12 Cf. below 230 EM:T 6. 
13 Cf. D.E. FLEMING, NABU 1994116; TE 89 n. 174. 
14 Cf. F. GRONDAHL, PTU 306; cf. below Lad(a)-Dagan. 
15 For these two scribal traditions cf. D. ARNAUD, TSBR 9f.; C. WILCKE, AuOr 10 

(1992) 115f.; S. SEMINARA, AE 9f. 
16 Cf. the tables in C. WILCKE, AuOr 10 (1992) 138f. 
17 Most of these texts relating to the cult and to various religious matters come from 

Temple I, where the cuI tic library was found; cf. M. DIETRICH, UF 22 (1990) 41f. 
18 Cf. AHw 1536 s. v. zukrum; cf. also B. LAFONT, RA 78 (1984) II. 
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nects it with Semitic zkr 'to remember, recal!' with the meaning of 'to 
commemorate, celebrate in memory (of)' .19 . 

The first attestation of the ritual with this name comes from. the ~an ar
chives; specifically, in a letter from Niir-Sin to Zimri-Llm, m whIch the 
servant of the king of Mari demands the zukrum to Addu of Kallassu t~ be 

rformed.2o The Middle Babylonian texts from Emar preserve vanous 
pe 3 3' h' l' con manuscripts of the ritual, and Emar 6/3 ~ IS t e mam source or re -
structing the festival. Nevertheless, there IS also a b~dly da~a?ed m~nu-

. t that describes the zukru-festival as an annual festival and It IS possIble 
scn p . f th . t I 2 I The that this source corresponds to a much older verSlOn 0 e n u~ . 
basic structure of long version of the ritual and ~ost complete IS as fol
lows:22 the festival took place at the new year m ~he seventh year of a 
seven-year cycle. Dagan was the principal god of .t~e ntual, even though t~e 
text systematically mentions almost all the deItIes of .Emar pantheon m 
compiling the list of sacrificial offerings. T~e .long verSlOn (E~ar 6/3 373) 
emphasises the role of the king as the pnncIpal. ~fferer, unlIke the short 
version (Emar 6/3 375) where the king has no specIfIc role. . 

The beginning of the long version is ~issing, how~ver the sI~ple ver
sion preserves the beginning of the text WhICh has the title of the ntual and 
stresses the dedication of the festival to Dagan: 

EM:T 1 . I 
Tablet of the zukru-festival. When the city of Emar offers the zukru-festlva 
to Dagan.23 

According to this version, the first offering is of four ewes to Dagan .~n day 
14 of the month of Zaratu (the twelfth month24). Given the bad condItIon of 
the manuscripts of the long version, it is not possible to determine in which 
month the first offering was made that we can read in the text. In parallel 
with the short version, most scholars restore the same month, Zaratu. How
ever in his new edition, D.E. FLEMING, prefers to reconstruct the date as 
day 24 of the month of Niqalu (the second month) of the sixth ye~.25 After 
a distribution (ziizu) of food by the king to all the gods, a lamb IS offered 

19 R. ZADOK, AI ON 51 (1991) 120; D. ARNAUD, MROA 2/2 15; D.E. FLEMING, HSS 
42230 n. 116; EHRC 91 n. 36; E.1. PENTIUC, HSS 49 I 97f., cf. below 245 (5.1.9.17.). 

20 B. LAFONT, RA 78 (1984) II = l.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 291 and 349f. 
21 Emar 6/3 375. Cf. also D.E. FLEMING, HSS 42 230f.; EHRC 91; CS I 431. D.E. 

FLEMING, (TE 234f.) has re-published the zukru-ritual, collating the manuscripts and adding 
some joins to Arnaud's editio princeps. Here we follow the edition and new Ime-numbenng 
established by Fleming. . 

22 On the zukru-fest ival, in addition to the bibliography already cIted above cf. also D. 
ARNAUD, MROA 2/2 15f.; M.E. COHEN, CC 346f.; D.E: FLEMING, UF 24 (1992) 61 f.; RB 106 
(1999) 16f.; V. HAAS, GHR 571f. . . ki 

23 Emar 6/3375 1-2: [{UP-PI e zen zu]-uk-n l-nu-ma u rue-mar / [e zen zu-uk
raj i-na dda-gan i-na-an-di-nu . 

24 For the months of the Emar calendar cf. M.E. COHEN, CC 343f. 
25 CS 1432; TE 234s.; M. DIETRICH, UF 29 (1997) 116. 
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(pa'iidu) to Dagan'd lord o! the offspring (bel bukari) [line 12],26 and a sheep 
to the ~t~rm-god .( IM), Sa~as, Ea, SIn, Ninurta, [Nergal], 'The lord of the 
m~ket (]e.n k I, -v I a m), The lord of the baths' (de n s i - me), Ninkur, 
[Belet-ek~lh] and Istar of battle' (ta/JiiZI!)' The following day (25) [line 17] 
a processIOn of all the gods and the Sassabeyanatu leaves. The statue of 
Dagan, lord of the bricks (e n s i g4), leaves in procession with its face 
covered,27 the god is ac~ompanied by sheep, goats and cattle. After the king 
h.ad offered food and dnnk to Dagan a cow and a pure (ellu) Iamb were sacri
fIced. Afterwards, offerings are made to Ninurta and the Sassabetu of his 
temple and the statues of these deities go in procession towards the gate of 
t~e betylsv (k a v n .~-mes sikkiin.ati) where they were joined by Belet-ekalli, 
Sm and Samas with several ammals. After a series of offerings and a ban
quet, the consecration ceremony (qaddusu) was performed and the betyls 
(n ~ - m e s) are anointed with oil and blood. In front of the gate of battle 
(k a - g a I sa qabli) the ceremony of homage (kubiidu) to all the gods was 
performed. At ~he close, the food, drink and meat return (ela) to the city. 
Here ends the fIrSt part of the ritual, and immediately the text describes the 
ceremonies that were performed during the following year when the zukru
festival proper was celebrated. The ceremony began on day 14 of the first 
m~nth (s a g - m u) with the distribution of offerings of food, drink and 
ammals t~ the seventy .gods o~ Emar. A cow is as,:;igned to Dagan, lord of 
the 0ffspnng. On day fIfteen [Ime 44], the day of Saggar,28 Dagan, Ninurta 
and Sassaberu, Belet-ekalli, Sin and Samas of the palace go in procession 
towards the gate of the betyls. There are offerings of animals, food and drink 
for each of the six. deities .who. take part in the ceremony. After the banquet, 
the stones are anOInted with oli and blood. Before evening the statues of the 
gods return (sula) to the city and the ceremony of homage (kubadu) is per
formed. On the seventh day [line 75] of the zukru-festival, all the gods of 
Emar are revered (palalJu). 

At this stage the text [line 77] becomes a list of the various deities to 
whom offer!ngs of sh~ep, goats and cattle are made, as well as offerings of 
food and dnnk. The fIrSt to be mentioned is Dagan [lord of the offspring], 
followed by the Storm-god (dIM), Dagan (without epithet) and eleven further 
deities and then immediately Dagan of the palace followed by dedications of 
!Star. Afterwards, ewes and cereals are offered to Dagan, lord of the hole? 
(bellJarri), and after the mention of another deity, offerings are made to four 
successive dedications of Dagan: the 'two' Dagans, the Dagan, the lord 
cr~ator (belu q.uni), the Dagan, the lord of the camp (bel karase), a Dagan 
WIth a lost epIthet and Dagan, the lord of inhabited regions (bel dadml). 
~ext, eleven additional deities are mentioned. After specifying a new quan
tity of sheep and goats, food and drink and offering it first to the lord of 
Gabba, there are four offerings, followed by four gedications of Dagan: as 
lord of the valley (bel amqi), and as the lord of Sumi, Buzqa and Yabur. 

. 26 For the translation and interpretation of this (and other) epithets of Dagan to be found 
In the texts from Emar cf. the section on epithets, below 5.1.9. 

27 Emar 6/337315 = TE 23618: dk u r ens i g411~-~a i g i-.M kllt-Ill-mu. 

28 For an interpretation of this day as the full moon, cf. D.E. FLEMING, CS I 433 n. 19. 
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There follow thirty-two deities with the same offering29 and they go .back to 
make new offerings to dedications of Dagan, the lord of protectIOn and 
security (~alUli pazuri) and the lord of the g~ard. (maHaru). There fol~ow 
two more deities and Dagan again appears, thIS tIme as lord of the qUIver 
( ispatu) and with an epithet of uncertain interpretation (bet .lJa-pa-[S]u). T~e 
text continues with four more deities and finally, the tablet IS broken at thiS 
point and some 25 to 30 lines are missing. . 

At the beginning of the fourth column, the text [line 163] descnbes how 
the wagon [of Dagan] passes through the ':1iddle of the betyls. AI~o 
S Vsabetu and Ninurta are involved and the httle ceremony of homage IS 
~~ormed and the anointing of the betyls with oil and blood. 

p At this point the text is clearly different as it leav.es a blank of about 
eight lines.3o Next [line 169], it describes the processIOn of the. stat~es of 
the deities, how Dagan, lord of the offspring, is brought out With hiS face 
covered and the litttle ceremony of homage is performed. After a banqu.et, 
Dagan's wagon passes through the ~i~dle of tDe betyls, followed by Nm
urta. Afterwards, the animals are pun fled and Saggar leaves the temple of 
Ninurta in procession towards the city of Emar. 
Day 25 of Niqali [line 180], in the sixth year, Dagan and all the gods leave 
in procession to the gate of the betyls with their faces covered, both there 
and back. Dagan's wagon passes through the middle of the betyls, fol~owed 
by Ninurta and when the offerings are finished, they return to the cIty of 

Emar. h . I 
The following year [line 186], on day 14 of the first mont.' amma s ~ 

distributed to the gods. On day 15, Dagan, lord of the offspnng, leaves m 
procession with his face covered, together with all th~ gods ~nd the 
Sassabeyaniitu, for the gate of the betyls. There the appropnate offennfls are 
made. The same day, Dagan, the very father (abuma), goes out, and Saggar 
also. Before the evening, Dagan passes through the middle of the betyls 
with his face covered, the ritual is celebrated and the food is returned to ~he 
city. On the sixth day, animals are distributed to the deities. The followmg 
day [line 202'], Dagan and all the gods of Emar and. the ~assabeyanatu 
leave in procession with their faces covered. The p~escnbe? ntuals are per
formed and all the food goes back to the city. Dagan s face IS uncovered and 
the wagon is made to pass among the betyls; afterwards Ninurta does the 
same, and the prescribed rituals are performed. L~stly the tablet makes a 
final total of the animals used during the whole festive cycle: 700 lambs, 50 
cows and 12 sheep. . 

This ritual is fundamental for knowing the Emar pantheon and the epI
thets and dedications of the deities. Also, it was the most important ritual 
of liturgical calendar of Emar, since all the deities of that city took part in 
it. D.E. FLEMING (TE 133f.) connects the Emar zukru with the rituals of the 
akftu of lower Mesopotamia and with certain Hittite rituals. Common to all 

29 D.E. FLEMING's edition differs in the reconstruction of this passage, since it plac~s 
source B (Msk. 74290d + 74304a = Emar 612 608) immediately after line 135 of ARNAUD s 
edition in Emar 6/3 373. Here we follow the new structure established by FLEMING. 

30 Cf. D.E. FLEMING, TE 248; CS I 435 n. 40. 
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of them is the process' f d .. 
a return to their starti;O~ o. eltles towards a san~tu~~ outside the city and 
to him and h's . d' 'dg PI OInt. As fo: Dagan, of slgmflcance is the reference 

I In IVI ua presence In m f' 
was celebrated in his honour and h fi any J;Jas~ages 0 the ntual, since it 
H e eatures In It as head of th th 
h ~ shares many passages with Ninurta, the local god of the city ~/~n eo~. 

t IS way they form a duo: 'head of the pantheon' _ 'local od' t mar, In 
already seen in other centres of the Middl E h ~, hat we have 
with the 'duo' Dagan _ Itur-Mer. e up rates regIOn, such as Mari, 

5.1.2.2. The kissu festival to Dagan 

A s~ries of ta~lets fo.u.nd in Emar correspond to four rituals called kissu 
~edlcated to five deities: the first three to Dagan, Ereskigal and Ea res a:~ 
t~vely, and the last to the couple Ebara and Ninurta The et pe 
title of t~e festival does not clarify the real purpos~ of the yr~~~~.g\r~~~~~ 
e~ymolog.les have been pro~osed but with~mt a satisfactory result.3 I The 
klSSU festival was celebrated In the city of Satappi whl'ch I' h 
Ema 32 Th I' ' may Ie sout of 
b I r. ~ most e aborate ntual is the one that, according to the text 
~ ongs t~ agan33 although in fact it seems that the main prota onist w~ 

Nmkur, ~IS cons~rt. The festival proceeded as follows: 34 g 
f The fIrSt day IS the day of consecration (qaddusu) to the gods with 
. u7:' brdead and beer [line 4]. Afterwards, the statue of the goddess Ni:~; 
IS en own to the temple (of Dagan35 ) and an ox and an . 
f d At h' ewe are sacn-
IC~. h t IS mo:nent the nugagtu-priestess36 enters on the scene and 
m~ es t.e appropnate 'cries' or 'moans' (b u n-si). Part of the sacrificed 
ammals IS oftered to the. goddess and four tables are prepared, one for Da-
gan, o~e for IsIJara and Nmurta and two for AlaI and Amaza Th fi 11 . 
day [lme 10] offerings. ~f bread and meat are made to the ~ods eofo s~~In1 
a~d two lambs are. sacf:flced, a part being offered to the gods. Those char P:d 
With the consecratIOn (sarru3?) prepare a banquet and sacrifice the lambs

g 
in 

31 D.E. FLEMING suggests con t" . . h . 
even though f h . nec Ing It Wit Akkadian kussa 'throne' (HSS 42 258) 

one 0 t e manuscnpts of the festival calls it e z e I . ' 
Akk. lala 'abundance' (cf. HSS 42 259) F 'b . n. a, possibly related to 
'to cover oneself, conceal' (DLD 228 . r a Pos~IHle connectlo? ';"Ith the Semitic root k-s-y 
cf. D. ARNAUD MROA 2/2 24 C s.v. or Wit ebrew kese (full moon' cf. HAL 463) 
[1992J 299) t ' 'b . f. also M.E. COHEN, CC 351f. A. TSUKIMOTO (AS1 14 

ki~~u 'sacred ;~;:~,r~a~Sct~~~y~r:;I~~,te(~~~ t~~9t:r~ ::::~'I.i~PliCitlY connecting it with Akk. 
proposals in E.1. PENTIUC HSS 49 102f (h ...., . AD K 443f.). Cf. a summary of 

32 Cf D ' . e suggests translating It 'throne'). 
ZADOK, AlON ~t~~~~' l~fOA 2/2 13; for a possible etymology of the toponym cf. R. 

33 Emar 6/33852' enan - - S ... 
Satappi perform the kis;u-fest:~::;~~uD:;:~f.1 /Slnna kissa ana Dagan ippas 'When the sons of 

34 For the edition of the text cf D ARNAUD E 6/3 3 
M E COHEN CC 353 d D E F . . ,mar 85, cf. also the translations of 

. . , an. . LEMING, CS I 442f. Cf. also D ARNAUD MROA 212 23f 
HA~;, GHR 575f.;,D.E. FLEMING, HSS 42 255f.; EHRC 93f.·' .; V. 

HAAS, Gt~r;~ll.' In hiS temple' ina b"issu (Emar 6/3 385 5), D.E. FLEMING, HSS 42 170; V. 

;~ On the etymology of this priestess cf. D.E. FLEMING, HSS 42 104. 
I For the,dlfflcultles In explaining these celebrants cf. D.E. FLEMING HSS 42 94f h 
ater translated The men of the consecration-gifts(?), CS I 442 D ARNA' U' ., w 0 

. " 0 Interprets the 
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the temple during the three days. Then the high priestesses (n i n -
din g i r) of the Storm-god of Sumi and of Satappi offer bread and bever
ages. The fourth day [line 21], they get Ninkur up and in the evening the two 
damsels (e - g i 4- a) of the second day return to the temple of Udba with 
bread and beer. The singers (zamnuiru) enter and sing to Suwala and Ugur. 

In the kissu-festivals to Ereskigal and Ea,38 Dagan is not explicitly men
tioned in the text. Some scholars have claimed to see an epithet of Dagan in 
the title 'Lord of the house' ,39 however, there is no parallel to indicate that 
this identification is certain; D.E. FLEMING has identified this 'lord of the 
house' as a participant in the ceremony who is dedicated to preparing the 
animals and sacrificing them, as in the festival of the n i n - din g i r. It is 
possible that they were heads of clans, without being 'professionals' of the 
religious rituals.4o At the end of the text that describes the kissu to Ea there 
is a reference to offerings of bread to Dagan in his temple, however, the text 
is very broken and, in fact, we do not even know whether it belongs to the 
same ceremony as the kissu to Ea.41 

In the case of the kissu to ISbara and Ninurta, the reference to Dagan is 
explicit in making the statues of IShara and Ninurta return(?) to the temple 
of Dagan.42 There is another ritual connected with the kissu, however, that 
does not specify the deity towards whom it was directed.43 In the title the 
text speaks of the day of the consecration of the kissu-festivals in the temple 
of the 'Lord of the house' .44 The beginning of the ritual describes practi
cally the same ceremony as the kissu to Dagan, with Ninkur added, the 
priestess nugagtu uttering her 'moans' and laying the four tables. On the 
same day, sacrifice is made to Suwala and various offerings of vegetables are 
made. On the second day, sacrifice is made to the gate of the betyls, in front 
of Dagan 'Lord of the valley' (bel amqi). The remainder of the text is dam
aged; however, it seems to be a more complete version of the kissu to Dagan 
that we described above. 

The kissu festivals are the most difficult rituals to interpret in the whole 
of the Emar liturgy. D. ARNAUD has proposed seeing these festivals as a 
commemoration of the god(dess)'s descent to the underworld and his later 
resurrection. The fact of laying down the statue of Ninkur was a symbolic 
gesture of the burial of the goddess. The presence of the 'mourning-woman' 

term as singers (Emar 6/3 p. 381) followed by A. TSUKIMOTO, AS1 14 (1992) 303. M.E. 
COHEN connects it with the king (CC 353); V. HAAS and D. PRECHEL do not venture any 
translation (die sarru-Kultfunktionare/die sarru-Leute) cf. GHR 577; ISbara 83; E.l. PENTIUC 
inteprets the term as 'officials, rulers' (HSS 49171). 

38 Emar 6/3385: 27-38 and 386 I-II', cf. a new edition with a more complete exemplar 
of the kissu- festival for Ereskigal and Ea in A. TSUKIMOTO, AS] 14 (1992) 299f. 

39 AS] 14 (1992) 300 line 5 (ina bIt bel blli) and 302 line 25 and 38 (istu/i[naJ bit bel 
bili), for this identification cf. M.E. COHEN, CC 355 

40 D.E. FLEMING, HSS 42 97f., for a possible belet bili cf. HSS 42 170. 
41 Cf. Emar 6/3386 IS' -24. Cf. the different reconstruction by D.E. FLEMING (HSS 42 

154f.) of this fragment; even so, the bad condition of the text does not allow many conclusions 
to be drawn. 

42 Emar 6/3 387 25: Ifbara Nillurta ina bit Dagallu[sesibUsunut(J. 
43 Emar 6/3 388. 
44 Emar 6/3 388: 1: ina umi sa qaddusi sa isinni kissi ina bit Bel blti. 
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(nugagtu) would also favour this interpretation. Afterwards, on the fourth 
day the goddess is made to reappear (lit. 'raise' teba S). Following 
ARNAUD's interpretation, the underworld part would be personified by 
deities such as Se'61 (dsu-wa-la) and Rasap (dU - g u r).45 From another 
point of view, the fact of laying down the statue of Ninkur in the temple of 
Dagan may simply mean the sacred marriage rite between the divine couple. 
The presence of the priestess nugagtu may also take the same route. There is 
no clear indication to see this person as a 'mourner', the etymology of her 
name provides no conclusive data since the relation with Akk. nagiigu 'to 
shout' does not specify the type of shout made, whether a lament or simu
lated cries of pleasure.46 On the other hand, the connection between Suwala 
and Se'61 (su'iil) is possible, but not certain;47 Suwala may be equated with 
Nabarbi, Suwaliyat's consort, an Anatolian god identified with Ninurta.48 
D. ARNAUD strengthens his argument for the existence of gods who 'die' by 
means of the onomasticon, as there are theophoric names with the element 
yamut- which, according to D. ARNAUD, in principle may be related to a 
WS root mwt 'to die' .49 This interpretation has been questioned by 1.-M. 
DURAND, who suggests connecting yamut with mutum 'hero' and, as a 
result, the names would have to be interpreted as 'DN is the hero' .50 Re
cently, however, he is more cautious and prefers to leave this type of name 
as uncertain. 51 Whatever the interpretation may be, the connection with the 
root Im-w-tl is very unlikely. For all these reasons it is possible to connect 
the kissu-ritual with some kind of rite related to the commemoration and 
remembrance of the marriage of the divine couple Dagan and Ninkur.52 A 
more cautious interpretation is the one proposed by D. E. FLEMING who 
considers the kissu rituals as a simple commemoration ceremony of the 
enthronement of the deities, more specifically the 'thrones' (kussa) of the 
godS.53 

45 For D. ARNAUD's interpretation, cf. MROA 2/2 24f.; cf. also D.E. FLEMING, HSS 42 
171 f., who is inclined to the view that it is the 'symbolic' death of the goddess. 

46 On this possibility cf. M.E. COHEN, CC 352; D.E. FLEMING (HSS 42 173) clearly opts 
for a lament, based on Akkadian ikillu. 

47 B.B. SCHMIDT, IBD 126 n. 388. Cf. however the identification of it also made by E. 
LIPINSKI, OLA 57 3If.; OLA 64 97f. 

48 H.G. GOTERBOCK, RHA 68 (1961) IS; D.E. FLEMING, HSS 42139 n. 222; V. HAAS, 
GHR 332; RIA 9 I f.; EJ. PENTIUC, HSS 49 175; cf. also GLH 174 s.v. Nabarbi. Against the 
connection between Suwala and Suwaliyat cf. E. LIPINSKI, OLA 57 31. 

49 D. ARNAUD, MROA 212 24; CAAA 26. 
50 1.-M. DURAND, RAI 38 III n. 117. 
51 1.-M. DURAND, MARl 8 (1997) 609 n. 147. 
52 This is the interpretation proposed by M.E. COHEN in CC 352, however, the ritual text 

does not refer to Ninkur as 'fiancee' (e - g i 4- alkallatu) as COHEN says, but as two 'dam
sels' who are offered up during the evening, cf. Emar 6/3 385 29; D.E. FLEMING, CS I 442. 
Cf. the possible connection of the nugagtu in the enthronement ritual of the priestess n i n -
din g i r with the sacred marriage between her and the Storm-god in E. MATSUSHIMA, ASJ 
10 (1988) 96f.; this interpretation of the ritual could also apply to the kissu-ritual with the 
commemoration of Dagan and Ninkur. 

53 D.E. FLEMING, TE 16If. 
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5.1.2.3 . The enthronement of the mas'artu . . . the 

We know thitS r~tUt~e th~~~~a~~u~p~~~~~~S5~a~~s~~~~::5~:eh~~~t d~~~~':: the 
enthronemen 0 . ' d . i r of the Storm-

1 f the enthronement of the pnestess n 1 n - 1 n g h 

;oo;e ¥i~ ~~~!oi~e~:!~.s J:x:,n~~~:r~r~~:~~~~e~:~~;:, ~~l~;:~dd:y o~e~~~ 
eve 0 . onies and offerings of vanous pro ucts . n 
days in whIch follow the

h 
cerem t (malluku) 'when (the sun) shines' (klma 

the sec~nd day of the ent ron~~en u-ur-za),56 'a pure lamb and a she-goat are 
inarr:':llr), .a powerful ~ull jgDa a~ in front of the god, afterwards, cups of 
sacnflced 1~ the t~mp e. 0 gth~ rest of the food is prepared.57 The same 
Dagan are filled WIth Wllle and f llowin days but to different deities, on 
offeri~gs are made on each of ~h~h~ fourth

g 
to Ni'nurta, the fifth to the gods 

the. thIrd. day to t~; a~~~~~~~X;h to Ea.58 During the fifth day men of co~
(d 1 n ~1 r - m e (kind of) ceremony in front of the door of Daga~ (bab 

~~g~~)~::-f~~t~:atelY the text is ~roken and we do not know what kllld of 

ceremony or feast was celebrated. 

5.1.2.4. The ritual of the imistu . 

Known from a single and q.uite ~a~a?ve~ ~a~u~cri~tt ~tu s;es:s ut~~tu~~;~ 
ritual revolves round .the klllg

d 
(t-;t~tS-tt . sa the t~mple of Dagan (a-na e-ti 

~~ ~~~ t~u:~~;a~:;~~~~,s ;~SSi~I;,n~;~~~ temple o~ Annfa'thI~ i~~~~ ~~% 
. E W do not know the meamng 0 

royal ntual .from mar: e D ARNAUD interpreted imistu in relation 
h'ch the ntual takes Its name. . . . h th 

:it~ Akk. amertu 'inspection' ;61 it is possible also to connect 1~ Wl_t _ ~ 
. the late hour when the ritual was celebrated62 (a-na pa-m nu ba at 

~i~~~neg~an say little more.about this ritual as the state of the text does not 

permit any further concluslOns. 

~~ ~:a~n6~~y~~iogy related to Akkadian sa 'firu II 'to be yictorious, to :~~i~~ :~n~~~s~~ 
(AHw 1118 ' CAD SII 2) based on the connection of the pnestess WIth the : b D 
" " ' __ . EHRC 91' cf. however, the etymology propose y . 

Is tar (lstar tabaZl), cf. D.E. FLEMING, "t 'th the root Is-'-rI (cf. Akk. sa 'ani I 
ARNAUD, (TSBR p. 11; MR?A 2/2 20) who c(~~~~t~~ ~19991 96' HSS 49 117) connects the 
[AH w 1118]) 'behaart sem ; EJ. PENTTUC , ' 
term with the root It_c_rI 'to prepare (the table), arrange (DLU 483). 

56 cf. Hb. cryi (HAL 836f.); Ug. cr~ (DLU 90). d -I I miAS-GAR sis k ursa e 
57 Emar 6/337045'-47': I g [u 4 blu-url-za I ~ ~<i.S~GAR a-na pa-ni d k u r i-sak-

f[mas-ar-til 1 a-na e dk u r I-na-qu-u pa-an [~ u 4 ~ U , 

k ' 1 k "s g e "s tin ka-sa-ti-m e s sa k u r u-m[a-al/-Iu-(UI' 
an-nu a . . HSS 42 244 58 For this sequence of deItIes cf. D.E. FLEMING, , d • 

59 Emar 6/3 370 62': 1 Ii - me s ta-ba-Zl a-na k a k u [r .. ·I· 
60 Emar 6/3392. 3' t . DE FLEMING HSS 42 100 n. 96; EJ. 61 AHw 42 s.y. amertu II CAD N2 6 S.Y. amlr u, . . , 

PENTTUC, HSS 49 84f. 
62 Cf. Hb. 'emes HAL 66; Ethiopian meset. 
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5.1.2.5. The ritual of the benpa of the oxen 

This ritual known from a single exemplar63 that is quite damaged, espe
cially at the beginning, records a series of offerings to Dagan consisting of 
various kinds of bread, a Iamb? and a silver cup. The ritual was performed 
inside the temple of Dagan.64 The term benpa, which would provide basic 
information for the purpose of the ritual, remains uncertain. D. ARNAUD 
translates benpa as 'prosperite', proposing a Semitic root /h-n-b/ 'to blos
som' ,65 unquestionably related to Akk. banabu 'to grow abundantly' .66 
According to this interpretation, the ritual would be connected with the 
prosperity of the oxen. Nevertheless the form benpa is very irregular and D. 
ARNAUD's interpretation is rather hypothetical. D.E FLEMING suggests that 
this ritual is another fragment of a kissu-festival to some deity unknown to 
us,67 and the basis for this possible relationship is the similarity between 
the last fragment of the kissu to Ea68 and this ritual of the benpa. 

5.l.2.6. The ritual of the (d)ar-u-ri 

This ritual was defined by D. ARNAUD in his edition of the text as 'the 
ritual of the oracular stones', 69 and this interpretation of the text is provided 
by the presence of (d)ar-u-ri70 that D. ARNAUD related to the Hebrew root l
w-r/ 'to be awake, stir'71 that in Habakkuk 2: 19 is connected with stones.72 
As we may infer from the edition of D. ARNAUD, the (d)ar-u-ri are stones 
that were used as a way of interpreting the divine will and their interpreters 
were the nagirtu (nagirti sa ar-u-ri). In fact we can say little if we keep to 
what the text says; we do not know who exactly the (d)ar-u-ri are, nor 
whether they are singular or plural. About the nagirtu all we can say is that 
they are the feminine forms of Akk. nagiru, which means 'herald', and there 
is no reason why they are specifically interpreters of an oracle. 

What is clear is that the ritual was performed around the goddess Ninkur, 
even though other deities receive offerings, including Dagan who receives 
naptanu-bread.7

3 
Unfortunately, the text is very broken and it is impossible 

to specify where the ritual was celebrated and what the original name of the 
ceremony was. 

63 Emar 6/3 394. 
64 Emar 6/3 394 37: ina e dk u r k una [g. 

65 Emar 6/3 p. 397 n. 31. E.1. PENTIUC (HSS 49 67f.) proposed the reading bi-in-
ba

4, but 
does not offer an alternati ve translation. 

66 AHw 319; CAD jj 75f. 
67 HSS 42 155. 
68 Emar 6/3 386 = HSS 42 154f. 
69 The text has a single manuscript published in Emar 6/3 393. 
70 Emar 6/3 393 1, 3 (sa Ninkura), 8 and 18. 
7 I HAL 758 s. v. f-r-wl II. 

72 D. ARNAUD, Emar 6/3394 n. I; MROA 2/2 26 (*'ar'iir '10 que se despierta'). 73 Emar 6/3 393 9. 
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5.1.2.7 . The tJidasu of Dagan . v 74 f 
I what was called the new moon Cbldasu) 0 

During the month of tJa rna, lamb from the city was sacrificed 
Dagan was celebrated. In this .ceremony, a he eve of the 3rd day, sacri-
and the divine dagger stayed III the~emple. Ons t were filled and a bird was 
fices were. made in the .tem~~e ~tes~:~n;n C~Psingle document: a liturgical 
burnt. ThIS ceremo.ny ISth~ ~ain cuI tic activities grouped according to 
calendar that d~scnbfetShe new moon of Dagan runs as follows: month. The sectIOn 0 

EM:T 2 . da the ceremony of homage will be cele
The month of tJalma. the seconId hY' 'ng they shall fill the tasltu-cupS 

. h I f Dagan n t e evem 
brated ~n t e t~mp e. 0 . The third day (is) the new moon of Dagan. 
with wme. A bl~d will be bu,rntd' hall remain in the temple. The skm of A lamb of the city. The god s agger s 

d·· 75 the lamb (is) of the Ivmer. 

ki d of rocession since the text stipulates that 
Probably there w~s some ~ . ihe templ~ unlike what happens in the 
the god's dagger IS to. rhe~aI~:~ ualma goes' out accompanied by the dagsame month on day elg , w u 

ger.
76 

b . f the bird are liturgical 
The act of filling the tasTtu.-cuPhs and the

f 
urnElllmgaor' they occur in another 

. arely III t e texts rom, . 
actIOns that occur ve.ry r . thl calendar that describes dally litur ical calendar, III thIS case a mon y. ' . 
culti~ activities but, unfortunately the month IS not preserved. 

EM:T3 . oors' one lamb one litre [ .. .]. One litre of 
The day of the opemng of the d

f 
. . [ ]' cup of the king to Dagan. 

barley flour one tJizzibu-(cup) 0 wme, one ... 

One dove. f homa e [ ] they shall divide. One 
The second day the great _ceremony 0 x-cu g[ ... ·~hall they] sacrifice. they 
hundred ke,l'ru-Ioaves, 2 Pl~U-CUps, on~ ! In the evening [ ... ] one PI_ 
shall distribute seventy pigeons to t e go s. . 77 
geon to Dagan. They shall fill tasltu-(cups) [ ... ] of the city. 

. E b t has clear parallels in Hebrew 74 The tenn bidasu is a hapax In the texts from 3 m
f
ar, UU cf DLU 173f s v hdt II). D. 

. . Li inski 58 n. ; or g. . . . . . _ , 
and Uganlic (cf. D.E. FLE~lNG, Fs. , P d n Sem Ih-d-slSltltl 'to be new, renew oneself 
ARNAUD translates bidasu renovation, base 0 ·CC 359 ARNAUD also proposed the 
(cf. DLU 173 S.v. If:t-d-fl) follow~d by M.E. ~o7'g" , (E~ar 6/3 p. 425 n. 99'). Cf. also 
alternative reading bi-ia -ru 'the b,yaru-festlva 0 agan 

E.J. PENTIUC, HSS 49 65f. F L'" ki 58f _ DE FLEMING TE 274: 
75 Emar 6/344695'-101' = D.E. FLEMING, S. IPInS. . - b' '. k s _ g' est i n 

. . d'l . - dd -gan u-ka-ba-du 1 [/]-na nu- a-tl a k; 
it i dbal-ma 2 l-na U4 kl-ba: I l~n~ e a 1 .[_ I 3 bi-da-asdk urI u d usa u r u 1 

v • • 1 [-] I m use n I-sawra-pu I n a U4 v _ d 
ta-se-w-tl u -ma- u . _ _ v b 1 k v d u sa I u _ m Ii s _ <s u>- g I _ ba-ef-in-nu sa din g I r a-na e u-sawa u s u 

g f d. , , DE FLEMING TE 274: dbal-ma u-ei ba-ef-in-nu sa 76 Emar 6/3 446 102 -103 = .. , 
din g i r 1 e g i r-su [i]-la-ak. . _. g;!. S Iud u 1 qa [ ... ] 1 I qa z 1 _ 

77 Emar 6/3 463: 1-8: i-na U4- nll pl-lt-ba I g - m e v I d

k 
r I t u"",!e" 

. . sst i n I dug [ ... ] 1 sa lug a a-na u 
d a s e - m e s 1 b'-Z,-bu k a - g e _ . _ a (ZA)-zu lime-at n i n d a _ 
1 a-na sa-ni-i U4- mi ku-ba-da ra-ba-~ a[na .... b]u

R
- UU-S[' u-za- k]u r 170 t u

m
"!,"_ me 5 a-na 

V2dug plbu 1 dug ... SIS g U r4- r a - me s 
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According to D.E. FLEMING 78 th' t . 
of the ceremonies that were c' I bItS dexdt I~ a longer and more recent version 
. h e e ra e unng the new mo f D . 
In t e preceding text A third t t . on 0 agan cIted 
the new moon of Da~an within ~~ connected ~Ith the feast ends by placing 
dar devoted exclusively to the moen~n~a~~ltI~ calendar. A monthly calen
C~a-du)79 to the 'four paths' C' . 1

0 
I ~ CItes on day 16 IStar 'round?' 

. . ma s 1 a-I m m u ar b ) 80 Th' 
slOn IS also cited in the annual liturgical I d . - a . IS proces-
zabani,81 the month before Halma' h.ca en ar In the month of Mar
performed. In this way the months of ~a w IC_h.a new moon ClJidasu) was 
equivalent; they are two names for th rzabafll and Abu may be considered 
6/3 4 e same month 82 The s t E 

52, describes how on day 26 of Abu the do' am~i!.ext, mar 
e-da-lu) and Emar 6/3463 d 'b h ors were shut C 1 g - m e s 

escn es ow on the first day f th 
doors were opened Ccf. EM:T 3).' 0 e month, the 

EM:T4 

On the same <day> (26): two sabbutu-loaves of . 
geon, fruit to the a-bioi of the temple of D sec~nd qualIty flour, a pi
second quality flour, a pigeon, fruit to the t agan. wo ~abbutu-loaves of 

~~~:e:t~~~:~~~~fq~~~~d ~~:;i~ PA~~~n~ f~~i~~~~~~o~: ~~~e ~~~~::,b;~~~ 
During day 27: eleven litres of flour or' cerel:l d

o
t e temple of ISbara. 

mabbaru-cup of barley beer one mabb oUfh,. (one) bubar-cup, one 
geon, honey, oil, butter, ox' meat aru-cup 0. Wlfle. One la~b, one pi
figs, all the fruits, four pigeons ,~a~~~es::~t, fish (meat), apncots, curd, 
shall offer before the a-bioi of the temple of DagaCn~~~mony of homage they 

This text describes the ceremonies to be erf . 

:i::u, a period specially. dedicated to unde~wo~t::~ddU;:~:r~~~I:~:~~~; 
du~~eg ~~ea~~~~~~c~~~~~~g~ ~it~~~=al ddoc.umehnted in the city of Dr 

a an In t e eIghth year of Ibbi-

dingir-mes" . 
, r I [I u-za-a-zu I-na Ilu-[ba-at-tl. .. ] / 1 t umn'e" a-Ila dk u r s I' sku r ta-.'I'-a-tl' u-lIla- a - u ... ] / sa u r u. , 

78 Fs. Lipinski 60. 
79 This word was inter eted b ' 

siidu AHw 1073f.) in the edition of t~e ~~x~sR~~~D as chasse' (Hb. /e- w-d/ HAL 947; Akk. 
preted It on the basis of Akk sadu 'to 1 t kEmar, D.E. FLEMING (HSS 42 269) inter-

1 . . prow, 0 rna e one's rounds' (CAD S 57f) 
recent y FLEMING has preferred D ARNAUD' '. . .. ; however, 

80 Emar 6/3 452 21' . s InterpretatIOn, cf. Fs. Lipinski 61 n. 16. 

81 Emar 6/3 446 88': 
82 D.E. FLEMING, Fs. Lipinski 62 
83 Emar 6/345240'-46" ._ ..•• . 

I t umn'en . I na <U4-IIU> sa-a-su-nu 2 n I n d a sa-bu-ftJ] '.' fJ' I 
",n'e" g u run a-na a-bioi sa e d k u r / 2 n i n d a _ x' a ~ !. sl-na: 1- u 

tUg u run a-na e da-hi! 2 . d b m ~ , ea-ab-bu-ta Z I sl-na-fJl-lu I . n J n a sa- u-ta 1 t umu en 
n I n d a - m e s ea-ab-bu-ta Z ] Si-na-fJi-Iu'l m. ~ ~.! u n e n da-ad-Illi / 4 
ban I qa z] b a _ <b a>-z a d use n a-na e Is-fJa-ra / i-na 27 u4-mi I 
mafJ-fJa-ru k a s g est i n / 1 u d u ~ gt ~~~~rlla ~ u, g lIlafJ-fJa-~u k ass e I dug 
g u d u z u mas _ d 11 u z u k u / gB

b 
x b I - m e S I - nun - n a u z 1I 

'b b 6 a, u r - k u r - rag a b b go' , • 
~a - a g u run - m e s 4 «m use n» t umn'e" k b d' - ape s 
k u r sis k u r-u. u- a- I t U r / a-na pa-ni a-bioi sa sa e 

84 Fo thO . 
r IS connectIon between the month of Abu and h 

COHEN, CC 259f., 319f. and 454f. t e cult of the dead cf. M.E. 
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SIn; it also occurs as a month name in some villages during the Ur III pe
riod. 85 During the Old Babylonian period the month also occurs and a 
ab/pum ceremony in the fourth and fifth months of the year. 86 

On the other hand, text 452 refers to a cultic tapas with an obvious con
nection with the month of ab/pum, it is the case of the a-bioi of the tem
ple.87 This term has had several interpretations: 

1. In his edition of the texts from Emar D. ARNAUD interpreted the term 
as 'sea' on the basis of pairing of IStar sa abi with dia-a-mi in the zukru
festival. 88 

2. Another possible interpretation is to relate it to a type of pit or hole89 

as a way of being connected with the next world.9o 

3. It has been connected with Semitic abu 'father, ancestor' .91 With this 
interpretation only the etymology of the term would be changed, however 
the source of the ritual would be the same as in the case of 'hole': the cult of 
the dead. 

4. Another interpretation based on the underworld is to see a-bioi as a 
tumulus, imitating those on tombs, in order to make contact with the next 
world.92 

5. W.T. PITARD claims to see in the term a-bioi a type of person (abbu) 
in charge of the temples and other buildings (kallu and bit tukli) who re
ceives yearly provisions during the month of abu.93 

6. E.J. PENTIUC tentatively proposed understanding this term as a kind 
of porch at the entrance of the temple, where the offerings were laid out.94 

Given the close relationship of the month of Abu with the cult of the 
dead, the most plausible interpretation seems to be that aba (a-bi-i/a-bi) was 
connected in some way with the underworld; what we cannot know is the 
type of cultic tapas in question. A hole seems the most likely. However, as 

85 W. SALLABERGER, KKUZ I 205f. 
86 Cf. W. SALLABERGER, KKUZ 1 206 n. 980. 
87 Apart from the connections with Dagan, there is an a-bioi in the temple of Ninkur 

(Emar 6/3 452 33'), one in the temple of Alai (Emar 6/3 452 41 '); one in the palace (Emar 
4526/3 39' a-na a-bioi sa i-kdl-Ii) and another in the bu tukli (Emar 452 6/3 32' and 52'. For 
the various interpretations of bft tukli cf. D.E. FLEMING, HSS 42 115 with bibliography; W.T. 
PITARD translates 'aha of the storehouse' cf. EHRC 130f.). Text 446 also records an offering 
a-na a-bi e din g i r (Emar 6/3 446 79'), but unfortunately the state of the text does not 
allow us to know the month during which these offerings were made. 

88 Emar 6/337392; cf. Akk. ayabba, AHw 23 s.v. a(j)jabba; CAD All 221 s.v. ajabba 
and ajabbu and on the same page the discussion on the connection with Sum. a - a b - b a, 
a b - b a. 

89 Cf. Hurr. a-a-bi, GLH 34f.; Akk. apu, CAD AI2 201; Sum. a b, W.W: HALLO - J.J.A. 
VAN DlJK, The Exaltation of Inanna. Yale Near Eastern Researches 3. New Haven, 1968, 70. 
Cf. also M.E. COHEN, CC 260; M. SIGRIST, aLA 55 408; D.E. FLEMING, HSS 42115; 1.-M. DE 
TARRAGON, RSOu 11209. 

90 Cf. Hb. 'ob 'Totengeist' (HAL 19f.). 
91 On this term in the texts from Emar cf. a detailed discussion with extensive bibliogra-

phy in 1. OLIVA, NABU 1993/94. 
92 M.E. COHEN, CC 261 with the parallels in Nippur. 
93 W.T. PITARD, EHRC 136. 
94 EJ. PENTIUC, HSS 49 24 (Hb. ciib HAL 730). 
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:~~t:~~:~c~~! f~~~t~~ 0;f~5 .the expressio~ 'befor~ (ana pani) the a-hi-i' 
the hole as would b enng was not hbated, It was not poured into 

reference to offerings e ~;!~C~~~'a I;a~~t~h~f ~~~~~th~ng, there is only one 
always offerings 'to' (ana). It should also b a t

l 
d
l
, the other references are 

n A ( • k ).. e no e t at the use of the verb 

r:e~~rt~:I!ss, ~: ~~~;St~~~~s to ~onnections with deities and/or the dead 

applied to living people,96 on ~hne Yot~~~ ~~~~rr~~~e f;~e~~:;~hverb naqu is 
~O?y ?f homa?e is celebrated 'in the gate of' the cemete '97 ~ great cere-

dllldIdc~;IOn for lllterpreting the ritual in connection wit;;' the I~u~~eor~hre 
~. e 

. In t.his way, and returning to the new moon (I. 
h 

(Jidasu), the pattern of rela-
tIOns Ip among the three texts is as follows: 

446 463 452 
Day 16 Marzabani Day 16 Abu 
IStar's 'round' (sa-du). IStar's 'round' (sa-du). 

Day 26 Abu 
Closure of the doors. 

1 Halma Day 1 month x 
Opening of the doors. 
1 bird to Dagan. 

2 of Halma Day 2 month x 
kubadu in the temple of kubadu. 
Dagan. Cups are filled. A Various offerings of food 
bird is burnt. and drink. 70 birds to the 

gods. One bird to Dagan. 
Cups are filled. 

3 Halma 
tfidasu of Dagan. 
1 lamb of the city. 
Thedaggerto the temple. 
The skin for the diviner. 

TABLE 4. Relationshi p between Emar 6/3 446, 463 and 452. 

The ceremo~y. of the new moon-f:Jidasu of Dagan, during the month of 
AfbUhlMarzabam represents the transition from a period dedicated to the forces 
o t e next world to a better and more favourable time to the livin and 
nature, and, paradoxically, is an 'annual' new moon. It is the most i~ or
tant new moon of the year and Dagan, as head of the pantheon and fathtr of 

:! EHRC 136; cf. also D.E: FLEMING, HSS 42 300. 
Cf. W.T. P1TARD, EHRC 132f. 

:~ Emar 6/345235': i-na k Ii k i - m a b ku-ba-da g a I d u-su. 

W.T. P1T~~Dh~W:~~C ~;3at~empt to ~~prov~ t~is interpretation based on the next world by 
seems to me much more pia~s:~;~e t~an l:h~bJer~tlOns, the connection with the cult of the dead 
charge of the buildings. p posal of the provIsIon of food to persons in 
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the gods has a primordial role in it, both in the liturgical actions and in 

receiving the offerings. 

5.1.2.8. Dagan and the divine dagger 

A fragment of an annual liturgical calendar describes a ceremony involving 
Dagan and the divine dagger. This ritual is attested in three tablet fragments 
that describe the same ritual although they are not duplicates, making diffi
cult its reconstruction with certainty. In his edition of them, D. ARNAUD, 
made a composite transliteration of the three manuscripts, but there are some 
passages that are difficult to place and the basis of the following translation 

is manuscript A: 

EM:T5 
[ ... ] The divine dagger (C) [ ... ] the ox, the lambs, four calves (C: 1 calf) they 
shall eat before Dagan [ ... ] the betyls, on the seventh day, like? the day [ .. .]. 
Before Dagan and the gods and the divine dagger of the god(s) [ ... ]. Dagan 
and the gods? shall go out; they shall eat and drink [ ... ].99 

Some lines later, already in a very broken context, it again refers to Dagan: 

'they shall approach the temple of Dagan' .100 
D. ARNAUD reconstructs line 5' of the composite text with the god Ea 

making a pair with Dagan. It seems more plausible to reconstruct 'the gods' 
(d i n g i r _ b i-a) in line 5' of the composite text, as in line 4' of the 
composite text. Dagan and Ea only appear in connection with the lists of 
sacrifices 1 oland in the zukru-ritual, where they are mentioned, followed by 

the inventory of offerings. 1 02 

5.1.3. The offering lists 
Two main groups stand out from the offering lists, that D.E. FLEMING calls 
hierarchical lists of offerings 103 and the other sacrificial lists properly so 
called. The first are, undoubtedly more interesting as they provide us with 
the structure of the local pantheon of Emar. The hierarchical list 378 (EM:T 

99 Emar 6/3 448: A = Msk 74298b C = 74289b 
I' C: l' I dba-~i-in-[nu 
2' A: I' Itu4 g u dud u - b j - a 4 a m [a r a-nal pa-ni dda-gan 1 - k U 

C: 2' ] u d u I a mar a-na pa-[ni 
3' A: 2' ]sf-ka-na-ti i-na [u41-mi 7 ki-ma u.-[ 

C: 3'-4' n)'4ba-ar-~i a[ ... ) 1 [ ... )u n'4ba-ar-~i [ 
4' A: 3' dda-ga]n u din g i r - b j - a U dba-~f-in-nu sa d[ 

C: 5' ) a-na pa-ni dda-g[an 
5' A: 4' )-a It-si-u i-ka-lu i-sa-at-/u i-na 

C: 6' )dda-gan u din g i r[ - b j?- a? 
100 Emar 6/3 44818'. 
101 Emar6/33794;382 11-13. 
102 Emar 6/3 373 69' -70' . 
103 HSS 42 242. 
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6) ha~ ~irt.ually the same structure and arrangement of deities as the sequence 
of deitIes m the zukru-festival. The lines in question are the following: 

EM:T6 I04 EM:T 7 (= Ernar 373: 9-10 EM:T 8 (= Ernar 373: 67'-
zukru) 72' zukru) 

[Dagan,] Lord of the [Dagan, Lord of the Dag[an, Lord of the off-
offspring of]fspring spring] 

Ninlil [and?] Dagan, 
Lord of the offspring 

The Great Mountain 

dIM and Hebat dIM dIM 

Dagan 

Sarnas 

[Dagan?] 

Ea and Damkina Ea Ea 
SIn and Samas SIn SIn and Samas 

Ninurta and the gods of Ninurta Ninurta and the gods of 
the house the house 

SaHabetu 

TABLE 5. Comparative table of the hierarchical lists of offerings in Ernar. 

What stands out most from this series of divine names is the order in which 
they are cited. The list is headed by 'Dagan, Lord of the offspring', followed 
by Ninlil who occurs here accompanied by Dagan of the offspring. I 05 It is 
quite clear that here Ninlil is the consort of the god Dagan, by means of the 
known identification between Dagan and Enlil, attested from the third mil
lennium. Unfortunately we do not know for certain the 'indigenous' reading 
of the writing Ninlil. On the following line there is another epithet of Dagan 
'The Great Mountain' (sadu rabii), an 'Enlilian' epithet par excellence that 
here evidently refers to the principal god of the Middle Euphrates region. 106 

This epithet is already connected with Dagan in the Mari text A.1258+ 
(MA:T 177), as we saw above. We have, then, the first three lines dedicated 
to Dagan, his wife and one of his more ancient epithets. Both the reference 
to Ninlil, and the mention of 'The Great Mountain' indicate the text to be 
'learned', with clear Babylonian influence on the form; however, the source 
is totally Emar. After the three lines dedicated to Dagan, the text mentions 
the Storm-god accompanied by his wife ijebat, and he is followed by an
other famous couple: Ea and Damkina, followed by the .two principal astral 

104 Emar 6/3 378 1-8. 
105 Ninlil also occurs in the Emar exemplar of the Weidner list accompanied by Enlil 

(Emar 6/4 539 I' -2'). In this same list Dagan occurs, very broken (Msk 74165j II 17' = Emar 
6/2 p. 422), followed by an extra line of which only the d is preserved and next Da[mu] oc
curs, as expected. 

106 Cf. D.E. FLEMING, NABU 1994116. For an identification of the great mountain with 
sinaps; cf. M.-C. TREMOulLLE,l:Jebat 212 n. 749. 
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deities: Sin and Samas. Some lines further on, after a dividing line that 
separates the text, EM:T 6 (= Emar .6/3.378) lists the deities ~f. the. palace 
(very broken) and various (local) dedicatIOns of a number of deitIes, mc.l~~~ 
ing 'Dagan of the name' (line: 17: Dagan zikri) and 'Dagan lord of Mlsla 

(line 24: Dagan bel Mislii). . . 
The other lists of sacrifices do not correspond to a hierarchical sequenc.e 

like EM:T 6. Emar 379 is a list of deities, without specifyin~ whether It 
really is a list of sacrifices since there is .no ~ndication of th.e kmd of offer
. s The common denominator of the lIst IS the geographical zone of the 
mg . . ' d f h deities, on the last line of the text there IS a reference to the . g? s ~ t e 
high cities' (d i n g i r - m e sur u - m [ e ] san - t a), so It IS a lIst of 
local deities. Texts 379 to 382 are clearly connected and, since most of the 
deities are repeated in each of the lists, the differenc.e lies in the type of 
offering, in text 380 birds (m use n) are offered, and m 381 lambs (u d u). 
There is no order in these lists -the gods do not seem to be related to each 
other- nor is there any apparent hierarchy. The comparative table of the 
lists of sacrifices, then is as follows: 
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379 380 381 382 383 
Aba (da _ba) + (17) 
AlaUda-ldl) + (5) + (14) 
Allatu of the bank (dal-Ia-tu sa kib-ri) +(] j') 
Anna of the bank lan-na kib-ri) + (16) + (5) 
Balib of the palace garden 
(dk ask a I - k ursa kif r i e-kdl-lli 

+ (8) 

~alib of the vineyard of tJisni-Teilup + (9-
C k ask a 1- k ursa" e 's tin sa mhi-is-ni-dU) IQ) 

Belet-ekalli (d n i n e-kdUlil) + (2) + (12) + (17) + (9) 
Dagan the Great Mountain (dk u r - !! a I) + (10) 
Dagan Lord of the camR (dk u r e n kara-Si) + (3) + (15) 
Dagan creator Lord Id k u r e n au-nil + IS) + (15) + (16) 
Di!jlan Lord of the valley (d k u r e n am-qi) + (19) + (7') 

Dagan, Lord of the inhabited regions (d k u r + (4) + (20) + (14) + (II) 
e n da-ad-mi) 
Dagan Lord of the brick (dk u r e n s i g.) + (3) 

Dagan, Lord of protection and security + (7) 
(d k u r e n sa-lu-Ii na-zu-ri) 
Di!jlan Lord of Tabniva (dk u r e n tab-ni-ia) + (13) + (13) + (13) + (5') 
Dagan Lord of Yabur (dk u r e n ia-a-bur) + (6') 
Storm-god (dIM) + (4) + (7) + (2) 
Ea (de_a) + (4) +(11) +(lQ) + (12) 
Gasru (dpa-as-ru) + IS) 
lfuara (dis-ha-ra) + (3) + (14) + (12) + (15) 
Ebara of the prophetesses (dis-I;a-ra sa (m f - + (11- +(10') 
m e 5) mu -na/nab-bi-a-ti) 12) 
IStar ... (di nan n a x x) + (16) 
IStar of the bank (di nan n a kib-ri) +(11') 
IStar of the hill (di nan n a tu-ri-si) + (4') 
lStar of the battle (d i nan n a ta-ha-zi) +(1) + (2) + (I I) + (6) 
lStar Suparatu (di nan n a su-oa-ra-ti) + (6) 

lStar of the s i I a - tat tab ! - b i temple + (3') 
(d i nan n a e s i I a - tat tab' - b i) 
IStar of the temple of the Storm-god 

.idi nan n a e dIM-mal 
+ (2') 

(Nergal) Lord of the market (d[n e - e r i "- + (2) + (9) + (8) + (4) 
gall r e n 1 k i-I a m) 
Nergal Lord of Buzqa (d n e - e r i "- g a I e n + (9') 
bu-uz-aa) 
Ninkur (d n i n - k u r - r r a 1) + (I) + (5) + (5) + (I) 
Ninurta (dn i n - u r t a) +(]) +(7) + (8) 

Lord of the (two) baths (de n s i + (10) + (9) + (7) 
f21/fmeSJ) 
Sln.i"30) + (8) + (3) 
Samas (dU t u) + (8) 
Ucfua (dud-ha) + (18) 

. . . 
TABLE 6. Comparative table of the sacnflclal Itsts from Emar. 

It must be assumed that text 379 is a list of deities of the 'high cities' 
(u r u. -. m eli. a n - t a) and the other lists, clearly related, also correspond 
to deItIes outsIde the city of Emar. Most of the references to the deities 
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correspond to a local dedication or some particular aspect of the deity, as 
there are very few generic names for them.! 07 This group of texts, then, is 
of little relevance for the structure of the pantheon or the particular position 
of a specific deity in the religion of Emar and the surrounding region. In 
spite of everything, Dagan is the deity cited most and has the greatest vari
ety of epithets and local dedications. 

5.1.4. Inventory of cultic material 

One administrative text related to the cult lists a series of CUpSl08 of various 
deities: Dagan has two bizzibu-cupS,109 two bubu-cups (Dagan of Tut
tul),110 one bizzibu-cup (lord of the camp) II I and two bizzibu-cups (lord of 
the riverbank\112 The text does not seems to exhibit any hierarchy in list
ing the deities or the number of cups. On the other hand, line 20' refers to 
the city of Tuttul, but unfortunately, the text is very broken and cannot 
know whether this material was connected with that city.113 

5.1.5. Cult personnel connected with Dagan 

There are three zabibu-priests of Dagan: one called EllaH-Daganl14 and two 
of unknown name, one of whom we know a zabibu of Dagan of TabniyallS 

and another simply a zabibu of Dagan. 116 In the first text the zabibils of the 
Storm-god and of Ninurta also occur. Possibly, the zabibu priest was in 
charge of the ritual sacrifice of the animals given the relationship with root 
/z-b-J:z/ 'to sacrifice' .117 There is also a priest (l Ii - san g a) of Dagan called 
Abi-bammi: in two ration lists, I 18 another priest (s an g a) of Dagan called 
Tuku-Ebursagl19 and the son of a priest of Dagan in a list of witnesses. 120 

5.1.6 . Curses in the administrative texts 

Apart from the purely cultic texts, in some cases the texts from Emar and 
the surrounding region include a curse against breaking the oath sworn in a 
contract. Dagan appears repeatedly in these formulae, together with other 
deities of the region: 

107 Only 12 (Aba, AlaI, Storm-god, Ea, Gasru, ISbara, NinegaI, Kinkur, Ninurta, SIn, 
Samas and Udba) of the 36 refer to deities without epithet or advocation. 

108 For the I;izzibu and hubu cups cf. D.E. FLEMING, HSS 42 143f. 
109 Emar 6/3 274 I. 
110 Emar 6/3 2742; cf. below the local dedications of Dagan. 
III Emar 6/32749. 
112 Emar 6/3 274 10. 
113 D.E. FLEMING, HSS 42 242 n. 153. 
I 14 Emar 6/3 275 2. 
I IS Emar 6/3 276 12. 
I 16 Emar 6/3 336 108 . 
117 Cf. Ug. /d-b-~/ DLU 127f. with bibliography. Cf. also the zb~ ('sacrificer')-priest oc

curring in Phoenician in DNWSI 302 s.V. zbh). D. ARNAUD, MROA 211 29; E.1. PENTIUC, 
HSS 49 193f. 

I 18 Emar 6/3 279 21; 319 4. 
119 Emar 6/4 775 26. 
120 TSBR5219. 
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EM:T9 

He who alters these words, may Dagan and Ninurta the Storm-god? and I'h ?? , 
sara' and Nergal ' destroy his offspring, and maya betyl be erected upon 

his house .121 

EM:T 10 

He .who alter.s these words, may Dagan, Ninurta and IShara destroy his off
spnng and his name. Maya betyl be erected upon his house .122 

EM:T II 

He who alters these words, may Dagan and Ninurta destroy his offspring 
and his name (and) maya betyl be erected upon his house. 123 

EM:T 12 

He who alters my words, may Dagan and Ninurta destroy (his) offspring 
and may they erect a hewn stone? on (his) house.124 

EM:T 13 

He who, at any time, appeals against this tablet, may Dagan and Sarna!; de
stroy his offspring (and) his name.125 

EM:T 14 

lJe who sets free these servants, may SIn, the Storm-god, Dagan, Ninurta, 
Sarruma (and) the gods of the city of Emar destroy his name and his off
spring, may they be his court prosecutors. I 26 

The t~xt~ from Ekalte provide other occurrences of this type of curse, in a 
very sImIlar context and formulary and with the almost constant presence of 
Dagan: 

EK:T I 

He who alters these words of Yah~i-belu, the king, may Dagan and Bahlaka 
erect a bety I on his house. I 27 

121 Emar 6/3 17: 32-40 = M. DIETRICH - O. LORETZ - W. MAYER, UF 21 (1989) 136 = 
J.-M. DURAND, RA 83 (1989) 175: sa a-w[a-til I [all-na-I/i u-[narka-ar I [ddja-gall II 
dnl' n u t l[dIIM?·J[·xb ?1/[·ld. [ .. ? 

- r a u 1,- a-ra u n I n - g I r 111 '1 I [n u m u I n-su Ii [m u-sul I li-
bal-l[i-qul I u "·s[f-ka-Ilal I a-Ila e.-l[i-su li-iz-qli-up I. For the connection between the erec
tion of these betyls, the cult of the dead and the sentence on the accused cf. M. DIETRICH, UF 
22 (1990) 3 1; J.C. DE MOOR, UF 27 (1995) 4. 

122 Emar 6/3 125: 35-41 = M. DIETRICH - O. LORETZ - W. MAYER, UF 21 (1989) 136: 
sa a-wa-li I all-na-li u-Ila-ka-ar I dda-gall u dn i n - u r t a I II dis-ba-ra I n u mUll _ m e 5 /I 
m U-Sll li-bal-li-qli I n'·S{-ka_lIa I a-na e.-su li-iz-qli-up. 

123 TVE 1531-35: sa a-wa-li-m e S all-Ila-a-Ii I li-na-ki-ir dda-gall II dn i n _ u r t a I 
n u m u n-sll II slI-fIla-slI li-bal-liq I oo·s{-ka-a-lla a-lla e.-SII I li-iz-qu-IIp. 

124 TSBR 9 44-47: sa a-wa-li-ia i-lIa-ka-ru I dda-gall II dn i n - u r t a I n u m II n' i-bal
liq I II n'·ha-<ar-ell?> e.-Iu.li-is-kll-llIl. 

125 TSBR 86 36-39: sa ma-li-ma-ma I (lIp-pa an-Ili-a-alll I u-ba-qa-nl dda_gall II dU t U 
n u m u n-slI I SII-IIm-slI li-hal-liq. 

126 ASJ 1446: 27-30 = A. TSUKIMOTO, ASJ 14 (1992) 295f. and 307f.: sa-a-lIla 1 r-
x '" I d30 dIM d k d. d me, all-III1-11 1I-/IIa-Sa-rll u r, II I n - u r t a lu g a I-I/w I din g i r _ 

me sku r u r u e-/llar m u-su n u m u n'-sii I li-bal-li-qllill-li end i _ k U5-SII . 
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EK:T2 
He who appeals against these words, may the Storm-god and Dagan erect a 
betyl on his house. 128 

This curse formula was to become so common that there are 'short versions' 
or abbreviations of the curse: 

EK:T3 
The oath of Bahlaka, Samas (and) Dagan is in his mouth. He who alters 
these words ( ... ).129 

The table of deities who occur in the curses from Emar and Ekalte is the 

following: 

A B C D E F G H I J K 

ASJ 1330 + 
ASJ 1446 + + + + + 

? ? ? 

+ Emar 17 + +. +. +. 

Emar 125 + + + 
TSBR 9 + + 
TSBR 48 + + 
TSBR 50 + + 
TSBR 70 + 
TSBR 86 + + 
TSBR 87 + 
TVE 15 + + 
TVE 187 + + 
MBQ-T25 + 
MBQ-T 35 + 
MBQ-T 41 + + + 
MBQ-T69 + + 
MBQ-T73 + + 

TABLE 7. Table of the deities occurrIng the curses from Emar and Ekalte. A = 
Bahlaka; B = Dagan; C = dIM; D = Ehara; E = Nergal; F = Ninkarrak; G = Ninurta; 
H = dU t u; I = d30; J = Sarruma; K = ill abisu. 

The presence of Dagan is very regular in the curse formulae that are available 
to us, as he occurs in ten of the seventeen occurrences. 130 As for the deities 

127 MBQ-T 69: 25-29 = M. DIETRICH - O. LORETZ - W . MAYER, UF 21 (1989) 136: sa 
a-IVa-Ii all-ni-li sa ia-ab-ei-de n lug a I u-/la-ka-ar dda-gan II dba-ab-Ia-ka "'·s{-ka-Ila i-lla 
e.-Sll li-iz-qli-llp. 

128 MBQ-T 73: 8-11 = M. DIETRICH - O. LORETZ - W. MAYER, UF 21 (1989) 137: sa a
lI'a-li all-Ila-Ii i-ba-qa-ar dIM II dda-gan n'·S{-ka-lIa a-Ila e.-SII li-iz-qli-llp. 

129 MBQ-T 41: 17-20 = M. DIETRICH - O. LORETZ - W. MAYER, UF 21 (1989) 137: Ili
is dba-ab-Ia-ka dU t u dda-gall i-lla p{-SII sa-ki-ill. 

130 To this sequence of curse-formulae should be added the one in MBQ-T 65: 34-35 (= 
W. MAYER, UF 24 [19921 264f.). The editor of the text suggests seeing here dIM and Dagan, 
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accompanying Dagan, it is significant that in six of the occurrences from 
Emar, Ninurta is one of the deities who accompanies him, and in the case of 
Ekalte it is Bablaka what goes alone or accompanies Dagan; this is ex
plained if we remember that Ninurta and Bablaka are the patron deities of 
Emar and Ekalte respectively; 131 there is, then, a tendency to include the 
deity local together with Dagan, who in this period was to retain his role as 
supreme deity of the region. In fact, the model is very similar to the one we 
have already seen in studying the oaths in the texts from Mari where Dagan 
occurs repeatedly with Itlir-Mer, the local god of the city of Mari. 132 This is 
one more proof of the importance Dagan had as head of the pantheon in the 
Middle Euphrates region during the Late Bronze Age and a sign of continu
ity with the data from Mari and Terqa. 

Leaving aside the curse formulae, there is some evidence of the adminis
trative tasks performed in the temple of Dagan in Emar or in one of the 
neighbouring cities, fortunately a document has been preserved that corre
sponds to a loan of metal which refers to a deliver of some specific material 
for the palace to the temple of Dagan. Since the text was not found in con
text we do not know from which particular site it came and therefore we do 
not know which temple of Dagan it is, even though it is a text from Emar 
or one of the surrounding cities. 

EM:T 15 
He who was sealed by the palace has been delivered to the temple of Da
gan. 133 

5.1.7. The seal of Ninurta 

What is known as the 'seal of Ninurta' occurs basically in sales of real-estate 
by Ninurta and the elders of the city who represented the 'citizen' power of 
Emar. 134 Unlike the 'dynastic seal' the seal of Ninurta has the following 
legend: 

a pair that often occurs in the documents from Ekalte (cf. EK:T 2). However, the copy does 
not seem to show this divine pair with certainty. If we do read Dagan in line 35 of the text, it 
would be without the divine determinative, something that never happens in any of the other 
writings of Dagan, who occurs on the same tablet in various personal names (cf. lines 18, 37. 
38, 39 and 42); on the other hand, in all these occurrences, the sign DA is written in the 
standard way and very accurately, whereas the supposed DA of line 35 is very doubtful 
~rollowi~g the copy of the text). All this indicates a possible alternative such as: dI[M] Ii' 

[u t ]u. However, the text IS very damaged. 
131 For Ninurta as patron god of the city of Emar cf. D. ARNAUD, TSBR p. 15; MROA 

2/2 16 (read 'A!tar); D.E. FLEMING, HSS 42 248f. For Bablaka as a polyadic god of Ekalte cf. 
W. MAYER, MDOG 122 (1990) 47f. 

132 Cf. above 143f. (4.7.). 
133 AO 28366: 5-7 (= H. GONNET - FL. MALBRAN-LABAT, Anatolica 16 [1989-90] If.): 

ana e dk ursa "'k i sib / sa e-kd/-/i / u-se-ri-bu-su. 
134 For the use of this seal and the so-called 'dynastic' seal of Emar cf. M. YAMADA, 

Iraq 56 (1994) 59f. On the possible date of the seal (XVII century? copy?) cf. D. BEYER, MoE 
268f.; MARl 6 (1990) 94; S. DALLEY - B. TEISSlER, Iraq 54 (1992) 85. 
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EM:T 16 
Rab-sa-dadi, son of Dagan, king of the inhabited regions, conqueror of 
enemies. 135 

Rab-sa-dadi has been interpreted in various ways. On the one hand as the 
name of a king of Emar,136 on the other as an epithet of Ninurta. 137 The 
person featured on the seal is a warrior with a trapezoid~l shield in his h~nd 
and a knife in his right. Unfortunately, however, there IS no element telhng 
us that it is a representation of Dagan. 138 Evidently, a representation of the 
Ninurta of Emar seems more likely. 

5.1.8. Local dedications of Dagan 

The texts from Emar refer, relatively often, to various local dedications of 
Dagan. Unfortunately, we do not know the geographic location of many of 
the cities mentioned in the texts. Nevertheless, in view of the local nature of 
texts from Emar (unlike those from Mari) possibly most of the place-names 
mention correspond to villages close to Emar, many of them on the bank of 

the Euphrates. 

5.1.8. 1. Dagan, lord of Buzqa 

He occurs in the zukru-ritual receIvmg animals and various pieces of 
bread.139 Two more quotations mention a deity called 'Lord (e n) of 
Buzqa', who could be Dagan;140 In spite of everything, Emar 6/3 383 9' 
mentions a Nergal, 'Lord of Buzqa', 141 so the attribution of the epithet to 
Dagan is not certain. Possibly the location of the city must be sought in the 

region close to Emar. 142 

5.1.8.2. Dagan, lord of Mi§lii 

This title occurs only once in a sacrificial list, in a section that seems to be 
devoted to various local dedications, accompanied by the Storm-god of 
Emar.1 43 It is possible that it is to be identified with the Mislan of Mari 
sources, located about two kilometres up river from Mari, on the right bank 

135 D. BEYER, MARL 6 (1990) 96 pI. 96 nr. 1; D. BEYER, Emar 4 p. 206f.: [r]a-ab-sa-da
d [i] / [d ]u m u dda-g[an] / [I u ]g a 1 da-ad-m[i] / [k]a-si-it za-wa-n[i?]. 

136 D. BEYER, MoE 268 (citing D. Arnaud). 
137 S. DALLEY _ B. TEISSIER, Iraq 54 (1992) 85: ra-ab sa-da-di dum u dda-gan ... 

'Long-suffering(?), son of Dagan .. .'; rapsa dadf 'All-loving', 1. GOODNICK WESTENHOLZ, 
RA1 42160f. 

138 Cf. D. BEYER, MoE 268; but see D. BEYER, Emar 4 p. 207. 
139 Emar 6/3 373 107'. 
140 Emar6/3373121';TVE846. 
14 1 Cf. G. BECKMAN, TVE p. 107 n. 6. 
142 Cf. D.E. FLEMING, UF 24 (1992) 68; cf. also the Buzga who occurs in the texts from 

Ebla, in ARES 2 180f.; M. BONECHI, RGTC 1211 84. 
143 Emar 6/337824. 
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of the Euphrates, opposite ~uprum,144 however there is no reference to a 
sanctuary dedicated to Dagan in this city in the sources from Mari. 

5.1.8.3. Dagan, lord of Silmi 

H~ receive~ offeri.ngs ~f food and drink durin& the zukru-festival,145 the 
~nes.tess n I n - din g I rl.46 of Dagan, lord of Siimi,147 is in second posi
tIon.In th~ ent~ro~ement ntual of the n i n - din g i r of the Storm-god and 
receives, In thiS ntual, the hock (kabartu) of the sacrificed animal.148 The 
exact location of the village is uncertain, however possibly it was near the 
city of Emar. 149 

5.1.8.4. Dagan, lord of Tabniya 

He receiv~s offerings of one bird,150 one lamb151 and an unspecified object 
In more lists of sacrifices. 152 He is assigned a ziibilJu-priest.153 The loca
tion of the place-name is completely uncertain . 154 

5.1.8.5. Dagan, lord of Yabur 

It occurs twice in the zukru-ritual and in a list of offerings; 155 possibly it 
was in the region of Emar. 156 

5.1.8.6. Dagan of Tuttul 

It occurs only once in the texts from Emar. In a list of cultic material there 
appear two lJupu-cups of Dagan of Tuttul (urutu-ut_tul).157 However, this 
shows ~hat o?e of the centres of the traditional cult of Dagan during the 
third millenmum and the first half of the second millennium, continued to 
function during the second half of the second millennium. Also important is 
the fact that the text where they are mentioned is an administrative list 
essentially of practical use, and thus we cannot attribute this mention of 

144 Cf. D. LACAMBRE, FM 3 (1997) 112. On the alternation of the endings a and an in 
texts from Emar cf. the city of Rabba(n). 

145 Emar6/3 373106'. 
146 For the possible reading ittu of n i n - din g i r as in a lexical text from Emar cf. 

D.E. FLEMING, NABU 199018; HSS 42 80f.; EHRC 88f. For the reading enu/u cf. D. 
ARNAUD, MROA 2/2 21. 

147 Location unknown, cf. D. ARNAUD, MROA 2/2 21. 

148 Emar 6/3 36955 and 57 = HSS 42 22 = M. DIETRICH, UF 21 (1989) 54. For the ka. 
bar/It as hock cf. D.E. FLEMING, HSS 42 152 with bibliography, cf. also M. DIETRICH, UF 
(1989) 83 and 92. 

149 D.E. FLEMING, UF 24 (1992) 68. 
150 Emar 6/3380 13. 
151 Emar 6/3 381 13. 
152 Emar 6/3 382 13 and 383 5'. 
153 Emar 6/3276 12. 
154 Cf. D.E. FLEMING, UF 24 (1992) 69 n. 60. 
155 Emar6/3373 108', 122';3836'. 
! 56 D.E. FLEMING, UF 24 (1992) 68. 
157 Emar 6/32742. 
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Dagan of Tuttul to a 'remembrance' of a cult that was no longer alive when 
the text was drawn up. 

5.1.9. The epithets of Dagan 

5.1.9 .1. Lord of the offspring 

The epithet dk u r e n bu-ka-ri occurs in the texts from Emar in the zukru~ 
festiva1'5 8 and also in a hierarchical list of deities. 159 The term bu-ka-n 
always occurs in connection with the god D~gan, t~e princi?al gO? of .the 
zukru-festival, and the first god to be mentioned In the hierarchical list. 
Basically, this epithet has been interpreted in two different ways. D. 
ARNAUD connected the term with Semitic bqr 'cattle' .160 D.E. FLEMING 
proposed a new interpretation of the term in connection with the word bu
kru which in Semitic denotes the firstborn son or, more generally, son, 
off;pring. It occurs in Ebla, and in Akkadian, Hebrew, Arabic and Ethio
pic. 161 In all his translations D.E. FL~~G translates ~~kiiru as 'First
born', following, in this way the tradition of west Semitic and also of 
Akkadian, according to W. VON SODEN.162 

Nevertheless, as is pointed out in CAD, it seems that the Akkadian has a 
wider use of the term, since in many cases it is used to denote 'offspring' as 
a collective, without expressly mentioning the firstborn son. This case is 
particularly common in references to divine offspring, chiefly in literary 
texts. 163 

According to this interpretation of the term as 'son' or 'offspring' we 
may reinterpret the bukiiru of the Emar zukru festival as a reference to the 
sons, the god's own offspring; Dagan would be 'The lord of the offspring'. 
In this way his role as father god of the pantheon of the Middle Euphrates 
region would be confirmed. In the zukru-festival Dagan is also called 'the 
lord creator' and 'the very father' .164 

5.1.9.2. The lord creator 

The title 'Lord creator' (Belu qilni)165 occurs in the zukru-festival and in 
three lists of sacrifices, 166 there is no other god in the texts from Emar who 

158 Emar 6/3 3739 passim = D.E: FLEMING, TE 234 line 12; 37420'. 
159 Emar6/3378 1-2. 
160 Cf. Emar 6/3 p. 57 (cf. D.E: FLEMING, CS 1432). ARNAUD's interpretation has been 

follJowed by yarious scholars: A. ARCHI, Fs. Houwink ten Cate 4; M.E. COHEN, CC 347f.; V. 
HAAS, GHR 571f.; R. ZADOK, AlON 51 (1991) 116; EJ. PENTIUC, HSS 49 36f.; D. 
SCHWEMER, Wettergott 561. For occurrences of this term in Ebla, Mari and Ugarit cf. DLU 
114 s.y. bqr. 

161 Cf. D.E. FLEMING, HSS 42 231, cf. also DLU 105 s.y. bkr. 
162 AHw 137 s.y. bukru ('Erstgeborener'). 
163 For the quotations cf. L. FELlU, AuOr 17-18 (1999-2000) 198. 
164 For this interpretation of the epithet cf. L. FELlU, AuOr 17-18 (1999-2000) 197f.; 

D.E. FLEMING, TE 88f. 
165 Cf. Hb.lq-n-hl 'to create', HAL 1039 s.y. 3. EJ. PENTIUC (JNES 58 [1999] 95; HSS 

49 150f.) has suggested interpreting this epithet on the basis of the root Iq·wly-nl with the 
meaning 'Lord of the lamentation'; the main argument he puts forward is the lengthening (qu
It-ni) of the medial yowel as an indication of a second weak consonant. This argument is 
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shares this epithet with him. This title has a clear parallel with the classic 
epithet of EI that occurs on several west Semitic inscriptions 167 and in the 
Bible,168 in this way it confirms Dagan as a 'generator' god, as we have 
already seen in the epithets 'Lord of the offspring', or 'the very father' .169 

5.1.9.3. The very father 

It occurs only once (Abuma), in the zukru-ritual, in fact.! 70 This epithet 
confirms Dagan's role as father-begetter of the pantheon of the Middle Eu
phrates region. It already occurs with a similar epithet in Mari 171 and it 
occurs in the curse of a royal inscription from Aleppo; 172 this evidence from 
Aleppo is quite important as it strengthens the tradition in the texts from 
Ugarit of identifying Dagan as father of Bacl-Addu in the city in which was 
the main cult centre of the Storm-god. We may infer that this father-son 
relationship between Dagan and the Storm-god probably already existed in 
the Middle Euphrates region in the Old Babylonian period, especially as 
Dagan was The Father, in capital letters. 

5.1.9.4. Lord of the valley 

This dedication (bel amqi l73 ) occurs in the zukru-festival in two offering 
lists and in the kissu-festival. 174 This epithet refers to Dagan's principal 
dominion as lord of the valley of the Euphrates, there is no parallel for this 
epithet in conection with any other deity . We have already proved that Da
gan is intimately connected with the Middle Euphrates region and princi
pally with the cities that lie on its bank(s), most of which have a temple or 
show a preference for Dagan, the title 'Lord of the valley' only strengthens 
this portrait of lord and master of the Middle Euphrates region and its peo
ple. 175 

neutralised if we interpret the term as a participle (paris), with the shift from a>i5 that has 
already been noticed in the texts from Emar (cf. R. ZADOK, Al ON 51 [1991] 136). 

166 Emar 6/337388'; 379 5; 381 15; 38216. 
167 KAJ 26A III 18: 'I qn ar~' 'EI, creator of the earth'; cf. other occurrences in P.O. 

MILLER, IRBT 46; J. DAY, YGGC 20 n. 23. 
168 Gen. 14, 19, 22: 'I 'Iywn qnh smym w 'r~ 'EI, the most high, the creator of the heavens 

and the earth'. Cf. also the Hittite derivation of this Semitic dedication as Elkunirsa, cf. E. 
VON SCHULER, WdM I 62f.; V. HAAS, GHR 172f. 

169 For this epithet in west Semitic sources, the evidence of the Eblaite vocabulary and its 
connection with creation cf. W.G. LAMBERT, RAJ 43 190f. 

170 dk u r a-bu-ma: Emar 6/3 373 195'. 
171 'Father of the great gods' cf. above 171 MA:T 177. 
172 a-bi din g i r - b i-a, cf. above 171 AL:T I. 
173 Cf. Hb. 'emeq HAL 802f., for glosses in other Semitic languages cf. DLU 80 s.v. "mq 

(I); for Emar cf. D. ARNAUD, TSBR p. II; M.P. STRECK, AOAT 27111 93; E.J. PENTIUC, HSS 
4931f. 

174 Emar 6/3373 lOS" 380 19' 383 7" 388 14 
175 V. HAAS (GHR 513) inter~rets thi~ epithe~ as 'Dagan, dem Herrn der Biqa'-Ebene', 

because Amqu is the ancient name of this valley of the Lebanon, cf. R. ZADOK, AION 51 
(1991) 124. 
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5.1.9 .5. Lord of the riverbank 

This epithet cannot be ascribed to Dagan for certain. In a list of offe?n~s the 
'thet 'Lord of the riverbank' (ra-qa-ti I76 ) occurs, without speClfYlllg to 

epl . b' d '2 
hich deity it belongs. In parallel, an inventory of CUltlC 0 Jects recor s , 

;izzibu-cups of Dagan, Lord of ra-[ .. .]';1~7 it is possi?le t~at this 'Lord_ 
followS Dagan, if we accept D. ARNAUD s recons~ructlOn ~ k u r e n ra 
[ a-tiD on the basis of the deity of the list of offenngs. This te~m refers to 
t~e riverbank, alluvial earth l78 and, in fact, the epithet would fit Dagan as 

lord of the valley of the river. 

5.1.9.6. Lord of the camp 

This epithet (bel kariiSi) of Daga~ .occurs i~ the zukru-festiv~l,. in a lis~ of 
cultic objects, in two lists of sacnflces and III tW? texts recelvlllg off~~n~s 

f f Od beverages and flocks. 179 The basic meanlllg of the word karasu IS 
o 0 , ." d' . 180 N 
'encampment', but usually connected with mlhtary expe .1tiOns. ~ver-
theless sometimes in Mari the word also means trench, ditch for fortlflca
t' on 181 Dagan is the lord of the 'military encampment', that protects war 
:xp~ditions, as head of the pantheo? and father of the gods, it is l.ogical that 
he also has the title of commander III battle even though the god s character 

is not strictly that of a warrior. 

5.1.9.7. Lord of inhabited regions 

The title bel dadm'i occurs in the zukru-festival and in four offering listS.
182 

In Babylonia this epithet occurs in connection with the go?dess.es ISbara,183 
IStar l84 and Nanaya l85 and with the god Marduk. 186 This epithet empha
sises the 'urban' or 'civic' character of the deity, since he is the patron of the 

regions where people live. 

176 Emar 6/3 278 22: de n ra-qa-ti. 
177 Emar 6/3274 10: 2I:Ji-zi-bu dk u r e n ra-[ ... ]. I. 

178 Cf. Akk. raqqatu II 'Uferweise, -streifen' (AHw 958); Arab. raqqa (Lane 1131), 
JAram. raqqeta (DJPA 1498). ~. 

179 Emar 6/3 37390' (e n kara-se); 274 9 (dk ursa kara-si); 379 3 (e n kara-sl); 380 15 
(e n kara-Si); 4628' (1 u d u a-na dk u r e n kara-[si/.fe]); 524 (a-na] dk u r e n kara[-

se. 
180 cf. AHw 448; CAD K 210f. . 
181 Particularly illuminating for the various meanings of karasum is a text from Man 

where the word occurs three times to denote an encampment surrounded by trenches, cf. 
ARM 190 = J.-M. DURAND, MARl 5 (1987) l70f. = LA PO l7 497. 

182 Emar6/3 373 91'; 3794; 38020; 38114; 382 II. 
183 belet dadme cf. D. PRECHEL, ISbara 66, 154 and 186. 
184 K.L. TALLQVIST, AGE 58. .. . . 
185 VS 1023; Nanaya belongs to IStar's circle and in this text IS Idenhfled as the planet 

Venus, cf. M. STOL, RIA 9 (1998) 146f. . . ' . . 
186 Erra 1; the appellative refers to Marduk, even though It IS not Cited at the beglnntng 

of the poem. 
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5.1.9.8. Lord of the brick 

This epithet (e n s i g4) occurs in the zukru-festival and in one of the sacri
ficial lists. J 87 We know of no parallel with any other deity, either in Emar 
or in the rest of Syria and Babylonia. Is it perhaps related to the 'Lord of 
inhabited regions'? 

5.1.9.9. Lord of the 'hole ,? 

Dagan, lord of the hole? (e n ba-ar-ri) occurs in the zukru-rituaJ!88 and in a 
small fragment of a sacrificial list. J 89 As we have seen above, this epithet of 
Dagan also occurs in a year-name in Terqa. The term barru may refer to 
some kind of ditch or hole in the terrain, although we have no clear idea of 
what type of cuI tic or theological attribute lies behind this epithet. In any 
case, we have already seen how it is possible that there were 'holes' (a-bi-i) 
in some temples, including the temple of Dagan. On the other hand, manu
script A of the kissu-ritual attests to the presence of a kind of officiant who 
may be connected with the hole(s). The text is as follows: 

EM:T 17 
The singers enter and sing to Suwala and Ugur, they are placed at his head, 
'the diggers' of the gods shall enter. J 90 

Another manuscript of the same ritual also refers to the borer, the text is 
broken, but we may read the following: 

EM:T 18 
[ ... to??J the gods they shall dig. J 9 J 

The presence of these persons, who were certainly ordered to make some 
kind of hole connected with the cult, confirms the interpretation of the epi
thet as lord of the hole or the ditch. We do not know exactly what the func
tion of this (these) hole(s) was in the kissu-ritual, possibly it was related to 
some kind of underworld cult, given the presence of Suwala and Ugur. 

5.1.9.10. Lord of protection and security 

This epithet (bel ~aLUli pazuri) occurs in the zukru-festival and in a list of 
offerings. I 92 Of interest is the generic aspect of protector, as the other epi-

187 Emar 6/3 373 15; 380 3. 
188 Emar 6/3 373 87'. 
189 Emar6/3 384 I'. 
190 Msk 74287a 23-24 = Emar 6/2 p. 600; I u - m e s za-ma-ru ir-ra-bu-ma dsu-lI'a-la u 

dU - g u r i-za-alll-lIla-nt pa'-an-sLi-nu t i-u / I u ba-ar-ru-Ia sa din g i r - m e s ir-rtl-bu. 
Cf. also D.E. FLEMING, HSS 42 261 n. 235; later, he translated the term as 'musicians', simply 
to accompany the zalllllliini, cf. CS I 443 n. II. 

191 Msk 74283b = Emar 6/2 p. 593 line 30' Ix [d i n g i r - m e 51 i-ba-ar-ra-ru. Cf. 
Emar 6/3 p. 383 n. 25. I wish to thank G. Buisson for these references, of which he informed 
me by lettter in July 1998. 
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thets of Dagan refer to a more specific aspect, this has a more generic aspect, 
as a god who is a protector and a benefactor; J 93 this general profile occurs in 
the names, where the deities certainly act as protectors of the bearers. J 94 

5.1.9 .11. Lord of the guard 

This title (bel ma~~iiri) occurs once in the texts from Emar, specifically in 
the zukru-festival. J 95 D.E. FLEMING interprets the term as 'The lord of the 
fortress', probably on the basis of Hebrew. J 96 

5.1.9.12. Lord of the quiver 

It occurs in the zukru-festival coupled with the goddess Ninkur, Lady of the 
quiver (belet ispat). J 97 In Babylonia, Nergal, J 98 IS.tar and. Annunitun:, ~ 99 
three warrior deities, have a quiver. Nevertheless, It also mcludes deIties 
who are not strictly warrior-gods, such as Marduk.2oo 

5.1.9.13 . Lord of seeds 

It occurs once in the texts from Emar and is the only syllabic spelling of 
Dagan accompanied by an epithet.20 J The title Lord of seeds (bel zert) may 
be understood as an agricultural epithet; this view is confirmed by the con
text of the ritual: 

EM:T 19 
In this month, (in) the evening, they bring out (the divine? statues202 ). 
They slaughter one ewe for the nupulJannu-men, one ewe for the garden of 
the pirikku of the Storm-god (and) one ewe for Dagan, lord of seeds. The 
diviner shall place seeds on the earth. The bread [ ... J of the temple, the cups, 
the right part of meat of the breast is for the diviner. The following day, at 
dawn ... they slaughter to Dagan and in the madariya-field and in the for
tress they shall perform the ceremony.203 

192 Emar 6/3 373 120', 156'; 379 7. Cf. the alternative translation of V. HAAS (GHR 
574) 'Herrn des Baldachins und der Stange' in connection with Akk. pasru. 

193 Usually, the aspect of benefactor is connected with something that has to be pro
tected, e.g. 'protection of the land, of the temple, etc.', cf. K.L. TALLQVIST, AGE 159 s.v. 
sllliilll. 
. 194 Cf. the names of the type DN-~lIliili in J.J. STAMM, ANG 211 n. 3. 

195 Emar 6/3 373 157'. 
196 Cf. HAL 589 s.v. lIla~6r II. 
197 Emar6/3373 161'. 
198 E. VON WEIHER, Nergal 71. 
199 Cf. CAD l/J 257 s. v. ispatll; K.L. TALLQVIST, AGE 34. 
200 Ee IV 38. 
20 I Emar 6/344650' = D.E. FLEMING, TE 272: dda-gan be-el n u m u n - m e s. 
202 Cf. the translation of M.E. COHEN, CC 358. 
203 Emar 6/344647'-53'; i-na i t i slI-wa-tu-llIa /lll-ba-le / Li-se-Sli Iud u i-/la I U IILL

pll-ba-a/l-ni I-ell / u d u a-/la g"k i r i6 sa pr-ri-ki l'a dIM / IU d u a-Il~I dda-gall be-el n u -
m u n - m e 5 i-!a-<ba>-bll / I U - m a 5 - s u - g i d - g [i ld n u m u n - m e 5 i-na k i 
i-lIa-di n i n d a x / is-lu e x ka,-sa-lU, u z u zag gab / sa I u - m a Ii - Ii u - g i d -
g f d i-lLa sa-/li u, se-/er-Iam-ma x x AM a-lLa <d>k U r i-!a-ba-bu-ma / ku-ba-di a-l1a x ma
da-ri-ia 11 a-na da-/la-t[u,1 / x-ka-ba-du. In line 62' of the same text Dagan (ddla-gan) recurs 
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Unfortunately, the text is not very explicit and does not tell us what the 
ritual of the planting of seeds was. It is quite clear, however, that it is an 
agrarian ritual. Even so, the text is very laconic and even its translation is 
uncertain in some points, so that we cannot extract conclusive information 
fr~m it. What is q~ite clear, though, is the epithet that Dagan exhibits In 

thIS text, the only tIme that it occurs in the available texts from Emar. 

5.1.9.14. The Dagan of the garden 

This epithet occurs in two administrative texts from Emar, two sales of 
fields that mention the temple of Dagan of the garden.204 D. ARNAUD's 
i~terpr~tat~on ~fo~lowed wit~ reservations by G. BECKMAN205) connecting 
ql-na-tl WIth ammal, flock on the basis of Arabic and Old and Modem 
South Arabian, does not seem the most plausible.206 This acceptation of the 
root /q-n-y/ is a very specialised derived meaning and is restricted to one 
area. The option proposed by A. TSUKIMOT0207 is more sensible, as he 
connects gi-na-ti with garden, orchard,208 with the feminine ending t, as in 
Dagan of ru-ulJ-lJa-te. However, we cannot exclude a possible interpretation 
of the epithet on the basis of the same root /q-n-y/ and translate 'Dagan of 
creation'; in this case it would be a simple variant of the well known epithet 
betu quni.209 

5.1.9.15. Lord of consecration 

Dagan bel qidaSi occurs in a single very broken text210 from which no 
conclusion can be drawn about the type of ritual it describes. The epithet has 
to be interpreted as a type of consecration ceremony, in view of the relation 
with Akk. qadiisu (D), which in Emar means 'to sanctify with offerings') I 1 
On the other hand, in Emar there was a type of priest called qidasu (or 

but in a very broken context. Some lines further on (I. 79') Dagan receives an offering of 
sheep (I u d u). On the nupubannii-men cf. D.E. FLEMING HSS 42 114 n. 140 (7); R. ZADOK, 
AlON 5 I (1991) 118 nr. 29. On pi rikkum cf. above 132 MA:T 110. On the type of field called 
madariya cf. Akk. midru (AHw 681); cf. also for other Semitic languages CDG 330, the basic 
meaning of the word seems to be related to a clod or lump of earth; cf. also R. ZADOK, AlON 
51 (1991) 117 nr. 26. On the interpretation of this fragment of the text, however, cf. the 
doubts expressed by D.E. FLEMING in HSS 42 167 n. 288. 

204 TSBR 5 28-29: e dda-gan sa qi-na-ti; TVE 70 I: a-na bu-bi-ni e dda-gan sa qi-na-ti. 
'on the path of the temple of Dagan of the garden'; for the interpretation of bubinnu as a type 
of path or a passageway or corridor cf. E.J. PENTIUC, JNES 58 (1999) 90f.; HSS 49 72f. 

205 TVE p. 90 n. 1. 
206 Cf. D. ARNAUD, TSBR II; E.J. PENTIUC, HSS 49 149; cf. Arab qinya' 'sheep or 

goats, taken for oneself, gotten, or acquired, not for sale' Lane 2994; cf. also DOS A 459 s.v. 
qny. 

207 
208 

WO 29 (1998) 189. 
Cf. DLU 148 S.v. gn I. 

209 Cf. above 239. 
210 Emar 6/33965'. 
211 D.E. FLEMING, HSS 42 95; EJ. PENTIUC, HSS 49 142f., cf. AHw 891 

Hb. /q-d-sl pi. 'to consecrate, purify' HAL 1003f. 
'to purify', cf. 
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qiddiisu) who occurs appropriately in the enthronement of the n i n -
din g i r of Emar. 2 I 2 

5.1.9.16. Lord of the ordeal 

At the end of a text of a sale of real-estate a cultic object is mentioned, a 
silver star of Dagan, lord of the ordeal. The text is difficult to read and has 
had various interpretations. Here we follow the one proposed by J.-M. 
DURAND in the review of the texts from Emar: 

EM:T20 
A silver star of Dagan, lord of the ordeal, he offered. Dagan-belu has not 
withheld it.213 

This facet of Dagan was completely unknown before214 without any parallel 
with any other god. The difficult interpretation of the text, however, does 
not allow us a definite reading as the key word hursiinu, is damaged in the 
text and DURAND's reading is possible but not certain. On the other hand, 
D. ARNAUD's reading in the editio pinceps (be-el lJu-lu-la-as') is also diffi
cult to prove as there is no parallel with an epithet or a city with this name. 

5.1.9.17. Dagan of the name 

Attested once in a list of offerings,2lS the term zikru is ambiguous and 
allows various interpretations. In his edition of the texts from Emar, D. 
ARNAUD proposed the translation 'Dagan of the memory')16 Dagan of the 
name, of the order or of the oath are also possible.217 

5.1.9.18. Dagan sa ru-u!J-!Ja-te 

It occurs once in the texts from Emar, specifically in the imistu-ritual,218 
but unfortunately the tablet is very damaged and we do not know exactly 
what was sacrificed or consecrated in the temple of Dagan sa ru-ulJ-lJa-te. 
This dedication of Dagan has been interpreted by D. ARNAUD as 'Dagan des 
fecondations'219 without specifying the basis for this translation.22o It is 

212 Cf. the discussion of this type of cult personnel and their companions D.E. FLEMING, 
HSS 42 94f., with previous bibliography; cf. also G. DEL OLMO LETE - J. SANMARTiN, Fs. 
Loretz 179f. 

213 Emar 6/3 156: 25-27 = J.-M. DURAND, RA 84 (1990) 63f.: I-en m u I k U -
b a b bar sa dda-gan 1 be-el bu)url-sa'-an ul-/i ondda_gan_[e nl u-ul uk-ta-i/. For another 
interpretation by J.-M. DURAND, who interprets Dagan-be/-bursan-ulli as a single epithet cf. 
NABU 1989/112 (p. 88). 

214 On the ordeal in Mari cf. J.-M. DURAND, ARM 26/1 509f. 
215 Emar 6/3 378 17: dk u r zi-ik-ri. 
216 Cf. Hb. /z-k-r/ 'to name, remember' HAL 258f. 
217 Cf. Akk. zikru AHw 1 526f. 
218 Emar 6/3 392 6. 
219 Emar 6/3 p. 392. 
220 Cf. EJ. PENTIUC, HSS 49 153f. (Akk. reba). 
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possible to connect this word with Hb. ruaJ:z 'breath, wind, spirit' ,221 and 
so it would mean 'Dagan of (divine) breath'. 

5.1. 9 .19. Dagan of the palace 

There is only one occurrence of this palatine dedication of Dagan, in the 
zukru-festival; during the seventh day of the festival, a series of food and 
drink was offered, there is section specifically dedicated to the deities of the 
Palace, the section beginninfl with Belet-ekalli and continuing with IStar sa 
s[u-biJ, Sin of the palace, Samas of the palace and Dagan of the palace.222 
The god Dagan, then, had a palace cult which is documented, as was the 
case already in Mari, together with other deities of the pantheon. 

5.1.10. Dagan's consort in Emar 

If we except the hierarchical list EM:T 6 (Emar 378), where Ninlil occurs 
alongside Dagan lord of the offspring, the texts from Emar and its neigh
bourhood make no explicit reference to a consort of Dagan. It is quite clear 
that, in the hierarchical list, Ninlil is attested as Dagan's consort; the equa
tion is very simple since Ninlil is one of the traditional consorts of Enlil, 
the god with whom Dagan was already identified in the third millen
nium.223 However, there is no other reference to Ninlil in the texts from 
Emar (if we except the 'Weidner list' of deities224); all this suggests, how
ever, that Dagan's consort is concealed behind one of the goddesses of the 
Emar pantheon. 

The goddess Ninkur225 seems the best placed candidate to take on the 
role of Dagan's consort,226 given the writing dk u r of Dagan in the Middle 

221 HAL 1117f. 
222 Emar6/337377'-81'. 
223 Cf. the reconstruction of the text proposed by D.E. FLEMING (d n i n - I f I 

'd a mOll dk u r, HSS 42 243) which completely confirms this identification of Ninlil as 
Dagan's wife. For the identification between Ninlil and Ninbursag already in texts from the 
third millennium cf. M. KREBERNIK, RIA 8 516. 

224 Cf. above 5.1.10. n. 105. 
225 Cf. a brief summary of occurrences of Ninkur in Emar in A. TUSKIMOTO, ASJ 12 

(1990) 184; cf. also A. CAVIGNEAUX - M. KREBERNIK, RIA 9451. 
226 The pairing proposed by D.E. FLEMING (HSS 249f.) between Dagan and Ebara is 

based on the connection between these two deities in Babylonia. As we saw above (cf. above 
chapter 3 n. 83) this connection between both deities is probably due to their Syrian origin, 
which led the Babylonian theologians to a pairing that is not attested in Syrian sources al
though it would explain the later inclusion of Ebara in the circle of Enlil and Dagan in the 
Babylonian list An=Anum, (Cf. R.L. LITKE, AN 43f.) where the connection with Dagan is not 
specified; nevertheless ISbara occurs there earlier on, equated with Nissaba (R.L. LITKE, AN 
55: 301 [DU-DUI and 146) and recurs in the fourth tablet of the series An=Anulll (R.L. 
LITKE, AN 166; cf. also D. PRECHEL, ISbara 170f.). On the other hand, a husband of ISbara is 
not known for certain, the only comparable fact is in the series An=Anuln where Saggar and 
Almiinu appear as husbands of the goddess (cf. R.L. LITKE, 166 n. 281; for the equivalence of 
dljAR with Saggar cf. M. STOL, TMM 76f.; J.-M. DURAND, NABU 1987114 §3b; D. 
PRECHEL, Ebara 187). Again, D.E. FLEMING also refers to the possible etymology of ISbara 
based on Semitic *s"'iir 'grain, barley' proposed by T. JACOBSEN (HSS 42 253 n. 209; Fs. 
Moran 237 n. 9; see also D.R. FRAYNE, BCSMS 25 [1993]25) based on her equivalence with 
Nissaba in An=AllufIl, which could connect her with Dagan and her traditional etymology. 
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Euphrates region in the Middle Babylonian period. Ninkur already. occurs in 
a text from Mari of the pre-Sargonic period receiving an offenng of 40 
s i k i I breads, inmediately before Lugal Terqa (= Dagan).227 The texts 
from Old Babylonian Mari record a goddess called Ba'alta-matim connected 
with Emar, and it is possible that it is the indigenous reading of dni n -
k u r.228 As for the texts from Emar, a name of a month in the Emar calen
dar bears the name of the goddess Ninkur.229 A street of the city bears her 
name.230 The goddess and her temple have a prominent role in. the en
thronement of the priestess n i n - din g i r,231 and priests of ~Inkur. ~ 
mentioned in the texts from Emar.232 She is one of the protagomst deities 
in the kissu rituals, where she has a special relationship with Dagan. In the 
ritual of the dar-u-ri he receives various offerings233 and in a monthly litur
gical calendar there is a a-bi-i of Ninkur.234 In th~ zukru-festival she re
ceives various offerings of food, beverages and ammals235 and she also 
occurs in various lists of sacrifices. As for the epithets shown by Ninkur in 
Emar, is the 'Lady of the brook';236 'Lady of the circle?' .237 The epithet 
' lady of the quiver'238 is what connects her mor.e obviously wit~ Dagan, as 
they share the same epithet and appear together In the zukru-festlval. Every
thing seems to suggest, then, that Ninkur was Dagan's consort in Emar.239 

The goddess of the same name from Babylonia does not occur very often 
in the south. In the Sumerian myth of Enki and Ninbursag she occurs as the 
daughter of Enki and Ninnisiga and the mother of Ninimma or of the spin
ning goddess Uttu according to the manuscript.240 Ninkur's role in this 

This etymology of Ebara is dubious; there is no epithet of the goddess that gives her an agri
cultural character (cf. D. PRECHEL, Ebara 185f.), on the other hand, and strictly from the 
etymological point of view, if the iJ of the divine name represents an c, why is it written 
usiJr(y) in Ugarit and not *uS'r(y)? Accordingly, all this suggests that the pairing of Dagan and 
Ebara did not exist in the homeland of both deities and we cannot claim to see this goddess as 
Dagan's consort in Emar and the neighbouring region. 

227 Cf. D. CHARPIN, MARlS (1987) 73 (T.66 III 1-2). 
228 Cf. ARM 26/1 256 16; J.-M. DURAND, MARl 6 (1990) 89; MROA 211 257; W. 

SALLABERGER, ZA 86 (1996) 145. 
229 i t i dn i n _ k u r - (r a) (sa kussf), cf. M.E. COHEN, CC 344 and Emar 6/3 446 58'-

59', with offerings of sheep/goats and in procession. 
230 Emar 6/3 1687'; A. TSUKIMOTO, ASJ 12 (1990) 183 line 6. 
231 Emar 6/3 3694 and passim. 
232 I U - san g a-ul-ti sa dn i n - k u r, Emar 6/3 268 7, 22-23. 
233 Emar 6/3 393 2-3,7. 
234 Emar 6/3 452 33'. 
235 Emar 6/3373 11,77'. 
236 Emar 6/3373 154': g a ~ a n na-aiJ-li; cf. Akk. naiJaL/u/naiJlu (AHw 712; CAD NI1 

124); Hb. naf,lal (HAL 648f.). 
237 Emar 6/3373 ISS'; 378 16: g a ~ a n ka-ak-ka-ri. This epithet is of uncertain reading 

(D.E: FLEMING, TE 89 n. 175), D. ARNAUD prefers to interpret it as 'The Lady of the land' 
(g a ~ a n qa-aq-qa-ri, cf. also S. SEMINARA, AE 180). 

238 Emar 6/3373 160': gas a n is-[pa]-a-at; 378 46': [dn i ]n - k ursa is-pa-[atJ. 
239 This view has found some consensus among scholars, cf. D. ARNAUD, MROA 212 

23; D.E. FLEMING, HSS 42253. 
240 Cf. T. JACOBSEN, Harps 184 and translation, for an edition of the text cf. P. 

A TTINGER, ZA 74 (1984) I-52, in particular on Ninkur 16f.; cf. also W.H.Ph. ROMER, TUA T 
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myth is as one more step in a series of divine generations that, at the same 
time, personify various elements and explain the origin of the world as we 
know it. Here, Ninkur is the personification of the mountains (as her name 
indicates) and shapes the portrait of the landscape together with the green
ness of the mountains (Ninnisiga) and the produce of the pastures, that is to 
say the web (UttU).241 A prayer preserved in an Akkadian ritual text from 
the late period (Enilma Anu ibnu same) describes how Ninkur also belongs 
to a chain of divine generations, accompanied by various artesan gods asso
ciated with jewellery, metal-working and stone carving;242 this portrait of a 
'sculptress' goddess is well defined in one of the cylinders of Sennacherib, 
where Ninkur made statues with the stones that the king extracted from a 
district close to Niniveh;243 these references to the stones are simply due to 
her main attribute of goddess of the mountain, the principal source for ex
tracting rock. On the other hand, the list An=Anum places a goddess Ninkur 
in a section devoted to a series of 21 divine couples, that is to say, a total of 
42 deities grouped in pairs, all with the alternating prefixes de nand dn i n. 
In this section the goddess Ninkur is preceded by the god Enkur.244 The 
end of this section of the god-list has the following explanation: 42 a m 
e n a m a a - a de n - I f I - I a -k e4, that in principle should be trans
lated 'They are the forty-two lords, mothers and fathers of Enlil', in spite of 
the doubts raised by R.L. LITKE (the text may refer not to Enlil's ancestors 
but to forty-two 'Lords', fathers and mothers, equivalent to Enlil [and Nin
iiI], or simply to forty-two divine couples that belong to Enlil's family245). 
It is clear that this goddess Ninkur forms part of Enlil's genealogy; in spite 
of the distance in space and time from the list An=Anum,246 it could ex
plain the reference to Ninkur for writing the name of Dagan's consort in 
Emar, in view of the well-attested equivalence between Dagan and Enlil that 
has existed since the third millennium. On the other hand, in the same list 
An=Anum Ninkur occurs as Uttus's 'wife' (d am - b i), adopting to some 
extent the tradition of the Myth 'Enki and Ninbursag' .247 There are, then, 
two references to Ninkur in An=Anum, the first is a goddess who belongs to 
the genealogy of Enlil, essentially based on the etymology of the names of 

3/3 374f.; cf. also D.O. EDZARD, WdM 57. On Ninimma cf. K. FOCKE, AfO 46-47 (1999-
2000) 93f.; RIA 9 384 §2. 

241 For this interpretation cf. T. JACOBSEN, TO 112f.; Harps 184. 
242 F. THUREAU-DANGIN, RAce. 46 line 31; cf. a translation with bibliography in K. 

HECKER, TUAT 3/4 604f. 
243 Cf. CT 26 25 line 76f. (col. VI). 
244 An=Anum [ 120-121 = R.L. LITKE, AN 32f.; cf. the Old Babylonian forerunner TCL 

IS 10 [ 9-10 (A.5376). 
245 Cf. the discussion, complete with a quotation of duplicates and parallels in R.L. 

LITKE, AN 34 n. 138; W.G. LAMBERT, 'The Cosmology of Sumer and Babylon' in: C. 
BLACKER - M. LOEWE, Ancient Cosmologies. London, 1975, 5 I; cf. also W. FARBER, (ZA 79 
[1989] 233f.) who, commenting on the parallel text, prefers the interpretation of the ancestors 
of Enlil. 

246 Note, however, that a similar list of divine couples (without the presence of Enkur
Ninkur) already appears in the third millennium, cf. P. MANDER, Pantheon 66. 

247 An=Anum [[ 362 = R.L. LITKE, AN 110; A. CAVIGNEAUX - M. KREBERNIK, RIA 9 
451. 
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the different divine couples, the second reference corresponds to the goddess 
of the tradition of the myths. In spite of everything, this difference is of 
little relevance when we refer to the Ninkur of Emar. 

Having explained Ninkur's role as Dagan's consort in Emar, it is ~ow 
necessary to determine which deity lies behind this learned and Baby!oman
style writing used by the scribes of the upper Middle Euphrates dunng the 
late Bronze Age. There is no definite fact that tells us who the goddess 
Ninkur really is; as Dagan clearly lies behind the writing dk u r, th.e case ~f 
Ninkur, together with other divine names from Emar, such as ~mu~ta, 1S 
different and therefore we have to move in the realm of hypothes1s, w1thout 
bringing any conclusive textual data that c~uld ens~re th.e co~ect readi.ng. If 
we accept that Dagan's traditional consOI} m vthe th1r~ m1lle?mum and m the 
Old Babylonian period was the goddess Salas, there 1s.nothmg t~ pr~vent us 
thinking differently durin&, the Late Bronze Age, espec1a~ly cons1denng that, 
surprisingly, the goddess Salas practically never occurs m the whole textual 
corpus from Emar and its neighbouring cities, if we. except.o?e occurr~nce m 
a fragment of the Anatolian rituals where she 1S rece1v~ng offen~g.s of 
fl ocks;248 the fact that these rituals may have been translatlOns of ongmals 
written in Hittite would explain the syllabic writing of the goddess's 
name.249 The colophon of a lexical text could have given us the key to 
knowing the husband of Salas in Emar, unfortunately, however, the broken 
condition of the text does not permit any firm conclusion to be made. The 
colophon mentions a series of divine couples, all with a Babyloni~n flavour. 
It lists NabO, Nissaba, Marduk, Zarpan!tum, Ea, Damkina, Sin, Samas and 
lastly, in all probability, the goddess Salas appears, but unfor}unate~y t~e 
text does not preserve her companion. D. ARNAUD reconstructs k u r m h1S 
edition of the text, but with reservations, indicating that the presence of dIM 
is also possible.250 Fate seems to be against us since another colophon of a 
divination text mentions Dagan and a deity that has not been preserved.251 

Other indications, completely circumstantial, may indicate that possibly we 
are on the right road. The proper writing dn i n - k u r, apart from an evident 
relation with the writing dk u r, may also b~ connected with dn i n - bur -
sag - very probably a Sumerogram for Salas in Mari- given that the 
Sumerian words k u rand bur - sag could be considered, in part, as 
synonyms.252 If that were so, we could consider that in Emar Ninkur is 
nothing other than a variant of well known Ninbursag of Mari; that would 
suppose a continuity in the religious tradition of Dagan and his consort in 
the valley of the Middle Euphrates. 

248 Emar 6/3 480 3'. 
249 Cf. E. LAROCHE, Fs. Pugliese Carratelli 112. 
250 Cf. Emar 6/3 604 8; for the manuscript where Salas occurs cf. Emar 6/2 p. 352 Msk 

74143a: II ': [ ... ] u dsa-[Ia-as ... ]. If it were dIM the reconstruction would be dsa-[Ia ... ]. 
251 Emar 6/3 708 5'-7': s U md30_[ ... ] /1 r dn it u [ ... ] /1 r dk u r u [ ... ]. 
252 Cf. MSL II 55 11-12 (k u r, bur - sag = sada); cf. also CAD S/l 49 s.v. sada A 

lexical section. Cf. CT 25 1034: dn i n'··l.-.'_ k u - g i dsa-Ia sa k u r-i 'Ninkugi (i.e. Salas) 
is the Sal a of the mountain', cf. also An=Anu sa ameli 59: <d>n i m - k u - g i = dsa-Ia sa 
k u r-i (R.L. LITKE, AN 232, here in the Adad section). 
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5.l.1l. Dagan in the onomasticon 

Fortunately, the texts from Emar have supplied us with a large number of 
economic and administrative texts that provide a large amount of onomastic 
material, since there is a great quantity of legal texts that include very many 
proper names, usually as witnesses. A good percentage of this great onomas
tic quarry that the texts from Emar and neighbouring cities provide corre
sponds to theophoric names. Next, we give the list of the names with Dagan 
from these cities. 

I. Abdu-Dagan253 

2. Abf-Dagan254 

3. Abu-Dagan255 

4. Abut-Dagan256 

5. Adi-mati-Dagan257 

6. Ab"i-Dagan258 
7. Ablati-Dagan259 

8. Ali-Dagan260 
9. Amm"i-Dagan26 I 

10. Amursa-Dagan262 

II. Anani-Dagan263 

12. Belu(l)/ BaClum(I)-Dagan264 

Servant of Dagan. 
My father is Dagan. 
The father is Dagan. 
The fatherhood of Dagan.(?) 
Until when (oh) Dagan?! 
My brother is Dagan. 
? 
Where is Dagan? 
My ancestor is Dagan. 
I saw Dagan. 
? 
(My) lord is Dagan. 

253 fAbdu-Dagan/ Emar: ab-du-dda-gan: TVE 95 6. ASJ 13/32:23. JCS 3412:6. DaM I: I. 
ab-du-da: TVE 20 5 10 II 27.1 r_d k u r: Emar 6: 336,1[0]3. TSBR: 26,13. WS *cabdLim -
'slave, servant' CAAA 15; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 189; G. BUCCELLATI, AUP 211 and 129. 
Cf. the parallels in ARM 16/1 94. For the reading WS cabdum of the sign IR cf. E. LAROCHE, 
Akk 22 10 nr.2. Cf. the parallels in Ug. F. GRONDAHL, PTU 105; Pho. F.L. BENZ, PNPh 371; 
Hb. J.D. FOWLER, TPNAH 116. 

254 a-bi-dda-gan: Emar 6: 20,36; 130,27; 148,28; 150,15,28; 153,[2]4; AuOr 5/3: 21 '28'. 
ASJ 12/2:11'. TSBR 15,15; 63,23,25. TVE 1541; 91232536; ZA 894: 7'-8'. a-bi-dk u r: 
Emar 6: 64,4; 275,3; 325,19; 327,10; 336,10; 357,3'. TSBR 68,14; 72,36; 78,1. TVE 55 7; 88 
21 '. 

TVE 1541 ; 8821'; 91 23,36, 
255 a-bu-dda-gan: Emar 6: 52,58. TSBR: 35,[2]. a-bu-dk u r : Emar 6: 215,22,23; 339,7'. 

ASJ 12/3: 13, 18 . a-bu-da: TSBR 1,23'. TVE 4 6 12 17 32; 14 28; 29 33; 52 13. For the defec
tive reading of Dagan cf. D. ARNAUD, SEL 8 (1991) 30. 

256 a-bu-ut-dk u r . Emar 6' 5 33 
257 [a-di -m]a-ti-dk'u r : TSBR: 93,[3']. The reconstruction is based on the hieroglyphic 

Hittite seal, cf. H. GONNET, TSBR 208 nr.93. 
258 Emar: a-fJi-dda-gan: Emar 6: 10,9, 14; 11 ,25; 253.24. a-fJi-dk u r : Emar 6: 5,28.30; 

29,[1],5; 113,3,[6],[7]; 114,[6] ; 115,6,10; 116,2,9; 117,1,4,9,11,13,20,29; 118,6,9; 119,1; 
120,1,13; 121,5; 351,4'. TSBR: 25,19; 33,8,9; 68,14. JCS 40/3:2. TVE 7818; 807; Fs. Kutscher 
175 line 20'. 

259 a'-la-ti-dk u r :TVE82691518. 
260 a-li-dk u r : Emar 6: 137,48. TVE 127. 
261 fAmmf-Dagan/Emar: am-mi-dk u r: Emar 6: 279,35,43; 327,1. WS cammum - 'pa

ternal uncle'. CAAA 15; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 196f.; M.P. STRECK, AOAT 271/1 320. Cf. 
the parallels in H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 197; ARM 16/1 100f. For the meaning 'ancestor' of 
cammum and not 'paternal uncle' cf. W.F. ALBRIGHT, From the Stone Age to Christianity, 
Garden City 1957,244; J.-M. DURAND, RAJ 38120 n. 174. 

262 Emar 6: 138,7,[8]; 148,21. TSBR: 19,27. a-mur-salO-dda-gan: TSBR: 5,30. 
263 Emar: a-<na>-ni-dk u r : AS] 12/9:9,16. HUrT. anani - meaning unknown. GLH 49; 

A. TSUKIMOTO, ASJ 12 (1990) 196 n.8; M. SALVINI, SEL 8 (1991) 175f. an=an=i 'rallegra 
(?)' . 

13. Bitti-Dagan265 

14. Dagan-abf266 

IS . Dagan-abu267 

16. Dagan-adi268 

17 . Dagan-abu269 
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Daughter of Dagan. 
Dagan is my father. 
Dagan is the father. 
? 
Dagan is the brother. 
Dagan is my creator. 
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18. Dagan-banf270 

19. Dagan-bel-nabf-ilsi27 I Dagan, the lord of the chosen/prophets, 
cried out. 

20. Dagan-belu(l)/baclum(I)f2 72 

21. fDagan-bltu273 
22. Dagan-damiq274 

Dagan is (my) lord. 
Dagan is the house. 
Dagan is good. 

264 Emar: e n-dda-gan: Emar 6: 253,26. e n_dk u r : Emar 6: 81,5; 90,21; 91,38; 112,23; 
123,19; 127,16,22. TSBR 20,18; 56,18,25; 75,20'. AS] 13/17:13, seal (cf. 276). RA 77/5:9. 
SMEA 3017:22; Fs. Kutscher 170 line 30. 

The writing e n-dda-ganlk u r poses problems of reading; the sign EN, read belu in clas
sical Akk., also has the reading WS baclLim in Emar, as shown by hieroglyphic Hittite seals 
(cf. E.LAROCHE, Akk 22 10 nr. 14 and 15). In this case the ambiguity of the writing, both in 
cuneiform and in Hittite, does not allow a certain reading, on this cf. W. MAYER, MDOG 118 
(1986) 129. What does seem clear is the lack of the 1 SI pers. sing. possessive suffix I in some 
of the cuneiform versions of this name, given that they occur in some of the transcriptions in 
hieroglyphic Hittite (cf. H. GONNET in TSBR 198 nr.20a). Cf. a divine epithet in K.L. 
TALLQVIST, ANG 39. 

265 Emar: bi-it-ti-dk u r : TSBR: 77,7,[1]3. bit-ti-dda-gall: TVE 35 4 8 11. dum u - m f
dk u r : Emar 6: 321,6,10. TSBR: 31,8. 

266 dk u r -a-bi: Emar 6: 56,2; 77,25; 336,93. TSBR: 33,18; 43,27. 
267 dda-gan-a-bu: Emar 6: 146,7. AuOr 5/17:8. dk u r -a-bu: Emar 6: 278,2,4. TSBR: 

30,21; 33,6; 71,28. ASJ 12/3:25. RA 77/4:25. dk u r -a d: Emar 6: 172,4'. TSBR: 32, I. TVE I 
16 18; 62 II. 

268 dda-gan-a-di: ASJ 13/32:26. 'My dad is Dagan?' (cf. DLU 8 s.v. ad with bibliography; 
AHw 1542 s.v. addii). 

269 Emar: dk u r - S eli: ASJ 12/11:(33) and seal (cf. 199). The reading afJf of the sign 
SES cannot be excluded. 

270 Emar: dk u r -ba-ni: ASJ 10E: [5],8,[12]. ASJ 13/18:5,7. JCS 40/1 :5,7. SMEA 30/25:9. 
TVE 1817. 

271 dda-gan-be-el-na-bi-il-sf: Emar 6: 140 I. ].-M. DURAND (NABU 1989/11288; RA 84 
(1990) 61) translates 'Dagan - seigneur des Prophetes - a appele/cricYconvoque' against D. 
ARNAUD (Emar 6/3 152 n.1) who prefers to read dda-gan-be-el-na-pf-il-sf, relating it to a 
'non-classical' form of paltisu N 4 (,(freundlich) anblicken' AHw 814). On the other hand, 
F.M. FALES (Fs. Garel1i 84 n.22) connects the name with napistu and belnapisti (cf. CAD Nil 
300 and 304). DURAND translates naba as prophets, based on a meaning found in Mari but not 
in Emar, even so, his solution seems the safest. 

272 Emar: dda-gan-e n: Emar 6: 52,33; 143,[6]; 144,4; 150,37; 156,8,17,24,27; AuOr 
5/17:29. ASJ 12/12:32. RA 77/1: II. TSBR: 1,31'; 16,19; 58,7. TVE 2 28; 91 34; 61 26; 84 II a. 
dk u r - e n: Emar 6: 21,1; 30,[35]; 32,22; 34,47'; 35,15; 37,16'!; 75,12; 81,8; 93,3; 122,19; 
186,[2], 11 ,[22] ,[25],30; 187,13',[29'],34'; 215,2; 217,18; 218,6; 219,6; 220,4; 224,6; 275,9; 
276,5; 279,44; 324,2'. TVE 6 2930; 7 23; 62 29 36. TSBR: 66,3,9,12; 71,1; 81,13; 92,3'; 99,3. 
SMEA 3017:23. SMEA 30/19:3'. SMEA 30/20:1; ZA 90 7: 29. dda-gan-be: Emar 6: 52,10. 
dk u r -be: TVE 65 6. 

Ugarit: dk u r - e n: RSOu 7: 30,4; 31, I ,21; 32, I; 33, I. (Letters sent from Emar). 
Identical problem of reading as for BeILl(f)/BacILlm(f)-Dagan. For the defective writing of 

belLi in Emar cf. D.ARNAUD, SEL 8 (1991) 30. 
273 dk u r - e : TVE 26: 3 6 12 17 22. 
274 Emar: dk u r - S i gs: Emar 6: 80,10; 113,1,[5],[8]. The reading Akk. dalllqu of sigs 

is confirmed by hieroglyphic Hittite seals; cf. E. LAROCHE, Akk 22 (1981) 10 nr.l; H. 
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23. Dagan-ekalli275 

24. Dagan-ereS276 
23. Dagan-bariS277 
24. fDagan- ba-ta-si278 

25. Dagan-ila279 

26. Dagan-if(280 
27. Dagan-ka28 I 

28. Dagan-kabar282 

29. Dagan-ki 283 
30. Dagan-ia'i284 

31. Dagan-iasq(285 
32. Dagan-ma286 

33. Dagan-madi287 

34. Dagan-maiik288 
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Dagan of the palace. 
Dagan is the cultivator? 
Dagan is artisan. 
? 
Dagan is strong. 
Dagan is my god. 
? 
Dagan is great. 
? 
Dagan is the strong one. 
Dagan is my pasture. 
? 
Dagan is wisdom? 
Dagan is the king. 

GONNET, TSBR 200 nr.22a, 203 nr.37, 206 nr.72d. Cf. a divine epithet in K.L. TALLQVIST, 
ANG 83. 

275 Emar: dk u r - e - g a I: Fs. Kutscher 170 line 32. 
276 Emar: dda-gan-e n gar?: Fs. Kutscher 176 line 9. Occurs only once, but the photo

graphs do not allow the sign eng a r to be seen clearly. 
277 Emar: dda-gan-ba-ri-is: Emar 6: 183,6,8. WS barisum - 'artificer, worker'. H.B. 

HUFFMON, APNM 205. The interpretation of baris as 'sourd-muet' (cf. D. ARNAUD, SEL 8 
[1991] 34) seems more suitable as a nickname, but not as part of a theophoric name. Another 
aspect to consider is the connection of this root with magic (cf. Ethiopic I:zarasa [CDG 243]; 
Hb.l:zereS[HAL 344]; Ug. /I:z-r-s/ DLU 181). 

278 Emar: dk u r ba-ta-si: Emar 6: 177,[1]0,25. 
279 lDagan-yil'a/ Emar: dk u r -i-ii-a: Emar 6: 279,31. WS *l'y - 'to prevail, to be able'. 

CAAA 23; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 224; G. BUCCELLATI, AUP 209 and 151. Name of doubt
ful interpretation, cf. D. ARNAUD, SEL 8 (1991) 42, cf. also L'?'?, and il-a-dIM a CAAA 23 
and 608 nr.3682. 

280 dk u r - din g i r-li: Emar 6: 129,1. AS] IOE: E,2,[12]. dda-gal-li: TVE 20 36; 52 
29; 65 5. 

281 Emar: dda-gan-ka: Emar 6: 2,36; 126,26. AS] 1217:43. AS] 12115:25. AS] 12116:23. It 
could be interpreted as a defective writing of Dagan-kapf 0 of Dagan-kabar, cf. D. ARNAUD, 
SEL 8 (1991) 30. 

282 Emar: dk u r - g a I: Emar 6: 21,12,21; 64,13; 75,2,6; 76,5,6,10; 77,3,5; 78,2,9,11; 
79,1,4,6; 81,5; 84,[3],7,10; 86,3,9,12; 87,9; 88,2,12; 90,25; 112,1; 113,<3>,<6>,[7]; ll4,[6]; 
ll5,6,1O; 116,2,9; 120,17; 200,3,10,15; 217,22; 227,1; 243,6'; 305,5; 321,20; 327,ll; 
336,23,30,45,103; 358,5'; 366,3. TSBR: 20,21; 22,16,24; 29,10; 33,27; 52,4,13; 53,20; 
56,1,6,10; 64,18; 65,24; 73,1,5,8,10,12; 96,15 (Au Or 215). AS] 13117: 13' and seal (cf. 276). 
AS] 13/36:23. RA 77/~:[1] and seal. SMEA 30124: l. TVE 12 19; 51 5 6 7 10; 60 17; 73 3; Fs. 
Kutscher 179 line 17. da-gan-gal: TSBR: 63,21. TVE 33 1141; 34 535; 96 14. WS kabarum -
'great'. CAAA 23; 'gross' M.P. STRECK, AOAT 27111 326. Cf. D. ARNAUD, SEL 8 (1991) 
34. For the reading kabarum of g a I cf. the seals in hieroglyphic Hittite, E. LAROCHE, Akk 
22 (1981) 10 nr.14; H. GONNET, TSBR 199 nr.120d and 200 nr.22b. 

283 dk u r -ki: TVE 6210. 
284 lDagan-Ia'iy/Emar:dk u r -la-i:Emar6: 177,18;201,[47], 202,10; 203,[3']. dk u r

la-a-i: Emar 6: 49. WS l'y - 'to prevail, to be able'. CAAA 23; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 224f. 
Cf. parallels in Pho. F.L. BENZ, PNPh 337. 

285 Emar: dk u r -Ia-as-qf: Emar 30,36; 353,3'; TVE 6214 (cf. A. TSUKIMOTO, WO 29 
[1998] 189). 

286 Emar: dda-gan-ma: Emar 6: 52,67; 130,29. TSBR: 8,7; 9,24,25. AS] 1217:2[4],2[7]. 
AS] 12116:5. TVE 1625; 29 3; 37 8; 69 40. Possibly a defective writing of Dagan-malik, cf. D. 
ARNAUD, SEL 8 30. 

287 Emar: dk u r -ma-di: Emar 6: 84,1. Hurr. madi - meaning uncertain, GLH 163f. Cf. 
also 1.1. GELB et al. NPN 233f. Cf. Madi-Dagan. 
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35. Dagan-matkaii289 ? 

36. fDagan-mi29O ? 

37. f Dagan-milk(291 Dagan is my counsel. 

38 . Daganmi-ilum292 Dagan is the god. 

39. Dagan-nai293 Dagan is pleasant. 

40 . fDagan-nawar(294 ? 

41. fDagan-ni295 ? 

42. f Dagan-niwar(296 ? 

43. fDagan-niwaru297 ? 

44 . Dagan-nur(298 Dagan is my light. 

45. Dagan-qarrad299 Dagan is the warrior. 

46. Dagan-rapi3OO Dagan is the healer. 

47. Dagan-simatf30 I My belongings are D. / My decorum is 

Dagan. 

48. fDagan-~imertf302 Dagan is my abundance. 

49. Dagan-simtf303 My possession is Dagan. My decorum is 

Dagan. 

288 Emar: dda-gan-ma-lik: Emar 6: 12,24'; 45,2; 150,35,39; 176,31; 536,4(OB). TSBR: 
15, 18'; 17,20,33; 18,23; 57,15,34; 87,33. AuOr 5/17:36. AS] 1212:[}]4'. AS] 12/6:19. ]CS 
3411 :36. TVE 20 34; 22 27; 91 30; 94 36; Fs. Kutscher 177 hne 40. k u r -ma-Ilk: Emar 6: 
17,44. 

289 Emar: dk u r - n i r: Emar 6: 84,1,8; 336,80. TVE II 18; 25 24. Possibly an Akk. 
form, Akk. takalu - 'to trust' AHw 1304f. (cf. GAG §56b); cf. D. ARNAUD, SEL 8 (1991) 39; 
D. SCHWEMER, Wettergott 568. Surprisingly, D. ARNAUD (Emar 6) transcribes this name 
Dagan-qarrad when in Emar dk u r - u r - sag also occurs, to be transcribed Dagan
qarrad; cf. A. TSUKJMOTO AS] 10 (1988) 156f. For the reading matkali of n i r cf. E. 
LAROCHE, Akkadica 22 (1981) 8 and ll; H. GONNET, TSBR 206. 

290 dda-gan-mi: TVE 31723; 89 10. An abbreviation for Dagan-milkf? 
29 1 dda-gan-mi-il-ki: 61 18. 
292 Emar: dda-gan-mi-d i n g i r: Emar 6: 176,38. 
293 !Dagan-na'im/ Emar: dk u r -na-i: Emar 6: 80,8'; 94,8,9. TVE 8 29; 39 7. WS 

na'imum - 'pleasant'. CAAA 26. HurL nai - meaning uncertain. GLH 176; U. GELB et aI., 
NPN 237 (na-i-te-sup). Name of uncertain derivation, for the possible defective writing of 
na'imum cf. D. ARNAUD, SEL 8 (1991) 30. 

294 dk u r -na-wa-ri: TVE 46 8; 82 20. 
295 dda-gan-ni: TVE IS 3 5 12162425. An abbreviation for Dagan-niwarflu? 
296 Emar: dk u r -ni-wa-ri: Emar 6: 31,8,9,[10]. TSBR: 43,3; 65,2; 75,20'. TVE 36 8. 

Name with various interpretations. Akk. nimru - 'light'. AHw 790; CAD NI2 235. Cf. /niwarl 
in D. ARNAUD SEL 8 (1991) 36. For a connection with Hurrian cf. niwari in CAD NI2 302; R. 
ZADOK, WO 20/21 (1989/90) 53. Cf. ].-M. DURAND, NABU 1994173. 

297 dk u r -ni-wa-ru: TVE 48 L 
298 Emar: dda-gan-nu-ri: AS] 13/30:5,8,16,32. 
299 Emar: dk u r - u r - sag: Emar 6: 74,5'; 266,34; 270,3. TSBR: 43,25. TVE 126; 87 

21; Fs. Kutscher 172 line 22. 
300 !Dagan-rapi'/ Emar: <d>k U r -ra-pf-i': TSBR: 17,38. WS *rp' - 'to heal'. CAAA 30; 

H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 263f. Cf. H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 264. For a connection with the root 
/r_p_c/ cf. D. ARNAUD, SEL 8 (1991) 44. 

30 I Emar: dk u r -si-ma-ti: TSBR: 43,6,16. AS] 13/22:4, AS] 13/38: 11,[7']. TVE 25 5; 42 
6'; 488; Fs. Kutscher 1691ine 11. Cf. U. GELS, MAD 3 69; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 212; 1.1. 
STAMM, ANG 312. Cr. ·also D. ARNAUD, SEL 8 (1991) 36, 'convenance' < *wsm 'convenir'. 

302 Emar: dk u r -s{-me-er-ti: Emar 6: 124,4 (cf. ].-M. DURAND, RA 84 [1990) 58); 
dk u r -si-me-er-ti: TVE 87 1 5 11 17, the relationship of this occurrence with the name in 
Emar 6 124 is not certain, cf. G. BECKMAN, TVE p. 110. 

303 Emar: dk u r -si-im-ti: Emar 6: 128,8. 
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50. Dagan-ta304 

51. Dagan-tali '305 
52. Dagan-tari '306 

53. Dagan-Yaili307 

54. Dagan-zimrf308 

55. Gadata?-Dagan309 

56. fjari-Dagan3lO 

57. fjimasi-Dagan 311 

58. fjinnu-Dagan312 

CHAPTER FIVE 

? 
? 
Dagan is the master. Dagan is the food 
provider. 
Dagan is strong. 
Dagan is my protection. 
? 
? 
? 
Mercy is Dagan. 

304 Emar: dk u r 1a: Emar 6: 5,33; 33,30; 209,19; 213,28,33. TSBR: 66,16; 72,30. TVE 
II 24; 12 16; 87 24. da-gan-ta: Emar 6: 52,72. SMEA 30/3:5. Abbreviation for Dagan
tali 'ltari"? 

305 Emar: dkur-ta-li-i': Emar 6: 6410' 6617' 80151'3" 811' 824[11]' 
83,[5l,6,[7],9; 84,[3]; 85,12; 86,3; 117,25; 21I,[2i; 2'12,1,6,8:12,16:21'; 324:5'; 336:3,22.' TSBR; 
22,20; 23,19,20; 26,1,10; 40,22; 39,1,7,14,18,21; J3,26; 71,26; 74,22,28; 85,24; 98,13. SMEA 
30/9:36,41. TVE 608 11; 6818; 87 14101621. k u r -ta-li-ib: Emar 6: 76,24. dk U r -ta-li: 
Emar 6: 16,42; 123,17. TSBR: 21,18; 28,26; 44,21; 98,7. AS] 13/37:10. AS] 13/38:13. AS] 
13/40:20. AS] 14/45: 14. TVE 1039: 73 18 Name of uncertain reading and interpretation; Akk. 
tele 'a - 'UberaustUchtig, fahig' AHw 1344. Hurr. tali - 'arbre; bois'. GLH 253. Cf. A. 
TSUKIMOTO, AS] 10 (1988) 156 nr. 21. For a connection with the root Arab. tf - 'dresser 1a 
tete' cf. D. ARNAUD, SEL 8 (1991) 44. It should be noted that in the bilingual seals it is writ
ten da-ga-ta-li in hieroglyphic Hittite and dk u r -ta-li-ib in cuneiform, cf. E. LAROCHE, Akk 
22 (1981) 10 nr.20. 

306 !Dagan-tarn?)/ Emar: dda-gan-ta-ri- 'i: TSBR: 57,29; 59,31. TVE 16 Sa; 57 33. dda_ 
gan-ta-ri-ib: Emar 6: 176,12. AS] 1218:4. TVE 61 9. dk u r -ta-ri-'i: Emar 6: 16,37; 33,30; 
93,1,[12].18; 115,18; 214,11; 279,44 TSBR: 21,15; 36,30; 76,22. TVE 61 I. AS] 12/11: seal 
(cf. 199). AS] 13121:17. SMEA 30/13:16. TVE 12 IS; 1826; 25 28; 54 8. dda-gan-ta-ri: Emar 
6: 153,26. AuOr 5/3:28'. AS] 12/2: II'. TSBR: 14,39; 15,15'. TVE 37 32; 91 25. dk u r -ta-ri: 
Emar 6: 216,24 368,13. AS] IOA:22. TSBR: 56,18; 79,13. TVE 54 8. For Akk. tara, Emar *t/ 
and the shortened form dk u r Ida-gan-ta-ri cf. A. TSUKIMOTO, AS] 12 (1990) 194 n. 4, D. 
ARNAUD, SEL 8 (1991) 44. Emar *tr' - 'nourrir'. Cf. also V. HAAS, GHR 113 n. 51. 

307 !Dagan-Yal'l/ Emar: dk u r -ia-il-'i: Emar 6: 124 5. I'y - to prevail, to be able' . 
CAAA 23; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 224 G. BUCCELLATI, AUP 209 and lSI. Cf. D. ARNAUD, 
SEL 8 (1991) 42. ].-M. DURAND, RA 84 (1990) 58 (yi-il- 'i). 

308 /Dagan-tj~mrll Emar: dda-gan-I i: Emar 6: 3,19,21; 138,6; 144,9. AS] 13123:49. AS] 
14A:6. k u r - 1 I: Emar 6: 90,25; 137,4; 276,2. TSBR: 50,36. WS *tjimrum - 'protection'. 
CAAA 18; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 188; G. BUCCELLATI, AUP 207 and 139; M.P. STRECK, 
AOA T 271/ I 323. For the reading zimrl of the sign LI in Emar cf. the seals in hieroglyphic 
Hittite (H. GONNET, TSBR 207 nr. 85b). Cf. Zimrl-Dagan. Cf. the Ug. parallels in F. 
GRONDAHL, PTU 197. 

309 Emar: ga-da'-ta-dda-gan: AS] 12/6:36. Dubious form, cf. A.TSUKIMOTO, AS] 12 
(1990) 189. 

310 Emar: ba-ri-dk u r : Emar 6: 115,16; 337,4; 357,2'; 368,14. TVE 36 5; 51 20. WS br -
meaning unknown. H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 204. For a possible interpretation of ba-ri in 
connection with Arab. grw/y 'desir' /garrl 'Desire of Dagan' cf. D. ARNAUD, SEL 8 (1991) 
32; cf. also ba-ri-dingir in CAAA 586 nr. 2187. 

311 Emar: bi-ma-si-dda-gan: Emar 6: 125,29; 126,11; 150,15; 185,8'. TVE 59 24. bi-ma
si-dk u r : Emar 6: 65,12; 66,2; 121,[ 1],3; 123,25; 132,8; 140,24; 201,25,27,28,31,37; 209,20; 
213,32; 255;4; 276,3; 279,7; 323,7; 336,26,82; 341,3; 350,2'. TSBR: 52,4,12; 68,17; 71,[6],21. 
AS] 13/17:6,10. AS] 13121:1. AS] 13/39:22,26. RA 77/3:28. RA 77/5:12. SMEA 30/12:22,26. 
TVE 10 36; 18 24; 25 2 6; 56 24; 62 24; 73 16; Fs. Kutscher 178 line 3. bf-ma-si-dk u r : Emar 
6: 217,18. 

312 /ljinnu-Dagan/ Emar: bi-in-Ilu-dda-gan: Emar 6: 10,9; 49,8; 144,17; 150,[35]; 153,29. 
TSBR: 1,28'; 2,26; 4,26; 14,35; 16,40; 17,36; 87,30. AuOr 5/1:28'. AS] 1212:1)4'1. AS] 

59. Ibbi-Dagan313 

60. Ibni-Dagan314 

61. Iddin-Dagan315 

62. Igmil-Dagan316 

63. Igmul-Dagan317 

64. Igur-Dagan318 

65. Ikki-Dagan319 

66. Ikmu-Dagan320 

67. Ikun-Dagan32 I 

68. Ilf-Dagan322 
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Dagan named. 
Dagan created. 
Dagan gave. 
Dagan saved. 
Dagan saved. 
Dagan dwells. 
? 

69. /IEllatl-Dagan323 

Dagan captured. 
Dagan established. 
My god is Dagan. 
Dagan is my clan. 
Dagan counselled. 70 . Imlik-Dagan324 
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13/42:30. AS] 14A:31. Iraq 54/6: 1,7'. SMEA 30/4:3,4,8. TVE 2 26a; 14 27; 16 31; 22 26; 34 
32a; 70 10; ZA 894: 3'; Fs. Kutscher 177 line 39. bi-nu-dda-gan: Emar 6: 8) 1,3~; 9,27; 10,14. 
bi-ill-nll-dk U r :TVE51 8 19a;7229 14;74 1; 75 2 5; 76 I 7,14,21. bl-llU- k u r: TSBR: 
38,9; Fs. Kutscher 179 line 15. bi-in-nll-da: TSBR: 51,28. hi-in-na-da: TSBR: 50,31. WS *iJnn -
'to be gracious, to be merciful'. CAAA 20; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 200; M.P: STRECK, 
AOAT 271/1 245. Cf. D. ARNAUD, SEL 8 (1991) 35. For the defective reading of Dagan cf. 
D. ARNAUD, SEL 8 (1991) 30. Cf. Ebla Enna-Dagan. 

313 Emar: ib-bi-da: TSBR: 9,17. 
314 Emar: ib-ni-dda-gan: Emar 6: 52,31,49; 130,26; 141,31; 142,26. AS] 12/15:25. TSBR: 

11 ,33; 12,23. TVE 23 30; 37 40. ib-ni-dk u r : Emar 6: 65,6; 86,16; 93,17; 120,15; 
205,2,5,6,15,16,33; 214,12,13; 277,4; 336,73,104. TSBR: 59,26; 60,23'; 62,32; 82,30; 98,10. 
AuOr 5/13:4,7,9. AS] 12/3:23. AS] 13/39:23. SMEA 30/2:26. SMEA 30n:28. SMEA 30/12:23. 
SMEA 30/24: 12. TVE 8 49; 11 20; 28 55; 54 II 12; 62 20; 74 4; 79 29. ib-ni-da: TSBR: 50,1; 
51,8,25; 86,24; Fs. Kutscher 171 line 17, 1721ine 23. ib-ni-da: TVE 1632. 

315 Emar: i-din-dda-gan: Emar6: 12,21'; 150,33. TSBR: 16,37; 17,32; 18,21; 19,28. TVE 
2223; 9127. i-d[tl-dda-gan: AS] 13/33:6. id-di-dda·gan: Emar 6: 143,[5]; 144,4. id-di-id-da: 
AS] 12/5: I. id-di-id-da: TSBR: 42,28. For the assimilated form of lddin-Da(gan) cf. A. 
TSUKIMOTO, AS] 12 ~1990) 186 n.l; cf. also D. ARNAUD, SEL 8 (l991! 29 n.23. 

316 Emar: ig-mil- da-gan: Emar 6: 153,30. TSBR 9,15. AS] 1212:9 . AS] 13/32:24. AuOr 
5/17:27. TVE 4 34; 71 13; 9120. ig-mil-dk u r: TSBR: 83,1. AS] 12/11:6. SMEA 30/2:23. 
TVE 28 52; EM 99:300 2 (unpublished, courtesy B. Faist). 

317 Emar: ig-mu-lll-dda-gan: AS] 13123: 1; Fs. Kutscher 173 line 11. 
318 Emar: lil _ gur-dk u r AS] 12/11 :20 WS gy/wr - 'to dwell'. R. ZADOK, Fs. Hallo 323. 

Cf. Hb. gwr (HAL 177). . . d 
319 Emar: ik-ki-dda-gan: Emar 6: 52,S\. TSBR: 48,44. TVE 84 II. Ik-kl- k u r : Emar 6: 

74,2'; 83,13; 127,14,23; 306,18; 336,77. TSBR: 30,23; 39,33; 56,19; 77,21,24; 80,11. RA 77/3: 
25,27. SMEA 30/16:6'. TVE 1823; 62 27; 6417. ik-ki-da: TVE 43038. Hurr. ikki - meaning 
uncertain; cf. GLH 120; U. GELB et aI., NPN 219. Cf. also Hurr. egi/igi 'dans', GLH 74. 

320 Emar: ik-mll-dda-gan: 69 162529. ik-mll-dk u r : Emar 6: 206,10,15; 275,2; 276,11. 
TSBR: 41,1; 49,15,17; 53,21. AS] 13/39: 5,[12],16. SMEA 30/12:5,[10],16. TVE 1017. 

321 Emar: i-kll-lln-dda-gan: Emar 6: 146,26; 147,40; 150,6; 160,12'. TSBR: 16,6. AS] 
13/32:28. AS] 13/42:<2>8,35. AS] 16:44. SMEA 30/4:30. TVE 5 26; 24 28; 34 9 32; Fs. 
Kutscher 173 line 24. i-ku-lln-dk U r : Emar 6: 182,15.I-kll-

d
da-gan: Iraq 54/4:32. TVE 1035 

37. i-kll-dk u r : Emar6: 65,2 1; 86,17; 92,S; 215,23; 248,[2']; 336,7. AS] IOA,24. AS] IOF:9'. 
TSBR: 71,30; 22,19; 23,23; 30,17; 78,27; 91,1' ,3'. Iraq 54/4:32. TVE 25 28. i-ku-un-da: TVE 2 
26. i-kll-ud-da: TVE 71 27. lkundagan>lkuddagan>lkudagan cf. A. TSUKIMOTO, AS] 10 
( 1988) 157. 

322 Emar: I-lf-dda-gan: Emar 6: 52,23; 130,12. AS] 13/33:5. i-li-da: TSBR: 72,33. 
din g i r-/i-da Fs. Kutscher 178 line 6. For the defective reading of Dagan cf. D. ARNAUD, 
SEL 8 (1991) 30. 

323 Emar: el-la-ti-dk u r : Emar6: 275,2; 276,[11]. TSBR: 46,3,12,17. AS] 13/41:1. TVE 
62 18. il-Ia-ti-dda-gan: AuOr 5/17: 29. 
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71. Imittl-Dagan325 My support is Dagan. 
72. Ipbur-Dagan326 Dagan reunited. 
73. IpqJ-Dagan327 My grace is Dagan. 
74. Ipqu-Dagan328 Grace is Dagan. 
75. Iram-Dagan329 Dagan loves. 
76. Irbi-Dagan33O Dagan is great. 
77. Irlb-Dagan331 Dagan rewarded. 
78. IHur-Dagan332 Dagan protected. 
79. ISa-Dagan333 Help is Dagan. 
80. ISbi-Dagan334 Dagan is satisfied. 
81. IS-Dagan335 Dagan is present. 

324 Emar: im-lik-dda-gan: Emar 6: ~7,47. TSBR: 6,5; 50,34. ASJ 12/15:30. AuOr 517:23. 
RA 7712.50. TYE 4 ~7; 79 34. Im-ltk- k u r : Emar 6: 21,1,8; 22,1; 90,24; 93,16; 94,8,9; 
211,23; 256,37; 325,4 ; 336,20. TSBR: 22,18; 26,11,21; 44,22; 49,5,21; 55,34. ASJ 12/8:29. ASJ 
13/31: I. ASJ 14/45: }6. SMEA 30/2:32. TYE 8 53; 9 33; 10 35; 28 56. 

325 Emar: zag- da-gan: AuOr 5117:30. 
326 Azu: T-5 = AASOR 44146. Emar: ip-bur-dda-gan: TSBR: 1,10; 2,13. ASJ 12/2:16'. 

ASJ 13/33:17. JCS 34/1:1,15,25,28. TYE 115; 2013; 22 28; 25 28; 34 6. ip-bur-dk u r : Emar 
6: 5,32; 215,18 and seal; 279,1,8,11; 319,10; 336,90. TSBR: 20,22; 100,19. ASJ 14/43:23. 
SMEA 3017:29. TYE II 23; 61 I 4 II 12 1821; 48 20; Fs. Kutscher 179 line 22. For a transla
tion 'DN prided himself', related to the Arab. root/abara cf. E. LIPINSKI, Akk 14 (1979) 51. 
For a pOSSIble use of ~he G stem as D in western texts cf. D.E. FLEMING, HSS 42 241 n. 147. 

327 Emar: Ip-ql- da-gan: Emar 6: 8,49; 50,7; 52,61; 109,34; 176,11. TSBR: 7,27; 13,33; 
47,1,5,8; 48,4; 57,14. ASJ 13123:21,26}YE 20 32; 30 32; 6125; 70 9 II; 89 25; EM 99:200 12 
(unpubhshed, courtesy B. Faist). ip-qi- k u r : Emar 6: 7 16' 1028' 2925" 31'2' 34 14 G52'· 
35,4; 51,6; 60,5; 92,20; 119,2; 127,20; 186,26; 187,[30'];' 207,5; 225,3:5; 226, I; '306:9; '316,3~ 
336,40; 337,3. TSBR: 45,1,17; 46,1,8,11,18,30; 53,19; 59,30; 99,6. AuOr 5115:30. ASJ 
13121 :21. ASJ 13/30:4<1>. ASJ 13A:3. TYE 3 32; 23 9 11 20; 58 1 19; 78 24. ip-qi-da: ASJ 
13/30:45. TYE 20 29. 

328 Emar: ip-qu_dk u r : Emar6: 243,5'. 
329 Emar: ir-am-dda-gan: Emar 6: 2,9,13,21; 3,8,27; 4,16; 146,25. TSBR: 5,7,25,40; 67,6. 

AuOr 5/3?5'. SMEA 3~/3:24. TYE 29 30. ir-am-dk u r : E~ar 6: 5, [I], [11], [12], 15, [17], 
20, 23, 26, 6, 7, 10, 15 , 7,6. TSBR: 24,22; 74,30. Ir-a-am- da-gan: Emar 6: 12,22'; 148,26; 
150,34. TSBR: 16,37; 17,32; 18,22. TYE 22 23.; 9127. ir-am-da: TYE 5 24; Fs. Kutscher 173 
line 23. 

330 Emar: ir-bi-dk u r : Emar 6: 336,1. 
331 Emar: ir-ib-dda-gan: TSBR: 54,8,[1]0. TYE 23 2. ir-ib-dk u r : Emar 6: 70,14,2[0]; 

181,4,5,7. TSBR: 80,21. TYE 88 9' 15' 18'; ZA 89 4: I'. i-ri-ib-dda-gan: ASJ 12/1:29. i-ri-ib
da: 20 31. For a conn~ction with the root *r'p - 'avoir pi tie' cf. D. ARNAUD, SEL 8 (1991) 42. 

332 Emar: i~-~ur- da-gan: Emar 6: 8,48; 10,23; 137,7,[1]0,20,31,[4]2,52; 138,9,22,40,50; 
P9,12,13,2<0>,27,28,33,44; 140,12,22; 141,12; 158,27. TSBR:54,22'. ASJ IOD: edge4. i~-~ur
k u r : Ema~6: 138,18. TSBR: 35,29. ASJ 14/43:12. RA 7712:46. SMEA 3012:28. TYE 9 32; 

59 22. i-~ur- k u r : Emar 6: 168,5',11 ',16', [28'],35 '; 206,6. ASJ 12/8:28. SMEA 3017:20. 
TYE1221. 

333 /YisaC-Dagan/ Emar: i-sa-dda-gan: Emar 6: 52,63; 163,19. AuOr 511:26'. ASJ 
12112:1[6]. WS yt - 'to help, to save'. CAAA 22; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 215f. For the root 
*ws~ (I*yasacl) - 'sauver' cf. D. ARNAUD, SEL 8 (1991) 42. Cf the parallels in Ug. F. 
GRONDAHL, PTU 147; Hb. J.D. FOWLER, TPNAH 97. 

334 Emar: is-bi-dda-gan: Emar 6: 2,7; 17,46; 148,19. TSBR: 19,23; 47,27; 60,1'. AuOr 
517:10. AS] 14A:8. TYE 10 17; 29 36; 61 23. is-bi-dk u r : Emar 6: 6,[6]; 77,23; 93,18; 
206,10,15; 263,41; 266,35; 268,21. ASJ 12/3:24. ASJ 13121: 17. SMEA 30113: 17. TYE 28 53. 

335 I'IS-Dagan/ Emar: is-dda-gan: Emar 6: 96,15'; 138,53; 139,48; 140,30; 141 ,33, 
142,28; 184,22' . TSBR: 10.29; 11,39; 12,25; 59,33; 60,25; 62,36. ASJ 12110:26. RA 7711:42. 
JCS 4011:26. TYE 59 27; 86 40; 9628. is-dk u r: Emar 6: 94,27; 97,25'; 124,26; 168,31'. 
TSBR: 61,14'; 82,33. RA 77/2:29. 6 28; 2852; ZA 90 6: 14. WS 'Iys - to exist. HAL 89; DLU 
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82. ISma-Dagan336 Dagan listens. 

83. Itar-Dagan337 Dagan returns. 

84. Itti-Dagan338 With Dagan. 

85. Itur-Dagan339 Dagan returned. 

86. Izkur-Dagan34O Dagan named. 

87. I zrab-Dagan341 Dagan sows. 

88. KapI-Dagan342 My rock is Dagan. 

89. KAR-Dagan343 ? 

89. Kln-Dagan344 Protect oh Dagan! 

90. Labu-Dagan345 The lion is Dagan. 

60 s.v. it I. Cf. discussion and parallels in OAkk. and Ebla in J.J.M. ROBERTS, ESP 31 and 90 
n.209; M. KERBERNIK, PET 92; H.-P. MOLL~R, ZA 7? (1980) 81 n.59. Cf. the parallels In 
Ug., Pho., and Hb. and discussion of the term In F GRONDAHL, PTU 102; FL. BENZ, PNPh 

277f.; J.D. FOWLER, TPNAH 57. 
336 /YismaC-Dagan/ Emar: is-ma-dk u r : ASJ 13/36:22; ASJ 13/37:17; Fs. Kutscher 168 

line 21. is-ma-a,_dk u r : Emar 6: 33,2,5,12,14,p,18; 217,2; 220,1; 604,5,4. TYE 25 ~v4}0 ,12 
14 17. is-ma-ab-dda-gan: Emar 6:3,14. e.s-me- k u r: Fs. Kutscher 170 lIne 34. WS sm - to 
hear, listen to'. CAAA 32; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 249f. For a possible influence fro~ Akk. 
on the shift from ya- to i- cf. M. STOL, SEL 8 (1991) 197. Cf. the Hb. parallels In J.D. 

FOWLER, TPNAH 363. 
337 Emar: i-tar-dda-gan: Emar 6: 111 ,32. 
338 Emar: it-ti-dda-gan: MEA 3012:5. TYE 815. it-ti-da: TSBR: 99,8. TYE 1 7 II; ZA 90 

7:1; it-ti-id-da: TSBR: 68,16. Cf. the parallels in J.J . STAMM, ANG 230. 
339 Emar: i-tur-dda-gan: Emar 6: 2,[38]; 8,50; 20,35; 50,9; 52,30,68; 137,49,65; 140,28; 

146,6; 150,31. TSBR: 8,13; 62,35; 69,39. ASJ 12/2:2. ASJ 13/30:44. ASJ 14A:35. Iraq 54/4:34 
SMEA 30/4:8. TYE 15 37; 24 12; 31 925; 3416; 91 28; 96 36; EM 99:200 5 (unpublished, 
courtesy B. Faist). i-tur-dk u r : Emar6: 10,29; 19,16; 65,19; 71,1; 213,30; 215,14,16; 252,12; 
279,2; 336,72. RA 77/5:2,2 1. JCS 40/3:10. TSBR: 13,15; ~0,3,4; 29,12; 5.0,11; 66,19; 79,12; 
81,13. TYE 7 1; 51 19; 58 4 6; 604; 653; 7326. g u r- k u r : Emar 6. 22,5, 36,3,5, 37,9, 
56,18; 66,25'; 121,16; 205,31; 217,20,24; 240,3'; 266,36; 287,7; 307,7; 336,4,13,48,67. AuOr 
5111 :16. Iraq 54/1:[1],4,11 ,17,19,TSBR: 20,20; 27,7; 36,23; 71,27;98,8. TYE 6 34; 10 2 14 18; 
132. i-tur-da: TSBR: 58,12. AS] 12/9:seal (cf. 195). ]CS 3411:1,12,25,28. TYE 64 8; 94 1 12 

2528. 
Ekalte: i-tur-dda-gan: MBQ-T:18,38. . 
Cf. the parallels in U. GELB, MAD 3 293. On the possible relationship of itur wIth WS Cf. 

H.B. HUFFMaN, APNM 270. For the defective reading of Dagan cf. D. ARNAUD, SEL 8 

(1991) 30. 
340 Emar: m u -dk u r : Emar 6: 76,25. TSBR: 23,20. 
341 /YirjraC-Dagan/ Emar: iz-ra-ab-dda-gan: Emar 6: 12,25'; 150,32. TSBR: 9,12; 

14,12,34; 16,43; 17,33,37; 18,23,27; 87,31. AuOr ~/3:20'. Iraq 54/2:2,12. TYE 22 P 3,0; 91 2~; 
ZA 894: 2'; Fs. Kutscher 177 line 40. iz-ra-a'- k u r : TYE 78 2 27. WS rjr - to sow. 
CAAA 18; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 188; M.P. STRECK, AOAT 271/1 407. Cf. the parallels 
(YarjraC) with EI and Addu in Mari in ARM 16/1 237, cf. also Hb. in J.D. FOWLER, TPNAH 

343. 
342 Ekalte: ka-p[_dda-gan: MBQ-T 65:42. MBQ-T 81:14. 
Emar: ka-p[_dda-gan: Emar 6: 24,2,9; 118,11; 122,15; 124,21,22; 146,33; 181,22; 

187,[12'],[13 ' ],[34']. ASJ 14/43:18. AS] 16:42. RA 77/5: seal. TYE 5 33; Fs. Kutscher 173 
line 31. ka_p[_dk u r : Emar 6: 43,18; 77,20; 85,10; 89,9; 93,16,20; 128,18; 186,1, 1[0] ,11 ,30; 
205,29; 211,21; 261,3,10; 264,9,17,22; 279,13,47; 285,12. TSBR: 56,21,24; 66,17; 70,14; 72,26; 
73,21,23; 84,23. ASJ 12/9:seal; ASJ 12/11 :seal; ASJ 13/21 :19: ASJ 13/39:24. ASJ 13F:[4']. ASJ 
14/44:20. AS] 14/45:15. SMEA 3017:31. SMEA 30/12:24. SMEA 30113:18. SMEA 30/16:4'. 
TYE 1221; 738 II 25; Fs. Kutscher 170 line 32; Fs. Kutscher 172 line 19. 

343 Emar: KAR-dk u r : Fs. Kutscher 170 line 33. 
344 Emar: ki-in-dda-gan: Iraq 54/6: 18'. 
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91. Lad(a)-Dagan346 
92. Lami-Dagan 347 
92. Lfmf-Dagan348 

93. LU'iid-Dagan349 

94. Madi-Dagan350 
95. Malku-Dagan35 1 

96. Matkali-Dagan352 

97. Matkali- d kur-gaP53 
97. MUu-Dagan354 

9S. Milkama-Dagan355 

99. Milkf-Dagan356 

100. Na'ma-Dagan357 

CHAPTER FIVE 

? 
? 
Dagan is my clan. 
I will pray to Dagan. 
Wisdom is Dagan 
The king is Dagan. 
? 
... the Great Mountain(=Dagan). 
Growth is Dagan. 
Counsel is truly Dagan. 
My counsel is Dagan. 
Satisfaction is Dagan. 

345 Emar: la-bu-dk u r : AS] 12/11 :7,8. la-ab-u-dk u r : TSBR: 64 5 Cf D ARNAUD 
SEL 8 (1991) 32. ,. .. , 

346 E . I d dk . mar. da-a - u r. Emar 6: 90,23; 122,5; 258,19. TSBR:85,58 10 1621 AS] 
13/21 :25. la-da- ~ u r : Emar 6: 186,[2], I [7],29,30; 187,2[ 1' ],33' ,35'. "". 

Ugant: la-ad-. k u r : PRU~: 17.28,28 and seal. (Scribe of Tillisarruma from Karkemis). 
For a connectIOn of la-a~ wIth the root wid - 'enfanter', cf. D. ARNAUD, SEL 8 (1991) 32. 

For a possible vanantdof Lu tid-Dagan cf. ].-M. DURAND, RA 84 (1990) 76. 
347 Emar: la-mi- k u r : Fs. Kutscher 178 line 8. 
348 E I" dd . . d m~r: /-1111- . a-gan: E~ar 6:

d
52,12; 148,24. TSBR: 1,21 ';54,5. TVE 2 27; 34 34; 524. 

1I-1111- k u r . Emar 6. 320,3. 1I- /-1111- k u r : Emar 6: 168,31'. TSBR: 30,3. TVE 54 8 9. li-mi
da: TSBR: 52,20. /i-mi-da: TSBR: 22,23. WS *lJm - family clan. CAD L 198f ' M 
KREBERNIK, PET 95; M.P. STRECK AOAT 27111 323' ., . 

349 E . I . d d' . Tar. II-II-a - k u r : Emar 6: 254,1. Cf. the parallels in ].J. STAMM, ANG 202. Cf. 
Lu-ba-ad- amar-utu In E. SOLLBERGER, ]CS 5 (1951) 78 MAH 15918 line 22' B 
LANDSBERGER, ]CS 9 (1955) 121 n. 2; M. STOL, SEL 8 (1991) 196. Cf. also ] .-M DUR~ND' 
RA 84 (1990) 76, cf. Lad(a)-Dagan. . , 

350 E . d' dk . . mar. ma- /- u r . Emar 6: 36,8; 80,27; 92,21'; 120,20; 124,26; 132,13; 205,2,4,[7]; 
211,20,217,19; 218,6; 219,7; 336,24; 349,2'. TSBR: 30,19; 31,17; 64,15,19; 65,23; 66,16; 
68, II; 95,2. AuOr5111 :5,7~9,23. AS] 12/3:23. SMEA 30/9:36. SMEA 30/27:23'. TVE 66 I 6. 
Cf. also Azu: Mati-Dagan In AASOR 44146. Hurr. madi - 'wisdom?'. GLH 163f. ; cf. also 1.1. 
GELB et al. NPN 233f. cf. Dagan-madi. 

351 E' I k dd 352 mar. ma-a - 11- a-gan: AuOr 5/3:26'. Cf. D. ARNAUD, SEL 8 (1991) 32. 
. E~ar: /~a-al-ka -lI _dk u r : Emar 6: 74,7'. TSBR: 30,2,18; 34,16. AS] 12/3:24. TVE 7 

2,742. n I r - k u r : Emar 6: 33,29,31 and seal; 65,25; 90,19; 92,18; 131 ,2'; 213,26 and 
seal; 214,12. TSBR: 20,23; 24,19; 36,31; 53,17; 68,20,21; 72,29; 76,23. AuOr 5/9:23; AuOr 
511 1:18; AuOr5113:18. AS] 10C: 7',11',1[2]'. AS] 1219:6. AS] 12111:32. AS] 14/44:21. Iraq 
5411:23. RA 77/4:26. SMEA 3017:24. TVE 126; 1822; 56 25; 63 27 29; 36 10; 80 18. Fs. 
Kutscher. 171 line 6; 172 line 22; 179 line 19. EM 99: 150 2' (unpublished, courtesy B. Faist). 
Ma-at-kal-da-gal: 192; ZA 70 7: 31 ma-at-kal-dda-gal: TVE 1925. ma-at-kal-da-gaL- 195 
Cf. Dagan-Matkali. . . 
d 353 Emar: n i r - dk u r - g a I Fs. Kutscher 179 line 18. For the interpretation of 
k u r - g a I as Dag:n-kabar cf. D. SCHWEMER, Wettergott 572f., following M. SIGRIST. 

354 Emar: mi-III- da-g~ln: AS] 13/30:41. AS] 13/32:4,25,32 and seal. 
355 Emar: mil-ka-ma- da-gan: TSBR: 5,31. 
356 mil-ki-dda-gan: Emar 6: 12,23' ; 52,11,28; 110,14,1[6],33; TSBR: 16,26,38,40; 

17,34,35; 18,24; 51,7,23; 63,23; 87,30. AS] 13/34:7. DaM 1:27,29. TVE 21 29; 22 24; 24 II; 33 
30; Fs. Kutscher 177 line 39. EM 99:200 4 (unpublished, courtesy B. Faist). mil-ki-dk u r : 
Emar 6: 37,1; 53,[2']; 112,[1]; 113,3,6,7; 114,6; 115,6; 116, 14,18; 117,1,26; 118,6,[9] ; 119,1; 
120,1 ,5,9, 14,15,16; 121,5,8 .276,3; 306,2. TSBR: 28,21. AS] 14/45:16. TVE 188' 627. 

Azu: lIli-il-ki-da-ga: AIT 235 5 (a person native to Azu). For the droppin~ of the In! in 
Alalab cf. D. ARNAUD, AuOr 16 (1998) 152. 

357 INacama-Daganl Emar: na-a'-m[a]_dk u r : TSBR:29,3. WS nacmllm - 'pleasure '. 
CAAA 26; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 238; M.P: STRECK, AOAT 27111 322. 

THE MIDDLE BABYLONIAN PERIOD 

10 l. Na'i-Dagan358 

102 . Niqme-Dagan359 

103 . Nubi-Dagan360 
104. Nilrl-Dagan36 1 

105 . Pazurl-Dagan362 

106. Per'f-Dagan363 

107. Pilsu-Dagan364 

lOS . Qinnl-Dagan365 

109 . Qeri-Dagan366 

110. Qurdl-Dagan367 

Ill . Rlbl-Dagan368 

112. Rip'I-Dagan369 

113 . Rlbti-Dagan370 

114. Rlbu(m)-Dagan371 

115. Rib~I-Dagan372 

Dagan is pleasant. 
My vengeance is Dagan. 
Dagan is ten thousand. 
My light is Dagan. 
My security is Dagan. 
My offspring/seed is Dagan. 
Dagan is in sight. 
My family is Dagan . 
Dagan is he who proclaims. 
My power is Dagan. 
My reward is Dagan. 
My cure is Dagan. 
My reward is Dagan? 
Reward is Dagan. 
My purification is Dagan . 
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358 INaCim-Daganl Emar: Ila-i-dda-gall: na-e-dda-gall: TVE 3 12. TSBR: 48,47. na-i
dk u r : AuOr 5/14:30. AS] 13/39:20. SMEA 30112:20. na-e-dk u r : TVE 3 24. 

359 Emar: nfq-me-dk u r : Emar 6: 269,2. Cf. the parallels in H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 
242. Cf. the parallels in Ug. in F. GR<JNDAHL, PTU 168; Pho. in F.L. BENZ, PNPh 363. 

360 Emar: nu-bi-dda-gan: TSBR: 6,7. nu-bi-dk u r : Emar 6: 35,13; 194,7. AS] 14/43:9. 
TVE 58 II 14. Hurr. nube - '10.000'. GLH 187; U. GELB et aI., NPN 241 S.V. TIllP; AHw 800; 

CAD N12 309. d 
361 Emar: /Ill-ri-dda-gan: TVE 96 4. IlU-ri- k u r : AS] 12/11: 10,13. , 
362 pa-zu-ri-dk u r : Emar6: 215,27. TSBR: 64,15; 65,23. AS] 13/38:1,6,[10],7. TVE 63 

28 29; 67 13. Fs. Kutscher 178 line 4. .! 
363 nun u z '_ d[k u r ]: TSBR: 44,19. pe-er-i-da: 70 13 34. For the readmg nun u z 

instead of sum cf. H. GONNET, TSBR 204 nr. 44c .. 
364 Emar: pfl-su-dda-gan: Emar 6: 2.32; 3,5; 4,26; 8,32,44; 10,10,22; 11 ,38; 20,33; 42,2,8; 

95,6',7'; 97,19'; 125,23; 137,7,18,19,[31],(62]; 138,48; 139,43; 140,21; 141,25; 142,8,20; 
146,24; 147,36; 155,7'; 157,7; 158,24; 159,26; 180,28; 183,17'; 185,25'; 244,3'; 253,5.21. 
TSBR: 5,46; 6,26; 7,22; 8,[21]; 9,39; 12,8,9; 35,24; 47,25; 54,20'; 60,19'; 62,28;; 87,3,8,15,25; 
19,30. AS] 19D:edgel. AS] 12/6:13,24. AS] 1217:26,28,34,41. AS] 12110:22. AS] 12/16:22. 
Iraq 54/5: 10. RA 7711 :37. SMEA 30/3:23. SMEA 30/4:2~. TVE 3 26; 5 6 23; 15 36; ~I 3 21; ~4 
24; 28 45; 29 28; 30 30; 32 3; 49 23; ZA 90 6: 10. pfl-Sli- da-gan: Fs. Kutscher 173 line 22. pll
su_dk u r : Emar 6: 9,38; 42,2,8; 94,[24]; 137,20. TSBR: 59,21; 82,26. ]CS :012:2[2]. SMEA 
30/2:22. TVE 3 12 24; 23 26; 86 36. pf-sf-dda-gall: AS] 1211:25. pf-su- k u r : Emar 6: 
42,11,20. For this interpretation of the name cf. ] .-M. DURAND, LAPO 16 p. 341 n. c; cf. 
commentary and discussion in F.M. FALES, Fs. Garelli 84 n. 22; cf. OAkk. bilzu, AHw 126; 1.J. 
GELB, MAD 3 215; WS CAAA 28; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 255; M.P. STRECK, AOAT 27111 
323; Ug. F. GR<JNDAHL, PTU 172f. (note the parallels with Haddu and Ba'I); Pho. F.L. BENZ, 
PNPh 391. For the defective writings pf-sf and pf-su cf. A. TSUKIMOTO, AS] 12 (1990) 180 

n.25 and 192. 
365 Emar: 2.1.l qf-ni-dda: TSBR:50,32. qf-in-ni-dda-gan: Emar 6: 14,5. TSBR: 51,30. 
366 Emar: qe-ri-dda-gan: TSBR: 67,12. qe_ri_dk u r: Emar 6: 85,22; 231,[1']; 279,41; 

331,3; 336,41,88; 368,9. TSBR: 24,8,9; 36,24. AS] IOA:I,8. AS] 14/43:19. SMEA 3017:4. TVE 
7 I 24.784; Fs. Kutscher 179 line 14. WS Iq-r- 'I 'rufen, herbeirufen ', cf. HAL 1053f. 

367 Emar: qur-di-dk u r : TSBR: 83,25. 
368 Emar: ri-bi-dda-gan: Emar 6: 604,edgel. ri-bi-dk u r : Emar 6: 65,31; 90,10,14; 

124,23,24; 224,3; 257,1,15; 277,1; 79,20; 319,16; 336,8; 368,3. TSBR: 28,11,14,15; 29,5,8; 
99,4,9. AS] 13/17:15. AS] 13F:5'.TVE 1117;2628;737;7825;ZA907:26. 

369 Emar: ri-ip-i-dda-gan: TSBR: 67,29. Cf. the parallels in H.B. HUFFMON , APNM 264; 

Cf. also D. ARNAUD, SEL 8 (1991) 35. 
370 Emar: ri-ib-ti-dk u r : Emar 6: 228,2'. 
371 Ekalte: ri-bu-um-dda-gan: MBQ-T 21: 10. MBQ-T 65:[39]. 
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116. Rl~l-Dagan 373 
117. Rupl-Dagan374 

118. $illu-Dagan375 

119. Sadi-Dagan376 

120. Salim-Dagan377 

121. SamaUu-Dagan378 

122. Se'l-Dagan379 

123 Sep-Dagan380 

123. Suml-Dagan38 1 

124. SUrSf-Dagan382 

125. Tillatf-Dagan383 

126. TIri-Dagan384 

127. Tukultl-Dagan385 

128. Tura(m)-Dagan386 

CHAPTER FIVE 

My help is Dagan. 
Dagan is my healer. 
Protection is Dagan. 
My protection is Dagan. 
Dagan is well. 
The samallu is Dagan. 
The seeker is Dagan. 
(At the) feet of Dagan. 
My offspring is Dagan. 
My root/foundation is Dagan. 
My help is Dagan. 
Servant of Dagan. 
My trust is Dagan. 
Turn to me Dagan. 

372 Emar: ri-i!J-~[_dda-gan: Emar 6: 148,20. ri-ib-~i-dda-gan: AS] 13/23:45. Cf. Hb. Ir-h-sl 
HAL 1138f. Cf. W. VON SODEN, NABU 1987/46 §c 'Mein Vertrauen gilt Dagan'. With 'the 
meaning of fecundate cf. D. ARNAUD, SEL 8 (1991) 35. Cf. the parallels in ARM 1611 122 
(llJ-rib~l.) cf. also ].-M. DURAND, MARl 8 (1997) 614 n. 217 ('palabre') with bibiliography. 

373 ri-~i-dda-gall: TVE 35 3 7. 
374 Emar: ru:pf-d1a-gan: AS] 14A:14. Cf. A. TSUKIMOTO, AS] 14 (1992) 313 n. 14. 
37; Ekalte: ~ll-Iu- da-gan: MBQ-T 81:11. Emar: ~[/-lu-dda-gan: AS] 13/32:4. TVE 69 38. 

~f/-lu- k u r : TVE 78 25. f/-la-da: TVE 90 26. 
376 Emar: sa-di-dda-gan: Emar 6: 158,28. SMEA 3012:9,10. sa-di-dk u r : Emar 6: 65,38; 

76,27; 80,6'. TVE 2628; 73 4; 79 26. salO-di-dda-gan: Emar 6: 5218' 11128' 138352' 
148,22. salO-di-da: Emar 6: 23637; TVE 71 32. " " '" 

Ekalte: salO-di-dda-gan: MBQ-T 21:23. For the translation 'Berg = Schutz' cf. sada I in 
AHw 1125 Ilc .• ~f. §a~di-da-ga-an (Kanis) a K.L. TALLQVIST, APN 207 (TCL I 242,2). 

377 Emar: sa-lzm- da-gan: Emar 6: 85,24. Cf. the parallels in I.1. GELS, MAD 3 272f.· 
CAD SII 257. ' 

37~ Emar: is a m a n-lu-dda-gan: SMEA 30/4:3. For bibliography on the term samal/a cf. 
CAD SII 294. 

379 Emar: se-i-dda-gan: Emar 6: 52,24. TSBR: 50,33; 51,29,31; 57,3 69,9. AS] 13/23:44. 
AuOr 5/4:29 (A. TSUKIMOTO, AS] 12 (1990) 223 does not copy this line). TVE 4 31; 5 32; 21 
28. Fs. Kutscher 173 line 28. se-i-dk u r : Emar 6: 36 I 7' 3718' 658' 8813' 991' 12016' 
121,18; 125,31; 127,17,22; 205,2,4,[7]; 215,18; 276,3; 366:2.'TSBR; 26:11,22; 30,2d,14; 53:18; 
56,18; 73,27. AS] IOA:3,5,IO,16,19. AS] 13A:6,7,[IO]. RA 77/3:26,27. RA 77/4:28. RA 
77/5:20. TVE 10 1338; 78 14. Cf. the parallels in K.L. TALLQVIST, APN 220. 

380 Emar: si-ip_dk u r : Fs. Kutscher 178 line 7. 
381 Emar: su-mi-dda-gan: Emar 6: 52,2. 
382 Emar: sur-si-dk u r : Emar 6: 119,6,8; 321,9; 357,2'. TSBR: 22,18; 25,18; 39,34; 99,S. 

AS] 13121 :22. AS] 13136:[2]0,24. AS] 13/37:15. AS] 13F:8'. TVE 10 15; 36 5; 74 9; Fs. 
Kutscher 168 16 line 16. 

383 Emar: ti-la-[ti]-dda-gan: Emar 6: 171,32'. til-la-ti-dda-gan: Emar 6/4. 148,24. For the 
reading til-la-ti and not be-la-ti cf. W. VON SODEN, NABU 1987/46 §c; ].-M. DURAND, RA 
84 (1990) 63. Cf. the parallels in AHw 1358 1 b. 

384 Emar: ti-ri-dk u r : Emar 6: 29,26'; 32,24; 85,9,11; 88,17,19. ti4-ri-dk u r : TVE 21 
26. 

385 tu-kul-ti-ddalall: TVE 34 30. 
386 Emar: Ill-ra- da-gan: Emar 6: 125,6,12; 146,31; 147,39; 160,9'; 183,23. TSBR: 7,26; 

16,47; 17,43; 35,28; 58,25. Iraq 54/4:31. SMEA 30/3:26. SMEA 30/4:24. TVE 5 25; 167; 21 
25; 24 3 27; 30 34; 33 41; 49 27; 8130; 9616. Fs. Kutscher 173 line 26. tll-ra-dk u r : Emar 6: 
80,29; 180,31; 182,5; 275,5,7; 276,9; 279,14; 331,2,7; 368,2. TSBR: 40,23; 42,26; 43,27; 
46,23,29;49,5,21; 54,[26']; 56,17,27; 64,1,7;65,17. AuOr 5/15:28. AS] 14/43:19. RA 7715:16. 
SMEA 3017:29. TVE 3 30; 7812; 82 6 91518. Fs. Kutscher 172 line 20. g u r _d k u r : TSBR: 

129. Ddi-Dagan387 

TIffi MIDDLE BABYLONIAN PERIOD 

Dagan knew. 
Dagan owns. 
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130. Ukal-Dagan388 

131. Yadi-Dagan389 
132. Yagad-Dagan 390 

Dagan is the wise. Dagan causes to know. 
? 

133. Yagi-Dagan39 1 

134. Yabmu-Dagan392 
135. Yabnu-Dagan393 
136. Yabsi-Dagan394 
137. Yab~u-Dagan395 
138. Yakmu-Dagan396 

139. Yakun-Dagan397 

Dagan causes to sprout. 
? 
Dagan replies. 
? 
? 
Dagan captures. 
Dagan is firm. 

20,20; 65,19. Cf. the parallels in I.1. GELS, MAD 3 293. For the reading tura and not itur of 
the sign GUR cf. the prosopography in D. ARNAUD, TSBR: 65,17,19. 

387 Emar: u-di-dda-gan: AS] 13123:43; TVE 47 15a (cf. A. TSKIMOTO, WO 29 [1998] 
185); dda-gan-UD-ya: TVE 38 13 (dubtos). 

388 Emar: u-kal-dda-gan: Emar 6: 156,33. AS] 12/6:34. AS] 13/38:13. u-kal-dk u r : 

Emar6:18I,1. d 

389 IYtidl~-Daganl Emar: ia-di-dda-gan: Emar 6: 24,22; 75,3. ia-di- k u r : Emar 6: 65,23. 
AS] 12/3:8. AS] 13137:18; Fs. Kutscher 168 line 22; 169 line 18. ia-di-dk u r : Emar 6: 63,S'; 
66,12,18'; 217,24. z u _d k u r : Emar 6: 86,1,9; 320,2. WS yrf - 'to know'. CAAA 21; H.B. 
HUFFMON, APNM 209, cf. the discussion in M.P. STRECK, AOAT 27111 ISS. Active partIcI
ple or causative imperfect; cf. the parallels in H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 209; I.J. GELS LIngua 
3.3.8.1.5. Cf. Hb. parallels in J.D. FOWLER, TPNAH 347. . . 

390 Emar: ia-ga-ad-dda-gan: Emar 6: 110,3,8. Form of uncertaIn connectIOn WS gylwd -
'to be good'? CAAA 19; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 179. Vocalisation doubtful. 

391 IYagl/:!-Daganl Emar: ia-gi-dda-gan: Iraq 54/6:9'. WS gy/:! - 'to burst forth'. CAAA 
19; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 180. The connection of this name with the WS root gy/:!Is dIffIcult 
to prove, the single parallel writing (ia-gi?-ba-lum cf. M. RUTTEN, RA.53 [1959] ~6 hnel8; 
CAAA 601 nr. 3224) has been eliminated by collation of the text (w-am-ba-num cf. D. 
CHARPIN, RA 74 [1980]125). See the parallels with full writing of the name (~a-gi-ibl!Ja-ON) 
in H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 180; M.P. STRECK, AOAT 27111 197 Yaggih-ON Ausgestrahlt IS 
ON'. The loss of the h in the writing is not rare in WS names written in syllabic cuneiform (cf. 
pth in CAAA 339f.; M.P. STRECK, AOAT 27111 244f.). The WS root g'y ('to rise, grow; be 
ex'alted, proud' R. Zadok, Fs. Hallo 323) does not occur, so far, in Amorite names but the root 
occurs in other Semitic languages: Aide (Canaanite loan, cf. AHw 1556 s.v. ga 'am, however 
cf. M. STOL, AbB II: 85,15 n. b), ]Aram. (cf. D]PA 118) and Syr. (cf. LS 99a). 

392 Ya 'mu-Daganl ia-ab-mu-dda-gan: TVE 78 10. Meaning uncertain, cf. CAAA 14; cf. 
above (4.11. TE:T 10) the hononymous geographical name in a text from Terqa. 

393 IYa'nu-Daganl Emar: ia-ab-nu-dda-gan: Emar 6: 130,4,8,9; 176,29,31. AS] 12116:7. 
TSBR: 57,32; Fs. Kutscher 173 line 7. WS 'nw - 'to be submissive, to answer'. CAAA 15. H.B. 
HUFFMON, APNM 199f. 

394 Ekalte: ia-a!J-~i-dda-gan: MBQ-T 65:46. Emar: ia-a!J-~i-dda-gan: Emar 6: 52,62. 
AuOr 5/4:36. TSBR: 1,28'; 67,5,27. DamD 1 :3. TVE 31 28; 34 17; 57 28; 89 11; 91 3; 96 11. 
ia-ab-~[_dda-gan: Fs. Kutscher 173 line 7. WS /:!~y(?) - meaning unknown. H.B. HUFFMON, 
APNM 202. WS iz?w? - meaning unknown. CAAA 15. Cf. the parallels In H.B. HUFFMON, 
APNM 202. A reading zi of sf cannot be excluded and the name may be related to the WS 
root hz', also of unknown meaning, cf. H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 192. Cf. WS /:!zy 'see' H.B. 
HUFFMON, APNM 202; DLU 174 s.v.//:!-d-yl; HAL 288f. 

395 Emar: ia-a!J-~u-dk u r : Emar 6: 90,23; 119,14. AS] 13/21:24. TSBR: 21,21. ia-ab-~u
d k u r : AS] 12/3:8. AS] 12111:9,[1]0,[1]3. WS /:!zy(?) - meaning unknown. H.B. HUFFMON, 
APNM 192. WS iz?w? - meaning unknown. CAAA 15. Cf. Yab~i-Dagan. 

396 Emar: ia-ak-mu-dk u r : TSBR: 28,2. Possibly a western form of an Akkadian root. 
Cf. ik-me-d i n g i r in U. GELS, MAD 3 147. 

397 Ekalte: ia-ku-un-dda-gan: MBQ-T21:9. MBQ-T 65:39. MBQ-T 81:1<7>. WS kwn
'to be firm'. CAAA 23; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 22lf.; G. BUCCELLAT!, AUP 209 and 128. 
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140. Yarfb-Dagan398 
141. Yassi-Dagan399 
142. Ya~i-Dagan400 
143. Ya~u-Dagan401 
144. Yase'um-Dagan402 
145. Yasur-Dagan403 
146. Yatur-Dagan404 
147. Ya!ab-Dagan405 
148. Zikrl-Dagan406 
149. Zimrl-Dagan407 

CHAPTER FIVE 

Dagan rewards. 
Dagan has shouted. 
Dagan leaves. 
Dagan leaves. 
? 
Dagan is honest. 
Dagan turns. 
Dagan is good. 
My order is Dagan. 
My protection is Dagan. 

Cf. the parallels in H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 221. Cf. parallels in Ug. F. GRONDAHL, PTU 153. 
Hb. J.D. FOWLER, TPNAH 349. ' 

398 Emar: ia-ri-ib-dda-gall: Emar 6: 171,[25']; 195,1. TSBR: 16,4,12,13; 19,28. AllOr 
5117:9. ASJ 12/6:21. JCS 3411 :38. DaM 1:28. ia-ri-IB-da: JCS 34/1 :38. TVE 94 38. WS ryb _ 
'to contest; to compensate'. CAAA 30; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 260; G. BUCCELLATI, AUP 
212 (r'b) and 160; M.P. STRECK, AOAT271/1 346. Cf. J.-M. DURAND, MARl 8 (1997) 627 
n. 353, western form of Akkadian ritibulIl. Cf. the parallels in H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 260. 
For the defective reading of Dagan cf. D. ARNAUD, SEL 8 (1991) 30. Cf. Hb. parallels in 
J.D. FOWLER, TPNAH 360. 

399 Emar: ia-si-dk u r : Emar 6: 65 9 WS ss' 'to shout' cf. J.-M. DURAND, LA PO 16 p. 
525. Cf. the parallels in H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 240; G. BUCCELLATI, AUP 153. Cf. the 
parallels in H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 240; G. BUCCELLATI, AUP 153. For the WS origin of i-si
ib-dda-gan cf. the variant [ia-s]i-dda-gan in an unpublished seal (0. ROUAULT, SMEA 30 
[1992]253 n. 26; D. CHARPIN, NABU 1995123). 

400 Emar: ia-~[_dda-gall: Emar 6: 1,8,[29]; 14,26; 141,2[7]; 142,21; 144,2[7]; 156,28; 
163,1[2],17; 172,10'; 185,[26'J; 536,1,15. TSBR: 1,17'; 2,4,24; 3,25; 11,3[0]; 12,20; 19,26; 
57,4,38; ~2,29; 86,6. SMEA 30/2:22. TVE 21224; 14924; 1627; 32 2; 5224; 86 37; ZA 906: 
II. ia-~[- k u r : Emar6: 9,39; 97,20'; 356,2'. TSBR: 10,24. TSBR: 59,22; 60,21; 82,27. ASJ 
]2110:23. RA 3411:38. JCS 4012:23. SMEA 30118:2'. ia-~i-dda-gan: Iraq 54/6:9'. Emar: a-~i
da-gan: Emar 6: 52,25 /G-~[-da: TVE 90 6. WS W' - 'to go out'. CAAA 22; H.B. HUFFMON, 

APNM I 84f.; 'erscheinen' M.P. STRECK, AOAT271/1 410. Cf. l~i-Dagan . Cf. the parallels in 
H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 184. 

401 Emar: ia-~u-dda-gan: Emar 6: 122,18; 336,12; ASJ 16:36. ia-su-"k u r : SMEA 
30/24:7; TVE 69 39. . 

402 Emar: ia-se-lIm-"da-gan: ASJ 12/12:35. 
403 Emar: ia-slIr-"da-gan: Emar 6: 130,11,36; 138,33; 159,29; 176,11. ASJ 12116:24. 

TSBR: 9, II; 67,27. TVE 31 5 6 22. ia-slIr-"k u r : Emar 6: 117,26; 185,7'; 275,3. TSBR: 22,21; 
37,8. ASJ 1211:2[7],30. ASJ 13/37:10. ASJ 14/45:14. RA 7713:1. RA 77/5:1. TVE 27 17; 62 8. 
WS ysr - 'to be straight'. CAAA 22; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 216; M.P. STRECK, AOAT 27111 
224. Cf. also M. KREBERNIK, PET 63; D. ARNAUD, SEL 8 (1991) 42. Cf. the parallels in Ug. 
F. GRONDAHL, PTU 146. 

404 Emar: ia-tlir-"da-gan: Emar 6: 159,10. ASJ 12110:5. ia-Ilir-"k u r : 14 II. WS twr - 'to 
return'. CAAA 34. 

405 Emar: ia-!a-ab-"da-gan: Emar 6: 11032. WS *(wlyb - 'to be good'. H.B. HUFFMON, 
APNM 207. 

406 Emar: zi-ik-ri-"da-gan: Emar 6: 52,9; 153,9. SMEA 30111 :4. zi-ik-ri-"k u r : Emar 6: 
275,6. TSBR: 42,27; 53,14,17; 68,13. RA 77/1:2. TVE 10 12. Cf. the parallels in H.B. 
HUFFMON, APNM 187; ARM 16/1 241. cf. parallels in Pho. F.L. BENZ, PNPh 306; in Hb. J.D. 
FOWLER, TPNAH 343. 

407 Ekalte: zi-im-ri-"-da-gan: MBQ-T 81:13,1[8]. TVE 34 7. Emar: zi-im-ri-"da-gan: ASJ 
16:42 and seal. zi-illl-ri-dk u r : Emar 6: 122,4,6; 205,28; 214,14; 336,49. TSBR: 30,17; 
40,1 ,5,1[2],1[4],[1]5; 64,16; 65,22. ASJ 13/21:20 and seal nr.3. JCS 40/3:3. SMEA 30/13: 1[9]. 
SMEA 30116:5'. TVE 58 13 16; 75 10 II. I i -"k u r : Emar 6: 217,23. SMEA 30/26:2. TVE 
629. WS tjilllrtllll - 'protection'. CAAA 18; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 188; M.P. STRECK, 
AOAT 27111 323. Cf. the parallels in H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 188; ARM 16/l 242f. For the 
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ISO. Zii-Dagan408 He (who is) of Dagan. 

In Mari, there was a large number of texts that referred to regions far from 
the Middle Euphrates, and thus it was interesting to be able to know where 
the bearers of the various names came from, and to see what were the 
various areas of influence of each deity. However, in Emar the situation is 
very different. The archives are very restricted and private in character and as 
a result the persons who appear there are mostly from the environs of Emar. 
Thus, we do not have a mosaic of cities far from Emar but a portrait of the 
city and the small neighbouring villages.409 .. . 

What we may infer from the data from the onomastlcon In Emar and Its 
neighbouring cities is that Dagan also ~as a central po~ition i~ the 
onomasticon of this period in the upper Middle Euphrates, SInce he IS the 
deity most invoked in the names available to us. After Dagan, the second 
most attested deity is the Storm-god, followed by NergallRasap and Sln.410 

As for specific names with Dagan, there is a continuity in the onomastic 
tradition of Mari. There is a strong preponderance of the west Semitic 
element and, what is new, an increasing number of names with Hurrian 
elements.41 1 

reading gimrlllll of the sign LI in Emar cf. the hieroglyphic Hittite seals in H. GONNET, TSBR 
207 nr. 85b. Cf. the parallels in Ug. F. GRONDAHL, PTU 197; in Hb. J.D. FOWLER, TPNAH 
343. d 

408 Ekalte: zu-dda-gan: MBQ-T 65:37. MBQ-T 81:5. Emar: Zll- da-gan: ASJ 1212:2. ASJ 
13/32:26. WS du - 'he'. CAAA 18; H.B. HUFFMON, APNM 186; 'der des' M.P. STRECK, 
AOA T 27111 407. Type of name well known in Emar, cf. Za-Astarti, etc. 

409 To the catalogue of proper names just given, the following broken names should be 
added: 

'"A-x[x-x-x-"]k u r Emar 6: 85,36. 
]x-A-"k u r Emar 6: 348,5'. 
[x-X-]Aij _d k u r Emar6: 167,9'. 
x-x-]BI-"k u r Emar6: 85,11'. 
dda-gan_[ Emar 6: 24,24; 40,17; 52,40, 161,4. ASJ 100:6,7. 
dda[-gall Emar 6: 52,44; 161,18. AuOr 511 :31'. 
]-"da-~an Emar 6: 40,18; 96,7'; 156,34; 166,5'; 327,3. ASJ 12114:31. 
[x-x]- da-gan DaM 1:21. 
-"da]-gall Emar 6: 1,39, 13,16'; 137,65; 153,9; 166,5'. 
dda-gan-TA-[ TSBR: 11,37. 
mI-[x-x-x]-"k u r Emar 6: 336,69. 
d k u r -[ Emar6: 64,385,41; 91,31; 150,15'; 169,8'; 305;4; 
]-"k u r Emar6: 5,4; 66,21',27',28'; 67,1'; 70,17; 79,15'; 85,25; 225,19; 229,1'; 276,14; 

286,14; 296,8; 336,31,39,107; 337,6; 338,21; 342,1; 348,6'; 354,1'; 357,4'; 358,3'. AS] 
IOG:16 '. SMEA 30110:16. TVE 6 32. 

d k u r -SA-x-[ Emar 6: 339,4'. 
d k u r -TA-[ Emar 6:16,40; 93,15. 
d k u r -x-x-x: TVE 62 14. 
[mx-S]A-"k u r Emar 6: 66,8. 
m]e-"k u r Emar 6: 337,4. (This line is missing in the transliteration). 
x-sa-"k u r : TVE 28 51. 
x-ZU-"k u r Emar 6: 337,19 
410 Cf. D.E. FLEMING, HSS 42 241. 
41 1 There are eight names that may contain a Hurrian element; cf. Allalli-D.; D.-Madi; 

Nai-D.; D.-Niwtiri; D.-tali; lkki-D.; Madi-D. and NlIbi-D. 
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5.2. Ugarit 

The city of Ugarit, on the Mediterranean coast in present day Ras Samra 
(Syria) some fifty kilometres south of the mouth of the Orontes, has been 
the coastal site that has provided a huge number of texts of the most varied 
kinds, since not only were texts in syllabic cuneiform unearthed there but 
documents were also found in a local cuneiform alphabet.412 This varied 
documentation has enabled us to see the cosmopolitan character of the city 
in which there was basically a population that largely spoke the local lan
guage (Ugaritic) and an important Hurrian-speaking population and yet, 
alongside these two languages, they also wrote in Akkadian, the lingua 
franca of the time. As for genres, there are all types of texts, from adminis
trative documents to literary texts, including rituals, and legal, school, 
lexical texts, etc. All this documentation dates to the Late Bronze Age, 
during the closing stages of the XIV century and the first quarter of the xn 
century.413 Of course, the texts that will occupy our attention in this section 
will chiefly be the literary texts and the rituals, in which there is the basic 
information for knowing the religion of Ugarit in the Middle Babylonian 
period. Even so, some information can be found in the other texts, espe
cially in connection with the onomasticon. 

5.2.1. The literary texts 

The very extensive literature from Ugarit,414 that describe the lives of the 
gods and heroes in a series of myths and epics, have been fundamental for 
the study of the religion, not only of Ugarit, but of the whole of Syria. It 
would be deceptive if we claim to find in it the role and character of a god 
as important and famous as Dagan was in Syria in the Bronze Age. Since 
the discovery of the texts and their decipherment, the absence of Dagan in an 
active role in the myths, legends and epics of Ugarit has been a matter that 
has not gone unnoticed by most scholars. In spite of everything, Dagan 
occurs obliquely in the literary texts of Ugarit. Two of the epithets of 
Bacl415 are bn dgn 'son of Dagan'416 and ~tk dgn 'lineage of Dagan'.41 7 
Dagan, then, occurs in them in a secondary way, without having any role in 
or influence on the events narrated in the literary texts. This explicit absence 
of the deity who performs no actions, shows the 'secondary' or 'marginal' 
role that Dagan had in Ugarit. Nevertheless, this is the only explicit men-

412 For the history of discovery cf. G. DEL OLMO LETE, MLC 23f.; MLR 13f. 
413 Cf. W. VAN SOLDT, SAU 44f.; CANE 1260. 
414 Here we shall not list all the editions of the Ugaritic literary texts, as this is neither the 

purpose of this book nor the place. However, we shall give the more significant and most 
recent editions and translations: 1.C. DE MOOR, ARTU; G. DEL OLMO LETE, MLC and MLR; 
N. WYATT, RTU; D. Pardee, CS I 243f. 

415 For a study of Baers titulary in Ugarit cf. N. WYATT, UF 24 (1992) 403f., for the ti
tles we are dealing with cf. 408 and 415f., however, with very personal and debatable opin
ions. 

416 KTU 1.2119,35,37; 1.5 VI 24; 1.616,52; 1.10 III 12, 14; 1.12139,Il 25; 1.141l 25; IV 
7; 1.16 III 13. Cf. A.S. KAPELRUD, Baal in the Ras Shamra Texts, Copenhagen 1952, 52f. 

4 I 7 KTU I. 10 1lI 34. 
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tion of Dagan's paternity in respect of Bacl, and thanks to these epithets we 
can glimpse the continuity of this father-son relationship between Dagan and 
the Storm-god during the whole second millennium at least, as we saw 
above when studying the texts from the Old Babylonian period, and more 
specifically the texts from Mari. 

N. WYA TI has made a very daring suggestion in re-interpreting the epi
thets of Bacl in a completely different way. On the basis of an etymology 
for Dagan related to Arab. dagana, 'to be cloudy, rainy', he gives the god 
the character of a weather-god. Forcing the meaning of bn beyond that of 
family relationships, he decides to translate bn dgn as 'the rainy one'; in 
thi s way, according to WYATI, Bacl and Dagan would be two hypostases of 
the same deity, the Storm-god.418 On the other hand, and in an attempt at 
squaring the circle, N. WY ATI, also re-interprets the term ~tk as 'to rule, 
hold sway, dominion'419 and, as a result, translates ~tk dgn as 'Lord of the 
rain ' in parallel with the known epithet of Bacl rkb crpt 'rider of the clouds'. 
The circle, then, is closed and the troublesome 'double' sonship of Bacl, 
(traditional son of El and bn/~tk dgn) is resolved. This suggestion by N . 
WYATI has been questioned by several scholars,420 and recently, N. 
WY A TI himself has changed the translation that he had proposed, but with
out surrendering the spirit of his hypothesis, continuing to identify Dagan 
and Bacl as two weather gods.42I 

N. WY A TI' s argumentation has its weak points in the a priori nature of 
his theory; if the etymology of Dagan has no connection with Arab. dagana 
the rest of the hypothesis would no longer be tenable; Dagan would lose his 
weather character and his equivalence with Bacl would be deprived of mean
ing. In fact, the etymological relationship of Dagan with Arab. dagana is 
difficult to prove.422 On the other hand, even accepting the a priori nature 
of the etymology of Dagan proposed by N. WYATI, we hit new reefs; if 
Bacl and Dagan are two hypostases of the same deity, it is difficult to ex
plain his appearance separately in the many cultic texts from Ugarit, where 
both gods receive offerings separately.423 The other argument that N. 
WY A TI brandishes to confirm his hypothesis is the difficulty of reconciling 
Bacl's double sonship, as son of El and of Dagan. Here WYATI errs by an 
excessively 'rationalist' attitude that sometimes is not appropriate for relig
ious phenomena. Evidently, an historicising explanation is possible, how
ever, the theological fact exists and co-exists without great contradictions 
among the faithful. Nevertheless, an explanation of a double filiation of Bacl 
is possible on the basis of the identification of Dagan with El produced by 

418 Cf. N. WYATT, UF 12 (1980) 377f.; UF 24 (1992) 408. 
419 Based on Hebrew, cf. N. WYATT, UF 12 (1980) 378. 
420 F. RENFROE, AULS 91f. (questioned by WYATT in UF 24 [1992] 428f.); J.F. 

HEALEY, UF 25 (1993) 507; URC 68; O. LORETZ, SEL 12 (1995) 114f. (referring to iztk). 
421 Cf. N. WYATT, MP 42 n. 44 and 324f.; cf. the new translation of bn/iztk dgn in RTU 

59 n. 106 and 160 n. 34. See also N. WYATT, lournal of Higher Criticism 5 (1998) 25. 
422 Cf. the discussion of the etymology of Dagan 6.1. below. 
423 It is possible, however, that the two hypostases were two different cui tic entities but 

not two mythical entities, cf. G. DEL OLMO LETE, MLC 70; MLR 23. 
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the co-existence. of ~w~ ~antheons.424 This identification does not prevent 
t?e two gods belllg llldlviduals, that like their separate cult, is an identifica
tIon of concept, attributes and profile, but not a fusion . They are two 'com
parable' but not 'assimilated' gods. We shall come back to this topic in the 
final chapter. 

5.2.2. The ritual and liturgical texts 

T~e texts from cuI tic practice425 are the complement necessary to confirm or 
reject the por~rait given in the literary texts which, whether we like it or not, 
arous.e more lllterest among scholars. The ritual texts correspond to daily 
pr~ctIce a~d document for us the real cult. Accordingly, they comprise more 
reliable eVidence for reconstructing day to day religion and so enable us to 
determin~ the role of each deity. Conversely, as against the 'clarity' of liter
~ry narrative, the texts from cultic praxis answer a practical need that, some
times, does not require an explicit description of all the ritual acts. 
Generally, they are guidelines or checks of what must be done or has been 
done. The function of the ritual texts is to prescribe/describe the cultic act to 
which they refer; they have a directive and executive function; they specify 
and set out the content and the protagonists, both the actors and the recipi
ents.426 

As for Dagan's appearance and his role in this type of text the contrast 
with the literary texts is noteworthy. In the literary texts he has no role at 
all, whereas in t~e texts from cultic practice, Dagan occurs quite frequently, 
even though he IS by no means one of the most cited gods in this type of 
text. Dagan occurs basically in the 'pure complex ritual sacrifices'.427 These 
texts re~ord the ritua.l actions in a (particular) month, the various places of 
celebratIOn or the vanous types of offering or sacrifice: 

UG:T I 

Two lambs and one bull to ... , [to DN], [ ... ] one lamb, El one lamb, Bacl one 
lamb, Dagan one lamb, [ ... cA!]tar and A!tapil? one cow, Sapan one ewe.428 

424 In the words of N. WYATT, the first to cut the Gordion Knot was 1. FONTENROSE, 
(Onens 10 [1957] 277f.) by identifying Dagan with EI; afterwards, G. DEL OLMO LETE, 
proposed identifying both gods on the basis of the identification/fusion of two pantheons 
Canaanite and Amorite, cf. MLC 69f.; CR 74; MROA 212 71; CCC 82; MLR 23; H. NIEHR: 
RIU 30 and 47. Cf. also the proposal of J.e. DE MOOR, who sees Ba'i as a newcomer, the son 
of Dagan of Tutlul and son-in-law of EI, ARTU 195 n. 19; RY 71. D. SCHWEMER (Wettergott 
544) proposed the fusion of Dagan in EI, with the result that Dagan disappeared from the 
myths. 

425 Cf. principal editions in P. XELLA, TRU I; A. CAQUOT - l.-M. DE TARRAGON, TOu 
2; G. DEL OLMO LETE, RC; CR. 

426 Cf. G. DEL OLMO LETE, CR 12f. 
427 Following the typological classification established by G. DEL OLMO LETE (CR 17f.) 

for the ritual texts of Ugarit. 
428 KTU 1.462-4 = P. XELLA, TRU I 55f.; A. CAQUOT - l.-M. DE TARRAGON, TOu 2 

164f.; G. DEL OLMO LETE, CR 278f.: [n sm wale I [ ... ]n / [ ... ]s il s b' l s dgn s / [ ... '!]rt w'!.!pl gdlt 
~pn dqt. Cf. also D. PARDEE, TR p. 2661. 2: 1['] ntl. 
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This ritual describes a festival that was performed during the new moon (ym 
hdt), but unfortunately the text does not indicate the place where the rite was 
~elebrated. After indicating the offerings to the Hero (t) and to the god of 
the house, a communion sacrifice (slmm) is offered.429 

The following text corresponds to another ritual related to the lunar cy
cle, in this case the full moon (ym mlat). During this ceremony, ammals 
were sacrificed to various deities, in this case the text records the. place 
where the sacrifices were performed and explicitly mentions t~e. klllg as 
principal officiant of the ceremony. After sacrificing in an unspecified place, 
holocausts (srp)430 are burnt in the temple of Baci to Ilib, EI, BacI, cAnat ?f 
Sapan and Pidray, afterwards, in communion sacrifice, Ilib, .~aci ~f Ugant, 
Haci of Aleppo, Yarab, cAnat of ,sapan, Pidray and Dadmls receive offer
ings. Immediately afterwards, the text is as follows: 

UG:T2 
And to the urbt, Ilib, one lamb; Bacl one bull and one lamb; Dagan one 
lamb; the helper gods, one lamb; Bacl, one lamb; cAnat, one lamb; Rasap, 
one lamb, in communion sacrifice .431 

We know very little about the urbt,432 a cult installation with no paral.lel. It 
seems to be some kind of window, a sort of small sanctuary necessary III the 
~m~e. . . 

Another multiple ritual prescription is KTU 1.162, a ntual published re
cently, that describes the sacrifices to the 'gods of the country' (il bldn). The 
first part of the text refers to 'the offering of the shield' ;433 afterwards lambs 
are sacrificed to Ilib in holocaust, and then: 

UG:T3 
Two oxen and two lambs to Ilib; to Elane lamb; to Bacl one lamb; to Da
gan one lamb, to Yarab one lamb, to Yam one lamb.434 

There follow the helper gods of BacI, BacI, cAnat, A!irat?,435 the family of 
El, the assembly of Baci on ,sapan. It seems that the text intends to collect 
all the gods of Ugarit, 33 in number, who appear in the canonicallists.436 

One exceptional text is the case of KTU 1.127, inscribed on the model of 
a lung,437 it is series of sacrificial rituals connected with extispicy, but it 

429 For this type of sacrifice cf. G. DEL OLMO LETE, CR 36 n. 82. 
430 Cf. G. DEL OLMO LETE, CR 36f. 
431 KTU 1.109 19-23 = P. XELLA, TRU 1 49f. ; M. DIETRICH - O. LORETZ, TUAT 2317; 

A. CAQUOT - l.-M. DE TARRAGON, TOu 2 188f.; G. DEL OLMO LETE, CR 274; D. PARDEE, 
TR p. 60If.: w b urbt ilib s / b' l alp w s / dgn s ilt'tjr s / b' l s ent s rsp s / slmm. 

432 Cf. DLU 48 s.v. 
433 For a discussion of nskt qf cf. G. DEL OLMO LETE, CR 98f. 
434 KTU 1.1625-9 = P. BORDREUIL - D. PARDEE, Semitica 41-42 (I~91-92) 42f.; G. 

DEL OLMO LETE, CR 96f.; D. PARDEE, TR 895f.: lIZ alp[lIl wk][n / sm lilib / Iii s / Ib' l s / ldgn 
[S] / I yrb [s] /Iylll [S]. 

435 For the presence of this goddess in the writing amsrt cf. G. DEL OLMO LETE, CR 101 ; 
cf. also DLU 36 s.v. 

436 Cf. G. DEL OLMO LETE, CR 102. 
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seems that there is no sequence or clear connection among the various ele
ments making up the text.438 In one section of the text, which unfortunately 
is broken, there is a reference to a sacrifice to Dagan: 

UG:T4 
One bull of Dagan [ ... ] to the temple [ .. . ] and as sacrifice [ ... ].439 

A very broken text from Ras Ibn Hani documents animal offerings to vari
ous deities, including Dagan: 

UG:T5 
x one lamb (to) Dagan, one ox and one lamb [ ... ] and one lamb (to) Bacl of 
Sapan.440 

Thus far prescriptive/descriptive cuI tic texts, following the terminology of 
G. DEL OLMO LETE. Next we shall study the texts connected with prayer. A 
litany, possibly to be recited in a ritual, with the intention of universal 
invocation, tries to include all the deities of the pantheon: 

UG:T6 
Hail father and gods! And hail, hail El, hail El, the sovereign! Dagan and 
Bacl!.441 

As for the texts related to magic, there are two incantations in which Dagan 
takes part in some way. Both texts are incantations against the bite of a 
snake and in the two incantations, I:J6ran is the principal protagonist and 
hero, while the other deities, including Dagan, have the role of simple ex
tras, since none of them solves the problem until the arrival of I:J6ran. 

The first text, the most complete, describes how Sapas is invoking vari
ous deities to cure the snakebite. Apart from the order in which the deities 
appear, the geographical reference given for each is of interest. After begin
ning by invoking El and BacI, the next to be called is Dagan: 

UG:T7 
She invokes Sapas her mother: Sapas, mother, take my cry to Dagan of Tut
tul.442 

437 Cf. the photograph in G. DEL OLMO LETE, RC plate XXXVI. 

438 Cf. G. DEL OLMO LETE, CR 91, with previous bibliography. 
439 KTU 1.127 22 = P. XELLA, TRU I 178f.; A. CAQUOT - J.-M. DE TARRAGON, TOu 2 

212f.; G. DEL OLMO LETE, CR 94:!r dgn [ .. . ) / b bt k s [ ... ) / w I dbJz [ ... ). Some scholars have 
tried to see this text as evidence for the existence of a temple dedicated to Dagan in Ugarit; 
this hypothesis has been rejected with sound judgment by H. NIEHR, UF 26 (1994) 422. Cf. the 
discussion, below, on the so-called temple of Dagan in Ugarit. 

440 KTU 1.1734 = P. XELLA, TRU I 355f.; D. PARDEE, TR p. 700f. (new reading): [ ... )x 
s dgn alp w s / [ ... )p w S bel ~pn. 

441 KTU 1.123 1-4 = P. XELLA, TRU I 216f.; G. DEL OLMO LETE, CR 343; D. PARDEE, 
TR p. 691f.: [slm) ab w ilm / [w)slm slm ill) / [slim il sr / dgn w bel. 

442 KTU 1.100 14-15 = P. XELLA, TRU 1 224f.; M. DIETRICH - O. LORETZ, TUAT 2 
354f.; D. PARDEE, TPM 195f.; G. DEL OLMO LETE, CR 362f.; cf. translation by D. PARDEE, 
CS I 295f.: tqru I sps u<m>h sps um ql bl em / dgn ttlh. 
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The reference to the Dagan of Tuttul is not unique to this text; in a broken 
passage of a literary text, the 'Marriage of Yarab and Nikkal', there is a 
reference to Dagan of Tuttul.443 It is evident, then, that the famous sanctu
ary of the Middle Euphrates region continued to have 'international' fame 
even as far as the Mediterranean coast.444 

The other incantation against the bite of a snake invokes a series of dei
ties to remove the poison, using the typical repetitive style of incantations: 

UG:TS 
El and Boran remove the venom, Bacl and Dagan, remove the venom.445 

The text continues to invoke deities in pairs, including C Anat and C A!tart, 
Yarau and Rasap, C A!tar and c!tpr etc. 

From all these ritual texts and incantations we may conclude that the 
presence of Dagan is always involved with the principal deities of the Uga
ritic pantheon, that is to say: IIib, EI and Bacl, according to the following 
pattern: 

UG:TI UG:T2 UG:T3 UG:T4 UG:T5 UG:T6 UG:T7 UG:TS 
( 1.46) (I.l 09) (l.l62) (l.127) (l.l73) (l.l23) (l.100) (1.107) 

I1ib I1ib 
El El El El-Hor. 

Bacl Bacl Bacl Bacl 
Dagan Dagan Dagan Dagan Dagan Dagan Dagan Bacl-Da. 

x Bacl 
Ba.-Spn 

TABLE S. Deities accompanying Dagan in the rituals and incantations of U garit. 

It is quite clear that there is a particular system in citing these deities. The 
most 'dynamic' position is occupied by Bacl and Dagan, who appear either 
in parallel or alternately. This fits in with the canonical list or official pan
theon of Ugarit. This list basically comes from four texts, three of them in 
alphabetic writing and one with syllabic writing. These lists are a veritable 
systematisation of the Ugaritic pantheon and are of inestimable value for 
modem scholars.446 

443 KTU 1.24 14; cf. G. DEL OLMO LETE, MLC 458 note line 10; MLR 163. 
444 On the other hand, note how KTU 1.100 (colophon) refers to other important sanctu

aries on the Euphrates, such as the sanctuary of e Altart of Mari. 
445 KTU 1.10738-39 = P. XELLA, TRU 1 24If.; A. CAQUOT - J.-M. DE TARRAGON, 

TOu 2 95f.; D. PARDEE, TPM 230; G. DEL OLMO LETE, CR 373: i[1 w)Jzrn yisp Jzmt / [bel] w 
dgn y[i)sp JzI1lI. 

446 Of course, these god lists have generated a large bibliography. Here we cite the im
portat studies: J.-M. DE TARRAGON, CU 157; P. XELLA, TRU 1 325f.; J.F. HEALEY, SEL 2 
(1985) 115f.; SEL 5 (1988) 103f.; M. DIETRICH - O. LORETZ, TUAT 2 300f.; G. DEL OLMO 
LETE, CR 71f.; MROA 212 69f.; HUS 305f.; H. NIEHR, RlU 51f. 
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UO:T 9447 UO:T 10448 UO:T 11449 UO:T 12450 UG:T 1345 1 
Gods of Sapan [ ... ] 

Father-god Ilib Ilib [Ilib] God-father 
Ilum EI EI EI EI 
Dagan Dagan Dagan [Dagan] Kumarbi 
Addu, lord of BacI of Sapan BacI of Sapan [BaCI of Sapan] Tesup of 

tJazi 
Aleppo 

Addu 2 another BacI another BacI another BacI 
Addu 3 another BacI another BacI [another BaCI] 
Addu 4 another BacI another BacI another BacI 
Addu 5 another BacI another BacI [another BaCI] 
Addu 6 another BacI another BacI [another BacI] 
Addu 7 another BacI another BacI 

TABLE 9. ComparatIve table of the god-lists of Ugant. 

The title of UG:T 11 'Gods of ~apan, '452 the mountain of BacI, residence of 
the gods,453 is nothing less than a simple declaration of the 'Pantheon of 
Ugarit'. There ~s: th.en, in thes.e texts, the intention to be complete. The 
order of the deities IS clearly hierarchical: the first to be cited is Bib, the 
father-god/ancestor, understood as 'god of the father' related to family relig
. 454 
IOn or to the prototype ancestor of the gods, in effect, the ancestor of 
El.455 The following deity is EI, as head of the pantheon and father of the 
gods.

456
. EI f~llows Dagan, before Bacl, which is explained by the father

son relatIOnship between both deities and by the more than likely identifica
tl~n .between El and Dagan. These lists emphasise his privileged position 
Within the pantheon of Ugarit, in spite of his lack of an active role in the 
myths and his rare presence in the ritual texts. In the Hurrian text (UG:T l3), 

44
7 

RS 20.24 1-10= J. NOUGA YROL, Ug 5 (1968) 44f. and 379: din i r a-bi I 
din g i r -lum I dda-gan I dIM be-el bur - sag ba-zi I dIM 2 I dIM 3 I dIM 4 I ~M 5 I dIM 
6 I dIM 7. 

448 KTU 1.118 1-10: ilib I il I dgn I bCl epn I bClm I bClml bCI", I bClml bClm I bCIIIl . 
449 KTU 1.47 I-II: il epn I ilib I il I dgn I bCI epn I bClm I bC11ll1 bC11ll1 bClm I [bnm I [bcl]m. 
450 KTU. 1.1481-4 is a text listing sacrifices (,Sacrifices of ,sapan') of animals (alp and 

.f) for the deitIes In the same sequence as the canonical lists. 
451 KTU 1.42 = E. LAROCHE, Ug 5 520. This text is not a god list, but a hymn written in 

Human, in which the deities are listed in a specific sequence. It has been used for comparing 
the other god lists: the transliteration of the deities is as follows: in aln, ii, klllrb, fib blbg, cf. 
also LM. DIAKONOFF, SCCNH I 86. -

452 On the other suggestions for interpreting this 'title' (all of them to be rejected) cf. 1.F. 
HEALEY, SEL 2 (1985) 117. 

453 Cf. the most, recent studies on this topic, with extensive bibliography in G. DEL OLMO 
LETE - 1. SANMARTIN, AuOr 13 (1995) 259f.; N. WYATT, ALASP 7 213f. 

454 Cf. G. DEL OLMO LETE, CR 73f. 
455 Cf. K. VAN DER TOORN, UF 25 (1993) 385; FR 159. 
456 G. DEL OLMO LETE, CR 74. 
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the identification of Dagan with Kumarbi should be noted457 as well as the 
exact order of the series of deities.458 

Thus far, the lists that we call canonical, since they follow a pre
established sequence that is repeated without great variations in several 
texts. There are, however, other texts with a different sequence from the 
canonical lists where Dagan occurs; this applies to UG:T 12. The first part of 
the text reproduces the 'Sacrifice of ~apan', which follows the canonical 
sequence of the lists (as we saw above), however the first section .of the 
reverse records the sacrificial offerings to the gods of the month of /jlyyaru, 
and this sequence has a parallel in a text written in syllabic cuneiform, so 
that both texts reproduce a special 'pantheon' :459 

UG:T 14460 UO:T 15461 

God-father llib 

Earth and Heaven Earth and Heaven 
EI? EI one lamb 

Ninmab Kotarat? one lamb 

Dagan Dagan one lamb 

Addu of Aleppo BacI of Aleppo one bull & one lamb 

Addu of tJazi BacI of Sapan one bull & one lamb 

TABLE 10. Table comparing RS. 26.142 (WIth II) and KTU 1.148: 25-27. 

Possibly, the text listed twenty-eight deities, one for each day of the month, 
within a funerary ritual.462 Dagan, in the two parallel lists, is followed by a 
goddess, who from context has to be the consort of El. The case of the 
syllabic text presents no great difficulties, Ninmab is one of the names of 
Ninbursag, one of the traditional wives of Enlil, with whom EI is 
equated.463 The Ugaritic text presents more problems at this point since it 
records kfrt, and if we take into account the syllabic parallel, it is possible 
to think of a scribal error for Mirat (afrt), El's traditional wife.464 Again we 

457 On the identification of Dagan and Kumarbi, cf. below 299f. 
458 Note, however, that the other Hurrian god lists place Tesup after EI and before 

Kumarbi , (cf. M. DIETRICH - O. LORETZ, TUAT 2 304), a sequence that also occurs in 
Ugaritic offering lists, as we have seen. 

459 G. DEL OLMO LETE, CR 136 . 
460 RS 26.142: 1-7 = J. NOUOAYROL, Ug 5 321 and 446 (nr. 170 line 15'-22'); D. 

ARNAUD, SMEA 34 (1994) 107f.; G. DEL OLMO LETE, RC 93; CR 137f. II RSOu 1422 (p. 
323). Composite text: dingir a-bi I dk iii di dim I din g i r-(lum) I (d)n i n - m a b I dda-gan 
(II dk u r) I dU hal-bi I dU bur - sag ba-zi. 

461 KTU 1.\4825-27 = G. DEL OLMO LETE, CR 132: il Sk!rt s I dgn s blb alp w s I bCI epn 
alpws. 

462 G. DEL OLMO LETE, CR 138. 
463 Cf. Ug 5 246 line 35"; G. DEL OLMO LETE, CR 74 n. 78. For Ninmab as one of the 

epithets of the mother goddess cf. T. JACOBSEN, TD 105; D.O. EDZARD, WdM 105; M. 
KREBERNIK, RIA 8 505 §3.22. 

464 Cf. G. DEL OLMO LETE, CR 132 and 138 n. 176; however, cf. P. XELLA, TRU I 93; 
D. PARDEE, Syria 69 (1992) 169; DDD 49If.; G. THEUER, Mond 31 n. 61; cf. the equation of 
Sassiiriitum with the k!rl (cf. G. DEL OLMO LETE, CR 73) and the parallel equivalence of 
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have ~agan listed after El, in this case his wife, followed by various mani
fest~trons of. the Storm-god, in this case the local dedications of Aleppo and 
-Sapan. In thIS way the father-son relationship between El-Dagan and Addu
Bacl is well defined; there is, then a desire for hierarchy and order in the 
preparation of these two god lists. 

5.2.3. The pgr-ceremony and the temple of Dagan in Ugarit 

This cultic ceremony is attested in Ugarit on two steles (KTU 6.13 and 
6.14) found beside the temple ascribed to Dagan.465 The first edition of the 
texts was by R. DUSSAUD,466 and later they have been studied by several 
scholars with some important differences in the interpretation and reading of 
the steles.467 Recently, however, it seems that a certain consensus has been 
reached: 

UG:T 16 
Stele that Tarryelli offered to Dagan: a pgr-sacrifice, and one ox for eat
ing.468 

UG:T 17 
The pgr-sacrifice that cUzzinu offered to Dagan, his lord, and one work
ox.469 

These steles prove that Dagan continued to be the recipient of the pgr
sacrifices, well attested in Mari of Old Babylonian period, sacrifices that 
gave the god Dagan the title of bel pagre. We have already seen above, in 
speaking of this sacrifice in Mari, how some scholars have cast doubts on 
the funerary nature of this liturgical act.470 The documentation from Mari 
and in particular the pag rli ' um that was celebrated in the court of Aleppo 
during the mourning for the dead king confirm its funerary character.47I 
Nothing prevents us considering that a similar situation applied to Ugarit 
during the Middle Babylonian period. The fact of erecting some inscribed 
steles commemorating the sacrifice indicates the 'memorable' nature of the 
event.472 With the steles the death of the king was commemorated as well 

Sassiiriitum and various mother godddesses (Nintu; Belet-ilI, never explicitly with Ninmah, cf. 
references in CAD S/2 146). 

465 Cf. bibliography in H. NIEHR, UF 26 (1994) 419f. 
466 Syria 16 (1935) 177f. 
467 Cf. the most relevant studies in P. XELLA, TRU I 297f.; J.F. HEALEY, SEL 5 (1988) 

105f.; TJ. LEWIS, CD 72f.; P. BORDREUIL - D. PARDEE, Semitica 41-42 (1991-92) 23f. (with 
extensive bibliography and a new copy of KTU 6.14); M. YON, RSOu 6 301f. and 334; G. 
DEL OLMO LETE, CCC 83f.; J.e. DE MOOR, UF 27 (1995) 5f.; B.B. SCHMIDT, IBD 49f.; D. 
PARDEE, TR p. 387f. 

468 KTU 6.13: skn d soClyt 1 [rylldgn pgr 1 walp lakl. 
469 KTU 6.14: pgr d S'ly ICznldgn b'lh I [wa]Ip bmizrfl. 
470 Cf. a summary of the discussion in T.J. LEWIS, CD 72f.; B.B. SCHMIDT, IBD 50f.; J.e. 

DE MOOR, UF 27 (1995) 5f. 
471 Cf. above 71 MA:T 10. 
472 Cf. G. DEL OLMO LETE, CCC 83. 
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as his cult as dead king,473 and everything seems to indicate that the cere
mony was very similar to the one described in MA:T 10, with a funerary 
banquet as part of mourning ([fJJidirtum) for the dead king. 

On the other hand, the identity of the dedicators of the steles should be 
noted; Tarryelli (or Sar'elli) (KTU 6.13), was a queen of Ugarit, possibly 
Ibiranu's wife, one of the last sovereigns of Ugarit.474 We do not have so 
much information about cUzzinu; possibly he was a high official of the 
court of Ugarit. However, it is difficult to specify his career or whether he 
belonged to the royal family or not.475 

The presence of Dagan in this celebration confirms his image as an ance~
tral god and father of the pantheon, this relation with the pagni 'um and hIS 
funerary character is not a reason in favour of his infernal ch~acter. In fact, 
there is nothing to connect Dagan with the underworld. He SImply receIves 
funerary offerings as father of the gods and ancestral god.476 On the other 
hand, the pgr-sacrifice gave its name to a month in Ugarit (yrfJ pgrm)477~d 
it also occurs in Alalab,478 which shows the importance of the ritual and ItS 
spread throughout Syria in the Bronze Age.479. . . 

The steles commemorating the pgr-sacnfices found In Ugant are the 
principal argument used by some experts to ide~tify the t~mple with w.h~ch 
they are associated as the temple of Dagan. In thIS way, withm the tradItion 
of Ugaritic studies, it was held as certain that the temple where the ste~es 
were found was the temple of Dagan in Ugarit.48o Nevertheless, the ascnp
tion of this temple to Dagan has been questioned by several scholars.48I 
The identification of the temple on the basis of the presence of the steles is 
not sufficient argument since they were outside the temple and it is possible 

473 Cf. G. DELOLMOLETE, CCC 83f. 
474 Cf. W. VAN SOLDT, JEOL 29 (1985-86) 71 and 73; SAU 15f.; I. SINGER, HUS 690f. 
475 It is possible that he is the governor (siikinu) of Ugant, often occurnng In several 

Akkadian letters (cf. F. MALBRAN-LABAT, RSOu 7 57 n. 54; cf. also W.H. VAN SOLDT, SAU 
221; I SINGER, HUS 700). P. BORDREUIL and D. PARDEE prefer to see this 'Uzzinu as a 
vassal ruler who assists at the feast in honour of the dead king (Semitica 41-42 [1991-92] 27). 
Cf. also KTU 4.93 II 8, where a certain czn is described as bn mlk. 

476 Cf. G. DEL OLMO LETE, CCC 84; J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 148. 
477 M.E. COHEN, CC 378. 
478 pa-ag-ri, cf. M.E. COHEN, CC 373. 
479 For a possible occurrence of this month in Terqa cf. the reference and discussion in 

M.E. COHEN, CC 372. On the other hand, for a possible continuation of it as Phoenician and 
Punic tophets cf. G. DEL OLMO LETE, CCC 85. 

480 Cf. R. DUSSAUD, Syria 16 (1935) 180; E. DHORME, RED 748; W.F. ALBRIGHT, ARI 
42 and 74; FJ. MONTALBANO, CBQ 13 (1951) 381; F. L0KKEGAARD, Studia Theologica 8 
(1954) 70; J. FONTENROSE, Oriens 10 (1957) 277; J. GRAY, LC 120 and 132; MJ. DAHOOD, 
ADS 68; J.C: COURTOIS, DBS 9 I 195f.; O. EISSFELDT, KUR 76 and 85; V. MAAG, BHH I 
312; M. ASTOUR, JAOS 86 (1966) 279 n. 27; P. ARTZI, EJ 5 1222f.; R.A. ODEN, CBQ 39 
(1977) 471; A.I. BAUMGARTEN, PHPB 190 n. 52; M. SZNYCER, DM I 276; J. MARGUERON, 
DBS II 1195; E. LIPINSKI, Phoenix 28 (1982) 74; OLA 64 171; DEB 397; A.M. COOPER, 
ERel3 37; WJ. FULCO, ERel 4 196; A. CURTIS, HUS 15 (with some perplexity); R. GOOD, 
UF 32 (2000) 707f. 

48 I J.e. DE MOOR, SPU 49 and Ill; ARTU 228 n. 34; N. WYATT, UF 12 (1980) 376; J.F. 
HEALEY, UF 18 (1986) 30f.; SEL 5 (1988) 107; URC 68; H. NIEHR, UF 26 (1994) 425; JNSL 
22 (1994) 173; RIU 45f.; J.-M. DE TARRAGON, RSOu II 207. 
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that the place whe~e they were found was not their original location.482 On 
the other hand, eVl~ence for t~e existence of a temple of Dagan in Ugarit is 
~eagre and uncertam.483 BaSically, the discussion centres on the following 
ntual text: 

UG:T 18 
And on (~ay) nine [ lone lamb shal~ be offered in the qds[oo.J of the temple 
of Dagan ' and of the temple of Bacl' and of the temple of (the) sr.484 

In any ~ase the reading of line 13 is not certain; the new edition of KTU 
reads this passage bt d~[x]~tt w bt bx[ ]. On the other hand, G. DEL OLMO 
LETE corrects the readmg .m his new edition of the liturgical texts of Ugarit 
where he reads bt dtt and m the notes proposes the alternative readings dgn 
or dqt. 485 

The oth~r possible mention of the temple of Dagan is in a text that re
cords offenngs to Dagan, in this case one bull; the text is broken and the 
reference to ~ te~ple in the line following the mention of Dagan does not 
make the attnbutlOn of the temple to this deity certain.486 The circle tight
ens, then, and the. references to a temple of Dagan in Ugarit are quite mea
gre. The~e are senous doubts about the connection of the steles offered to 
Dagan with a temple consecrated to him and the possible occurrences of the 
sanctuary in .the tex~s, once analysed, result in nothing. What, then, is the 
~emple ~ssocI~ted with t.he two steles dedicated to Dagan? The temple of El 
IS f!1entlOned I? three ntual texts and two mythological texts,487 so it is 
loglc~l that .thls temple belongs to the principal god of the pantheon of 
~gant, that IS to say: El. Nevertheless, it is possible that Dagan had some 
~m? of .sanctua~y or cultic space ~ithin the temple of EI, as 'guest compan
IOn deity or Simply on the baSIS of the identification between both dei
ties.488 

5.2.4. Dagan in the onomasticon 

The onomastic evidence from Ugarit m conection with Dagan is very 
meagre, no more than two names: 

Ammlni-Dagan489 Why (oh) Dagan? 

482 Cf. J.F. HEALEY, SEL 5 (1988) 107; Cf., however, the contrary view of M. YON, 
RSOu 6 279f.; M. YON, ALASP 7271; M. YON, La cite d'Ougarit sur Ie tell de Ras Shamra 
Paris 1997, 124; J.-M. DE TARRAGON, RSOu 11207. ' 

483 On this cf. H. NIEHR, UF 26 (1994) 421f.; RJU 46. 
484 KTU 1.104 11-14: w bIn ... ) / yIn s qdS[ ... ) / bt dgn w bt bn) / w bt sr, for this reading 

cf. G. DEL OLMO LETE, Cr 308f.; DLU 130 s.v. dgn (II) c. 
485 KTU p. 121 ; G. DEL OLMO LETE, CR 309; cf. also D. PARDEE, TR p. 565f. 
486 For the text cf. above 268 UG:T 4. 
487 Cf. the study by H. NIEHR, UF 26 (1994) 423f., with references; RJU 46. 
488 J.e. DE MOOR, SPU III; N. WYATI, UF 12 (1980) 376; G. DEL OLMO CR 30. 

('Temple of Daganu-llu' with a description of the various parts of the temple, ~ith text 
references); H. NIEHR, UF 26 (1994) 426; RIU 47; P. MERLO - P. XELLA HUS 303. 

489 am-mi-ni-da-gan: PRU 3: 162734. ' 
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Ilu-Dagan490 The god is Dagan. 

In this way may appreciate how Dagan was now very far from the lead posi
tion he had retained in the Middle Euphrates region, where he was the god 
most invoked in the onomasticon. In Ugarit, the god that occurs most often 
is BacI, way ahead of the other deities.491 

5.3. Mari 

In spite of the destruction of the local dynasty of Mari and its disappearance 
without trace at the hands of (Jammurapi of Babylon, it seems that during 
the Late Bronze Age there still remained some remnant of the population 
that retained the name of the 'land of Mari' for its territory. It is not certain, 
however, that it was exactly the same as the Mari of Zimri-LIm, and it is 
possible that it refers to a small territory in the lower (Jabur region or the 
SubOrn region.492 A letter found in Ugarit possibly comes from this Mari 
that continued to maintain the religious tradition of its predecessor. The 
greeting formula of the letter is as follows: 

UG:T 19 
May Addu, Dagan and Hur-Mer?, the great gods of the land of Mari, protect 

the life of my lord.493 

The three gods correspond to an ancient tradition of the Middle Euphrates 
region: Itur-Mer494 as polyadic god of Mari and Dagan as head of the pan
theon of the Middle Euphrates region. In this case, however, Addu occurs in 
first position, unlike in the texts from Old Babylonian Mari, where the 
order was always Dagan-Addu. Had Addu's prominence as head of the pan
theon already occurred in the Late Bronze Age, in the Mari region? Possibly 
the Storm-god had already 'supplanted' his father and had become the prin
cipal god of the region. Unfortunately, we do not have enough evidence to 
prove this. 

5.4. AlalafJ. 

In spite of the important discovery of texts from level IV in the city of Ala
lab, there is only evidence of some cult of Dagan in the onomasticon, in 
three names: 

490 ildgn: KTU 4.631119; 4.607: 17; 4.609: 20. 
491 Cf. G. DEL OLMO LETE, MROA 2/2 203f. 
492 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, LA PO 16 46f. 
493 RS 34.142: 2-5 (= S. LACKENBACHER, MARl 3[1984] 185f.; RSOu 7 47): dIM dda_ 

gat! II / d<i>-tur-me-ri din g i r - me 5 gal-Iu4 / sa k u r I/la-ri nap-sa-Ii [b) e-U-ia li-i$-[,I'U]-nl. 
494 For the reading Itlir-Mer in this text cf. S. LACKENBACHER, MARl 3 (1984) 185 n. 3; 

RSOu 7 p. 101 n. 76; J.-M. DURAND, Mediterranees 10-11 (1997) 31. Cf. also W. VAN SOLDT 
(SAU 222 n. 339) who reads x u-rul-mi-ri 'Shepherd of Miri [= Mari]' who, he thinks, is a 
Middle Babylonian interpretation of ancient ltlir-Mer. 
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Akap-Dagan495 

A~;-Dagan496 

I sme-Dagan497 
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Dagan brings. 
The doctor is Dagan. 
Dagan listened. 

5.5. Dagan in Egyptian sources 

The archives found in the Egyptian town of Abetaton (modem AI-cAmama) 
only have one reference to Dagan in a single name: 

Dagan-takala498 He trusts in Dagan. 

This person possibly wrote from some region within Syria, in the border 
region of Egyptian rule.499 

In th~ te~ts written in hieroglyphic Egyptian there is a single name with 
Dagan, l.e .. A~du-Dagan,500 always described as a foreigner (according to 
the .dete~l?at~ve that accompanies his name). It need not be said that a 
Synan .0ngIn IS more than likely, given the use of Dagan in the name. It 
occurs In sources from the XVIII and XIX dynasties. 

5.6. Conclusions 

D~ring the Late Bronze Age, Dagan continues to be the principal god of the 
~Iddle Euphrates ~eg~on a~d retains the, u~equi.vocal titles 'the very father', 
L?rd of t~e off~pnng and Lord creator; In thIS way there is a clear conti

nUity o~ hIS attnbutes ~n relati?n to the epithet of 'Father of the gods' that 
he had I.n Old Babylonian Man. He takes part in the most important rituals 
of the CIty o~ Ema~ and its environs, the principal ritual of the Emar liturgi
cal calen?ar IS dedIcated to him and the most important new moon month of 
the ye~ IS celebrated in his honour. The hierarchical lists of offerings also 
place hIm as leader of the pantheon and he is also the most cited in the 
offerings. In most cases he accompanies the polyadic god of the cities in the 
curse formulae of the legal texts, as was the case in Mari with Itur-Mer a 
fact that proves the pre-eminent role of Dagan in these cities. On the other 
hand, there is a l~ge number of local dedications and various epithets that 
d~monstrate~ a WIde and diversified cult. In popular religion he is the god 
cIted most In personal names, far more often than the other deities. He 
probably had the goddess Ninkur as his wife, possibly to be identified with 

495 a-kap-dti-gan: AIT 91 2,26. a-kap-da-gan: AIT 180 18 = OJ. WISEMAN, JCS 8 
(1954) II. Hurr. ag- GLH 36. 

496 a-~(-dda-gan: AIT 131 26. 
497 is-me-dda-!?an: AIT 12926. 
498 cA . (il)d marna. a-ga-an-ta-ka-la: EA: 317,2,9,13; 3 18,3. WS tkl- 'to trust'. R.S. HESS, 

AmPN 65. For a possible interpretation of Dagan-takkala ('Dagan has given confidence') cf. 
W.L. Moran, The Amarna Letters, BaltimorelLondon 1992 381 b. 

499 Cf. P. ARTZI, JNES 27 (1956) 163f.; EJ 5 1223; M. LIVERANI, LEA 296. Previously it 
was thought that these letters came from a village south of the Mediterranean Levant, cf. O. 
WEBER, EA 1560; H. SCHMOCKEL, Dagan 62. 

500 Cpr-d-g-3-:l: T. SCHNEIDER, APaQ 69 N 126. For equivalence of the writing cpr with 
Semitic cbd cf. also J.E. HOCH, SWET 64f. 
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the goddess Salas, and in this way there was also continuity with the data 
from Ebla and Mari. 

However, once we leave the bank of the Euphrates, the panorama changes 
and, the portrait of Dagan becomes less defined and his role more diffuse. In 
Ugarit, on the Mediterranean coast, Dagan has no active part in the mytho
logical texts, appearing only in the titulary of Bacl as his father. The texts 
connected with the liturgy give Dagan a 'low' profile where he has a notice
able but modest presence. In the hierarchical lists, however, his importance 
is shown from his position in the 'upper' section of the scale, connected 
with El, with whom he was identifed, and with Bacl, whose father he was. 
His presence in the pgr-sacrifices creates a direct link with the pagrd 'um
sacrifices of Mari and with his epithet as 'Lord of the pagrd'um-offerings'. 
There is, then, continuity in one of his most significant attributes from the 
Old Babylonian period, as the principal god in the funereal mourning for the 
dead king. In spite of everything, his presence in the popular cult was very 
limited, given the meagre occurrences in the onomastic material from Uga
rit. We can say little about the other sites in or related to Syria in this pe
riod since, both in Alalab and in Abetaton, Dagan only occurs in the 
onomasticon and then not very often, which proves that he was barely estab
lished outside the valley of the Euphrates given that in these regions the 
weight and importance of El and the Storm-god excluded every other foreign 

deity. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

THE CHARACTER OF DAGAN 

It ~s a ris~y matte~ to ap~roach th~ character of Dagan from a diachronic 
~OInt of ~Iew but It remaInS unaVOIdable. Ultimately, the spirit and objec
tive .of thl.S book -after a se?es of necessary and unavoidable synchronic 
stud~es- IS to be able to proVIde the most coherent portrait possible of the 
g?d In accordance with the data available to us. This objective is not easy 
g~ven that th~ laconic nature of most of the textual evidence does not pro~ 
VIde. well-defIned data for drawi.n~ a cle~ profile with no part, aspect or 
detaIl left blurred. Nevertheless, It IS pOSSIble to define the essential charac
ter of the god an~ also, according to our criterion, to refine the somewhat 
rough sketch that IS the only result of previous studies, as well as discarding 
some of the features erroneously ascribed to him. 

6.1. Etymology and origin 

~hen we use the word '.etymology' in connection with the name of a deity, 
In fa.ct we .are not searchIng for the absolute origin of the word and its con
nectIOn. WIth others. that preceded it,1 but instead are simply attempting to 
determIne the ~ea~l~g o~ the word. To some extent we claim, often in vain, 
to .squeeze the sIgmfiant In order to extract a distillate: the meaning. In this 
naIvely, we count on finding the very essence of the god; we hope that th~ 
name follows a sort of pellet in which the substance of the god lies, in 
s.hort: t~e gOd. on a small scale. However, in many instances this hope col
~Ides ~lth an. Int.ractable fact: the relationship between the divine name and 
ItS attnbutes IS, If not contradictory, at least distinct. As for the 'etymolog '
cal' resem:ch in~o .'Sem!tic' deities, the examples of IStar, lSoara or Mardu~ 
are paradIgmatic In thIS respect; the various etymologies that have been 
proposed for the n~mes of these deities either do not fit the god's profile 
v~ry well ?r .are Simply. unknown (to the despair of most scholars). So, 
gl~~n that It .IS ~ot pOSSIble to speak of the 'literal' meaning of 'Semitic' 
deIties.' t~at IS. gIven to ~any Sumerian deities, a meaning that also does 
not COInCIde wl~h the ~rofIle and main attributes of the deities in question, 
the cases of EnId, EnkI and Inanna are the most obvious. 2 All the same the 
researc~ u.nde~~en by scholars regarding the original meaning of di'vine 
names IS JustifIed because at times there is 'success', that is, there is total 
and agreement between profile and 'etymology'. On other ocasions this 
suc.cess is partial, given that the profile of the deity has previously bee~ well 
defIned ~y the text~al. e:ide~ce a?d. its ~ontext, when research on the ety
mology IS already UnidIrectIOnal, In thIS way the 'missile' that a scholar 

I 
2 

Cf. A.ZAMBONI, La etimolog[a, Madrid 1988,9. 
Cf. P. MICHALOWSKI, RAI 43 239f. (about Enlil). 
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launches already has some coordinates and clear objectives it is an 'intelli
gent etymology' given that it already has a pre-set and definite target. In this 
case, the merit of scholars lies in the selection -within the extensive lexical 
resources at their command- of specific objective, but which is no longer 
blind research. A very illuminating case in this regard is the case of the god 
Addu: the profile of this god was already clearly the weather, well described 
by scholars,3 that could be rounded off by finding for him an etymology 
that would fit his attributes.4 Gods that are etymologically transparent, such 
as Samas or Yarao, who have a clear profile and a clear 'etymology' and in 
direct relationship are no less of a problem. 

The main problem lies in deities that have a 'low profile', that is to say, 
'unexplained deities', who do not appear in the myths and have no explicit 
attributes in the texts. In such cases, 'to understand' the name and interpret 
it correctly becomes one of the main and pressing tasks of experts, even 
though experience shows that it is not a secure and definitive element in the 
personality of the god. 

Dagan belongs to this last set, and his etymology is one of the most 
delicate and controversial themes in studies concerning him, yet on the other 
hand, it is crucial, given that it is closely linked with the character and 
profile that scholars have attributed to him. Dagan belongs to this group of 
'unexplained' deities that need a 'discoverer' to illuminate them and make 
them visible for the other scholars who have tried in vain to obtain a clear 
image of his profile.5 This desire, almost an obligation, to find a likely and 
credible meaning for the name has led some to a 'desperate' search for the 
light and others to accept and follow (,blindly') some of the proposals. 

Philo of Byblos must be considered the first 'etymologist' of Dagan and 
as such has also been the most fortunate and the one with the most follow
ers right up to the present day. Philo is cited in the Preparatio evangelica 
by Eusebius of Caesarea as the translator of a Greek text written in Phoeni
cian by a certain Sanchuniaton, a writer who, according to Philo, lived 
before the war of Troy.6 In this work, Philo describes Dagon as the grain,? 
the discoverer of grain and ploughing.8 In this way Dagan takes on an agrar
ian character, as a god closely connected with agriculture and, as a result, 
with the fertility of the land. Even though Philo of Byblos does not make 
an explicit comment it is quite clear that he relates the name of the god with 

3 Cf. H. SCHLOBIES, MAOG 1/3 (1925) 4f. ; E . EBELING, RIA 1 22f.; E. DHORME, ReI 
97f. 

4 F. DELITZSCH, ZK 2 (1885) 166 n. I; H. GESE, RAAM 121; M.H. POPE, WdM 254; 
J.-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 178; D. SCHWEMER, Wettergott 46. 

5 Cf. N. WYATI, UF 12 (1980) 376. 
6 For the extensive bibliography on Philo of Byblos cf. J. CORS I MEYA, Philo 5f. n. If. 

Cf. also J. TEIXIDOR, MROA 2/2 359f.; A. BERNABE, MROA 3 69f.; C.E. L'HEREUX, Rank 
31f.; L.W. HANDY, AHH 44f.; M.L. WEST, EFH 283f.; S. RlBICHINI, 'Rileggendo Filone di 
Biblo. Questioni di sincretismo nei culti fenici'. Les syncretismes religieux dans Ie monde 
nuiditerralllien antique. Actes du Colloque International en l'honneur de Franz Cumont, Rome 
1977, 149f. 

? Cf. A.I. BAUMGARTEN. PHPB [809]23; J. CORS I MEYA. Philo 15 §16; CCC 153. 
Cf. A.I. BAUMGARTEN. PHPB [811]4; J. CORS I MEYA. Philo 16 §25; CCC 154. 
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west Semitic dgn 'grain'.9 This has been the etymology that most scholars 
have accepted. I 0 

. C?hronologically, the next suggestion for an etymological explanation of 
blbhcal Dagon dates to the N-V century CE, when, first Saint Jerome and 
then certain mediaeval exegetes related the name of the god with Hebrew 
dag 'fish', and as a result described Dagon as having the profile of a fish
god. I I This proposal has had few followers among modern researchers who 
connect him instead with the Odacon of Berossus.1 2 

The third etymology that has been proposed is the most modern; in this 
case it relates Dagan with Arabic dagana 'to be cloudy, rainy'.13 In this 
way Dagan acquires the profile of a weather-god, in connection with Addu
Bacl, the weather-god par excellence and the son of Dagan. This interpreta
tion has been followed by several scholars and has had some standing in 
recent times. 14 

9 Cf. Hb. dagan HAL 205; Pho. dgn DNWSI 241.; Ug. dgn DLU 130 s.v. dgn (I), cf. 
also DRS 220 s.v. DGN I. 

10 Cf. L.B. PATON, ERE 4388; W.R. SMITH, LRS 578; G. FURLANI, RBA I 299 n. 4 
(with doubts); C. CLEMEN, MV AG 42/3 62; E. DHORME, Rei 167; 1. BOTIERO, RelB 44 
(etymology uncertain, character originally agrarian); R DUSSAUD, Rei 364 and 395f.; RED 
746f.; F.J. MONTALBANO, CBQ 13 (1951) 394; E. LAROCHE, Ug 5 524; F. L0KKERGAARD, 
Studia Theologica 8 (1954) 62; J. GRAY, LC 137f.; W. VON SODEN, RGG 2 18 (with reserva
tions); R. DU MESNIL DE BUISSON, RHR 169 (1966) 42; M. ASTOUR, JAOS 86 (1966) 279; U. 
OLDENBURG, Conflict 47f. ; H. RINGGREN, TWAT 2 148; HR 204; M. FANTAR, Les Cahiers 
de Tunisie 21 (1973) 31; O. HVlDBERG-HANSEN, Acta Orientalia 35 (1973) 71 f.; F.B. 
KNUTSON, RSP 3 479; E. JACOB - H. CAZELLES, DBS 9 1436; P. ARTZI, EJ 5 1222; W. VON 
SODEN, WGE 331; E. KNUDSEN, Fs. Leslau 1 868 (grain-god); 1. SINGER, Syria 69 (1992) 
433 and 436f. (he proposes the existence of a Philistine goddess with a name similar to Da
gan,s but of Indo-European etymology, who was fused with the local 'Semitic' Dagan when 
the Philistines settled in Palestine); V. HAAS, GHR 163; J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 148f. ; 
M.L. WEST, EFH 285; 1. SANMARTiN, TMAEF 4316; A. BERNABE, MROA 3 63 and 68; G. 
THEUER, Mond 65 n. 241 (the god of grain). 

II For a summary of this interpretation cf. H. SCHMOKEL, Dagan 53f.; F.J. 
MONTALBANO, CBQ 13 (1951) 394; M. DELCOR, VT 14 (1964) 144f. ; H. GESE, RAAM 110 
n. 109; J. DAY, YGGC 86f. 

12 W.J. BEECHER, A Dictionary of the Bible I, Edinburgh 1898, 544; M. JASTROW, Re
ligion 208 (?); M.-J. LAGRANGE, ERS 131, cf. also G. HOFFMANN, ZA 11 (1896) 279f.; M.L. 
MARGOLIS, The International Standard Bible Encylopaedia 2, Grand Rapids 1955, 776; E. 
BEURLIER, DB 2 1204; E. KONIG, JE 4 412; J. FONTENROSE, Oriens 10 (1957) 278f.; M. 
FANTAR, Cahiers de Tunisie 21 (1973) 25f. (overview); K. HOLTER, SJOT I (1989) 142f. 

13 Lane 853. 
14 W.F. ALBRIGHT, JAOS 40 (1920) 319 n. 27; G.A. BARTON, JAOS 45 (1925) 38 n. 

85; H. SCHMOKEL, Dagan 49 n. 15; F.J. MONTALBANO, CBQ 13 (1951) 396; G. ZIENER, L TK 
2 123 (a weather god, with no reference to etymology; thus he follows H. SCHMOCKEL); 
J.J.M. ROBERTS, ESP 19; H. LIMET, Or 45 (1976) 91 n. 36; M.H. POPE, WdM 277; N. 
WY ATT, UF 12 (1980) 377; UF 24 (1992) 408; UF 24 (1992) 428; E. LIPINSKI, OLA 64 170; 
DEB 397. J. SANMARTIN goes further and differentiates between an angry weather aspect, 
represented by Addu, and a benign aspect represented by Dagan, cf. II Simposio bfblico 
espmiol, Valencia-Cordoba 1987, 72 (cf. similarly W.J. FULCO, ERel 4 196b); nevertheless, 
the same scholar later rejected a connection between Dagan and Arabic dagana, cf. J. 
SANMARTiN, AuOr 9 (1991) 186; G. THEUER, Mond 61 n. 216 (weather god); M.P. STRECK, 
AOAT 27111 (weather aspect). 
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Dagan has also been related to Indo-European; the first to make ~u.c~ a 
reference was H. SCHMOKEL,15 but without supporting this posslbllIty. 
More recently, D.R. FRAYNE has revived this etymological proposal, con
nected the name of the god with Indo-European *ghdem- 'earth' (cf. Hittite 
tekan) and making him a chthonian god. 16 The most elaborate proposal was 
made recently b~ I. SINGER, who tries to see in 'Semitic' daf!~n and Indo
European *d'eg om two common terms shared by the ~emltlc a~d In~o
European languages since antiquity. SINGER supports thls connectlOn wIth 
the character of Dagan as god of the land and of fertility .17 

Other etymologies have been proposed, such as deriving Dagan from 
Sumerian I 8 or simply from a pre-Semitic language. 19 Recently, J.-M. 
DURAND has proposed a new etymology for Dagan based on certain proper 
names from Mari.2o According to him, names such as AN-da-gan-ma or da
ga-am-ma are not to be considered defective spellings for (d)Dagan-ma<lik> 
but comprise evidence for the divine name being used as a noun. He sug
gests interpreting the term dagan as ~ Semi~ic (~morite) term. that e?tered 
the Sumerian vocabulary of the Amonte penod with the meamng of total
ity'. While it is quite certain that the:e is a S~meria.n ten~, morp?ologi~al~y 
identical with the name of the god In questlOn, with thiS meamng,21 It IS 

very questionable that it derives from Semitic, given that there is no Se
mitic isogloss that proves dgn has this meaning.22 To clai~ that this w?rd 
is the real etymology of the divine name is more than dublOus; otherWise, 
the intuition of the French scholar (and previously, G. DOSSIN) is on the 
right road in attempting to find -insofar as it is an 'intelligent' etymol
ogy- an interpretation of the divine name that fits his category as supreme 
god, the choice of objective, however, is incorrect. 

Of the hypotheses that we have described, which is the most plausible? If 
we focus on the information provided by the texts from the Bronze Age, 
that represent the period and 'central' area of the cult of Dagan, we have to 
conclude that no etymological proposal of the ones described above is satis
factory. 

Philo's proposal, which most follow, has no clear reflex in the written 
texts . There is nothing explicit or implicit that describes Dagan as an agrar
ian god with a close relationship to grain. Only one epithet in a ritual from 
Emar could support the agrarian thesis; it is the title 'Lord of the seeds' (be-

15 Dagan 10. 
16 D.R. FRAYNE, BCSMS 25 (1993) 40. 
17 1. SINGER, Fs. Carter 221s. 
18 F. DELlTZSCH, Wo lag das Paradies? Leipzig 1881, 139; cf. also H. SCHMOKEL, Da-

gan 9f. 
19 H. SCHMOKEL, Dagan 11; RIA 2 99. 
20 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, MARl 8 (1997) 632 n. 435. 
21 Cf. E. SOLLBERGER - C.B.F. WALKER, Fs. Birot 262; CAD K 504 s.v. kullatu A (lexi

cal section). Cf. already H. SCHMOKEL, Dagan 10; RIA 2 99. This proposal had already been 
put forward by G. DOSSIN, (Studia Mariana 49f.) when he considered Urn as an Amorite 
translation of the Sumerian divine name Dagan 'god of the totality, universal god'. 

22 Cf. DRS 220f. 
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el n u m u n - m e 5).23 This epithet occurs only once in all the texts avail
able to us, in a ritual within a clear 'agrarian' context, because there is the 
sowing of seed by a diviner. Unfortunately, the text is very badly damaged 
and the context of the ritual is completely unknown. Even so, in Emar 
Dagan retains a large number of epithets, many of them occurring several 
times, it would be very easy to accept this single occurrence as proof of the 
agrarian character of the god. For the same reason, we could consider him as 
a war-god as he appears in Emar as 'Lord of the quiver'24 and as 'Lord of 
the camp' ,25 even so, there is nothing that proves this. 

The comparison with Kumarbi has also acted a circular argument that 
again sustains the possible agrarian nature of the two gods. Dagan is consid
ered a priori as a god of grain and as a result the comparison with Kumarbi 
strengthens the agrarian character of the Hurrian god; all the same it is also 
possible to find an argument in the opposite direction.26 The only fact that 
connects Kumarbi with grain is the replacement of that god with the ideo
gram NISSABA (= goddess Ualki/Kait) in the Anatolian katulis. 27 Later, in 
the pantheon of Yazlhkaya, the deity who, it is supposed must be a repre
sentation of Kumarbi, carries a plant (an ear?) in his hand.28 Even so, these 
are feeble arguments to ascribe an univocal agrarian character to Kumarbi; 
especially if we remember that, unlike Dagan, the Hurrian god occurs in 
various literary texts as one of the main protagonists (and so is an 'ex
plained' god), in which in no case and at no time is he described as a god 
connected with grain or agriculture. Kumarbi is always portrayed as father of 
the gods, as a supreme god in conflict with Tesup, the Hurrian storm-god, 
but never as a god of grain.29 The comparison Dagan-Kumarbi cannot be 
used to strengthen the hypothetical agrarian character of both gods in either 
of the two directions. 3D 

The epithet that connects Dagan with any kind of ditch or hole (lJarrum) 
found in Terqa and Emar has been used to emphasise Dagan's agricultural 
character. 31 We have already seen above how this term is difficult to trans
late and interpret since it can refer to a ditch or a simple hole, which could 
relate it to an underworld aspect. It must be added that the relationship of 

23 Emar 6/3 446 = EM:T 18. 
24 Cf. above 243 (5.1.9.12.). 
25 Cf. above 241 (5.1.9.6.). 
26 E. LAROCHE, Ug 5 524; DM I 224; E. LIPINSKI, Phoenix 28 (1982) 74; M. POPKO, 

RAM 99; A. BERNABE, MROA 3 63. 
27 Cf. E. LAROCHE, Ug 5 524; H. GOTERBOCK, RIA 6 326; J.J.M. ROBERTS, ESP 76 n. 

106; E. LIPINSKI, Phoenix 28 (1982) 74; I. SINGER, Syria 69 (1992) 444; V. HAAS, GHR 169. 
28 Cf. E. LAROCHE, Ug 5 524; DM 219; H. GOTERBOCK, RIA 6 326; V. HAAS, GHR 

169; A. ARCHI, Fs. Houwink ten Cate 4; E. MASSON, Le pantheon de YaZ/likaya. Nouvelles 
lectures, Paris 1981, 17 nr. 40. One of the etymologies that have been proposed for Kumarbi 
may refer to Hurrian kum 'to pile up' (V. HAAS, GHR 167), however, there is no evidence to 
favour a connection with the piling up of grain (cf. l.-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 149). For 
other etymologies of Kumarbi cf. H. GOTERBOCK, RIA 6 325; V. HAAS, GHR 167 n. 92. 

29 Cf. V. HAAS, GHR 168f.; A. BERNABE, MROA 3 63; H. NIEHR, JNSL 20 (1994) 
170. 

3D 
31 

On the equivalence between Dagan and Kumarbi cf. below 299f. 
Cf. G. DEL OLMO LETE, CCC 51. 
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lJarrum with any kind of depression or hole is possible, but it could a~so be 
interpreted in the opposite way, that is to say, as a reference to some kInd ~f 
rise above the terrain, a mountain. To summarise, we cannot base the agn
cultural profile of Dagan on this epithet given that it is difficult to interpret, 
the proposal of a ditch or hole is a te~pting .translation.32 , 

The existence of personal names In Man such as YazraIJ-Dagan Da~an 
sows' or Yat.t.a?-Dagan33 'Dagan-plants', is not argument eno~gh to ascnbe 
an agricultural profile to the god. The first name ~lso occurs with Add~ and 
El,34 and as for the secox:d, it only occurs once In the ~hole on~~as.tlcon, 
the reading is uncertain, SInce the name can be read Yatbl-Dagan, without 
a clear interpretation, even so.36 

From the aspect of iconography, attempts have been m~de to r.ela.te ce:
tain gods represented on cylinder seals with Dagan. One baSIS of thiS Identi
fication is that Dagan is mentioned in the legend on the seal. On the other 
hand attempts have been made to see in some of these plastic represent~tions 
the presence of a plough as an agrarian symbol. of Dagan.3 7 There IS .no 
doubt that this would be an important argument In favour of Dagan haVIng 
an agrarian character, but if we look carefully at the ~aterial avail.able to us 
it is difficult to decide whether the object accompanyIng the god IS actually 
a plough; a simple stick or a lightning are also po.ssible interpretations, 
aside from the possible presence or not of a representation of Dagan ~m these 
seals. On the other hand, it must be remembered that the plough IS also a 
usual symbol of the Storm-god on many seals.38 . 

Another proposal, derived from the traditional agrarian character IS to 
consider Dagan as a god of grain and agriculture with a pre-Semitic origin 
who gave his name to the west Semitic word dagan 'grain, wheat'; thus, t?e 
word would derive from the god and not the god from the word.39 In spite 
of having a clear parallel with the case of Ceres and cerealia. 4D this reason
ing is based on a circular argument that continues to trust blindly in the 
character attributed by Philo of Byblos to Dagan. If we disregard Philo's 
apriorism and restrict ourselves to the contemporary texts written in the 

32 Cf. above 105 TE:T4. 
33 For the references see above in the section on the onomasticon of Mari; cf. also U. 

OLDENBURG, Conflict 48. 
34 Cf. the quotations in ARM 16/1 237. Cf. an alternative interpretation in D. 

SCHWEMER, Wettergott 297. 
35 Cf. M. BIROT, ARM 16/1 236. 
36 CAAA 34 s.v. T?tI?J? 
37 Cf. E.A. BRAUN-HOLZINGER, BaM 27 (1996) 338, especially the occurrences in 

Mari from the Sakkanakkum period. 
38 Cf. E.A. BRAUN-HOLZINGER, BaM 27 (1996) 276f and 283f. See also H. 

FRANKFORT, Cylinder Seals, London 1939, p. 164; for other agrarian symbols of the Storm
god see A. V ANEL, IDO 165f. 

39 Cf. W.F. ALBRIGHT, ARI 74 and 220 n. 115; YGC 108 and 16If.; F.l. 
MONTALBANO, CBQ 13 (1951) 397; M.1. DAHOOD, ADS ~9; V. MAAG, BHH I 311; J.J.M. 
ROBERTS, ESP 76 n. 104; S. MOSCATI, ADS 131; E. LIPINSKI, OLA 64 173; DEB 397; J. 
DAY, TGGC 87f.; M.P. STRECK, AOAT 27111 67 (according to this scholar, this profile 
comes from his main character as patron god of fertility); D.E. FLEMING, TE 158 Il. 73. 

4D Cf. M. DELCOR, VT 14 (1964) 145; R.A. ODEN, CBQ 39 (1977) 471; l.-M. DURAND, 
MROA 2/1 148f.; E. LIPINSKI, OLA 64 173; DEB 397. 
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main region of the cult and worship of the god, this profile is blurred and 
changeable, i~ f~ct, it disappears. The possibility suggested by J.-M. 
DURAND ?f fmdmg o~e day the absolute state of the word *dagnum in 
context wIth the meanmg'(pile of) grain' ,41 together with others such as 
*(h)addum (,storm'), seems very unlikely,42 especially if we remember that 
we are studying an agricultural society of which thousands of written docu
ments have been preserved, a very high percentage of which are economic 
and administrative texts in which there is continual reference to all kinds of 
grain and cereals. It is surprising that this occurrence has not yet come to 
light. Even so, if it did, it would not be sufficient reason for considering 
Dagan to be a god of grain; in fact this word already occurs with this mean
ing in the alphabetic texts from Ugarit, without it indicating unequivocally 
an agrarian profile, as we have attempted to prove.43 

The etymology related to Arabic dagana is also possible (a priori) but 
onc~ again we. come against the meagre proof for a possible weather( -god) 
profile, as denved from this etymological proposal, in the textual material 
from Bronze Age Syria. The first scholar to give Dagan the character of a 
storm-god was H. SCHMOKEL 44 comparing Addu and Dagan, since both 
gods appear in various greeting formulae and curses from Terqa, this makes 
them, according to SCHMOKEL, comparable and interchangeable. According 
to SCHMOKEL, and to clinch the matter, both gods share Salas as wife in 
Babylonian tradition. The comparison of Dagan with Enlil also points to 
Dagan being a weather-god and his mention together with Samas and Itur
Mer in Terqa also }trengthens this profile since, according to SCHMOKEL, 
Dagan is between Samas, the sun-god and Itlir-Mer, the god of the earth; in 
this way he would rule in the space that lies in between, that is to say, the 
air and weather phenomena.45 The arguments of other scholars do not con
tribute anything new, as they are based fundamentally on identification with 
Enlil, the father-son relationship with Bacl-Addu and the apparent identical 
wife as the Stonn-god.46 

The etymology or relationship of Dagan with Indo-European is even 
more problematic. First we have to (re)cognize the contacts and loans be
tween both language families. In this case it would not be so much a shared 
term in Indo-European and Semitic (as postulated by I. SINGER47) but of a 
loan from the fonner to the latter, since there is no witness in any Semitic 

41 This translation is no doubt influenced by one of the etymologies claimed for 
Kumarbi, cf. V. HAAS, GHR 167; J.-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 149; but on Kumarbi cf. H.G. 
GOTERBOCK, Kumarbi 94; M.-Cl. TREMOUILLE, SCCNH 10288. 

42 MARl 7 (1993) 58 n. 76; MROA 2/1 190; according to this scholar we have to differ
entiate between *a/eyum, the grain that is kept for consumption, and *dagnum, the grain that 
was sown in the earth. 

43 The uncertainty of this hypothesis is shown by change in the proposed etymology that 
J.-M. DURAND himself made recently recognising how uncertain are the various etymologies 
that have been proposed so far for Dagan (cf. MARl 8 [1977] 632 n. 435). 

44 H. SCHMOKEL, Dagan 49f. 
45 H. SCHMOKEL, Dagan 52. 
46 Cf. M.P. STRECK, AOAT27111 67. 
47 Fs. Carter 229f. 
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language of a morphologically similar word to *d'elom semantically ~
lated to 'earth' .48 On the other hand, Dagan's relationship w~th the 'land'. IS 
important, but it is not one of his main attributes. The dubIOUS connectI?n 
of the lug a I miitim of Mari or with the BE KALAM-TI~ .of E~la wIth 
Dagan has alreadl been discussed above. On the other hand, It IS qUIte clear 
that the writing k u r of Emar m.ust be related t? on~ of E~lil's epith.ets 
('The Great Mountain') and not wIth one of Dagan s attnbutes m connectIOn 

with 'land' .49 . . 
SCHMOKEL's interpretation is already obsolete m the lIght of new mate-

. I at our disposal. The fact that Dagan and Addu alternate with each other 
~: certain greeting formulae or curses is not. sufficient m:gu~ent ~o make 
them equivalent, both gods are central in Syna cult and It IS logIcal that 
they appear in this context. Nor is it enough t~at bo~h. gods seems to share 
wives.5o On the other hand, the comparison wIth EnlIIIs based more on the 
role of each god within his (own) pantheon as king of the gods, than o? 
them both having the same profile of 'weather-god' .51 Lastly, the portrait 
drawn by H. SCHMOKEL of the patron god of Mari, Itur-~er, as a god of 
the earth is completely inaccurate in the light of the matenal from t?e ar
chives of the metropolis of the mid-Euphrates, that had not yet been dISCOV
ered when the Gennan scholar wrote his treatise. As for the et~mology,. the 
etymological relationship with Arabic dagana has been place~ m ~o~bt m a 
convincing way by several scholars, since, ~ccording to . hIS. opmIOn, ~he 
basic meaning of this root is 'to be dark', wIth the meam~g m co.nnectI~n 
with the weather a secondary derivation,52 that only occurs I~ ArabIc. and IS 
completely unknown in east and west Semitic .. 53 Thus there IS no epIthet or 
attribute that makes Dagan a weather-god, unlIke the case of the. Storm-god 
with some epithets, attributes and domains that are transparent, mdependent 

of his etymology.54 . 
Having rejected the various proposals for an etymolo~y, It mu~t be ~-

ognised that it is difficult to find an acceptable ~lternatIve sol~tIOn. It IS 
surprising that after more than seventy years smce the studIes. by H. 
SCHMOKEL and with the thousands of new documents that are aVailable to 
us it is still difficult to establish a satisfactory etymology and we have to 
return to the same argument of the Gennan pioneer: to see in the na~e of 
the god Dagan a remote origin in some pre-Semitic language spoken m the 

48 For a good critique of this hypothesis cf. G. DEL OLMO LETE, Fs. L6pez 86. 
49 Cf. 1. SINGER, Fs. Carter 222f. 
50 Cf. the section on Dagan's wife, below. 
51 Cf. H. GESE, RAAM III n. 112; J.-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 148; M.P. STRECK, 

AOAT 271/167. 
52 Cf. H. GESE, RAAM III n. 112; cf. a more detailed description in G. DEL OLMO 

LETE, Fs. L6pez 85f. 
53 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 148; DRS 220. 
54 Cf. the unequivocal epithets of Adad in E. EBELING, RIA 1 24; J. SANMARTiN, 

MROA 1 288f., D. SCHWEMER, Wettergott 699f. (and 282 n. 1942 on the doub~s con~ernIng 
Dagan as a weather-god), cf. also Ba'I-Hadad's epithet 'charioteer of the clouds (rkb rpt) In 

Ugarit (H. GESE, RAAM 122; DLU 90 s.v. C rpt). 
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Valley .of the Euphrates in prehistoric times. 55 Even so, this thesis has 
never dIsappeared from the bibliography during all those years and has been 
repeated on several occasions and with a variety of arguments.56 

Th~ ca~e of Dagan, then, is paradigmatic in the sense that a purely 'ety
mol~gIcal approach, based on the semantic definition of the 'name' of a 
god IS, on many occasions, partial and inexact, ultimately showing it to be 
false. 57 The definition of the god has to come from its 'use' in context in 
all the material that is available to us. As we have seen above, only the 
tra~s~arent cases ~re 'secure' etymologies, that provide conclusive data when 
defInIn~ the profile of a god, in these cases everything becomes a simple 
emphaSIS of what we already know from contextual evidence. 
. To extract a god's origin from his etymology is a difficult task, consider
In~ that there are two aspects that are intimately linked with each other. It is 
eVIdent that, in the same way that most scholars have opted for a Semitic 
et~n:ology of Dagan, the same scholars, explicitly or implicitly, suppose its 
on gIn to be a more or less ancient Semitic popUlation. The debate among 
exper~s has, in general, two main axes: on the one hand the supporters of an 
Amonte or .west Semitic origin,58 and on the other hand, those who defend 
a pre-Amonte origi~.59 It is 9uite cle~r that the consolidated and widespread 
presence of Dagan In the temtory dunng the second half of the third millen
ni~~, and e~p~cially, during the Sargon period, advocates a pre-Amorite 
ongIn. The dIffIculty in ascribing a firm etymology related to Semitic leads 
us to the conclusion that the origin has to be pre-Semitic, in agreement with 

55 H. SCHMOKEL, Dagan II; RlA 2 99; cf. also previously in a similar sense G. 
FURLANI, RBA I 285. 

56 M.H. POPE, WdM 277; A. COOPER, RSP 3 361 (only etymology); A.M. COOPER, 
ERel3 37; W.F. FULCO, ERel 4196; J.F. HEALEY, URC 69; DDD 216; LK HANDY, AHH 
109; ABD 2 2; F. JOANNES, DCM 217. 

57 Cf. the similar position adopted by M.H. POPE regarding the etymology of El (EUT 
16f.); cf. also B.L. CROWELL, JANER I (2001) 33. 

58 M. JASTROW, Religion 208 (Aramaic); G.F. MOORE, EB 1 984 (Canaanite); B. 
PATON, ERE 4 388; A.T. CLAY, The Empire of the Amorites, New Haven 1919, 1 74f.; E. 
DHORME, ReI 165; R. DUSSAUD, ReI 364; A. GOETZE, Language 17 (1941) 137 n. 85; J. 
GRAY, LC 132; G.R. DRIVER - J.e. MILES, The Babylonian Laws 2, Oxford 1955, 140; E. 
LAR~)cHE, Ug 5 524; M. DELCOR, VT 14 (1964) 146; 1. SINGER, Syria 69 (1992) 437; E. 
LiPINSKI, DEB 396f. Here we shall not enter the discussion concerning the difference be
tween the terms Amorite and Canaanite; purely as an example, cf. G. DEL OLMO, CR 51: 
Amorite-El Canaanite-Dagan, but on page 74 EI and Dagan (Canaanite/Amorite), and later 
the same scholar aVOids the terms Amorite and Canaanite, only mentioning the pantheons of 
EI and Dagan (MROA 2/2 52, but cf. 71 El and Dagan [Canaanite/Amoritej). The use of 
ethn?-linguistic terminology, especially when it is not perfectly defined, may be equivocal, 
beanng 10 mind that in this case there could be important differences of interpretation among 
the varIOUS scholars (on this type of terminology cf. D.O. EDZARD, ZA 56 [1964] 149). We 
prefer, then, to use strictly geographical terms, such as 'pantheon of the hinterland ' or 
'coastal', that, even if they are somewhat ambiguous in setting geographical limits, are more 
neutral in their ethnic and linguistic aspects. 

59 . T. BAUER, Osk 7 n.1 and 90; B. LANDSBERGER, Dil Tarih ve Cografya Fakiiltesi 
Derglsl 2 (1944) 433 = Three essays on the Sumerians, Los Angeles 1974, 9 (proto-Tigridian); 
A. FALKENSTEIN, ZA 52 (1957) 327 (pre-Amorite); I.-R. KUPPER, Nomades 69 (pre
Amonte) ; R. DE VAUX, RB 68 (1971) 125; A. ARCH!, Fs. Alp 8 (god of uncertain etymology 
whose worship spread to other Semitic regions). 
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the scholars we have just mentioned. Evidently, to determine the specific 
'ethnic' or linguistic filiation of the original population that worshipp~d 
Dagan is very difficult, in fact, with the evidence that we have at our dIS
posal today, and we could s~y that it .is . i~possible. On .t?e other hand, 
words such as proto-EuphratIc, proto-TIgndian or pre-SemItic are only at
tempts to fill a void but in fact contributte little to the discussion. The texts 
show quite clear that during the Ebla period, th~ san~tuary of D!ga~ of 
Tuttul was already functioning as a cult centre WIth hiS consort Salas: It 
seems that in the third millennium the temple of Tuttul was the most Im
portant, as the kings of the Sargon dyna~ty refer to it explicitly. Even S?, 
the texts from Mari bear witness to the eXistence of a Lord of Terqa, who, 1ll 

the light of later texts could be none other than Dagan: with his famo~s 
sanctuary in the holy city of the lower course of the mId-Euphrates. T?IS 
indicates that the cult of the god had already spread through the whole mld
Euphrates, a cult and tradition that would be maintained duri~g the whole 
second millennium. The situation, then, is already well descnbed and con
solidated almost to the middle of the third millennium, indicating that we 
have to look for a chronologically remote origin in the region on the bank of 
the mid-Euphrates. To close by clinching the matter, it must be noted that 
neither of the two cities that welcome the main sanctuaries principals of 
Dagan in the Euphrates has a solid Semitic etymology;60 it i~ possib!e that 
the founding and development of both cities are intimately llllked WIth the 
cult of Dagan, which would strengthen this 'pre-Semitic' origin or the '.su~
strate' element of the god.61 All the same, it must be recognised that thIS IS 
a simple hypothesis difficult to contest, the texts prove that ~ost of t~e 
followers of Dagan had Semitic names, like most of the populatIOn of Syna 
in the Bronze Age. For this reason we can label Dagan as a 'Semitic' god, if 
we understand it to mean a god worshipped largely by a Semitic population 
or one with Semitic proper names; what we have to question i~ the Sen:i~ic 
origin of Dagan since, etymologically, it is difficult to ascnbe a deflmte 
linguistic filiation to him. 

6.2. Family 

The profile of Dagan as father of the gods and a creator god places him, 
together with his wife Salas, at the top of the generation pyramid of the 
pantheon of inland Syria. Unfortunately, unlike what happens in the south 
with the learned the distillations that the Babylonian theologians developed 

60 M. BONECH!, RGTC 1211 119. The proposal made by A. GOETZE (JCS 7 [1953] 61 n. 
64) of relating Terqa with a Semitic root drq (Akk. zariiqum '(be)sprengen, streuen' AHw 
1515) is tentative, unlike many place-names of the Middle Euphrates, with a clear Semitic 

etymology, cf. J.-M. DURAND, TPH 114f. 
61 A. ARCH! sorts them out and classifies the Semitic deities and those of the substrate; 

he always calls Dagan a Semitic god, while accepting the difficulty of the linguistic filiation of 
his name, however he calls him Semitic because, basically he was worshIpped to regIons of 
Semitic-speaking peoples (Fs. Alp 8; OBO 1299). Even so, in the light of the facts available to 
us, perhaps we have to start thinking of Dagan as also being a substrate god gIven hIS remote 
origin and the difficult etymology of his name and of his wife's name. 
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in establishing the supremacy of gods before Anum (cf. e.g. Enlima Elis), 
no Syrian theogony has been preserved that tells us or lists the ancestors of 
Dagan and his consort. Not even the Ugaritic texts, with their rich mythol
ogy, provide any information that could make us think of the existence of 
one or more divine generations earlier than DaganlEl. 

6.2.1. Wife 

There are no explicit references to Dagan's wife in Syrian Sources from the 
Bronze Age, but in spite of that, the textual material from Syria and Baby
lonia allow a convincing hypothesis to be proposed and ascribe a 'stable' 
consort to the head of the pantheon in the mid-Euphrates. We have already 
seen how the list Babylonian An=Anum ascribes to Salas the role of Da
gan's wife.62 The Syrian sources are much more ambiguous and equivocal. 
The oldest reference to a possible consort of Dagan comes from Ebla. There 
we find an offering to the 'Lord of TuttuI' (=Dagan) and a consignment of 
silver and gold for the statue of the goddess Sa(l)aSa;63 other texts from 
Ebla seem to indicate that this goddess was paired with the god Wada'an,64 
even so, the coupling with Dagan seems evident, especially if we consider 
the information from the textual material of the second millennium. The fact 
that there was a goddess who continued to be worshipped in Tuttul, one of 
the holy cities of the cult of Dagan where king Sargon Akkad prostrated 
himself before the god, added to the consort having the same name in the 
list Babylonian An=Anum shows there is little margin for doubt. 

In the Old Babylonian period, during the reigns of Yaggid-Um and 
Yabdun-Um of Mari, Dagan appears to have a special relationship with the 
goddess Ninbursag with offerings to the two deities in the respective tem
ples. During the eponym period and in the course of Zimrl-Um 's reign, this 
connection between the two deities continues, without there being an ex
plicit reference to the relationship of consort between the two deities, most 
of the texts correspond to offerings or consignments of goods for various 
deities among whom Dagan and Ninbursag are mentioned together on many 
occasions. There is also a statue of the goddess in Terqa. The texts from the 
archive of Asqudum also document a special relationship between Dagan 
and Ninbursag. The basic problem, however, lies in the reading of Ninbur
sag. It is evident that behind this learned and Babylonian-style writing of 
the scribes from the mid-Euphrates is concealed a local goddess who, in all 
probability, corresponds to Dagan's consort. The key could be in a text from 
Aleppo found in Mari, in which there is a reference to a mourning ceremony 
(idirtum) for the death of Sumu-epub, in this text Dagan Occurs accompa
nied by the goddesses tJebat and Salas ([dlsa-la-a.f); the presence of the for
mer can be explained as she is the wife of the patron $od of Aleppo (Addu) 
and as daughter of Dagan. It is reasonable, then, that Salas Occurs in the text 

62 Cf. R.L. LiTKE, An 43 (I 195). 

63 Cf. above EB:T 18; cf. also A. ARCH!, Fs. Houwink ten Cate 2. For what is called 
'The reduction of L ' in Ebla cf. M. KREBERN!K, ZA 72 (1982) 211; PET 28. 

64 Both were the deities of a place called Garamu, cf. A. ARCH!, Fs. Houwink ten Cate 
I. 
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. . f J M DURAND has pro-as Dagan's wife, from whIch we may 1~ ~r, as .- . 
osed,65 that Ninhursag is the learned wntlllg of the nam~ of the ?oddess 

~ las Dagan's traditional consort according to the Babyloman god hst~ .and 
a~cording to the material from Ebla. 9ther typically '.so~thern'. ;vntm~s 
found in Mari may also correspond to Salas, such as Nlll~l, ~~hl s tr~dl
tional wife in Babylonia, or Ninkugi, who is equivalent .to Salas III the hS.ts 
A -A um An=Anum sa ameli and occurs connected wIth the god Dagan III 

th~-Ol~ Babylonian forerunner of An=Anum (TeL 15 lOy 57-58).66 . 
During the Middle Babylonian period, the texts conti.nue to refram .fr?m 
r 't mention of Dagan with a goddess and to defme t?em as dlvl~e 

~~~SI~:tS. In spite of this, there are clear ind~ca~i~ns that the ~1~e ?f D~gan IS 
concealed behind the writing Ninkur and Nlllhi m Emar. ~m~ll 1~ eVld~ntly 
one of the traditional wives of Enlil and appears ~t D~g~n s sIde m a hiera:
chical god list from Emar.67 The case of Ninkur IS d~stmct;68 she occurs .m 
various ritual texts, in some of which she has a proml~~nt ro~e. The aSSOCia
tion with Dagan was provided in the first place.~y wnt~ng, g.lven that Dagan 
. 'tten dk u r in Emar and the nighbouring cIties. It IS logIcal to c~nclude 
~~;~~ i n - k u r continues to be his wife. Both deities share t?e epIthet of 
'Lord(Lady) of the Quiver' (hel( et) ispat), they occur together m the zukru
festival and it is possible that the kissu-festival. to Dagan c~lebrates a sac~ed 
marriage between both deities. More thorny IS t?~ queS~I?n of knowmg 
which deity lies behind this learned and Babylomz.lllg wntmg of the go~
dess. There is no evidence to confirm it in a conclusIve manner, howe~er, m 
view of the continuity of tradition that appears to s~em from the eVl~ence 
from Ebla and Old Babylonian Mari, it seems sensIble to connect Nlllkur 
with Salas. There is no evidence in the documents from the south .to sup?ort 
this possibility, however the list An=Anum places a goddess Nmkur III a 
section that is connected with Enlil' s ancestors. On the ot~e~ hand, and as a 
hypothesis, it is possible that the scribes of Emar took n 1 n - k u r ~s . an 
equivalent of dn i n - bur - sag as the second ele~.ent of the two dlvme 
names may be considered according to some tra~ltl~nS as synonyms. In 
U garit there is very little inform~tion. about .Dagan s WIfe as the presence of 
that god is very marginal, especially III the hterary texts. Ev.en so, by means 
of the comparison between Dagan and El it may be conjectured that the 
character of the consorts of both gods was very ~imila.r since t.h~ two parallel 
texts, one written in Akkadian and the other wntten m U ga?tic co~ld asso
ciate Ninmabl A!irat? with El. It is interesting to see how Nlll~ab IS one of 
the names of the Sumero-Akkadian mother goddess otherwIse. known. as 
Ninbursag, who, as we have already seen, is the writing used m Man to 
denote Dagan's consort. 

65 MROA 211 136; MARl 8 (1997) 278; LAPO 16 230f. .. 
66 For more information concerning the relationship between Dagan and NInbursag In 

this period cf. above 90f. 
67 Emar 6/3 378. . 
68 For an exact quotation from the texts concerning Dagan's consort In Emar cf. above 

5.1.10. 
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· To summarise, th~ un~v~cal attribution of Salas as Dagan's consort dur
Ing the B.ro~ze Age IS diffIcult to prove; the information from Ebla shows 
t~e associatIOn to ?e ancient. a~d corroborates the material provided by the 
lIst An=Anum. It IS more difficult to be precise about the case of Mar' 
howe~er t~e evide~ce of th~ funerary ritual from Aleppo seems to point i~ 
that directIOn. The Inform.atlO? from later periods does not prove continuity, 
but t~e fac~ that .Ku~arbl: w.lth whom Dagan was identified, has the god
dess Sala/us as ,hiS :-Vlfe69 I~dlcates that we are on the right road and that, as 
a result, Dagan s Wife was Salas during the whole Bronze Age. 

The character and attributes of this goddess are difficult to determine' 
even so, the us~ of the writing Ninbursag in Mari seems to indicate that sh~ 
should be considered a mother goddess, a fertility goddess, a goddess who 
creates and engenders, a profile similar to the Sumero-Akkadian mother
goddess <zr to A!iratiAserah of the Mediterranean Levant. The origin of the 
goddess Sa!as is uncertain, but it is clear that an etymology through Human 
~ust be. reJected70 as her pr.esence in the texts from Ebla 71 advises against 
~t. She IS. ~u,rely a very ancient goddess (possibly as old as Dagan) with a 
pre-SemItIC etymology. 

One of the pr?blems that .remain unresolved is that Dagan and Adad ap
pear to share a wlfe,?2 For thiS apparent contradiction various solutions have 
been.propo.sed by the experts. The most common view has been to deduce a 
certain eqUIvalence of attributes or identification of the two gods,?3 Other 
scholar~ have preferred to see an equivalence of the two gods by Babylonian 
theo.l~glans;74 ?t~ers ha~e left the question as inexplicable, the result of 
tradltl~ns coexlstlng,?5 Sala's relationship with Adad is well attested al
ready In the Old Babylonian period76 and continues afterwards, both in the 

~~ Cf. E. LAROCHE, Ug 5 524; GLH 213; A. ARCHI, Fs. Houwink ten Cate 5f. 
Cf. A. VANEL, IDO 54; W.G. LAMBERT, VTS 40137; V. HAAS, GHR 166. Cf. other 

proposals for an etymology in A. DEI MEL, Panth. 249. The etymology of Sal a through Semitic 
was proposed by E.F. WEIDNER and H. SCHLOBIES based on the root Is-I-hi 'to be calm' 
(AfO 2 [1924-25] 76 n. 9; MAOG 1139 n. 4); for a similar view proposed recently cf. F.M.A. 
WIGGERMANN, RIA 8 232 (Is-I-wi). 

7 I Cf. A. ARCHI, Fs. Houwink ten Cate 2 n 5 72 . . 
Cf. A. DEIMEL, Panth. 248f. (nr. 3048); H. SCHMOKEL, Dagan 50; RIA 2 100; H. 

SCHLOBIES, MAOG 1139; K.L. TALLQVIST, AGE 453; E. DHORME, Rei 128 and 168; E. 
LAROCHE, JCS 2 (1948) 132; R. FRANKENA, Takultu 112 nr. 20 I; D.O. EDZARD, WdM 118; 
J.J.M. ROB,ERTS, ESP 19; W.G. LAMBERT, VTS 40,137; J. BLACK - A. GREEN, GDS 172; J. 
SANMARTIN, MROA I 396; V. HAAS, GHR 166; J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 174; A. ARCHI, 
Fs. Houwmk ten Cate 3f.; F. JOANNES, DCM 18. 

73 H. SCHMOKEL, Dagan 50; RIA 2 100; MONTALBANO, CBQ 13 (1951) 386; J.J.M. 
ROBERTS, ESP 19; N. WYATT, UF 12 (1980) 377; F.A.M. WIGGERMANN, RIA 9 51' M.P. 
STRECK, AOAT 27111 67. ' 

74 A. ARCHI, Fs. Houwink ten Cate 4. 
75 J.-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 174. 
76 Cf. the references in A. DEIMEL, Panth. 248; K.L. TALLQVIST. AGE 453; T. 

~~~HTER, AOAT 257 I J3f. Cf. W.G. LAMBERT, VTS 40 137; D. SCHWEMER, Wettergott 
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Assyrian texts and in late Babylo~ian rit~als.77 What. is the solution to this 
problem? From the Syrian matepal aVailable to us It can be deduced with 
some certainty that Dagan had Salas as his ~ons~rt and f~r her part, l::Jebat 
was Addu's wife, at least in Aleppo and pOSSibly In the mld-.Euphrates, and 
so the tradition of inland Syria seems 'stable'. The proble.m IS to be fou~d, 
then, in the information that comes stri~t!y from Assyna and BabylonIa. 
How is this co-existence of the two tradltlon~ to b~ v under.stood? T~e god
d ss who is Adad's wife is consistently wntten sa-La m Assyna? and 
Beabylonian texts.78 On the othe~ han~, .Dagan's wife occurs alrea?y In the 
texts from Ebla written with a final slbllant,79 a~d t~~ fact ~ha~ It. already 

rr
ed in the third millennium with the form Salas IS an indicatIOn that 

occu . 'H' . 'f f t 
this ending with a sibilant cannot be expl~med asva v Ittlte .arm 0 ~ an-
dard *Sala.8o Later Dagan occurs accompanIed by Salas on v~nous cyl.mder 
seals of Isin-Larsa and OB.81 In Mari, in the t~xt that descnbes ~he nt~als 
for the mourning of Sumu-epub from Aleppo, Salas. is written :"Ith a fmal 
5.82 Also in Mari the onomastic material confirms thiS hypotheSIS, the PNN 
with Salas are written consistently with a final s, in the sa~e way that PNN 
with Sala appear without th~ final si~ilant in all ~he. va~lants.~3 The only 
case where two names with Sala and ~alas could comclde ~n a smgle pe~son 
is Sala-ummI84 and dNinbursagga(=Salas)-ummt,85 the first (a~ A. Mtllet 
has indicated to me) occurs once in an unpublished text a~ a mllle~-w?man 
in a team of workers assigned to a field of Zurubban, m the ?Istnct of 
Terqa' the second (Ninbursagga-umml) occurs twice, together With Kulla
basir;t in lists of persons from the palace of Mari,86 we do not have enough 
information to know whether these two spellings refer to the same person or 

77 Cf. E. DHORME, ReI 128; R. FRANKENA, Takultu 112 nr. 201. Cf. also the list 
An=Anum where Sala occurs in the Adad section (R.L. LITKE, AN 232). D. SCHWEMER, 

Wettergott 398f. . A • 78 The variant dsa-Ia I dsa-Ia-as that occurs in the second tablet of the ntual maqlll IS not 
a sufficient proof for thinking that Salas and Sala are the same deity and in any case, the 
quotation from maqUi makes no reference to either Adad's or Dagan's Wife; qUite the re
verse: it seems from the context that this Sala(s) was a consort of Anum smce b~th seem to be 
fathers of Girra; cf. G. MEIER, Die assyrische Beschworullgssammlllllg Maqlu, AfO Belheft 

2, Berlin 1937, 18 line 135-136. . 
79 dsa-Ia-sa I dsa-a-slsa, cf. the quotations in A. ARCHI, Fs. Houwmk ten Cate 1 f.; F. 

POMPONIO - P. XELLA, DE 316f. 80 For the solution using Hittite cf. R. FRANKENA, Taku1tu 112 nr. 20 I; J.-M. DURAND, 
MROA 211 p. 178; LAPO 18 p. 414 n. i (Sala(s»; J. BLACK - A. GREEN, GDS p. 172. 

81 Cf. E.A. BRAUN-HOLZINGER, BaM 27 (1996) 338 nr. 1054, 1055 and 1058 (always 

written dsa-Ia-aS). 82 Cf. J.-M. DURAND _ M. GHICHARD, FM 3 35 n. 91; correct, then, J.-M, DURAND, 

MROA 211 148 (Sa111); LAPO 18 p. 414 n. i (Sa1a(5». y 

83 Salas: dsa-Ia-as-tap-p{ (ARM 13 1: III 26 = J.-M. DURAND, MARl 8 [1997] 604); sa-

la-as-tu-ri-ia (ARM 2210: IV 4); sa-Ia-as-bll-ri (J.-M. DURAND, MROA 211 178
). 

Sala: ip_qu_(dlsa_Ia (ARM 8 89: 16; 9 253 IV 13; 21 382 II 31; 23 613: 5); la-(a-ab-sa-Ia-a 

(J.-M. Durand, MROA 211 178). 
84 dsa-la-um-mi (J.-M. Durand, MROA 211 178). . . ' .' 
85 For the identification of Salas, wife of Dagan, under the wntmg Nmbursagga 

III Man 
cf. J.-M- DURAND, MROA 211 p. 136; ld., MARl 8 (1997) 278; ld., LAPO 16 p. 230f.; see 

also L. FELlU, AuOr 17-18 (1999-2000) 198 n. 14. 
86 ARM 9 24 III 37: 27 V 5. 
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not, so that we have So put this evidence to one side. A SU-ila prayer again 
couples Dagan with Salas.87 On the other hand, the wife of Kumarbi with 
,:hom Dagan .is compared, is regularly writte~ Sala/us, always with a final s 
fmal;88 even m the pantheon of YazIltkaya Salas occurs with a final sibi
l~n~.89 Only the case of KBo 3~ 126: 7' is contradictory, where (in a list of 
dIvme couples) the sequence sa-a-la dku-mar-bi occurs.90 Either it is a 
simple mistake or in Hurro-Hittite there was some contamination of the two 
goddesses, perhaps facilitated by the fact that the final s of the wife of Da
gan/Kumarbi can be interpreted as a case ending in both languages, although 
this possibility seems doubtfu1.9 I 

The only evidence against a separation between Salas and Sala is as fol
lows: 

. - Even though in An=Anun; Salas occurs unequivocally as Dagan's 
wife

92 
it equates dnin-ku-gi with Salas the wiZe of Dagan,93 whereas the list 

An=Anu sa ameli equates dnim!-ku-gi with Sala sa sad! in the Adad sec
tion.

94 
On they other hand, a late Assyrian list from Kuyunjik equates 

Ninkugi with Sala sa sad! and adds the gloss 'Salas' to Ninkugi.95 
- A copy from Kuyunjik of the list An=Anum adds an extra line to the 

section on Adad, with Salas followed by Sala.96 
- Ninmedimsa occurs in An=Anum I 196 with the name Salas in the Da

gan section,97 whereas a copy of An=Anum from Assur puts Ninmedimsa in 
the Adad section.98 

87 K. W.R. MAYER, Or 59 (1990) 467 line 9: Dagan u Salas usarbCt sumka 'Dagan and 
Salas will make your name great'. 

88 Cf. H.G. GOTERBOCK, RIA 6 326; GLH 213 s.v. Salus; A. ARCH!, Fs. Houwink ten 
Cate 4f. The occurrence of Sala in the treaty of Mitanni (E.F. WEIDNER, PDK 32 line 57) 
does not mean that it refers to Kumarbi's wife; in fact, there is no mention of Kumarbi in the 
whole treaty. 

89 dsa-Iu-sa, cf. A. MASSON, Le pantheon de Yaztllkaya. Nouvelles lectures, Paris 1981, 
38 nr. 52 A. ARCH I, Fs. Houwink ten Cate 6. 

90 Cf. B.H.L. VAN GESSEL, OHP p. 366. 
9 I It is certain that the traditional wife of Tesup, the Hurrian storm-god, is ijebat, which 

would leave no room for the character of Sala as wife of the Storm-god in the Hurro-Hittite 
world, even so, ijebat was worshipped especially in the western Hurrian world (M.-C. 
Tremouille, dfjebat. Une divinile Syro-anatolienne, Eothen 7, Florence 1997, p. 47f. and 267; 
J.-M. DURAND, LAPO 18 p. 414 n. i), which would give some 'room' for a goddess Sal a, 
wife of the Storm-god worshipped by eastern Hurrians on the Tigris; a goddess who would be 
:yidely attested later in Assyrian sources. It cannot be excluded, then, that the treaty between 
Suppiluliuma and Sattiwaza refers to this Sala, wife of Tesup. 

92 Cf. R.L. LITKE, AN p. 43 line 195 see above chapter 3 n. 83. 
93 Cf. R.L. LITKE, AN p. 43, cf. the OB forerunner of An=Anum where Dagan is ac

companied by Ninkugi, TCL 15 10: 7-8. 
94 R.L. LITKE, AN p. 232 line 59; M. CA VIGNEAUZ - M. KREBERNIK, RIA 9 p. 320. 
95 CT 25 1034: dn i n',,-I,,-,,"- k u - g i dsa-Ia sa k u r -i (cf. H. SCHLOBIES, MAOG 113 

p. 14; R.L. LITKE, AN p. 142 nt. 240). 
96 An=Anum IIJ 240 (R.L. LITKE, AN p. 142 nt. 240): 

YBC 2401 v 188 (= R.L. LITKE, AN pI. 21): [dsaJ-Ia dam - b i 

97 

CT 2520 (K.215+) 22: dsa_Ia : dam -[b i 
CT 2521 rev. 7-8: dsa_Ia dam -[b i 

mi 
miJ 

KAV 172 III 12: 
R.L. LITKE, AN p. 43 line 196. 

m iJ I dsa-Ia-as 
dam -[b i m iJ 
dsa_Ia dam - b i m i 
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- In a manuscript of the ritual MaqlO from Assur, Sala replaces Salas.9~ 
As we can see, all these quotations come from first millenniu~ COPI~S 

(except MA An=Anu sa amel~) and ~hey .mostly fo~ part of god hsts. It IS 
quite possible from the KassIte penod m Babylon~a ~he~e was so~e con
tamination of the two deities, basically due to the slmllanty o~ theIr nm.nes 
(as has also happened with some modern scholars). Even so, thIS .conta.rruna
tion only seems to have happened in some learned and theologIcal cIrcles. 
The contamination, then, is not sufficient argument to try to eq~at.e the tw.o 

ddesses retroactively in earlier periods and even less to ass~mllate theIr 
~~sbands. To summarise: Dagan's wife in ~yria w.as pr~bably Salas (gene~
ally written in Sumerian~ Ninbursag in Man and ~mkur I~ Em~r) but she ~s 
not to be confused with Sala, Adad's wife, worshIpped chIefly m Babyloma 
and Assyria. I 00 . . 

We have already spoken above about the husband-and-wi.fe. relatIOnshIp 
said to exist between Dagan and !Sbara. 101 The material provldmg the. baSIS 
for this hypothesis comes strictly from Babylonia mostly from t~e pen~d ?f 
the third dynasty of Ur. The list An=Anum places the goddess. Isbara wIt~m 
the orbit of Enlil, in which Dagan is also inserted, h?,:"ever wlth?ut makmg 
explicit a marriage relationship between the two deIties. All t?IS s~gge~ts 
that !Sbara has no known husband, even though she has a relatIOnshIp ~Ith 
various male gods, in various periods and different place~. I 02 The relatIOn
ship with Dagan is basically restricted to texts from .the t~Ird d~nasty of Ur, 
and in particular, to ceremonies and religio~s offenng~ mvolvmg .mem?~rs 
of the royal family, that seems to have a speCIal veneration for cer:am deItIes 
from Syria. It is here that we have to look for the reason for thIS appare?t 
association. Two foreign deities, from Syria, are 'compar~d' in Ba?ylon~a 
for reasons of (their) origin and not because of a man:age. r~latlOns~lp 
documented in their respective places of origin, not for theIr ongmal attnb
utes but for their homeland. I 03 

6.2.2. Sons 

In the light of Dagan's essential epithets as father ~f the gods, it see~s 
evident that the main gods of the pantheon of the mId-Euphrates were hIS 
sons. There is, however, no explicit reference to a filiation, if we except the 

98 KA V 172 1Il 14: dn i n - m e - dim - S a4 KI.MIN (but see the parallels CT 25 20 
[K.215+J: dm e - dim - S a6 [ ... J; CT 2521 9: dm e - dim - S a6 MIN), cf. R.L. LITKE, 
AN p. 142 n. 241; M. KREBERNIK, RIA 7 p. 617. 

99 KAR 235 rev 6; see G. MEIER, Maqlfi p. 18 line 136. But here the goddess appears as 
Girra's mother. 

100 Cf. the same opinion in M. KREBERNIK, RIA 7 617; D. SCHWEMER, Wettergott 403f. 
101 Cf. W.G. LAMBERT, RIA 5176; VTS 40131; D.E. FLEMING, HSS 42 249f.; V. HAAS, 

GHR 396. 
102 On this cf. D. PRECHEL, ISbara 189. 
103 Above, we have already rejected the proposed etymology for Ebara in connection 

with an agrarian profile that would connect him with the 'traditional' portrait o~ Dagan, based 
on Philo's etymology for the god. All this has been used by D.E. FLEMING to find a matnmo
nial connection between Dagan and ISbara in Emar. Cf. the comment on thls problem a few 
pages earlier, in 5.1.10. 
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known fa.the~-so.n relationship between Dagan and Bacl in Ugarit. Even so, 
there are ~ndicatlOns for drawing a portrait of Dagan's two principals sons. 

What IS called the v 'pantheon of Mari' I 04 lists Dagan, The-Lord-of-the
land (Bel-matim) and Salas (Ninbursag). If we accept the hypothesis formu
~ated by J.-M: DURAND of seeing Lord-of-the-land as a hypostasis of Addu, 
It seems ObVlOUS that there is a 'family' enumeration of the three deities 
that is to say, Fathe.r, Son and Mother: Dagan, Addu and Salas; in this wa; 
we alr~ady h~ve eVIdence for a fathe~-son relationship between Dagan and 
Addu In the fIrSt half of the second mIllennium. It can also be noted that the 
weapons of Addu from Aleppo are deposited in the temple of Dagan in 
Terqa in order to perform the coronation ceremony of the king of Mari and 
stage the myth erne of the combat between the Storm-god and the god of the 
sea. In this ceremony Dagan had a passive role, was the host of the cere
~ony, .in this way, however, he gave it legitimacy as father of the gods and 
In partIcular, as father of Addu, the main protagonist of the my theme. I 05 

This close relationship between Dagan and Addu is evident in the texts from 
Mari that invoke the gods together,106 this evidence, together with the ma
terial from Ugarit, invite proposing this father-son relationship already in 
the Old Babylonian period. 

On the other hand, the text from Mari that describes the lamentation for 
the death of Sumu-epub of Aleppo mentions the deities Dagan, Salas and 
Bebat in connection with pagra 'um --offerings in honour of the dead per
son-.1D7 From this set of deities a structure of Father-Mother-Daughter can 
be deduced; as a result, Addu and Bebat, besides being a couple, I 08 are also 
siblings, the two children of Dagan and Salas. I 09 This structure fits well 
with the structure of the neighbouring pantheons, where the existence of 
divine couples who are siblings and consorts at once is common. The Syr
ian mythological universe includes some of these pairs of deities that are 
also present in Babylonia, where the theogonies list series of pairs of sib
ling-consorts. I 10 

The hierarchical list of the deities of Emar, after the heading of the text 
with a mention of the various advocations of ~agan and Ninlil (=Salas), list 
the consort of the Storm-god and Bebat (1M u d!Je-ba-at).111 The en-

104 Cf. J.-M. DURAND, MROA 2/1 I 67f., cf. above MA:T 36-37. 
105 Cf. above 101f. 
106 For the erection of two stela for Dagan and Addu (above 77 MA:T 19); both headed 

by the sequence of the deities of the pantheon of the palace women (cf. above 89); also 
appears both together in connection with the royalty and name of the king (MA:T 160 and 
MA:T 166). 

107 Cf. J.-M. DURAND - M. GUICHARD, FM 3 35 n. 91, cf. above 71 MA:T 10. 
108 Cf. M.-C. TREMOUILLE, Bebat 18f. 
109 For the same interpretation, cf. J.-M. DURAND, LA PO 18 p. 414 n. i. Cf. the text from 

Aleppo quoted above 171 AL:T I. 
110 On this cf. G. DEL OLMO LETE, IMC 62. Just as a sibling relationship can be proposed 

between EI and A!irat, it is possible to make the same proposal for Dagan and Salas even if 
there is no evidence to prove it. 

I I I Emar 6/3 378 5; cf. above EM:T 6. The text continues with various divine couples 
known from Sumero-Babylonian tradition, such as Ea and Damkina or the astral pair Sin and 
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thronement ritual of the n i n - din g i r of Emar also paired with the 
Storm-god and tJebat in listing the offering of two golden figurines for the 
di vine consort. I 12 In spite of clear nature of this evidence, D.E. KEMING 
proposed the pairing in Emar of Bacl and CAlt~rt on ~he basis of indirect 
evidence, such as the use of the same typology In certaIn proper names, the 
existence of two temples, one for each deity and the possible influence that 
Emar received from the Mediterranean coastal area. I 13 Even so, the texts 
show quite clearly that the official consort of the Storm-god in Emar is 
tJebat, following, in this way, the tr~diti.on that had a.lready come fro~ the 
third millennium in Ebla and that, In view of the eVidence from Man and 
Emar, was maintained during the whole second millennium. The fact that 
there is a pairing between Bacl and CAltart-CAnat in the texts from Ugarit and 
that this relationship continued in later periods on the coast,114 corroborates 
the proposal of the existence of two 'Semitic' pantheon~ in Syria, ~ne 
headed by Dagan in the interior, with its centre in the reglOn of the mld
Euphrates, and the other on the coast, commanded by El, which we can try 
to glimpse in Middle Babylonian Ugarit. Even so, there is no conclusive 
evidence to transfer this relationship between the Storm-god and CAltart to 
Emar. 

To summarise, Dagan's principal children are the pair of sibling-consorts 
Addu and tJebat who have as principal cult centre the famous sanctuary of 
the Storm-god in Aleppo. This does not mean, however, that his cult was 
restricted to that city, the importance of the cult of Addu and, to a lesser 
extent of Hebat, grew over the centuries and is present in the whole of Syria, 
in the same way that the local sanctuaries of Dagan, with centres in Terqa 
and T uttul, did not prevent veneration for the god spreading throughout 
inner Syria to reach as far as the coast where the weight of El put a halt to 
its introduction. I 15 

6.3. Comparison with other deities 

The important interchange of ideas and people in the Ancient Near East 
provoked a process of comparison and syncretism among the various deities 
who feature in the various pantheons that co-exist in each of the metropo
li ses and kingdoms of Syro-Mesopotamia. Dagan was no exception and was 
put on par with various gods of the neighbouring pantheons that comprised 
the central belt of his cult. They all have a common denominator, sharing 
the profile of father of the gods and head of the respective pantheons. 

Samas, so the relationship of consort in the first part of the text is obvious even if not made 
explicit in the text. 

I 12 Cf. Emar 6/3 369 51-52; D.E. FLEMING, HSS 42 185f. 
113 Cf. D.E. FLEMING, HSS 42 216f.; ZA 83 (1993) 90f. 
114 Cf. D.E. FLEMING, HSS 42 219. 
I 15 Even so the relationship to Ba'l continued well into the second millennium, if the in

terpretation of the Aramaic legend on a coin (IV century) can be correctly interpreted as 
'Ba'I-Dagan' (b'l dgn), cf. A. LEMAIRE, Semitica 40 (1991) 45 nr. 28 and 49f.; E. LiPINSKI, 
OLA 57 206f. 
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6.3.1. Enfif 

O~ the various equivalences and syncretisms which Dagan underwent the 
eVidence for the relationship with .S~mero-A!<kadian Enlil is the most' pro
fuse: t~e olde~t an? t~e most e~phcI!. The flr~t indication of this compari
s~n IS m the mscnptIOn of Naram-Sm found m Biise~ki, in which EnliI of 
NIppur, Da~an ~f. Tu.ttul and Ninbursag of Kes are listed; a sequence that 
reveals the IdentifIcatIOn of EnliI and Dagan as both gods are cited together 
and are followed by one the Enlil's traditional consorts (Ninbursag) with 
Sumero-Akkadian tradition, in this way the structure becomes En-
1I1(=)Dagan (hus.band of) Ninbursag; the presence of Dagan in this position 
cannot be. explam~d .any other way.116 The atttributes of both gods were 
also pe!celved as simIlar since both 'pronounce sentence' together with IStar
~nnu~Itum, ~at:o? of the Sargon dynasty. I 17 This comparison has its roots 
m Syna, but It IS m Babylonia that it is most apparent. The list An=Anum 
puts the god Dagan. in the Enlil section and explicitly equates the godS. 118 
I~ the Old B~byloma~ forerun~er of the list An=Anum, Dagan occurs in the 
cIrcle of EnlI.1.119 This companson, however, is alreacry well attested at the 
end of the thIrd dynasty of Ur. A letter sent by Puzur-Sulgi, the governor of 
Kazallu, to Ibbi-Sfn 120 gives news of the message that ISbi-Erra sent to 
Kazallu demanding surrender; in the lengthy message he says: 'I have sworn 
by Dag~ my god', 121 it should be noted, however, that in one of the 
ma~uscnpts of the text there is the following variant: '[I have sworn] by 
Enid, my god and by Dagan', 122 both gods, then, are paired and inter
changed as personal gods of ISbi-Erra, who, we must remember is called 
'man of Mari' in a letter from Ibbi-Sfn to Puzur-Numusda.123 La~er, one of 
:he sU,ccesso:s of ISbi-Erra in Isin, the king Ur-dukuga, restored the temple 
~ - d.u r -.k ~ - gar - r a of Dagan in the same city.124 In the commemora
tIve mscnptIOn of the event, Dagan is called eng a I k u r - k u r _ r a 
'The august lord of the lands', 125 an epithet that has a clear parallel with the 

116 Cf. above 44 BAB:T 3. 
I 17 Cf. RIME 2 1.1.6: 10-13 (p. 19)(Enlil); RIME 2 1.4.26: II 29- III I (p. 133f.) (Dagan); 

RI~~/ 1.4.6: II 14'-16' (p. 105) (IStar-AnnunItum). 
Cf. above chapter 3 n. 83. Cf. also A. DElMEL Panth. 99 nr. 675' K L TALLQVIST AGE 278f. " " , 

119 TCL 15 10 II 57 (pI. 25) (AO.5376); cf. also K.-L. TALLQVIST, AGE 279' T. 
RICHTER, AOA T 257 46 and 139 n. 583. ' 
. 120 For these letters, known only from Old Babylonian copies that forms part of the cur

nCu!~lln for scribes as literary texts cf. P. MICHALOWSKI, RIA 6 55 §3.6. 
. ,3N-,T 311 rev. I 14 = F. ALI, Letters XXIII and 43 line 16, [m uJ dda-gall din g i r _ 

g a I ~ pad; N,3603 obv. 5 = F. ALI, Letters XLIII and 43 line 16, [m uJ dda-gall 
dIn g I r - g 11 I - P 1\ d. 

122 1M 13347 obv. 14 = J.J.A. VAN DUK, Sumer II (1955) 110 pI. I: 14 = TIM 938: 14 = 
F. ALI, Letters 45 16, [m Ju de n - I f I [d i n g i r - g J UIO u dda-g[alll _ pit dJ, cf. also C. 
WILCKE, ZA 60 (1970) 59; W.H.Ph. ROMER, TUAT I 349f. 

123 A. FALKENSTEIN, ZA 49 (I 949) 61 line 34; K. WILCKE, ZA 60 (I 970) 59f.; J. KLEIN, 
CANE 856; cf. but see also D.O. EDZARD, ZZB 59f.; RIA 5 174. 

124 For this temple cf. A.R. GEORGE, HMH 81 nr. 230. 
125 Cf. D.R. FRAYNE, RIME 4 1.13.1: 2 (p. 94). Cf. also the year-name that commemo

rates this ephemerides in T. RICHTER, AOA T 257 196. 
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'Enlilian' title en k u r - k u r 'lord of the lands'.126 In parallel, Gun
gunum of Larsa, through the daughter of Bme-Dagan of Isin, Enannatumma, 
commemorated the reconstruction of the temple of Dagan in Ur called e
e s - m e - d a g a I -I a,127 in this inscription Dagan is also called by the 
very 'Enlilian' epithet end i n g i r g a I - g a I - e - n e 'The lord of the 
great gods' .128 Both the royal house of Isin l29. an.d the royal house of ~a 
had a special veneration for Dagan at the begmmng of the Old Babyloman 
period, ISbi-Erra named one of his s?ns Nur-Dagan. Other .kings of the 
house of Isin had personal names WIth Dagan, such as Iddm-Dagan and 
ISme-Dagan; to the extent that the latter called himself 'son of Dagan',130 
even though in another hymn the same king proclaimed himself son of Enlil 
and NinliJ131 in a clear interchange of roles between both gods. The later 
literary texts of Babylonian tradition continue to refer implicitly to this 
comparison. We have already seen how Dagan accompanies Anum in a large 
number of literary texts and royal inscriptions, equating himself with the 
heavenly Sumero-Akkadian god and replacing Enlil in the supreme duo of 
the pantheon of the south. 132 Especially illuminating is a bilingual literary 
text in which the Akkadian text mentions Dagan and in his place the Sume
rian text cites EnliJ133 showing that the comparison was complete in Baby
lon; in this case, de n - I f I is treated practically as a logogram for Dagan. In 
late tradition this comparison also occurred, EnliI is accompanied by Dagan 
in various liturgical texts. I 34 

This comparison is also evident outside Babylonia. In Mari, Dagan is 
called MulliJ135 or Nunamnir,136 both learned names of Enlil imported 
from Babylonia. In what is called the 'Bilingual Pantheon', Dagan appears 
with the 'Enlil' atttributes, he is called 'The Great Mountain' (k u r-

126 K.R. TALLQVIST, AGE 296. 
127 For this temple cf. A.R. GEORGE, HMH 85 nr. 285; T. RICHTER, AOAT 257 400. 
128 D.R. FRAYNE, RIME 4 2.5.1 (p. 115), see also K.R. TALLQVIST, AGE 300 (sar iliilli 

mbati). 
129 T. RICHTER, AOAT 257 193f. 
130 W.H.P. ROMER, SKIZ 42 line 46 and passim; cf. the quotations in H. WAETZOLDT, 

Or 54 (1985) 255 n. 44; T. RICHTER, AOAT 257 194 n. 765. 
131 Cf. T. RICHTER, AOAT 257 194 n. 765. 
132 Cf. above 172 n. 612. 
133 Cf. W.G. LAMBERT, JCS 21 [I967JI281ine I; cf. above 172 n. 612. 
134 K.252 I 13- 14 = R. FRANKENA, Tiikultu 5 (cited among the deities of the city of 

AS~ur); KAR 214 1 II = R. FRANKENA, Tiikultu 25; KAY 42 22 = R. FRANKENA, Tiikultu 123 
= B. MENZEL, AT 2 T.147; KAR 216 26 = K.FR. MOLLER, MY AG 4113 10 line 44. Cf. also 
the ritual tablet for covering a bronze drum in which a series of deities occurs, including 
de n - I f I - m e S dda-gall 'the Enlils, Dagan', later, the same text mentions Dagan: Sfn 
NaM lapulla Angubba sa ina pall Dagan istu ~iiti Enmesarra ina[~~urilJ 'Sin and NabG, the 
overseer are the Angubba who, under Dagan's command, protect Enme~arra from distant 
times' (Cf. A. LIVINGSTONE, Mystical and Mythological Explanatory Works of Assyrian and 
Babylonian Scholars, Oxford 1986, 190 [0 1751 line 6 and 15). 

135 Cf. above I 19 MA:T 81. 
136 Cf. the Epic of Zimrf-Um MA:T 35 and in the titulary of the king of Mari MA:T 177. 

Cf. also the Epic of Zimrf-Um 27: nakrr Entit istakan zarfsu, M. GUICHARD, RA 93 (1999) 34. 
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g a 1)137 -an epithet that is continued in the texts from Emar connected 
with Dagan l38 and may be the origin of the writing dk u r in the Middle 
Euphrates region 1 39_ 'Father of the great gods' ,140 'Creator of the heavens 
and of the earth' and 'Father begetter of the gods' .141 This patriarchal profile 
of Dagan continues throughout the whole second millennium, since an Old 
Babylonian text from Aleppo describes Dagan as the father of the gods (a-bi 
din g i r - b i - a)142 and in the texts from Emar, Dagan is given the epi
thet 'the very father' (Aburna).143 It is quite clear, then, that both gods have 
similar attributes as 'fathers' of their respective pantheons. 144 In Emar, 
Dagan is paired with Ninlil,145 making even more obvious his identifica
tion with Enlil. 

In this case the facts are obvious and unequivocal and we can state that 
the comparison of Enlil and Dagan comes from ancient times, possibly from 
the third millennium, when the Sargon dynasty used the worship of Dagan 
of Tuttul to support their western conquests. On the one hand, this identifi
cation has stayed constant during the whole second millennium in Syria, 
and on the other hand, in Babylonia and Assyria, with more textual material 
at our disposal, it spread during the whole first millennium. The identifica
tion, then, is certain and correct. 

The question of the origin and reason for this identification is a problem 
that is closely linked with the role and position of both gods in their respec
tive pantheons and may be of decisive help in drawing the profile of the 
Syrian god. Enlil and Dagan are basically identified as heads of the pan
theon, as executor gods and as fathers of their respective divine progeny. 
The comparison is based on some well-defined attributes in both cases. The 
use of calques on 'Enlilian' epithets for Dagan is not to be interpreted as a 
simple reflection of the Syrian god with his Sumero-Akkadian counterpart. 
Dagan is not the Syrian copy of Enlil, he is the god of a pantheon that has 
status and, in part, some attributes similar to Enlil's, the head of the 
Sumero-Akkadian pantheon, who for cultural reasons and due to the spread 
of Sumero-Babylonian culture throughout the ancient Near East by means of 
cuneiform writing, was known everywhere. We may define Dagan as the 
Syrian Enlil, in the same way that the Assyrians defined Assur as the 
Assyrian Enlil; however we may also describe Enlil as the Sumero
Akkadian Dagan; only the cultural might of southern Iraq and the export of 
its culture, explains that it is difficult for us to make the journey from west 
to east whereas the journey in the opposite direction seems 'natural'. 

137 Cf. A. DEIMEL, Panth. 75; K.L. TALLQVIST, AGE 221 and 299; D.O. EDZARD, WdM 
60. 

138 Emar 6/3 378 3. 
139 For a possible reduction of the Enlil epithet applied to Dagan cf. D.E. FLEMING, 

NABU 94/16. 
140 Cf. K.L. TALLQVIST, AGE If. and 300. 
141 Cf. K.L. TALLQVIST, AGE 68f. 
142 Cf. above 171 AL:T 1. 
143 Emar 6/3 373 195'. 
144 For Enlil as a patriarch cf. A. DEIMEL, Panth. 75; K.L. TALLQVIST, AGE 2. 
145 Emar 6/33782. 
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6.3.2. Kurnarbi 
We have seen how there is good evidence for the identification of Dagan 

'th Enlil in the sources and there are even some explicit references to the 
;~mparison (such as the quotation of the list An==Anurn). The case ~f 
Kumarbi is different, we do not have an!, document that records a compan
son recognised from antiquity, no god-hst equates them. E~en s.o, we have 
enough information to affirm that this comparison really dl~ eXist and that 
there was a process of syncretism beween Dagan and Kumarbl. . 

The clearest information comes from Ugarit, a series o~ god lIsts recor~ a 
stable order in citing the gods who appear i? the fo.llowmg sequence: Ih?, 
EI Dagan. 146 In parallel, a hymn written m Human, also from Ugant, 

, f ons the gods in the same sequence as the lists that we have ~entlOned, 
~~ni~ Hurrian, so this case the gods are in atn, ii, krn:b, that IS .to say: 
Father-god, EI, Kumarbi;147 the last mentio~ed appears l.n. the Human ~ext 
in the same position as Dagan in the texts wntten m ~gantlc an.d AkkadIan. 
In this way there is good evidence for th.e com~anson, the lIsts have an 
evident syncretistic intention, and the Human eqUlvalence, even though n~t 
a text of the same genre, corresponds to a model of the pantheon that IS 

clearly equivalent. . ' . 
Other indirect facts strengthen this identificatlon. The Babyl.o~lan hst 

A ==A urn describes Salas as the wife of Dagan,148 the Hurro-HIttIte texts 
fr~m nBOgazkoy document Kumarbi's connection with the goddess 
Salas/Salus. 149 On the other hand, the myth .. of liedamm~ connects 
Kumarbi with the city of Tuttul, one of the traditlOnal sanctu~nes ~f w~r
ship of the god Dagan attested uninterrupted!y from th~ .thlrd mlllen?1Um m 
Ebla to the end of the Bronze Age in U gant. 150 A tnhngual god hst from 
Ugarit has the following equation: [Enlil == K]umarbi==Ilu~.151 If we were 
to add a hypothetical fourth column it i.s quit~ clear ~hat It would have to 
concern Dagan given his known com~a.ns~n wI~h Enl~l ~nd t~e mor~ pro?
able identifcation with El. This identIficatlOn VIa EnlIl IS qUlte ObVlOUS m 
certain Hittite-Akkadian bilinguals in which Enlil is 'translated' as 

Kumarbi. 152 

146 Cf. RS 20.24 = J. NOUGAYROL, Ug 5 (1968) 44f. and 379; KTU 1.118; KTU 147 and 
KTU 1.148, cf. above 270 TABLE 9. 

147 KTU 1.42, cf. above 270. TABLE 9. 
148 Cf. above chapter 3 n. 83; R.L. LITKE, AN 43; A. DEI MEL, Panth. 249 nr. 3049; K.L. 

TALLQVIST, AGE 453. 
149 Cf. H.G. GOTERBOCK, RIA 6 326; V. HAAS, GHR 169 n. Ill; cf. also E. LAROCHE, 

JCS 2 (1949) 132; Ug. 5 (1968) 524; Or 45 (1976) 97; A. ARCHI; Fs. Houwmk ten Cate 4f. 
150 Cf. J. SlEGELOV A, StBoT 14402'-4'; cf. also; M.e. ASTOUR, JNES 27 (1968) 173f.; 

H.G. GOTERBOCK, RIA 6 329. Cf. on the other hand, Kumarbi's connectIon With Nlppur, the 
holy city of Enlil with whom Dagan was identified (V. HAAS, GHR 168 n. 102l· ,I I 

151 J.NOUGAYROL,Ug5 (1968) p. 246 35" and p. 423 (RS 20.123): [en -III] ku-

[m]ur-wi din g i r-fum, cf. also E. LAROCHE, Ug 5 (1968) 453. 
152 Cf A UNGNAD Subartu, Berlin 1936, 64 n. I; V. HAAS, GHR 168 n. 1.02. Cf. also 

. . , . . 33)' h' h one of the possible reconstruction [Kumarbl] m CT 24 5 5 (K.43 In w IC was given 172' 
. b' k,· 'H . '. cf R L LITKE AN 39 n , Enlil's name, with the explanation s u - I r4 ,1. e. uman, . . . , . 

V. HAAS, GHR 168. 
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On the other hand, there are characteristic features of the two deities that 
~ake them clearly equivalent: both are fathers of the Storm-god, Addu-Bacl 
m the case of Dagan and Tesup in the case of Kumarbi. 153 Both are genera
t?r g?ds and are caIled 'father of the gods',154 and so they share their most 
sIgnfIcant aspects and have the same position in their respective pantheons 
;\s for their agrari~n character: we ha~e ~lready seen how the case of Dag~ 
IS very doubtful gIven that thIS descnptIOn was basicaIly given through the 
etymology connected with west Semitic, an etymology is not corroborated 
by reference to the god in context. We have already seen how Kumarbi's 
connection with agriculture was due, in part, to his being compared with 
Da~an. AIl the same, once Dagan's agrarian character disappears, Kumarbi's 
at~nbutes as a god of agriculture lessen. Even so, it is not the purpose of 
thIS book to sketch out the real portrait of Kumarbi; however, what must 
remain clear is that if Kumarbi has any agrarian character it is not due to his 
identification with Dagan. Fundamental to the comparison between the two 
gods is the almost identical position each has in his respective pantheon 
bot~ retain the title 'Father.of the gods', have the Storm-god as their pre~ 
emment son and the same wIfe. Another matter is to see whether this identi
fication occurs as 'equal to equal' or whether there is some reflection of one 
?od by. the other. Considering how old the evidence for the god Dagan is, it 
IS possIble to t~ink that Kumarbi is simply his 'Hurrian counterpart'. If we 
accept that basIc structure and pattern of the Hurrian pantheon are foreign, 
we could propose the hypothesis that at least in part, this structure had a 
Syrian ~rigin. E. LAROCHE and W.G. LAMBERTI55 have already proposed 
a Sumenan structure for the Hurrian pantheon; it is possible, however, that 
the basic model was the pantheon of the middle Euphrates, with Dagan as 
head of the pantheon, father of the gods and father of the Storm-god. 

6.3.3. EI 

If the identification of Dagan and Enlil was very explicit in the Babylonian 
texts and the identification of Dagan and Kumarbi can be clearly inferred 
from the textual material available to us, the identification between EI and 
Dagan is an hypothesis that has to be explained and described in more de
tail. The principal facts that support this identification occur basically in the 
texts from Ugarit, in which, both in the mythology and in the ritual texts, 
El, with the consent of Bacl, has the character of pre-eminent god. Even so, 
the god Dagan occurs, both in the texts from the cuI tic tradition and to a 
lesser extent, in the epics and myths. There are basically two facts that 'relate 
these two gods to each other: both El and Dagan are stated to be fathers of 
Bacl in the Ugaritic texts. I56 This twofold sonship of the Storm-god has 
caused concern to most students of the religion of Syria in the second and 

153 H.G. GOTERBOCK, Kumarbi 96; RIA 6 328; E. VON SCHULER, WdM 185; H. NIEHR, 
JNSL 20 (1994) 170. 

154 Cf. E. VON SCHULER, WdM 185; H.G. GOTERBOCK, RIA 6 324; V. HAAS, GHR 168 
n. lOS. 

155 E. LAROCHE, Or 45 (1976) 99 (=RAI 21); W.G. LAMBERT, RHA 36 (1978) 134. 
156 In the case of EI via 'Anat, the sister of Ba'l and daughter of EI. 
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first millennia. The paradox consists in seeing how a god as important as 
Dagan had no role in the epic and mythological texts of Ugarit. The first to 
attempt to resolve the problem by means of identification ~as J. 
FONTENROSE,157 who basically used classical sources and the god lIsts of 
Ugarit. Other scholars have made more or less similar pr?posals, varying the 
degree of identification and the background to the fUSIOn of two parallel 
pantheons. M. ASTOUR proposed total identification between I?agan and El, 
even suggesting that Dagan was the god's royal name and El hIS mere appel
lative. 158 More recently, G. DEL OLMO LETE has been one of the principal 
defenders of the thesis that the two gods are identical, as a reflex of a fusion 
of pantheons. 159 On the other hand, various scholars have made proposals 
of comparison with various nuances. I 60 . 

Apart from the twofold sonship of the Storm-god, eVIdence for a com
parison between El and Dagan is indirect; we have already seen that a god 
list from Ugarit equates Enlil, Kumarbi and El. It seems to make sense, 
then, in the light of the comparison with Enlil and Kumarbi, that the hypo
thetical fourth element in the equation should be occupied by Dagan. The 
equivalence of the atttributes of both gods is striking: both have ,the role. ~f 
father of the gods and of generator gods,161 in the case of El WIth explIcIt 
references to particular gods,162 El is the 'Creator of creatures' (bny 
bnwt)163 and outside Ugarit he is called 'Creator of the earth' Cl qn 'r,s-).164 
On the other hand, two texts from Ugarit place in parallel A!irat?, El's tradi-

157 In fact, J, FONTENROSE (Oriens 10 (1957) 277f.) was the first to devote a study spe
cifically on this identification but F. L0KKEGAARD (Studia Theologica 8 [1954] 69) already 
made a similar proposal, quoting D. NIELSEN, Der dreieinige Gall in religionshistorischer 
Beleuchtung II, Copenhagen 1942 159f. (a work we have been unable to consult). 

158 M. ASTOUR, JAOS 86 (1966) 279 n, 27, It must be remembered that we only know of 
the existence of EI, with titles, attributes, temple and cult from the Late Bronze on the Le
vantine coast. Earlier references to EI (I1umlIla: etc.) are generic names for the god. As J.-M. 
DURAND says (MROA 211 159) it is possible that, in fact, in personalising EI, he takes on the 
attributes of the neighbouring father-creator-king gods and in particular those of Dagan. 

159 G. DEL OLMO LETE, MLC 69f.; RC 51f. and 74; MROA 212 52 and 71; HUS 309 
(here he only refers to the combination of the pantheons). 

160 P. ARTZI, EJ 5 1223 (Dagan identified with EI by the Canaanites); W,G. LAMBERT, 
RHA 36 (1978) 132f. (Dagan is an alias or brother of EI); VTS 40 133 (on the Euphrates, 
Dagan has the position that EI has in Ugarit); J.C. DE MOOR, ARTU 195 n. 19 (Ba' l, son of 
Dagan of Tuttul, by marrying 'Anat, becomes EI's father-in-law, [as a result, Dagan and EI 
are in-laws]). B.L. CROWELL, JANER I (2001) 65 (connection through Kumarbi). Cf. a 
summary of this problem in M.S. SMITH, UBC I91f. 

161 Cf. Dagan's epithets in what is called the 'bilingual pantheon of Mari' as 'Father of 
the great gods, creator of the heavens and the earth' (abi ilani rabatim, bani same u 
ersetim cf. above MA:T 177); the title 'Father of the gods' (abi ilani) in the curse in an Old 
B~bylonian inscription from Aleppo (cf. above 4.9.5. AL:T 1) the adjectives 'the very father ' 
(abllllla) and 'Lord creator' (bel qiini) in the zukrll-festival of Emar (cf. above 5.1.2.1. and 
5.1.9.2.). 

162 Cf. M.H. POPE, EUT 47f.; cf. the references in D.E. FLEMING, ZA 83 (1993) 88 n. 3. 
163 KTU 1.4 II 11; cf. also M.H. POPE, EUT 47. 
164 KAT 26A III 18; cf. also the biblical epithet 'Creator of the heavens and the earth' 

(M. H. POPE, EUT 47 and 49f.; H. GESE, RAAM 113f.; M. H. POPE, WdM 280; RA ODEN, 
CBQ 39 [1977] 467). For other extra-biblical occurrences of this epithet of EI cf. P.D. 
MILLER, IRBT 46; J. DAY, YGGC 20 n. 23. 
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tional wife, and Ninmab, one of the nicknames of the mother goddess 
Ninbursag, who, as we have seen above, was certainly used by the scribes of 
Mari to denote the goddess Salas, Dagan's traditional wife, in this way there 
would be identity between the respective wives of El and Dagan and as a 
result, implicit identity between the two gods. 

In the light of the evidence we have set out we may conclude that Dagan 
had a pre-eminent role within the Semitic pantheon of the mid-Euphrates. 
He had the same rank as the principal (father)-gods of the neighbouring 
pantheons, with an evident fatherhood in respect of the Storm-god, who was 
to become one of the most popular and most powerful gods after the second 
half of the second millennium. The centre for all this was basically the 
region of the mid-Euphrates, so we could consider Dagan as a 'local' god, as 
'local' or as 'national' as EI in the Mediterranean Levant, the Hurrian 
Kumarbi, Marduk in Babylon, Assyrian Assur or the Sumero-Akkadian duo 
An-Enlil. In this way, the comparative structure of the summit of the divine 
roll of the various neighbouring pantheons is as follows: 

Sumero-Akkadian Hurrian SEian 

Hinterland 'Semitic' Coastal 'Semitic' 

Husband Wife Husband Wife Husband Wife Husband Wife 

An An 

Enlil Ninlill Kumarbi SalaJus Dagan Salas EI Alirat 
NinIJursag 

Adad Sala Tesup tJebat Addu-Ba'l tJebat Haddu- 'Altart-
Ba'l 'Anat 

TABLE 1l. ComparatIve table of the pantheons. 

It is clear that there were two 'Semitic' pantheons in Syria: one headed by 
the couple Dagan and Salas in inner Syria, with main sanctuaries in Tuttul 
and Terqa, and the other led by El and A!irat on the coast. 165 The first with 
two pre-eminent sons, the pair of sibling-consorts Addu-tJebat with a seat in 
Aleppo, who are equivalent to the two couples Haddu/Bacl and C A!tartf Anat 
of the coast. These two traditions merged in Ugarit, where Dagan appears in 
obliquely in the myths as father of Bacl. In this way his role as a god for
eign to Ugarit is evident and at the same time his equation with EI is 
stressed. Even so, Dagan had a cult and a presence in the liturgy of Ugarit, 
which shows that both gods were considered equal but not assimilated, that 
is to say, they kept their own status and character even though their profile 
and position in their respective pantheons were practically identical. Dagan, 
however, was always perceived as a god foreign to Ugarit, as shown by the 
two references to Dagan of Tuttul in the text corpus of the coastal metropo
liS .166 

165 Cf. G. DEL OLMO LETE, MLC 69f.; RC SO and 74; MROA 212 52. 
166 KTU 1.24: 14and 1.100: 15. 
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6.4. The geographical spread of the cult of Dagan 

The region of the principal cult of Dagan corresponds basically to the mid
Euphrates Valley; this is evident already in the oldest texts, in which the 
god Dagan appears in connection with Syrian region. Two ce~tres of th.e cult 
stand out from the rest: Tuttul, in the upper region of the mIddle sectIOn of 
the Euphrates, and Terqa, a short distance from Mari, with its famous tem
ple of Dagan called e -k i -. s i. - g a 'The ho.use, the silent place' .. 167 There 
is good evidence for the antlqUlty of the cult m these two sanctuanes already 
in the third millennium. The archives from Ebla document the cult of Dagan 
and his wife Salas in the city of Tuttul, the importance of the sanctuary of 
Tuttul is confirmed by the testimony of Sargon of Akkad who went to visit 
and worship in the temple on the occasion of his western conquests and also 
the testimony of Naram-Sin when he quoted the god in connection with the 
famous sanctuary of the Middle Euphrates. On the other hand, the texts 
from Mari of the pre-Sargonic period already prove the existence of the 
'Lord of Terqa' who can be none other than Dagan in the light of the Old 
Babylonian texts. . 

During the whole second millennium, both Terqa and Tuttul contmue to 
be well documented through their respective sanctuaries of Dagan. The ar
chives of Mari and the texts found in Terqa bear witness to this cult. The 
temple of Dagan in Terqa is a centre of pilgrimage and a religious reference 
point for the people of a much wider geographical area. We have already 
seen how the weapons of Addu from Aleppo were deposited in this temple 
for safe-keeping. The kings of Mari and other kings of smaller kingdoms 
came to worship him in Terqa, to the extent that there were problems in 
finding the suitable moment for being able to make the sacrifices due to the 
large number of faithful that made the pilgrimage there. On the other hand, 
the temple expanded an intense administrative activity derived from the 
important cultic movement, there are very many documents that record the 
material needs first or the manpower to carry out the different kinds of work 
connected with the cult of the god. The Dagan of Terqa was also important 
for his decisive role in political matters, especially through his prophecies 
and oracles. 

There is not so much evidence for the Dagan of Tuttul as for the Dagan 
of Terqa in the second millennium, even so, the texts where he appears 
come from various archives, some very far from the mid-Euphrates, which 
gives some idea of how famous the sanctuary was beyond its immediate area 
of influence. According to the archives of Mari, Tuttul was governed by the 
high priest of Dagan, who represented the local power against the protector
ate that the king of Mari attempted to exercise through his representative in 
the holy city. It seems, then, that the traditional government of Tuttul had 
strong links with the clergy of the temple of Dagan. Later, in the Late 
Bronze Age, the texts from Emar continue to give evidence of the function 
and fame of the temple of Dagan of Tuttul, one of the temples with most 
influence over the city of Emar according Old Babylonina texts from Mari. 

167 A.R. GEORGE, HMH 110 nr. 608. 
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During the same period, the fame of the holy city of Tuttul as the main seat 
of the Dagan cult reached beyond the mid-Euphrates, as far as Ugarit, in 
fact. 

Obviously, these were not the only two sanctuaries of Dagan that existed 
in Syria during the Bronze Age, but they were the most famous, and the 
evidence for them in the sources has the most continuity. The texts from 
Mari document sanctuaries of Dagan in various cities in the Middle Euphra
tes region, such as Mari, ~ubatum, Urab, lJakkulan, Saggaratum, Zarri
amnan or Dasran. The texts from the Late Bronze Age also provide evidence 
of a temple in the city of Emar and in other villages, the location of which 
is difficult to determine. 168 

As for popular devotion and its geographical distribution, the texts from 
Mari and from Emar provide most personal names in the second millennium 
in Syria. The facts show that there is a sustained leadership of Dagan as 
principal god of the popular pantheon during most of the second millen
nium. In Mari, Dagan is the best attested god among the population of the 
mid-Euphrates. The area of the greatest influence of the cult of Dagan goes 
from Emar to the land of SubOrn, that is to say, exactly the middle section 
of the river. As we go further from the Euphrates, the facts change and the 
most popular gods are different, such as Addu. The texts from Emar, even 
though more local than from Mari, provides a large amount of onomastic 
material from various cities in the vicinity of Emar, and Dagan is by far the 
god who occurs most often in the onomasticon. This provides confirmation 
that cult of Dagan continued to be popular in the mid-Euphrates during a 
large part of the second millennium. 

6.5. Profile and attributes 

Thus there are difficulties in defining the profile of this god for whom the 
sources give very little explanation. His active participation is not recorded 
in any myth or literary text. His cult is basically concentrated in Syria, 
outside 'classical' Babylonia, where the amount of texts, even though large, 
cannot be compared with the huge number of documents from southern 
Mesopotamia and Assyria. In spite of these problems and once all the Syr
ian texts from the Bronze Age that make any reference to Dagan have been 
studied, it is possible to draw a clear enough portrait of the god, not perhaps 
with the clarity of other deities in Sumero-Babylonian tradition, such as 
Enlil, Marduk or NabO, but with enough clarity to define his main attributes 
and his domains. 

6.5.l. Father creator 

Dagan occurs in the texts as the father and creator god of the pantheon of the 
Syrian hinterland and was especially worshipped in the mid-Euphrates. He 

168 Cf. above 237f. Outside Syria, a definite cult of Dagan can be detected during the 
period of the third dynasty of Ur, more specifically within the royal family. It is possible that 
this devotion for Dagan entered the royal house of Ur through the marriage of Taram-Uram, 
the daughter of Apil-kln of Mari with the then prince Sulgi. 
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is called 'Father of the great gods', 'Creator of the heavens and the earth' 
and 'Father begetter of the gods' 169 in a text from Mari where other deities 
feature, well defined by their traditional profiles known to modern ssholars 
(AnlEnlil-royalty, Enki -destiny, NinturfNinbursag-mother-creatress, Samas
justice, Addu-hero/weather/warrior and IStar-female warrior), there i~,. then, 
no reason for not ascribing this profile to Dagan, when the other deIties are 
well portrayed according to the canons accepted by scholars. This profile is 
not exclusive to the texts from Mari, in the same Old Babylonian period, 
Dagan is called 'Father of the gods' in an inscription from Aleppo.I70 In the 
material from Emar of the Middle Babylonian period Dagan is given various 
epithets, in particular 'the very father', 'Lord creator' and 'Lord of off
spring?' .171 This profile of father god and creator is strengthened by his 
identification with the father gods of neighbouring pantheons, such as Enlil, 
EI and Kumarbi. Dagan bestows and proclaims the royalty of the kings of 
the mid-Euphrates, he is the father-god who grants this privilege and gives 
support to the earthly king, this role is well attested in Mari sources, how
ever the inscriptions of the kings of the Sargon dynasty indicate an older 
origin of this divine attribute. All this puts Dagan in the position of royal 
god with executive authority that was maintained during most of the second 
millennium and probably already had during all the second half of the third. 
There is no indication of a declined of his cult during the Bronze Age, at 
least in hinterland Syria in the Middle Euphrates. Evidently, on the coast 
the weight of EI and Haddu-Baci is very strong and the local tradition pre
vents first class penetration of Dagan. In All the same, in the interior there 
is no sign in this period of any initial decline or supplanting of Dagan by 
Addu, unlike what had already happened at this time in Ugarit between EI 
and the Storm-god. We do not know when the supplanting took place in the 
interior since the first millennium is particularly poor in texts in Middle 
Euphrates Syria, even so it must have happened given that Hadad is chief 
god of Aramaean religion. I73 

6.5.2. The supposed underworld character of Dagan 

The principal facts that connect Dagan with the hereafter are his participation 
in certain funerary rites, the title he is given of bel pagre 'Lord of the funer
ary offerings' in Mari and the Ugaritic texts that confirm his continued 

169 A.1258+: 9-11 (= D. CHARPIN, RAI 35 8 = M. GUICHARD, FM 3 [1997] 81 = J.-M. 
DURAND, LAPO 1622 = MROA 2/1 146f.). 

170 Cf. above 171 AL:T I. 
171 Cf. above 239f. 
In Even so, it is on the coast that there are some remains of this cult, such as the cult at

ested in the Bible by the Philistines of Asdod and Gaza (I Sam 5; IMac 10 83f.; II 4; lChr 10 
10; Judg 1621-23). For an ideological reading of the 'Ark Narrative' cf. B.L. CROWELL, 
JANER I (2001) 51f. 

173 Cf. H. GESE, RAAM 217f.; J. TEIXIDOR, MROA 2/2 369f. Note, however, the refer
ence to Dagan (together with Melgart and ESmun) in the treaty between the Assyrian king 
Assur-nerarl v (754-745) and Mati'-El, the king of the Aramaean city-state of Arpad, north 
of Aleppo (S. PARPOLA - K. WATANABE, SAA 2 2 VI21). 
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relationship with the pgr-offerings.l 74 This is the fundamental evidence that 
has led some scholars to give Dagan an underworld profile or, at least, an 
underworld aspect. 175 The ritual of the pagra'um consisted basically in 
offering a corpse to be burnt; this sacrifice was celebrated as part of a mourn
ing ceremony, as shown by the pagra'um that was offered on Sumu-epub's 
death in Aleppo. The main recipient of these pagra'um-sacrifices is Dagan, 
both in Mari and in Ugarit, showing in this way, the survival of the cere
mony over the centuries. The sacrifice was celebrated in honour of the dead 
person, but the recipient was Dagan.176 The question is to determine why 
this ritual was intended for Dagan and not a god of clear underworld charac
ter, such as Nergal or Rasap. The answer surely lies in Dagan's main charac
ter, in his pre-eminent role in the Syrian pantheon, if not in the inner Syria 
of the mid-Euphrates. Dagan is the recipient because he is the creator father 
god. According to G. DEL OLMO LETE, here Dagan has the role of ancestral 
god of the Canaanites?, and as such incorporates the other divine ances
tors. l77 His role as father of the gods, as the supreme creator god, is reason 
enough for him to continue as recipient of an offering on behalf of the dead. 
This does not entail Dagan being strictly an underworld god, in the same 
way that neither Salas nor ijebat is known to have an underworld character, 
even though they receive a pagra 'um-sacrifice in the court of Aleppo. Dagan 
is the recipient of these sacrifices, and ultimately they are intended for him, 
as he is the supreme god of the pantheon of inland Syria. Dagan has power, 
government and authority in various spheres; he is the first and last in
stance, the beginning and the end. 

174 As for Dagan's possible connections with the underworld in texts from Babylonian 
tradition from the late period cf. the comments by J.F. HEALEY (JNSL 5 [1977] 51) directed at 
refuting this supposed underworld character. 

175 J.J.M. ROBERTS, ESP 19; H. NIEHR, JNSL 20 (1994) 173. The possible underworld 
connection of some of the rituals of Emar in which Dagan takes part, is difficult to determine. 
The protagonist of the kissu-festival of Dagan is basically Ninkur, his consort. Some scholars 
have interpreted the ceremony as the commemoration of the descent of the goddess into the 
underworld, but this hypothesis is not certain, cf. above 5.1.2.2. The reference to terms con
nected with the underworld could also confirm this supposed character of Dagan, but unfor
tunately the terms are quite difficult to interpret to be used in favour of Dagan as an 
underworld god, cf. the discussion of the terms iJarrum and aha in Terqa and Emar above 
4.6.1.2.c. 

176 Cf. G. DEL OLMO LETE, CCC 85. 
177 Cf. CCC 84, there is no doubt that the scholar is influenced by Dagan's hypothetical 

relationship with Canaan in Ebla; on this question cf. above 2. I. 1.6. (Ganana). 
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tJebat: 50 n. 136,71, 93, 191, 209-211, 

230, 288, 291, 292 n. 91, 294[., 302, 
306. 

tJibirtum: 113. 
tJisamltum: 74, 79f., 81 n. 114. 

tJubur: 60, 74,215. 
IGI-KUR: 79. 
Iksudum: 123. 

INDICES 

I1(um): 28f., 32 n. 208, 33f., 36 n. 270, 
40,61,210. 

I1-aba: 44, 46, 104, 168f., 195, 199f., 202, 
206,209,270,299,301 n. 158. 

lIam. 12. 
dil-ba-lab,: 38. 
lIib: 267, 269-271, 299. 
Inanna: 1, 50f., 53, 90, 106,278. 
ISar(um): 192, 195, 209. 
ISartum: 92. 
ISbara: 11 n. 32, 12, 14 n. 50, 23f., 40, 

49-55,61,75,79,123, 171f., 191, 193-
198,201, 204-206, 209f., 220f., 226, 
232,233 n. 107, 234, 235, 241, 246 n. 
226, 278, 293. 

IStar: 8 n. 5, 44-46, 59-62, 65 n. 10, 70, 
72 n. 58, 78-81, 86[., 89-92, 93 n. 183, 
93 n. 185, 96, 104 n. 251, 106 n. 272, 
123 n. 360,113, 13lf., 160f., 173, 174 
n.621 and 623, 191f., 194-204, 206f., 
209f., 218, 22, 226-228, 232,241,243, 
246,278, 305. 

IStaran: 193. 
IStar-Annunltum: 46, 87, 296. 
IStar Bisra: 81,92 n. 178,93 n. 186. 
IStar Derltum: 86. 
IStar Irradan: 65 n. 10, 89. 
IStar sa ekallim: 92. 
ItGr-Mer: 36, 38 n. 281, 59 n. 132, 70, 74, 

77, 79f., 86, 89, 93, 98, 105, 116, 126, 
133, 143-146, 157, 159f., 165-167, 
194,209,212,220,236, 275f., 284f. 

Kait: 282. 
Kakka: 168,200,202,205,209. 
Kamis: 12,22,29. 
KisSItum: 79, 92. 
Kotarat: 271. 
KUra: 12, 15,26, 28f., 36n. 270, 37,40, 

41 n. 305. 
Kumarbi: 3, 24, 106, 270f., 282, 284 n. 

41, 290, 292, 299-302, 305. 
Kusab: 192. 
Liigamal: 116, 123. 
Urn: 28, 29 n. 181, 34, 36 n. 270, 192, 

194-200,203-209,281 n. 21. 
Lugal Terqa: 39, 41. 
Malik: 28f., 30 n. 196, 33f., 55,192,201. 
Malkum: 55. 
Mamma: 194, 202f., 205-207, 209. 
Marat-iltim: 79f., 104, 169. 
Marduk: I, 37, 46 n. 18, 58, 101, 156, 

166, 172, 175 n, 638, 177 n. 661-2, 
192,241,243,249,278,302,304. 

Melqart: 305 n. 173. 
Mer: 61. 

Mullil: 119, 160,212,297. 
Mummu: 60, 172. 
Nabarbi: 222. 
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NabO: 172, 175 n. 638, 193,209,249, 297 
n. 134,304. 

Nanaya: 241. 
Nanna: 53,98,99 n. 216, 198,209. 
NannI: 79, 80, 93 n. 185. 
Nergal: 1,44,46,79,91,123 n. 358, 151, 

171f., 218, 232, 234f., 237, 243, 263, 
306. 

Nldabal: 12, 15,18,23-25,34,37, 40f. 
NIdara: 14. 
Nikkal: 86, 88, 296. 
Ninegal: 49, 58, 233 n. 107. 
Ninbarrak: 79. 
Ninbursag: 44,46,58-60, 77,79-81, 86-

93, 104 n. 251, 135, 170f., 173, 198, 
203, 211, 246 n. 223, 247-250, 271, 
288-291, 293f., 296, 302, 305. 

Ninimma: 247. 
Ninisi(na): 50. 
Ninkugi: 54 n. 83, 93f., 249 n. 252, 289, 

292, 
Ninkur: 91, 218, 220-222, 224, 227 n. 87, 

232, 243, 246.249, 276, 289, 293, 306 
n.175. 

Ninlil: 46 n. 16,54 n. 83,172 n. 612,230, 
246,248,289, 294, 297f., 302. 

Ninmab: 271,289,302. 
Ninnigar: 50. 
Ninnisiga: 247f. 
Ninni-Zaza: 76. 
Ninsun: 51. 
Nintur: 170f. 
Ninurta: 172 n. 612, 218-223, 230, 232-

237,249. 
Nissaba: 201, 209, 246 n. 226, 249. 
Numusda: 79. 
Nunamnir: 84, 102, 119,170, 212,297. 
Nunu:61,195,202, 209. 
Pidray: 267. 
Rasap: 8 n. 5, 12, 15, 18,25, 33, 40f., 174 

n.619,222,263,267,269,306. 
Sin: 44, 79, 81, 86, 93 n. 185, 112, 130, 

132, 136, 142, 172, 174 n. 623-4 and 
626, 175 n. 638, 177 n. 662, 192-194, 
196f., 198-204, 206f., 209, 211, 218, 
227, 230, 232, 234, 246, 249, 263 n. 
107,294 n. 111,297 n. 134. 

Storm-god: 4, 36, 38, 59 n. 136, 68, 87, 
101, 133, 173, 211, 218, 221, 222 n. 
52, 223, 230, 232-235, 237f., 240, 243, 
263,265, 272, 275, 277, 282-285, 292 
n. 91, 294f., 300-302, 305. 

Saggar: 209, 218f., 246 n. 226. 
Sakan: 158. 
Sala: 54 n. 83, 249 n. 252, 290-293, 302. 
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Salas/Sa(l)as(a): 24, 37, 41, 54 n. 83, 
59,71,90,91 n. 170, 93f., 106 n. 263, 
170,173,201,206,209,211,249,277, 
284, 287f., 289-294, 299, 302f., 306. 

Samagan: 12,29, 32, 36, 40. 
Samas: 30 n. 196,44,57,66-68, 73, 79f., 

86, 89f., 93 n. 185,96,97 n. 209, 109, 
112f., 115, 136.138, 145, 151, 156-
158, 164-166, 171, 173, 174 n. 619, 
621 and 623, 175 n. 638, 177 n. 661-2, 
621, 192-194, 196-199,201-211, 218, 
230,232,233 n. 107, 234f., 246, 249. 

Sarruma: 232f. 
Sassabetu: 218f., 230. 
Sauska: 192, 209. 
Se'ol: 222. 
Suwala: 221f., 242. 
Suwaliyat: 222. 
Taski-mamma: 74. 
Tesup: 59 n. 136,68 n. 34, 106, 192,206, 

209, 270, 271 n. 458, 282, 292 n. 91, 
300,302. 

Tiiimat: 101. 
Tispak: 115f., 118, 193. 
Udba: 221, 232. 
Ulmaslmtum: 53. 
Utu: 8 n. 5,12,29,37,40. 
Uttu: 247f. 
Wada'an(u): 37, 288. 
Yakrub-EI: 38 n. 281, 69, 79f., 97, 114-

116,146. 
Yam: 101,267. 
Yarab: 267, 269. 
Zababa: 97 n. 209, 193. 
Zarpiinftum: 249. 

3. Place Names 

Abattum: 118,133n.419. 
Abu-Kamal: 86 n. 143. 
Admatum: 142. 
Amnanean: 124 n. 366. 
A~ana: 62. 
Adab: 48. 
Adabig(u): 32f. 
Adabik: 33. 
Adadu: 18,25. 
Abetaton: 214, 276f. 
Abuna: 208 n. 1195. 
Akkad: 2 n. 2, 7, 26, 42-45, 46 n. 16, 47f., 

57, 65, 66 n. 19, 67 n. 26, 75, 87, 98, 
99 n. 216, 118, 159, 161,288,303. 

Alalab: 23 n. 115, 33f., 62, 70 n. 46, 100, 
174, 183 n. 721 and 734, 191, 210, 
214,258 n. 356, 273, 275, 277. 

Aleppo: 7, 12,29, 33, 39, 45 n. 14, 59 n. 

INDICES 

136,64, 70f., 87, 93f., 101, 110, 125 n. 
371, 140[., 151, 171, 192, 199 n. 997, 
211-213, 240, 267, 270-272, 288, 
290f., 294f., 298, 301 n. 161, 302f. 

Amanlls: 44. 
Amiyiin: 208 n. 1195. 
Andarig: 154,200. 
Antioch: 34. 
Appiin: 192. 
Armanum: 44. 
Armi: 22, 25, 45 n. 14. 
Arrapba: 68. 
Assyria: 2, 58, 64, 156, 172 n. 612, 291, 

293, 298, 304. 
Aslakkii: 142. 
Asnakkum: 62 n. 6, 209 n. 1195. 
Assur: 64, 95, III, 124, 159 n. 546, 161, 

194, 292f., 297 n. 134. 
Astata: 215. 
(AS)TUL: 33. 
ATAGNI: 33. 
Atarnrum: 208 n. 1195. 
Aw: 214, 216, 258 n. 356. 
Azublnum: 209 n. 1195. 
Babylon: 30 n. 196, 43, 10 I f., 105, 122, 

151, 156, 166, 192, 248 n. 245, 302. 
Babylonia: 2-4,42, 45f., 54, 58, 64f., 68, 

109, 115 n. 324, 151, 156, 166, 170, 
172 n. 612, 241-243, 246 n. 226, 247, 
288f., 291, 293f., 296-298, 304. 

Biib-nablim: 208 n. 1195. 
BaIJb: 24,30 n. 189,63, 86, 109 n. 285, 

118,139,208n.1195,209. 
Barban: 193. 
Ba~et.kJ: 44, 296. 
Bidab: 193. 
Bft Akkakka: 193. 
Bulanu/Buranu: 11,23,37. 
Buzqa: 218,237. 
Dabiq: 33. 
Dabis(iin): 193. 
Dasriin: 74,142,194,212,304. 
Der (New): 83, 87, 120-122, 194. 
Der (Old): 64, 86. 
Der az-Zor: 194. 
Dimtan: 194. 
Diyiila: 47, 57 n. 120,65. 
Doura Europos: 205. 
Dre~im: 52, 54, 68. 
Dunnum: 194. 
Dur-Yabdun-Um: 169 n. 604, 194f. 
Dur-Yasmab-Addu: 130, 194. 
Ebla: 4f., 7-10, lIn. 32, 12, 13 n. 45, 23-

26,27 n. 155, 28f., 30 n. 193, 32, 34-
45,55 n. 84, 57,58 n. 127, 59, 76, 78, 
87, 118, 148, 21If., 237 n. 142, 239, 
257 n. 335, 277, 285-291, 295, 299, 
303, 306 n. 177. 

INDICES 

Ekalliitum: 68, 75, 89 n. 160, 90, III, 
115,124, 140n.461, 159, 161, 194. 

Ekalte: 38, 78, 140 n. 461, 214, 216, 234-
236. 

Ekisiga: 95. 
Ekisiqqa: 84. 96. 
Elam: 43, 65. 
EI 'Amarna: 3,23 n. 115,76 n. 94,214, 

276. 
Emar: 4f., 14, 19,21, 23f., 28, 30 n. 189, 

34,38,55,65, 76 n. 88,78, 83, 106f., 
118, 123, 125, 132f.,140, 195, 210, 
213-221,223,225-239,242-250, 263, 
276, 28lf., 285, 289, 293-295, 298, 
301 n. 161,303-305,305 n. 175. 

Eridu: 44. 
Esnunna: 64,74 n. 73, 85, 87, 99f., 105, 

115, 118, 120, 122, 129 n. 394,152. 
Euphrates: 4, 10 n. 21, 23f., 25, 28, 30, 

33, 37f., 44f., 62-65, 78, 94f., 98 n. 
214, 109 n. 284, I 16f., 118f., 122f., 
126, 128 n. 387-8, 134, 136, 139[., 
143-146, 157-162, 164-166, 168 n. 
592, 170, 192, 194-196, 200f., 204f., 
208-216,220, 230, 236-240, 247, 249, 
263,269, 275-277, 285-288, 291, 293, 
295, 298, 300, 301 n. 160, 302, 306. 

Gabba: 218. 
Gadlum: 208 n. 1195. 
Gaga: 20, 23. 
Ganana: 10,12,14-21,23-25,34,38,306 

n.I77. 
Ganibatum: 154, 169 n. 604,195. 
Gasur: 23. 
Gaza: 305 n. 172. 
Gaziantep: 34. 
GiliQu: 28, 30. 
Girsu: 48 n. 39. 
GISbara: 11 f. 
Guris(u): 33. 
GlIti: 42,43 n. 2. 
Gezira: 209 n. 1195. 
Gebel Singar: 102,205. 
Gebel 'abdal'azlz: 205. 
i:Iamah: 34. 
i:Iasaka: 40. 
HIt: 45. 
tliibur: 7, 40f., 55, 62, 64f., 103, 139, 

142, 195, 200, 202, 205, 208, 209 n. 
1195,210f.,213,275. 

tJaddatum: 75f. 
tJakkuliin: 23 n. 120, 139-141,212,304. 
tJalSlIm: 28, 30. 
l:Janat: 115 n. 324, 143f., 170 n. 604,200, 

212. 
l:Jarriidum: 208 n. 1195. 
l:Janna: 144, 195. 
tJanzat: 83 n. 128, 202. 

tJarran: 83 n. 128,202. 
tJazzikkanum: 202. 
tJiddiin: 208 n. I 195. 
tJimmaran: 144, 195. 
tJisamta: 80r., 114 n. 320, 144, 195. 
tJubsalum: 151. 
tJumsan: 196. 
tJurrii(n): 196. 
tJutnum: 196. 
Ida-mara~: 65,122,142,153,211. 
Iddin-SinlIddissum: 196. 
I1tum: 196. 
I1um-muluk: 197. 
Kabat: 103,202,209 n. 1195. 
Kallassu: 217. 
Karmu: 28f., 33f. 
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Karkemis: 33f., 199 n. 997, 208 n. 1195, 
215f, 258 n. 346. 

Karramu: 37. 
Kiir-ab-narim: 197. 
Kes: 44, 296. 
Kiretum: 197. 
Kulbftum: 197. 
Kurdistan: 44. 
Kutha: 44. 
Larsa: 65, 94 n. 192, 109, 156, 297. 
(L)arugadu: 12, 18, 25, 32, 34. 
lrgt: 34. 
Lub: 12,33f. 
Luban: 12, 18,25. 
Mabanum: 96,109, 130. 
Ma'NE: 13, 15,23. 
Manbama: 142. 
Manubatiin: 196 n. 604. 
Manunum: 96, 109. 
Manuwad(u): 32, 44. 
Maskana Qadlma: 195, 214. 
Melubba: 136. 
Mislan: 92 n. 178, 169 n. 604, 208 n. 

1195,231,237. 
Mosul: 44. 
Mulbiin: 208 n. I 195. 
Murig(u): 33f. 
Nagar: 21, 25 n. 141, 26, 45, 62, 103, 

123. 
Nabiin: 207. 
Nara(n): 198. 
Naser: 200 n, 1029, 208 n. 1195. 
NEa'lI: 33f. 
Nibad(lIm): 198. 
Nibriya: 83 n. 128, 175 n. 632, 202. 
Niniveh: 65, 248. 
NipplIr: 43-45,48 n. 39, 50-53, 54 n. 83, 

97 n. 209, 163, 171, 227 n. 92, 296, 
299 n. 150. 

NlI'abum: 208 n. 1195. 
Orontes: 23, 62,191,199,211,214,164. 
Palliin: 199. 
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Puzris-Dagan: 51-54, 56. 
Puzurran: 129 n. 394, 170 n. 604, 199. 
Qa\na: 64, 70, 118 n. 337, 199,208, 21l. 
Qirdabat: 209 n. 1195. 
Rabban: 170 n. 604, 208 n. 1195. 
Rabbean: 124. 
Rapiqum: 128. 
Raqq,um: 199. 
Ras Samra: 264. 
Ra~Om: 200. 
Rubban: 154. 
Sab'a: 109 n. 284. 
Saggaratum: 78, 117f., 120f., 141f. , 149, 

151, 169, 193, 195-198, 200, 204f., 
209f., 212, 304. 

SaNEsu: 16. 
Saplratum: 143, 170 n. 604, 200, 212. 
Sigan: 55 n. 92. 
Simurum: 57. 
Sippar: 44, 48 n. 40, 57, 97 n. 209, 151. 
SubOrn: 116, 200, 202, 208 n. 1195, 209-

211,213,275,304. 
Sumer: 2 n. 2, 65, 63. 
SuqaqOm: 200. 
Susa: 43,48. 
Susa: 209 n. 1195. 
Sutean: 208. 
Subatum: 81, 112, 134-136, 139, 152f., 

201,212. 
Suprum: 64, 86, 201, 238. 
Sa'ad: 23, 25. 
Sagar Bazar: 62, 174,201. 
Sakka: I 17f., 169 n. 604, 20 I. 
SamdadOm: 202. 
Satappi: 220f. 
SebniilSubat-Enlil: 64, 68f., 74f., 75, n. 

80, III, 123, 159, 195,202, 
Sebrum: 110,202. 
SiNEsu: 15-17,23. 
Sizu: 33f. 
Suda: 83 n. 128, 122, 202. 
SOrrli:218,221,238. 
Suna: 209 n. 1195. 
Tabniya: 232f., 238. 
Tadum: 202. 
Tell AbO Hasan: 86 n. 141,201. 
Tell al-'A~ara: 62, 94. 
Tell al-!:fadldl: 214. 
Tell Beydar: 7, 40f. 
Tell Bfa: 24, 29, 62. 
Tell Brak: 62. 
Tell !:farlrI: 45. 
Tell MardIb: 7. 
Tell Munbaqa: 45. 
Tell RamadI: 169 n. 604. 
Tell Rima~: 105. 
Terqa: 39,41, 62-64, 69, 71-74, 79-81, 

84,86-88,92,94-123, 125, 127, 134f., 

INDICES 

138f., 14If., 144-146, 148, 150-153, 
157-161, 163-165, 167-170, 174, 190, 
193-195, 197, 199f., 202, 204f., 209-
212, 214, 236, 242, 247, 273 n. 479, 
282,284, 287f., 291, 294f., 302f., 306 
n.175. 

Tigris: 64, 102, 159, 161, 166,21 1. 
Tilla: 209 n. 1195. 
Tizrab: 208 n. 1195. 
Tukkum: 138. 
Turukku: 166. 
Tuttul: 6, 9-11,13-22,24-26, 28f., 37-39, 

41 ,43-46,57, 61-64, 74, 76 n. 88, 78, 
82f., 94, 103, 117-127, 134[., 139,142, 
149, 151 ,153, ISS, 158, 160, 165,174, 
204,208 n. 1195,210-213,233, 238f., 
266 n. 424, 268f., 287f., 295f., 298f., 
301 n. 160,302-304. 

TOb: 28f., 32. 
TOba: 29. 
Ugegu: 33f. 
Ugarit: 3-5,23 n. 115, 34, 55 n. 83, 70 n. 

46, 71 n. 53, 106 n. 263, 133 n. 426, 
139, 173, 210, 214, 216, 239 n. 160, 
240,247 n. 226, 264f., 266 n. 427, 267, 
268 n. 439, 270, 272-275, 277, 284, 
285 n. 54, 288f., 294f., 299-302, 304-
306. 

Uguag: 14,24. 
Ulisum: 44. 
Umma: 48 n. 39,50. 
Umm el-Marra: 29. 
Upper Land: 43, 45. 
Uprapean: 124,207. 
Ur: 44, 53, 57, 98, 99 n. 216, 226, 297, 

304n.168. 
Urab: 112f., 130, 136-139,212. 
Urbat: 204. 
Ursum: 29. 
Ursa'um: 28f. 
Uruk: 46 n. 20, 48 n. 39, 53, 105. 
Uzamu: 28. 
Yabasu: 207. 
Yabliya: 128,202,209 n. 1195. 
Yabmu-Dagan: 190. 
Yabrurean: 124 n. 366. 
Yabur: 218, 232, 238. 
Ya'il: 204. 
Yakallit: 207. 
Yakaltum: 140 n. 461. 
Yambad: 64, 70, 119 n. 338, 139-141, 

191f.,209f. 
Yarikitum: 205. 
Yarmuti: 43, 45. 
Yazlhkaya: 282, 292. 
Zabalum: 208 n. 1195. 
Zagros: 166. 
ZakGm: 208 n. 1195. 

Zalmaqum: 83, 124,202,209. 
Zalpab: 140. 
Zapad: 208 n. I 195. 
Zarri: 208 n. 1195. 

INDICES 

Zarri-amnan: 14If., 212, 208 n. 1195, 
304. 

Zarri RabbGm: 208 n. 1195. 
Zibnatum: 205. 
Zibnatum sa Ilasakar: 169 n. 604. 
Zigu: 18,25. 
Ziniyan: 135,205. 
Ziwidu: 15,24. 
Zurra: 102. 
Zurubban: 144,205. 

4. Terms discussed 

4.a. Semitic terms 

'rr:30n.191. 
'wr: 30 n. 191 
'mq: 240 n. 173. 
a-bi-i: 227f. 
abu: 227. 
alum: 30 n. 19 I. 
'ammum: 179 n. 680, 250 n. 261. 
'a,-na-gu: 16 n. 6 I. 
apilum: 147f. 
ar-<-da-?>-tum: 13 n. 47. 
ar-ra-si-su: 14 n. 5 I. 
ar-u-ri: 224. 
*berum: 55 n. 86. 
bqr: 239. 
dag: 280. 
*dagnum: 284. 
dagana: 265, 280, 284f. 
dgn: 280. 
du-rum: 18 n. 77. 
g-b-y: 27 n. 152. 
gu-nu(k;): 12 n. 40. 
baddatum: 75f. 
banum: 168 n. 592. 
ba-pu: 15 n. 53. 
baris: 252 n. 277. 
l::lAR-ri: 105f. 
barrum: 106,282. 
bbb: 59 n. 136. 
benpa: 224. 
bidasu: 225 n. 74. 
burrum: 105f. 
bum(um: 68. 
igigallatu: 100. 
imistu: 223. 
iSwki: 22. 
ka-na-na/um: 23 n. 115. 
kapum: 30 n. 196. 

kissikkum: 60. 
kispum: 65 n. II. 
kissu: 220. 
kullanum: 110. 
lamassum: 66 n. 17. 
liptum: 69,73. 
maS-artu: 223 n. 55. 
n/JJiJI: 186 n. 766. 
nhr: 30 n. 197. 
NI-na-gu: 16 n. 61. 
pagra'um: 70. 
pasisu: 25. 
p-g-r: 70. 
pirikkum: 132f. 
qi-na-ti: 244. 
q-n-h: 239 n. 165. 
q-y-p: 27 n. 152. 
ra-qa-ti: 241. 
ru-ub-ba-te: 245f. 
sibirtum: 88. 
sikkanum: 76 n. 94. 
tar: 246 n. 226. 
s-m-r: 27 n. 156. 
sa-du: 226. 
"sarra: 220 n. 37. 
si-Ia-tum: 18 n. 75. 
sinunitum: 111 f. 
tu'amum: 159. 
(i-Iu: 9. 
tl: 9. 
t-m-r: 27 n. 156. 
urbt: 267. 
urubatum: 74. 
zabibu: 233. 
zukru: 216f. 

4.b. Sumerian terms and 
logograms 

g;'b a n sur: 17 n. 69. 
b 1 r - BAR-AN: 12 n. 42. 
DU-DU-A: 22 n. 112. 
DUMU-DUMU-US : 48 n. 39. 
e - g f r: 18 n. 75. 
e r i n - bar - a n: 12 n. 42. 
e - sag: 18 n. 75. 
g u d - e u s - s a: 5 I n. 60. 
k i-I am,: 22. 
KIN,: 18 n. 77. 
k i - s i - g a: 96. 
k i - s 1 - g a: 96. 
KUR: 30 n. 196. 
d k u r: 215. 
k U - sal: 14 n. 49. 
1 u g a I k u 4 - r a: 52f. 
n a 4 s f k: 18 n. 77. 
n a r ( - m a b ): 36. 
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sag": 13 n. 45. 
"sag,';: 13 n. 45. 
Saza (sa-za,): 13 n. 45. 
s i k i I: 13 n. 47. 
's II - b a I - a k: 14 n. 50. 
's ll- m ll- t a g,:15n.57. 
SITA,+GIS: 15 n. 53. 
t u - r a: 13n.47. 
za,: 13 n. 45. 

5 General 

Abu: 226-228. 
Aleuromancy: 155. 
An=Anum: 54 n. 83, 55, 93, 106 n. 263, 

211,246 n. 226,248, 288-290, 292f., 
296,299. 

iipilum: 147f., 151-153. 
ar-u-ri: 224. 
assakum: 146. 
assinnum: 152f. 
Ancestor: 65, 69f., 74, 146, 226, 270, 

306. 
Bathing: 104, 113, 169. 
Bedouins: 64, 66, 68, 72, 94, 109 n. 285, 

115 n. 324,118 n. 338,116,146, 157f., 
162f., 168f., 198. 

Betyl: 66 n. 20, 76-78, 132, 153, 218f., 
221, 229, 234f., 272. 

Bible: 2f., 76, 78, 240, 305 n. 172. 
buIJrum: 126. 
Divination: 151, 154-157, 166,212. 
Dreams: 73, 77, 96,100,117,152-154. 
eliilum: 75. 
Entry: 123f-
Enthronement: 125 n. 374, 222f., 238, 

245,247. 
Enuma elis: 10 1. 
erubbatum: 49, 53, 75, 123. 
Eusebius of Caesarea: 279. 
Extispicy: 79,120,147 n. 491,155,212. 
Field of Dagan: 129. 
Gate of Dagan: 120, 129. 
Guti: 42. 
IJa~~dnum: I 24f., 212. 
Henotheism: 9. 
Hepatoscopy: 151. 
(IJJidirtum: 62, 71, 73. 
IJenpa: 224. 
IJidasu: 225f. 
IJum!um: 66-69, 73, 134,211. 
imistu: 223. 
kiniinum: 103-105. 
kispum: 65-69, 73, 81, 87, 96, 134, 148, 

211. 
kissu: 220-223, 240, 242, 247. 

INDICES 

Lecanomancy: 155. 
Libanomancy: 155. 
liptum: 69, 73f., 105, 142, 211. 
maqlii: 291 n. 78. 
Mourning: 71, 272f., 277, 288, 291,306. 
mubIJum: 69m 71f., 91,147-152,212. 
Oath: 21, 25f., 41, 45 n. 9, 115, 133, 143-

146,212,233, 235f., 245. 
Official cult: 11, 41. 
Old Testament: 2 n. 4. 
Omen: 84, 97,133 n. 418,149-151, 155f., 

166. 
Oracle: 84, 115, 121, 123, 149, 156, 165. 
pagrii'um: 70-73, 78, 93, 96, 117, 148, 

211, 272f., 277, 294, 305f. 
Palace cult: 53, 61, 82, 88f., 134 n. 428, 

246. 
Philo of Byblos: 3,279, 283. 
pirikkum: 77, 81, 132f. 
Pit: 106,227. 
Prophecies: 100, 117, 120, 122, 148,303. 
Purification: II, 13, 18,25,41, 79, 104, 

141. 
qammatum: 99f., 121, 152. 
Sim'alite(s): 116,207,86. 
Standard of Dagan: 138. 
Sakkanakkum: 7, 42, 47, 57-61, 63, 85, 

127, 169,283 n. 37. 
siilatum: 92. 
taIJtamum: 125 n. 372. 
Threshing floor of Dagan: 120. 
Throne of Dagan: 107f., 110, 130f. 
ugbabtum: 97. 
urubiitum: 74f. 
Weapon of Dagan: lI1f., 130, 135-139. 
Yahwism: 2 n. 4. 
Yaminite(s): 100, 117f., 119 n. 338, 124, 

125 n. 372, 144f., 153, 154 n. 527, 164, 
168 n. 592, 207. 

Yariidum: 66. 
zukru: 76 n. 88,216-220,227, 229f., 237-

243, 246f., 289, 301 n. 161. 

6. Texts 

3N-T 3lI rev. 114: 296 N. 121. 
A 4401 1-11 (= JCS 46 30): 49 n. 48. 
A.15: 73 n. 64, 117 n. 332. 
A.1344-6: 165 n. 581. 
A.489 8'-10': 165 n. 579. 
A.5286-9: 123 n. 363. 
A.889: 159 n. 545. 
A.1258+ 9-11: 171 n. 609. 
A.1258+ II '-13': 164 n. 576. 
A.1324 11-8: 142 n. 474. 
A.1858 1-12: 101 n. 231. 

A.2078: 145 n. 484. 
A.2402: 103 n. 241. 
A.2428 3-6: 71 n. 47. 
A.3796: 122 n. 356. 
A. 4244: 97 n. 208. 
A.4259 8'-14': 161 n. 563. 
A.4263 18'-22': 165 n. 580. 
A.4304+. 143 n. 480. 
Aleppo citadel: 171 n. 611. 
AIT 229 I: 100 n. 229. 
AO 9055 9'-10': 105 n. 259. 
AO 18236 1-14: 158 n. 542. 
AO 20162: 168 n. 596. 
AO 28366 5-7: 236 n. 133. 
ARET 1 2 rev. IV 14' -21': 21 n. 102. 
ARET 1 2 rev. IV 22': 21 n. 98. 
ARET 1 10 obv. II 6-12: 18 n. 76. 
ARET 2 12 II 1249 n. 14. 
ARET 3 31 obv. II 8'-13: 12 n. 42. 
ARET 3 42 III 2'-6': 14 n. 50. 
ARET 3 530 II 2'-3': 20 n. 95. 
ARET 3 635 VII 2'-6': 14 n. 51. 
ARET 3 769 II I' -3': 20 n. 96. 
ARET 4 7 obv. VII 21-23: 25 n. 136. 
ARET 411 obv. XVI 7-11: 13 n. 43. 
ARET 4 15 obv., VII 15-VIII 6: 13 n. 44. 
ARET 417 rev. II 11-15: 14 n. 52. 
ARET 8 524 XVII 7-15: 13 n. 45. 

INDICES 

ARET 8 534 obv. XVIII 24-xIX 2: 15 n. 
53. 

ARET 8 541 obv. IV 4-12: 13 n. 46. 
ARET 11 I rev. II 16: 14 n. 52. 
ARM I 34 12-16: 74 n. 75. 
ARM I 56 11-15: 130 n. 397. 
ARM 1 7434-38: III n. 296. 
ARM 213 27-30: 125 n. 371. 
ARM 21537-41: 128 n. 386. 
ARM 2 90 13-23: 72 n. 54. 
ARM 213741-47: 125 n. 371. 
ARM 3 8 25-27: 103 n. 245. 
ARM 3 17 14-20: 167 n. 588. 
ARM 3187-10: 167 n. 587. 
ARM 31910-17: 144 n. 482. 
ARM 3 40: 69 n. 38. 
ARM 3 42: 97 n. 210. 
ARM 3 44: 102 n. 239. 
ARM 3 72 3'-7': 104 n. 248. 
ARM 4 72 31-35: 129 n. 385. 
ARM 5 79 I-II: 119 n. 345. 
ARM 6 73: 124 n. 367. 
ARM7263II 12'-13': 76 n. 89. 
ARM 8 914-17: 143 n. 478. 
ARM 81140-43: 95 n. 199. 
ARM 9191: 114 n. 316. 
ARM 10 I: 90 n. 163. 
ARM 10 3 9'-21': 99 n. 218. 
ARM 10428-34: 165 n. 582. 
ARM 105014-21: 96 n. 582. 

ARM 10629-15: 98 n. 212. 
ARM 10 6315-19: 70 n. 44. 
ARM 10 6616-18: 98 n. 213. 
ARM 10 80: 100 n. 222. 
ARM 10 100: 154 n. 526. 
ARM 10 10720-22: 162 n. 565. 
ARM 10 143 13-17: 135 n. 432. 
ARM 135: 108 n. 278. 
ARM 1323: 122 n. 357. 
ARM 13 114: 151 n. 509. 
ARM 1478-9: 126 n. 379. 
ARM 1472'-3': 142 n. 470. 
ARM 14241-6: 141 n. 464. 
ARM 2122: 80 n. 108. 
ARM 21341-3: 133 n. 418. 
ARM 2195: 67 n. 23. 
ARM 21 196: III n. 293. 
ARM 21289: 136 n. 438. 
ARM 21292: 130 n. 400. 
ARM 21 33369': 136 n. 439. 
ARM 21 33370': 139 n. 454 
ARM 22 100: 132 n. 408. 
ARM 22193: 137 n. 445. 
ARM 22194: 137 n. 446. 
ARM 22 196: 136 n. 440. 
ARM 22 201 1'-7': 137 n. 448. 
ARM 22 203+: 131 n. 401. 
ARM 22 213: 110 n. 290. 
ARM 22 229: 113 n. 307. 
ARM 22 246: 138 n. 451. 
ARM 22 247: 135 n. 437. 
ARM 22 250: 112 n. 305. 
ARM 23 46: 91 n. 175. 
ARM 23 60: 81 n. Ill. 
ARM 23103 1-4: 138 n. 453. 
ARM 23 183: 138 n. 453. 
ARM 23 195: 99 n. 217. 
ARM 23213: 1112 n. 304. 
ARM 23263: 73 n. 69. 
ARM 23 264: 79 n. 105. 
ARM 23 265: 80 n. 106. 
ARM 23 266: 80 n. 107. 
ARM 23 273: 156 n. 535. 
ARM 23 283: 90 n. 109. 
ARM 23 284: 132 n. 409. 
ARM 23 318: 80 n. 110. 
ARM 23 320: 81 n. 112. 
ARM 23 330: 74 n. 71. 
ARM 23334: 81 n. 113. 
ARM 23351: 104 n. 250. 
ARM 23 393: 111 n. 298. 
ARM 23 493: 114 n. 315. 
ARM 23 502: 156 n. 536. 
ARM 23517: 130 n. 398. 
ARM 23 535 II 1-15: 140 n. 459. 
ARM 23 537: 139 n. 457. 
ARM 23 559 8-10: 127 n. 382. 
ARM 23 562 7: 127 n. 383. 
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ARM 24 78 8-10: 67 n. 24. 
ARM 24128: 131 n. 402. 
ARM 24135: 107 n. 275. 
ARM 24143: 107 n. 276. 
ARM 25 15 rev. 3-5: 153 n. 520. 
ARM 2511815-31: 140 n. 460. 
ARM 25 239 obv. 6-8: 137 n. 447. 
ARM 25 322: lIOn. 292. 
ARM 25 363: 131 n. 404. 
ARM 25 372: 108 n. 207. 
ARM 255628-14: 112 n. 306. 
ARM 25 6261-3: 115 n. 321. 
ARM 26/1 2538-40: 70 n. 45. 
ARM 26/1 27 29-36: 166 n. 585. 
ARM 26/1 108 1-8: 162 n. 566. 
ARM 26/1 11918-19: 84 n. 129. 
ARM 26/1 1768-16: 156 n. 537. 
ARM 26/1 19419-20: 152 n. 512. 
ARM 26/1 19444-45: 164 n. 575. 
ARM 26/1 196 1-14: 115 n. 323. 
ARM 26/1 199 1-57: 121 n. 350. 
ARM 2611 202 1-16: 152 n. 517. 
ARM 26/1 2057'-13': 157 n. 541. 
ARM 26/1206: 149 n. 501. 
ARM 2611 215: 83 n. 124. 
ARM 26/1 230: 77 n. 96. 
ARM 2611 2423'-6': 129 n. 391. 
ARM 26/1 2435-12: 150 n. 505. 
ARM 26/1 2468-12: 83 n. 126. 
ARM 2612 473: 114 n. 481. 
ARM 28 1 5': 166 n. 584. 
ARM 28 130: 103 n. 246. 
ASJ 144627-30: 237 n. 126. 
ASJ 143005: 221 n. 39. 
ASJ 1430225138: 221 n. 39. 
AUCT 2 2383-4: 48 n. 47. 
AUCT 3 831-4: 49 n. 53. 
BIN 529: 50 n. 57. 
BiOr 30 361: 133 n. 425. 
CST 440: 51 n. 59. 
CT 24 6 22-30: 54 n. 83. 
CT 24 22120-125: 54 n. 83. 
CT 25 10 34: 94 n. 190,292 n. 95. 
CT 25 16 22: 39 n. 290. 
CT 2520 (K.215+): 292 n. 96. 
CT 2521 rev. 7-8: 292 n. 96. 
J-M DURAND, MROA 2/1 491: 160 n. 

555. 
J-M DURAND, TPH 138: 129 n. 396. 
Emar 6/3 1732-30: 234 n. 121. 
Emar 6/312535-41: 234 n. 122. 
Emar 6/3 15625-27: 245 n. 213. 
Emar 6/32687 i 22-23: 247 n. 232. 
Emar 6/327410: 241 n. 177. 
Emar 6/3 278 22: 241 n. 176. 
Emar 6/337045'-47': 223 n. 57. 
Emar 6/337062': 223 n. 59. 
Emar6/3373 15: 218 n. 27. 

INDICES 

Emar 6/337397': 55 n. 87. 
Emar 6/337387': 106 n. 266. 
Emar6/3373 154'- 155': 247 n. 236-7. 
Emar 6/3373 160': 247 n. 238. 
Emar 6/3 375 1-2: 217 n. 23. 
Emar 6/3378 17: 245 n. 215. 
Emar 6/3 385 2: 220 n. 33. 
Emar 6/338725: 221 n. 43. 
Emar 6/3 388 I: 221 n. 44. 
Emar 6/344650': 243 n. 201. 
Emar 6/344647'-53': 243 n. 203. 
Emar 6/344695'-101': 225 n. 75. 
Emar 6/3446102'-103': 225 n. 76. 
Emar 6/3448: 229 n. 99. 
Emar 6/3 452 35: 228 n. 97. 
Emar 6/3 452 39' -46': 226 n. 83. 
Emar 6/3 463 1-8: 225 n. 77. 
Epic ofZ-L 137-138: 167 n. 590. 
Epic ofZ-L 164-169: 84 n. 131. 
Erra IV 33: 172 n. 612. 
FAOS 7 363f.: 59 n. 138. 
Gi1gameS I 82-83: 167 n. 59!. 
TIM 9 38 14: 296 n. 122. 
JAOS 108, 119 (A 4521): 49 n. 52. 
JCS I 333: 68 n. 31. 
JCS 21 128: 172 n. 612. 
KAI 26A III 18: 240 n. 167. 
KAR 178 II 40: 68 n. 31. 
KA V 172 III 12: 292 n. 96. 
KBo 35 126: 292. 
KTU 1.42: 270 n. 451. 
KTU 1.46 2-4: 266 n. 428. 
KTU 1.471-11 : 270 n. 449. 
KTU 1.100 14-15: 268 n. 442. 
KTU 1.104 11-14: 274 n. 484. 
KTU 1.10738-39: 269 n. 445. 
KTU 1.118 1-10: 270 n. 448. 
KTU 1.109 19-23: 267 n. 431. 
KTU 1.1231-4: 268 n. 441. 
KTU 1.12722: 268 n. 439. 
KTU 1.148 1-4: 268 n. 441. 
KTU 1.14825-27: 271 n. 46!. 
KTU 1.162 5-9: 267 n. 434. 
KTU 1.173 4: 268 n. 440. 
KTU 6.13: 272 n. 468. 
KTU 6.14: 272 n. 469. 
M.5390-5391 13-4: 39 n. 293. 
M.70141'-14': 77 n. 65. 
M.7420: 133 n. 420. 
M.7660 1-2: 159 n. 548. 
M.8455: 160 n. 552. 
M.11124: 131 n. 406. 
M.11436: 122 n. 355. 
M.11906: 119 n. 340. 
M.12152: 113 n. 308. 
M.12803 III 16-19: 66 n. 21. 
M.13160: 136 n. 442. 
M.13161: 136 n. 443. 

M.13214: 135 n. 434. 
M.13249: 113 n. 312. 
MA YER, Or 59 p 467 9: 292 n. 87. 
MBQ-T 41 17-20: 235 n. 129. 
MBQ-T 69 25-29: 235 n. 127. 
MBQ-T 738-11: 235 n. 128. 
MDOG 12274 nr. 7: 155 n. 532. 
MDOG 125 54f.: 120 n. 346. 
MEE 2 48 obv. IV 5-10: 15 n. 54. 
MEE 2 48 obv. V 5-9: 15 n. 55. 
MEE 2 48 obv. VI4-9: 15 n. 56. 
MEE 2 48 rev. II 7-Ill 3: 15 n. 57. 
MEE 2 48 rev. IV 8- V 4: 15 n. 58. 
MEE 514 obv. X 7-11: 15 n. 53. 
MEE 7 23 obv. IX 6-8: 18 n. 77. 
MEE 7 23 rev. V I-VI 3: 18 n. 78. 
MEE 734 obv. VII 2-5: 21 n. 99. 
MEE 7 44 X 5-7: 11 n. 32. 
MEE 7 47 obv. X 1-15: 15 n. 59 
MEE 1026 rev. VI 6'-7': 18 n. 79. 
MEE 10 27 obv. IV' 10-12: 16 n. 60. 
MEE 1029 obv. xv 26-31: 16 n. 61. 
MEE 125: 11 n. 33-34. 
MEE 1226: obv. VII 20-23: 12 n. 36. 
MEE 1235 obv. VI 2-6: 19 n. 88. 

INDICES 

MEE 1235 obv. XXV 10-18: 19 n. 89. 
MEE 1236 obv XVIII 24- XIX 2: 16 n. 66. 
MEE 1236 rev. VIII 15-ix 19: 17 n. 67. 
MEE 1236 rev. XXVIII 15: 17 n. 68. 
MEE 1237 obv. XXI 8-18: 17 n. 71. 
MEE 1237 rev. XXI 21-26: 17 n. 72. 
MEE 1240 obv. III 1-4: 20 n. 92. 
MEE 1241 rev .. 14'-17': 12 n. 39. 
Msk 74283b: 242 n. 191. 
Msk 74287a 23-24: 242 n. 190. 
MVN 51255-19: 50 n. 58. 
MVN 1363927-30: 49 n. 50. 
MVN 15 118: 51 n. 64. 
MVN 15 303 7-10: 50 n. 55. 
NATN 41 1-4: 51 n. 66. 
OIP 104 116: 48 n. 40. 
Ontario I 1604-7: 49 n. 51. 
PDT 1 269: 50 n. 56. 
PDT 2 13588-14: 51 n. 65. 
PDT 21358 rev. 8-13: 52 n. 67. 
RBC 779 13'-16': 145 n. 486. 
RIMA I 0.39.8: 95 n. 197. 
RIMA 10.39.1001 II' 8-9: 68 n. 34. 
RIMA20.10!.1 I 10: 172n.612. 
RIMA 3 0.103.1 18-19: 172 n. 612. 
RIMB 2 3.1.1 8: 172 n. 612. 
RIME 21.1.2 I-II: 45 n. 15. 
RIME 21.1.610-13: 46 n. 21. 
RIME 2 1.1.11: 43 n. 4. 
RIME21.1.12:45n.15. 
RIME 2 1.4.1 I' -9': 46 n. 15. 
RIME 2 1.4.10 I 20-Ill 7: 44 n. 6. 
RIME 2 1.4.26 I 30-Ill 31: 44 n. 5. 

RIME 4 6.11.2002: 161 n.560. 
RIME 4 6.11.2003: 160 n. 554. 
RIME 4 6.12.3: 95 n. 193. 
RIME46.12.5: 163 n. 569. 
RIME 4 6.12.6: 163 n. 570. 
RIME 4 6.12.2010: 163 n. 571. 
RIME 4 6.12.2011: 163 n. 572. 
RIME 4 6.12.2013: 163 n. 573. 
RIME423.7.1: 168n.594. 
RIME423.1O.1: 169 n. 598. 
RS 20241-10: 270 n. 447. 
RS 20123: 299 n. 151. 
RS 261421-7: 271 n. 460. 
RS 34142 2-5: 275 n. 493. 
SAT 31871 1-3: 51 n. 61. 
SET 82: 51 n. 60. 
SLT 122 II 8//124 m2': 55 n. 83. 
Studia Mariana 43: 79 n. 104. 
T.66 III 3-4: 39 n. 292. 
T.82 IX 2-4: 153 n. 518. 
T.313 1-5: 90 n. 167. 
TFR 1 17-10: 100 n. 226. 
TH 82.102: 113 n. 309. 
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TM.75.G.1406 rev. IX 12-16: 16 n. 62. 
TM.75.G.1441 rev. VII5-VIII 2: 19 n. 82. 
TM.75.G.1464 obv. II 5-8: 16 n. 63. 
TM.75.G.1585 obv. VIII 5: 22 n. 105. 
TM.75.G. 1860 rev. III 3-12: 22 n. 111. 
TM.75.G.1950 rev. IV 6-10: 18 n. 81. 
TM.75.G.2166 rev. II 4-7: 21 n. 103. 
TM.75.G.2233 obv. iii 9-14: 25 n. 141. 
TM.75.G.2240 obv. II IO-III 9: 21 n. 104. 
TM.75.G.2268 rev. V 22-VI 7: 20 n. 93. 
TM.75.G.2278 obv. VIII 13: 22 n. 105. 
TM.75.G.2359 obv. V··15-vi 9: 16 N. 64. 
TM.75.G.2397 obv. VII 21-31: 21 n. 101. 
TM.75.G.2397 rev. IV 19-24: 19 n. 86. 
TM.75.G.2403 rev. IX 12-15: 19 n. 87. 
TM.75.G.2447 obv. V' 1-8: 14 n. 48. 
TM.75.G.2465 obv. V 25-VI 15: 21 N. 

100. 
TM.75.G.2465 rev. X 25-29: 17 n. 74. 
TM.75.G.2501 IV II-V 2: 18 n. 80. 
TM.75.G.2502 rev. XIII 8-16: 22 n. 110. 
TM.75.G.2502 rev. XV 6-13: 17 n. 69. 
TM.75.G.2507 rev. XIII: 20 n. 97. 
TM.75.G.2507 rev. XV 17-27: 1711.70. 
TM.75.G.2516 obv. IV 24-V 5: 19 n. 90. 
TM.75.G.2596 rev. V 12-VI I: 17 n. 73. 
TM.75.G.2598 obv. III 22-31: 29 11. 91. 
TM.75.G.5820 1'1'-3': 20 n. 94. 
TM.75.G.10167 rev. II 3-6: 19 n. 85. 
TM.75.G.l0169 rev. III 3'-6': 19 n. 83. 
TM.75.G.I0182 rev. XI 5'-10'; 18 n. 75. 
TM.75.G.I0251 obv. IX 13-20: 13 11. 47. 
TM.76.G.223 rev. II 8-9: 19 n. 84. 
TSBR 5 28-29: 244 11. 204. 
TSBR 9 44-47: 234 n. 124. 
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TSBR 86 36-39: 234 n. 125. 
TVE 15 31-35: 234 n. 123. 
TVE 70 1: 244 n. 204. 
VE 795a: 9. 
VE 795b: 9. 

INDICES 

Weidner List: 55 n. 83. 
YBC 2401 (= AN pI. 4) 161-167: 54 n. 

83. 
YBC 2401 V 188 (=AN pI. 21): 292 n. 96. 
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